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To Shackleton
And his Men,
Who to bring these stranger forms
Braved the ice and cold
Of the Southern Main,
This tribute from a comber of milder shores.
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I

Nematodes are so frequent in the Shackleton collections as to prove
the seabottoms of the farthest south to swarm with these little beings.
Hundreds of them, male, female and young, were taken from a mere
thimbleful of the dredgings. The same tale comes from stations wide
apart. Countless myriads find sustenance in these cold dark depths,
and must in their turn be devoured by larger forms, until tire series
culminates in herds of seal and schools of whale. "All that in them is,"
takes on added meaning!
Whence do these nematodes derive their sustenance? The stomachs
of a number of the species contain diatoms with such regularity as to
leave no doubt that these microscopic plants constitute a main food
supply. The undigested frustules of the diatoms are voided and go to
make up the permanent sea floor, so that the interesting little creatures
whose portraits follow, or at least a part of them, assist in building
what some future epoch may disclose as dry land formations of diatomaceous earth as remarkable as those of the United States or those
of Tripoli. Some of the other species appear to be predacious, though
none belong to the truly carnivorous group of the Enoplidae. No doubt
the greater part of the species are vegetarian.
These antarctic species are on the whole somewhat smaller than those
of warmer seas, but· one of them, that mentioned last, is a .veritable
1 Nematology-a contraction of Nematodology.
The founding of this branch
of science, on a par with Entomology for example, is fully justified by the fact
that the Nematodes.constitute such a distinct and highly characteristic group of
organisms, containing an enormous number of species readily susceptible of
division into definite Orders, some of which are of great economic importance.
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giant of its kind. Seven tropical M onhysteras taken at random from
the writer's collections· prove to average hardly 50 per cent longer
· than the average of the seven polar Monhysteras here described.
There is little evidence that these polar species are less fecund than
those found elsewhere. It is hardly conceivable that the body temperature of the marine polar species is higher than that of the water
in which they live, namely, near the freezing point of fresh water, and
yet, in spite of the freezing temperature, and the long polar night,
nematode protoplasm seems to glide on through its mitosis dance to
much the same purpose as if bathed in equatorial light and ensconced
in the warm pools of tropical reefs.
Through long residence and much travel in Pacific regions the writer
has had unusual opportunity to become acquainted with their characteristics, and having at
times paid particular
attention to the marine
nematodes of these regions (map), is able
from personal observation to say concerning
the nematodes Lieutenant Shackleton's
expedition brought
from the far South, that
in nothing are they
more remarkable than
in the striking resemblance they bear to
forms found in the
warmer parts of the
water hemisphere.
Their nearest known
Fig. 1. Marks indicate about twenty of the
author's Nematode Stations-North American, Asi- relatives are found in
atic, -Australasian and Oceanic-at the great ma- New Zealand and the
jority of which he has made personal examinations,
and with the nematode fauna of which the Shackle- islands off the coast of
the south end of South
ton nematode collections are compared.
America. Nearly all of
the Shackleton species belong to known genera, and the two new
genera are nearly related to genera alr_eady known, Aplectus to the known
Plectus and A ustronema to the known M onhystera.
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The spermatogenesis of Terschellingia polaris, n. sp. presents some
very interesting features which are noted in connection with the description. Recently it has been suggested that of the two kinds of
spermatozoa Boveri and Schleip have shown to exist in the males of
the free-living generation of Rhabdias bufonis, 2 one kind,· supposedly
that producing males, becomes functionless, thus accounting for the
succeeding generation consisting solely of "parthenogenetic females,"
found in frogs' lungs. The spermatozoa of Ascaris equorum3 and (?)
Cystidicola farionis, 4 have been shown also to be of two sorts. In all
these cases the two kinds of spermatozoa are very similar to each other,
so much so that the differences were long overlooked by keen observers.
In Terschellingia polaris the differences in the male generative cells are
of an extremely striking character, and seem to lend countenance to
the earlier suggestion of the writer, that spermatocytes may in their
reduction division produce polar bodies or their true homologues, abortive spermatozoa. We realize now that there has been too large a
degree of assumption in taking it for granted that all four of the spermatozoa quartette are equivalent simply because they are similar in
form and size. A careful examination of their structure is revealing
important differences.
Very possibly it is a comparatively minor phenomenon that the polar
bodies of eggs remain attached to their larger functional companion
cell. Taking this vie,t, three of the four companion-spermatozoa may,
without violence, be regarded as homologues of the "polar bodies."
Whether they are functional or not is a matter that may be considered
quite apart from their history or structure. Generally speaking we
know little or nothing about their relative "potency." That all, or any
definite fraction of them are functional is more or less pure supposition.
What we know is that some of them are functional-perhaps all, perhaps not.
Though these things are thus far outside our field of experience, they
constitute problems that seem certain soon to be attacked from the
experimental side, by following the history of specific members of the
spermatid quartette; and one object of this note is to call attention to
the fact that the free-living nematodes offer an attractive field for such
work.
Rhabdias bufonis (Schrank 1788) S. and H. 1905 = "Rhabditis nigrovenosa."
Ascaris equorum Goeze 1782 = "Ascaris megalocephala."
• (?) Cystidicola Jarionis Fischer 1798 = "Ancryacanthus cystidicola."
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Incidentally there is raised the very interesting question whether
Terschellingia polaris may not be the free-living form of a dimorphic
species having a parasitic stage in some higher antarctic form. It is
the "'Titer's impression, based on a very considerable amount of observation, that numerous free-living nematode forms, marine as well as
land and fresh water, belong to such dimorphic species.
The following diagram illustrates the nature of the formula used in
the tabulation of the various necessary measurements:
•. ---·-········--·-···· .;~·;···-····-···-··••··-•·····•.Sii················-------88·~

~.

5S:>

Fig. 2. Diagram of the descriptive decimal formula. used for nematodes; 6, 7,
8, 10, 6 are the transverse measurements, while 7, 14, 28, 50, 88 a1e the corresponding longitudinal measurements. The formula. in this case is:
7. 14. 28. 50. 88.
6. 7. 8. 10. 6.

The unit of measurement is the hundredth part of the length of the
body, whatever that may be. The measurements become, therefore,
percentages of the length. The absolute length is given in millimeters
as a final non-paired term.
The measurements are taken with the animal viewed in profile; the
first are taken at the base of the pharynx, the second at the nerve-ring,
the third at the cardiac constriction or end of the neck, the fourth at
the vulva in females and at the middle (]J) in males, the fifth at the
anus. The formulae represent the average of several specimens.
,,nen the specimens were received from J\Ir. James Murray, the
biologist of the Shackleton Expedition, they were in formalin. They
were next treated with cold concentrated solution of mercuric chloride,
then stained with Mayer's acid carmine ·and finally examined in balsam.
It is well to bear these facts in mind in reading the measurements, as
both the relative and absolute measurements vary somewhat with
various methods of fi..xation and preservation. The number of specimens and their state of preservation is noted at the end of each description, and from the data a rough guess may often be made as to
the abundance of the species and the relative frequency of the sexes.
By the use of suggestive conventional signs the formulae are made
to convey considerable additional information. Thus the formula on p.
7 indicates that th_e cuticle is traversed by rather coarse transverse striae;1
' Formula line of short dashes. See table, p. 7.
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which are resolvable into rows of dot-like markings 6 modified on the lateral fields, 7 where there are distinct wings to the cuticle, 8 one on each side
~
- /
of the lateral lines. The
9
1:
11. '17,9 •471
85,
excretory pore is located PP ·· · -~ '
• 0u.
o,
LS
,.,CF 'c'c 3,5 ,.£

j)

i~ip=~~:~\~~~

/!IJd: ·.,\

;s:p-?,:i~~J.~Jt

:i7 e!~e
1. _ 10 . ::::::1s .1 - M~- 87:_> t. mm .
-. . ·-v 1. 5 3. 2 ; 3.:.2_ 3, 3 2 , 8
caudal glands and a spinneret.10 The oesophagus has a posterior or cardiac bulb two-thirds as
wide as the base of the neck. 11 The two ovaries are symmetrically arranged, reflexed, and occupy 19 per cent of the length of the body. 12
And, similarly, the male internal sexual organ is single and outstretched,
and occupies 56 per cent of the length of the body.
Among the dredgings at Ross Island were three containing nematodes
which furnished material for this report. These three were marked:
(1) "Bay, Cape Royds, in 10 to 20 fathoms of water, May 31, 1908;" (22.
"Cape Royds, in 25 to 50 fathoms of water, July, 1908;" (3) "Bay,
in 13 fathoms of water, April 30, 1908." These are referred to in the
following descriptions as, (1), Bay, Cape Royds; (2), Cape Royds;
and (3), Bay.
Terminology r elatln~ to Striation of Cuticle.
Term
Very coarse

Nu merii,al value

Coarse

250
50 0

Rather coarse

Rat.he r

Gnph ! c rep re s e n ta ti on

about 100 to the mm ., o r l ess

r ine

75 0

l' ine

"

1000

•

"

Ver y fine

"

1500

"

"

None

The camera lucida sketches are all made to the same scale, namely,
a magnification .of 750 diameters, except in the case of Thoracostoma,
which was drawn at 400 diameters. The sketches may be relied upon
as accurate. Information in the keys is not repeated elsewhere.
Dots above and below the line between the second and third terms.
Modified dots outside those just mentioned in 6.
8 Lines above and below the formula line between the second and third terms.
9 Oblique line near the pharyngeal terms of the formula.
10 Angular mark at right-hand end of formula.
11 Underscoring the third diametral measurement, thus indicating the presence
of a bulb. Length of mark indicates the size of the bulb.
1 2 Curved marks before and after 47, and 19 used as an exponent figure.
NOTE: Absence of any particular mark indicates the absence of that particular feature so far as at present known.
8
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KEY

BASED O!f CHARACTERS l!OT EMPHASISED ELSEl'IHEFE
~p~

2 llew Genera
TAIL COIIOIO,THEM CYLINDROID,AT LEAST IM FEMALES
Posterior(cardtacloesophageal bulb present
Bulb oblate ••••••••. ;······•·················•-m-f-Terschellingh polaris
Bulb pyriform
Mus cu la ture ot bulb broken into 2 parts· ;
striae resolvable into i;longate markings
Wines (interrupted striae> inconspicuous •••• 'f' Chromadora
meridiana
Wings
"
pronounced •••• •-1:l 'f' Spi lophora
eden ta.ta
Musculature o! bulb unbroken; striae resolve
into dotlike markings,at lea.st on head
Striae difficult of resolution •••••••••••••••
Spira septentrionalis
Striae easy to resolve
Cardiac bulb three-fourths as wide as neck ~m '!' Spilophora a.nta.rctica
Cardiac bulb one-halt a.s wide as neclc ••.•• •-m-'f' Aplectus
a.nta.rcticus
Posterior(cardiac loeso-phagea.l bulb none
·Amph1ds almost 1nns1ble transverse slits ••••• 1m
Anticoma.
subsimilis
Amphids circular,usually ·easy to see
Pharynx Plectoid,long,resembling oesophagus ·•-m-'f Aplectus
antarcticus
Pharynx short, often small
·
Intestinal cells clearly reticulated • • • • • • ••
Sab1teria
antarctica
Intestinal cells not clearly reticulated
spirurum
Oesoph. trU le larger fm. behind nerve ring •• -m-f Austronema
Oesophagus p la.in
Renette distinctly developed
Soma.tic setae as long as body is wide ···•-m- Honbystera
pilosa
Somatic setae none or inconspicuous· ...... -m-f Monhystera
unUormis
Renette inconspicuous or none
Chromatin bodies, 1 in front of each an.pb:d-m-f Monh:,stera
f rigida
Chromatin bodies n'r.an:uhids none or faint
Contour crenate,esp.ve.ntral side of tail -m--f Monhystera
polaris
Contour en.tire ••• • . • . ••••••••• •• •••••••• -f Monhys.se??tentriona.lis
TAIL CONOID, MO PART CYLINDROID
Posteriorlcardia.cloesopha.;ea.l bulb present
Bulb e1ongated,not clear y subdivided; renette
cell probably ellipsoidal ••••..••.••••• •-m--f- Laxus septentrionalis
Bulb pyriform,musculature broken into unequal
parts: renette cell elongated
Contour on ventral side of ma.le tail serrate •-m 'f' Spilophora.
serrata
Contour entire
1
Renette cell /4wide as, long:Pha.r. bulb faint .-m
Chroma.dora
polo.tis
Renette cell >'a " "
" " " prono\lnced-:n 'f' Eucl!r. septentrionalis
Posterior bulb noneC12,13). or a mere swelling
Striae of minute 11ore or less elongate elel!lents
· Dorsal tooth with no minute dental opponents ·-m 'f' Euchroma.d. a.ntarctica
Dorsal " with 1 (221 or 2 (21) Subm. " "
Tail regular,termi~us about ½ wide as base • 't' Euchromad. denticulata.
Tarl±suddenly narrm,ed on Veni.side n·r.anus -m 'f' Euchromadora meridiana.
Striae appear impossible of further resolution ·
!Jpsstrong,chitinOus,a.cute,conoid,eversible •
Axonola.imu·s
polaris
Lips not a.cute,± mobile but not eversible
Cardiac region conspicuously non-staining •••• -m-f Honhystera.
meridiana.
Cardiac region ot average na. ture.
Unicellular lateral gh.nds and pores absent -m-f Monnystera. antarctica
Unicellular lateral glands and pores present-m-'f Tho:-a.costoma
polare
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21
22

24
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KEY, BASED ON MALE CHARACTERS

19 Jle11 Species and

2NewG~

PRE-ANAL SUPPLEMENTARY ORGANS PRESENT
fu!p_pl.organs 10,submedian,in 2 rows of 5 each •• -m~'!' Thoracostoma
polare
Supplementary organs in a single ventral row
Q!gans 3_Cor 1 in Anticomal,faint in §p.serrata
Forra tubular,½ as wide as long
Length \ body Diam.;just in front of spicula..!.m
Anticoma
,subsimilis
· Length'% "
";Ant.Org. 1 tail-L'gth.!rm.anus-m-'f' Aplectus
antarcticus
form companulate,very minute,deep as wide •••• -m 'f' Spilophora
serrata
Qr~ans 7,equidistant,fa.int in §p.edentata
Form cup-like,as deep as body wall is thick
Cardiac bulb present •••••••••••••••••••••••• -m
Chromadora
polaris
Cardiac bulb reduced to a faint swelling •••• -m 'f' Euchromad. antarctica
Form papilloid,row 3 body-widths long •••••.•. -m 'f' Spilophora
eden ta ta
PRE-ANAL SUPPLEMENTARY ORGANS AB~ENT
Accessory -oieces to spicula absent or faint
spiruram
Sp1cu la suddenly hook shaped at proximal end ••• -m -f Aus trone!lla
Spicula of usual !orm,cepbalated by expansion
Form arcuate,proximae ventral to body axis ••• -m 'f' Spilophora antarctica
Form somewhat L-shaped,Prox.dorsal to B'dy.axis -m-f Monhystera
meridiana
Accessory piece or pieces to spicula present
Apoph sis to accessory piece bending back.ard
ronma ends of spicula not cephalated •••••• -m -f- Terschellingia polaris
Proximal ends of spicula cephalated
Cephalated by constriction •••••••••••••••••. -m-f Monhystera antarctica
Cephalated by more or less expansion
Form more or less L-shaped
.
pola.ris
Structure rather robust ••••••.••.••••••••• -m--! Monhystera
frigida
Structure
"
!rai 1 •••••••••••••••••••• -m -! Monhystera
Form nearly straight.or arcuate
pilosa
Spicula nearly straight •••••••• , .. ◄-••···• -m- Monhystera
Spicula a.rcuate
IIgth 2½ times anal body diameter •••••••• -m -! Monhystera
uniformis
L'gth_ 1~
"
"
"
",not very slender·-m--f- Laxus septentrionalis
Apophysis to accessory pieces absent
Spicula cephalated by contraction .•.••••••••• -m 'f' Euchromadora meridiana
Spicula. cephalated by expansion
Cepha.lum set off by a constriction .......... -l?I 'f' Euchr. septentrionalis
Cephalum not set off by a constriction •••••• -m '!' Spilophora antarctica

KEY TO SIGNS

'f', ovaries 2 ,symmetrical ,reflexed. -m-, testes 2,

one extending each way.

2,

one only outstretched •

"
-! , ovary

outstretched. · J.m,

1,outstretched forurd.

-r.t

"

,testis 1.

outstretched

forward.

Abbre\tiation!l

lb , lip or lipregion
on , pll'aryngea.l tooth
a.11 ' amphid
le , locule of cuira.sse

pp , la.bial papillae
ph , pharynx
oe , oesophagus

st , cephalic

setae
sp , spinneret
ep , excretory pore
pc , cordi!orm piece

25
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DESCRIPTIO~S OF THE SPECIES
CHARACTERS CO:MMON TO ALL THE SPECIES

Disregarding Thoracostoma, which is exceptional in the large size
of the caudal glands, the possession of eye-spots, of distinct dermal pores
and of oesophageal glands, and also in the possession of relatively very
strong spicula with a compound framework, it may be said that the
following characters are common to all the species here described:
There is no median oesophageal bulb, and no pre-rectum. The tail
is of approximately the same form in both sexes, and in an cases is supplied with a rather simple spinneret, and with caudal glands-the latter confined to the tail. The eggs, so far as known, are smooth and
comparatively thin-shelled, and are deposited before segmentation
begins.
All knmm males have equal spicula of simple framework, and all
are without bursa. There are no eye-spots., The cuticle is colorless,
or nearly so, is without distinct pores, and is destitute of longitudinal
striae except obscure indications in Spil,ophora serrata and Chromadora
meridiana, where the secondary elements of the cuticle arrange themselves also to a certain extent in longitudinal lines.
The renette, when present, has its cell behind the cardiac constriction,
except in Anticoma. Glands in the interior of the oes.oph.agus have
been seen only in Thoracostoma, and possibly, though these latter are
of another character, in J.lfonhystera frigida and polaris. The intestinal
granules give rise to a tessellation only in Anticoma and Laxus. The
spicula are arcuate, except in some ...:lfonhysteras; and cephalated except
in Anticoma, Terschellingia and Euchromadora antarctiw. There are
no male papillae except in A nticoma and M onhystera antarctica. Male
supplementary organs occur only in Anticoma, Chromodora polaris, Euchromadora antarctica, Aplectus, Thoracostorna, and in Spilophora serrata and edentata. The musculature of the oesophagus is fine except in
Thoracostoma and M onhystera polaris, frigida and pilosa, though it is
somewhat coarse in the bulb of Laxus.
If the reader will add these characters to those given under each
species heading, and will utilize in a similar way the common characters given in the keys and generic descriptions, he will find himself in
possession of a very detailed description of each species, covering a
number of new and interesting anatomical features.
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SPIRA, Bastian, 186513
1. Spira septentrionalis, n. sp.

The striae, invisible except near the head are
resolvable into rather irregular dots. The three lips are without papillae. 'The
neck is cylindroid posteriorly,
7 , 4 10 , 6
92 • 3
:·s······i·:·;t···2~•• U••"i·:·a···· ··1·:·t 1. 4mi, , convex-conoid anteriorly. The
amphids, seen thus far only in
dorso-ventral view, have a central elevation, probably appearing as a "fleck" in the surface view, and are about half as wide
as the corresponding diameter of the head. The oesophagus
is half as wide as the neck, and ends in a rather obscure bulb containing an indistinct valve, two-thirds as wide as itself. No distinct cardia was seen. The
intestine, separated from the oesophagus by a collum about half as wide as the
neck, becomes at once three-fourths as wide as the body; it is but a few cells in
girth, and the cells contain few or no granules. The rectum is conspicuous, the
posterior lip of the anus prominently elevated. From the anus the tail tapers
for two-thirds of its length, then becomes cylindroid to the swollen terminus,
which is one-fifth as wide as the base. Tho caudal glands were not clearly seen,
but are apparently arranged in a loose tandem in the anterior third of the tail.
The female reproductive organs are probably double and reflexed.
Habitat; remarks. Cape Royds. Described from a single somewhat shrunken
specimen.
ANTICOMA, Bastian, 1865
2. Anticoma subsimilis, n. sp. The thin cuticle is almost invisibly striated.
On each lateral line there is a, row of five somewhat curved cervical setae,
:- •V;'!(.~t'\
, s1
each having a length equal to one51
\~~
.. . J~.:.~.....2.~.: .......:.~
.........~.~.: ., 1. s111 m. fourth the corresponding width
2 2
8
2 6
2
5
Ph
·? 2 •
of the neck. These two rows
•
•
a m·
\i. ~
b_egin at a ?istance from the anterior end equal to nearly three
sp ·t ~ -'·-V
tunes the width of the head, and have a length equal to the corre.
sponding diameter of the neck. The cuticle becomes thicker at
the lips, which bear a circlet of six papillae. The oesophagus is cylindroid in
the anterior part, but becomes conoid posteriorly. The mobility of the lips is
proved by the nature of the ingested food. Seen dorso-ventrally the pharynx
appears more nearly cylindroid than when seen laterally. Seen laterally it
tapers so that finally it is one-fifth as wide as the corresponding part of the head.
The lining is rather thin, but refractive. The cardia, one-half as wide as 1;he
neck, is conoid with a short cylindroid extension. The rather thick-walled intestine, separated from the oesophagus by a collum three-fifths as wide as the
neck, becomes at once three-fourths as wide as the body, and is about six cells
in girth. The intestinal cells contain numerous small, uniform, distinct granules.
The posterior lip of the anus is elevated. The caudal glands are packed together

P~1· lfJ{ :.

pi\-:. .': ·
Jiti

13 The abbreviations used in lettering the sketches, which represent the anterior and posterior extremities respectively, are explained near the foot of page 9.
As a rule the information given in the sketches is not repeated elsewhere. As
far as possible the sketches are d'erived from typical specimens.
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in the anterior two-fifths of the tail. The elongated renette-cell, two and onehalf times as long as the body-diameter, and one-fourth as wide rui long, lies a
little in front of the cardia, and is not reflexed. The excretory pore is somewhat
behind the pharynx. Distinct nerve-cells, more numerous behind the ring, are
arranged (at least in front of the ring), in six longitudinal groups. The cylindrical part of the tail is about one-tenth as wide as the base.
The slender, uniform, but rather strong spicula, as wide as the narrowest part
of the tail, are twice as long as the anal body-diameter, and lie with their proximal ends dorsal to the body axis. The proximal eighth of each spiculum is separately more or less arcuate, so that one may speak of a curved cephalum or
proximal end. Two separate accessory pieces, rather frail, bent at the distal
end, one-sixth as long as the spicula and parallel to them, form a rather close
collar round the distal ends of the spicula. On each side of the body there are
four equidistant, ventro-submedian, pre-anal, papilla-like setae, one-sixth as
long as the body-diameter, extending in a row from near the anus to near the sup•
plementary organ. There are about three ventro-submedian post-anal setae on
each side of the middle part of the tail.
Habitat; remarks. Cape Royds; Bay, Cape Royds. One adult and several
immature somewhat shrunken specimens. This species differs from A. simili s in
having five pectoral hairs, longer setae, a sub-cylindroid pharynx. and an
oesophagus without expansion behind the nerve-ring
APLECTUS, new genus
Species of this newly proposed genus have the general form of Plectus, but have
the pharynx less definitely developed, and the renette-cell farther back and not
reflexed. They differ also in having nearly obsolete lips, and a nearly cylindroid
oesophagus whose small cardiac bulb is without a three-fold striated valve. The
spinneret also differs from that of Plectus, as shown in the sketch. The male
supplementary organs in the two genera also differ materially. These facts
together with the marine habitat and the relative abundance of the males of
Aplectus, appear to make necessary a separate genus for the reception of this
antarctic species. The following is the type species.
3. Aplectus antarctlcus, n.g., n. sp. The rather thin cuticle is traversed by
about 700 duplex striae, which give the contour an obscurely doubly crenate
appearance. Two wings, separated
. e:n . by a distance about equal to the width
of an annule, begin near the middle
of the neck and end near the middle
of the tail. Cervical setae, similar
ap ___ j j
to the cephalic setae, occur one or two
on each lateral line; and on the male tail there are setMJ, one-third to one-eighth as
long as the body is wide. The lips are very small and difficult to observe. The
pharynx, very inconspicuous and hard to distinguish, is probably double, the
narrow, tubular, anterior part extending to a little behind the amphids, the posterior part, which closely resembles the oesophagus, extending nearly halfway
to the nerve-ring where there is a break in the musculature.
the lateral view
there are seen close behind the cephalic setae, under the cuticle, very minute
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bo'dies that stain, of which those most clearly seen were the dorsal and ventral
ones. Probably there is a circlet of these bodies. Just behind these stained
bodies, that is, a little behind the setae, there is an appearance as if of a small
quadrate cavity, one-third as wide as the head. This is not a cavity, however.
Its posterior liruits are a trifle more than a head-width from the anterior end.
The amphids are variable in size and form,.being considerably larger and slightly
more elongated in the male. The posterior border appears interrupted. The
slender cylindroid oesophagus, is probably very obscurely Rhabditoid, and ends
posteriorly in an obscurely rhomboidal to pyriform bulb or swelling, three-fifths
to two-thirds as wide as the neck. The cylindroid cardia, one-fourth as wide as
the body, and twice as long as wide, is really a modified part of the intestine, and
is composed of small strongly staining cells. The thick walled intest.inc, separated from the oesophagus by a collum one-fourth to two-fifths as wide as the
neck, is few, probably four, cells in girth. These cells contain numerous, indistinct, rather fine and uniform granules.
The tail, tapering from the anus, is cylindroid in the posterior two-fifths and
ends in an almost imperceptibly swollen apiculate terminus one-third to one-half
as wide as the base. The caudal glands are arranged in loose tandem in the anterior half of the tail; their ampullae are distinct and no wider than the ducts,
but stain more strongly. The elongated renette-cell, which is difficult to observe,
is as long as the body is wide, and one-fifth as wide as long, and occurs at a distance behind the neck _equal to eight times the width of the body. The very
slender duct, invisible except where stained, empties through a pore apparently
opposite the nerve-ring. The nerve-ring surrounds the oesophagus rather squarely
and is accompanied by somewhat distinct nerve-cells rather definitely grouped.
From the inconspicuous, small continuous vulva the small vagina leads inward
halfway across the body to the straight uteri. The rather elongated eggs are
two to two and one-half times as long as the body is wide, and fu°lly one-third as
wide as long. The broad ovaries, cylindroid, but tapering near the extremities,
reach three-fourths of the way back to the vulva, and co.ntain about twelve ova, arranged rather irregularly. The spermatozoa in the uterus are of such a size that
it would take at least seven or eight side by side to equal the body-diameter.
The arcuate, rather strong, sub-slender, sub-acute spicula, one and one-fourth
times as long as the anal body-diameter, are slightly cephalate<l by expansion,
the cephalum being set off by a broad shallow constriction, and lie with their
proximae dorsal to the body-axis. There are two rather strong, sub-slender,
slightly bent accessory pieces, parallel to the spicula then bending away, the
applied part being one-fourth as long as the spicula. The receding part is arcuate
in the same direction as the spicula, and from its end there passes a strand of
muscle to the ventral body-wall behind the anus. The ejaculatory duct is onefourth, the vas deferens and cylindroid testes one-half as wide as the body. The
blunt blind ends of the testes are two-thirds of the neck's length from the cardia
and one and one:..half times the tail's length from the anu~, respectively.
The protrudable, sub-equidistant supplementary organs are separated by a
distance equal to nearly one and one-fourth times the body-diameter, and the
posterior one is located at a distance in front of the anus equal to twice· the anal
body diameter. They are rather straight but have the distal third bent ventrally, and the distal end flattened and pulled out posteriorly into a spur, or
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toe, which always remains outside the body. The entire profile contour is
like that of a high boot with its leg bent backward. The projecting part is twice
as long as the diameter of the tube, and is roughened at the end with ten or
twelve exceedingly minute striae or warts. The proximal ends of the organs are
rounded and not cephalated.
Habitat; remarks. Bay, Cape Royds. About fourteen females and six malt-s,
in good condition. The sketch is that of a female.
·
SABATIERTA, de Rouville, 1903
4. Sabatieria antarctica, n. sp. Striae about 800, resolvable with great difficulty into dot-like markings. There are no lips. The tubular pharynx, extending to opposit~ the posterior
borders of the amphids, as shown
by a slight accentuation of the
lining, is surrounded by an almost imperceptible, slightly unsymmetrical pharyngeal bulb-three-fourths as wide as the head. At
the somewhat oblique nerve-ring the oesophagus has a diameter
equal to one-third the width of the corresponding part of the neck, but swells
posteriorly to two-thirds the width of the base of the neck. The rather cylindroid cardia is one-third as wide as the neck, and one and one-half times as long
as wide. The thick-walled intestine, separated from the oesophagus by a coll um
two-thirds as wide as the body-diameter, soon b~comes three-fourths as wide as
the body and is about two cells in girth. From the elevated posterior lip of the
anus the rather prominent rectum extends inward and forward a distance equal
to the anal body-diameter. From the anus the tail tapers for three-fourths of
its length, then becomes cylindroid to the slightly swollen terminus. The caudal
glands are probably small and near the anus.
Habitat; remarks. Cape Royds. Described from a single young specimen
in fair ·condition.
TERSCHELLINGIA, de :Man, 1888
5. Terschellingia polarfs, n. sp. The cuticle is traversed by about 700 striae,
plainly visible near the extremities only. Narrow double wings, having a width
about equal to that of two an33
nulesofthecuticle, begin near
Ph::\~$)\,1
• 8 .~: 977~ 5 :~.--: ~~--: ... ~~:~ > • 73 mm.
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the middle of the neck. The
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•
central raised body, or "fleck,"
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of the amphid stains about as
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strongly as the nuclei elsewhere in the body. Very minute, inconspicuous papillae, probably six in number,
occur on the confluent lips. The vestibule is very minutely longitudinally striated. About halfway to the amphids there is a break in the musculature of the
oesophagus; the pharynx probably e,d;ends to this point. The conoid neck contains a cylindroid oesophagus. which, near the nerve-ring, is one-third as wide as
the neck, but ends in a. bulb five-sixths as wide as the base of the neck. The
lining of the oesophagus is distinct, its most prominent optical expression being
a single refractive line. The cardiac valve causes a slight, simple modification
in the lining, one-eighth as wide as the bulb. The more or less thick-walled in-
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testine is separated from the oesophagus by a cardiac collum one-sixth as wide
as the neck, and soon becomes two-thirds as wide as the body. The first few
cells of the intestine, at the cardiac region, are very small, with relatively large
nuclei that stain strongly. The intestine is separated from the rectum by a
pyloric collum one-fourth as wide as the corresponding portion of the body.
From the anus, whose posterior lip is elevated, the chitinized rectum leads inward and forward a distance equal to the length of the anal body-diameter. The
granules of the intestinal cells are small and scarce.
The tail tapers from the anus and ends in a slightly swollen terminus. A. few
small, stiff, cylindroid, blunt caudal setae are to be seen, mostly about one-fourth
as long as the terminus is wide. The broadly saccate caudal glands, arranged in
a loose tandem in the anterior fourth of the tail, empty through distinct ducts
and elongated, narrow ampullae. w·hat appears to.be an irregularly ellipsoidal
reMtte-cell is located at a distance behind the neck equal to the width of the body;
it is half as long as the body is wide, .and three-fourths as wide as long. The
nerve-ring, which surrounds the oesophagus more or less obliquely, is accompanied by distinct nerve-cells definitely grouped, both in front of it and behind, and
extending backward to near the cardiac bulb. From the small and inconspicuous,
but more or less elevated vulva, the conoid, non-chit.inized vagina leads inward
at right angles to the ventral surface two-fifths the way across the body. The
eggs have a length nearly one and three-fourths times that of the body-diameter,
appear about ha_lf as wide as long, and have been seen in the uterus one at a time.
The medium sized, more or less tapering ovaries contain fifteen to twenty developing ova, for the most part flattened and arranged single file.
The more or leRS slender, sub-acute., uniform, slightly yellowish spicula have
a simple and rather strong framework, and are one and one-fourth times as long
as the anal body-diameter. The proximal ends appear to lie opposite the body
axis. The triangular, blunt accessory pieces have a simple and rather frail framework; the part applied to the spicula is one-fourth as long as they, while the tapering apophyses lie a little backward and end opposite the body-:axis. The ejaculatory duct is one-fourth, and the testis one-half, as wide as the body. The
comparatively few (about a dozen) primary spermatocytes occur in the testis
in single file, then come three pairs double file-these latter relatively huge.
That is to say, the primary soermatocyteR increaRe much in size and then divide
transversely into very unequal parts, a small distal part and a large proximal
part, and these two unequal parts divide almost simultaneously in the longitudinal direction. Thus there appear four cells arranged in two pairs side by side, a
small strongly staining pair with inconspicuous nuclei, and a large pair which
do not stain except in their relatively small nuclei which show about seven small
more or less globular chromosomes. These two divisions represent the usual
reduction divisions, and give rise to spermatozoa of very different size arid appearance. The phenomenon is reminiscent of the formation of the polar bodies.
In some specimens the smaller cells, those that in their appearance remind one
of polar bodies, appear as if divided a second time, but there is uncertainty about
this. It is the writer's intention to prepare a separate report on this species
and its spermatogenesis.
Habitat; remarks. Cape Royds; Bay, Cape Royds. Numerous specimens,
mostly somewhat shrunken.
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AUSTRONEMA, new genus
The single species for which this new genus is proposed has many of the characters of ll!onhystera, but differs in so many important respects as to call for
separate classification. The principal differences of generic value are the possession by A ustronema of an oesophagus altered in the posterior half, a well
developed ventral gland, special lateral cells, hamate spicula without accessory pieces, and glandular (?) organs associated with the spicula. Other minor
· differences exist, such as the occurrence of the special group of setae near the
middle of the tail. The following is the type species.
6. Austronema spirurum, n. g., n. sp. The cuticle is traversed by exceedingly
minute transverse striae. The lips are confluent. The conoid neck contains a
cylindroid oesopha,gu~, '\'rho,1e di25
1
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ring is one-half as great as that of
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two-thirds as wide as the base of
the neck. There is a break in the musculature of the oesophagus just behind
the nerve-ring, and behind this break the refractive nature of the lining is somewhat different, and, moreover, in many of the preserved specimens the diameter
of the oesophagus from this point onward is suddenly somewhat greater. There
is a conoid t o cylindroid cardia about one-half as wide as the base of the neck.
The very thick-walled intestine, two to four cells in girth, becomes at once threefourths as wide as the body. For a short distance behind the cardiac collum,
namely, for a distance about equal to two-thirds the body width, the tissues of
the intestine do not stain. The lining of the intestine is refractive and distinct,
so that the almost imperceptibly zigzagged lumen can be readilv followed. The
intestine is separated from the oesophagus by a collum two-fifths as wide as tlie
base of the neck. The size of the numerous, yellowish, uniform granules contained
in the intestinal cells varies in the different parts of the intestine; they are much
coarser posteriorly than anteriorly. From the anus, the posterior lip of which
is elevated, the chitinized rectum extends inward and forward a distance equal
to the anal body diameter.
The tail tapers in such a manner that at the middle its diameter is about half
as great as at the base. Its terminus is about one-fifth as wide as its base. The
ellipsoidal caudal glands are arranged in a loose tandem in the anterior third of
the tail. Very short, stiff, inconspicuous, ventrally submedian caudal setae
occur on each side of the tail, two on the anterior half of the tail, and three near
the middle and close together. and finally, one or two on the cylindroid, narrow,
posterior half. The pyriform to ellipsoidal granular renette-cell is located at a
distance behind the base of the neck equal to one and one-half body-diameters.
It is one and one-half times as long as the body is wide, and one-third as wide as
long, and presses the intestine considerably to one side. It does not appear to
have any companion cell. The medium sized nerve-ring surrounds the oesophagus somewhat squarely, and is accompanied by distinct nerve-cells extending
well back toward the base of the neck. From the rather small, but rather consp
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spicuous, elevated vulva, the well developed, tubular, muscular vagina extends
inward and obliquely forward. It is about twice as long as the corresponding
body-diameter. and about two-thirds as long as the uterus. The eggs are about
as long as the body is wide, and three-fourths as wide as long, and have been seen ,
two or three at a time in the uterus. The ovary is of medium size, and tapers so as
to become narrow. It contains many ova, arranged single file-somewhat irregularly S() near the uterus.
The slender, more or less uniform spicula taper from the middle toward the
proximal ends, and present the striking peculiarity of being strongly curved at
the distal extremity, forming a hook across which there is a thin, transparent
membrane. They are one and three-fourths times as long as the anal body-diameter, and arc so arranged that their proximal ends appear as if lying to the dorsal
side of the body axis. Their yellowish framework is rather strong, and the proximal two-thirds may sometimes be seen to be nearly straight. At the extreme end
the spicula have a very minute recurved apiculum or point. Two (?) pairs of
ellipsoidal granular unicellular glands (?) occur some distance in front of the
spicula. This species has the head of a Monhystera but differs. in having the
oesophagus altered in the posterior half, a well developed ventral gland, special
lateral cells, hamate spicula without accessory pieces, and the tail v:.'ith a group
of small setae near the middle.
Habitat; remarks. Cape Royds. The five females and five males examined
were in fair condition.
MONHYSTERA, Bastian, 1865
The following are characters common to all the species of ::\fonhystera here
described.
Cervical and somatic setae none or scattered and short, except in M. pilosa. N eek
conoid, but cylindroid in the posterior half in M. pilosa, and M. meridiana. Tail
tapering from the anus or a little in front of it. Oesophagus somewhat cylindroid
without swellings of any kind, for the most part about" half as wide as the neck,
but finally three-fifths to three-fourths as wide as the base of the neck. Cardia
present, except in M. frigida, hemispherical to cylindroid, and one-fourth to onehalf as wide as the base of the neck. Intestine separated from the oesophagus by
a coll um one-third to one-half as wide as the neck, becoming almost at once about
three-fourths as wide as the body, its walls thick and two to four cells in girth,
and the lining usually so refractive that the lumen is a rather distinct feature.
Granules of the int~stinal cells numerous, fine and uniform. Rectum of about
the same length as the anal body diameter. Caudal setae none or inconspicuous
except in M. pilosa. Lateral fields one-third, more rarely one-half, as wide as the
body. Renette unknown except in M. pilosa and M. uniformis. Nerve-ring of
medium width, surrounding the oesophagus rather squarely, the nerve cells in its
vicinity usually rather diffusely arranged. Vulva small or of medium size and in
these species not very conspicuously elevated except in M. uniformis. Vagina one
to two times as long as the body is wide, and extending inward and forward.
7. Monhystera pilosa, n. ap. Striae about 1700. There are numerous long, very
slender, flexible cervical and somatic setae, often arranged in pairs, one member of
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rather coarse. The granules of the intestine are yellowish brown. Toward the
posterior extremity, for some distance in front of the anus, there is a strong
development of lateral cells. which do not appear to exist elsewhere in the
body. These cells extend forward toward the middle of the body, a.nd have been
traced no farther. Their size, which is variable, is such that two or three occur
side by side in the lateral fields. The tail is cylindroid in its posterior threefifths, with a width there one-eighth as great as that of its base, and bas a slightly
swollen terminus. The caudal ducts, of which two were seen, are narrow and
distinct. From the excretory pore at the end of the third fifth of the neck
there leads inward a very narrow duct whose length is nearly equal to the thickness of the cuticle. The duct leading thence back to the renette cell is, however,
of considerable width-about one-fourth as wide as the oesophagus-and is readily traced back to a point opposite the anterior part of the intestine, where the
renette cell pushes the intestine to one side. The spicula are uniform, with a
width near the distal extremity one-sixth as great as the corresponding body
width. The single accessory piece, parallel to and close to the distal thirds of the
spicula, has an apophysis tapering to an obscure and slightly recurved point. This
apopbysis lies at right angles to the spicula, and then curves forward a little. The
ejaculatory duct is one-third as wide as the body, the vas deferens considerably
wider. The blind end of the anterior, larger testis is disposed in one or two coils.
Habitat; remarks. Bay, Cape Royds. The single specimen examined was in
good condition.
8. Monhystera uniformis, n. sp. Apparently there are three very obscure confluent lips. The amphids when seen in the dorso-ventral view seem to be well
chitinized, and appear deepest in the
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anterior part, where they are one
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to one-fourth as wide as the base.
Broadly saccate caudal glands are
found in the ant-erior half of the tail. At a distance behind the neck equal to three
to four body-widths there is an ellipsodial renette cell with a large nucleus. Thie
gland-cell is one and one-half times as long as the body is wide and half as wide as
long. The location of the excretory pore has not been made out with certainty;
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possibly it is just behind the nerve•ring. The small, weak, tubular, non-chitinized
vagina leads into a uterus which is five times as long as the body is wide. The
eggs are about four times as long as the body is wide, and one-fifth as wide as
long. The medium sized cylindroid ovary contains about twenty-five ova
arranged somewhat irregularly. The tail of the male is like that of his mat;
except that it is conoid nearly to the terminus. The very slender uniform spicula
are two and one-half times as long as the anal body diameter. Their framework is simple, and the proximal ends lie somewhat dorsal to the body axis. The
single accessory piece is frail, its framework simple; the applied part being one
eighth as long as the spicula, the blunt, backward pointing apophysis being onefifth as long as the anal body diameter and having its proximal end opposite the
body axis. The ejaculatory duct is one-third, the testis two thirds, as wide as the
body.
Habitat; remarks. Cape Royds. Six females and three males, in fairly good
condition.
9. Monhysterafrfgfda, n. sp. About 1400striae give to the margin a crenate contour. The very inconspicuous lips are probauly three in number. The amphids
appear circular, but are really reg,
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same size and character as the
··
nuclei of the nerve cells near the ring, occurs immediately in front of each amphid.
In the posterior end of the oesophagus there are two, possibly three, elongated,
granular gland-cells, quite as long as the body is wide. The rectum is prominent.
The vagina is small and weak. The eggs are about four times as long as the body
is wide. The rather narrow, cylindroid ovary contains twenty or more ova, arranged mostly in single file. The uniform slender, frail, sub-acute spicula are one and
one-half ti.mes 88 long as the anal body diameter and lie with their proximae opposite the body axis. The very inconspicuous, very slender and frail accessory piece is bent so that the applied part is one-third to one-fourth as long as the
spicula, while the uniform backward bending part is one-fifth as long 88 the anal
body diameter. Its proximal end lies to the ventral side of the body axis. The
ejaculatory duct is one-third, the testis two-thirds, as wide as the body.
Habitat; remarks. Cape Royds. The single female and the two males examined
were in fair condition.
IO. Monhystera polarfs, n. sp. The 600 striae give to the margin a minutely
crenate contour,· most plainly to be seen just behind the anus. The three double,
more or less distinct lips
are fairly developed. Two
innervated papillae occur
I. i.m .
on each of the lips, six
· papillae in all. The am1.1 mm .
phids are sunken, but
usually show a well stained projecting margin twothirds as wide as the amphid. A little in front of each amphid is a single somewhat spherical nucleus, one-fourth as wide as the oesophagus, containing granules,
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as do the ganglion cells near the nerve-ring. These two neuclei probably indicate
the presence of two nerve cells. They are ~est seen in the dorso-ventral view. The
refractive elements of the lining of the oesophagus, especially in certain aspeets
of the head, appear to extend into .the pharynx in a peculiar way, as shown in the
sketch. The rectum is more or less prominent, and in the male the anus is raised.
The tail tapers in such a manner that at the middle it is one-third as wide as at
the anus. I ts terminus is slightly swollen. Caudal setJJ,e appear on the base of the
tail.
The vaj.?ina extends inward nearly at right angles to the body wall, about half
way across the body. The uterus, three to four times as long as the body is wide,
contains spermatozoa one fifth as wide as the body. The posterior, rudimentary
branch of t)ie uterus, nearly twice as long as the width of the body, also contains
spermatoiba. The eggs are nearly twice as long as the body is wide, and one-third
as wide as long. The broad tapering ovary contains about twenty ova arranged
single file, and as many more packed irregularly in the distal fourth.
The brownish, rather slender, uniform, acute spicula are one and one-third
times as long as the anal body diameter. The framework of the spicula is more or
less strong, and the proximal ends lie opposite or a little dorsal to the body axis.
The single, rather straight and rather frail accessory piece is of a simple character,
and has a backward pointing apophysis one-sixth as long as the anal body diameter. The male presents the peculiarity of possessing two testes, an uncommon
thinp; in Monhy stera. They are rather wide and of unequal size, the anterior,
more or less cylindroid one being considerably the wider. The blind end of one
testis is at the cardia, that of the other about one tail-length in front of the anus.
Habitat; remarks. Cape Royds; Bay, Cape Royds; Bay. Seven females and
six males, somewhat shrunken. The specimens from the various localities differ
slightly in (1) the size and form of the cephalic setae, (2) the length and width of
the spicula, (3) the prominence of the amphids, (4) the prominence of the striae
on the tail. Diatoms and other unicellular organisms were seen in the intestine.
11. Monhystera septentrionalis, n. sp. The lips are confluent. T};ie lining of
the oesophagus is rather prominent, and one-fifth as wide as the oesophagus itself.
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arranged in a loose tandem in the
anterior half of the tail. The anus is continuous. The conoid,
rather muscular vagina is one and one-half times as long as the body
diameter. The eggs are elongated, twice as long as the body is
wide, and less than half as wide as long. About thirty ova occur in single file in
the gently tapering ovary.
Habitat; remarks. Bay, Cape Royds. Seven good female specimens. The
amphids are often a little farther back than illustrated.
12. Monhystera meridiana, n. sp. The striae, about 1000 in number, are responsible for a somewhat crenate contour, more noticeable near the tail. The strongly
developed cardiac region, set
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canal. The vulva is elevated.
Eggs twice as long as the body
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is wide, and one-third as wide as long, occur in the straight uterus. Toward its
blind end the narrow, taperinJ1; ovary is one-fourth as wide as the body. The tail
of the male is conoid in such a fashion that at a distance from the anus equal to
four times the anal body diameter it has a width equal to one-fourth the anal
body width; thence it. tapers very gradually to the terminus, whose width is considerably less than that of the spicula. The slender, uniform, acute spicula are
one and three-fourths times as long as the anal body diameter. The ejaculatory
duct and vas deferens are one-fourth-as wide as the body. Apparently there are
two tapering testes, but the end of the posterior one was not definitely seen; it
appeared, however, to be eight to twelve body widths in front of the anus.
Spermatocytes occur in single file near the end of the anterior testicle.
Habitat; remarks. Bay, Cape Royds. One female and three males in a
somewhat shrunken state.
13. Monhystera antarctica, n. sp. The cephalic setae are very minute and difficult t.o see. Six excessively minute forward pointing papillae occur, one on each
lip. Apparently the pharynx is traversed near its middle by a trans• 9mm .
verse ridge, and this is the reason
why it appears in optical section
as if armed with two teeth. From
the anus, the posterior lip of which
is elevated, the rather prominent, chitinized rectum leads inward. Anal glands
are present. The rather large and conspicuous nuclei of tho intestinal cells are
arranged about a body-width apart. The terminus of the tail is one-fourth as
wide as tho base. The broadly saccate caudal glands, of which two are larger than
the third, are arranged in close tandem in the anterior half of the tail; their
ampullae are distinct. The lateral fields are one-half as wide as the body. At a
distance behind the base of the neck equal to four times the width of- the body
there is frequently to be seen in the female a large cell, one-half as wide as the
body, with a prominent nucleus. This . cell occurs in females only. Though its
connections have not been definitely made out, it sometimes seems to empty
through a pore a little in its rear. The straight uterus, five to six times as long
as the body is wide, contains elongated eggs, as long as the body diameter, and
half as wide as long. The cylindroid ovary contains ova arranged in double fileirregularly so toward the blind end.
The tail of the male is a little stouter than that of his mate. The rather frail,
slender, uniform, sub-acute spicula, one and one-half to one and three-fourths
times as long as the anal body-diameter. lie with their proximae dorsal to the body
axis. The single accessory piece, parallel to the distal third of the spicula, and
then bending back in a thumb-shaped apophysis, lies with its proximal end opposite the body axis. On the tail there are very faint inconspicuous setose papillae-one vcntro-submedian on each side, at the end of the anterior fourth, and two or
three sub-ventral just behind the middle of the tail. The ejaculatory duct is onefourth to one-third, the vas deferens and tapering testis one-half, as wide as the
body.
Habitat; remarks. Bay, Cape Royds. Numerous slightly shrunken specimens.
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CHRmIADORA, Bastian, 1865
14. Chromadora merldiana, n. sp. Among the secondary elements into which
the 600 transverse striae are resolvable there are two longitudinal rows that stand
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either side, is another row almost imperceptibly emphasized.
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The annules are retrorse posteriorly, and the reverse anteriorly,
the change taking pince opposite the vulva on the female. The few very short
cervical and somatic setae to be seen scattered here and there are one-half to onethird as long as the body is wide, though a few nearer the head are considerably
longer than the cephalic setae. There appear to be twelve subdistinct lips, each
bearing a single papilla. The conoid neck contains a cylindroid oesophagus,
which, measured at the nerve-ring, is one-third as wide as the corresponding
portion of the neck. The oesophagus ends posteriorly in a bulb three-fourths as
wide as the base of the neck, containing an inconspicuous elongated valve onethird as wide as itself. The musculature of the bulb is broken into two very
unequal parts. There is no cardia. The wall of the intestine varies from thick
to somewhat thin, and is six to eight cells in girth. The intestine becomes at once
about three-fourths as wide as the body. Its lumen is distinct, and about onefourth as wide as itself. The rather numerous granules to be seen in the cells of
the intestines are uniform and small. From the a.nus, which is depressed, the
chitinized rectum leads inward and forward a distance equal to the length of the
anal body-diameter.
The arcuate tail tapers from in front of the anus, but is usually cylindroid in the
posterior fifth, and has a terminus one-sixth as wide as its base. The broadly saccate caudal glands are packed together in the anterior fourth of the tail, and empty
through distinct narrow ducts. The length of the few, scattered, straight caudal
setae is about equal to the width of two annules of the cuticle. The lateral fields
are one-third as wide as the body. The granular renette cell, which is somewhat
longer than the body is wide, and one fourth as wide as long, is located at a distance
from the base of the neck equal to the width of the body, and empties by means of
a slender duct, through the excretory pore located at the lips. It has a smaller
companion cell in its rear. The nerve-:-ring surrounds the oesophagus somewhat
squarely. The cells in its vicinity are distinct in character, and many of them have
narrow connections directed forward. From the obscurely depressed somewhat
conspicuous vulva, the small tubular vagina leads inward at right angles to the
ventral surface one-third the distance across the body. The eggs are about as
long as the body is wide, and usually about three-fourths as wide as long, and have
been seen in the uterus one to three at a time. The spermatozoa seen in the females
are one-eighth as wide as the body. The tapering ovaries reach about threefourths the distance back to the vulva, and contain each about fifteen mostly discoia ova, arranged more or less single file.
Habitat; remarks. Bay, Cape Royds. Five females in fair condition.
15. Chromadora polaris, n. sp. This species closely resembles Chromadora me· ridiana from the same region, but differs in having narrower dimensions, more
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slender oesophagus, bulb and intestine, a
(9 10.
15.2 -11
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more strictly conoid tail, and a somewhat
-----------------> I.ma
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thinner cuticule, the striations of which are
even Jess modified on the lateral fields. There are about four hundred and fifty
transverse striae. The cuticle is hardly perceptibly modified on the lateral fields
in the anterior half of the body, but in the posterior half, especially opposite the
copulatory muscles, there is a distinct modification, which at its widest part is
nearly twice as wide as one of the corresponding striae. The modification becomes less pronounced behind the anus, and disappears near the terminus. The
renette cell occurs at a distance behind the neck equal to twice the diameter of
the body.
The stoutish, somewhat tapering, rather blunt, yellowish spicula are one and
one-fourth times as long as the anal body diameter, and at their widest point onesixth as wide as the body. They are almost imperceptibly cephalated by expansion and lie with their proximae a little ventral to the body axis. The frame has
a median piece from near the middle onward. The two arcuate, slender, rather
strong accessory pieces are three-fifths as long as the spicula and lie parallel to
them. The seven chitinized supplementary organs, separated from each other
by a distance equal to the diameter of one of the organs, occupy a space about
equal to one and one-half times the body diameter, the posterior one occurring
·about opposite the proximal ends of the spicula.. These organs are very much like
those oC Chromadora minor. The ejaculatory duct and vas deferens are onefourth, the broad cylindroid testis one-half as wide as the body. Copulatory
muscles extend forward somewhat beyond the supplementary organs.
Habitat; remarks. Bay, Cape Royds. Two good specimens, both'male.

SPILOPHORA, Bastian, 1865
The following are characters common to all the species of Spilophora here
described.
Cuticle with two lateral wings, beginning near the head and ending on the tail.
Neck conoid. Tail tapering from somewhat in front of the anus. The lips are
small and often indistinct, but when decipherable can usually be seen to be twelve
in number, each with a single forward-pointing papilla. Throughout most of its
length the oesophagus is more or less cylindroid, but ends posteriorly in a pyriform
bulb two-thirds to four-fifths as wide as the base of the neck, and containing a
fusiform valve (sometimes obscure) one-fourth to one-half as wide as itself. There
is no distinct cardia. The intestine is separated from the oesophagus by a distinct
broad constriction about o~e-third as wide as the corresponding part of the body.
The more or less prominent chitinized rectum, about as long as the anal body diameter, leads inward and forward. The caudal setae are small and scattered. The
nerve-ring is of medium size and surrounds the oesophagus rather squarely, and is
accompanied by distinct nerve cells. The vulva is more or less elevated and conspicuous and from it the vagina leads inward at right angles to the ventral surface
about half way across the body. So far as known the eggs are ellipsoidal. The
rather slender, blunt spicula are about one and one-fourth times as long as the
anal body diameter. The arcuate accessory piece is parallel to, and half to
three-fourths as long as, the spicula. The testis is relatively wide.
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16. Spilophora edentata, n. sp. Striae about. 600, producing a crenate contour,
interrupted by the two lateral wings which are so formed as to appear somewhat
like the keel and ribs of a
9
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• 9. . .
boat.
Four sub-cephalic
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setae occur opposite the base
of the pharynx. There are
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setae, each about one-third
as long as the body is wide. There appears to be no distinct dorsal pharyngeal
tooth, but possibly an exceedingly minute more or less ventral one,-unless indeed
this appearance be due to the optical effect of one of the striae that exist separately
in the posterior part of the pharynx. The mascul~ture of the bulb is broken into
two very unequal parts. The rather thin-walled intestine becomes at once twothirds as wide as the body and is about six cells in girth. The cells contain numerous very small, uniform colorless granules. The cylindrical part of the tail of the
female is about one-fourth as wide as the base. The broadly saccate caudal glands
are arranged in a loose tandem in the anterior half of the tail, and are connected
with the spinneret by distinct but very narrow ducts with no clearly visible ampullae. The lateral fields, one-third as wide as the body, contain small scattered
nuclei, as well as others less numerous and twice as large. The granular ellipsoidal
renette cell, which presses the intestine to one side, a little behind the neck, is
about half as long as the body is wide, and one half as wide as long. The duct is
hardly half as wide as one of the annulcs, and the ampulla, opposite the base of
the pharynx is almost invisible. The excretory pore is at the lips. The nerve cells
are arranged in rather indistinct groups, better seen behind the ring.
The male tail appears to be more nearly conoid throughout, and has a spinneret
only about one-eighth as wide as its base. The tapering spicula in their widest
part are one-sixth as ·wide as the corresponding part of the body, and are cephalated by a very inconspicupous constriction. The accessory pieces are slender and
rather frail. The testis is about half as wide as the body. Rather distinct, well
spaced, oblique copulatory muscles are present in front of the •anus for a distance
equal to one and one-half tail-lengths. Apparently pairs of male glands, emptying
into the cloaca, are present-as in Euchromadora and Chromadora, but the details
remain unknown.
Habitat; remarks. Day, Cape Royds. A single female and four males, all in
fair condition.
17. Spilophora antarctica, n. sp. Striae about 400, producing a somewhat
crenate contour, and interrupted by two lateral wings separated by a distance
equal to one-fifth the body diameter. Cervical setae occur-at
9: 7.,,_!5:
least near the head. The cardiac
3.2
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valve is simple in structure. The
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relatively somewhat thick-walled
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intestine soon becomes two-thirds
as wide as the body, and is about
two cells in girth, these latter containing scattered, rather uniform, colorless
granules. The posterior lip of the anus is more or less elevated. The cylindroid
part of the tail is one-fifth as wide as the base, or somewhat less. The renette cell
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has not been clearly seen, but the intestine is pushed to one side as if a small one
were present, a little behind the neck. The nerve-cells extend past the base of
the neck, especially on the ventral side. The eggs occur one at a time in either
uterus. The rather broad, tapering ovaries, which extend two-thirds of the way
back to the vulva, contain few ova, arranged single file. The testis is one-half to
three-fifths as wide as the body.
Habitat; remarks. Cape Royrls; Bay, Cape Royds. Six females and three
males, in a somewhat shrunken state.
18. Spilophora. serrata, n. sp. Striae about 500, interrupted by the lateral
win~s, which occupy a space equal to one-fourth the body diameter. The secondary elements of the cuticle
appear as dots on the head,
and produce a punctate
appearance there.
Four
rather irregular pairs of subcephalic setae. like the cephalic setae, but shorter, mated one in front of the other, occur at a distance from
the lips equal to twice the width of the head. There are few cervical setae. The
vestibule of the pharynx is longitudinally striated. This is one of the few
species of Spi lophora in which the amphids can be plainly seen. The rather thickwalled intestine soon becomes three-fourths as wide as the body, and is ten to
twelve cells in girth, the cells containing numerous uniform, colorless granules
nearly equal in diameter to the width of one of the annules of the cuticle. The
posterior lip of the anus is elevated. The terminus of the tail is about one-sixth
as wide as its base. The two broadly saccate caudal glands are arranged in close
tandem opposite the anus and in the anterior fourth of the tail. Their ampullae
are not distinct. The third caudal gland (?) , just behind the anus, is a strongly
staining cell, with a duet, or connection, that reaches to near the terminus. The
non-granular renette cell, one body-width behind the neck, twice as long as the
body is wide, has a small companion-cell in its rear. The excretory pore is probably near the lips. Opposite the renette cell there are two, and probably three,
ellipsoidal cells in each lateral field, each cell being one-third as long as the body
is wide, and one-third as wide as long. These cells constitute two pairs,-or three.
The eggs are about one and one-half times as long as the body is wide, and two
thirds as wide as long, and occur in the uteri one at a time. Each of the medium
sized, tapering ovaries reaches half way back to the vulva, and contains about
fifteen ova arranged single file.
The strong, rather uniform, colorless spicula are eephalated by a constriction
and are obliquely truncated at the distal end, where there are two or three exceedingly minute teeth. The subslender, rather strong and simple accessory pieces
recede a little from the spicula. Of the slightly elevated, somewhat protrudable
supplementary organs, whose width is about equal to that of two annules, the
hindermost is near the anus. They are farther apart ·anteriorly, the distance
between the first and second equaling one-third of the body width, that between
the second and third, one and one-half times the body width. The ejaculatory
duct is one-third as wide as the body-the vas deferens and testis one-half. At
least pnc pair of glands of the kind seen in the males of Euchromadora occurs nearly
twice as far in front of the anus as the terminus is behind it; each gland-cell is
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fusiform, one-half as long as the body is wide, and one-half as wide as long. Both
of the males examined had a ventral swelling near the center of the tail, as long as
the corresponding body diameter.
Habitat; remarks. Bay, Cape Royds-. The two females and two males studied
were in good condition.
EUCHROMADORA, De ~Ian, 1886
The following are characters common to all the species of Euchromadora here
described.
The neck is more or less cylindroid in the posterior part, but usually slightly
conoid anteriorly. The tail tapers from in front of the anus, and has no terminal
swelling. Cervical setae none or small and scattered, except in E. septentrionalis,
somatic setae none or very inconspicuous. Caudal setae none or inconspicuous,
except in E. denticulata. Each of the six lips is double, so that there appear to
be twelve more or less alike. These are usually distinct when the mouth is open,
but so folded together when the mouth is closed as to become less distinct, and to
impart to the then narrow vestibule a-longitudinally striated appearance. Labial
papillae twelve, in a single circlet, forming the apices of the lobes of the lips. The
pharyngeal region of the oesophagus is swollen, so as to form a faint pharyngeal
"bulb," rather obscurely pyriform or elongated in form. The oesophagus is cylindroid in the anterior half, and conoid or perhaps clavate in the posterior part,
but is without a. true cardiac bulb except in E. septentrionalis. Oesophageal
lining distinct, often increased posteriorly. There is no distinct cardia. The
rather thin walled intestine becomes almost at once three-fifths to threefourths as wide as the body and is from six to nine cells in girth. It is separated
from the oesophagus by a distinct collum one-fifth to one-third as wide as the
corresponding part of the body. The chitinous rectum, as long M the anal body
diameter, leads inward and fonvard from the more or less elevated anus. The
caudal glands are found in the anterior fourth of the tail (and in E. meridiana also
a short distance in front of anus), and empty through ducts devoid of ampullae,
except in the case of E. denticulata. The lateral fields are about one-third as wide
as the body. The elongated, granular renette cell, one to two body-widths behind
the neck, has one or two smaller companion cells in its rear. The medium sized
nerve-ring surrounds the oesophagus rather squarely. From the somewhat elevated but rather inconspicuous vulva the vagina leads inward at right angles to
the ventral surface about halfway across the body. The reflexed, tapering ovaries
reach half to two-thirds the way back to the vulva, and contain a dozen or more developing ova, arranged more or less irregularly, especially toward the blind end.
The more or less slender spicula are sub-acute, and accompanied by arcuate
parallel accessory pieces half as long as themselves. The single testis is cylindroid
and about half as wide as the body.
19. Euchromadora septentrionalis, n. sp. The 600 striae, very difficult to see
except at the extremities, are resolvable into minute elongated elements, which
are interrupted by very narrow
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setae, occur one in front of the other on each sub-median line, at a distance from
the head end equal to one and one-fourth times the head width. The cervical
setae, more numerous on the anterior part of the neck,· are sometimes longer than
the cephalic setae. The lips, otherwise typical, have successive rings of elements
surrounding the interior of the vestibule. The oesophagus is one-third as wide as
the neck, but swells posteriorly into a true cardiac bulb, containing a fui,iform
valve one-third as wide as itself. The intestinal granules are scarce and colorless.
The elongated caudal glands are arranged in a close tandem, and have distinct
ducts. The renette cell, three times as long as the body is wide, empties through
a very inconspicuous pore at the base of the lips. Strongly staining, elongated,
distinctly granular bodies are found in the lateral fields behind the neck. They
are one-half as long as the body is wide, and two-thirds as wide as long, and they
occur as rightsand lefts, i. e. are paired. The first pair is one body-width behind
the neck, and the successive pairs, contin_uing to the anus, are separated from
each other by a distance three times as great as the radius of the body.
The tail of the male is a little stouter than that of his mate. The uniform,
slender, frail spicula are as long as the anal body diameter, and one-twelfth as
wide as long. There are two strong grooved accessory pieces, twic-e as wide as
the spicula, bearing excessively minute teeth at their blunt distal ends. There
are at least five unicellular clavate glands on the dorsal side, extending in front
of the anus for a distance equal to the length of the tail. First, anteriorly there
is a pair, then a second pair, then apparently a single one, all with slender ducts
They were not very well seen, and this enumeration may not be exact.
Habitat; remarks. Cape Royds; Bay, Cape Royds. Numerous specimens,
somewhat shrunken.
20. Euchromadora antarctica, n. sp. The cuticle is traversed by about 550
transverse striae, resolvable into dots near the head, and into basketwork-like
markings on the neck and elsewhere. These striae are of such
a size as to give rise to an
obscurely crenate contour line.
There is a simple, very obscure
cardiac valve, one-third as
wide as the base of the oesophagus. The cells of the intestine contain numerous
rather small, colorless, uniform granules. The ellipsoidal caudal glands are arranged in a loose tandem. and empty through very narrow ducts. The renette
cell is about as long as the body is wide, and one-third as wide as long, and presses
the intestine somewhat to one side. The nerve-cells around the oesophagus are
of a distinct character, but are scattered so as to exhibit no very systematic
arrangement. The prolate to ellipsoidal eggs are considerably longer than the
body is wide, and three-fourths as wide as long. They have been seen in the
uterus one at a time. The tapering ovaries contain upwards of a dozen ova.
The slender, uniform spicula have a more or less frail framework, and are abo~t
twice as long as the anal body-diameter. They are not cephalated, but the proximal parts are somewhat wider. This wider part lies a little to the ventral side
of the body-axis, that is, it appears to do so when the animal is viewed in profile.
The single, slender accessory piece has a framework that is more or less frail,
and has its proximal end opposite the body-axis. The supplementary organs are
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spread along a distance about equal to five or six body-diameters, the distance
between the adjacent organs being about equal to the radius of the body. These
organs .are of such a nature that when the body is stretched out they hardly disturb the ventral contour, but when the tail end is incurved, as is often the case,
they become slightly raised, so that the altitude is about equal to one-half the
width of one of the annules of the cuticle. In this contracted condition of the
ventral surface of the body the distance between the organs is about equal to
their own diameter. The ejaculatory duct is one-fourth, the vas deferens threefourths, and the testis two-fifths as wide as the corresponding portions of the
body. The testis is cylindroid. Rather distinct, oblique copulatory muscles
are found coextensive with the supplementary organs.
Habitat; remarks. Cape Royds; Bay, Cape Royds. Numerous specimens,
somewhat shrunken.
21. Euchromadora denticulata, n. sp. Striae ~bout 400, resolvable into basketwork-like markings of a rather ohscure character on the anterior part of the
neck. The lips are subPP·
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posteriorly to three-fourths the corresponding diameter.
In the po:;;terior swelling the lining is somewhat expanded.
The dimly seen pyloric coll um is one-third as wide as the body. Intestinal
granules are scarce. The ellipsoidal caudal glands occur in a close tandem
opposite the anus and in the anterior fourth of the rather massive tail. The
caudal setae, six ventro-submedian, and six dorso-submedian, are slender, stiff,
somewhat cylindroid, sub-acute, and one-sixth as long as the anal body-width.
The renette-cell, two-thirds as long as the body is wide and one-third as wide as
long, empties through a pore opposite the nerv~-ring. In both the specimens
examined there appears a slender seta-like appendage ( ?) at the mouth of the
excretory pore. The female reproductive organs are double and symmetrical,
and probably reflexed.
Habitat; remarks. Cape Royds. Two females, in fair condition.
22. Euchromadora meridiana, n. sp. The cuticle is much like that of Euchromadora vulgaris, (Bast.) de Man. 400 striae. retrorse posteriorly and the reverse
anteriorly, make the con.e
tour obscurely crenate.
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breaks in its musculature, the most prominent being at the beginning of the final fifth of the neck.
The numerous intestinal granules are small, uniform, and indistinct. The rather
ellipsoidal caudal glands are arranged in an open tandem. Immediately behind
the anus the tail has a diameter equal to three-fourths the anal body-diameter;
thence onward it tapers but very slightly to the middle, where it begins to taper
more rapidly to the terminus which is one-third as wide as the anal body-diameter.
The lateral fields are somewhat distinctly cellular. The renette-cell, which pushes
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the intestine to one side, is twice as long as the body is wide, one-fourth to onefifth as wide as long. Just behind the nerve-ring there is a large ampulla as
long as the body is wide, and one-third as ·wide as long. In all the specimens
examined there appears a slender seta-like appendage at the mouth of the excretory pore somewhat longer than the cuticle is thick. The ovaries are broad.
The male tail is like that of tho female, but more uniformly tapering, with
less of a diminution just behind the anus. The strongly arcuate, sub-slender,
rather strong and tapering spicula, somewhat cephalated at the tapered distal
ends, are one and two-thirds times as long as the anal body-diameter, and lie
with their proximae slightly ventral to the body-axis. There are two, more or
less separate accessory pieces, each in two parts, one behind the spicula; the
other in front or alongside, the front part being like a reduced spiculum. The
ejaculatory duct is one-fifth, the vas deferens one-half as wide as the body.
Habitat; remarks. Cape Royds; Bay. About a dozen somewhat shrunken
specimens, the two sexes occurring in about equal numbers.
LAXUS; Cobb, 1894

23. Laxus septentrionalis, n. sp. There are upwards of 1000 plain, transverse
striae so small as to be difficult of resolution. The three subdistinct, more or
less bluntly conoid lips
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Only when the mouth is open can the connecting membrane be seen. It is probable that the pharynx contains an obscure dorsal tooth. The structure which
gives rise to this supposition is of fair size, and thinly covered with chitin. The
cylindroid to conoid neck contains a cylindroid oesophagus, which, measured
near the nerve-ring, is one-half as wide as the corresponding portion of the neck.
Though the amphids ap·p ear circular, they are in reality spiroidal. The pharynx
is situated in the midst of an almost imperceptible elongated pharyngeal swelling, two-thirds as wide as the head. The thick walled intestine, six cells in girth,
soon becomes five-sixths as wide as the body. It has a distinct lumen, and is
separated from the oesophagus by a collum hardly one-third as wide as the base
of the neck. For a distance about equal to the length of the body-diameter the
cells of the intestine are comparatively free from granules. Thereafter they are
uniformly packed with yellowish granules having a width a little greater than
that of one of the striae of the cuticle. From the continuous anus the prominent,
cliitinized rectum extends inward and forward a distance three-fourths as great
as the length. of the anal body-diameter.
The tail tapers from the anus to a terminus one-third as wide as its base. Apparently the ellipsoidal caudal glands are packed together somewhat behind the
middle of the tail. Their ampullae, near the terminus, are more or less distinct.
The lateral fields, which are one-third as wide as the body, are margined by refractive lines, at least in balsam specimens. The renette has not been clearly
seen, but is supposed to be located at a distance behind tl?,e neck equal to the
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radius of the body, and to be about one-half as long as the body is wide, and onehalf as wide as long. It empties by means of a short duct, and a rather structureless ampulla half as wide as the oesophagus, through the excretory pore near
the nerve-ring. The vulva is more or less continuous, and rather inconspicuous.
The elongated eggs are one and one-half times as long as the body is wide, and
one-third as wide as the body. They have conspicuous nuclei. Of the narrow
ovaries the posterior one is only one-third to one-half as long as the anterior,
which contains twenty developing ova, arranged single file, while the posterior
one contains only about fifteen.
The slender, uniform spicula have a more or less frail framework. The single
accessory piece, also more or less frail, presents.a stoutish, uniform, blunt apophysis one-half as long as the anal body-diameter, arranged at right angles to the
part which is applied to the spicula. '!'his latter is one-third as long as the spicula.. The vas deferens is one-third, the tapering testes about one-half as wide as
the body. These latter, however, finally become very narrow. The blind end
of the posterior testis lies in front of the anus a distance about equal to six times
the length of the tail.
Habitat; remarks. Bay, Cape Royds; Bay. Four females and two males,
slightly shrunken.
AXOXOLAIMUS, de l\Ian, 1889
24. Axonolaimus polaris, n. sp. The striae of the thin cuticle are very difficult
to resolve and are best seen on and near the tail. One is left in doubt as to whether
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constriction. Though there are no somatic setae there are a
·
few scattered setae on the neck, generally somewhat shorter
than the subcephalic setae. The conoid neck contains a conoid oesophagus,
whose diameter near the nerve-ring is two-fifths as great as that of the corresponding part of the neck, and which finally becomes two-thirds as "'ide as the
base of the neck. There is no distinct cardia. The thick walled intestine is
two to three cells in girth, and becomes at once three-fourths as wide as the
body, being separated from the oesophagus by a collum three-fifths as wide as
the base of the neck. On account of the food contained in it the lumen of the
intestine is distinct. The intestinal cells contain very fine, scattered, colorless
granules in the middle of which the nucleus appears as a distinct feature in
stained specimens. From the raised anus the chitinized rectum extends inward
and forward a distance equal to the anal body-diameter. The tail tapers from
the anus, bears very minute hairs near the end, and contains broadly saccate
caudal glands packed in its anterior third. The nerve-ring surrounds the oesophagus squarely, is of medium size, and is accompanied by obscure nerve-cells,
which are not very distinctly grouped.
Habitat; remarks. Bay, Cape Royds. Single young specimen, in fair condition. In the sketch the lips are shown partly evertcd.
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THORACOSTO::\-IA, Marion, 1870
25. Thoracostoma polare, n. sp. The thick yellow cuticle is traversed by minute, transverse striae difficult of resolution, and in its deeper layers, at least
near the head, by fiI,e ,······ .
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cur in groups of three or four together, near the border of the "cuirasse," and a
little farther back. Similar cervical setae occur on the anterior part of the neck
singly and separated by a distance one-fourth to one-third as great as the diameter of the neck measured at the middle. The remaining cervical setae as well a·s
the somatic setae are reduced to papillae. All these setae are arranged in more
or less irregular lateral and submedian lines. The head is furnished with a chitinous, faintly yellowish "cuirasse," extending back to opposite the base of the
pharynx, and divided longitudinally into six lobes by as many sutures. Each
of these lobes is perforated near the posterior margin by two oblique, irregular
locules, each a little more than half as long as the amphids are wide. The three
amalgamated lips are nearly obsolete. Six forward pointing, inconspicuous, innervated papillae form a single circlet on the front of the head. The simple,
rather narrow, more or less irregularly pyramidal, well chitinized pharynx is as
long as the head is wide, and is somewhat narrowed posteriorly, where the two
ventrally submedian oesophageal glands empty into it. The third oesophageal
gland, ventral in position, empties into the lumen of tl!e oesophagus a little more
than halfway back to the eye-spots. When shut the pharynx rather closely
resembles the lumen of the oesophagus, which possesses a well developed chitinous lining. The only armature of the pharynx is the dorsal, labial, two-lobed
cordiform piece of chitin just at the mouth opening, arranged much as described
by Dr. de l\Ian for Thoracostoma antarcticum, v. Linst. Two faint refractive lines
close together lead backward from the posterior part of each amphid. The two
rather widely separated eye-spots are located at a distance from the anterior
extremity equal to four times the width of the head, and are one-sixth as wide
as the corresponding part of the neck, and about as long as wide. These are
somewhat heart shaped, and are composed of compactly arranged brownish
granules. There are obscure indications of a refractive body, or "lens," in the
hollowed out front part of each eye-spot. The conoicl oesophagus is about half
as wide as the neck, and presents a faint, elongated pharyngeal swellin~. The
cylindroid cardia is one-fifth to one-fourth as wide as the base of the neck. The
thick-walled intestine, separated from the oesophagus by a collum one-third as
wide as the base of the neck, becomes at once three-fifths _as wide as the body,
and is about six cells in girth. The intestinal cells contain numerous uniform,
colorless granules. The posterior lip of the anus is slightly elevated.
The hemispherical-conoid to convex-conoid tail tapers from the anus and
ends in a very broad, bluntly rounded terminus. The spinneret is a very slightly
depressed pore with a suggestion of yellowish color, arranged a little unsymmetrically. so that it empties somewhat toward the ventral side, and not axially. It
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is unarmed, though a little in front of it there are a very 'few papilla-like setae.
The three more or less elongated saccate caudal glands extend in a loose tandem
in front of the anus a distance five times as great as the corresponding bodydiameter. Their distinct and somewhat tortuous ducts widen to three separate
ampullae so as to fill the middle of the tail. The vulva is slightly depressed and
is rather inconspicuous. The vagina extends inward at right angles to the ventral surface about halfway across the body. Both before and behind the vulva
there are well developed unicellular glands. Each of the two straight uteri is
about seven times as long as the body is wide. and contains a row of five or six
eggs in the specimens examined. The rather thick-shelled eggs are three-fourths
as long as the body is wide, and nearly as wide as long. Owing to their pressure
on each other the eggs take on a more or less rectingular contour. The broad ovaries reach two-thirds the way back to the vulva, and contain scores of discoid
~va, arranged more or less in single file.
The anus of the male is broadly elevated. The tail of the male has a complicated sexual armature. Near the anus on the anterior fourth of the tail there
are six stout, stiff, conoid, somewhat blunt, ventrally submedian setae on each
side, the longest of which, those nearest the anus, are nearly as long as the cuticle is thick, and the smallest of which, the hindermost, are very small. The preanal setae are arranged in ventrally submedian rows, of which the individual
setae are much ·nearer together posteriorly than anteriorly. Between the anus
and the single ventral median supplementary organ there are ten of these setae;
between the latter .and the posterior member of the ventrally submedian rows
of supplementary organs there are two of these setae; between the ultimate and
the penultimate members of the submedian series there are also two. Thence
forward between any two members of the submedian series there is but a single
seta. In all, therefore, there are about seventeen of these setae on each submedian line in front of the anus. In addition there are two very inconspi_cuous, papilloid, tapering, acute, lateral setae near the terminus. The lateral fields, one-third
to two-fifths as wide as the body, are composed of several rows of cells among
which are placed glandular, saccate cells, of two or three times as great diameter,
connected with the exterior by means of pores in the cuticle. The relative number and position of these glandular cells may be judged to a certain extent from
the fact that in the female near the vulva three of these large saccate cells are
separated from each other by spaces about equal to their own diameter. These
cells are entirely similar to those described by Jaegerskiold, de Man, and other
authors, who have made observations on species of Tlu>racostoma. The distinct
cells connected with the more or less broad and oblique nerve-ring are arranged
into rather distinct groui:s, and are a prominent feature of the middle half of the
neck.
The stout, blunt, yellowish spicula, cephalated by a very slight constriction,
are arcuate in the distal half, and are one and three-fourths times as long as the
anal body-diameter. At the widest part, a little in front of the middle, they
are about one-fourth as wide as the corresponding part of the body. From the
widest part they taper gradually to the distal ends, but taper more suddenly
toward the proximal ends, which lie opposite the body-axis and have a width
when viewed in profile about twice as great as the thickness of the adjacent cuticle on the dorsal side of the body. The difference between the anterior and pos-
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terior parts of the spicula is greater than in Thoracostoma setosum, Linst. The
strong, chitinous framework is strengthened by a middle piece in the distal threefifths. The two separate, strong, rather stout accessory pieces are bent a very
little, and are half as long as the spicula. They are of somewhat irregular width,
but appear when seen in profile about twice as wide as the dorsal cuticle is thick.
They lie parallel to the spicula, but their cephalated proximal ends, a little wider
than those of the spicula, are bent away a little and lie somewhat to the dorsal side
of the body-axis.
The elevated, mammiform supplementary organs, about one-sixth as wide
as the body and half as high as wide, are arranged in ventrally submedian rows
one and two-thirds times as long as the body is wide, the posterior members being
located a distance in front of the anus equal to one and two-thirds times the length
of the spicula. They are a little farther apart posteriorly than anteriorly, the
longest space being about equal to the length of the radius of th.e body as seen
in profile at the corresponding part. In addition to thesft two rows of five organs
each there is a single ventral organ a little in front of the middle of the spicula,
similar in size and form to the others, but manifestly of a different structure.
Sometimes there is an appearance as if a rudimentary sixth ventrally submedian
organ is present in front of the fifth. Oblique copulatory muscles are arranged
close together coextensive with the supplementary organs. The ejaculatory
duct is about one-fifth as wide as the corresponding part of the body.
Habitat; remarks. Bay, Cape Royds; Cape Royds. Three females and two
males, in good condition.
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO A SCIENCE OF NEMATOLOGY
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(With eighty illustrations)

INTRODUCTION.

The little creatures described in these pages belong to a very
important but as yet comparatively little known class of animal
organisms, the nematodes.
Something more than a mere reconnaissance leads to the conclusion that over nine-tenths of the nematode species still remain
unknown, a greater disproportion between the known and the unknown than exists in almost any other class of organisms.
Nematodes are distributed far and wide in inconceivable numbers, and without doubt constitute a group in the animal kingdom
comparable with insects both in number of species and economic
importance. They vary in length from one two-hundredth of an inch
to several feet, though the great majority are less than half an inch
long. They differ from most other slender, wormlike forms in
their lack of locomotive appendages,-the outer surface, except for
the presence of setae, is usually quite smooth. Being more or less
cylindrical in form, they are often called "round-worms." They
live free in the soil, in fresh and salt water, and are found parasitic
in a great variety of animals and plants.
NEMATODES AS CAUSES OF DISEASE

The parasitic species often cause fatal diseases of plants and
of animals, including mankind. The dreaded hookworm is a nematode. So is that scourge of the tropics, the guinea worm. Trichina,*
4

Trichinella spiralis.
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costing civilized nations hundreds of thousands of dollars yearly
for the inspection of pork, is a nematode. If trichina.-infested or
measly pork be eaten by human beings, the result is a serious, oftentimes fatal, sickness, called trichinosis, epidemics of which have
claimed victims by the hundred. Nematodes have recently been
suspected, with good show <>f reason, of being carriers of cancer.
So the list of serious human nematode diseases might be increased
until practically half a hundred had been enumerated.
No less serious are the nematode diseases of plants and of
the lower animals. The common gall-worm has been found infesting the roots of several hundred different species of plants, among
them most of our cultivated crops, and causes an annual loss
amounting to millions of dollars. There is another nematode that
has at times completely checked the growing of sugar beets in certain regions. The list of serious plant diseases of this character
could easily be increased to scores. The same is true of animals.
Every domestic, doubtless every wild, species has a number of
specific nematode parasites sapping its vitality.
WONDERFUL VARIETY OF HABITAT.

Not the least interesting thing about nematodes is the astounding variety of their habitats. They occur in arid deserts and at the
bottoms of lakes and rivers, in the waters of hot springs and in
polar seas where the temperature is constantly below the freezing
point of pure water. They were thawed out alive from Antarctic
ice in the far south by members of the Shackelton expeditio11. They
occur at enormous depths in Alpine lakes and in the ocean. As
parasites of fishes they traverse the seas; as parasites of birds they
float across continents and over high mountain ranges. Their eggs
and larvae, invariably of microscopic size, are carried from place to
place by an exceedingly great variety of agencies. Almost any visible thing that moves is capable of transporting nematode eggs or
larvae. Sometimes the eggs and larvae are so resistant to dryness
that if converted to dust they revive when moistened. This
revival of mummified nematodes may take place after as long a
period as a quarter of a century.
Nematodes are found in queer places. The wildest imagination could hardly outpicture the facts. One species is found prac-
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tically only in the vermiform appendix of man; another has its
adult form only: in the seeds of wheat. A third form occurs in
the felt mats on which the Germans are accustomed to set their
mugs of beer, and has been found in no other habitat. On the feet
of birds and insects the eggs, larvae, and adults of certain nemato<les are carried to the tops of the tallest trees. The sour sap issuing from the wounds of a tree, often many feet above the ground,
n0t infrequently contains nematodes that are specific to the wounds
of that particular kind of tree. The tap water of even well-conciucted cities of ten contains nematodes.
Nematodes are inconceivably abundant. A thimbleful of mud
from the bottom of the ocean may contain hundreds of specimens.
The number of nematodes in the top six inches of an acre of ordinary arable soil amounts to thousands of millions. Statistical calculations relative to the number of nematodes in a single acre of
soil near San Antonio, Texas, U. S. A., disclosed that if they could
start in a procession for Washington, D. C., two thousand miles
away, each close on the tail of the one in front, the head of the
procession would reach vVashington before the rear had left San
Antonio. As nematodes are usually very prolific, a single female
sometimes producing thousands of eggs, the number of eggs vastly
exceeds that of the adults-.
We must therefore conceive of nematodes and their eggs as
being carried by the wind, and by flying birds and running animals;
as floating from place to place in nearly all the waters of the earth ;
and as shipped from point to point throughout the civilized world
in vehicles of traffic.
There are beneficial nematodes, though knowledge of this phase
of the subject is in its earliest infancy. Some nematodes feed exclusively on their injurious brethren. Others devour baneful microorganisms. Their adaptations and relationships appear to be similar ro those of insects.
NORTH AMERICAN FRESH-WATER SPECIES.

The nematodes here described are the main portion of those
found during a rather casual search for aquatic species that would
serve as the basis of a special chapter in a zoological textbook devoted to fresh water organisms. The object of the textbook was
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to characterize each known genus by describing and illustrating a
typical species.
When the work on the nematode chapter was begun there was
hardly a single adequately described North American species, so
that the initial task was one of pure discovery. This was followed
by the work of research and definition, and this finally by that of
selection and presentation of typical species in a manner suitable
to a college textbook.
The famous Philadelphian, Dr. Joseph Leidy, appears to be
the only naturalist who had previously attempted to describe any of
our fresh water nematodes, and even he did but little. I have attempted to rehabilitate his Anguillula longa, which, as Bastian surmised, belongs to the more modern genus Trilobus. I have had to
assume that the variety Leidy had before him was that most common in the ditches, brooks and rivers of the Chesapeake region,
and have given to this form the name Trilobus longus (Leidy)
Bastian.
All the other species proved to be new, some of them representatives of new genera. Most of the new genera have already
been described in my contribution to the Proceedings of the Washington Academy of Sciences, October, 1913.
An aquatic species as here defined is any species inhabiting
either fresh water, or non-brackish swampy soil below the water
table; hence a species that will not drown in fresh water; a species
fitted to utilize oxygen dissolved in fresh water.
Including those of the present article, the fresh water North
American species so far described are as follows:
Achromadora minima
C-yatholaimus truncatus
Actinolaimus radiatus
Diplogaster fictor, Bastian
Alaimus simplex
Dolichodorus heterocephalus
Anonchus monhystera
Dorylaimus fecundus
Aphanolaimus minor
Ethmolaimus americanus
Aphanolaimus spirurus
Iota octangulare
Bastiana e.rilis
Ironus americanus
J.,[esomermis 1,•irginiana
Cephalobus setosus
Cephalobus subelongatus
Jficrolaimus flm:iatilis
Chronogaster gracilis
J1 onhystera sentiens
Cryptonchus nudus
M ononchus similis
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Oncholaimus punctatus
Spilophora canadensis
Plectus tubifer
Teratocephalus cornutus
Prismatolaimus stenurus
Trilobus longus (Leidy), Bastian
Rhabditis punctatus
Tripyla lata
Tylcncltus symmetricus
Rhabdolaimus minor
There has been little time or opportunity to search specially for
these fresh water forms. and the fact that it has been possible in so
short a time to assemble so many genera and species is proof of
the enormous abundance and multifarious nature of these organisms. No doubt there is a horde of species awaiting discovery in
North American waters.
THE NEMATODE FORMULA.

The following diagram illustrates the nature of the formula
used in the tabulation of the various necessary measurements:

Fig. 1. Diagram of the descriptive decimal formula used for nematodes; 6, 7, 8, 10,
6 are the transverse measurements, while 7, 14, 28, 50, 88 are the corresponding longitudinal measurements. The formula in this case is:

7.

14.

28.

50.

88.

6.

7.

8.

10.

6.

The unit of measurement is the hundreth part of the length
of the body, whatever that may be. The measurements become,
therefore, percentages of the length. The absolute length is given
in millimeters as a final non-paired term. This decimal method of
presenting the measurements is the most compact and convenient
mtthod, and is being used more and more year by year.
The measurements are taken with the animal viewed in profile;
the first are taken at the base of the pharynx, the second at the
nerve-ring, the third at the cardiac constriction or end of the neck,
the fourth at the vulva in females and at the middle (M) in males,
the fifth at the anus. The formulae represent the average of several specimens whenever possible.
There are several methods of securing the measurements. one
of the most convenient being the preparation of a camera lucida
"skeleton" to scale, consisting of a line following the body axis
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from one end to the other, and diametral lines at the base of the
pharynx, the nerve-ring, the end of the neck, at the vulva in females and at the middle in males, and finally at the anus. This
skeleton is then measured with a metric scale and map measure,
and the percentages divided out with the aid of a slide rule.
JOTA, Cobb, 1913.
Fig. 1, Plate II.
57
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Iota octangulare, n.sp.
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Along the longitudinal fields the strire are so modified as to give the
worm somewhat the appearance of being covered by eight rows of relatively
large scales arranged in pairs. Six small, simple, flattish lips surround the
vestibule. The lips are supplied with six small, innervated papillae. These
lie in the midst of a plate-shaped disk, the first annule. There are no recognized traces of amphids, but the recessive nature of the second annule is
suggestive, and it is possible that this peculiarity of the second annule is in
some way connected with the amphids. There are no eye-spots. The narrow
vestibule leads to the equally narrow pharynx, which consists essentially of
a muscular tube closely surrounding the spear. This latter is of relatively
very large size, and strictly Tylenchoid in structure. Its length is about
equivalent to the first twelve annules of the cuticle. It is divisible into two
parts : a long cylindrical hollow shaft tapering to a point near its apex, and
having a length about equivalent to the first nine annules; behind this shaft
a basal _portion or "hilt," which in its distal part has a structure like that
of the shaft, but with a slightly greater diameter. This hilt terminates in a
threefold, flattish bulb about one-fourth as wide as the corresponding portion of the neck. The lumen of the spear is continuous with that of the
oesophagus. This latter consists mainly of a narrow, chitinous tube, which
is usually somewhat coiled when the spear is at rest. That portion of the
oesophagus containing the hilt of the spear and the coiled oesophageal tube
just mentioned constitutes a somewhat obscure elongated "bulb." This bulb,
however, is not the morphological equivalent of the bulb usually seen in the
oesophagus of Tylenchus and Aphelenchus, as it has no radial muscles, and
contains no valvular apparatus. The remaining short portion of the oesophagus is tubular and narrow, though it swells slightly at the terminus, where it is
about one-eighth to one-ninth as wide as the base of the neck. The excretory pore empties through the exterior margin of the nineteenth annule,
or thereabouts. It may be distinctly seen when the worm is viewed from
the ventral side, and less distinctly seen in profile.
Habitat: Dismal Swamp, Va. Flemming solution to glycerine.
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RHABDOLAIMUS, de Man, 1880.
Fig. 2, Plate II.
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2. Rhabdolaimus minor, n.sp.
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The thin layers of the transparent, naked, colorless cuticle appear to be
destitute of any but very fine transverse striations, most clearly visible near the
head. The conoid neck ends in a rounded head which is not set off in any
way. There are no cephalic setae. Careful focussing appears to indicate on
the outer margin of the head the presence of almost invisible papilla-like organs which may perhaps be representatives of cephalic setae. There are no
lips. The amphids are located at a distance from the anterior extremity
about three times as great as the width of the lip-region, and a little more
than twice as great as the width of the head near where they occur. Seen
in dorso-ventral view they have the appearance of obscure openings from
which there leads inward and backward slight refractive elements which
soon become indefinite. Immediately behind the month opening there is at
least one obscure refractive element of small size, apparently very much as
figured by Dr. de Man in his description of the type species. The tubular
pharynx is long and slender, extending backward for a considerable;: distance
behind the amphids. Its total length is probably a little less than one-third
the distance to the nerve-ring, though the limits are not definite in the specimens so far examined. The oesophagus is at first about three-fourths as
wide as the head and continues to have this diameter, or a slightly greater
diameter, until near the end, where it expands to form the pyriform cardiac
bulb which contains an obscure valvular apparatus. This bulb is threefourths as wide as the base of the neck. The lining of the oesophagus may
be faintly seen throughout its length. The rather thin-walled intestine which
is separated from the oesophagus by a slight constriction becomes at once
three-fourths as wide as the body. It appears to be composed of cells of
such size that probably only four to six are required to build a circumference. From the nearly continuous anus, the rectum, which is somewhat
longer than the anal body diameter, extends inward and forward. The tail
begins to taper from a little in front of the anus and tapers regularly to
the terminus which is armed with a striking, elongated, unarmed, slightly
tapering, acute spinneret. \Vhere the tail joins the spinneret the diameter is
about one-fifth as great as at the anus. There is a sudden and very slight
diminution of diameter of the terminus where it joins the spinneret. From
the inconspicuous vulva, the vagina leads inward and forward. The symmetrically reflexed ovaries reach about half way back to the vulva. The
thin.shelled, smooth eggs are relatively large and elongated and have
been seen in the uterus one at a time. They c1re about four to five
times as long as the body is wide and about one-fifth as wide as long.
They appear to be deposited before segmentation begins.
Habitat: Mud, Beach pool, Pine Point, Douglas Lake, Michigan.
Sublimate to balsam.
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DIPLOGASTER, Max Schultz, 1857.
Fig. 3, Plate II.
35

·an I.J 10.7 13.8 '51' 88.1
3. Diplogaster fictor, Bastl - - - - - - - - - - 1.5 mm.
l.J
1.4 1.4 1.7 1.4
The thin layers of the transparent, colorless, practically naked cuticle
are traversed by exceedingly fine transverse striae, resolvable with high
powers under favorable conditions, which become considerably coarser toward the head, where they are resolvable into rows of refractive dots arranged in longitudinal, as well as transverse lines. A short distance behind
the head the longitudinal rows arrange themselves in pairs. These pairs
indicate the locus of about twenty-four cuticular ribs or wings, which extend
from the middle of the neck to near the anus. On the tail these ribs again
resolve themselves into double rows of dots, and gradually disappear as the
tail grows narrower. Very little is to be seen of them behind the middle
of the tail. The cylindroid neck ends in a somewhat rounded head, which
bears near its outer margin a circlet of six somewhat forward-pointing,
tapering cephalic setae, each about one-third as long as the head is wide.
There is one of these setae on each submedian line and one on each lateral
line. Just in front of the base of each lateral seta a minute obscure pore or
papilla was observed, which did not appear to exist in connection with the
other setae. The amphids, though only faintly ·visible, are of relatively
large size. Their form is partly indicated by a lateral area on which the
punctations of the cuticle are absent. This is a somewhat elliptical area
placed transversely on the side of the head, with its long axis at right angles
to the lateral line. Its length is equal to half that of the corresponding diameter of the head. Its anterior contour is more definite than the
posterior, although it is only by the most caerful focusing that the defintie
line of contour can be distinguished. Through the middle of the area, however, there is quite a distinct arcuate line, with its convex side toward the
lips. When seen dorso-ventrally the amphids have the appearance of
distinct oblique openings, leading inward and backward. \Vhen the mouth
is opened and the lips recurved the amphids are moved forward somewhat
and the transverse line mentioned becomes more strongly curved and forms
a semi-circumference. The circular mouth opening is very finely striated on
the inner surface of the lip region. These striae begin on the inner face of
the lips near where the cuticular wall of the pharynx first appears. They
extend backward nearly to the base of the pharynx and end indefinitely. In front of this finely longitudinally striated area the transverse
marginal portion of the lips is more coarsely divided into fourteen
parts. The lips are capable of being opened, so that the oral aperture
is two-thirds as wide as the head. Under such circumstances it is seen
that the lip region is flower-like in form with fourteen recurved segments, the distal tapering portion of each of which is plain and
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transparent, while the basal portion is traversed longitudinally by four minute, refractive, somewhat beaded longitudinal striae. The pharynx is about
as deep as it is wide, and in its widest part is a little more than half as wide
as the front of the head. It is well filled at the base with the two crescent-shaped, pointed, pharyngeal teeth. These extend inward and
then forward, their points being close to the body axis. The front contours
of the teeth are incurved, and at one point on their front surface they are
exceedingly finely striated. Each of these teeth occupies about one-fourth
of the width of the head; measured in the longitudinal direction its extreme limits are less than when measured transversely. The entire length of
the pharynx is probably somewhat greater than the width of the head,
though it joins the lumen of the oesophagus in such an indefinite way
that it is sometimes rather difficult to say where the pharynx ceases and the
true oesophagus begins. The portion of the oesophagus surrounding the
pharynx is, however, distinctly, though slightly, swollen, so that it is proper
to speak of an elongated pharyngeal bulb. Just at the base of the phraynx
this bulb is two-thirds as wide as the corresponding portion of the head. At
a point two or three body diameters farther back it is only about half as
wide as the corresponding portion of the neck; thence onward it expands
a very little. Near the middle of the neck the oesophagus expands to form
the elongated muscular median bulb, which is three-fourths as wide as the
middle of the neck. Here the lining is more strongly developed, and occupies
about one-fotirth of the optical longitudinal section, while the lining of the
preceding portion of the oesophagus occupies not more than one-fifth to onesixth of the diameter. Behind the median bulb the oesophagus is less strongly
developed. The lining is much less conspicuous and the radial muscular fibers
are less abundant. At first this posterior portion of the oesophagus is only
about one-fourth as wide as the middle of the neck. It expands gradually
until near the end, then more rapidly so as to form an elongatedclavate swelling, three-fourths as wide as the base of the neck. The lining
of this portion of the oesophagus is a distinct feature, but is by no means so
strongly developed as that of the preceding portions of the eosop}:iagus.
There is a well developed flattish cardia, half as wide as the base of the
neck. The intestine, which is separated from the oesophagus by a distinct
constriction, becomes at once about three-fourths as wide as the body. Its
cells contain scattered, nearly colorless granules of variable size, the largest
of which have a diameter nearly equal to the distance between two of the
adjacent longitudinal striations. From the slightly depressed anus the rectum, which is about one and one-half times as long as the anal body diameter, extends inward and forward. The tail is conoid from the anus and
tapers rather regularly to the extremely fine, hair-like terminus. There are .
no caudal glands.
From the rather prominently elevated vulva the chitinized vagina leads
inward at right angles to the ventral surface half way across the body, where
it joins the two symmetrically-placed uteri. The reflexed ovaries reach
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about half way back to the vulva and contain six to ten developing ova arranged single file. The thin-shelled eggs, which are deposited before
segmentation begins, are fully twice as long as the body is wide and
about one-third as wide as long, and occur in the uteri one at a time.
Full-grown ova are ellipsoidal, and about one and one-half times as long
as the body is wide and about half as wide as long.
55
.9 12.3 15.5 -M 86.6 I. mm.
6
I.I
14
14
1.5 I.6
The tail of the male is like that of his mate in form. There are no supplementary organs in front of the anus. The special male papillae characteristic of this genus are located as follows: A single tapering, ventrally
submedian papilla a little in front of the proximal ends of the spicula, and
slightly farther back a lateral pre-anal papilla; a ventrally submedian papilla
as far behind the anus as that first described is in front of it; a lateral papilla
twice as far behind the anus as that just described; a ventrally submedian
papilla as far behind that just described as the latter is behind the previous
post-anal papilla; between the two ventrally submedian papillae just described a group of minute subventral papillae; near the middle of the tail,
on the slender part, two sublateral papillae. Most of these papillae are
slender, tapering, and one-third to one-half as long as the anal body diamett:r. The two equal, yellowish, arcuate, acute spicula are about one and onefourth times as long as the anal body diameter. They taper pretty regularly from near the proximal ends, where they are one-fourth as wide as
the corresponding portion of the body:. The proximal ends diminish suddenly in diameter, and are then cephalated by expansion. Each expansion is
a rather strongly refractive, more or less bulbous piece of chitin. The accessory piece is arcuate and about one-third as long as the spicula. It is parallel to and applied closely to the spicula. Its framework consists of two
distinct, nearly parallel parts. The ejaculatory duct is about one-fourth as
wide as the body. The blind end of the single outstretched testicle lies a
little farther behind the base of the neck than this latter is behind the anterior extremity.
Habitat: Spring, Washington Country Club, Chevy Chase, Md.
Sublimate to balsam.
PRISMATOLAIMUS, de Man, 1880.
Fig. 4, Plate III.
4.

Prismatolaimus stcrnus, n.sp.

1.
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I.I

mm.

The moderately thin layers of the transparent, colorless cuticle are traversed by about 550 transverse striae, resolvable with high powers into
rows of minute elements. There are no longitudinal striations. Scattered on
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the neck and body there are a few hairs arranged at right angles to the
surface. These genera11y have a length equal to the width of two to three
annules of the cuticle. The cylindroid neck ends in a somewhat truncated
head, which is not set off in any way. On the outer margin of the head at
the base of the lips there is a circlet of ten widely spreading, straight, tapering cephalic setae, two of somewhat unequal size on each submedian line,
and one on each lateral line. The longest of these setae are a little more
than half as long as the head is wide. For two-thirds of their length they
are finger-shaped; the remaining third is a much narrower bristle. The
very thin lips are arched over the prismoid pharynx, which is nearly as deep
as tht' head is wide, and about three-fifths as wide as the head. It attains
its full width immediately behind the lips, and continues to have the same
width to the end, so that the bottom of the pharynx, though not even, extends across the base of the head approximately at right angles to the body
axis. Where the lumen of the oesophagus joins the pharynx there is, however, a slight backward extension of the pharyngeal cavity. There are no
eye-spots. The amphids occur in the form of somewhat elongated transverse markings placed transversely on the neck somewhat farther behind
the base of the pharynx than this latter is behind the anterior extremity.
Each amphid has a length about one-third as great as the corresponding
width of the neck, and is about half as wide as long. Behind each amphid,
at a distance equal to the width of two to three annules of the cuticle, there
is a short seta. The oesophagus receives the base of the pharynx, and is
at once nearly three-fourths as wide as the head. It narrows very slightly
in diameter as it passes backward, so tliat where it passes through the nervering it is about two-thirds as wide as the neck. It continues to have practically the same diameter to near the end, where it is two-thirds as wide as
the base of the neck. Immediately in front of the intestine there is a small
segment of the oesophagus which is set off by a constriction. This
portion is somewhat spheroidal in form. The lining of the oesophagus is a
distinct feature throughout its length, and comes into view in the optical
section as a single refractive line. This line is nowhere materially altered.
There is no distinct cardia, unless the above mentioned spheroidal segment
of the oesophagus may be so considered. The rather thick walled intestine,
which is set off from the oesophagus by a distinct constriction, becomes at
once about two-thirds as wipe as the body, and is composed of cells of such
a size that probably about four are required to build a circumference. These
cells contain numerous granules of rather uniform size, which are not disposed so as to give rise to a tessellation. From the somewhat continuous
anus the rectum, which is about as long as the anal body diameter, extends
inward and forward. The tail end begins to taper from some distance in
front of the anus, and tapers regularly thereafter throughout the anterior
portion of the tail. The posterior portion tapers very slightly, and has a
diameter one to two times as great as the width of one of the annules of
the cuticle, measured near the anus. Though the terminus has considerable
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width there is no spinneret. The lateral fields are about one-third as wide
as the body. The nerve-ring surrounds the oesophagus somewhat squarely.
On the dorsal side, a little behind the cardiac constriction there is a body
which presses the intestine a little to one side, which may perhaps be the
renette cell. This body has a length as great .as the corresponding body diameter, and is about one-fourth to one-third as wide as long. The vulva is
somewhat elevated, and from it the vagina extends inward at right angles to
the ventral surface about one-third the distance across the body. There are
two symmetrically disposed, reflexed ovaries, the blind ends of which lie
near the vulva, the position depending to a considerable extent upon the development of the much elongated eggs. The ovaries are moved backward
and forward to a certain extent in accordance with the stage of development of the eggs. The eggs, which have been seen in the uteri one at a time,
are much elongated-four or five times as long as the body is wideand about one-fifth as wide as long. They appear to be deposited before
segmentation begins.
Habitat: Roadside pool, Douglas Lake, Michigan. Sublimate to
balsam.
SPILOPHORA, Bastian, 1865.
Fig. 5, Plate III.

5.

Spilophora canadensis, n.sp.

The thin, transparent layers of the colorless, practically naked cuticle
are traversed by 750 transverse strfae, resolvable with high powers into
rows of dots, which at the lateral wings are so modified as to give rise to
two distinct longitudinal rows of dots of larger size. Along the middle of
the body one of these rows is more pronounced than the other. Opposite
the base of the neck the distance between these two longitudinal rows is
about four times as great as the distance between two of the dot-like elements. There are no eye-spots, nor have any distinct traces of amphids been
seen. If the latter are present they must be very inconspicuous. The lips are
so small that it is very difficult to count them, but there appear to be twelve,
each one obscurely conical. There are no very marked subdivisions between
these lips, so that the shallow cyathiform anterior portion of the pharynx,
(a, Fig. 5) which is about half as wide as the head and about one-third to
one-half as deep as wide, is not prominently striated radially as is sometimes the case in this and related genera. From the slightly depressed vulva,
the vagina leads inward at right angles to the ventral surface about half way
across the body, where it joins the two symmetrical1y-placed uteri. The reflexed ovaries reach fully half way back to the vulva, at least in young specimens such as have been examined, and contain a dozen to twenty developing
ova arranged in more or less double file. The eggs appear to be elongated,
somewhat longer than the body is wide and about one-third as wide as long.
It is possible, however, that there is some error here as the description is
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derived from a single specimen in which these features are rather obscure.
The reversal in the striations of the cuticle is plainly to be seen in the region of the vulva, and its location is indicated by a slight rise in the contour.
This slight elevation extends also to the subcuticle.
6o
.5 8.3 14.8 -M 88.4
.7 mm.
2.
4.3 4.7
5. 3.2
The wing markings on the anterior part of the tail are pronounced,
but on the posterior part much less so.
A little in front of the
anus they are as pronounced as they are at the base of the
neck, and both are equally visihle, and the structure not infrequently resembles that of a ladder with the rungs placed close together, just as it does
on the neck. The lateral fields appear to be about one-third as wide as the
body. Near the middle of the body may plainly be seen the location where
the cuticle reverses its structure. Although the striations are minute they
present the same character as in species where the striations are coarse, and,
upon careful examination, can be seen to be retrorse in opposite directions
on the two halves of the body.
Habitat: Fresh water ponds, Cape Breton Island, Dominion of Canada.

MICROLAIMUS, de Man, 1880.
Fig. 6, Plate III.

27
I
·
fl · . ·
1.6
8.5
15.5
'44'
85.8 3 mm.
.
6. M tcro a1mus uv1attlts, n.sp. - - - - - - - - - - .
1.9 3.5 4.3 4.7 2.6
The thin layers of the transparent, colorless, naked cuticle are traversed
by exceedingly fine transverse striae, which are resolvable with great difficulty into rows of dots, and are not modified on the lateral fields. The
conoid neck ends in a rounded head set off by an almost imperceptible constriction. On the outer margin of the head there is a circlet of four submedian, slightly tapering cephalic setae, each about one-third as long as the
head is wide. The vestibule is considerably shorter than any of the cephalic
setae, and is longitudinally striated, indicating, no doubt, that the lips can
be opened outward in receiving food. These longitudinal striations of the
vestibule are too mmute to be counted, hut there are apparently about twelve.
The circular amphids are about one-fourth as wide as the corresponding
portion of the head, and are located at a distance from the anterior extremity equal to one and one-half times the diameter of the front of the
head. There are no eye-spots. The limits of the pharynx are indicated by
a slight constriction in the oesophagus. The base of the pharynx is somewhat more than halfway back to the amphids. The general form of the
pharynx is cylindroid or prismoid. It is armed with minute and very inconspicuous, somewhat · inward pointing and apparently not very regular
teeth or projections. The most conspicuous of these projections are two just
behind the base of the lips, one dorsal and the other apparently ventral, and
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a third at the base of the pharynx on the dorsal side. The oesophagus begins as a tube about hal.f as wide as the corresponding portion of the neck,
and continues to have this diameter until it swells to form the pyriform
cardiac bulb, which is about three-fourths as wide as the base of the neck,
and contains a distinct chitinized threefold, rather simple, valvular apparatus,
occupying two-fifths of the diameter as seen in longitudinal section. The
musculature of the bulb is divided into three sections, a small anterior section, a middle and .a posterior section. Of these two latter the posterior is
slightly the smaller. The lining of the oesophagus is a fairly distinct feature
throughout its length. There is no very distinct cardia. The intestine joins
the middle of the posterior surface of the cardiac bulb, and is there onefourth as wide as the base of the neck. It soon expands so as to become
about two-thirds as wide as the body. It is rather thick walled, and is composed of rather thick cells which are of such a size that about four are required to build a circumference. These cells contain minute granules. From
the anus the rectum, which is considerably longer than the anal body diameter, extends inward and forward. The tail is conoid, and tapers from the
anus toward the terminus, which is conoid and has a diameter one-third as
great as that of the base of the tail, and bears a blunt convex-conoid unarmed
spinneret. The rather small caudal glands appear to be located in the anterior third of the tail. The lateral fields have not been seen. From the
inconspicuous vulva the vagina lea_ds inward at right angles to the ventral
surface to the single or double uterus, which when single extends forward.
There sometimes appears to be a small posterior rudimentary branch to th~
sexual organs, which is about equal in length to the corresponding body
diameter. The reflexed ovary reaches about halfway back to the vulva,
and contains about half a dozen or more ova arranged somewhat irregularly. The eggs appear in the uterus one at a time. They are smooth, somewhat thin-shelled, and are about twice as long as the body is wide, and about
one-third as wide as long. They appear to be deposited before segmentation
begins. Specimens with one ovary, and those with two, appear to be about
equally numerous; as no othrr difference has been detected, they are included for the present under the same name and description. The renette
cell is an elongated cell located a short distance behind the base of the neck.
It is fully as long as the body is wide, and about one-fourth as wide as the
body. The excretory pore appears to be located opposite the nerve-ring.
The nerve-ring surrounds the oesophagus somewhat squarely.
Habitat: Maple River, Michigan. Sublimate to balsam.
TRIPYLA, Bastian, 1865.
Fig. 7, Plate III.
49
6.8 19.6 '54' 83.5
2.4 mm.
2.3 3.1
3.5 43.2
The thick layers of the transparent, colorless, naked cuticle are apparently
traversed by about 250 transverse striae, which are not further re-

7.

Tripyla lata, n.sp.

I.I
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solvable. In the lumen of the pharynx at a point removed from the
anterior extremity a distance a little greater than the radius of the
head, there is a minute inward-pointing dorsal tooth, having a length
about equal to the width of one of the annules of the cuticle. This
and other matters prove that the pharynx, although not readily distinguished, extends backward a distance about equal to the width of
the head. In some specimens it is possible to see a distinct transverse
fold in the lining of the oesophageal tube. This is located at a distance from the anterior extremity about equal to the corresponding
diameter of the head, and undoubtedly indicates the posterior limits of the pharynx. It is possible that the tooth just mentioned may be connected with internal glandular structures in the oesophagus, as the interior
of the dorsal segment of the oesophagus at this point is usually more or
less different in structure from the other portions and does not seem to be
made up entirely of muscular fibers. The oesophagus is separated from the
intestine by a flattish, pseudo-bulb. The bulb is separated from the oesophagus on one side and the intestine on the other by deep and distinct constrictions. In the anterior constriction there are at least two granular, elongated
cells of considerable size. The nerve-ring surrounds the oesophagus rather
squarely. Nothing definite is known concerning the renette or the excretory
pore. From the inconspicuous vulva, the vagina leads inward- at right
angles to the ventral surface fully half way across the body, where it joins
the two symmetrically-placed uteri. The reflexed ovaries reach about half
way back to the vulva, and contain a dozen to twenty developing ova arranged somewhat irregularly. Both in front of and behind the vulva there
are unicellular glands, having a diameter about one-sixth as great as that
of the body.

so
.7 6.8 19.3 -M- 82.8
2
2.1 3.2 3.9 4.8
4.1
-4 mm.
The tail of the male is like that of the female exc<1pt that the anus
is slightly raised. In front of the anus there is a ventral row of about
twenty innervated supplementary organs, reaching to near the head.
The distance between two consecutive organs is about equal to the radius of the body. Each of these appears to consist of a nerve-ending
which penetrates the cuticle and forms a papilla, around which there is
an almost imperceptible elevation having a width about equal to two of
the annules of the cuticle. The visibility of this small organ is quite as
much due to the alteration in the body wall and subcuticle as to that in
the cuticle. There are no supplementary setae or papillae either in
front of the anus or behind it. The two equal, slightly arcuate, uniformly tapering, acute spicula are about one and one-fourth times as
long as the anal body diameter. Their proximal ends are not cephalated, though the wall of the cuticle is very slightly thickened at that
point. The spicula taper regularly from the proximal ends to the rather
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truncated points. There are obscure accessory pieces lying close to the
surface of the spicula and forming a double groove in which these latter slide. The ejaculatory duct, though narrow at first, soon becomes
nearly half as wide as the body. There are two slender, outstretched
testicles extending in opposite directions from near the middle of the
body. The anterior one has its blind end about as far behind the base
of the neck as the nerve-ring is in front of it.
Habitat: Alpine lakes, Bald Mountain, Colorado. Formalin to glycerine.
TERATOCEPHALUS, de Man, 1876.
Fig. 8, Plate IV.
II

.7 II. 22. '50.' 84.
8. Teratocephalus cornutus, n.sp. - - - - - - - - .8 mm.
I.I
I.6 I.8 1.9 I.I
The thin, transparent layers of the colorless naked cuticle are traversed
by about 1500 transverse striae, resolvable into rows of minute dots, which
are modified on the lateral fields. These modifications have been seen in
all parts of the body, and near the tail consist of two to three irregular
longitudinal rows of enlarged dots. The posterior portion of the neck tapers but little. The anterior portion becomes convex-conoid toward the head,
which bears a lip region more or less set off by a constriction opposite the
base of the spreading cephalic setae, which are four in number and
submedian in position. Each seta is a little more than half as long as the
head. These are connected with a refractive six-ribbed chitinous dome-like
framework, which extends back to opposite the middle of the pharynx. The
ribs start at the lip region, extend backward, and then join each other opposite the base of the vestibule. The chitinous refractive elements at this latter
region form a rather distinctly crenate contour around the head. No
other setae than the cephalic setae have been seen in any part of the body.
The lips appear to be rather thin, and are arched together over the
unarmed pharynx, which is somewhat elongated and about half as wide
as the base of the head. While it is somewhat irregular in form it
is approximately prismoidal or cylindroid and nearly as deep as the
head is wide. Its walls are not very strongly chitinized, but more
strongly so anteriorly than posteriorly. The oesophagus receives the
base of the pharynx, and soon becomes half as wide as the base
of the head. In the anterior portion of the oesophagus, a short distance ,
behind the pharynx are three slightly arcuate, refractive elements, corresponding somewhat in curvature with the contour of the front end
of the oesophagus. These resemble to a certain extent the refractive elements in the posterior chamber of the pharynx of Plectus. In the present
species they are about as long as the pharynx, and are separated a distance about equal to one body width. They are a little wider and more
plainly visible anteriorly than posteriorly. The obscure amphids, as
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far behind the base of the pharynx as this latter is behind the anterior
extremity, are one third as wide as the corresponding part of the head,
and consist of obscure spirals .of one wind. There are no eye-spots.
The oesophagus begins as a tube about half as wide as the corresponding portion of the head, but expands very slightly as it passes backward, so that at the middle it is about two-thirds as wide as the
middle of the neck. Behind this point it diminishes. There is a
break in the musculature somewhat similar to that occurring in Cephalobus.
At the break, which occurs at the beginning of the fourth fifth, the
oesophagus is somewhat narrow, about half as wide as the corresponding portion of the neck. It finally expands to form the ellipsoidal
cardiac bulb, which has a relatively large, chitinous, striated, complicated,
three-fold valvular apparatus half as wide as itself. There is a truncateconoid cardia about one-third as wide as the base of the neck. The lining
of the oesophagus is a fairly distinct feature. The thick-walled intestine,
which is separated from the oesophagus by a constriction, soon becomes twothirds as wide as the body. It is composed of cells of such a size that four
are required to build a circumference. The walls of these cells are refractive, so that the cells are readily distinguished from each other, though there
is no distinct tessellation. These cells contain minute very uniform granules.
The lining of the intestine is refractive, so that the lumen is distinctly to be
seen. From the rather inconspicuous anus the rectum, which is about as
long as the anal body diameter, extends inward and forward. The internal
sexual organs are double and symmetrically reflexed. The tail is conoid
from the anus to the subacute terminus. This species is related to those
described by Dr. de Man under the name of Teratocephalus. It is doubtful
whether these forms will not have to be subdivided at some future time,
after the accumulation of the necessary data.
Habitat: Maple River, Michigan. Sublimate to balsam.
ALAIMUS, de Man, 1880.
Fig. 9, Plate IV.
41
II. 19. 35.' 92.
- - - - - - - - - 2. mm .
.3
.8 .9 I.I
.6
. The thin, transparent layers of the colorless, naked cuticle would ordinarily be described as destitute of striations. Very minute striations may
be observed in the subcuticle at the extremities, when the specimens are examined under favorable conditions with the highest powers. There are
obscure traces of lateral wings. The conoid neck ends in a rounded head
not set off in any way. There are no distinct lips, and only the faintest
possible indications of labial papillae. These are so obscure that it has been
found impossible to enumerate them. There is no pharynx and the mouth
opening is exceedingly minute. No amphids or eye-spots have been seen.

9.

Alaimus simplex, n.sp.

.2
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The oesophagus begins at the lip region as a tube two-thirds as wide as the
head, and expands gradually and rather regularly to the end, where it has
a diameter three-fourths as great as that of the neck. A short distance behind the head end, a distance six times as great as the diameter of the head,
there is a slight alteration in the structure of the oesophagus the significance
of which remains doubtful. The lining of the oesohpagus is not a very distinct feature. There is a very obscure, small cardia. The intestine, which
is separated from the oesophagus by a constriction, becomes at once about
two-thirds to three-fourths as wide a,s the body. At first its cells contain
but few scattered granules, but soon they are characterized by the presence
in them of loosely scattered yellowish-brown granules of variable size, the
largest of which have a diameter nearly one-eighth as great as that of the
body itself, and the smallest of which are very much smaller. These are
not arranged so as to give ·rise to any distinct tessellation. Toward the end
of the intestine the granules again become less abundant and smaller, so
that for some distance in front of the rectum there is only here and there
a granule. From the depressed and conspicuous anus the chitinized rectum, which is a little longer than the anal body diameter, extends inward
and forward. There is no distinct pre-rectum. The tail end begins to taper
from a long distance in front of the anus, but tapers very gradually to
pehind the anus. Thence onward it is inclined to be arcuate and tapers
regularly to near the terminus. Near the end it tapers more rapidly than
elsewhere, and finally comes to an almost acute point at the terminus. A
short distance in front of the terminus, however, the diameter is about half
as great as it is at the anus. There does not appear to be any spinneret, and
therefore, of course, caudal glands are absent. The lateral fields appear to
be about one-third as wide as the body. Nothing is known concerning the
excretory pore. From the slightly elevated vulva the vagina leads inward
nearly at right angles to the surface more than halfway across the body,
where it joins the single uterus, which extends backward. The ovary is
reflexed, and the blind end is about ~alfway back to the vulva. The eggs
occur in the uterus one or two at a time, and are very much elongated. They
are about six times as long as the body is wide, and about one-eighth as wide
as long, and are covered by a distinct, smooth shell. They are apparently
deposited before segmentation begins. The spermatozoa appear to be elongated-ellipsoidal, and a little more pointed at one end than at the other. They
have a length one-fifth that of the body diameter.
68
.2 7.4 15.
M 94.
2 3
· mm.
.3 .6
.7
.9 .7
The tail of the male is like that of the female in form and size, but
the anus is somewhat elevated. In front of the anus there appears to be a
ventral row of very obscure, broad, flattish supplementary organs. Perhaps
these ought to be described as locations of nerve endings rather than
as distinct organs. Their number remains doubtful, but there are about
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three or four occupying a distance equal to half the length of the tail.
The two equal, straight spicula are rather obscure. Their length is no
greater than the length of the anal body diameter. Oblique copulatory
muscles are seen in the vicinity of the spicula, and there is a refractive element passing backward from the accessory piece toward the
ventral side of the tail near the anus, which may be muscular, or
possibly chitinous and serving for the attachment of muscles. The
ejaculatory duct is about one-third as wide as the body, the vas deferens somewhat wider. Whether there are two testes or only one has
not been determined. There is a broad, rounded, blunt end of a
testis located as far behind the base of the neck as this latter is behind
the anterior extremity.
Habitat: Big Lake, Fla. Bouin solution to glycerine.
PLECTUS, Bastian, 1865.
Fig. 10, Plate IV.

10.

Plectus tubifer, n.sp.

2.

ro.7

2.1

3.4

19.

3.5

35
'49' 92.6
3.2

2.3

.74 mm.

The skin is of medium thickness, colorless, and traversed transversely
by fine, plain striae. The striae are of such a size that about twenty of them
occupy a space equivalent to the body diameter. There are no hairs on• the
surface of the body, but throughout the length of the body, more particularly
on the submedian lines, may be seen very faint markings in the cuticle, which
indicate the location of four rows of pores connecting with interior organs.
Immediately behind the lateral organs one sees the first of the series of pores
located in the lateral line. This first pore, though much smaller than the
lateral organs, is yet somewhat larger than the succeeding ones, which gradually spread out to form two submedian rows. The total number of these
pores on one side (of the male) is about one hundred; that is, there are about
two hundred in all. The six low, rounded lips are rather massive, and arl'
arched together over the pharynx. These lips appear to be armed with
chitinous processes on the inner surface, these processes surrounding a short
napiform vestibule leading to the pharynx proper. If any labial papillae are
present they are exceedingly minute; what appear to be traces of papillae
may occasionally be seen. The lateral organs are well forward, being located only slightly behind the cephalic setae. They present transversely
elongated contour markings open on the posterior margin. The lateral fields
appear to attain a considerable width and two chitinous, lateral markings
close together with a third between them, appear to indicate the existence of
a wing on each side of the body.
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r.9
2.

IO.I

19.2

3.1

3-4

54
'-M 91.5
3.6

3.3

-79 mm.
2

4
·
1.6

5
"
3.2

'-M 93 ·
3.3
2.8 ·9 mm.
possessed four supplementary organs, the additional one being some little
distance in front of the others, which were arranged as illustrated.
Sometimes there are only two of these organs, one smaller than the other.
The cuticle of the ventral surface is slightly thickened and elevated where
it is pierced by these tubular organs, which appear in some instances to be
slightly exserted. Apart from these preanal supplementary organs, there
are ventrally submedian papillae on the tail ;-one pair near the middle, another pair half way between these and the anus, and a third pair part way
from that first mentioned to the terminus. There is a fourth pair indistinctly
to be seen just behind the anus; these are closer together than the members
of the other pairs. Furthermore there are one or two very small pairs near
the terminus, but perhaps these may partake more of the nature of hairs
than of papillae. Just in front of the anus there is a single ventral almost
setose papilla. There occur in front of the anus at least two pairs of ventrally submedian papillae. These are located one just in front of the posterior supplementary organ and the other just behind it. Most of these
features are not easy to decipher, very careful observation being necessary to
enumerate the papillae as above. There are two testicles, one anterior to
the other, the anterior being outstretched and extending forward, the posterior being reflexed near its middle, so that its blind end lies somewhere
near the junction of the two. The anterior one of this pair is connected
with the seminal vesicle by a tubular portion, which lies alongside the reflexed posterior member.
Habitat: Arlington, Va. Flemming solution to glycerine.

One male whose formula was

IO.

2.8

19

DORYLAIMUS, Dujardin, 1845.
Fig. 12, Plate V.

11. Dorylaimus fecundus, n.sp.

2.

.5

4.4 16.
I.I

1.6

43
'43'
1.9

1.2

3.4 mm.

The thin layers of the transparent, colorless, naked cuticle are traversed
by exceedingly fine, plain, transverse striations resolvable with the highest
powers of the microscope under favorable conditions. Longitudinal striations
are visible throughout the length of the body. The presence of amphids is
indicated by a transverse marking immediately behind the lip region, and
somewhat in front of the guiding ring of the spear. The anterior contour
of each organ is a transverse line about three-fifths as long as the corresponding portion of the head is wide. Extending backward from this are
lateral contours which approach each other slightly and end indefinitely. The
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oesophagus begins as a tube about half as wide as the corresponding portion
of the neck, and continues to have this diameter until near the middle of
the neck, where it first begins to expand. A little behind the middle of the
neck it expands rather suddenly, so that the remainder of the organ is about
two-thirds as wide as the base of the neck. There is a much elongated
conoid cardia nearly as long as the body is wide. The intestine, which becomes at once three-fourths as wide as the body, is separated from the
oesophagus by a distinct though slight constriction. The cells forming the
intestine are of such a size that about four or five are required to build a
circumference. They contain granules of variable size, the larger of which
have a diameter equal to the thickness of the outer transparent cuticle, and
the smaller a diameter only about one-fourth as great as that of the larger.
These granules are so arranged as to give rise to a very obscure tesselation.
The pre-rectum is about three to four times as long as the corresponding
body diameter, and is separated from the intestine by a difference in structure, the granules contained in its cells being smaller, and not darkening under the influence of osmic acid, as do those of the intestine. Nothing is
known concerning the salivary glands or the renette. The longitudinal fields
are well developed, being about half as wide as the body. The nerve-ring
surrounds the oesophagus somewhat obliquely. Each of the two elongated
uteri may contain three to five eggs at a time. These, as they appear in the
uteri, are elongated, finely granular, rather thin-shelled, and about one and
one-half times as long as the body is wide, and about half as wide as long.
The shells are flexible, so that owing to the pressure of one egg on another
in the uterus the surfaces are often indented .
.3 4.8 17. -M- 99.
.6 1.2 1.4 1.4
1.4 3.5 mm.
In addition to the ventral row of supplementary male organs shown in
the illustration, there are two rows of v~ntrally submedian, innervated papillae, arrange9 in a somewhat equidistant manner. Where these reach the
surface of the body they give rise to almost imperceptible elevations which,
however, are of a different character from those at the ends of the ventral
organ shown in p, Fig. 12. In other words, these papillae are more nearly the
homologues of the ordinary tactile hairs or papillae so common on the surface of nematode worms. These submedian papillae are located at a
distance from each other equal to about two-thirds the body diameter.
They are very nearly coextensive with the oblique copulatory muscles.
Habitat: Algae, Potomac River, Washington, D. C., 1911. Flemming solution to glycerine.
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IRONUS, Bastian, 1865.
Fig. 13, Plate V.
30
3.7 9.2 21.3 '52' 92.5
12. Ironus americanus, n.sp.
1.6 2.3
2.7 2.9
1.3 2.3 mm.
The moderately thin layers of the transparent, colorless, naked cuticle
appear to be destitute of striations. There are three somewhat conoid lips,
which when open, give to the head a somewhat truncated appearance, when
folded a somewhat rounded appearance. Each lip bears internally a slightly
arcuate, conical tooth, whose altitude is somewhat greater than the width
of its base. When the mouth is so opened that the apices of these refractive
teeth are about on a level with the anterior extremity their bases lie a little
in front of the bases of the cephalic setae. The apices of these teeth are
slightly blunt and they have a slight outward curvature. The walls of the
pharynx are strongly refractive, and have about the same thickness as the
walls of the cuticle. The chitin of the walls of the pharynx, however, is
more refractive than that of the cuticle. In this respect it resembles the
chitin of which the teeth are composed. Except for the teeth at the mouth
opening the pharynx is unarmed, but presents on the dorsal side about half
way between the head and its posterior extremity three or four exceedingly
minute projections with corresponding depressions. The oesophagus begins
near the base of the pharynx, at least it is at this point that the radial structure becomes pronounced. At first it is about two-thirds as wide as the corresponding portion of the neck. It enlarges a little and very gradually, so that
finally it is about half as wide as the base of the neck. The lining of the
oesophagus is an exceedingly distinct feature throughout its length. It generally has the appearance of three refractive lines occupying a space nearly
one-fourth as wide as the oesophagus itself. . There is a large cyliridroid
or hemispherical cardia, one-third as wide as the base of the neck. The intestine, which is separated from the oesophagns by a deep, narrow and distinct constriction, becomes at once about three-fifths as wide as the body.
Its cells contain scattered granules of variable size, the largest of which have
a diameter nearly equal to the width of the refractive portion of the lining of
the oesophagus, and the smallest of which have a diameter not more than
one-tenth as great. The body wall is thick, generally occupying about threefifths of the diameter of the body. The lateral fields are a little more than
one-third as wide as the body. Nothing is known concerning the renette
or the excretory pore. There is no spinneret. The tail, nevertheless, contains small cells near the anus which bear a certain resemblance to the ordinary caudal glands. From the slightly elevated vulva, the vagina leads inward at right angles to the ventral surface half way across the body where
it joins the two symmetrically-placed uteri. The reflexed ovaries reach
three-fourths the distance back to the vulva, at least in specimens which do
not contain eggs. The ovaries contain about a dozen ova arranged for the
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most part single file. Nothing very definite is known concerning the form
and size of the eggs, but from the size of the apparently matured ova it is
assumed that the eggs are considerably elongated, perhaps two to two and
one-half times as long as the body is wide, and if so, it is unlikely that
more than one is contained in the uterus at a time.
Habitat: Deer Bottom, Pikes Peak region, Colorado. Formalin to
glycerine.
o:--;CHOLAL\1US, Dujardin, 1845.
Fig. 14, Plate V.
13.

Oncholaimus punctatus, n.sp.

The rather thin, transparent, colorless layers of the naked cuticle appear
to be destitute of striations. It is rather difficult to observe the cuticle on
account of the presence in it of numerous dot-like elements, which near the
head are arranged in longitudinal groups, of which the widest is the lateral
group. The longitudinal arrangement of the granules, is continuous throughout the body, but it is most marked on the lateral fields where there is a
definite band of them, having a width about two-fifths as great as the width
of the body. Each margin of this band is made up of a distinct longitudinal
row of granules arranged single file. The neck is slightly conoid, becoming
slightly convex-conoid toward the rounded head, which is not set off in any
way, or at most by an exceedingly obscure, broad constriction oppo~ite the
pharynx. The six lips are distinct and well developed and have a distinct,
somewhat chitinous framework. They are arched together over the pharynx
in such a way as to produce a dome-like effect, the very thin and movable
flaps at the ends of the lips meetiug together at the middle of the front of
the head. Opposite the middle of the amphids there is a transverse marking
or line which extends around the middle of the head. It is characterized by
staining somewhat more strongly with carmine than the other portions of
the cuticle. There are no eye-spots. The oesophagus begins at the base of
the pharynx with a diameter three-fourths as great as that of the base of the
head, and it continues t0 have this diameter until some distance behind the
nerve-ring. It then begins to expand gradually, s0 that finally it is about
three-fourths to four-fifths as wide as the base of the neck. The lining is a
distinct feature throughout the length of the oesophagus. There is a distinct conoid cardia, whose base is about half as wide as the corresponding
portion of the body. The intestine, which is separated from the oesophagus
by a deep and distinct constriction, appears to have rather thin walls and to
be composed of cells of such a size that probably six or more would be required to build a circumference. These cells contain numerous granules of
rather uniform size.
The lateral fields are about two-fifths as wide as the body. The location of the ventral gland has not been made out. The excretory pore is lo-
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cated just behind tire base of the pharynx. The duct which leads to it seems
to be destitute of an ampulla.

40
1.9
1.2

10.2
2.2

21.4 -M- 92.
1.8
2.8 2.5

2.1 mm.

In front of the anus there is a series of about fifty pairs of oblique
copulatory muscles, whose presence is indicated by the oblique groups of
granules in the cuticle. The ejaculatory duct is about one-third as wide as
the body. The blind end of the anterior testicle is about twice as far behind
··
the base of the neck as this latter is behind the anterior extremity.
Habitat: Fresh water ponds, Cape Breton Island, Dominion of Canada.
Sublimate to balsam.
DOLICHODORUS, n.g.
Fig. 16, Plate VI.
58

. h
.3 (3.4) 7.1 9.1 -52- 97.2
14. D o I1c odorus heterocephalus, n . s p . - - - - - - - - - - 3. mm.
.6 (I.I) I.6 I.7 2.I I.2
The thin layers of the transparent, naked, colorless cuticle are traversed
by transverse striae resolvable with high powers under favorable conditions
into rows of exceedingly minute, somewhat irregular elements. This resolution is not at all difficult in specimens which are moulting. Under these
conditions scales of the outer cuticle sometimes survive, readily resolvable
into refractive transverse markings between which are the small elements
mentioned. Ordinarily at first glance, the cuticle appears to be merely resolvable into transverse striae which are somewhat roughened on the edge~
of the dividing lines. The conoid neck ends in a head which has a very
prominent lip-region set off by a very prominent and deep constriction. The
front of the head is rounded, and the constriction separating the lip-region
from the remainder of the head is of such a nature that the contour of the
lip-region, when seen in optical longitudinal section is somewhat elliptical, so
that the lip-region has the form of an ellipsoid of rotation. The depth of
this figure is about equal to half its width. No papillae have been seen on
the lips, but minute papillae might readily be present without having been
observed. No traces of amphids have been seen. There are no eye-spots.
The vestibule is exceedingly narrow and closely surrounds the apex of the
very slender narrow spear. This latter extends nearly half-way to the anterior border of the median bulb and is long and slender like that of
Trichodorus. The oesophagus at the base of the spear is a tube about onethird as wide as the corresponding portion of the neck, and continues to have
this diameter until it expands suddenly to form the elongated median bulb,
which is three-fourths as wide as the corresponding portion of the neck and
fully twice as long as wide and is armed internally with a conspicuous, ellipsoidal, rather simple valvular apparatus nearly half as wid~ as itself. When
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seen in optical longitudinal section the bulb is a little wider posteriorly than
anteriorly, so that its sides are not parallel, but approach each other a trifle
as they pass forward. The bulb ends more abruptly posteriorly than anteriorly, and is continued by a narrow section of the oesophagus only oneeighth as wide as the corresponding portion of the neck and about as long
as the corresponding portion of the neck is wide. This is succeeded by a
broadly clavate swelling which does not have any distinct chitinous lining,
and is of granular structure, rather than muscular. This swelling is about
two-thirds as wide as the base of the neck. The lining of the oesophagus·
is a fairly distinct feature in all parts in front of the posterior swelling.
The intestine joins the middle of the rounded surface of the posterior oesophageal swelling and is at this point only one-tenth to one-eighth as wide
as the corresponding portion of the body, but soon expands to be two-fifths
as wide as the body. It is, therefore, relatively narrow. On the other hand,
the body walls are correspondingly thick. Nothing is known concerning
the renette cell. It is probable that there is an excretory pore located near
the nerve-ring.
6o

.3 (2.3) 7.9 10.9 -M 99.3
2.4 mm .
1.8
.4 ( .8) I.2
1.4 I.7
The tail of the male is conoid and extends beyond the anus a distance
hardly as great as the length of the anal body diameter. It seems likely that
the tail is also flattish. When seen dorso-ventrally it appears to be about onehalf as long as the spicula, and ends in a dentate terminus one-third as
wide as the base of the tail. The cuticle of the tail is very thick, and at
first sight seems rather closely to resemble the structure of the two bursa!
flaps. The distinctly two-parted hursa springs from opposite the middle of
the spicula and extends backward and is completely furcated at a point
about opposite the base of the tail. The flaps extend backward beyond the
terminus of the tail and give to the posterior extremity somewhat the appearance of ending in three thin transparent, colorless flaps, one of which is
soon seen to be the true caudal extension. The flaps of the bursa are striated
in much the same manner as the cuticle, and the margins of the flaps are
distinctly thickened. No distinct ribs have been seen in the two broad
backward pointing flaps of the bursa. The two equal, rather strongly built,
tapering spicula have a length about one and one-half times as great as that
of the diameter measured opposite their proximal ends. They are accompanied by a rather simple accessory piece one-half as long as themselves,
judging from its appearance when seen dorso-ventrally. The proximal ends
of the spicula can hardly be said to be cephalated, but they are obliquely
trancated and wider than elsewhere. When seen dorso-ventrally this width
appears to be one-fourth as great as that of the corresponding portion of
the body. No special setae are present and no special papillae have been
seen. The single outstretched testicle extends forward and has its blind
end located about three to four times as far behind the base of the neck
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as this latter is behind the anterior extremity. Near its blind end its diameter is about one-half as great as that of the body. The spermatozoa an
small and numerous and it appears that the r~duction divisions take place in
a short segment of the testis not far from the blind end.
Habitat: Freshwater, Douglas Lake, Michigan. Silver Spring, Florida.
Female, Flemming solution to glycerine; from Florida. Male, from Michigan, sublimate to balsam.
CY ATHOLAIMUS, Bastian, 1865.
Fig. 17, Plate VI.

26.
.
1.6 7.1 14. '49.'
88.
Cyathola1mus truncatus, n.sp. - - - - - - - - - - - 1 .6 mm.
2.1
3.3
2.I
I.8 2.
The moderately thick layers of the transparent, colorless, naked cuticle
are traversed by about fifteen hundred transverse striae, resolvable into
transverse rows of distinct dots, which are not very materially modified in
the lateral fields. The slightly conoid neck ends in a truncated head, whose
lip region is set off by an almost imperct:ptible expansion. The cuticle becomes somewhat thicker toward the head, and the dotlike markings more
distinct and refractive. Beginning near the head and ending near the spinneret there are circular markings arranged . in somewhat irregular rows
along the lateral fields. The longitudinal distance between these markings
near the middle of the body is a little greater than the radius of the body,
and the diameter of the circles is somewhat greater than the width of one
of the annules, sometimes twice as great. These markings are not all of the
same size, some being nearly twice as large as others.* The lip region is
twelve-parted, and there are twelve longitudinal chitinous structures surrounding the vestibule. These no doubt indicate the infolding of the lips
when closed. Probably the best conception of the lip region is expressed by
saying that there are six lips, each two-parted, but that the divisions are all
very similar to each other. On the front of the lips there are six forward
pointing innervated papillae arranged in the usual position .. Along the outer
margin of the head there are ten acute, tapering, cephalic setae, two lateral,
and four submedian pairs. The longest of these setae are about equal to
the radius of the head. According to the position of the lips these setae
vary in attitude. They may be folded together on the front of the head so
as to be in the position of the spokes of a wheel, but they may point
forward when the mouth is partly open, and are in a somewhat spreading
position when the mouth is wide open. The pharynx is on the whole conoid, and about three-fourths as deep as the head is wide. Springing from a
little behind its middle is a strong, conical, acute, forward pointing dorsal
tooth, the ventral contour of which lies approximately in the axis of the
15.

*The two most pronounced rows arc nearly opposite the edges of the lateral fields,
but there is an irregular median row.
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head. Surrounding the pharynx the muscles are somewhat more powerful
than in the oesophagus immediately behind, so that there is a very faint
pharyngeal bulb. The oesophagus is at first about two-thirds as wide as
the corresponding portion of the neck, but gradually enlarges after passing
through the nerve-ring, so that finally it is two-thirds as wide as the base
of the neck. The lining of the oesophagus is a distinct feature throughout
its length. There is no very distinct cardia. There are no eye-spots. The
amphids, which are about one-third as wide as the head, are spirals of about
two and one-half winds, and are placed opposite the apex of the dorsal
tooth. The intestine, which is separated from the oesophagus by a distinct
constriction, is at first one-half to two-thirds as wide as the body, but in the
greater part of its length is about two-thirds as wide as the body. It is
thick walled, and is composed of cells of such a size that comparatively few
are required to build a circumference, probably about six. The cells contain rather numerous, conspicuous, brownish granules of variable size, the
largest of which have a diameter about equal to double the width of one
of the annules of the cuticle, the smallest of which are very much smaller.
These granules are arranged irregularly, and can hardly be said to suggest
any tessellation. From the broa<l, raise<l anus the rectum, which is refractive
and nearly as long as the anal body diameter, extends inward and forward.
The tail is conoid to the subacute conoid spinneret, which has a diameter
about one-eighth to one-tenth as great as that of the hase of the tail. There
do not appear to be any caudal setae. The lateral fields appear to be fully
one-third as wide as the body. The nene-rin~ surrounds the oesophagus
somewhat obliquely. The excretory pore appears to be situated at a distance
from the anterior extremity about two and one-half times as great as the
width of the head. The renette cell appears to be small an<l located some
distance behind the base of the neck. From the elented vulva the vagina
leads inward at right angles to the ventral surface about half way across
the body, where it joins the two-parted uterus. The reflexed, tapering
ovaries reach about two-thirds the way back to the vulva, and contain a
dozen or more developing ova arranged somewhat irregularlv, especially
toward the blind end. The rather thin shelled ovate to ellipsoidal eggs are
a little longer than the body is wide, and about two-thirds as wide as long.
They have been seen to occur in each uterus one at a time, and are apparently <leposited before segmentation begins.
59.

1.7 6.6 15. -M
91.
1.6 mm.
1.6 2.2 2.3 2.3
2.6
The tail of the male is like that of the female in form and size, but the
anus is more prominently elevated. There is a row of four small pre-anal,
ventral, tubular, protrudable supplementary organs. The final one of these
is opposite the middle of the spicula; the penultimate nearly opposite the
proximal ends of the spicula. The foremost is about three times as far
from the anus as the penultimate. From this it will be seen that the organs
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are slightly more nearly approximated to each other posteriorly. These
organs are not conspicuous features, and scarcely disturb the ventral contour. It is possible that each is connected with a unicellular glandular structure nearby. The two equal, tapering, somewhat arcuate spicula are one and
one-third times as long as the anal body diameter. Their proximal ends
are cephalated by expansion. The accessory pieces alongside are four-fifths
as long as the. spicula, and somewhat broader than the spicula. In their
widest part they are one-sixth as wide as the corresponding portion of the
body. They are of rather uniform width throughout. There is a slight
constriction near each end, and the distal extremity appears to be very
minutely dentate. The spicula are about half as wide as the accessory pieces.
The ejaculatory duct is two-thirds as wide as the corresponding portion of
the body, as is also the testis. The blind end is as far behind the base of
the neck as this latter is behind the anterior extremity.
Habitat: Silver Springs, Fla. Flemming solution to glycerine.
ETHMOLAIMUS, de Man, 1880.
Fig. 19, Plate VII.
27

16. Ethmolaimus americanus, n.sp.

2

5

·
2.4

10 2
·

3.4

1

8. 4
3.9

'54' 90·3 .6 mm.
5.6

2.1

The thin, transparent layers of the practically naked cuticle are traversed by very fine transverse striae, resolvable with high powers into rows
of closely set dots, which are not modified on the lateral fields. Near the
head the dots are a little coarser than elsewhere on the anterior portion of
the body. On the tail the dots are much farther apart and, though really
arranged in transverse rows, at first glance appear to be scattered irregularly. The conoid neck ends in a somewhat truncated head, which bears
on its outer margin a circlet of four slender, spreading submedian cephalic
setae, each about half as long ai:: the head is wide. There appear to be
twelve minute papillae in the lip region, which when folded together forms
a rather small, cyathiform cavity, in the midst of which stands the thumbshaped, forward-pointing dorsal tooth. This tooth is attached to a distinctly thickened rib of chitin, which extends from the lip region back to the
base of the pharynx, and is thicker anteriorly than it is posteriorly. This
thickened dorsal rib causes the pharynx to appear somewhat more strongly
built on the dorsal side than on the ventral side. The tooth tapers slightly
to a blunt point, and has a length about one-fourth as great as the width of
the front of the head. Behind it the pharynx is somewhat prismoid and
approximately one-fifth as wide as the head. It ends abruptly at the base.
The pharynx is surrounded by a pharyngeal bulb, the musculature of which
is set off distinctly from that of the oesophagus, in addition to which there is
a constriction between the bulb and the oesophagus. The somewhat obscure,
slender, apparently spiral amphids consist of about one and one-half winds.
They are located opposite the posterior portion of the pharynx, and are one-
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third as wide as the corresponding portion of the head. There are no eyespots. The oesophagus begins as a tube three-fifths as wide as the base of the
head, and it continues to have this diameter until it expands rather suddenly to form a somewhat ellipsoidal or obscurely pyriform cardiac bulb,
which is four-fifths as wide as the base of the neck, and contains an obscure,
elongated, relatively narrow valvular apparatus. The lining of the oesophagus is a distinct feature throughout its length. There is no very distinct cardia, but the preliminary cells of the intestine are different from those
which immediately follow. The rather thick-walled intestine is separated
from the oesophagus by a deep and distinct constriction, and becomes at
once about half as wide as the body. Thereafter it widens out gradually so
as to become three-fourths as wide as the body. It is composed of cells of
such a size that probably about six to eight are required to build a circumference. The cells contain granules of variable size, the largest of which have
a diameter half as great as that o'f the terminus of the tail. From the rather
inconspicuous but slightly depressed anus the rectum, which is about as
long as the anal body diameter, extends inward and forward. The body begins to taper slightly from some distance in front of the anus, but tapers
more rapidly behind the anus in such fashion that at the beginning of the
posterior fifth the diameter is about one-sixth as great as at the anus; thence
onward the tail is cylindroid, and ends in a tubular spinneret, less than half
as wide as the terminus. The spinneret tapers slightly to a blunt point, and
is armed at its base with one or more setae as long as itself. The caudal
glands appear to be located in the base of the tail. The lateral fields are
well-developed an<l fully one-third as wide as the body. The renette cell
appears to be located a short distance behind the cardiac bulb. The position
of the excretory pore is unknown,-possibly it is at the base of the lips.
The nerve-ring surrounds the oesophagus somewhat obliquely. From the
elevated, rather broad vulva the vagina leads inward at right angles to the
ventral surface fully half way across the body, where it joins the symmetrically-placed uteri. The reflexed ovaries reach as far back as the vulva,
-at le'ast in specimens in which the uteri contain no eggs. The fully developed ova are nearly twice as long as the body is wide and about onethird as wide as long. The form, size and number of the eggs remains undetermined, but it seems probable that they occur in the uteri one at a time.
Habitat: Spring, Washington Country Club, Chl, y Chase, Md.
Sublimate to balsam.
MONHYSTERA, Bastian, 1865.
Fig. 20, Plate VII.
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88.
1.6 mm.
4.3 4.8
3.1
The thin, transparent layers of the colorless cuticle are traversed by
about eight hundred transverse striae, resolvable with difficulty into rows of
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Monhystera sentiens, n.sp.

.6 8.7

1.6 3.1

22.
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somewhat dotlike elements. These striae are more readily visible toward
the extremities, especially the posterior extremity. The conoid neck becomes
convex-conoid toward the head, which is somewhat rounded. Throughout
the body there are rather numerous, long, slender somatic setae having a
length equal to the radius of the body. These setae are a little longer toward
the extremities than they are near the middle of the body. On the outer
margin of the head, a trifle in front of the base of the pharynx, there are
ten spreading, tapering cephalic setae, one on each lateral line, and two of
somewhat unequal size on each submedian line. The longest of these setae
are more than half as long as the head is wide. A little more than twice as
far back as the amphids there is a rather definite circlet of cervical or subcephalic setae arranged in submedian positions. The lips appear to be three
in number, and are longitudinally striated or fluted. The thin flap-like, striated portions are capable of assuming a revolute position. The basal portion of the lip region is considerably thicker than the flaps, and is arched
over the margin of the pharynx. This latter is wide and shallow. Just
beneath the lips it is two-thirds as wide as the front of the head. It closes
together rapidly, so that its base is located at a distance from the anterior
extremity about equal to the radius of the head. In other words, the posterior portion of the pharynx is about half way back to the amphids. These
latter are circular, and one-third to one-fourth as wide as the corresponding portion of the head. Their distance from the anterior extremity is about
equal to half the width of the front of the head. A short distance in front
of each amphid there is a granular nucleus, which closely resembles the
nerve cells that are found in the neck, and seems doubtless to be the nucleus
of the nerve cell which is connected in some ,, ay with the function of the
amphids. The oesophagus reaches to the base of the lips, and into it is set
the posterior portion of the pharynx. At first the oesophagus is only twothirds as wide as the base of the head. It continues to have this diameter, or
a little more, until after it passes through the nerve-ring. Thence onward it
gradually increases so that finally it is about two-thirds as wide as the base
of the neck. The lining of the oesophagus is a fairly distinct feature. The
intestine, which is separated from the oesophagus by a distinct constriction,
is composed of cells of such a size that pfobably six to eight are required to
build a circumference. The anterior portion of the intestine is somewhat
hulbous in form, and is separated from the oesophagus on the one side and
the true intestine on the other, by a pair of constrictions. This portion may
be looked upon as a strongly developed cardia. The intestine is moderately
thick walled, and ends posteriorly in a short, wide rectum, hardly as long as
the anal body diameter. The posterior extremity of the female begins to
taper from near the vulva, and continues to taper at about the same rate
behind the tail as in front of it. The tail itself is conoid in the anterior fourfifths, and cylindroid in the posterior fifth. The terminus is hardly swollen.
and is about one-sixth as wide as the base of the tail. The spinneret is
rounded and bears a couple of submedian setae twice as long as its own
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diameter. The three caudal glands are located in the anterior third of
the tail. The lateral fields vary in width in different parts of the body.
A little in front of the anus they are about two-fifths as wide as the corresponding portion of the body, and contain rather numerous scattered nuclei
of such a size that about eight would be required to reach across the field.
Farther forward the field is narrower, about one-fourth as wide as the
middle of the body. Anteriorly it is wider, about one-third as wide as the
base of the neck. X othing is known concerning the renette. The nervering surrounds the oesophagus somewhat obliquely a little in front of the
middle of the neck. From the elevated and rather large and conspicuous
vulva the vagina leads inward at right angles nearly half way across the
body, where it joins the single uterus, which extends forward, and is of
such a size as to contain apparently but one egg at a time. The ovary, which
at first is three-fourths as wide as the body, extends forward and tapers
gradually, so that at the blind end, considerably in front of the cardia and
a short distance behind the nerve-ring, it is one-fourth as wide as the corresponding portion of the body. It sometimes happens that the blind end of
the ovary is disposed in a single coil. The rather thick shelled eggs are as
long as the body is wide, and about three-fourths as wide as long, and appear
to be deposited before segmentation begins. The small spermatozoa found in
the uterus are of such a size t)lat at least ten placed side by side would be
required to span the diameter of one of the eggs. There is a very small,
posterior rudimentary branch to the uterus, which extends backward from
the vulva a distance about equal to two-thirds the radius of the bod,.,-.
Around the vulva are four distinct, unicellular vaginal glands.
71.
.7 9.4 22. -M- 87 .
---I.5 mm.
1.6 2.9
3.5
4.2 3.3
The tail of the male resembles that of the female in form and size.
As in the females, the three caudal glands are found in the anterior third
of the tail, and do not extend materially farther forward than the anus.
The two equal, L-shaped, slender, slightly tapering brownish spicula are a
little longer than the anal body diameter. The anterior three-fifths lie nearly
parallel to the body axis, while the posterior two-fifths are arranged nearly
at right angles to the body axis. The distal extremities of the spicula are
slightly widened. At their widest part, namely near the proximal ends, the
spicula are about one-eighth as wide as the corresponding portion of the
body. They are very slightly narrower distally than proximally, where they
are barely cephalated by expansion. The accessory piece is not !-ltrongly
developed. The main portion of it lies parallel to the distal two-fifths of the
spicula, and is connected with the dorsal surface of the body by means of
muscles. The ejaculatory duct is one-half as wide as the corresponding
portion of the body. There are two outstretched testes. The blind end of
the anterior testis is located a short· distance behind the nerve-ring, while
the blind end of the posterior testis is located about as far in front of the
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anus as the terminus is behind it. The testes are broad and some parts appear
to fill up the main portion of the body cavity.
Habitat: Sand bar off Plummer's Island, Potomac River. Sublimate to balsam.
ONCHOLAIMELLUS, de Man, 1886.
Fig. 21, Plate VII.

53
.
.9 8.5 18. -M- 91.
18. Oncholaimcllus hctcrurus, n.sp. - - - - - - - - - - 1 . 2 mm.
.8 1.5 J.8 1.8
1-4
The moderately thick layers of the transparent, naked, colorless cuticle
seem to be destitute of markings of any kind. If there are any striations
they must be exceedingly minute. The conoid neck becomes a little convexconoid toward the head, which is subtruncated, and has a lip region almost
imperceptibly expanded. There are ten long, curved, tapering, cephalic
setae, located a trifle in front of the middle of the pharynx, two lateral, and
eight submedian. The members of the submedian pairs are placed one in
front of the other, the hinder members being only about two-thirds as long
as the forward members. It is the forward members that are in the same
circlet with the lateral setae. These latter are about as long as the longest
submedian setae. The bases of the lips are nearly as thick as the wall of
the head, but they gradually become quite thin, though the flaps are not so
marked as they usually are in Oncholaimus. There are six lips, and each
bears on its anterior surface, near the margin of the head, a somewhat outward pointing, minute, innervated papilla, which does not very markedly interfere with the contour of the front of the head. The somewhat cylindroid
pharynx is about twice as long as the front of the head is wide, and the
average diameter of the cavity is a little more than one-third of its length.
At the middle the pharynx is about half as wide as the corresponding portion of the head. Its wails are fairly well chitinized, and appear to be destitute of onchi. The description is derived from a single specimen, in which
the mouth is filled with detritus, and it is possible that very minute teeth
might have escaped observation, but this does not seem at all probable.
The bottom of the pharynx where it is set on the end of the oesophagus, is
in the shape of a broad, sha11ow, hollow cone. At a distance from the
anterior ,extremity twice as great as the length of the pharynx the amphids
are seen. These are somewhat elongated, roughly ovate in contour, and
more distinctly marked anteriorly than posteriorly. The anterior border is
a curved, chitinous structure about one-third as wide as the corresponding
portion of the head. Slightly behind the anterior border the amphid has its
greatest diameter. It is about as long as the corresponding radius of the
head, and is extended backward by an apparently tubular structure, which
soon becomes indefinite. Viewed dorso-ventrally the amphids appear like
rather deep invaginations of the cuticle, and each occupies fully half of the
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corresponding radius of the neck, and opposite them the oesophagus is a
trifle narrower than it is either in front of or behind them. The oesophagus, which at first is about half as wide as the base of the head continues to have approximately the same diameter until after it passes through
the nerve-ring, which is somewhat in front of the middle of the neck. Behind the nerve-ring the oesophagus becomes somewhat wider, and is finally
about two-thirds as wide as the base of the neck. The lining of the oesophagus is a fairly distinct feature. The intestine, which becomes at once
nearly three-fourths as wide as the body, is set off from the oesophagus oy
a distinct constriction. There does not appear to be any well developed car<lia. The cells composing the intestine contain scattered granules, which
give rise to a very obscure tessellation, and also contain doubly refractive
granules, which, however are not spherical in form, though their diameter
in different directions is not very variable. The tail of the male tapers rapidly from the anus, so that at the end of the anterior fourth it has a
diameter but little greater than that of the terminal spinneret. Near the anterior end of the cylindrical part there occur a pair of subventral arcuate,
tapering setae, which are about as long as the corresponding diameter of
the tail. In front of these there is a ventrally submedian pair of papillae,
and also there is a dorsally submedian pair a little in front of these latter.
The spinneret is of a simple character, and has the terminus almost imperceptibly swollen. There do not appear to be any setae on the spinneret.
A trifle in front of the proximal ends of the spicula there springs from a
ventrally submedian lines a somewhat weakly developed bursa, which extends
slightly beyond the body contour, but only does this in front of the anus.
It recedes into the cuticle at a point slightly in front of the caudal setae.
This bursa does not have any ribs and is not striated in any way. The two
equal, elongated, rather uniform, slightly cephalated spicula are a little
more than twice as long as the anal body diameter, and in their anterior
halves are nearly straight. In their posterior halves they are slightly
arcuate. At the point where they attain their greatest width they are about
one-fourth as wide as the corresponding portion of the body. Seen dorsoventrally they are somewhat narrower and straighter than when seen in
profile. The accessory piece appears to be compounded of a number of
small chitinous elements, the whole structure being a little less than onethird as long as the spicula. It is not very strongly developed, and is not a
very conspicuous feature. The ejaculatory duct is about half as wide as the
corresponding portion of the body. There are two testes outstretched in
opposite directions. The blind end of the anterior testis is about as far behind the base of the neck as this latter is behind the anterior extremity.
The posterior testis is smaller, but just how much smaller is unknown, as
its blind end could not be located in the single specimen examined. Little or
nothing is known concerning the lateral fields and the renette.
Habitat: Fresh water pond, near Ocala, Fla. Bouin solution to
glycerine.
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Note: There is some doubt as to whether this species should be assigned to the genus Oncholaimellus for the following reasons: There are
no pharyngeal teeth. · The amphid varies somewhat from that of the type
species. The spicula are of equal size, whereas in the type species orfe of the
spicula is only half as long as the other.
CEPHALOBUS, Bastian, 1865.
Fig. 22, Plate VIII.

51.
1.8 15. 23. '61.
94
· .6 mm.
1.6 3. 3.6 4.3
2.1
The thin, transparent, colorless layers of the naked cuticle are traversed
by about seven hundred plain, transverse striae, resolvable with high powers
without very much difficulty. The conoid neck becomes convex-conoid toward the obscurely lobed head, which is rounded in front, and is set off by
an almost imperceptible, broad, exceedingly shallow constriction. There are
no cephalic setae, and no eye-spots; no amphids have been seen. There are
three rather distinct, bluntly conoid lips, which are rounded in front, each
of which apparently has two inconspicuous innervated papillae. The open
vestibule leads to a conoid pharynx, which is about one and one-half times
as long as the lip region is wide, and tapers from front to back in a comparatively uniform way. Between the lips it has a width about one-third as
great as that of the lip region. The posterior half of the pharynx rests in
the anterior end of the oesophagus, which enlarges very perceptibly, so that
a little behind the base of the pharynx it is more than half as wide as the
corresponding portion of th~ head. It continues to have relatively much
the same width until near the middle, where it is about three-fifths as wide
as the middle of the neck. There it suddenly diminishes in size so as to be
only one-fourth to one-fifth as wide as the corresponding portion of the
neck. Passing through the nerve-ring with this narrow diameter it finally
enlarges to form an ellipsoidal cardiac bulb about two-thirds as wide as the
base of the neck, cont~ining a rather distinct triplex but not very complex
valvular apparatus of the form usually seen in this genus. There is no very
definite cardia. The intestine, which is separated from the oesophagus by
a rather broad and shallow constriction, is at first only half as wide as the
corresponding portion of the body. It soon becomes thicker walled, and
enlarges so as to be three-fourths as wide as the corresponding portion of
the body. It is composed of cells of such a size that probably only about
two are required to build a circumference. The contents of the cells are not
distributed so as to give rise to anything distinct in the way of tessellation.
The posterior lip of the anus is very slightly elevated. From the anus the
rectum, which is somewhat longer than the anal body diameter, leads inward
and forward. The rectum is separated from the intestine by a rather distinct constriction. The tail is at first convex-conoid, the convexity existing
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almost entirely on the dorsal surface. Through the middle third the tail
tapers much more rapidly than elsewhere, so that ai the beginning of the
posterior fourth it has a diameter no more than one-fifth as great as at the
anus. Thence onward it is conoid to the acute terminus. There is no spinneret. Very little is known concerning the lateral fields, but at the middle
of the body they appear to be one-third as wide as the corresponding portion
of the body. There do not appear to be any distinct wings. The excretory
pore is located opposite the nerve-ring. This latter surrounds the oesophagus
obliquely, and is accompanied by nerve cells, of which the greater number
are behind the nerve-ring and in front of the cardiac bulb. From the massive elevated vulva the rather strongly chitinized, slightly colored vagina
leads inward at right angles to the ventral surface nearly half way across
the body, where it joins the single uterus, which extends forward. In specimens which do not yet contain fully developed eggs, and in which the uterus
is occupied by spermatozoa, the flexure in the sexual apparatus occurs about
half way between the vulva and the base of the neck. The ovary extends
straight backward, and finally tapers to a blunt end a short distance in front
of the anus. At the rear end the ovary is one-half as wide as the corresponding portion of the body. The ova appear to be arranged more or less
single file in the greater part of the ovary, whose walls contain distinct
nuclei of relatively large size. These nuclei are of such a size that about
six to eight placed side by side would reach across the body, and are removed from each other in a longitudinal direction a distance equal to about
two-thirds of the body diameter. None of these cells could be seen in that
portion of the sexual tube in front of the vulva, and it is surmised that the
cells composing the ovarian tube are markedly different in their character
from those composing the tube between the ovary and the uterus and those
composing the wall of the uterus. The spermatozoa have been seen packed in
the uterus somewhat like a roll of coin, though each one is thinner at the
margins than at the center where the nucleus exists. The spermatozoa are
of such a size that the uterus may contain about two dozen, arranged single
file.
Habitat: Moss, Bog. W. End of Douglas Lake, Mich. This species closely resembles C. elongatus de Man, and possibly may prove to be the same. At
present, judging from a single specimen it appears to differ in the following
points: ( 1) The tail of the female is of different form, since that of elongatus
is nearly conical; (2) No wings have been seen on sub-elongatus, while they
appear to be a marked feature of elongatus; (3) There is no expansion of
the lip region in elongatus as in sub-elongatus; (4) The vulva in sub-elongatus is far more massive; (5) the pharynx in elongatus is more elongated,
and longer as compared with the length of the head; (6) oesophagus is
relatively slenderer in elongatus. Sublimate to balsam.
2.5 rs. 31.6 Y 94- .7 mm.
20. Cephalobus setosus, n.sp.
2.7 4. 4.1 4.5
3.
The moderately thick layers of the naked, transparent, colorless cuticle
are traversed by 425 transverse striae, which are not further resolvable.
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The striae are more or less interrupted on the lateral fields by two wings,
or by a single wing indicated by two longitudinal lines. The width of the
wing near the middle of the body is about equivalent to the width of four
of the annules of the cuticle. Toward the tail end the width of the interrupted space is about equivalent to the width of three of the annules, and
near the middle of the neck the width is also about equivalent to that of
three of the corresponding annules. Through the middle of the lateral space
on which the annules are interrupted there passes a longitudinal refractive
line. The posterior portion of the neck is cylindroid; the anterior half
conoid to the head, which is not set off in any way. The lips are arranged
in two series: an outer series of six two-parted lips, and an inner series of
three obscurely two-parted projecting flaps, each armed at the anterior
rounded corners . with short, arcuate, tapering,· acute, forward-pointing
bristles. Each of the two parts of the six outer lips or appendages is conoid and acute, and the spaces separating them are much narrower than those
separating the lips themselves. At the base of each of the lateral two-parted
lips there is a transverse mark, which may possibly be the outer expression
of the amphid. This marking is very minute and about four times as wide
as it is long, and is placed transversely on the base of the lip, iust in front
of the foremost cervical annule. It spans about one-sixth of the width of the
head at this point. The three inner appendages, which may more properly
be termed the lips, are about as long as they are wide, and seem to be flexible. They rather closely surround the mouth opening. Each is half as
wide again at its free extremity as it is at the base, and the total length is
about equal to one-fourth of the diameter of the front of the head. The
setae with which these lips or flaps are armed are about two-thirds as long
as the flaps themselves. The rather obscure, narrow, cylindroid pharynx
is about as long as the base of the head is wide, and its lumen is hardly
wider than the thickness of the cuticle. The oesophagus surrounds the
pharynx, but is narrower in this region than it is immediately behind the
pharynx. Behind the pharynx it commences as a tube about three-fifths as
wide as the base of the head, and continues to have about the same diameter
until after it passes through the nerve-ring. It does increase a trifle in
diameter, however, so that at the nerve-ring it is about one-half as wide as
the corresponding portion of the neck. Some distance behind the nerve-ring,
namely, at a distance about equal to one and one-half diameters of the neck,
there is a slight break in the musculature of the oesophagus. Behind this
break the oesophagus begins to taper very gradually and continues to decrease in diameter until it finally expands to form the somewhat ellipsoidal or
pyriform cardiac bulb, which is about two-thirds as wide as the base of the
neck, and contains a distinct, rather simple, triple, chitinized valvular apparatus. That portion of the oesophagus immediately in front of the cardiac
bulb has a diameter about one-fourth as great as that of the corresponding
portion of the neck. The lining of the oesophagus can be seen throughout its
length, and is a fairly distinct feature. The intestine which at first is thin-
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walled is separated from the oesophagus by a distinct and deep constriction,
and becomes at once about three-fourths as wide as the body. The anterior
portion of the intestine is characterized by the presence of a considerable cavity, which, however, soon narrows, and, as the internal wall of the intestine
is rather strongly refractive, the narrow, sinuous lumen is a very conspicuous ·
feature. From the rather conspicuous depressed anus the rectum, which is
rather strongly chitinized and somewhat longer than the anal body diameter,
extends inward and forward. The tail is somewhat concave conoid from
the anus to the very acute terminus. There are no caudal glands. The lateral fields appear to be about one-third as wide as the body. The nervering surrounds the oesophagus somewhat squarely. The excretory pore
appears to be located near the nerve-ring. The nature of the internal sexual
organs remains uncertain, but the vulva is evidently located near the middle
of the body. The description is derived from an immature specimen.
Habitat: Cranberry bog, Arlington Farm, Virginia. Flemming solution to glycerine.
BASTIANA, de Man, 1876.
Fig. 23, Plate VIII.
.2 8. 18. 58. 89.
.5 .8 I. 1.5 1.I 1.4 mm.
The moderately thick layers of the transparent, colorless, naked cuticle
are traversed by about eight hundred forty transverse striae, which do not
appear to be further resolvable. These striae exist in the outer as well as
inner cuticle, so that the entire contour of the body is crenate. Rather conspicuous lateral wings are present, the optical expression of which is two
distinctly refractive longitudinal lines opposite the lateral fields, separated
from each other by a distance somewhat greater than the width of one of
the annules of the cuticle. The gradually tapering conoid neck ends in a
somewhat truncate head, which is not set off in any way, and which bears
a circlet of at least six cephalic setae, of which four submedian are the
longer, and somewhat longer than the head is wide. Possibly each of these
latter is accompanied by a shorter seta, thus making ten in all. Apparently
labial papillae are present, but they have not been sufficiently clearly seen
to permit of enumeration. There is no distinct pharynx. The amphids, located as in B. gracilis deMan, are somewhat in the form of the end of a
shepherd's crook. They are perhaps to be regarded as broad spiral bands of
about one turn. So regarded, the band may be conceived to begin on the
ventral side where its end is rounded and its contour distinct, pass forward,
and then curve backward and end indefinitely at a point somewhat in the
rear of the beginning. The amphids are half to two-thirds as wide as the
corresponding portion of the neck, and somewhat longer than wide. There
are no eye-spots. The oesophagus begins as a tube fully two-thirds as wide
as the head. It gradually increases in diameter as it passes backward, and at
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its posterior extremity is three-fourths as wide as the base of the neck.
There is no definite cardia. The lining of the oesophagus is indistinct. The
intestine, which is separated from the oesophagus by an obscure constriction,
becomes at once three-fourths as wide as the body, is rather thick walled,
and its cells contain rather uniform, colorless granules, not arranged in any
definite manner. From the rather raised anus the conspicuous rectum, which
is twice as long as the anal body diameter, extends inward and forward.
The tail is conoid, but tapers more rapidly near the acute terminus. A short
distance in front of the terminus it is nearly half as wide as at the base.
Nothing is known concerning the renette. The lateral fields have not been
distinctly seen, but they appear to be about one-third as wide as the body.
Nothing definite is known concerning the internal sexual organs, as the specimens examined were not fully developed.
6o.
.4 6.
19. -M- 92.
- - - - - - - - - - 1.4 mm .
.5 1.2 14 2.
1.2
The tail of the male is like that of the female in form and size,
except that the anus is more prominently raised. In front of the anus
and extending forward to the base of the neck there is a ventral row of
ninety supplementary organs. These are of small size, and each appears when seen in profile to be a slight conical, innervated elevation
having an altitude about one-third as great as the width of its base.
These organs are removed from each other a distance on an average
about equal to the radius of the body or a little more. They are somewhat nearer together posteriorly than anteriorly. Near the base of the
neck the distance between two adjacent organs is about equal to the
body diameter. The two equal, tapering, acute, nearly straight spicula
are about one and one-third times as long as the anal body diameter.
They are slightly cephalated by expansion, the cephalum occupying
about one-third of the length. At the widest part, namely in the cephala,
the spicula are one-fourth to one-third as wide as the corresponding
portion of the body. They do not appear to have any accessory pieces.
The spicula appear, when seen in profile, to be arranged at an angle
of forty-five degrees to the body axis. Beginning at the anus and extending obliquely backward there is a strand of muscle which is attached to the dorsal side of the body. The two testes are outstretched
in opposite directions. The blind end of the anterior testis is about as
far behind the base of the neck as the nerve-ring is in front of it, while
the blind end of the posterior testis is about twice as far in front of
the anus as this latter is in front of the terminus.
Habitat: Fresh water, Tynne Station, Fla. Bouin solution to glycerint>.
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APHANOLAIMUS, de Man, 1880.
Fig. 25, Plate VIII.
43.

.5 8.8 20. '50.'
88.
.
. .f
1.5 mm .
A p h ano l aimus spin erus, n.sp. - - - - - - 1.9
.7 1.5 2.1 3.1
The thin, transparent layers of the colorless, naked cuticle are traversed
by about one thousand transverse striae, which do not appear to be further
resolvable, or at any rate are resolvable with difficulty. The cuticle is also
traversed by longitudinal striations, manifestly due to subcuticular structures,-the submedian fields-and the attachment of the muscle cells. The
contour of the body is minutely crenate. There is .a distinct wing extending
throughout the length of the body, whose presence is indicated by two refractive lines occupying a space hardly greater than the width of one of the
annules of the cuticle. On being carefully examined these lines show traces
of the striations of the cuticle. The conoid neck ends in a somewhat rounded
head, whose lip region is set off by a minute constriction just in front of
the amphids. The contour of the front of the head is rounded, or, like
that of a very flat truncated cone. In the midst of the truncation there is
an exceedingly minute depression, the mouth pore. There does not appear
to be any very distinct pharynx, but the lining of the oesophagus is slightly
altered in the region of the head back as far as the posterior margins of the
amphids. It is not unlikely that this represents a distinct, though rudimentary pharynx. The species, however, would naturally at first sight be
classed as being without a pharynx. The oesophagus begins as a tube about
half as wide as the base of the head, and expands very gradually until after
it passes through the nerve-ring. At the nerve-ring its width is about onethird that of the corresponding portion of the neck. Behind the nerve-ring
the oesophagus begins to expand a little more rapidly, though still slowly.
When it reaches the end of the neck it is half as wide as the base of the
neck. For a distance equal to one body diameter, however, it decreases in
size, so that where it joins the intestine it is very narrow, only about onefifth as wide as the corresponding body diameter. Nevertheless, there appears to be a distinct, though exceedingly minute cardia. -The lining of the
oesophagus is a fairly distinct feature throughout its length. The intestine,
which is at first thin-walled, gradually becomes half as wide as the body, and
is composed of cells of such a size that only two or three are required to
build a circumference. For the most part the wall of the intestine is moderately thick. From the very slightly raised, rather inconspicuous anus the
slender rectum, which is about one and one-half times as long as the anal
body diameter, extends inward and forward. It is separated from the intestine by a very distinct and deep constriction. Near the middle the lateral
fields are about one-third as wide as the body. The ventral gland is a rather
elongated, saccate cell a little longer than the base of the neck is wide,
and about one-third as wide as long. It contains a large spherical nucleus,
22.
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with a large, fairly distinct nucleolus. There extend backward from
this cell two finger-shaped, submedian extensions nearly as long as the cell
itself. Notwithstanding the distinctness of the organ and appendages the
position of the excretory pore remains to be discovered. The tail tapers
from in front of the anus in such fashion that at the beginning of the
final fourth it has a diameter about one-fourth as great as at the anus.
Thence onward the tail is cylindroid to the terminus, which bears a truncated, conical, unarmed spinneret. The three caudal glands are minute,
close together, opposite to and a little behind the anus. From the slightly
depressed vulva the chitinized vagina leads inward at right angles to the
ventral surface half way across the body, where it joins the two symmetrically placed uteri. The reflexed ovaries reach about one-third the distance
back to the vulva and contain a few developing ova arranged single file.
The species is viviparous. Two embryos and a developing egg have been
seen in each uterus at the same time. The eggs are somewhat elongated,
about as long as the body is wide, and a little less than half as wide as they
are long.
.2 IO. 14.. ( ?)
1.5 mm .
.7 I.I 2.
2-4
1.9
The tail of the male is like that of the female in form and size. In
front of the anus there is a ventral series of seven tubular, protrudable, supplementary organs, occupying a space nearly equal to the length of the tail.
The hindermost is opposite the proximal ends of the spicula. Each of these
organs is about half as long as the body is wide, has its proximal end slightly
cephalated by expansion, and its distal end slightly curved. The circular
apertures through which the organs are protruded disturb the ventral contour distinctly, each of them occupying a space about equal to the width of
four annules of the cuticle. There are no special setae or papillae either in
front of the anus or behind it. The two equal, uniform, slender, very
strongly arcuate spicula are about one and one-half times as long as the
anal body diameter, and their proximal ends are cephalated by expansion.
The proximal ends lie nearly opposite the body axis. There is a simple accessory piece, applied for a short distance to the distal ends of the spicula,
having a backward pointing process two-thirds as long as the anal body
diameter.
Habitat: Potomac River, Washington, D. C. Sublimate to balsam.
31
.7 13.8 20.7 'so' 85.4 .6 mm.
23. Aphanolaimus minor, n.sp.
.8 3.3 3.9 4.7 2.6
The moderately thin, transparent layers of the colorless, naked cuticle
are traversed by fine transverse striae, resolvable with moderate powers,
and not modified on the lateral fields. The presence of wings is indicated
by two lines extending from near the middle of the neck well onto the tail.
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These occupy a space a little more than the width of one of the annules of
the cuticle, but sometimes one of these lines is more prominent than the
other. The conoid neck ends in a rounded head, which is not set off in any
way. There are no cephalic setae. There does not appear to be any distinct
pharynx. The lining of the oesophagus is slightly modified back twice as
far as the posterior margins of the amphids, and very likely this portion of
the tube may be regarded as a narrow rudimentary pharynx. Twice as far
from the anterior extremity as the base .of this supposed pharynx the
oesophagus is distinctly interrupted by a break in the musculature, although
there is no change in size, and just behind this break there are three distinct,
elongated nuclei, one in each segment of the oesophagus. These appearances are reminiscent of the arrangement in Plectus, to which Aphanolaimus
is doubtless related. There do not appear to be any distinct lips, though
possibly there may be three exceedingly minute, well amalgamated, flattish
ones. Although at first glance the amphids appear to be circular, they are
really spiral in form. They are about one-fifth as wide as the corresponding
portion of the neck. Their distance from the anterior extremity is about
equal to the diameter of the head; or in other words, their centers are removed from the anterior extremity a distance about twice as great as their
diameter. The amphids appear to be slightly larger in the male than in the
female. There are no eye-spots. The oesophagus begins at the base of the
above described pharynx, as a tube about half as wide as the corresponding
portion of the neck. It widens very gradually, so that where it passes
through the nerve-ring it is nearly one-third as wide as the corresponding
portion of the neck. At the middle, nearly opposite the nerve-ring, there
is an almost imperceptible increase in diameter, indicative of a deteriorated
median swelling. Finally, it expands into the narrowly pyriform cardiac
swelling destitute of any distinct valvular apparatus. This swelling is half
to two-thirds as wide as the base of the neck. The lining of the oesophagus
is a distinct feature throughout its length. There is no distinct cardia. The
intestine, which is at first only one-fifth as wide as the base of the neck,
joins the middle of the posterior surface of the cardiac swelling. It is
moderately thick-walled, and gradually becomes about two-thirds as wide as
the body. It appears to be made up of cells of such a size that few, probably two or three, or possibly four, are required to build a circumference.
The body tapers gradually from a long distance in front of the anus. This
latter is very slightly raised, more particularly on the anterior margin. From
it the rectum, which is about as long as the anal body diameter, extends inward and forward. The tail is conoid in the anterior three-fourths. The
posterior fourth is cylindrical and has a diameter nearly one-third as great
as that of the base of the tail. It ends in a rounded, unarmed spinneret, bearing ;\n apiculum. The lateral fields appear to be about one-third as wide as
the body. The nerve-ring surrounds the oesophagus somewhat obliquely.
There appears to be a small renette cell opposite the anterior portion of
the intestine, but the position of the excretory pore has not been discovered.
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From the inconspicuous vulva the vagina leads inward at right angles to the
ventral surface about half way across the body, where it joins the two symmetrically-placed uteri. The reflexed ovaries reach about half way back
to the vulva and contain half a dozen or more developing ova arranged
somewhat irregularly. The thin-shelled, ellipsoidal eggs are about as long
as the body is wide and about three-fifths as wide as long. They have been
seen in the uterus one at a time, and apparently are deposited before segmentation begins.
3. 15. 23. -M- 85.
1.8 3.4 3.8 4.2
34 ·5 mm.
The tail 0£ the male is conoid in the anterior three-fourths in . such
fashion that the beginning of the final fourth has a diameter 0£ about oneeighth that 0£ the base 0£ the tail; thence onward the tail is nearly cylindrical or expands slightly, and ends in a rounded terminus bearing an apiculum forming an unarmed spinneret. The caudal glands are located in the
base of the tail. In front of the anus in the male there is a ventral row of
eight or nine protrudable, obscurely S-shaped, yellowish supplementary organs. These appear to be of rather uniform size and are equally spaced.
Their length is somewhat greater than that 0£ the radius of the body, and
they are placed at an angle of about thirty degrees to the body axis. They
are of rather uniform diameter throughout their length, but taper a little
toward the blunt distal extremity, and are obscurely cephalated at the
proximal ends. The distal extremity of the hindermost of these organs is
located nearly opposite the proximal ends 0£ the spicula. The entire distance
occupied by the series is about one and one-half times as great as the length
of the tail. The two equal, tapering, strongly arcuate, brownish yellow spicula
are about one and one-half times as long as the anal body diameter. Their
proximal ends are cephalated by expansion, and extending from the proximal
ends toward the distal extremities there are straight, refractive lines indicating possibly that there is more to the framework 0£ the spicula than appears
at first glance. The spicula curve inward and backward to near the dorsal
side of the tail, and then pass forward so that their proximal extremities lie
opposite the body axis. The spicula are accompanied by a rather straight,
slender, slightly tapering, blunt accessory piece applied to their distal fifths.
From this point the accessory piece extends inward and backward at an
angle of sixty degrees, and ends a little to the dorsal side of the
body axis. At their widest part, just behind the cephala, the spicula
have a width about one-fifth as great as that 0£ the corresponding portion of
the body. A little behind the middle 0£ the tail there are two ventrally submedian setae, about half as long as the corresponding diameter of the tail.
The ejaculatory duct is about one-third as wide as the body. There are two
testicles, one extending forward and the other backward. The blind end of
the anterior testicle is a little farther behind the base of the neck than the
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nerve-ring is in front of it. The blind end of the posterior testicle lies just
in front of the anterior supplementary organ.
Habitat: Mud, Potomac River. Sublimate to balsam.
TYLENCHUS, Bastian, 18t>5.
6o
2.7 I0.8 17. -49- 90.2
Tylenchus symmetricus, n.sp. - - - - - - - - - - .7 mm.
1.4 2.8 3.3 3.8
2.7
The moderately thick layers of the transparent, colorless, naked cuticle
are traversed by fine plain transverse striae, which are not further resolvable.
There are two wings on the lateral fields, removed from each other a distance about equal to one-fourth to one-fifth the body diameter. The space
between these wings is very faintly marked with longitudinal lines, of which
two near the middle are more prominent than the others. The wings themselves bear traces of transverse striation. These wings begin near the
middle of the neck and end on the tail. The conoid neck becomes convexconoid toward the somewhat rounded head, which is not set off, or at least
only by an almost imperceptible constriction a short distance behind the lip
region. There are no distinct lips. What appear to be the faintest possible
traces of papillae may be seen on the lips, but these do not disturb the rounded
contour of the head. Were it not for the innervations it would be practically impossible to see them. The pharynx is tubular and just wide enough
to make a passage for the spear. This latter is slender, nearly one and onehalf times as long as the base of the head, and has a three-bulbed base about
one-fifth to one-fourth as wide as the corresponding portion of the head.
Near the middle the spear is closely surrounded by a rather inconspicuous
guiding-ring or cylinder, about one-fourth as long as the spear. At its
widest part, namely, in the proximal half, the diameter of the spear is less
than the width of two of the adjacent annules of the cuticle. The oesophagus
begins as a tube about one-third as wide as the base of the head, and continues to have this diameter until it expands to form the ellipsoidal or prolate median bulb. This latter is about three-fifths to two-thirds as wide as
the middle of the neck, and contains a distinct ellipsoidal valvular apparatus
about one-fifth as wide as the bulb itself. Behind the median bulb the
oesophagus is smaller than elsewhere. For a distance equal to twice the
width of the neck it has a width only about one-eighth to one-sixth"
as great as that of the corresponding portion of the neck. Thereafter, it expands to form the elongated-pyriform non-muscular cardiac swelling, which is half as wide as the base of the neck, and contains a rather
conspicuous nucleus. The lining of the oesophagus is a fairly distinct feature
in its anterior part; but posteriorly it is much less distinct, and is very difficult to observe in the cardiac swelling. The intestine, which is separated
from the oesophagus by an indistinct constriction, becomes at once fully twothirds as wide as the body. Its cells are packed with large granules of somewhat variable size, the largest of which have a diameter about one-eighth as
great as that of the body, the smallest being considerably smaller. These
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granules are so prominent as to obscure the cellular structure of the intestine. From the very slightly elevated and rather inconspicuous anus the
rectum, which is hardly as long as the anal body diameter, extends inward
and forward. The tail is conoid to the terminus, where it rather suddenly
tapers much more rapidly to a very acute point. This rapidly tapering portion has a length about equal to one-fourth the anal body diameter, and the
diameter at the point where the change in taper begins is about equal to onefifth of the anal body diameter. The lateral fields appear to be a little more
than one-third as wide as the body. The nerve-ring surrounds the oesophagus obliquely. The excretory pore is located a little behind the nerve-ring, a
little more than half way from the base of the neck to the middle of the
median bulb. From the slightly elevated, rather massive vulva the vagina
leads inward at right angles to the ventral surface nearly half way across
the body, where it joins the two uteri. Apparently the ovaries are outstretched. A single egg has been seen in one of the uteri. It is about twice
as long as the body is wide and about one-third as wide as long. It is thinshelled and apparently undergoes segmentation before being deposited.
53
3.1 13.5 20.5 -M 89.1
_ mm.
6
2.2
3.6 3.9 4.2 3.2
The tail of the male is like that of the female in form. From the raised
anus it is arcuate-conoid to the terminus, which is concave-conoid and ends
in an exceedingly fine slender point. The length of the terminus is about
one-third as great as the anal body diameter, while its diameter is about
one-fourth as great as the anal body diameter. There are no supplementary
organs, nor have any special papillae been seen either in front of the anus
or behind it. There is a fairly well developed, but not very prominent bursa,
which extends but little beyond the ventral contour at any point. It springs
from the submedian lines at a distance as far in front of the anus as the
middle of the tail is behind it. The bursa is striated like the cuticle, and its
margin is entire; it extends to near the end of the tail. Near the middle
of the tail there appears to be a bursa! rib on each side, which does not
reach to the margin of the bursa. The ejaculatory duct is about one-third
as wide as the body. The blind end of the single outstretched testicle lies
a short distance behind the base of the neck.
Habitat: Marsh in black clay with much decayed vegetation, near Impatiens, Arlington Farm, Virginia. Flemming solution to glycerine.
RHABDITIS, Dujardin, 1845.
71
10.8 16.8 '55' 93.8
1.8 mm.
1.2 3.3 4-3 4-9
I.6
The thin layers of the transparent, naked, colorless cuticle are traversed
by transverse striae, which are resolvable with high powers and appear to be
resolvable into rows of dots, but there is some doubt about this. The cuticle
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is longitudinally striated. Near the middle of the male there is a lateral area
nearly half as wide ·as the body, which is nearly destitute of striations. On
either side of this field the cuticle may be seen with high powers to be distinctly longitudinally striated. This lateral field narrows toward both extremities so as to be hardly wider than the spicula, so that the main portion
of the cuticle of these regions appears there to be longitudinally striated.
The neck is conoid, becoming almost imperceptibly convex-conoid toward
the head, which is somewhat rounded and bears six lips, which are fairly
well separated from each other, and each of which appears to be papillate.
The simple, unarmed pharynx is cylindrical and one-third as wide as the
base of the head. Its cavity is four to five times as long as wide. No amphids
have been seen, and there are no eye-spots. The oesophagus receives the
base of the pharynx and becomes at once about two-thirds as wide as the
base of the head. It continues to have this diameter until it expands to
form the ellipsoidal median swelling, which has a distinctly radiated fibrous
structure. This swelling is about two-thirds as wide as the corresponding
portion of the neck, and is separated from the portion of the oesophagus
preceding it, as well as the portion succeeding it, by a refractive division in
the internal musculature. Behind the median swelling the oesophagus has
a diameter less than half as great as that of the corresponding portion of
the neck, and it narrows continuously until it reaches the pyriform cardiac
bulb, which is three-fourths as wide as the base of the neck and contains a
well developed, complicated, chitinous valvular apparatus half as wide as
the bulb itself. There is no distinct cardia. The somewhat transparent and
colorless intestine, which is separated from the oesophagus by a distinct
constriction, is composed of cells containing scattered granules of variable
size, the largest of which have a diameter somewhat less than the thickness
of the cuticle, and the smallest of which are very much smaller. The anus
is slightly raised, and from it the rectum, which is one and one-half times as
long as the anal body diameter, leads almost directly forward. The body
tapers for some distance in front of the anus ; from the anus onward it is
conical to the acute terminus. There is no spinneret, and there are no caudal
glands. Nothing definite is known concerning the renette cell. The excretory pore is located about half way between the median and posterior bulbs,
just behind the oblique nerve-ring. The two uteri extend in opposite directions, and the ovaries are reflexed, the flexures occurring the one not far
behind the base of the neck and the other not far in front of the anus.
The mature females contain scores of eggs in various stages of development,
the most advanced containing well-developed embryos.
63
2.3 16.2 25.9 -M 96.3
1.9
3-4 3-5 3-7 2.6 I. mm.
The tail of the male is conoid from the anus in such fashion that at the
beginning of the posterior third it has become reduced to a mere striated
nearly straight spine, which is no wider than one of the ribs of the bursa.
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The dorsal contour of the tail continues as a more or less regular extension
of that of the body. The ventral contour, however, is elevated at the anus;
at any rate, when the spicula are partly extruded. This elevation appears to
be largely median, and there is a distinct groove on either side between it and
the bursa. When this groove is brought into optical section and the anal
elevation is disregarded the tail appears to be asymmetrically conoid. The
two equal, brownish, nearly straight spicula are fully twice as long as the
tail, or one and one-half times as long as the body diameter, measured opposite the proximal ends of the spicula. The spicula in the distal three-fourths
taper to a blunt point. At their widest part, considerably in front of the
middle, they are one-fourth to one-fifth as wide as the corresponding portion
of the body. In the proximal fourths the spicula are rather suddenly narrowed and terminate in bulbs or cephala, which have a diameter twice as
great as the portion of which they are expansions. Parallel to the spicula
there are accessory pieces. These are two-thirds to three-fourths as long as
the spicula, which they partially envelop. They are about as strongly chitinized as the spicula themselves. The transparent, colorless bursa springs
from the submedian lines, nearly opposite the proximal ends of the spicula,
and when seen in profile only slightly exceeds the ventral contour in front
of the anus, but behind the anus exceeds the ventral contour of the tail
proper so much that nearly the entire length of the ribs comes plainly into
view. The ribs are arranged in three groups: (1) Two ribs close together
opposite the middle of the spicula. (2) Four ribs close together opposite to,
and a trifle behind the anus. (3) Four ribs of which three are very close
together, and one a little farther forward, the whole group being opposite
the middle of the tail. Most of these ribs reach to the margin of the bursa,
which is entire and is not distinctly striated. The outer members of the
middle and posterior groups do not reach quite to the margin. The ejaculatory duct is nearly one-half as wide as the body. The single, outstretched
testicle has its blind end located about half as far behind the base of the
neck as this latter is behind -the anterior extremity. At its blind end the
testicle is about one-third as wide as the body. It gradually increases in
width, so that it occupies four-fifths of the diameter of the middle of the
body. The spermatocytes are of large size, one-third to one-half as wide
as the body.
Habitat: About the roots of aquatic plants, Potomac River, Washington, D. C.
TRILOBUS, Bastian, 1865.
Fig. 15, Plate VI.

40
7. 19. '46.' 8g.
1.2 mm.
2.
2.8 3.8 4.6 2.3
The thin, transparent layers of the colorless cuticle are traversed by
exceedingly fine plain transverse striae, more particularly visible in the
26.
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lower layers with high powers. There are short hairs to be found here
and there on the surface of the body, more particularly toward the extremities. The conoid neck ends in a somewhat rounded head not set
off by any constriction. The cephalic setae appear to be ten in number
(eight submedian and two lateral), outward pointing, each about onesixth as long as the head is wide, and placed on the outer margin of the
front of the head opposite the posterior portion of the pharynx. The
members of the submedian pairs are, however, of unequal size. There
are six small, pointed lips surrounding the mouth opening. It is certain that these lips bear papillae, but the number is not known. Lateral organs in the form of somewhat stirrup shaped markings onefourth as broad as the corresponding portion of the head, occur at a
short distance behind the base of the rudimentary pharyngeal cavity.
This latter is a more or less triquetrous cyathiform cavity having its
walls distinctly chitinized and bearing at its base one or more protuberances near the point where the lumen of the oesophagus begins. One
of these is a ridge, the others minute· teeth. The average width of the
main pharyngeal cavity is about one-third that of the head. The oesophagus is slightly expanded to receive the pharynx, but otherwise begins as a tube about three-fifths as wide as the anterior part of the
neck, and expands very gradually to the end, where it is a little more
than half as wide as the base of the neclr. The lining of the oesophagus is a distinct feature throughout its length. There is a distinct
rounded cardia. The intestine, which becomes at once about two-fifths
as wide as the body, is separated from the oesophagus by a distinct
constriction, in which lie the three granular bodies whose presence
gave origin to the name of the genus. The intestine is relatively thick
walled, its small cells containing scattered granules of small size, which
are not arranged in any very definite manner. The intestine frequently
contains diatoms in large numbers, thus indicating that these are a
common source of nourishment for this species. From the slightly depressed anus the rectum, which is about as long as the anal body
diameter, extends inward and forward to join the intestine, which is
narrowed at its extremity so as to be about two-fifths as wide as the
body. Nothing is known concerning the ventral gland. The longitudinal fields are distinctly developed, being about one-fourth as wide
as the worm itself. The nerve-ring surrounds the oesophagus somewhat obliquely. The tail is conoid in the anterior third in such fashion
that at the beginning of the middle third it has a diameter about onefourth as great as at the anus. Thence onward it tapers gradually to
the slightly swollen spinneret or outlet for the caudal glands. These
latter, three in number, are located tandem in the tail opposite to and
slightly behind the anus. From the slightly elevated vulva the vagina
leads inward at right angles to the ventral surface fully half way
across the body. The vagina is bifurcated and extends in opposite di-
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rections, the reflexed ovaries passing about two-thirds the way back to
the vulva. Two or three eggs may occur in each uterus at one time.
These are somewhat ellipsoidal and thin she1led, being about two-thirds
as long as the body is wide and about two-thirds as wide as long. The
eggs appear to indicate at least the early stages of segmentation before
being deposited. The walls of the vagina present the peculiarity of being
very thick, and composed of concentric layers to the number of six or
seven, so that the organ is considerably broader than it is deep. Its internal wall presents the peculiarity of staining strongly with carmine.
1.3 8.3 13.7 -M- 92.
1.2 mm.
2.
2.6 3.2 3.8 2.7
The tail of the male is very much like that of the female in form
and size. Supplementary organs are found in front of the anus only.
These are six in number, of which three are very prominent. The anterior member of this group of three is about twice as far in front of
the anus as the spinneret is behind it. The members of this group are
equidistant, the distance between consecutive members being about twice
as great as the diameter of the organs themselves. All three occupy
a distance about twice as great as the corresponding body diameter.
Each of these organs consists of an internal and an external portion, the
internal portion being a flattish, hemispherical mass of tissue of very
fine, or at least uniform texture. These have a diameter about twofifths as great as that of the body at the same part. The external
portion of these organs consists of a ring slightly raised, from which
projects a mammiform papilla which bears a minute median seta or
nerve-ending. When this mammiform portion is traced inward it passes
through the ring on the surface of the body and then bends forward
and ends rather indefinitely in the anterior contour of the internal portion of the organ. These organs possess the peculiarity of staining
strongly with carmine. In addition to the organs already described
there are three others of smaller size, two very minute, one near the
anus and the other opposite the proximal portions of the spicula. The
third, which has a size intermediate between those just described and
those first described, is located about half way between the anus and
the posterior member of the larger group. These smaller organs are
comparatively close counterparts of the larger, differing merely in size.
In addition it may be noted that the cuticle on the ventral surface of
the male throughout this region of the body, that is, as far forward as
the most anterior of these organs, bears about twenty exceedingly
minute structures on the ventral line, which appear to be innervated
papillae. These also stain strongly with carmine, although they are so
minute as to be difficult to observe. There are no papillae on the tail,
but there are several short hairs, more particularly near the ventrally
submedian lines. There is no bursa. The ejaculatory duct is coextensive with the supplementary organs. It is on the average nearly half
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as wide as the corresponding portion of the body, It is connected with
the seminal vesicle by a narrow portion. The seminal vesicle is elongated, about half as wide as the body, and extends to a point about as
far behind the neck as the base of the neck is from the anterior extremity. From this point the two nearly equal testicles extend in opposite directions, and end blind, one not far behind the base of the neck,
and the other not far from the middle of the body. These possess the
peculiarity of being slightly swollen at their proximal ends just where
they join the vesicle. These swellings appear to constitute veritable
cavities of small size. That region of the body corresponding to the
ejaculatory duct is traversed by oblique striae, which, however, are arranged at right angles to the direction of such oblique striations as
are found in other genera, and it is probable that they are connected with
the duct itself, and are not muscles of the character which usually give
rise to these oblique striations on the males of other genera. The two
equal, arcuate slender spicula appear to be of rather uniform diameter
when viewed laterally, and are one and one-half times as long as the·
anal body-diameter. Their proximal ends are cephalated by contraction. They are accompanied by accessory pieces two-fifths as long as
the spicula themselves, and arranged parallel to the distal portions of
the spicula.
Habitat: Mud, about the bases of aquatic plants, Potomac river,
D. C.
MESOMERMIS, Dady.
Fig. 18, Plate VII.

Fig. 24, Plate VIII.

55
.8 6.3 II, -M- 96.
r.8 mm.
r.3 2.
r.8 2.3
2.2
The rather thick, transparent, colorless layers of the naked cuticle
are destitute of transverse striations. There are minute longitudinal
striations throughout the body. These are interrupted on the lateral
lines, where there is a distinct wing. The conoid neck becomes convexconoid toward the lip region, which is not set off in any way. There
are no cephalic setae, and there is no distinct pharynx. The mouth
pore is very minute, and is a little toward the ventral side of the middle
of the front of the head. The cuticle has about the same thickness on
the head as elsewhere, being only a trifle thicker. The cuticle is penetrated on the head by a number of innervations. These end in minute
depre~sions on the surface of the head. Near the mouth opening there
is one of these depressions on the dorsal side, and apparently a similar one on the ventral side, while nearer the outer margin of the head
there are two ventrally submedian and two dorsally submedian similar
depressions. Pores occur also here and there on the body as well as
on the neck. There are no eye-spots. The lateral organs present the
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following appearance when seen from the side: They appear to project
from the surface of the body very slightly, beginning as a tube having
a length about one-third as great as the corresponding diameter of the
head. This tube has very thin walls, and a short distance in, apparently near the surface of the body, a second element appears in the
form of a circle inside that representing the contour of the outer tul:>e.
This appears to constitute a sort of core in the midst of which are a
number of refractive elements, resembling nerve fibers, which pass inward and backward toward the lumen of the oesophagus. Some of
these elements are longer than others. The focus passing inward picks
ttp one, then two, then several more, so that by the time a view· is obtained that is wholly inside the body there are seen a half dozen or
more of these elements. It is impossible in this view to pick up an internal connection of these refractive elements. The oesophagus begins
just below the transparent cuticle as a very narrow tube, probably not
more than one-eighth as wide as the corresponding portion of the neck.
It continues to have this diameter until after it passe·s through the nervering. At a distance from the nerve-ring equal to about one body diameter, the oesophagus begins to change gradually into intestine. The
intestine gradually widens out, so that at a point as far behind the nervering as the neck is wide it has a width one-third as great as that of the
body. It goes on increasing in this way until at a distance from the
nerve ring three times as great it is two-fifths as wide as the body.
Near its middle the intestine is half as wide as the body.
The cells of the intestine contain granules of variable size, the largest
having a diameter fully twice as great as the thickness of the cuticle,
and the smallest being ·very minute. The female has not been seen.
The tail of the male is slightly arcuate, and is conoid to the blunt,
rounded terminus, which has a diameter half as great as that of the
base of the tail. There is no spinneret, and there are no caudal glands.
The lateral fields are about one-third as wide as the body. The nervering surrounds the oesophagus somewhat obliquely. Nothing is known
concerning the ventral glands or the excretory pore. The tail of the
male bears several series of innervated papillae. These are sufficiently
elevated at the surface of the cuticle to slightly break the contour when
the tail is seen in exact profile. Where each nerve passes through the
cuticle there is a very low, almost imperceptible elevation at the surface. These papillae are arranged on the ventral submedian lines as
well as on the ventral line. The ventral papillae just in front of and
just behind the anus are double. As to particulars of the submedian
group, there are four on the tail, one member opposite the anus; one
a little farther back, a third near the middle of the tail, and a fourth
considerably farther back. In front of the anus on each side are eight
submedian papillae. These occupy a distance more than twice as great as
the length of the tail, and the distance between successive papillae in-

creases with the di,tance from the- anu~. so that the Sil:IC(' lwtwc-cn
the SC\'Cnth am! cig-hth i,- about two-thirds as 1-(rtal as the diamder
oi the budy. Of the meclian papillae 011 the- tail thL·rc arc lhre,·; two
near th..:: a1n1s, and ma" just in front of t!ie 111idtlk of the tail, with pos~il,ly a ionrth farther bac.::k. In frunt oi the a1111s, of the mtdian p:ipillae
tlwrc arc two near tlH~ anlls, and kn additional ones about cocxt.'11,in·
with the sub1rn.·dian rows ;me! 1li,-trilmte<I in the same manner, the dislatll'(' hetwccn suc..:e~si\T papillae incrc;t,ing with 1l1t• <li,tann• from the
anus. The two c(Jt1al, arcua!t', 1111iiorm, blunt spirula arc aholll une and
rnu·•tliinl tinws a, long a,; the anal hmly-rliarttl'tcr. Their prnxi111:1l cn,ls
arc 11nt cephabtcd. The cjactllatory duct is about orn·•third as wide as
the body. The \'as ikfcrc-ns i,; ahout 01a·-hali as wide as the lw,ly,
Th<'fc arc two outstrdclH'd lc,ticll"!>. the hli11,l l'nd .-.f the ::int('rio1· lwing"
ahnut twice af. far from th,:: end of the ttc·ck as thi; latter i,; from the
antrrior extremity. The posterior tc-sticlt: is a little shorter than tile
anterior.
Hahitat: Crauhcrry hog, Arlington Farm.

ACHROl\L\DORA, Cnhh. 1914.

Fig. ll, Plate \-.
28.

Achromadora minima, Cobb.

For nriginal cksniption sec- l\lackay ~h-mori::il \'oh1nH', Sydney,
1893; sec also Journal \\·ashlngton Academy of Sci(·n,cs, Ckt. 4, 1914.
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IOTA, Cobb, 1913.
Fig I. Iota octangulare, n. sp. Lateral view of a female specimen.
a, lip region; b, labial chitinous plate or expansion; c, protruding muscles of
the spear; d, spear; e, trilobed base of the spear; f, lumen of the oesophagus ;
g, nerve-ring; h, beginning of the intestine; i, flexure in the single narrow
ovary; j, excretory pore; k, ventral row of modified cuticular elements; l,
submedian row of modified cuticular elements; m, ovum; n, muscular layer;
o, anterior extremity of the uterus; p, uterus; q, cuticle; r, vulva; s, submedian row of modified cuticular elements; t, rectum; u, anus; v, terminus.
RHABDOLAIMUS, de Man, 188o.
Fig. 2. Rhabdolaimus minor, n. sp. I, lateral view of female; II, head
of the same, showing amphid. The head in I is twisted, so that the amphid
appears as if ventral, or nearly so.

a, amphid; b, long, narrow pharynx; c, anterior group of nerve cells; d,
nerve-ring; e, cardiac bulb; f, wall of the intestine; g, flexure in anterior
ovary; h, posterior group of nerve cells; i, body cavity; j, lumen of intestine;
k, ovum; l, blind end of posterior ovary; m, egg; n, flexure in posterior
ovary; o, cuticle; p, caudal glands; q, subcuticle; r, vulva; s, rectum; t, anus;
u, nerve cells ( ?) ; v, duct of caudal glands; w, spinneret; .i-, lip region.
DIPLOGASTER, Max Schultz, 1857.
Fig. 3. Diplogaster fictor, Bastian. I, side view of female; II, head
of the same seen in dorso-ventral view, lips nearly closed; III, head
of the same, lateral view, lips nearly wide open; IV, head of the same,
lateral vitw, lips partially closed; V, front view of mouth, partially closed;
VI, lateral view, posterior portion of a male specimen; VII, somewhat diagrammatic perspective view showing markings of the cuticle.

a, one of the lips; b, one of the six cephalic setae; c, amphid; d, one of
the two more or less evertible pharyngeal hook-shaped teeth; e, median
oesophageal bulb; f, nerve-ring; g, anus; h, rectum; i, intestine; j, terminus;
k, posterior oesophageal bulb; l, nerve cells; m, renette cell ( ?) ; n, left
spiculum; o, lumen of the intestine; p ', preanal male seta; p' ', p' '',
p' ' ' ', post-anal male setae and papillae; q, one of the cells of the intestine;
r, accessory piece; s, flexure in anterior ovary; t, blind end of anterior ovary;
u, longitudinal striae of the cuticle; v, vagina; w, synapsis in egg in the anterior uterus, the reduced number of chromosomes being seven; .i-, one of the
spermatozoa in the ovary; y, uterus; z, vulva.
*The drawings are used by permission of the Secretary of Agriculture, and were
made by Mr. \V. E. Chambers, under the author's supervision.
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PRISMATOLAIMUS, de Man, 188o.
Fig. 4. Prismatolaimus stenurus, n. sp. I, lateral view of a female;
II, front view of head; III, side view of head.

a, one of the six- cephalic papillae; b, one of the ten cephalic setae; c,
one of the six thin lips; d, pharynx; e, amphid; f, lumen of the oesophagus;
g, nerve-ring; h, cuticle; i, nucleus of ovum; j, vulva; k, blind end of posterior ovary; I, egg; m, beginning of the intestine; n, one of the cells of the
wall of the intestine; o, rectum; p, anus; q, one of the caudal glands; r, flexure in anterior ovary; s, spinneret.
SPILOPHORA, Bastian, 1865.
Fig. 5. Spilophora canadensis, n. sp. Side view of male.

a, one of the lips; b, dorsal pharyngeal tooth partly exserted; c, pharynx;
f, nerve cells; g, nervering; h, excretory pore; i, chitinous valve of the cardiac bulb; j, one of the
two lateral, longitudinal rows of cuticular markings; k, lumen of the intestine; I, renette cell; m, nucleus of renette cell; n, cell accessory to the renette
cell; o, blind end of single testis; p, point in the cuticle where the striation is
reversed; q, vas deferens; r, one of the spicula; s, anus; t, one of the caudal
glands; u, spinneret.
d, base of the pharynx; e, lumen of the oesophagus;

MICROLAIMUS, de Man, 188o.
Fig. 6. Microlaimus fluviatilis, n. sp.
head of the same.

I, lateral view of female;

II,

a, Mouth opening; b, one of the six cephalic papillae; c, one of the four
cephalic setae; d, one of the small pharyngeal teeth; e, excretory pore; f,
spiral amphid; g, oesophagus; h, nerve-ring; i, cardiac bulb; j, preliminary
portion of the intestine; k, renette cell; I, body cavity; m, lumen of intestine i
n, one of the cells of the intestine; o, anus; p, flexure in posterior ovary; q,
uterus; r, blind end of posterior ovary; s, one of the three caudal glands; t,
spinneret; uu, eggs; v, vulva; w, cuticle.
TRIPYLA, Bastian, 1865.
Fig. 7. Tripyla lata, n .. sp. Lateral view, male specimen.

a, cephalic seta; b, one of the three lips; c, amphid; d, spermatozoa; e,
spermatocytes in anterior testis; f, posterior extremity of the oesophagus; g,
nerve-ring; h, cuticle; i, oesophagus; j, lumen of oesophagus; k, intestine;
I, spermatocytes in posterior testis; m, one of the numerous ventral male
papillae; n, vas deferens; o, retractory muscle of spiculum; p, one of the
spicula; q, lumen of the intestine; r, duct of one of the caudal glands; s,
caudal gland; t, spinneret.
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TERATOC_EPHALUS, de Man, 1876.
Fig. 8. Teratocephalus cornutus, n. sp. I, lateral view of a female; II;
lateral view of head, more highly magnified; III, front view of head; IV,
dorso-ventral view showing lips wide open; V, cuticle showing lateral field.

a, one of the six movable, chitinous lips; b, one of the four submedian
cephalic setae; c, amphid ; d, nerve-ring; e, excretory pore; f, organ of unknown significance; g, cardiac bulb; h, intestine; i, anus; j, rectum; k, cuticle; I, one o( the cells of the intestine; m, lumen of the intestine; nn, flexures in ovary; o, egg; p, vulva; q, blind ~nd of posterior ovary; u, terminus.
ALAIMUS, de Man, 188o.
Fig. 9. Alaimus simplex, n. sp. -I;- lateral view of a female ; II, anterior extremity, lateral view; III, posterior extremity of a male, lateral view.

a, lip regio_n.; b, ph3:.r:ynx; c, amphid; d, amphid, enlarged; e, group of
spermatozoa at the posterior portion of the ovary; f, blind end of ovary;
g, male supplementary papillae; h, left spiculum; i, terminus; j, rudimentary
submedian elevation or flap of the cuticle, indicating rudimentary bursa; k,
egg; I, vulva; m, nerve-ring; n, posterior extremity of oesophagus; p, moclified cells of anterior portion of the intestine; q, cuticle;
wall of the intestine; s, lumen of the intestine; t, flexure in the single ovary.

r,

The arrangement of the ova and eggs may need a few worct_s of explanation. The ..rounded blind end of the reflexed part of the single ovary
is shown near the group of spermatozoa, e. The blind end contains a· Ja~ge
number · of oocytes of small size. These oocytes have more than doubled
in size by the time they have reached the position, f. Henceforth th~y become ar~aU,itd single file, always increasing in size until they pass the
flexure, t. • '·At k a deceptive appearance is shown, inasmuch as the ripe
ovum, k, ha~ passed the flexure and in its passage to the uterus is pressing
two of the unrip~ ova apart. This accounts for the apparent anomaly in
relati~e size of the,~ova in the vjcinity of the flexure.
PLECTUS, Bastian, 1865.
Fig.

10.

Plectus tubifer, ri.

SJ;).

Male specimen, lateral view.

a, lips; b, papilla-like cephalic seta; c, amphid; d, anterior chamber of
pharynx; e, posterior chamber of pharynx; f, lumen of the oesophagus; g,
nerve-ring; h, excretory pore; i, renette cell; j, cardiac bulb; k, vulva of
cardiac bulb; I, cardia; m, lumen of intesti~e; ft, blind end of anterior testis;
o, spermatocyte; p, junction of testes; q, blind end of posterior testis; r, beginning of vas, deferens; s, spermatozoon; t, male glands i ft, one of the caudal glands; v, anterior of the three tubular supplementary organs; w, spicula;
x, anus; y, one· of the nine male papillae; z, spinneret.
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ACHROMADORA.
Fig. 11. Achromadora minima, Cobb. I, lateral view of a female; II,
lateral view showing cuticular markings; III, lateral view of head.

a, cephalic papilla; b, cephalic seta; c, one of the ribs of the pharynx;
d, dorsal pharyngeal tooth; e, sub-ventral (?) pharyngeal tooth; /, pharynx;
g, cuticular markings; It, amphid; i, nerve cell; j, nerve-ring; k, spinneret;
l, excretory pore; m, flexure of ovary; n, one of the caudal glands; o, blind
end of posterior ovary; p, anus; q, intestine; r, vulva; s, one of the granules of the intestine; t, egg.
DORYLAIMUS, Dujardin, 18.45.
Fig. 12. Dorylaimus f ecundus, n. sp. Side view of head and tail of
female, and tail of male.
a, spear or onchus; b, one of the six anterior cephalic papillae; c, one
of the six posterior cephalic papillae; d, guiding ring of the spear; e, oeso•
phagus; /, intestine; g, rectum; h, anus; i, one of the anal muscles; j, one of
the four lateral caudal, innervated papillae; k, cuticle; l, subcuticle; m, muscular. layer; n, wall of the intestine; o, one of the numerous oblique ejaculatory muscles; p, one of the numerous ventral male papillae; q, ejaculatory
duct; r, one of the two preanal papillae; s, retractor muscle of one of the
spicula; t, muscular layer; u, right spiculum; v, right accessory piece.
IRONUS, " Bastian, 1865.
Fig. 13. Ironus americanus, n. sp. I, anterior extremity, lateral view,
oral organs everted; II, same, more highly magnified; III, anterior extremity
of a specimen about to moult, showing two sets of oral organs, the anterior
set in process of being replaced by the posterior; IV, posterior extremity of
a female, lateral view.

a, one of the three chitinous oral teeth; b, cephalic papilla; c, cephalic
seta; d, amphid; e, pharynx; f, anterior group of minute pharyngeal teeth;
g, posterior group of pharyngeal teeth; h, oesophagus; i, lining of oesophagus; j, nen•e-ring; k, intestine; l, anus; m, base of the tail; n, tern'tinus.
ONCHOLAIMUS, Dujardin, 1865.
Fig. 14. Oncholaimus punctatus, n. sp. Lateral view of head and tail
of male specimen.
a, terminal flaps of lips; b, lip; c, cephalic papilla; d, one of the papillalike cephalic setae; e, right submedian onchus; f, left submedian onchus; g,
wali of pharynx; h, intestine; i, ejaculatory duct; j, one of the spicula; k,
dorsal onchus; l, amphid; m, duct of oesophageal gland leading into onchus;
n, rectum; o, beginning of the oesophagus; p, anus; q, lining of the oesophagus; r, one of the caudal glands; s, one of the two male papillae; t, ducts of
the caudal glands; u, spinneret.
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TRILOBUS, Bastian, 1865 .
. Fig. 15. Trilobus longus, (Leidy), Bastian. I, male specimen, lateral
view;· II and III, head of the same, lateral view; IV, head, dorso-ventral
view; V, VI, and VII, enlarged views of the ventral supplementary organs.
~' lateral cephalic s~i~; b, cephalic papilla; c, submedian cephalic setae;
d, pharynx; e, amphid; f, anterior pharyngeal tooth; g, posterior pharyngeal
tooth; h, 9esophagus; i, nerve-ring; j, excretory pore; k, nerve cells; l glandular (?)•organs; m, lumen of intestine; n, blind end of anterior testis; o,
testis; p, junction of testes; q, blind end of posterior testis; r, vas deferens;
s, ante'rior male supplementary organ of the anterior series; t, anterior supplementary organ of the posterior series; u, spicula; v, accessory piece; w,
caudal gland; x, anus; y, terminus; z, nerve ending of papilla of the supplementary organ.
DOLICHODORUS, nov. gen.
, Fig. 16. Dolichodorus heterocephalus, n. g., n. sp. I, nearly side view of a
female; II, lateral view of surface of head, more highly enlarged; III, sagittal section of head; IV, dorso-ventral view of head; V, front view of head;
VI, side view, posterior extremity of male; VII, ventral view of posterior
extremity of female; VIII, ventral view of posterior extremity of male.

a, papilla; b, cephalic organ of unknown significance; c, spear; d, base of
sp~ar; e, median bulb: f, nerve-ring; g, excretory pore;· h, cardiac swelling;
i, intestine; j, anus; k, lateral caudal pores; l, terminus; m, blind end of post~rior ovary; n, ovary; o, left spiculum; p,.. accessory piece; q, distal end of
:.ccessory piece; r, left flap of bursa; s, terminus of male; t, ovum; u, spermatozoa; v, vaginal muscles; w, uterus; x, vulva; y, anus.
CY ATHOLAIMUS, Bastian, 1865.
Fig. 17. Cyatholaimus truncatus, n. sp. I, side view of a female; II, side
view of head; III, front view of the same head; IV, ventral view of anal
region of male; V, lateral view of the same; VI, lateral view in the middle
of the body showing cuticular markings and pores.

a, submedian cephalic seta; b, labial papillae; c, amphid; d, dorsal tooth;
e, lateral cephalic seta; f, one of the twelve ribs of the vestibule; g, small
submedian pharyngeal tooth; h, base of the pharynx; i, ejaculatory duct; j,
intestill€; k, one of the four male pre-anal supplementary organs; l, one of
the spicula; m, anal muscles; n, one of the accessory pieces; o, nerve-ring;
P, one of the cells of the intestine; q, lumen of the intestine; r, anus; s, blind
end of reflexed ovary; t, egg; u, vulva; v, flexure in ar.,terior ovary; w,
junction of the ovary and uterus; x, pores in the cuticle; y, one of the three
caudal glands; z, male gland ( ?).
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MESOMERMIS.
Fig. 18. Mesomermis virginiana, n. sp. Lateral view of head and tail.
a, mouth opening; b, one of the anterior rows of cephalic papillae; c,
one of the posterior row of cephalic papillae; d, pharynx; e, exterior of amphid; /, interior of amphid; g, oesophagus; h, innervated papilla; i, glandular cephalic organs; j, nerve-ring; k, lumen of oesophagus; l, ·intestine; m,
ejaculatory duct; n, body cavity; o, oblique copulatory muscles; p, one of the
submedian supplementary organs ; q, one of the median supplementary ·organs; r, spicula; s, one of the median post-anal supplementary organs; t,
final submedian supplementary organs; u, submedian supplementary organ.
ETHMOLAIMUS, de Man, 188o.

Fig. 19. Ethmolaimus americanus, n. sp. Lateral view of a female.

a, lips; b, minute dorsal and ventral pharyngeal teeth; c, one of the
four cephalic setae; d, amphid; e, pharynx; f, nerve-ring; g, excretory pore;
h, nerve cells; i, cardiac bulb; ;, beginning of the intestine; k, renette
cell ( ?) ; I, beginning of main portion of the intestine; m, one of two
pairs of unicellular organs of unknown significance; n, cuticle; o, one of the
cells of the intestine; p, subcuticle; q and r, body cavity; s, vulva; t, nuclei
of one of the muscle cells; u, spinneret; v, one of the caudal glands; w, anus.
MONHYSTERA, Bastian, 1865.
Fig. 20. M onhystera sentiens, n. sp. I, side view of a female ; II, side
view of head of the same; III, side view of posterior extremity of a male.
a, pharynx; b, submedian cephalic seta; c, lateral cephalic seta; d, spermatozoon; e, amphid; /, lining of oesophagus; g, oesophagus; h, subcephalic
setae; i, lumen of intestine; j, nerve cells; k, nerve-ring; I, striated lip region; m, left spiculum; n, glandular structure associated with amphid; o,
blind end of single ovary; pp, the three caudal glands; q, anal muscles; r,
spinneret; s, beginning of intestine; t, anus; u, one of the cells composing
the intestine; v, vulva; w, egg, the spermatozoa "d" being outside of the egg
''w'',· ~. egg in synapsis; y, vaginal glands; z, ovum.
ONCHOLAIMELLUS, de Man, 1886.
Fig. 21. Oncholaimellus heterurus, n. sp. I, side view of head; II, ventral view of head; III, side view of tail end of male; IV, ventral view of
anal region of male.

a, £xcretory pore; b, submedian cephalic seta; c, pharynx; d, left flap
of bursa; e, oesophagus; f, left spiculum; g, accessory piece; h, amphid; i,
male post-anal seta and papilla; j, lateral seta; k, spinneret; l, thin lips.
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CEPHALOBUS, Bastian, 1865.
Fig.

22.

Cephalobus sub-elongatus, n. sp. Lateral view of a female.

a, lips; b, pharynx; c, anterior portion of oesophagus; d, posterior extremity of anterior portion of oesophagus; e, nerve-ring; f, cardiac bulb; _g,
beginning of intestine; h, one of the cells of the intestine; i, lumen of the
intestine; j, excretory pore; k, cardiac valve; 'l, renette cell; m, flexure in
single ovary; n, cuticle; o, ovary; p, spermatozoon in uterus; q, vulva; ,-,
nucleus in ovun:t; s, body cavity; t, anus; u, ripe ovum; v, unripe ovum; w,
oocyte; x, blind end of ovary; ~, rectum; z, terminus. _,:/,~-.:. _

f~q:,·.

BASTIAN A, de Man, 1876:

~t

Hi/{·,_

Fig. 23. Bastiana exilis, n. sp. Lateral view 6£ a male specimen.
a, one of the six cephalic papillae; b, one' of the posterior set of four
submedian cephalic setae; c, one of the anterior set of six cephalic· setae; d,
oesophagus; e, cervical seta; f, amphid; g, one of the cells of the ~ntestine;
h, one of the numerous male supplementary organs; i, blind end of the two
testes; j, nerve-ring; k, posterior extremity· of oesophagus, (pseudo-bulb) ;
·l, left spiculum; m, cuticle; n, spermatozoon; o, anal muscle; p, treminus; q,
vas deferens ; r, intestine.
MESOMERMIS, Dady.
Figure 24. Mesomermis virginia n. sp. Neck and head of the same·
species shown in figure 18, showing how the deteriorated oesophagus changes
r~ther gradually into the intestine.
a, mouth-opening; b, one of the anterior row of cephalic papillae; c, one
of the posterior row of cephalic papillre; d, pharynx; e, exterior of amphid;
f, interior of amphid; g, oesophagus; h, innervated papilla; i, glandular
cephalic organs; j, nervering; k, lumen of oesophagus; l, intestine.
APHANOLAIMUS, de Man, 188o.
Fig. 25. Aplianolaimus spiriferus, n. ·sp. I, lateral view, anterior extremity of a female; II, lateral view, posterior extremity of a female; III,
lateral view of head, more highly magnified; IV, one of the male supplementary organs; V, lateral view of posterior extremity of male.

a, mouth opening; b, amphid; c, lumen of oesophagus; d, pigmented eyespot ( ?) ; e, intestine; f, nerve-cell; g, rectum; h, nerve-ring; i, anus; k,
oesophagus; /, caudal gland; m, duct of one of the caudal glands; n, glandular body at base of neck; o, spinneret; p, ejaculatory duct; q, intestine; ,-,
anterior end of cloaca; s, right spiculum; t, backward pointing accessory
piece; u, nerve-cells ( ?) ; v, one of the numerous male supplementary organs.

1
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THE
ASYMMETRY OF THE NEMATODE
Bunonema inequalc, n.sp.
BY N. A. CoBB
CONTRIBUTIONS TO A SCIENCE OF N"EM_ATOLOGY,

!IJ

The genus' Bunonema was established in 1905 by Dr. L. A. Jagerskiold for the reception of species from Kerguelen Island and from
the Schwarzwald. 1 Recently species belonging to this genus have
been found in Switzerland and examined by Dr. G. Steiner. 2
The present account deals with species found at Washington,
D. C., U. S. A., in the rotting wood of red oak. The specimens have
been examined with considerable care on account of their remarkable
asymmetry. It. seems probable that this asymmetry is characteristic
of the genus. The following is an extended description of the generic
characters of Bunonema.
BUNONEMA Jagerskiold 1905
The rather thin layers of the transparent naked cuticle are traversed by four hundred to five hundred transverse striae, rather difficult of resolution: In at least a part of the circumference the annules
are resolvable into dot-like elements, which apparently are the ends
of minute, radial, rod-like elements in the cuticle. These elements
are so arranged, at least on the right side of the body, as to give rise
to a tessellation, in the midst of which, on the lateral field, there is
usually a longitudinal series of tubercles of relatively large size, arranged in one or two rows, extending from near the head to near
the terminus. ,vhen two rows of tubercles are present, one or more
pairs at each end of the series are likely to be combined into a single
tubercle. When viewed en face the surface of these tubercles presents a punctate appearance, and their circumferences not infre• quently show the presence of minute papilla-like elements, which do
not break the contour, but which appear to have passing to them,
from the body wall, linear elements,-suggesting that the tubercles
are innervated. When seen in profile the tubercles appear to be made
"Bunonema richtersi, n. g., n. sp.," Zoologischer Anzeiger, 28 February, 1905.
"Freilebende Nematoden aus der Schweiz," Archiv fiir Hydrobiologie und
Planktonkunde, 1913-14.
1
2
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of rods, or possibly laminae, corresponding in number with the annules
of the adjacent cuticle. The dot-like elements of the cuticle lose their
linear arrangement near the anterior extremity,-where the somatic
cuticle joins the much thinner and more flexible cuticle of the head.
This junction is of such a nature that the lip regio9- can be partially
withdrawn into the body cavity somewhat as into a shell. In other
words, where the somatic cuticle ceases, there is a rather distinct
shoulder and .a rather rapid diminution in diameter to th~ base of the
lip region. The expanded lip region is thus set off by a very distinct
constriction. Apart from the transverse and punctate markings,
the cuticle is traversed by five distinct longitudinal wings, one lateral,
one ventral, one dorsal, and two left submedian. The existence of
each of these wings is indicated by the presence of their two crenate refractive margins, close together. These lines extend from near the
head to the anus, or beyond.
The posterior portion of the neck is more or less cylindroid, but
it becomes convex-conoid toward the truncated head, which bears in
the midst of the expanded lip region a somewhat depressed mouth
opening, surrounded by obscure, more or less amalgamated lips. There
are six inconspicuous, minute, innervated, more or less forward-pointing papillae, arranged in a rather asymmetrical fashion on the margin
of the head. There are six spreading, more or less curved, tapering
cephalic setae, arranged in an asymmetrical manner, the two largest
being apparently dextral, but possibly median, the two next smaller
left submedian, and the two smallest, which are in fact papilla-like,
right submedian. The longest of these setae are usually nearly as
long as the head is wide opposite the base of the pharynx. The setae
often present the peculiarity of being saccate at the base, more especially the largest ones. The more or less triquetrous, regular, narrow
pharynx is entered through a narrow vestibule, and has its walls rather
distinctly chitinized, so that it is a very distinct feature of the head.
There is no pharyngeal armature. No amphids have been seen, and
there are no eye-spots. The rhabditoid oesophagus has an ellipsoidal
median bulb, two-thirds as wide as the middle of the neck, and a prolate to pyriform cardiac bulb, two-thirds as wide as the base of the
neck. · The lining of the oesophagus is a distinct feature throughout
its length, more particularly in its anterior half, where it is indicated by refractive elements occupying a considerable portion of
the diameter. Both bulbs contain valves, that of the median bulb
being simple and elongated, that of the cardiac bulb more complicated,
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and three-parted, but destitute of striations. The more or less thinwalled intestine, which is separated from the oesophagus by a very
distinct constriction, becomes at once about two-fifths as wide as
the body, and is made up of cells of such a size that about two are
required to complete its circumference. The lumen is often a distinct feature, on account of the refractive nature of the lining of the
intestine, and its zig-zag course indicates clearly the small number
of cells composing the circumference of the intestine. The intestine often expands a short distance behind the cardiac collum, so
as to be two-thirds as wide as the bulb. The cells of the intestine
contain colorless, more or less scattered granules of variable size,
the largest of which have a diameter nearly equal to that of the pharynx,
the smallest of which are very much smaller. There is an indistinct flattish cardia. There is no pre-rectum. The rectum is narrow and rather long and slender, usually about one and one-half times
as long ·as the anal body diameter. The anus of the female is usually
rather conspicuous, on account of the development of the anterior lip,
which in adults constitutes a flap extending backward over the anus
and outward from the surface of the body at a slight angle. This anal
flap is less pronounced in the young, and is almost altogether absent
in very young larvae. The tail begins to taper from some distance
in front of the anus, and is first convex-conoid and finally concaveconoid, to the exceedingly acute, simple, unarmed, symmetrical terminus. There is no spinneret, and there are no caudal glands, nor
have any definite lateral papillae, such as those of the female of Rhabditis, been seen. The renette cell is probably located in the vicinity
of the cardia. The excretory pore occurs opposite the anterior portion of the cardiac bulb, and usually empties on the right side of the
ventral wing. The rather inconspicuous nerve ring surrounds the
oesophagus somewhat obliquely. From the fairly well-developed
vulva the vagina leads inward at right angles to the ventral surface
about two-fifths the distance across the body, where it joins the two
symmetrically placed uteri, each of which is fully as long as the body
is wide. The reflexed ovaries extend back toward the vulva. The
eggs are of such a size that each uterus probably will hold only one
at a time. They appear usually to be about as long as the body is
wide, and about two-thirds as wide as long. The tail of the male has
the same general form as that of the female, but is characterized by
the development of the cuticle into a very rudimentary bursa. The
two equal, simple, frail, sub-arcuate, relatively long and slender, acute
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spicula are usually about two and one-half times as long as the anal
body diameter, and are accompanied by an accessory piece about
half as long, and arranged parallel to them. The spicula are more
or less cephalated by expansion. The accessory piece is usually quite
as conspicuous a feature as the spicula, since it is often slightly colored,
while the spicula are colorless. The male papillae are reminiscent of
those of Cephalobus. In the only males examined there appear to be
eight somewhat asymmetrically placed pairs, one pair opposite the
anus, two pre-anal, and five post-anal. These papillae are flattish,
innervated, minute, and inconspicuous.
The young larvae of Bunonema do not bear tubercles. On the
species that bear them the tubercles become permanent elevations during the last two moults. Just' pr~vious to the final moult they appear to be smaller and simpler than when fully developed. There is
little if any evidence on the right side of very young larvae of the very
remarkable transformation which is to take place in the course of growth;
the cuticle differs from that of the left side so little that it is only by
careful scrutiny that the differences can be detected. There are no
reticulations and there is very little evidence of punctation. Previous
to the two last moults the cuticle of the right side is differentiated from
that of the left to a greater or less extent. Probably at the first moult,
the dexter cuticle becomes slightly thicker and almost imperceptibly
colored. The anal flap does not exist, or at least is in no wise prominent, on young larvae. The cephalic setae and other cephalic organs
are neither so strongly developed, nor so complicated, on the larvae as
on the adults.
When a specimen of Bunonema is mounted in water, with just sufficient space between the coverglass and the slide for the nematode to
move about freely and without friction, it is seen to have the characteristic movement of nematodes, that is to say, the normal flexures
of the body are in the dorso-ventral plane. This brings the tubercles
either squarely toward the observer, or squarely on the far side of
the body. At the same time the excretory pore, the anus and the vulva
come into exact profile.
In manipulating specimens on the microscope sJides it sometimes
happens that a tubercle is torn loose, and in such cases the tubercle
often comes off entire, as if there existed a definite junction along its
periphery, or at least as if the peripheral attachment were weak.
Such losses may in part account for the occasional irregular arrangement of the tubercles. Specimens are not infrequently seen in which
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one member of a pair of tubercles is missing, or where one member
of a moniliform series appears to be missing, and the nat~ral inference
is that such tubercles never existed. This inference may, however,
be incorrect, as there is very little evidence left to tell of the accidental removal of a tubercle; no very definite scar remains to tell
the tale.
Bunonema can exert suction so as to attach itself by the aid of its
lips even to smooth surfaces like glass. Specimens sometimes may
be seen to attach themselves firmly by the head, and to wave back
and forth through the water in which they are mounted.
It is clear that Bunonema is closely related to Rhabditis. This
is shown by 'the structure of the pharynx, oesophagus, intestine, excretory system, and sexual· organs. With reference to these latter,
there is the difference that in Bunonema the bursa is rudimentary
and the male papillae reduced in size so as to resemble those of
Cephalobus. Bunonema appears therefore to be related to Cephcilobus,
especially that group of Cephalobi in which the labial structures are
somewhat elaborate.
The most obvious source of food for the species of Bunonema here
described is the mycelium of wood-infesting fungi, which is abundant
in the cells of the rotting wood inhabited by the Bunonema. It may
be that the peculiar modifications of the cuticle are triturating organs
enabling the nematodes to break down the walls of fungus mycelium
and so obtain the contents of the mycelial cells with greater ease.
N' o organized food has been seen in the intestine of Bunonema, but
occasionally granules have been seen that resembled those of the cell
contents of the fungi.
DESCRIPTIONS OF THE SPECIES
4.2 16. 23. •57,•29. 94.
3
5·_25_9--7-1- --2.6 · mm.

1. Bunonema inequale, n. sp. ~7

The cuticle of
about three-fourths of the right side of the body presents a rudely hexagonal
network or tesseJlation. The meshes of this network arc of variable size, those
nearest the dorsal and ventral lines being the smaller. The division lines of
the tessellation of the cuticle arc due to the peculiar arrangement of the minute
strongly refractive cuticular elements into which portions of the transverse striae
are resolvable. The tessellation becomes much finer toward the extremities of
the body, where the dot-like refractive clements arc no longer arranged regularly.
Thence onward toward the extremities the cuticle is not striated and is more
nearly colorless, and very transparent.
Opposite the right lateral line there is a very promirnmt single series of slightly
yellowish, relatively large, projecting, cushion-shaped, striated, chitinous ap-
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pendages or tubercles, which through the middle of the body are about half as
high as they are wide. The tubercles are of rounded or ellipsoidal form, and
when seen en face sometimes show on their punctate surface the presence of three,
four, five, or more exceedingly-minute papilla-like elements encircling the axis of
the appe.ndage, this axis of course being radial and perpendicular to the surface
of the body. In the specimen from which the description was derived, which
appeared to be an average female about to undergo the final moult, there were
sixteen of these appendages, forming a dextral row extending from the lips to
near the anus. Those near the ends of the series were smaller than those near
the middle, that on the lips being the smallest of all. Throughout the middle
portion of the body the tubercles are of rather uniform size. Anteriorly they begin to diminish in size near the base of the neck, so that the bluntly conoid tubercle opposite the base of the pharynx has a diameter only one-third as great as
that of the one near the middle of the body. The posterior tubercle, near the
anus, is of about the same size as that opposite the base of the pharynx. When
seen in profile, that is, when the nematode is viewed dorso-ventrally, the tubercles
exhibit somewhat the same degree of striation as the adjacent cuticle, but the
striae, or clements thereof, appear as if arranged in a somewhat fan-shaped manner. When the body is arcuate and twisted, so that the row of appendages is on
the outside of the curve, the distance between the appendages at the middle of
the body nearly equals the diameter of one of the appendages. When the body
is curved in the other direction, the tubercles may be nearly in contact. The exterior of the tubercular appendages is distinctly striated, and sometimes tessellated, the striae being of about the same size and nature as those of the rest of
the cuticle.
The following is a detailed description of these interesting tubercles.as they
occurred on an adult male specimen fixed in Fleming's solution, and examined
soon afterward in water. The specimen was arcuate and the tubercles were on
the inside of the curve. The first or labial tubercle, standing halfway between
the two relatively large and apparently dextral submedian cephalic setae, appeared somewhat thumb-shaped in contour, and when seen in optical section
seemed to have a refractive chitinous core of a slightly greenish color. This tubercle was arcuate, and it.s apex was turned outward so as to be nearly at right
angles to the body axis. The second tubercle, slightly behind the base of the
pharynx, was bluntly conoid, the longitudinal optical section being approximately equilateral. The cap or outer half of the cone was a grayish green refractive chitinous element, whose str·ucture showed comparatively little detail. The
contour of this cap when seen in optical longitudinal section indicated the presence of a slight constriction half way between its apex and its base. Inside the
cap the tubercle appeared as i£ radially striated, the number of striae being about
ten. As these striae appeared to be more or less visible in every longitudinal optical section,it would seem as if they must be the optical expression of a columnar
or laminated structure. When the tubercles were viewed in longitudinal optical
section, the intermediate somatic cuticle, that is the cuticle between successive
tubercles, presented refractive features related to the tessellation so strikingly
displayed when the animal is viewed from the right side. The plainer or less
complicated portions of the cuticle, as thus seen in longitudinal section, represent the "lacunae" of the tessellation, while the refractive pJaces represent the
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Fig. 1. Bunonema inequale,
n. sp. I, ventral view ot mnle;
JI, ventral view of the head of
lnrva; III, IV, V, ventral, front
and lateral views of the head of
adult specimens; the three figures are derived from three ditferent specimens; VI, lateral
view of tail end of the male;
VII, croBlt-l!ectio~ taken near the
middle of the body and passing through one of the tubercles;
VIII, ventral surface view of a
segment of the body, showing
details of the tessellation, rodlike structures, tubercle and
subtubercles.
Nearly all the figures illustrate the remarkable asymmetry
of Bunonema, but this feature is
most noticeable in figures I, III,
IV and VII.
a, forward projecting mem·brane half encircling the
mouth-opening on the right side
of the front of the head;/;, d!':-.tral sub-median (?) cephalic
scta; c, labial tubercle; d, one
of the two left-band sub-median
cephalic setac; e, pharynx; /,
anterior border of the dextml
cuticular armament; r,, memhen< of the dextral series of tubercles; h, one of the subtubcrcles;
i , repetitive elements connected
with the large median {?)cephalic
setae; j, saccate base of one of
the largest setae; k, nerve rin~;
l, excretory pore; m, cardiac
bulb; n, border of the dextral
cuticular armament; o, median
wing; p, reflexed blind end of
the single testis; q, spicule; r,
anterior pair of male papillnc;
s, right hand member of the
second pair ot male papillae; t,
accessory pieee; u, right hand
member of the third pair of
male papillae; a, fourth pair of
male papillae; u, right hand
member of the fifth pair of male
papillae; :r, sixth and seventh
pairs of male papillae,-dorsally
submedian; II, hindermost pair
of male papillae-subventral;
z, terminus, from which the posterior end of the cuticular armament is separated by a furcation. ·
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elements composing the net. There were about five of these refractive places
between the second and third tubercles, four between the third and fourth, two
between the fourth and fifth, and fifth and sixth, these numbers corresponding to
the increasing coarseness of the tessellation on the posterior part of the neck.
The third tubercle had the form of a truncated cone. It was a little higher
than the second, and the,sides of the cone .were somewhat steeper. It had a chi•
tinous cap like tl~at of the second tubercle but truncated, and the outer surface
of this cap bore on its margin exceedingly minute, round, £latish sub-tubercles
-perhaps four only-so arranged that in optical section the middle of the face
of the tubercle appeared almost imperceptibly depressed. The chitinous cap
was also hollowed on its inner concave face, the depth of the excavation being
about three-fifths the entire depth of the cap. This tubercle was also columnar
in structure, the number of elements appearing in the optical section being
slightly greater than in number two,-perhaps 12. Tubercle number four was
shaped very much like number three, but was a little more rounded on its exterior
surface, so that the entire tubercle in optic a~ section presented a rounded contour;
its cap being about as thin as that of number three, but extending farther over
the surface of the tubercle, extending in fact. nearly to the general body surface.
The internal structure was like that in numbers two and three, except that the
number of elements was slightly greater, and the outer elements were spread
apart as they extended outward, so that the striation appeared somewhat fanshaped. This fourth tubercle stood half way between the median and cardiac
bulbs, and its surface bore the same kind of minute subsidiary surface tubercles
as were noted on the third. The number of these subsidiary tubercles was slightly
greater on the fourth than on the third; there appeared to be at least five or six
of them. The fifth tubercle was very much like the fourth, but slightly smaller,
and also bore the minute subsidiary surface tubercles mentioned in connection
with the third and fourth, but fewer of them, in fact there was perhaps only one.
The sixth tubercle was somewhat asymmetrical in optical section, wider than
any of the preceding, and composed of a greater number of elements. Its chitinous cap was slightly thinner than that of number five, just as that of number
"five was slightly thinner than that of number four. This tubercle was located
opposite the anterior portion of the intestine. It remained uncertain whether
this sixth tubercle bore any of the minute subsidiary surface tubercles. The
columnar structure of the third, fourth and fifth tubercles, especially the two
former, did not appear to be absolutely uniform, and it seemed likely that this
lack of uniformity was due to the optical effect of special elements passing radially through the tubercle to the minute subtubercles, and suggested the possibility of the presence in the tubercles of nerve elements connected with the small
subsidiary tubercles. From the sixth onward the tubercles were of varying size,
sometimes a iittle smaller than number five, sometimes as large as number six,
the six or sewn along the middle portion of the body tending to be smaller, and
two or three in the proximity of the spicula tending to be larger. The chitinous
caps were less pronounced through the middle of the body and, on account of
their refractive properties, appeared merely as an accentuated contour; that is
to say, when seen in exact optical longitudinal section the chitinous covering
gave rise to a sharp dark contour, which contrasted strongly with the contour produced by the corresponding portion of the somatic cuticle between the tubercles.
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Through the middle of the body the tl_1bercles showed an obscure tendency to
group themselves in twos.
Starting now at the other end of the body, the hindcrmost tubercle was a
broad flattish and rather inconspicuous affair, whose contour did not differ very
much from that of the remainder of the cuticle on the right side of the tail. This
posterior tubercle lay slightly in front of the anus. The penultimate and antepenultimate tubercles were rounded and closely resembled the majority of the
middle members of the series, though they differed in presenting more clearly
the subordinate minute tubercles on their surfaces. Here too, in some cases, it
was possible to demonstrate the presence of refractive elements-perhaps nerve~
elements-passing to the subsidiary tube.rclcs. Behind the flattish posterior
tubercle the general character of the cuticle of the right side was maintained to
near the terminus, and the arrangement was such that the posterior extremity
appeared as if somewhat unequally bifurcated, one fork being the terminus
proper, that is, the end of the tail, the other being the slightly arcuate out. turned loose terminal portion of the dexter cuticular armament.
The lip region is a rather prominently expanded markedly asymmetrical structure. The flexibility of the neck enables the lip region to be swung with comparative rapidity back and forth through an angle of nearly ninety degrees.
There are six tapering, spreading, nearly straight cephalic sctac, arranged in
very unequal pairs, a left submedian slender pair, one dorsally submedian, the
other ventrally submedian; a large pair, correspondingly arranged, but extending
in the opposite direction, thus appearing to be right submedian; and a very small
right submedian pair. The members of the large pair are two to three times as
long as those of the left hand pair; these latter being about one-third as long as
the pharynx, whereas the former are more than halt as long as the pharnyx ..
The right submedian setae are reduced and papilla-like. Each of these six setae
has a swollen or even bladder-like base, which is very much more pronounced in
the case of the largest setae. The dexter labial tubercle is located between the
two small right-hand setae. Between these latter and the larger setae there
may usually be seen two or three exceedingly delicate refractive elements somewhat suggestive of the repetitive elements in the nematode genus Wilsonemq;
these are beyond question connected with the largest setae. Between the left
submedian setae, that is to say, on the left lateral line, careful focusing shows in
the optical longitudinal section of the head what appears to be a minute pore,
ending in a depression on the outer surface of a minute labial elevation. On
each side of this "pore" are two minute papillae, corresponding to two similar
ones on the right side of the head. Between the left-hand setae and papillae
and the border of the mouth opening, there is a thin semi-circular, curved, projecting oral membrane, extending forward and outward. This membrane is widest, that is, extends farthest forward, in the lateral region, and at this point its
altitude rs so~ewhat less than the length of the left-hand seta.e. At their bases,
which are relatively broad, the setae are inflated, more especially the largest ones,
and arc so set on the margin of the head that their proximal parts produce a very
pronounced shoulder. The rather narrow triquetrous pharynx, which ends
abruptly at the base, is of equal diameter throughout, and has a length about
equal to the diameter of the head measured opposite its base; it is entered through
n. rather narrow mouth opening. The anterior end of the oesophagus receives the
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base of the pharynx. The oesophagus begins as a tube about half as wide as the
corresponding portion of the neck. It continues to have this diameter, or a
slightly greater, until near the middle of the neck it expands to form the median
swelling, which is nearly "two-thirds as wide as the corresponding portion of the
neck, and has a distinct, simple, elongated, chitinous valvular apparatus, the
length of which is nearly equal to the corresponding radius of the neck. Behind
this bulb the oesophagus diminishes suddenly in diameter so that it is only onefourth as wide as the corresponding portion of the neck. It finally expands to
form the pyriform cardiac bulb, which is two-thirds as wide as the base of the
neck, and contains a distinct, three-fold, more or less complicated, non-striated
valvular apparatus. The intestine b~comes at once three-fourths as wide as the
body. There is an obscure flattish cardia a little more than one-third as wide as
the corresponding portion of the body. The cells of the intestine contain a few
scattered granules of variable size, the largest of which, fatty granules, are relatively large and have a diameter nearly equaling that of the pharynx; the smallest, probably of another character, being very much smaller. They are less
numerous and smaller toward the posterior part of the inteRtine. ~o doubly refractive granules have been seen. The lining of the intestine is somewhat refractive, so that, especially toward the middle of the body, the sinuous lumen is
often quite a distinct feature. The excretory pore is somewhat behind the middle
of the neck. The tail end begins to taper from some distance in ·front of the
anus, and tapirs at about the same rate until aft~r it passes the anus, where it
soon begins to taper more rapidly, s_o that the posterior somewhat concave conoid
half of the tail is relatively narrow, and the terminus itself hairfine. The diameter of the tail at the middle is about one-sixth as great as at the anus. From the
rather prominent, salient, two-lipped vulva the vagina leads inward at right
angles to the ventral surface nearly halfway across the body. A mature ovum
is about as long as the body is wide, and fully one-third as wide as long, and therefore of such a size as to indicate that each uterus can probably contain only one
egg at a time.
5.3 19. 28.
'M45.
u 5.5 6.3 6.5

88.

u ·25 mm. The tail of the male is like that of his mate
in form and size, though it tapers more regularly. The two equal, uniform, long
and very slender, slightly arcuate, colorless, inconspicuous spicula are about two
and one-half times as· long as the anal body diameter. Their proximal ends are
slightly cephalated by expansion. They are accompanied by a more plainly visible, simple, somewhat wider, slightly colored accessory piece which is nearly
straight, and about half as long as themselves. Springing from a little in front
of the anus there is a very weakly developed or rudimentary almost invisible
bursa, whose somewhat asymmetrically arranged ribs or papillae, difficult of
observation, are located as follows:
Almost exactly on the ,·entral line, in front of the anus, at a distance from it
equal to the corresponding body diameter, there is a circular marking (r, Fig.
I), which is larger than any other marking of this character, and seems to represent one of the male papillae. To the right of it, and a trifle behind it, rather
nearer the right submedian line, is another papilla of similar character, slightly
smaller. Opposite the anus, on the left submedian line, there is a small papilla;
the mate of_this on the right submedian line (u), seems to be in the border of the
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thickened dexter cuticle, and is a little larger. Slightly in front of the anus,
and near the median line, both on the left and on the right, there is a papilla (s),
that on the right being a little the larger, and not quite so near the median line,
but still outside the dexter cuticle. A little behind the middle of the tail there
is a submedian pair (v), of which the right hand one is in the edge of the thickened dexter cuticle. while the left hand one is very inconspicuous and somewhat
farther forward. Considerably farther back there is a group of about eight
papillae, (w, x, y), arranged in four pairs, some of which are exceedingly obscure.
The anterior pair, (w), is ventrally submedian. This pair is followed by two dorsally submedian pairs, (x), nearly opposite to which is a ventral pair, (y), one
nearly in front of the other. It will be noted that these supplementary organs
are arranged much as in some species of Cephalobus.
The ejaculatory duct is about two-fifths as wide as the body. It has the
same width as the single testis, whose reflexed blind end is located not far behind
the base of the oesophagus, and extends backward a distance about equal to the
length of the body diameter.
•
Habitat. Found in the rotting wood of red oak, Washington, D. C., by Dr.
Howard Crawley.
/i.3 18.

26.

'M58.

90.

32

2. Bunonema impar, n. sp. 3.8 6.1 6.8 7.2
5.1 · mm. On the right hand
side there are two rows of yellowish tubercles, each row consisting of about
eighteen to twenty members. The lip region bears a somewhat thumb-shaped
lateral, more or less forward-pointing, protuberance which is probably homologous with the dextral tubercles. Opposite the base of the pharynx is a single
tubercle, the first genuine pair of the lateral series being a little in front of the
median bulb; thence backward all the tubercles are in somewhat irregular pairs,
except one or two of those near the tail end. The members of each pair are placed
side by side. These tubercles are rounded elevations having a height about
equal to the width of eight of the annules of the cuticle. When the nematode is
in a straightened-out attitude the distance between the pairs of tubercles is
about equal to their width. The posterior tubercles tend to run together, and
are slightly lower and flatter than the anterior. The anterior tubercles, especially those on the neck, are capped with slightly thickened, rather uniform chitin,
which bears extremely minute markings similar to those noted on Bunonema
inequale. The face of the tubercles appears punctate, though on focusing deeper
they appear striated. The lip region is very similar to that of Bunonema inequale.
The largest setae are of about the same size and proportions as in inequale, as
are also the ventrally submedian setae, though the latter arc hardly inclined to
be inflated at the base. Between the papillae there seem to be structures very
similar to those of inequale. When seen from the right side the adjacent lip region
presents the following appearances: the two setae with saccate bases appear to
be nearly at right angles to each other, and have their tips located at a distance
from each other equal to the length of the pharynx. Each of these setae is about .
three-fourths as long as the chitinous portion of the pharynx. Between these
two setae is the very pronounced, concave-conoid, blunt, rather forward-pointing, almost thumb-shaped protuberance already mentioned, which is probably
homologous with the lateral tubercles, though it presents little or none of the
brownish or yellowish coloration characteristic of the tubercles. On each side
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of this lateral protuberance there is a rounded innervated pa1>illa., which breaks
the contour of the curved line between the protuberance and the adjacent seta.
On the lateral line opposite the base of the protuberance there seems to be a
third papilla of the same character as the two last described. The head is separated from the neck by a very distinct constriction. Where the somatic cuticle
ends, a little in tront of the middle of the ph11rynx, there is a rather distinct
shoulder, and from this shoulder the diameter decreases rapidly to the base of
the lips opposite the anterior end of the chitinous portion of the pharynx. Here
the diameter is only about three-fifths as great as at the shoulder before mentioned. The saccate basal portions of the large apparently dextral setae extend
backward somewhat from the collum or constriction separating the lip region
from the neck. Viewed from the left side the left submedian setae are· seen to
be not inflated at the base. Three labial papillae are also to be seen from this
side, one lateral and two submedian. These, together with those seen on the
right side, complete the complement of six minute and very inconspicuous labial
papillae encircling the head. Tl\ere is no forward-pointing thin semicircular
border to the mouth opening, as in inequale. The pharynx is triquetrous, and
about as long as the posterior bulb, or a little longer, in other words about one
and one-third times as long as the diameter of the head measured opposite the
base of the pharynx. As seen in optical longitudinal section the pharynx is a.bout
one-sixth to one-eighth as wide as long. Its cross-section is somewhat similar
to that of the oesophagus; in other words, it is not prismoid, and yet is more or
less triquetrous; each of the angles is compos~d of a thin, refractive, simple, chitinous element. The mouth opening is hardly wider than the pharynx. There
a.re one or two innervated papillae on the dorsal side of the tail near the. rectum.
Nothing is known concerning the female sexual organs, but from the rudiments
seen in male specimens which probably have yet to undergo a final moult, it seems
clear that the testis is single and has its blind end reflexed a distance about equal
to .the diameter of the body.
Habitat. Found with Bunonema inequale in the rotting wood of red oak.
Bunonema impar is very closely related to Bunonema inequale, and may indeed
prove to be merely a variety of that species.
3. Bunonema dactylicum, n. sp. Species with about the same dimensions and
form as the two preceding. As only the young forms have been seen it remains
somewhat uncertain whether the thickened dextral cuticle
bears tubercles, but it is believed not. The cuticle is tessellated and striated as in the first species described. The two
large saccate setae are arranged very much as in B. inequale,
and there is a dextral labial "tubercle" as in that species.
The left submedian appendages are palmate, as sho~'ll in
Figure 2, and have about five finger-shaped processes. In/ ,Ii',
side the saccate setae is a forward-pointing, more slender
pair of equal length.
i2l)Qo
Habitat. Found in the rotting wood of red oak, with the
Fig. 2. H. e a d of
Bunonema dactylicum, two preceding, Washington, D. C., U.S. A.
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SELACHINEMA
A NEW NEMATODE GENUS WITH REMARKABLE
MANDIBLES.

BY N. A. CoBB
CONTRIBUTIONS TO A SCIENCE OF NEMATOLOGY,
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SELACHINEMA, new genus.
Body slender; cuticle finely transversely striated; head armed with
powerful non-retractile dentate chitinous mandibles; amphids spiral;
tail armed with caudal glands and spinneret; oesophagus plain; renette
present; minute pores on the lateral lines.
3.7

9 .6 19 .
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89.

Selachinema ferox, n. g., n. sp. 3.1 3 . 1 3.1 3.4 2.2 1. 2 mm. The rather thin
layers of the transparent, prac;tically naked ~uticle are traversed by exceedingly
fine transverse striae resolvable
.a only with the aid of the highest
powers under favorable conditions. Only a very few minute
hairs, hardly more than twice
as long as the cuticle is thick are
to be found on the body. The
cylindroid neck ends in a head
which diminishes in size very
slightly just beyond the amphids, and bears three (?) large,
solid, slightly inwardly arcuate,
projecting, powerful chitinous
jaws armed on the inner surface
with four longitudinal rows of
somewhat backward pointing
conical teeth, each row consisting of four or five teeth. Each
f
of the two submedian jaws is
composed of two parts of unequal size, that toward the dorsal side being the shorter, and
XnJO
armed with two rows of teeth
Fig. 1. Selachinema /erox, n.g., n.sp. a, the two powerful submedian chitinous jaws, each armed with lour rows of of about equal size, whil.e one
rctrorse teeth; b, rudiment or remnant ot ventral jaw; c, lateral of the two rows on the other
setae (restoration); d, submedian setae (restoration)-behind
may be seen two ol the lour small subcephalic 11etae; e, spiral half of the mandible is comamphids; /, base of the pharynx. The head is a correct camera lucida drawing. The body and tail have been drawn in posed of exceedingly minute
by the artist to assist the imagination, and the perspective dentations. Between the two
though fairly correct Is not from nature.
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unequal halves of the mandible is a thin, arcuate, toothless clement, which ends in
an incurved point forming the distal end of the mandible. The chitinous projecting portion of these jaws is slightly inwardly arcuate, Each jaw is somewhat
longer than the head is wide, although the projecting portion is only about half as
long as the head is wide. These jaws are permanently extended, and cannot be
withdrawn into the pharynx. 'I hey are used in a manner somewhat like that of
the projecting mandibles of certain insects. It appears as if a dorsal jaw or
mandible had been broken away from the only specimen so far seen-a young one.
There is a circlet of ceph1dic setae opposite the base of the chitinous, extended portion of the jaws. There are six of these setae in one circlet, and behind each of
the submedian setae of this circlet there is a smaller seta slightly farther back so
that the total number of the cephalic setae may be said to be ten. The length of
the six main setaeisunknown, as they are all broken away from the only specimen
hitherto seen. A restoration of these six main setae is attempted in the illustration; hence these setae are shown by means of dotted lines. The spiral amphids
consist of about three and one-half winds, and are nearly half as wide as the head,
and are placed opposite the base of the pharynx, their anterior borders being
about half as far from the anterior extremity as are the bases of the before-mentioned naked chitinous portions of the jaws. There are no eye-spots. The pharynx is of the form consonant with the strongly developed jaws, that is to say, it
is triangularly concave-pyramidal. Its base is rather plainly indicated by the
proximal ends of the chitinous roots of the jaws, and lies opposite the posterior
borders of the amphids. The oesophagus begins HS a tube about two-fifths as
wide as the base of the head, and continues to have this diameter throughout the
greater portion of its length. It is separated from the oesophagus by a constriction. 'I here is no bulb and there does not appear to be any distinct cardia. The
intestine, which is made up of cells of such a size that probably four to six are
required to build a circumference, is rather thick-walled. The small granules in
the cells are of rather uniform size, and do not give rise to any distinct tessellation. The rectum appears to be shorter than the anal body diameter. The
tail is convex-conoid in the anterior part in such fashion that at a distance frol!l
the anus at least as great as the anal body diameter, it has diminished so that it
is only about one-eighth as wide as at the anus. Thence onward it is nearly
cylindroid, although it stil! diminishes slightly in diameter. It ends in a slightly
swollen terminus bearing a slightly elongated, plain, unarmed spinneret. It
seems likely that the tail is prehensile. The caudal glands are located in the
vicinity of the anus. The renette cell lies opposite the cardiac constriction, and
is somewhat dumbbell shaped, and placed transversely; the slender duct leads
forward from it, and connects with the prominent pyriform ampulla, which is
one-fourth as wide as the corresponding portion of the neck, and this in turn
leads to the excretory pore near by, opposite the nerve-ring. 'I his latter surrounds the oesophagus somewhat squarely. In front of the exceedingly inconspicuous anus there are two lateral rows of seven or eight minute, equidistant
pores: These occupy a space about equal to twice the length of the corresponding
body diameter. The distance between these small circular organs is three to
four times as great as the diameter of one of them. 'I hey appear merely to
penetrate the cuticle. so that the exte,nt of th~ir chitinous outlines in a radial
direction is about equal to theirwidth. There are three or four similar pores on
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each lateral line opposit-e the posterior end of the oesophagus, occupying a distance equal to the body radius. Nothing is known concerning the sexual organs,
as the description is derived from a single immature specimen.
Habitat. Found on calcareous algae, near low-tide mark, Colon, Panama;
where it was feeding on other nematodes.

Selachinema seems without doubt to belong to the family Enoplidae,
which may now be defined as follows: Free-living, marine, carnivorous
nematodes with three mandibles; head armed with setae and papillae;
body naked; f uticle transversely striated, sometimes also obliquely
striated; oesophagus plain; intestine with a variety of well-developed
specialized cells indicating definite division of digestive functions;
renette and caudal glands present; male and female sexual organs double,
spicula two, equal; amphids usually small, inconspicuous, oval or spiral.
The following genera may be included in the family: 1. Dem one ma,
Cobb 2. Enoploides, Ssaweljev 3. Enoplolaimus, de Man 4. Enoplus, Dujardin-type genus 5. Labyrinthostoma, Cobb 6. Selachinema, Cobb 7. Triodontolaimus, de Man.
The sub-family Enoplinae should contain Enoplus, Enoplolaimus,
Enoploides and Labyrinthostoma; the sub-family Selachineminae, Selachinema. Dtmonema and Triodontolaimus probably represent distinct sub-families. There is probably confusion of characters in
Enoplolaimus, Enoploides and Labyrinthostoma, and it may become
necessary to rearrange the species now included under these generic
names.
Enoplidae occur in all parts uf the world, the following being the
present known geographical distribution of the various genera.

Demonema. . . ... Italy, California Labyrinthostoma ......... Ceylon
Enoploides .. Arctic, Massachusetts Selachinema ..... Panama (Colon)
Enoplolaimus ....... Cosmopolitan Triodontolaimus .English Channel
Enoplus ............ Cosmopolitan
Dlmonema, Enoplus and Selachinema all contain species known to
devour other nematodes. The granules in the intestinal cells of the
Enoplidae give rise to the rather distinctly tessellated appearance which
I have observed to be more or less characteristic of' the free-Jiving
nematodes which feed upon animal organisms, or at least those which
feed in whole, or in part, upon other nematodes. The following description, derived from the examination of an Erwplus whose intestine
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of rods, or possibly laminae, corresponding in number with the annules
of the adjacent cuticle. The dot-like elements of the cuticle lose their
linear arrangement near the anterior extremity,-where the somatic
cuticle joins the much thinner and more flexible cuticle of the head.
This junction is of such a nature that the lip regioy. can be partially
withdrawn into the body cavity somewhat as into a shell. In other
words, where the somatic cuticle ceases, there is a rather distinct
shoulder and .a rather rapid diminution in diameter to th~ base of the
lip region. The expanded lip region is thus set off by a very distinct
constriction. Apart from the transverse and punctate markings,
the cuticle is traversed by five distinct longitudinal wings, one lateral,
one ventral, one dorsal, and two left submedian. The existence of
each of these wings is indicated by the presence of their two crenate refractive margini:::, close together. These lines extend from near the
head to the anus, or beyond.
The posterior portion of the neck is more or less cylindroid, but
it becomes convex-conoid toward the truncated head, which bears in
the midst of the expanded lip region a somewhat depressed mouth
opening, surrounded by obscure, more or less amalgamated lips. There
are six inconspicuous, minute, innervated, more or less forward-pointing papillae, arranged in a rather asymmetrical fashion on the margin
of the head. There are six spreading, more or less curved, tapering
cephalic setae, arranged in an asymmetrical manner, the two largest
being apparently dextral, but possibly median, the two next smaller
left submedian, and the two smallest, which are in fact papilla-like,
right submedian. The longest of these setae are usually nearly as
long as the head is wide opposite the base of the pharynx. The setae
often present the peculiarity of being saccate at the base, more especially the largest ones. The more or less triquetrous, regular, narrow
pharynx is entered through a narrow vestibule, and has its walls rather
distinctly chitinized, so that it is a very distinct feature of the head.
There is no pharyngeal armature. No amphids have been seen, and
there are no eye-spots. The rhabditoid oesophagus has an ellipsoidal
median bulb, two-thirds as wide as the middle of the neck, and a prolate to pyriform cardiac bulb, two-thirds as wide as the base of the
neck. · The lining of the oesophagus is a distinct feature throughout
its length, more particularly in its anterior half, where it is indicated by refractive elements occupying a considerable portion of
the diameter. Both bulbs contain valves, that of the median bulb
being simple and elongated, that of the cardiac bulb more complicated,
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and three-parted, but destitute of striations. The more or less thinwalled intestine, which is separated from the oesophagus by a very
distinct constriction, becomes at once about two-fifths as wide as
the body, and is made up of cells of such a size that about two are
required to complete its circumference. The lumen is often a distinct feature, on account of the refractive nature of the lining of the
intestine, and its zig-zag course indicates clearly the small number
of cells composing the circumference of the intestine. The intestine often expands a short distance behind the cardiac collum, so
as to be two-thirds as wide as the bulb. The cells of the intestine
contain colorless, more or less scattered granules of variable size,
the largest of which have a diameter nearly equal to that of the pharynx,
the smallest of which are very much smaller. There is an indistinct flattish cardia. There is no pre-rectum. The rectum is narrow and rather long and slender, usually about one and one-half times
as long ·as the anal body diameter. The anus of the female is usually
rather conspicuous, on account of the development of the anterior lip,
which in adults constitutes a flap extending backward over the anus
and outward from the surface of the body at a slight angle. This anal
flap is less pronounced in the young, and is almost altogether absent
in very young larvae. The tail begins to taper from some distance
in front of the anus, and is first convex-conoid and finally concaveconoid, to the exceedingly acute, simple, unarmed, symmetrical terminus. There is no spinneret, and there are no caudal glands, nor
have any definite lateral papillae, such as those of the female of Rhabditis, been seen. The renette cell is probably located in the vicinity
of the cardia. The excretory pore occurs opposite the anterior portion of the cardiac bulb, and usually empties on the right side of the
ventral wing. The rather inconspicuous nerve ring surrounds the
oesophagus somewhat obliquely. From the fairly well-developed
vulva the vagina leads inward at right angles to the ventral surface
about two-fifths the distance across the body, where it joins the two
symmetrically placed uteri, each of which is fully as long as the body
is wide. The reflexed ovaries extend back toward the vulva. The
eggs are of such a size that each uterus probably will hold only one
at a time. They appear usually to be about as long as the body is
wide, and about two-thirds as wide as long. The tail of the male has
the same general form as that of the female, but is characterized by
the development of the cuticle into a very rudimentary bursa. The
two equal, simple, frail, sub-arcuate, relatively long and slender, acute
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spicula are usually about two and one-half times as long as the anal
body diameter, and are accompanied by an accessory piece about
half as long, and arranged parallel to them. The spicula are more
or less cephalated by expansion. The accessory piece is usually quite
as conspicuous a feature as the spicula, since it is of ten slightly colored,
while the spicula are colorless. The male papillae are reminiscent of
those of Cephalobus. In the only males examined there appear to be
eight somewhat asymmetrically placed pairs, one pair opposite the
anus, two pre-anal, and five post-anal. These papillae are flattish,
innervated, minute, and inconspicuous.
The young larvae of Bunonema do not bear tubercles. On the
species that bear them the tubercles become permanent elevations during the last two moults. Just' pr~vious to the final moult they appear to be smaller and simpler than when fully developed. There is
little if any evidence on the right side of very young larvae of the very
remarkable transformation which is to take place in the course of growth;
the cuticle differs from that of the left side so little that it is only by
careful scrutiny that the differences can be detected. There are no
reticulations and there is very little evidence of punctation. Previous
to the two last moults the cuticle of the right side is differentiated from
that of the left to a greater or less extent. Probably at the first moult,
the dexter cuticle becomes slightly thicker and almost imperceptibly
colored. The anal flap does not exist, or at least is in no wise prominent, on young larvae. The cephalic setae and other cephalic organs
are neither so strongly developed, nor so complicated, on the larvae as
on the adults.
When a specimen of Bunonema is mounted in water, with just sufficient space between the coverglass and the slide for the nematode to
move about freely and without friction, it is seen to have the characteristic movement of nematodes, that is to say, the normal flexures
of the body are in the dorso-ventral plane. This brings the tubercles
either squarely toward the observer, or squarely on the far side of
the body. At the same time the excretory pore, the anus and the vulva
come into exact profile.
In manipulating specimens on the microscope sJides it sometimes
happens that a tubercle is torn loose, and in such cases the tubercle
often comes off entire, as if there existed a definite junction along its
periphery, or at least as if the peripheral attachment were weak.
Such losses may in part account for the occasional irregular arrangement of the tubercles. Specimens are not infrequently seen in which
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one member of a pair of tubercles is missing, or where one member
of a moniliform series appears to be missing, and the nat~ral inference
is that such tubercles never existed. This inference may, however,
be incorrect, as there is very little evidence left to tell of the accidental removal of a tubercle; no very definite scar remains to tell
the tale.
Bunonema can exert suction so as to attach itself by the aid of its
lips even to smooth surfaces like glass. Specimens sometimes may
be seen to attach themselves finnly by the head, and to wave back
and forth through the water in which they are mounted.
It is clear that Bunonema is clO!Sely related to Rhabditis. This
is shown by 'the structure of the pharynx, oesophagus, intestine, excretory system, and sexual· organs. With reference to these latter,
there is the difference that in Bunonema the bursa is rudimentary
and the male papillae reduced in size so as to resemble those of
Cephalobus. Bunonema appears therefore to be related to Ceph<ilobus,
especially that group of Cephalobi in which the labial structures are
somewhat elaborate.
The most obvious source of food for the species of Bunonema here
described is the mycelium of wood-infesting fungi, which is abundant
in the cells of the rotting wood inhabited by the Bunonema. It may
be that the peculiar modifications of the cuticle are triturating organs
enabling the nematodes to break down the walls of fungus mycelium
and so obtain the contents of the mycclial cells with greater ease.
No organized food has been seen in the intestine of Bunonema, but
occasionally granules have been seen that resembled those of the cell
contents of the fungi.
DESCRIPTIONS OF THE SPECIES
4.2 16. 23. '57.'29. 94.
3
5.2 5.9
7.1
2.6 · mm.

1. Bunonema inequale, n. sp. 3.7

The cuticle of
about three-fourths of the right side of the body presents a rudely hexagonal
network or tesseJlation. The meshes of this network are of variable size, those
nearest the dorsal and ventral lines being the smaller. The division lines of
the tessellation of the cuticle are due to the peculiar arrangement of the minute
, strongly refractive cuticular elements into which portions of the transverse striae
are resolvable. The tessellation becomes much finer toward the extremities of
the body, where the dot-like refractive elements are no longer arranged regularly.
Thence onward toward the extremities the cuticle is not striated and is more
nearly colorless, and very transparent.
Opposite the right lateral line there is a very prominent single series of slightly
yellowish, relatively large, projecting, cushion-shaped, striated, chitinous ap-
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pendages or tubercles, which through the middle of the body are about half as
high as they are wide. The tubercles are of rounded or ellipsoidal form, and
when.seen en face sometimes show on their punctate surface the presence of three,
four, five, or more exceedingly-minute papilla-like elements encircling the axis of
the appe.ndage, this axis of course being radial and perpendicular to the surface
of the body. In the specimen from which the description was derived, which
appeared to be an average female about to undergo the final moult, there were
sixteen of these appendages, forming a dextral row extending from the lips to
near the anus. Those near the ends of the series were smaller than those near
the middle, that on the lips being the smallest of all. Throughout the middle
portion of the body the tubercles are of rather uniform size. Anteriorly they begin to diminish in size near the base of the neck, so that the bluntly conoid tubercle opposite the base of the pharynx has a diameter only one-third as great as
that of the one near the middle of the body. The posterior tubercle, near the
anus, is of about the same size as that opposite the base of the pharynx. When
seen in profile, that is, when the nematode is viewed dorso-ventrally, the tubercles
exhibit somewhat the same degree of striation as the adjacent cuticle, but the
striae, or elements thereof, appear as if arranged in a somewhat fan-shaped manner. When the body is arcuate and twisted, so that the row of appendages is on
the outside of the curve, the distance between the appendages at the middle of
the body nearly equals the diameter of one of the appendages. When the body
is curved in the other direction, the tubercles may be nearly in contact. The exterior of the tubercular appendages is distinctly striated, and sometimes tessellated, the striae being of about the same size and nature as those of the rest of
the cuticle.
The following is a detailed description of these interesting tubercles .as they
occurred on an adult male specimen fixed in Fleming's solution, and examined
soon afterward in water. The specimen was arcuate and the tubercles were on
the inside of the curve. The first or labial tubercle, standing halfway between
the two relatively large and apparently dextral submedian cephalic setae, appeared somewhat thumb-shaped in contour, and when seen in optical section
seemed to have a refractive chitinous core of a slightly greenish color. This tubercle was arcuate, and its apex was turned outward so as to be nearly at right
angles to the body axis. The second tubercle, slightly behind the base of the
pharynx, was bluntly conoid, the longitudinal optical section being approximately equilateral. The cap or outer half of the cone was a grayish green refractive chitinous element, whose structure showed comparatively little detail. The
contour of this cap when seen in optical longitudinal section indicated the presence of a slight constriction half way between its apex and its base. Inside the
cap the tubercle appeared as i£ radially striated, the number of striae being about
ten. As these striae appeared to be more or less visible in every longitudinal optical section,it would seem as if they must be the optical expression of a columnar
or laminated structure. When the tubercles were viewed in longitudinal optical
section, the intermediate somatic cuticle, that is the cuticle between successive
tubercles, presented refractive features related to the tessellation so strikingly
displayed when the animal is viewed from the right side. The plainer or less
complicated portions of the cuticle, as thus seen in longitudinal section, represent the "lacunae"_ of the tessellation, while the refractive pJaces represent the
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Fig. 1. Bunonem11 inequale,
n. sp. I, ventral view ol male:

a.
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11, ventral view of the head of

Jarva; Ill, IV, V, ventral, front
and lateral views of the head of
adult specimens; the three figures are derived Jrom three dilferent specimens; VI, lateral
view of tail end of the male;
Vil, crosa-sectioo taken near the
middle of the body and passing through one of the tubercles;
VIII, ventral surface view of a
segment of the body, showing
details of the tE'SSellation, rodlike structures, tubercle and
suhtubercles.
Nearly all the figures illustrl!te the remarkableasymmetry
of Bunonema, but this feature is
most noticeable in figures I, III,
IV and VII.
a, forward projecting mem"brane half encircling the
mouth-opening on the right side
of the front of the head; t, d<'~tral sub-median (?) cephalic
scta; c, labial tubercle; d, one
of the two left-hand sub-median
cephalic setac; e, pharynx; /,
anterior border of the dextral
cuticular armament; g, member~ of the dextral series of tubercles; h, one of the subtubcroles;
i, repetitive elements connected
withthelargemedian (?)cephalic
setae; i, saccate base of one of
the largest setae; k, nerve rinp,;
I, excretory pore; m, cardiac
bulb; n, border of the dextral
cuticular armament; o, median
wing; p, reflexed blind end of
the single testis; q, spicula; r,
anterior pair of male papillo.c;
s, right hand member of the
second pair ot male papillae; t,
accessory piece; u, right hand
member of the third pair of
male papillae; ,, fourth pair of
male papillae; u, right hand
member of the fifth pair of male
papillae; :e, sixth and seventh
pairs of male papillae,-dorsally
submedian; :!I, hindermost pair
of male papillae-subventml;
z, terminus, from which the posterior end of the cuticular armament is separated by a furcation. ·
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elements composing the net. There were about five of these refractive places
between the second and third tubercles, four between the third and fourth, two
between the fourth and fifth, and fifth and sixth, these numbers corresponding to
the increasing coarseness of the tessellation on the posterior part of the neck.
The third tubercle had the form of a truncated cone. It was a little higher
than the second, and the.sides of the cone,were somewhat steeper. It had a chitinous cap like t11.at of the second tubercle but truncated, and the outer surface
of this cap bore on its margin exceedingly minute, round, £latish sub-tubercles
-perhaps four only-so arranged that in optical section the middle of the face
of the tubercle appeared almost imperceptibly depressed. The chitinous cap
was also hollowed on its inner concave face, the depth of the excavation being
about three-fifths the entire depth of the cap. This tubercle was also columnar
in structure, the number of elements appearing in the optical section being
slightly greater than in number two,-perhaps 12. Tubercle number four was
shaped very much like number three, but was a little more rounded on its exterior
surface, so that the entire tubercle in opticatsection presented a rounded contoi.ir;
its cap being about as thin as that of number three, but extending farther over
the surface of the tubercle, extending in fact. nearly to the general body surface.
The internal structure was like that in numbers two and three, except that the
number of elements was slightly greater, and the outer elements were spread
apart as they extended outward, so that the striation appeared somewhat fanshaped. This fourth tubercle stood half way between the median and cardiac
bulbs, and its surface bore the same kind of minute subsidiary surface tubercles
as were noted on the third. The number of these subsidiary tubercles was slightly
greater on the fourth than on the third; there appeared to be at least five or six
of them. The fifth tubercle was very much like the fourth, but slightly smaller,
and also bore the minute subsidiary surface tubercles mentioned in connection
with the third and fourth, but fewer of them, in fact there was perhaps only one.
The sixth tubercle was somewhat asymmetrical in optical section, wider than
any of the preceding, and composed of a greater number of elements. Its chitinous cap was slightly thinner than that of number five, just as that of number
·five was slightly thinner than that of number four. This tubercle was located
opposite the anterior portion of the intestine. It remained uncertain whether
this sixth tubercle bore any of the minute subsidiary surface tubercles. The
columnar structure of the third, fourth and fifth tubercles, especially the two
former, did not appear to be absolutely uniform, and it seemed likely that this
lack of uniformity was due to the optical effect of special elements passing radially through the tubercle to the minute subtubercles, and suggested the possibility of the presence in the tubercles of nerve elements connected with the small
subsidiary tubercles. From the sixth onward the tubercles were of varying size,
sometimes a iittle smaller than number five, sometimes as large as number six,
the six or seven along the middle portion of the body tending to be smaller, and
two or three in the proximity of the spicula tending to be larger. The chitinous
caps were less pronounced through the middle of the body and, on account of
their retractive properties, appeared merely as an accentuated contour; that is
to say, when seen in exact optical longitudinal section the chitinous covering
gave rise to a sharp dark contour, which contrasted strongly with the contour produced by the corresponding portion of the somatic cuticle between the tubercles.
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Through the middle of the body the tl).bercles showed an obscure tendency to
group themselves in twos.
Starting now at the other end of the body, the hindcrmost tubercle was a
broad flattish and rather inconspicuous affair, whose contour did not differ very
much from that of the remainder of the cuticle on the right side of the tail. This
posterior tubercle lay slightly in front of the anus. The penultimate and antepenultimate tubercles were rounded and closely resembled the majority of the
middle members of the series, though they differed in presenting more clearly
the subordinate minute tubercles on their surfaces. Here too, in some cases, it
was possible to demonstrate the presence of refractive elements-perhaps nerve·
elements-passing to the subsidiary tub~rcles. Behind the flattish posterior
tubercle the general character of the cuticle of the right side was maintained to
near the terminus, and the arrangement was such that the posterior extremity
appeared as if somewhat unequally bifurcated, one fork being the terminus
proper, that is, the end of the tail, the other being the slightly arcuate outturned loose terminal portion of the dexter cuticular armament.
The lip region is a rather prominently expanded markedly asymmetrical structure. The flexibility of the neck enables the lip region to be swung with comparative rapidity back and forth through an angle of nearly ninety degrees.
There are six tapering, spreading, nearly straight cephalic setae, arranged in
very unequal pairs, a left submedian slender pair, one dorsally submedian, the
other ventrally subTT}edian; a large pair, correspondingly arranged, but extending
in the opposite direction, thus appearing to be right submcdian; and a very small
right submedian pair. The members of the large pair are two to three times as
long as those of the left hand pair; these latter being about one-third as long as
the pharynx, whereas the former are more than halt as long as the pharnyx.
The right submedian setae are reduced and papilla-like. Each of these six setae
has a swollen or even bladder-like base, which is very much more pronounced in
the case of the largest setae. The dexter labial tubercle is located between the
two small right-hand setae. Between these latter and the larger setae there
may usually be seen two or three exceedingly delicate refractive elements somewhat suggestive of the repetitive elements in the nematode genus Wilsonem~;
these are beyond question connected with the largest setae. Between the left
submedian setae, that is to say, on the left lateral line, careful focusing shows in
the optical longitudinal section of the head what appears to be a minute pore,
ending in a depression on the outer surface of a minute labial elevation. On
each side of this "pore" are two minute papillae, corresponding to two similar
ones on the right side of the head. Between the left-hand setae and papillae
and the border of the mouth opening, there is a thin semi-circular, curved, projecting oral membrane, extending forward and outward. This membrane is widest, that is, extends farthest forward, in the lateral region, and at this point its
altitude is so~ewhat less than the length of the left-hand setae. At their bases,
which are relatively broad, the setae are inflated, more especially the largest ones,
and are so set on the margin of the head that their proximal parts produce a very
pronounced shoulder. The rather narrow triquetrous pharynx, which ends
abruptly at the base, is of equal diameter throughout, and has a length about
equal to the diameter of the head measured opposite its base; it is entered through
R. rather narrow mouth opening. The anterior end of the oesophagus receives the
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base of the pharynx. The oesophagus begins as a tube about half as wide as the
corresponding portion of the neck. It continues to have this diameter, or a
slightly greater, until near the middle of the neck it expands to form the median
swelling, which is nearly "two-thirds as wide as the corresponding portion of the
neck, and has a distinct, simple, elongated, chitinous valvular apparatus, the
length of which is nearly equal to the corresponding radius of the neck. Behind
this bulb the oesophagus diminishes suddenly in diameter so that it is only onefourth as wide as the corresponding portion of the neck. It finally expands to
form the pyriform cardiac bulb, which is two-thirds as wide as the base of the
neck, and contains a distinct, three-fold, more or less complicated, non-striated
valvular apparatus. The intestine b1:comes at once three-fourths as wide as the
body. There is an obscure flattish cardia a little more than one-third as wide as
the corresponding portion of the body. The cells of the intestine contain a few
scattered granules of variable size, the largest of which, fatty granules, are relatively large and have a diameter nearly equaling that of the pharynx; the smallest, probably of another character, being very much smaller. They are less
numerous and smaller toward the posterior part of the inteRtine. Xo doubly refractive granules have been seen. The lining of the intestine is somewhat refractive, so that, especially toward the middle of the body, the sinuous lumen is
often quite a distinct feature. The excretory pore is somewhat behind the middle
of the neck. The tail end begins to taper from some distance in ·front of the
anus, and tapers at about the same rate until aft~r it passes the anus, where it
soon begins to taper more rapidly, so that the posterior somewhat concave conoid
half of the tail is relatively narrow, and the terminus itself hairfine. The diameter of the tail at the middle is about one-sixth as great as at the anus. From the
rather prominent, salient, two-lipped vulva the vagina leads inward at right
angles to the ventral surface nearly halfway across the body. A mature ovum
is about as long as the body is wide, and fully one-third as wide as long, and therefore of such a size as to indicate that each uterus can probably contain only one
egg at a time.
5.3 19.

28.

'M45.

gg_

u ·25 mm. The tail of the male is like that of his mate
in form and size, though it tapers more regularly. The two equal, uniform, long
and very slender, slightly arcuate, colorless, inconspicuous spicula are about two
and one-half times as long as the anal body diameter. Their proximal ends are
slightly cephalated by expansion. They are accompanied by a more plainly visible, simple, somewhat wider, slightly colored accessory piece which is nearly
straight, and about half as long as themselves. Springing from a little in front
of the anus there is a very weakly developed or rudimentary almost invisible
bursa, whose somewhat asymmetrically arranged ribs or papillae, difficult of
observation, are located as follows:
Almost exactly on the ventral line, in front of the anus, at a distance from it
equal to the corresponding body diameter, there is a circular marking (r, Fig.
I), which is larger than any other marking of this character, and seems to represent one of the male papillae. To the right of it, and a trifle behind it, rather
nearer the right submedian line, is another papilla of similar character, slightly
smaller. Opposite the anus, on the left submedian line, there is a small papilla;
the mate of _this on the right submedian line (u), seems to be in the border of the
4.4

5.5

6.3

6.5
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thickened dexter cuticle, and is a little larger. Slightly in front of the anus,
and near the median line, both on the left and on the right, there is a papilla (s),
that on the right being a little the larger, and not quite so near the median line,
but still outside the dexter cuticle. A little behind the middle of the tail there
is a submedian pair (v), of which the right hand one is in the edge of the thickened dexter cuticle, while the left hand one is very inconspicuous and somewhat
farther forward. Considerably farther back there is a group of about eight
papillae, (w, x, y), arranged in four pairs, some of which are exceedingly obscure.
The anterior pair, (w), is ventrally submedian. This pair is followed by two dorsally submedian pairs, (x), nearly opposite to which is a ventral pair, (y), one
nearly in front of the other. It will be noted that these supplementary organs
are arranged much as in some species of Cephalobus.
The ejaculatory duct is about two-fifths as wide as the body. It has the
same width as the single testis, whose reflexed blind end is located not far behind
the base of the oesophagus, and extends backward a distance about equal to the
length of the body diameter.
'
Habitat. Found in the rotting wood of red oak, Washington, D. C., by Dr.
Howard Crawley.
.'i.3 18.

26.

'M58.

90.
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2. Bunonema impar, n. sp. 3.8 6.1 6.8 7.2
5.1 · mm. On the right hand
side there are two rows of yellowish tubercles, each row consisting of about
eighteen to twenty members. The lip region bears a somewhat thumb-shaped
lateral, more or less forward-pointing, protuberance which is probably homologous with the dextral tubercles. Opposite the base of the pharynx is a single
tubercle, the first genuine pair of the lateral series being a little in front of the
median bulb; thence backward all the tubercles are in somewhat irregular pairs,
except one or two of those near the tail end. The members of each pair are placed
side by side. These tubercles are rounded elevation's having a height about
equal to the width of eight of the annules of the cuticle. When the nematode is
in a straightened-out attitude the distance between the pairs of tubercles is
about equal to their width. The posterior tubercles tend to run together, and
are slightly lower and flatter than the anterior. The anterior tubercles, especially those on the neck, are capped with slightly thickened, rather uniform chitin,
which bears extremely minute markings similar to those noted on Bunonema
inequale. The face of the tubercles appears punctate, though on focusing deeper
they appear striated. The lip region is very similar to that of Bunonema inequale.
The largest setae are of about the same size and proportions as in inequale, as
are also the ventrally submedian setae, though the latter are hardly inclined to
be inflated at the base. Between the papillae there seem to be structures very
similar to those of inequale. When set\n from the right side the adjacent lip region
presents the following appearances: the two setae with saccate bases appear to
be nearly at right angles to each other, and have their tips located at a distance
from each other equal to the length of the pharynx. Each of these setae is about
three-fourths as long as the chitinous portion of the pharynx. Between these
two setae is the very pronounced, concave-conoid, blunt, rather forward-pointing, almost thumb-shaped protuberance already mentioned, which is probably
homologous with the lateral tubercles, though it presents little or none of the
brownish or yellowish coloration characteristic of the tubercles. On each side
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of this lateral protuberance there is a rounded innervated pa'pilla, which breaks
the contour of the curved line between the protuberance and the adjacent seta.
On the lateral line opposite the base of the protuberance there seems to be a
third papilla of the same character as the two last described. The head is separated from the neck by a very distinct constriction. Where the somatic cuticle
ends. a little in tront of the middle of the ph9rynx, there is a rather distinct
shoulder, and from this shoulder the diameter decrea,ses rapidly to the base of
the lips opposite the anterior end of the chitinous portion of the pharynx. Here
the diameter is only about three-fifths as great as at the shoulder before mentioned. The saccate basal portions of the large apparently dextral setae extend
backward somewhat from the collum or constriction separating the lip region
from the neck. Viewed from the left side the left submedian setae are· seen to
be not inflated at the base. Three labial papillae are also to be seen from this
side, one lateral and two submedian. These, together with those seen on the
right side, complete the complement of six minute and very inconspicuous labial
papillae encircling the head. Tl\ere is no forward-pointing thin semicircular
border to the mouth opening, as in inequale. The pharynx is triquetrous, and
about as long as the posterior bulb, or a little longer, in other words about one
and one-third times as long as the diameter of the head measured opposite the
base of the pharynx. As seen in optical longitudinal section the pharynx is about
one-sixth to one-eighth as wide as long. Its cross-section is· somewhat similar
to that of the oesophagus; in other words, it is not prismoid, and yet is more or
less triquetrous; each of the angles is composed of a thin, refractive, simple, chitinous element. The mouth opening is hardly wider than the pharynx. There
are one or two innervated papillae on the dorsal side of the tail near the rectum.
Nothing is known concerning the female sexual organs, but from the rudiments
seen in male specimens which probably have yet to undergo a final moult. it seems
clear that the testis is single and has its blind end reflexed a distance about equal
to .the diameter of the body.
Habitat. Found with Bunonema inequale in the rotting wood of red oak.
Bunonema impar is very closely related to Bunonema inequale, and may indeed
prove to be merely a variety of that species.
3. Bunonema dactylicum, n. sp. Species with about the same dimensions and
form as the two preceding. As only the young forms have been seen it remains
somewhat uncertain whether the thickened dextral cuticle
bears tubercles, but it is believed not. The cuticle is tessellated and striated as in the first species described. The two
\, ..
large saccate setae are arranged very much as in B. inequale,
and there is a dextral labial "tubercle" as in that species.
The left submedian appendages are palmate, as sh°' ·n in
Figure 2, and have about five finger-shaped processes. Inside the saccate setae is a forward-pointing, more slender
pair of equal length.
Fig . 2. H·e ad of
Habitat. Found in the rotting wood of red oak, with the
Bunonema dactylicum, two preceding, Washington, D. C., U.S. A.

i
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SELACHINEMA
A NEW NEMATODE GENUS WITH REMARKABLE
MANDIBLES.
BY N'. A. CoBB
CONTRIBUTIONS TO A SCIENCE OF NEMATOLOGY,
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SELACHINEMA, new genus.
Body slender; cuticle finely transvers~ly striated; head armed with
powerful non-retractile dentate chitinous mandibles; amphids spiral;
tail armed with caudal glands and spinneret; oesophagus plain; renette
present; minute pores on the lateral lines.
3. 7

9 . 6 19 .

49Y

89.

Selachinema ferox, n. g., n. sp. 3. 1 3. 1 3.1 3.4 2.2 1. 2 mm. The rather thin
layers of the transparent, prac;tically naked ~uticle are traversed by exceedingly
fine transverse striae resolvable
--a
only with the aid of the highest
powers under favorable conditions. Only a very few minute
hairs, hardly more than twice
as long as the cut icle is thick are
to be found on the body. The
cylindroid neck ends in a head
which diminishes in size very
C·
slightly just beyond the amphids, and bears three (?) large,
solid, slightly inwardly arcuate,
projecting, powerful chitinous
jaws armed on the inner surface
with four longitudinal rows of
9
somewhat backward pointing
conical teeth, each row consisting of four or five teeth. Each
f
of the two submedian jaws is
composed of two parts of unequal size, that toward the dorX TOO
sal side being the shorter, and
armed with two rows of teeth
Fig. 1. S elachinem11 /erox, n .g., n. sp. 11, the two power•
ful submedian chitinous jaws, each armed with tour rows of of about equal size, whiJ.e one
retrorse teeth; b, rudiment or remnant ot ventral jaw; c, lateral
setae (restoration); d. submedian setae (restoration )-behind of the two rows on the other
may be seen two ot the four small subcephalic eetae; e, spiral half of the mandible is comamphids; /, base of the pharynx. The head is a correct camera lucida drawing. The body and tail have been drawn in posed of exceedingly minute
by the artist to assist the imagination, and the perspective dentations. Between the two
though fairly correct Is not from nature.
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unequal halves of the mandible is a thin, arcuate, toothless element, which ends in
an incurved point forming the distal end of the mandible. The chitinous projecting portion of these jaws is slightly inwardly arcuatea Each jaw is somewhat
longer than the head is wide, although the projecting portion is only about half as
long as the head is wide. These jaws are permanently extended, and cannot be
withdrawn into the pharynx. They are used in a manner somewhat like that of
the projecting mandibles of certain insects. It appears as if a dorsal jaw or
mandible had been broken away from the only specimen so far seen-a young one.
There is a circlet of ceph:dic setae opposite the base of the chitinous, extended portion of the jaws. 'I here are six of these setae in one circlet, and behind each of
the submedian setae of this circlet there is a smaller seta slightly farther back so
that the total number of the cephalic setae may be said to be ten. The length of
the six main setae is unknown, as they are all broken away from the only specimen
hitherto seen. A restoration of these six main setae is attempted in the illustration; hence these setae are shown by means of dotted lines. The spiral amphids
consist of about three and one-half winds, and are nearly half as wide as the head,
and are placed opposite the base of the pharynx, their a·nterior borders being
about half as far from the anterior extremity as are the bases of the before-mentioned naked chitinous portions of the jaws. There are no eye-spots. The pharynx is of the form consonant with the strongly developed jaws, that is to say, it
is triangularly concave-pyramidal. Its base is rather plainly indicated by the
proximal ends of the chitinous roots of the jaws, and lies opposite the posterior
borders of the amphids. The oesophagus begins as a tube about two-fifths as
wide as the base of the head, and continues to have this diameter throughout the
greater portion of its length. It is separated from the oesophagus by a constriction. There is no bulb and there does not appear to be any distinct cardia. The
intestine, which is made up of cells of such a size that probably four to six are
required to build a circumference, is rather thick-walled. The small granules in
the cells are of rather uniform size, and do not give rise to any distinct tessellation. The rectum appears to be shorter than the anal body diameter. The
tail is convex-conoid in the anterior part in such fashion that at a distance frorµ
the anus at least as great as the anal body diameter, it has diminished so that it
is only about one-eighth as wide as at the anus. Thence onward it is nearly
cylindroid, although it stil! diminishes slightly in diameter. It ends in a slightly
swollen terminus bearing a slightly elongated, plain, unarmed spinneret. It
seems likely that the tail is prehensile. The caudal glands are located in the
vicinity of the anus. The renette cell lies opposite the cardiac constriction, and
is somewhat dumbbell shaped, and placed transversely; the slender duct leads
forward from it, and connects with the prominent pyriform ampulla, which is
one-fourth as wide as the corresponding portion of the neck, and this in turn
leads to the excretory pore near by, opposite the nerve-ring. This latter surrounds the oesophagus somewhat squarely. In front of the exceedingly inconspicuous anus there are two lateral rows of seven or eight minute, equidistant
pores. These occupy a space about equal to twice the length of the corresponding
body 'diameter. The distance between these small circular organs is three to
four times as great as the diameter of one of them. They appear merely to
penetrate the cuticle. so that the exte.nt of their chitinous outlines in a radial
direction is about equal to their width. There are three or four similar pores on
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each lateral line opposit-e the posterior end of the oesophagus, occupying a distance equal to the body radius. Nothing is known concerning the sexual organs,
as the description is derived from a single immature specimen.
Habitat. Found on calcareous algae, near low-tide mark, Colon, Panama;
where it was feeding on other nematodes.

Selachinema seems without doubt to belong to the family Enoplidae,
which may now be defined as follows: Free-living, marine, carnivorous
nematodes with three mandibles; head armed with setae and papillae;
body naked; 9uticle transversely striated, sometimes also obliquely
striated; oesophagus plain; intestine with a variety of well-developed
specialized cells indicating definite division of digestive functions;
renette and caudal glands present; male and female sexual organs double,
spicula two, equal; amphids usually small, inconspicuous, oval or spiral.
The following genera may be included in the family: 1. Demonema,
Cobb 2. Enoploides, Ssaweljev 3. Enoplolaimus, de Man 4. Enoplus, Dujardin-type genus 5. Labyrinthostoma, Cobb 6. Selachinema, Cobb 7. Triodontolaimus, de Man.
The sub-family Enoplinae should contain Enoplus, Enoplolaimus,
Enoploides and Labyrinthostoma; the sub-family Selachineminae, Selachinema. D(;monema and Triodontolaimu.r; probably represent distinct sub-families. There is probably confusion of characters in
Enoplolaimus, Enoploides and Labyrinthostoma, and it may become
necessary to rearrange the species now included under these generic
names.
Enoplidae occur in all parts uf the world, the following being the
present known geographical distribution of the various genera.

Demonema ...... Italy, California Labyrinthostoma......... Ceylon
Enoploides .. Arctic, Massachusetts Selachinema ..... Panama (Colon)
Enoplolaimus ....... Cosmopolitan Triodontolaimus .English Channel
Enoplus ............ Cosmopolitan
D£monema, Enoplus and Selachinema all contain species known to
devour other nematodes. The granules in the intestinal cells of the
Enoplidae give rise to the rather distinctly tessellated appearance which
I have observed to be more or less characteristic of' the free-living
nematodes which feed upon animal organisms, or at least those which
feed in whole, or in part, upon other nematodes. The following description, derived from the examination of an Enoplus whose intestine
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contained nematode remains, indicates characteristics of these carnivorous species.
The cells of the intestine, separated from each other by thin refractive' walls, had the form of rather regular polyhedrons, and each contained a distinct subspherical nucleus having a diameter about onethird as great as that of the cell itself. This nucleus was supplied
with a distinct nucleolus. Between its nucleus and the wall each cell
contained a large number of brownish-yellow spherical granules of
somewhat variable size, the largest having a diameter, one-fourth to
one-fifth as great as that of the nucleus, and the smaller varying from
this size downward. These granules had a tendency to gather next
to the intestinal lumen. The nucleus, therefore, lay nearer the outer
surface of the intestine than the inner. In the anterior part of the
intestine all the cells except the cardiac cells had the same character.
Through the middle of the body the intestinal cells varied from those
in the anterior part of the body in that the granules were somewhat
smaller, and less numerous, so that the clear spaces in the cells had
relatively greater volume. Behind the middle of the body certain of
the cells constituting the wall of the intestine were markedly different
from those just described, although these latter continued to constitute the main portion of the intestinal wall. These markedly differentiated cells were twice as large as the others and contained larger
granules of more uniform size. One of these larger cells may be most
advantageously. examined when it occurs opposite the lateral field,
where the refractions due to the muscular cells of the body wall do
not interfere with the view. It may then be seen to have an elliptical
contour, at least when seen face view, and to contain a nucleus half as
wide as itself. The nucleus in turn contains a nucleolus having a
diameter one-third as great as its own. The total number of granules
in one of these giant cells was between 50 and 100, and owing to the
relatively large size of the nucleus they were located more particularly
toward the ends of the cell. The granules were of rather uniform
size and had a diameter about twice as great as that of the largest
granules in the ordinary intestinal cells. There were 20 to 30 of these
scattered giant cells in the posterior fourth of the intestine.

~lay, 1915

NOTES ON NEMAS*
(1) Segmentation of Their Organs, Illustrated by three new free-living marine
genera. (2) Intravitam Color Reactions, (3) the Nema population of Beach
Sand, (4) Locational Terms for the Cytology of Descent, and
(5) Functions of the Amphids.
By N.

A.

COBB
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SEGMENTATION IN NEi\1ATODES
OBSERVATIONS BEARING ON THE UNSETTLED QUESTION OF THE
RELATIONSHIP OF NEMATODES TO OTHER BRANCHES OF

THE ANIMAL KINGDOM

I have long been impressed by certain evidences of segmentation
in nematodes. My first impressions arose from a study of the distribution of the setae on aquatic forms. This distribution was in
those days, and is even yet, described as irregular; the setae are said to
be "scattered" on the body. Charting all the setae on a given specimen led to the conclusion that they were not scattered (" zerstreut");
that, rather on the contrary, they constituted a series of more or less
harmonious groups. The cephalic setae, it is well known, have an
orderly arrangement. The study of a large number of cases leads me
to the conclusion that those setae, some distance behind the cephalic
setae, denominated subcephalic setae, are also orderly in arrangement,
and might, in some instances at least, be regarded as repetitive of the
cephalic setae.
Later I was able to show that the transverse striae of the cuticle
are retrorse on the posterior half of the body, and the reverse on the
front half. (See Fig. 1.) ~----------------------~_,.,.This reversal in the cuticle ~"-=-- ~------------------_:···· ~
at the middle of the body,
Figl
or thereabouts, occurs in Fig. 1. Diagram of the reversal of the striae of the cuticle
of a nematode. The reversal is shown just above the letter F.
a very wide range of genera, is independent of age and of sex, and seems a character of fundamental significance.
*Waverly Press, Baltimore, May 8, 1917.
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Recently I have discovered that the principal cephalic organs are
made up of segments which, while simple in character, bear no small resemblance to corresponding features in segmented
organisms. The nature of
these segmented appendages will be in.ore easily
1

~::~:it~~ti7nsc~:;il~~nl
The articulations in the
T!~gdfffe~f~fllfu'<l!: if fh!:'::i~~i~ howing segmentation. cephalic organs of nemas
are not easy to discover,
owing to the small size of the organs and the transparency of the tissues.
Some of these segmented organs are under muscular control, and can
be extended and inflexed.
This is true of some of the
set ph itt.r
Sl1 I/J
set 7ert
labial organs, which un!_,
~
fortunately are usually so
:
.
\
'
!
/
•
small as to ·be difficult to
observe.
The cephalic
,;;.,.,:,...,,...,.~t-rn~i'rz'"~ on r1sl
setae, however, are larger,
being particularly well developed on some marine
forms, and in this case observation on living specinmp/J
mens affords evidence of
the articulations when they
might be overlooked if
(J('
they were sought by other
methods; for if a s<'ta is
spn
obstructed it takes on the
attitude natural to an organ composed of flexible
X 1200
joints and more or less in1.5
92.7 -)1.S H ,
flexible segments, as shown
1.6
1.9
1. 7
1.9
1.5
in the upper illustration, Fig. 3. Pomponema m irabile n.g., n.sp., a nem a with
cephalic orgal}s, and resembling C11atholaim us, but
Fig. 2. Here again, once jointed
with 3 onchi, more complicated amphids, long, jointed,
having established the fact labial palps, wings aa in Spilophora, spicula aa in C11atholaimus, with 20 chromadoroid, male BUpplementary organs.
and learned how to make Characters of P. mirabile, type species, given in the illustrations and formula.
the observations, it proves
that the setae of a wide range of genera are jointed, though the
number of segments is often reduced to only one or two'.
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One recalls that a number of observers have noted the presence
of longitudinal series of repetitive organs in the lateral fields of nemSff qi,

ll1n

su/JnJ

cdl

Fig, 4. Scaplrella cincla n.g.
n, ep. 1 and 2 illustrate respectively the inflexed and extended attitudes of one of the
jointed mandibles, Scaptrella
has the general appearance of
Axonolaimtt$ de Man '89, but
has jointed mandibles, circular
amphids, a single ovary, and /
epicula with only faint accessor1ee. No supplementary organs,
Characters of S. cincta, type

m:t::tii~~n
ed on p, 7.

¾~r~~tu~~w':i~

atodes, though attention has never been called to the fact that these
organs on opposite sides of the body may be symmetrical to each
other. Sometimes they are exactly so.
How is the prominent trilateral
symmetry of the_ nematode head to
be expressed in terms of bilateral
symmetry? Selachinema and CheirmrKI
onchus assist in answering this quesIJ//Jpt,.
tion. A second species of Selachinema, not yet described, has little or
mSfp/J
no trace of the vestigial dorsal jaw
present in S. vorax (p. 113), so that
RY/Ill
the two projecting mandibles become
practically lateral, and are bilaterally
symmetrical. An even more com(/('
plete transformation occurs in Cheir/fH. ..
onchus (Fig. 5), where by a complete
disappearance of the dorsal sector of
the pharynx the submedian ones
have become truly lateral. In both
Sfi/ .
2
~I
these genera the resulting transfor- !j-~J-:~ •5~~/:::•z.s !1-~~~-11:tb-~i~~,2...
mation to a two-jawed animal gives
Fig. 6. Cheironchm vora:i: n.g., n .Bf!-, a nema
rise to symmetrical mandibles, acting whose bilaterally symmetrical ipan41bles han
arisen from the ventrally sulimed1an sectors
from side to side.
of the head at the same time that the dorsal
elemr,nts of the pharynx have disappeared.
It was, of course, conceivable that Cheironchus has the general a_ppearanoe ~f Selachinema but has no vestigial dorsal Jaw, and
any such transformation might take t>resents both pharyngeal and 09:rdiao. bulb~.
Characters of C. vorax, type specieit, given 1n
the form of a union of the submedian it:ie iH1¥1tr~ti<:>lll! an4 formyl.ae.
___ ..... .
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sectors, these united elements then acting in opposition to the dorsal
sector, the two jaws thus developed becoming one dorsal and one
ventral. There is no evidence of such a transformation.
2

INTRA VITAM COLOR REACTIONS IN NEMAS
We have slowly come to have great confidence in the specificity of
certain physiological actions. The known cases of specificity are
relatively few, and have been discovered largely by accident. We
do not know the exact nature or cause of this specificity. We introduce into an organism certain substances, and definite results follow;
about the only thing we know in the matter is that these definite results follow with certainty. "What the reactions are that bring about
the result we do not know. Our ignorance is so great that even our
theories are very vague. In such cases, if only we could see what it
is that happens while it is happening, it seems certain that important
advances would be made in our knowledge of nutrition, growth, and
decay,-of physiology, pathology and medicine.
If substances giving color reactions in living tissues could be applied
to small, transparent, varied and highly complex living organisms,
under circumstances that would permit microscopic examination while
the reactions are in progress, we might hope for more light on this
exceedingly important subject. Experiments I have made lead to
the belief that many of the conditions requisite for success in this
line of investigation can be much better realized than hitherto by
feeding colored substances, notably coal-tar dyes, to free-living
nematodes.
These minute, transparent animals are comparatively highly organized; not only this, but also extremely varied in their habitats and
mode of life. Some are exclusively vegetarian, others exclusively
carnivorous, and others omnivorous. They constitute a group composed probably of hundreds of thousands of species, embodying an
almost inconceivable number of kinds of physiological action. Their
organs are enclosed in a thin transparent cuticle, and arc strung out
so as to make them unusually suitable for intra vitam examination.
Under slight pressure the nema flattens out more or less without losing
its vitality sufficiently to preclude satisfactory intra vitam examination under the highest powers of the microscope.
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Observing certain precautions, I find that a great variety of coal-tar
compounds and other colored compounds can be fed to nemas, apparently without interfering materially with their normal metabolism.
Some nemas are resistant to chemicals that to most organisms are
poisonous. Often I have had the best results by cumulative action,
using small quantities of color dissolved in the medium in which the
nema lived, and allowing the dye to act for days or weeks.
Not infrequently the dyes prove to be highly specific in their action.
Only certain cells, or only definite parts of certain cells, exhibit visible
reactions in the form of colorations. The results obtained by the
use of any given dye may be quite varied. It is evident in many cases
that the dye is digested and assimilated, thereby undergoing molecular changes by which it is converted into new compounds in a manner: analogous to the processes exemplified in chemical laboratories
devoted to the production of aniline dyes. Thus, a dye may give
rise to several different colors, none of them like that of the dye itself,
and all of them very likely due to new compounds. I have seen considerable evidence pointing to the conclusion that in some cases the
dye fed is converted into colorless compounds during the process of
digestion (a reduction phenomenon?), and these colorless compounds
re-converted into colored substances after they arrive at certain destinations or conditions. The number of changes these "living laboratories" can ring on the molecular structure of a given dye must in
some cases be very considerable. Two or more dyes fed simultaneously sometimes produce results more or less independent of each
other. The spectacles are very brilliant.
Using these methods I have been able to demonstrate within the
confines of a single cell the existence of an unsuspected number of
kinds of "granules," manifestly playing different r6les. After the
differences among these bodies have been shown in this way, it is
sometimes possible to perceive corresponding morphological differences; but without the aid of the color reactions the differences 'Would
never have been suspected.
The main thing to bear in mind is that on the basis of our present
more complete knowledge of the chemical and physical properties of
coal-tar compounds these color reactions in living nemas may be made
the index of physiological characters possessed by the cells and their
components. In view of the great variety of the known coal-tar
derivatives, and the wonderfully varied metabolism of the free-living
nemas, it seems to me a very reasonable hope that researches directed
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along this line will lead to important results, and that the nemas may
become classical objects in cell and general physiology, as they have
already become in sex physiology.
A new and rather extensive nomenclature will become necessary.
It will be needful to distinguish between the results of intra vitam,
intra mortem and post mortem staining; for these three terms, the last
two new in this connection, represent as many different phases in the
reactions that take place during the course of the experiments. As
the cells lose vitality, new color reactions occur, and the death of the
cell is followed by further equally marked changes in the reactions.
The cell elements I have mentioned vary in size, but most of them
are exceedingly small, many so small
that they are on the limits of visibility
using the very best instruments with
the greatest skill and under the most
favorable conditions. On the other
hand, some of them are large enough
so that they can be examined in considerable detail and their structures
made out. Among them are the bodies
currently referred to under the name
mitochondria, and other more Ol" less
synonymous words.
As it will be some time before we
can establish a rational nomenclature
for these numerous intracellular strucFig. 6. Diagram of a pair cf objectives, tures it is desirable meanwhile to adopt
the lower used as a condenser for the upper.
terms that will permit intelligent discussion of our discoveries as they are made. While the principles underlying such a nomenclature are easily defined, it is by no means
easy, in the present condition of things, to suggest suitable short and
expressive 1 oots to be used as a basis. In the long run there'll be
less confusion if meanings of the terms first employed relate to form,
size, and position rather than function.
Investigations of this character are not unlikely to stimulate further
research in connection with aniline derivatives. Present efforts are
directed toward the discovery of dyes of greater or less permanency.
Permanency, however, is of little moment in these investigations;
what is of moment is the chemical and physical nature of the dyes.
No doubt dyes of a greater range of composition can be produced if
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permanency be disregarded. Furthermore, as already hinted, colorless compounds may be used if in the course of the metabolism they
are converted into colored compounds. The results of recent studies
of dyes as chemical indicators come into play, and give valuable evidence in determining acidity and alkalinity.
I am almost ready to express the opinion that a small army of investigators should be engaged on the problems opened up in this way.
The equipment needed by the investigator is as follows: (1) He must
be a good microscopist, versed in physiology, cytology, and histology.
(2) He should be conversant with the chemistry of the coal-tar compounds, not so much from the viewpoint of the maker of dyes as from
that of the broad-minded chemist, freed from the economic domination of the dye industry, for, as before remarked, fugitive dyes, and
even colorless compounds, are possible factors in such investigations
as are here under discussion. (3) He should have a working knowledge of nemas.
ILLUMINATION

In order to distinguish with accuracy among intra vitam color reactions it is necessary to be very particular about illumination. The
most perfectly corrected lenses must be used, both as condenser and
objective, and the light used must be as nearly white as possible. The
best source of light known to me for these researches is bright sunlight reflected from a plane, matte, white reflector. The reflector
should be several feet across, and placed at a distance from the microscope several times its own diameter. It should be universally adjustable, so that it can be set to reflect a maximum of light to the mirror of the microscope,-all the better if it is heliostatic. A good
surface for the screen is made by whitewashing a rather finely woven
cotton cloth.
The best optical arrangement I have tried is the use of one apochromat objective as a condenser for another apochromat. I have
been using with
s 7<1a
- ~ ,_,,,,,.
'""".' c=• ~
success a 2 mm.
apochromat as a
condenser for a 2
mm. or 1.5 mm. Fiit, 7. Microscope slide used for intra ~itam examinations as indicated
in Fig. 6.
apochromat objective. These precautions are necessary if fine color distinctions are
to be made with the greatest possible accuracy. If these precautions

<:._7>s;s--;i:_. -::_?a,
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are taken, it will be found that fine distinctions can be made with
such precision as to dispel all doubt as to the existence, side by side,
in the same cell, of bodies of quite different character that it otherwise would be either impossible or exceedingly difficult to distinguish
from each other.
The use of an ordinary apochromatic objective as a condenser necessitates the use of a special object slide, consisting essentially of
a carrier, and two cover glasses. The object is mounted between the
cover glasses. Such a slide is shown in the accompanying illustration.
The substage of the microscope should have a centering arrangement
and a rack and pinion, or screw focusing adjustment. A little experience with an apparatus of this sort, in which all known precautions are taken to remove color from the optical system leads one
to distrust the ordinary Abbe substage condenser when fine distinctions are to be made between colors in the microscopic object, especially if the colors are of similar character.
3

NEMATODE POPULATION OF BEACH SAND
Through the courtesy of the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries I was able to
make quantitative observations during the summer of 1916 on the
nemas of ordinary beach sand, between tide-marks, at Woods Hole,
Buzzard's Bay, U. S. A. Nemas were plentiful; it was calculated
that on one beach in the top 3 inches of sand there were at least 527
millions per acre. On another beach there were at least 1040 millions
in the topmost inch of sand. The nemas varied from a fraction of
a millimeter to 10 millimeters in length, averaging 2 to 3 millimeters.
On muddy shores where organic matter is more abundant, the nematode population is much more dense,-thousands of millions per acre.
Many of these nemas were strictly vegetarian, and fed on microscopic plants present in the beach sand,-plants both green and colorless. Experiment showed that a considerable amount of light penetrates average beach sand to a depth of¾ inch, thus rendering possible
the growth of green protophytes and various algae at slight depths
in the sand. Some of the nemas were strictly carnivorous, feeding on
protozoa and other small animals.
On trial it proved that the top layers of sand, between high and low
tides, under ordinary circumstances, afford the nemas a habitat of
considerable stability, since the shifting of these layers during the
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rise and fall of the tides is so little as to interfere in no way with the
life activities of the nemas. On open ocean beaches, where the force
of the breakers is greatest the nemas take on forms and acquire habits
that protect them from destruction,-a tougher cuticle, and the habits
of burrowing and of coiling themselves into a "ball."
Beach nemas in their turn are devoured by the larger animals dwelling in and on the sand, and thus form one of the links in a chain from
the most minute forms of life to those of largest size.
Beach nemas lead a very active life, winding in and out among the
grains of sand as do snakes in a pile of stones. The earth's hundreds
of thousands of miles of beach sand, far from being barren, must be
reckoned as a productive area of some little importance.
4

LOCATIONAL TERMS FOR THE CYTOLOGY OF DESCENT
There is no satisfactory locational terminology connected with parthenogenesis, hermaphroditism and bisexuality; in other words, with
the space relationships of the reproductive cells and their essential
eiements,-a terminology enabling us to answer succinctly such questions as, "How are these cells and their elements located with reference
to each other?" Such nomenclature as we have for this purpose has
accumulated, bit by bit, through successive contributions of more
or less independent investigators, and, naturally enough, has become
a very heterogeneous mixture of terms and phrases.
Aside from standing open to the criticism of being inadequate and
an incongruous mixture, such terms as are in current use, at least a
considerable portion of them, date from a time when our knowledge
of the chromosomes and their relationships to each other and to heredity was either non-existent or much less complete than at present.
Most of these terms, therefore, are based on the assumption that the
body or soma is the principal or predominant feature of the organism,
and, philologically speaking, they take little or no account of the modern view of the importance of the gametes and of the r&le they play.
As we seem in need of a more adequate and homogeneous set of
terms based on the relationship to each other in space of the gonads,
the gametes, and the chromosomes and other intra-cellular elements,
I call attention to the following series of terms, positional rather than
physiological, I have been using to meet this need: Just as we have
"cone" and "conic" evolved from the Greek Kovos, I derive the
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words "gone" and gonic" from -yovos. Primarily the word "gone"
refers to the generative portion of a sexual organ. By metonomy
"gone" designates an organism or species having gones; thus we have
two kinds of organisms-" gones" and "agones."
From "gone" come the verb "to gone," and the substantives "syngone," "digone," "amphigone," "homogone," and "heterogone."
From syngone come the words "syngonic," syngonically," and "syngony;'' and corresponding words from digone, amphigone, homogone
and heterogone.
Gone. To produce gones.
Gonic. Of or relating to a gone.
Syngonic. Having macro-("female") and micro-("male") gametes in the same
gone; e.g. as in many nemas.
Digonic. Having macro-("female") and micro-("male") gametes in separate
gones in the same individual; e.g. as in many hermaphrodites.
Amphigonic. Having macro-("female") and micro-("male") gametes in separate gones that are in separate individuals; e.g. as in all bisexual forms.
Homogonic. Having gones all of the same kind.
Heterogonic. Having gones of various kinds; e.g. as in a species presenting
both syngony and amphigony.
Syngone. A gone bearing both macro-("female") and micro-("male") gametes.
By synecdoche syngone also designates an organism or species containing,
or characterized by, syngones; similarly with the following four terms.
Digone. A digonic individual or species.
Amphigone. An amphigonic species.
Heterogone. A species presenting both amphigony and syngony, or both digony and amphigony, etc. A heterogonic species.
Homogone. A species or individual presenting uniformity in the space relationships of its gonic cells. A homogonic species.
Kinetogone. A gone whose gametes are active, aggressive, or "male."
Statogone. A gone whose gametes are passive or "female."

Entering now a more or less theoretical domain whose permanency
will depend on the results of future investigations, and carrying the
analysis a step farther by taking into consideration the space relationships of the chromosomes and other intra-cellular elements that according to an incre_asingly prevalent modern belief themselves carry,
or determine the factors of descent, and using the Greek word KV'1'ros as
a basis, I derive, as may be necessary, "syncyst," "amphicyst," 'heterocyst," etc., and their adjective, adverbial, and substantive derivatives ( e.g., syncystic, syncystically, syncysty) to aid in expressing
positional relationships. Thus the word "syncyst" refers to a gonic
cell, such as a parthenogenetic ovum, containing all the elements.,
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factors, or determinants necessary to the production of an individual
(except, of course, the environmental ones), of which the chromosomes
are the familiar example, expressed in some physical form, often,
though not necessarily, of definite conformation. It is assumed that
these factors belong to two classes, having opposite, vital, chemical,
or physical properties. By synecdoche the word syncyst may also
designate a gone, individual or species containing, or characterized by
syncysts; similarly throughout the series of terms. In dicysty the
inheritance mechanism is such that the full complement of factors
necessary to the production of an individual is distributed to functional cells of two kinds, the macro-(" female") and micro-(" male")
gametes, neither normally capable of producing an individual, but which,
pairing, form zygotes capable of producing an individual.
Syncystic. Of, or relating to, a gonic cell containing all the factors necessary
to the production of an individual,-as in the parthenogenetic ovum. The
word syncystic may also be applied to a gone, individual, or species bearing
syncysts. Syncysty,-state of being syncystic; and so with the following
five words.
Dlcystic. Of, or relating to, a gone bearing in separate cells the different factors necessary for the production of an individual; as in syngones. The
word dicystic may also be applied to individuals and species.
Amphicystic. Of, or relating to, an individual in which the different groups of
factors necessary for the production of a new individual occur in separate
cells that are in separate gones; as in many hermaphrodites.
Telecystlc. Of, or relating to, amphicystic species in which the different groups
of factors necessary for the production of an individual are borne in separate
cells in separate gones that are in separate somas or individuals; as in all
·
bisexual forms.
Homocystic. Having or producing gonic cells all of the same kind.
Heterocystic. Having or producing gonic cells of more than one kind.
Syncyst. A gonic cell, or by synecdoche, a gone, individual, or species, presenting syncysty.
Dicyst. A gone, or by synecdoche, an individual or species, presenting dicysty.
Amphlcyst. An individual or species presenting amphicysty.
Telecyst. A species presenting telecysty.
Heterocyst. An individual or species presenting both amphicysty and syncysty.
or both dicysty and amphicysty, etc.
Homocyst. A species presenting uniformity in the space relationships of its
different kinds of gonic intracellular reproductive elements.
Kinetocyst. A gonic cell. whose elements are active, aggressive, or "male." A
"male" gamete; a spermatozoon.
Statocyst. A gonic cell whose clements are passive, or "female." A "female"
gamete; an ovum.
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Digones, amphigones and heterogones, and many syngones, are
dicystic. The word syncysty and its immediate relatives may be
used to designate the conditions present in parthenogenetic organisms,
in which single gonic cells (not zygotes, at least not in the ordinary
sense of the word) contain all the factors necessary to the production
of an individual. My (thus far theoretical) cryptogenetic organisms
are syncysts.
5

FUKCTIONS OF THE A11PHIDS
:My published observations emphasize the junction of each amphid,
by means of a duct, with a chain of internal lateral organs. Bi.itschli
and de Man each record an instance of definite outflow from the amphids. I now find this outflow in many different genera, when specimens are fixed with Flemming solution; from a definite part of each
amphid there issues a coiled, or irregular "string" or "ribbon," the volume
of-which precludes attributing it ·to an evagination. Occasionally an
"axis" is seen in the "string," but nothing warrants the belief that
this "axis" is other than a coagulation phenomenon, just as it is in the
similar coagulation "strings" occasionally seen at the spinneret. I
mention evagination because some investigators declare the amphids
to be supplied with special nerves, and because it is conceivable that
death spasms might so act on a nerve organ as to cause an evagination.
However, my numerous observations do not at all support the idea
that the appearances I have studied are evaginations. In many cases
I have traced inward and backward from the amphids structures
whose histology in no way suggests nerve organs, but does correspond
in every respect with the histology of ducts, especially those of nemas.
These new observations of mine afford, I think, a better basis for
speculation as to the function of the amphids, and lead away from the
idea that they are simply organs of sensation. I observe in Mononchus, and other genera, that invariably there is an innervated papilla
very close to the amphid. May not confusion have arisen here
through different observers having studied similar-looking, but unrelated structures?
I have instances of amphids so obscure that ii would have been impossible to discover them had it not been for the issuance from them
during fixation of the fluid matter described.
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(M ono_nchu.s Bastian 1866)

A GENUS OF FREE-LIVING PREDATORY NEMATODES
CONTRIBUTIONS TO A SCIENCE OF NEMATOLOGY VI

(With 75 illustrations in the text)2

BY
N. A.

COBB

INTRODUCTION

M ononchs are Predaceous
No free-living nematodes have gained more in interest during recent
years than those constituting the genus M ononchus; this is because the
latest discoveries have led to a complete change of view concerning their
economic relationships. Careful examination, here recorded, of a large
number of specimens belonging to many different species of M ononchus,
has fully demonstrated the predaceous character of certain common and
widely spread soil-inhabiting species-which are found to feed on other
small animal organisms, such as protozoa and rotif ers, and, most interest1 Reprinted from Soil Science, May, 1917, with r.enumbering of pages and errata, (p. 184).
s For the most part the illustrations were prepared under the author's personal supervision by
Mr. W. E. Chambers of the Bureau of Plant Industry. Many features set forth in them cannot
be seen in the natural object except with the aid of the best immersion lenses skillfully used
under favorable conditions. Frequently no further allusion is made to facts thus elucidated • So,
too, information contained in the key may not be repeated elsewhere; the key should therefore be
consulted in connection with each description. Most of the illustrations arc original; when not
so, their source is indicated. The species figures are all at the same magnification, so that the
reader may judge of the relative sizes of the nemas, Explanatory abbreviations follow.

amp--ampulla
lb-lips
amph-ampbid
lum int-lumen of intestine
an-anus
tum oe-lumen of cesophagus
an gt-anal gland
!um som-body cavity
ar dnt-denticular area or raEp ms an-anal muscle
cav som-body cavity
msc oe--resophageal muscle
msc som-body muscle
cl int-intestinal cell
mur ex--external wall
cl msc--muscle cell
cl nrv-nerve cell
mur int-intestinal wall
cl nrv subm-submedian nerve mur Ph-Pharyngeal wall
cell
mur ut-wall of uterus
col crd--cardiac collum
ncl-nucleus
crd--cardia
ncl cl int - nucleus of intestiest ph-pharyngeal rib
nal cell
cut--cuticle
ncl lat-lateral nucleus
dct-duct
net ov-nucleus of ovum
dct gl cdl - duct of one of the nrv-nerve
caudal glands
nrv r-nerver ring
dnt-denticules
oe-resophagus
fix ovr post-flexure of poster- oes lum-cesophageal lumen
ior ovary
on dsl-dorsal tooth .
gt-gland
on rtr dsl-retrorse dorsal
gl an-anal gland
tooth
gl cdl--caudal gland
on rtr subm-retrorse submedgl o-sophageal gland
ian tooth
Frn-granule
on subm dxt-right submedian
gl sal-salivary gland
tooth
ing-ingested material
on subm snst-left submedian
ing nematod - ingested nematooth
org-orgnn
tode
int-intestine
ov-ovum
ov <lct-ovi<l11ct
inc-iunction
ov frt-fertiliz.-d el!"I!"
lam lh-lahinl lamina
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ov im-immature egg
p ex--excretory pore
ph str-pharyngcal striae
por-pore
por gl oe-pore of ceeophageal
gland
ppl-papilla
pp! cdl-caudal papilla
ppl intr-interior papilla
op! th-labial papilla
ppl lb extr-cxterior labial
papilla
pp! subm-submedian papilla
opl subm sec - secondary sub•
median papilla
pp! trm-terminal papilla
rcpt sem-seminal receptacle
rct-rectum
reg vnt-ventral field
set-seta
spm-spermatozoa
spn-spinneret
str mur ph-striz of pharyn•
veal wall
subcut-subcuticle
sut lb-labial suture
tcg ov--egg shell
trm ovr-hlind cn1 nt ovarv
ut-utems
vag-vagina
vag msc-vaginal muscle
vlv-vulva
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ing of all, on other nemas-and has made it practically certain that all
mononchs are predaceous.
Economic Importance. If, as is of ten the case, the nemas destroyed
by the mononchs are nemas injurious to agriculture, then the mononchs
are beneficial to man. The first definite instance of this kind was reported
in the Journal of Agricultural Research in September, 1914: Mononchus
papillatus was shown to feed upon Tylenchulus semipenetrans, the latter
a nema infesting the roots of citrus trees. Since that time the writer has
observed many similar instances, fourteen of which are recorded herein.
Formerly mononchs were considered harmful to vegetation. The
basis of this opinion was twofold: first, they were known to congregate
about the roots and between the leaf sheaths of plants, especially succulent plants, in sufficient number to justify the opinion that they would be
harmful, provided they were vegetarians ; second, vegetable matter was
of ten found in their intestines.
More careful investigation, however, has disclosed other facts incompatible with this opinion that mononchs are harmful to vegetation. The
food-habits of mononchs have now been more carefully investigated, as
herein recorded, and each species so studied has proved to be carnivorous.
The presence of vegetable matter in a mononch's intestine proves to be no
very definite criterion of its food habits, appearances to the contrary notwithstanding. A deception has arisen that
is now easily explained. The occurrence of
vegetable organisms in the intestine of a
mononch is merely incidental ; in many instances it would be impossible for the mononch to devour its prey without at the same
time swallowing vegetable matter. For instance, suppose a mononch to bolt, as one
of its victims, a monhystera - a common
occurrence. Monhysteras are vegetarians,
some of them feeding almost exclusively
upon diatoms, others upon other kinds of
unicellular algre. Both on account of their
peculiar structure and their bright green
color, these diatoms and other algre are very
conspicuous objects in the intestine of the
monhystera. Imagine now the appearances
presented by the body of an ingested monhystera, swallowed whole, or nearly so, and
lying lengthwise in the intestine of a mononch. Under such circumstances, which are entirely normal,' the diatoms and other algre in the
intestine of the monhystera may be observed through the colorless tissues
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of both the mononch and the monhystera, without the body wall of either
nema being very plainly visible: it is somewhat as if one looked through
the walls of two glass tubes, one within the other, to view comparatively
conspicuous objects in the inner tube. Such an observation might easily
lead to the conclusion that the mononch had been feeding upon unicellular
algre. The deception is heightened after the body of the monhystera is
partially digested, for then all vestiges of the monhystera become practically invisible, and there are le£ t as comparatively conspicuous remains
the less readily digested vegetable matter, lying loose in the intestine of
the mononch,-the frustules of diatoms for instance, which of course
are wholly indigestible. Taking everything into consideration, it is not
in the least surprising that hitherto observers have been deceived as to
the food habits of mononchs.
As nematologists heretofore have not carefully studied the food habits
of mononchs, particular attention was given them in the course of these
investigations; but in spite of the care exercised much remains to be discovered. The mouth parts and digestive organs have come in for special
study, since it is mainly here that we get clues, faint and puzzling though
they be, that help interpret the little we can glimpse of the food habits of
these organisms in their natural state. Soil mononchs live in darkness
and, as might be expected, behave in a wholly unnatural way when placed
in water on a microscope slide and brought in a drowning condition
into the blaze of light necessary to a microscopic examination. The difficulties and delays attendant on such a line of research are manifest.
Nevertheless, certain fundamental facts have been established; new organs have been discovered and light has been thrown on the true nature
and function of organs not hitherto understood. It has seemed best to
dwell on the various habits and functions while describing the structures
with which they are associated.
As we gain familiarity with the food habits of nemas, it becomes possible on this new basis to make comparative anatomical studies, the results
of which may be applied in determining the food habits of newly discovered genera and species.
I
STRUCTURE, FUNCTIONS, AND DISTRIBUTION OF MoNoN_CHS

The mononchs constitute a genus of free-living, predatory nematodes
inhabiting soil and fresh water, as well as the above-ground parts of certain plants. The average form and size of a mononch is indicated by the
following average formula:

2.2 7.4 25. '63' 28 92.7
_
_
_
_
_ 2 · 4 mm.•
3 2 2
2 1 2 6 3

• This formula, which is now coming into more general use, is simply a decimal method of
stating concisely the necessary measurements. The formula is fully explained in the appendix,
I'• 184.
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which corresponds very closely with that of the type species of the
J IP
genus, M. truncatus Bastian, and espec• IP
. ,-,;,
ially with M. papillatus Bastian.
/II JtT
Skin or Cuticle
Stria!. While the skin of these nemas
IIT /Xl
fit
is usually described as smooth and
. 1M
IISCfllJ. .
without striations, yet minute transiilloe .
verse stri~ are probably always present,
ft'"* ...... .
though difficult of resolution except in
cl tn at .
the new species reversus and similis.
wvd . .
Using a good objective of the highest
erp t.
power under favorable conditions, I
i,: ri:t 7 .
have almost invariably been able to see
these stri~, and as my examinations
have embraced the great majority of
the known species, it seems probable
that any specimen will reveal them if
examined with sufficient care. These
transverse stri~, all alike on a given
specimen, are never sufficiently marked
gl .
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FIG. 2.-Female
of a typicalmononcb,
. ptr Mo110 11chu.r lo n gi•
Iii caudatu.r, a syngonic
gJ
form. This individ- ptr ual bad been feasting on other nemas,
nd the remains of
. g1 which are shown inside the intestine.
·•fl Only the anterior
ai half of the sexual
organs can be seen
in the illustration;
an entirely similar
branch is hidden on
account of the coiled
attitude of the body.
The lettering of
the illustrations is
similar throughout
and is explained at
the bottom of page
129. The anatomy
a n d histology o f
various newly discovered features are
---81/ shown:. ft
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to disturb the plain, even contour of the body. It is rarely possible to
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resolve the strire into components; occasionally, however, they are resolvable into rows of excessively fine dot-like elements, as for instance in
bathybius, reversus and incurvus. Lateral wings to the cuticle are almost
unknown, and the strire are not perceptibly altered on the lateral fields;
papillatus and macrostoma furnish a slight exception to this rule.
Though the muscles of the body wall are relatively powerful, their
attachments to the subcuticle are not a conspicuous feature; hence longitudinal strire due to this cause, though of rather common occurrence, are
not very readily observed. There are no longitudinal striations in the
cuticle proper. This apparent complete absence of dermal markings often
imparts a glassy appearance to living mononchs when examined casually
under the microscope, an effect that is heightened by the fact that the
colorless body wall is, as a rule, of more than average thickness. Despite
their rather thick cuticle, mononchs are very flexible. They coil and unc~il themselves with facility,-a useful gift in a struggle with active prey.
Moulting. From researches on a considerable variety of genera, Maupas concluded that nematodes undergo four moults, and that, correspondingly, the life of each individual is divided into five periods. He examined no mononchs. The accompanying sketch of a portion
of the pharynx of a moulting M onochus brachyuris, from
Arlington, is therefore of interest, as indicating tha.t this
specimen had yet to moult three times ; and since it was
already half-grown (0.8 mm. long) it is fair to presume it
had already moulted once, although of course there is no
proof of this. The sketch shows four successive dorsal
Frc. 3.-Head
of a moulting
onchi, numbered in chronological order, each the represent- mono n ch,
showing sue•
ative of a separate cuticle. The fourth onchus is in a very cessive dorsal
teeth, 1, 2, 3, 4.
rudimentary state. This record accords with the observations of Maupas, and indicates the probability that mononchs also moult
four times.
Strength and Activity. Various features of the cuticle and bodymuscles seem to stamp the mononchs as powerful nemas, and when they
are taken from their natural haunts and placed in a glass of water for
examination, their active serpentine movements fully justify the inference. Though less agile than species belonging to some other genera,
they are anything but sluggish. The movements of the anterior extremity
are especially striking, a certain suppleness of neck enabling them to
dart the head suddenly here or there in almost any direction,-a faculty
enabling them with ease to capture their prey, even though it be active.

Nem~s Sometimes Float
Distribution by flotation. Ditlevsen notes a very interesting trait of
his M ononchus spectabilis, namely, that of floating on the surface of
water. A number of free-living nemas belonging to other genera are
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known to have this faculty, which is due to repulsion between the cuticle
and water; de Man found it to exist in the case of Oncholaimus viscosus,
and the writer has observed it in the case of the larvre of Diplogaster
aerivora, although a second larval form of this same species does not
exhibit the property, nor do the adults. Ability to float is known also of
a number of other species, and, as Ditlevsen's observations show, is not
absent in the genus M ononchus. Whether flotation plays any part in the
economy of such nemas is not known with certainty. Floating on the
surface of moving water, nemas would doubtless sometimes be quickly
and widely distributed, and it is therefore easily conceivable that flotation
has some definite bearing on the life history of species exhibiting it.
The surface of a mononch seems almost
entirely destitute of setre and papillre, if
we except those on the lips. N evertheless, future researches will probably reveal superficial nerve-endings hitherto
overlooked. In rare instances a few fairly
well-developed setre occur on the tail, as
in the case of M. sigmaturus; papill::e also
x12&0
occur sparingly on the tails of the males
of various species, and near the vulva on
FIG. 4.-Front view of the head of
the females of a number of species. No
M. lenuis. Compare with Fig. 1. Here
the lips are nearly closed, but the dor•
pores are known to occur in the cuticle,
sal tooth and rasps can be seen through
except, of course, the spinneret pore, and
the six labial flaps. The two circlets
of papilla: are seen to good advantage.
the pore observed near the nerve-ring and
The large dorsal tooth shows faintly
supposed to be the renette pore.
through the two upper lips.

General Form of Body
N eek and Head. The various mononchs are considerably alike in
external form. In front the body tapers but little; the neck is nearly
always more or less cylindroid, and almost invariably ends in a head not
set off from the neck in any way, though there is usually a slight expansion at the lip-region, due to the strong development of the labial papillre.
Tail and Spinneret. The posterior portion of the body usually tapers
from some distance in front of the anus, but in the pre-anal region the
diminution is slight and very gradual. The tail may be either simply
conoid, or first conoid and then cylindroid, and usually ends in a spinneret, though in about one-fourth of the species the caudal glands and
spinneret are absent. vVhen the tail is conoid the spinneret is usually a
simple structure, whose existence is indicated mainly by the fact that the
terminus is sub-truncate in form, and presents an inconspicuous axial,
or sub-dorsal, or sub-ventral pore. This form of spinneret appears to be
entirely unarmed, though inconspicuous innervations probably occur.
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When the posterior portion of the tail is cylindroid, the terminus is
usually almost imperceptibly expanded, and the spinneret is then somewhat differently developed, and is usually armed
with obscure, innervated, submedian papillre or at
setre.
Head

Lips. In the view usually obtained the six lips
appear to be more or less confluent, and if it were
not for their papillre it would be difficult to count
them; but when thrown apart, an attitude in which,
however, they are seldom seen, they are more easily
FiG. s. _ Spinneret of
counted, since in this attitude the refractive "cerat- ¾;,1a!iS::1"'wt~~:i~~nfr::
inous" internal elements of the lips are separated ~~~e.opens the spinneret
from each other and more readily distinguishable, as shown in figure 1.
When closed, these six, broad, flat lips meet together in such a way that
the star-shaped mouth opening usually lies in a slightly depressed area on
the middle of the front of the head. In some species the inner walls of
the lips are strongly "ceratinized," and may be developed into six rather
definite, retrorse, subacute points, which, in assaults on other animals,
serve as grappling hooks, and act in opposition to the dorsal tooth of the
pharynx.
Labial papillCE. Each lip is supplied with at least two, usually more or
less conical, innervated papillre; one on the outer margin and somewhat
outward pointing, the other situated about half way between the outer
papilla and the centre of the head, and forward-pointing. The front of
the head therefore presents two circlets of papilh:e, one on its outer margin, and one more closely surrounding the mouth-opening, as shown in
figures 1 and 4, and many others. These papillre may be so flat as to
play no conspicuous part in the external conformation of the head, or
they may be conical and raised, so as to give to the front of the head a
more or less angular contour. The papillre are slightly mobile, and hence
vary somewhat in appearance at different times on the same specimen, a
matter depending on the attitude of the lips. Drowned specimens with
relaxed lips present a slightly different appearance from those that have
been fixed for examination by means of chemicals.
Some of the innervations that frequently occur on the head near the
lips may have special functions. Structurally they are sometimes indistinguishable from the subordinate labial papillre. The species figures
show the location of some of these innervations. One pair of them is
very near the amphids- the only nerves so far observed to be definitely
associated with the amphids. These particular papillre .are so uniform in
their· occurrence that it seems likely they have a special function, connected with the use of the amphids.
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I
M ononchus: Number of Labial Papillre in the Outer Set
10

14

acutus

bathybius

brachylaimus
dentatus
gracilicaudatus
major
monhystera
muscorum
papillatus
rapax
regius

brevicaudatus
consimilis
denticulatus
gerlachei
incurvis
longicaudatus
longicollis
micrurus

muscorum var.
macrolaimus
obliquus
radiatus
reversus
sigmaturus
subsimilis
angustua
trichurus
vorax

6

Doubtful: said to be 6

brachyuris

dadayi

obtusicaudatus

lacustris
megalaimus
minor
palustris
sparsus
teres
tunbridgensis

digiturus
dolichurus
exilis
fovearum
gymnolaimus
index
intermedius
japonicus
macrostoma

parvus
punctatus
rex
spectabilis
studeri
tenuicaudatus
tridentatus
truncatus
2schokkei

Comparative morphology of the cephalic papilla!. The outer set of
cephalic papillre is the morphological equivalent of the circlet of cephalic
setre often to be seen on other free-living nemas. In harmony with this
fact, the submedian papillre of this outer set are sometimes two or three
in number to each lip, the numerical and morphological factors harmonizing with the law of arrangement of the tactile cephalic setre of nemas,
namely :-when six are present one is found on each of the two lateral
lines and one on each of the four submedian lines ; when more than six
are present the increase occurs first on the submedian lines, the commonest number being ten,-one on each lateral line and two on each of the
four submedian lines; when the number is in excess of ten the increase
is again more commonly found on the submedian lines. Illustrations of
this law of arrangement are seen on the heads of many mononchs. The
secondary submedian papillre of mononchs are sometimes minute and
more or less difficult to detect.
Method of Hunting
Senses of Smell and Taste. Obviously mononchs hunt by the aid of
some other sense than that of sight, since both they and their prey usually
live in subterranean darkness. It is, therefore, exceedingly likely that
the nerve endings on the head, terminating in the labial papillre of the
inner row, serve as organs of taste and smell, and that it is by the aid of
these senses that they trail their quarry.
Picture these ferocious little mononchs engaged in a ruthless chase in
the midst of stygian darkness. We may imagine them taking up the
scent of the various small animals upon which they feed, among which
almost anything they can lay mouth to seems not to come amiss, and
pursuing them with a relentless zeal that knows no limit but repletion.
How many acres have their organic balance determined by their millions
of prowling mononchs?
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Pharynx
The six powerful lips arch together over a large characteristic
pharynx, consisting of a rather simple, ellipsoidal or elongated cavity,
whose cross-section is more or less irr·e gularly circular, and of which
there are two distinct types.
Types of Maw. Teeth. In one type, characteristic of the larger
species, there are longitudinal ribs, sometimes simple, sometimes duplex,
situated_mainly on the median and submedian
/ :.n:~ "ir ~ - -Hi
lines (subgenus Iotonchus). 3 When these longitudinal ribs are well-developed there is a
tendency for the dorsal tooth or onchus to be
farther back, and for the submedian teeth,
smaller still, to be located toward the base of
the pharynx, and in extreme cases all three
teeth may be located actually at the base of
the pharynx, or indeed be quite vestigial. The
farther back the teeth, the smaller they are,
and when located actually at the base of the
pharynx they are often exceedingly small.
In the other type of pharynx the dorsal
Fm. 6.-Dorsal view of the
throat of M. muscorum, to
tooth is usually strongly <level- ~~i:S tfdnt't~~:~~~!ri~{kde~f
oped, and is ·located midway or the subgenusPrionchulus;1 they
constitute a rude "saw," Com•
. . ftharther fofrwhardh; in w~ich cas e ~arfe withdFig. 7. h d
11
e wa o t e p arynx 1s strong1y rem orce a 1ong t e orsal line, while the submedian longitudinal ribs are lacking,
or at any rate are faint. However, there often occurs on
each of the two ventrally submedian lines in this type of
pharynx an onchus of smaller size, located a
little farther back than the main onchus; ex'
ceptionally these submedian onchi may be
nearly as large as the dorsal onchus. In
several species the on chi are retrorse ( subgenus Anatonchus 5 ), and when of this charFla. 7.-Above, profile and front acter are sometimes more slender, even someview of the same series of denticles
In the throat of M. muscorum, Be- what digitate.
low, two cross-sections of the same
Fangs. Denticles. The onchi act as fangs,
specimen, showing end view of the
ume denticles; at left the section and are used in conjunction with the poweris through the dorsal tooth (shown
black) ; at right the section is above
the tooth. The denticles are shown ful lips in seizing and holding the prey. In
in the upper part of these two lower
figures. The two joints shown in cross- these maneuvers they are aided by minor
section impart a slight degree of
mobility to the pharyngeal walls. pharyngeal · structures, prominent among
Compare with Fig. 6.
which in some species are two submedian

oo

• Iotonchus,

insignificant tooth;

~

Prionchu/us,

a small saw-tooth; • Anatonchus,

reversed tooth.
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areas, armed with minute denticles arranged in transverse rows like the
teeth of a rasp (subgenus Mylonchulus 6 ). While these denticles are
usually distributed in two distinct areas, the two sometimes coalesce on
the ventral line, so that the denticulated area, or rasp, is continuous and
bilaterally symmetrical. As a rule, however, there is a distinct, narrow,
ventral interruption, so that the right and left rasps are rather clearly
separated from each other. These rasps are widest near the ventral line,
and become gradually narrower as they recede, and usually end near the
lateral line, or near the dorsally submedian line. On the margins of the
rasps the denticles are arranged in distinct rows ; elsewhere the arrangement is more or less irregular, though in certain species the arrangement
is rather orderly throughout. Each rasp is composed of about six rows
of denticles, except in the species denticulatus, where the number of rows
is about twice ( ?) as great, and in the new species sparsus and reversus,
where there are only one or two rows. Often at the base of each rasp
there is an exceedingly minute submedian onchus.
Method of Attack. When used in conjunction with the strong dorsal
tooth and the powerful lips, the rasps · are remarkably efficient ot'gans.
The mononch glides up to its quarry and makes its onslaught by a quick
snap of the head, throwing its jaws suddenly wide open, and grappling
its prey by means of the inner armature of the lips. As the jaws close in,
the victim's body is jammed against the poinf of the dorsal tooth, as well
as against the rasps, and in this way is at once both punctured by the tooth
and lacerated or milled by the rasps. In most cases the onchi seem to be
solid bodies, containing no duct through which venom could empty. If
any poison is injected into the victim it would seem to be derived from
resophageal glands emptying into the pharynx by some other road. The
axial element sometimes seen in the onchus is probably a nerve ending.
Minuti<E of the Wall of the Throat. In general the wall of the pharynx
is well developed and strongly refractive, and is usually thickest on the
dorsal side where it gives support to the dorsal onchus; often it is very
finely transversely striated. In many species this striated appearance
seems to be due to a transverse lamination of the pharyngeal wall. The
striation, or lamination, may be so pronounced as to give rise to transve~se
ridges on the interior surface of the pharynx like those of the teeth of a
mill-saw file, and no doubt these ridges have somewhat the same function
as the rasps just described. The onchi are sometimes seen to be longi- •
tudinally striated. The strire of the pharyngeal walls are most clearly visi.:.
ble during the moulting period. In the original species-figures to follow,
·what appears merely as shading on the pharyngeal wall is a carefully
worked-out chart of the position, number and direction of these laminations.
• Mylonchulus, a small mill-tooth.
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Contour of the Maw. The contour of the pharynx differs somewhat
in the various species. If the dorsal onchus is strongly developed, the
profile indicates a roughly goblet-shaped or ellipsoidal cavity, and the
onchus extends well into the cavity so that its apex lies near the axis of
the head, sometimes up front and close to the inner margins of the lips.
If, on the other hand, the dorsal onchus is weak; and especially in species
gin.
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where the wall is not much reinforced by longitudinal ribs, the contour of
the pharynx tends to be more or less oblong, so that its floor, lying in the
anterior end of the resophagus, though irregular, is likely to be, on the
whole, more nearly flat. Opposite the dorsal onchus there is frequently
to be seen a faint transverse seam, most prominent along the ventral side
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of the pharynx, indicating a division of the wall into anterior and posterior
elements. Sometimes this pharyngeal suture is rather prominent.
Jaw Muse/es. The pharyngeal muscles of various species of mononchs
have been observed, figured and commented upon by one or two investigators, but only in a vague way. Much remains to be learned concerning
them. The following- incomplete observations have been made in the
course of these investigations.
Under suitable conditions, and especially in some species, long, slender muscles may be seen passing from the lip region backward and outward, so that their proximal attachment is to the body-wall a short
distance behind the pharynx. These muscles are the flexor muscles of
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FIG. 9. - Side view of
the bead of M. regius.
The lips and their ap•
pendages are well shown.
The flaps (lam. lb.) arc
the same organs so well
seen in figure 4. The
amphid (amph.) extends
to the bottom of the
pharynx and beyond. The
labial muscles (msc.) are
so attached as to pull the
lips both inward and out•
ward about the stiff external ring as a fulcrum.
Traces of this ring are
shown arching along the
margin of the anterior
part of the head. Coming up from the interior
of the ccsophagus toward
the right is seen a lightcolored duct; this empties
into the pharynx at its
base. In this way apparently the secretion of the
ccsophageal glands has a
direct passage to the
throat.

the lips. It is certain that each lip, probably each pair of adjacent lips, is
connected with a muscle whose function is to pull the lip toward the body
axis about a fulcrum near the surface of the head. These muscles, then,
shut the mouth. It seems likely that the elasticity of the various parts
composing the frame-work of the lips and pharynx may play some part
in mastication and deglutition, and act in opposition to some of the muscular elements of the pharynx. The extent to which a mononch can
throw its jaws open is shown -in the sketch, figure 1, made from a preserved specimen. This act is accomplished by the aid of a second similar
set of muscles acting on the outside of the same fulcra. It is unlikely
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that the sketch represents the maximum gape, for the effect of chemical
fixatives seems to be to lock the jaws tightly rather than leave them agape.
When examined al_ive mononchs are seldom seen to move their mouth
parts.
The Mononch and Its Victim

Fate of Victim. So far as I am aware, the struggle of a mononch
with its victim has never been witnessed by human eyes. A struggle it
must be, for mononchs are sometimes discovered that have gulped down
other nemas nearly half as long as themselves. Such a denoument must
be the result of a dramatic conflict. A similar gastronomic exploit on
the part of a man would be the gulping down of a string of bologna sausage several feet in length. In one instance in the course of my experience, a mononch was caught with its quarry, another nematode, still
gripped in its jaws. Seized by its middle, the victim had been bitten
nearly in two. This is a common fate. Sometimes, however, the ingested
nema is but little mangled. I imagine the mononch swallows its prey
somewhat as the python does, though less deliberately. As the cesophagus
seldom occupies over one-fourth of the length of the body, and as the
mononch sometimes swallows other nemas nearly half as long as itself,
manifestly in such cases one end of the victim's body must reach the
mononch's stomach before the other end has disappeared down its
throat.
Gluttonous Appetite. While many mononchs bolt their food, it is
evident that the food of some among them receives
---"""""="---,--lul ~
a certain amount of mastication, for the body of
nt
the victim is bitten into fragments and swallowed
piece-meal. In some cases the degree of mastication may be greater still. Figure 10, for instance,
shows the head of a preserved specimen, in the
mouth of which lies a portion of the "gizzard" of a
rotifer, which has been almost completely denuded
of the muscular tissue originally attached to it. It
is the thick-lipped species like M. muscoru,m that fe!~Te\~·-:--l:i!7t~ ~tt
masticate their food in this way.
ritl1::e

~r~n c:rzbd~;
masticatt.-d.

CE,so phagus or Gullet
Lining of the Gullet. Salivary ( ?) Glands. The cesophagus is more
or less cyliuiroid, a form of cesophagus common in nemas that engorge
relatively large objects. The anterior end of the cesophagus, where it
receives the base of the pharynx, is usually ~bout one-half to two-thirds as
wide as the base of the head, and is occasionally somewhat swollen, so
that one may speak with propriety of an obscure pharyngeal bulb. The
cesophagus has nearly the same diameter throughout the greater portion of
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its length; it may diminish a trifle in the vicinity of the nerve-ring, while
in the posterior half it usually expands a trifle, so that finally it is onehalf to two-thirds as wide as the corresponding portion of the body. The
refractive lining of the cesophagus is strongly developed, and is of such a
character that its longitudinal optical section often occupies as much as
one-third of the diameter of the whole organ, sometimes one-half, exceptionally even more. The radial musculature of the cesophagus is strongly
developed, and usually appears coarser posteriorly than anteriorly.
CE.so phageal Glands. In some species, very likely in all, among the
interstices of the cesophageal muscles there exist glandular tissues, which
empty their secretion into the lumen of the cesophagus through minute
pores in the lining, situated from place to place throughout a considerable
portion of the length of the organ. Some of these glands appear to
empty into the pharynx, but the best developed ones occur in the dorsal
section of the cesophagus near the middle.
De Man and Micoletzky mention structures in the wall of the pharynx
of M ononchus, about the nature of which they seem doubtful, but suggest the possibility that they are pores. My observations lead me to the
conclusion that some of the more minute so-called "teeth" or denticles
of authors, at the bottom of the pharynx, and even some of those higher
up, · are in reality elevated pores connected with glandular structures in
the anterior part of the cesophagus. These pores appear to me to be the
homologues of the pores which I have demonstrated undoubtedly to
exist farther back in the cesophagus, and to be the outlets of glands
located in the interstices of the radial muscles. See fig. 9.
It is easy to believe that the cesophageal glands are salivary glands, and
that they serve the mononchs in gorging down food in somewhat the
same way as do the glands of serpents. This surmise
is based upon the structure and position of the
organs rather than upon definite and extensive physiological experiment; intra vitam stains, however, have
shown that the secretions of these glands are alkaline,evidence supporting the surmise.
Intestine

Cardia. There is usually a flattish cardia consisting of 20 to SO small characteristic cells that stain
err;; s~~~~or~~oni~~ rather strongly with acid carmine, and manifestly dis::~~~us0{o ~h0 J0 ~~: charge a distinct function. The intestine, which is
f~nTinin:r~ftuthee i~~ invariably separated from the cesophagus by a deep and
st
te ine, col.
prominent constriction, becomes at once about threefourths as wide as the body, and is usually made up of cells of such a
size that about 8 to 20 are required to build a circumference. These cells
contain numerous granules of somewhat variable size, often so arranged
lllrP.1"
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about the large central nucleus as to give rise to a beautifully regular
appearance simulating tessellation. As a rule, the columnar lining of the
intestine ( fig. 11) is not very refractive. Owing to the low visibility of
this lining, and the difficulty of seeing through the mass of granules contained in the intestinal cells, the lumen is usually hard to decipher; toward the anus, however, it may become more distinctly visible. Occasionally, the granules are so few or so transparent that the contents of the
intestine can be seen with ease, but this is rather exceptional.
Granules. The structure and arrangement of the granules in the
intestinal cells of M ononchus lacustris may be taken as somewhat typical.
The granules of this species are numerous and packed rather closely in
the cells, and give rise to a more or less distinct tessellation. Specimens
fixed with Flemming solution, and mounted in glycerine jelly, show many
of the granules as refractive shells, enclosing a relatively large ~nner
spherical mass, which appears dark or light according to the nature of
the focus of the microscope. This structure is characteristic of some of
the smallest, as well as some of the largest, granules. These appearances
are not uniform throughout the intestine, the shell-like structures being
more apparent in the posterior part than elsewhere, and less apparent
through the middle portion of the body, where the granules are largest
and most abundant.
These intestinal granules play an important role in the economy of
the nema-some of them are in fact indispensable intracellular organs.
Little as we know about their functions in detail, it is
already certain that they have to do not only with the
secretion of various digestive fluids, but also with the
transformation and storage of the digested matter. The
granules in any given cell may be of several kinds, doubtless serving entirely different functions. These facts
the author has demonstrated by intra-vitam staining.

Digestion
Food Remnants. The digestive fluids of the monx100
onch must be well fitted for dissolving ceratin, suppos- re~:;; 0 } 2•ji: ;:~}~
edly the main component of nematode cuticle, for the showing vulvar papillre, iPPl.
cuticle, as well as most other parts of the ingested victim,
disappears completely in the course of digestion. The parts that resist
digestion longest are the spicula of male nemas and the oral spears of the
spear-bearing sorts. These organs, the spicula and the spear, are composed of relatively thick layers of solid "ceratin," and furthermore are
protected from the action of the digestive fluids because of their situation
in the interior of the ingested nema, and hence are among the last to be
dissolved. Such an undigested remnant, a spear or a spiculum, consti-
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tutes one of the most frequent, as w~ll as most reliable, bits of evidence
concerning th :: food-habits of mononchs.
Voracity. Mononchs are voracious. Often the remains of several
other nemas are to be seen in the intestine of a single one of them. The
writer once had under observation a specimen that had swallowed four.
large rotifers in quick succession, all tail-end first. The file of rotifers
could be clearly seen in the intestine of the mononch. Aquatic mononchs
are fond of rotifers. The characteristic "gizzards" of the rotifers, being
rather indigestible, are often found in the posterior part of the intestine.
Rectum. Ffom the slightly depressed anus, the lips of which are
sometimes rather pronounced, the refractive rectum, usually about as
long as the anal body diameter, extends inward and forward, and is separated from the intestine by a distinct constriction. There is no prerectum, though the contrary impression is sometimes created by a constriction caused by a mural commissure ( ?) some little distance in front
of the rectum.
Feces. From the region of the anus relatively powerful transverse
muscles pass obliquely backward to the body wall, and find their proximal
attachment in the dorsally submedian regions. These anal muscles are
more strongly developed in mononchs than in most nemas. A powerful
defecating apparatus is needful to such gluttons, since their feces are
sometimes bulky, owing, apparently, to the fact that the contents of the
intestines of their victims often prove indigestible. Probably this indigestible material is to a considerable extent vegetable in its nature; at
any rate, it frequently happens that the feces are bulky, and this fact
seems to account for the strong development of the rectum and the anal
muscles.
Caudal Glands,· Spinneret

The Cement. The caudal glands, when present, are always three in
number, and are arranged, in a cluster or series opposite to or immediately behind the anus. -I£ the tail is short, the foremost gland is usually
dorsal while the two submedian glands are arranged
side by side ; if the tail is long all three may be arranged tandem. Apparently there are always three
separate ducts, one from each gland, each having a
separate ampulla; these latter are arranged side by
x 750 ~~~~,)
side in a group at the spinneret. Often, however, the
Fro. lJ.-Mononch
spinneret is simple in form and presents ducts that
tail showing the three
form only indistinct ampullre. Some idea of the mancaudal glands, the i r
~!cJs, itt:e s:~~"e~Yi!; ner and rate of secretion of the caudal glands may be
(.rec.).
derived from an examination of the adjacent illustration, which shows a spiral mass of the cement substance secreted by them.
This spiral mass was coagulated by the fixing fluid in which the specimen
met its death.
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Action of Spinneret. The structure of the spinneret is very similar
to that of M ononchulus, a related genus whose unusually large spinneret
has proven especially favorable for detailed study, and may be described
as follows. The three somewhat elongated ampull.e at the ends of the
caudal ducts empty into a single sac located in the spinneret. From the
front wall of this sac there projects backward into its cavity an elongated
element whose free conical distal extremity fits into the outlet of the
spinneret, where it acts as a plug or valve. Apparently, this valve must
arise through an invagination of the sac during development. The plug
is withdrawn by muscles attached to it and to the dorsal body-wall near
the end of the tail. A contraction of these muscles elongates the sac containing the caudal secretion and draws the plug away from the aperture
of the spinneret, thus allowing the secretion to flow out through the terminal pore. The plug appears to be returned to its position and held there·
either by the pressure of the secretions in the sac, or by the general internal body pressure exerted on it through the sac. Figure S shows the
similar spinneret of a mononch.
Use of Spinneret. In any genus consisting of many species most of
which have caudal glands, aberrant species usually occur in which these
organs are absent. This is true of M ononchus. A spinneret would appear to be a particularly useful organ to a predaceous nema, permitting
it at will instantly to cement itself to a relatively fixed object, and thus
more easily master an active victim; nevertheless, about one-fourth of the
mononchs have no trace of such an organ.
The lateral fields are always comparatively well-developed, and are
usually one-third to one-fourth as wide as the body. The cells composing
them of ten contain spherical granules not differing greatly in size from
those of the intestinal cells. No cuticular pores have ever been seen connecting elements of the lateral fields with the exterior.
Renette

Nothing is known about the structure of the renette-in fact, it is not
yet definitely known to exist in mononchs. In most species there is a
ventral pore immediately behind the nerve-ring, which bears a close resemblance to the excretory pore of nemas possessing a well-developed
renette; but no internal structures have as yet been found to connect
with this pore.
Centrai'. Nervous System
The nerve-ring surrounds the cesophagus somewhat squarely near the
front end of the middle third of the neck. It is usually well developed
and easily seen - a distinct refractive collar with groups of nerve cells
both in front of it and behind it. Otherwise than this very little is known
about the central nervous system of M ononchus.
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Nerve Commissures. A constriction in the intestine is sometimes observed at a point not far in front of the rectum, say at a distance equaling
3 to 5 body diameters. This constriction is sometimes so pronounced as
to cause the posterior portion of the intestine to simulate the pre-rectum
of Dorylaimus. There is here, however, no true pre-rectum. The constriction seems to be caused by mural commissures surrounding the
intestine. The writer can •
Fie. 14.-Fcmale M. tri•
churus.
This mononch
only suggest the possibility •
l'1'
has only one ovary. The
tail is very long and slenof the existence of special
der and quite likely is
more or less prehensile.
nerves at this point, which
leave the ventral field, pass ;,
slightly backward, then al,,,,
most immediately become
squarely transverse, encircling the intestine until they
are very near the dorsal
field, where they turn suddenly backward.

"'

Amphids

If is almost certain
small amphids occur on
mononchs; the writ- -•
er found them pres- ; •
ent on three-fourths
of the known spec- nt ____
ies. As their gen- it
eral characters have
never been adequate1y described, their
form and position
are specially noted
here, as well as more
explicitly in the var- ,. · ,
ious illustrations . .sulx1i -~ ,
The external indica- a a ~
tions of the amphid ;,
X450
are always located
on the lateral lines somewhere between the base of the lips and a point
opposite the middle of the pharynx. The periphery, which in some .cases
may be unclosed behind, is usually more or less elongated or elliptical in
form, its long axis lying transversely on the head. These amphids are
seldom more than one-sixth as long as the head is wide, and are usually
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very difficult of observation. They are most easily detected when viewed
dorso-ventrally, and then appear as refractive oblique elements leading
from the surface of the head inward and backward through the transparent cuticle, as shown for instance in the cases of subtenuis and regius
(p. 167 and 140). They can seldom be followed-more than a short distance inward, and their ultimate internal connections are unknown. A
nerve-ending is nearly always to be seen in the cuticle immediately behind
each amphid.
No Eyes
Mononchs have no definite organs of vision.

Female Sexual Organs
Organs Mostly Double. Eggs. Ovaries and Ova. From the slightly
elevated and rather small vulva, the prominent refractive vagina leads
inward at right angles to the ventral surface about one-third the distance
across the body. Though comparatively small in size, the vulva is usually
easily located on account of the refractive nature of the walls of the
vagina. In nine-tenths of the species, the internal female organs are
double, and symmetrically reflexed, though in some cases the posterior
branch is somewhat smaller than the anterior. In the exceptional species
the single ovary is also reflexed (fig. 14). The ovaries occupy relatively
less space than is usual in nemas-less than one-fourth of the length of
the body. Owing to the comparatively great length of the neck, the vulva
is usually located somewhat behind the middle of the body even when
the sexual organs are double and symmetrical, and may occur as far
back as the junction of the third and final fourths. Each of the two uteri is
about twice as long as the body is wide, that is to say, of a size to receive
one or two eggs only. These latter are nearly always smooth, thin-shelled,
ellipsoidal or elongated in contour, and appear about twice as long as the
body is wide, though they are sometimes somewhat shorter, and more
rarely longer. Only in a single species are the shells lmown to be sculptured. The shells are thick in obliquus. In all the species examined by the
writer, the eggs are deposited before segmentation begins, and this is
presumably true of the great majority, if not of all the species. The
reflexed ovaries extend one-half to three-fourths the distance back to the
vulva and contain a score or so of ova, which near the blind ends are
packed in several rows--ova that by increase in size come, each one in
turn, to occupy the whole of the width of the organ in its proximal half
near the flexure. The ovaries are rather broad, and taper relatively little.
Syngonism. A considerable number of the mononchs are syngonic,
and it is probable nearly all of them are so, since the males, if found at all,
are nearly always rare. Only on a singie occasion, so far as records go,
have males been found to be as common as the females. Of most species
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the males never have been seen. At a _time previous to the development
of the vulva the gonads of the female produce minute spermatozoa, which
are sent forward and stored in a special portion of the uterus next the
proximal end of the ovary. In the only species so far carefully examined
in this regard these minute spermatozoa are known to be functional, at
least to the extent that they enter the .ova, which then proceed to form
polar bodies and begin to segment. However, these particular investigations, made by the author and further recorded in figure 2, have been
confined to the single species M. longicaudatus. Possibly the phenomena
are different in other species.

Male Sexual Organs
S picula. The tail end of the male is invariably like that of the fem ale
in general form and size, except that it is more strongly arcuate; it
differs however, in some instances, probably in all, in the possession of
comparatively well-developed papil.,
FIG. 15. - Tail end of
· M . obtvsvs after Biitschli. he, and particularly and universally
The spicula in this species are exceptionally long in the existence of a ventral row of
and slender. The male
papilla: {ppl) anil supple- 8 to 20 more or 1ess equidistant supmentary organs are very
well shown. The spicula plementary organs immediately in
are protrudable and are
The two wellguided by slender acces• front of tht anus.
sory pieces half as long
as themselve s-also developed arcuate spicula are of
shown.
equal size, and are always accompanied by two distinct though small accessory pieces, a
right and a left. Only exceptionally are the spicula
long and slender; usually they are somewhat uniformly
arcuate, and appear to be subacute and of somewhat
uniform width throughout, at least when viewed in
profile, and about one and one-half times as long as the
anal body diameter. Usually each is strengthened by a
median longitudinal refractive piece. They are never
prominently cephalated. The accessory pieces are located some little distance inside the anus, alongside the
spicula, which they may appear to cross when viewed
in profile. These accessory pieces are usually a little
narrower than the spicula, and 2 to 4 times as long as
250
~
wide. Distally they usually end in two subacute points,
often so arranged as to form a small U-shaped figure. When at rest the
accessory pieces usually appear as if at about right angles to the axis of
the body. They are not cephalated.
Supplementary Organs. Sperm. The supplementary organs vary in
number up to twenty. The hindmost is located immediately in front of
the anus, and may be a little farther removed from its nearest neighbor
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than is usually the case in the remainder of the series; thence forwa~d
the organs are about equidistant. Usually they are more or less contiguous, though occasionally they are separated by short spaces, especially
anteriorly. When most highly de1
JI
veloped, each is a convex-conoid, jo:.' G.I~Si«kM~:,nc:rm~ l --~.mnervated, very mmute
.
Iy papt'l- same.
II - Side view of head of
.::C:
III- Front view of
f ····
lated or echinulate, more or less t~~ne{;ri;""s~re .:!Y:' ~Jll~1;.
-~~
protrudable organ, connected with ~e:;:~horgans.
; -- ~
the interior by an oblique, indisUg·t>allilla
k• O f d.e, nerve-ring
cesophagus
ti. nc t e1emen t a1ong th e axis
t

t

f·

1
which a nerve passes inward and
Fnh::::a~:d. ~~~ma of akin . 1,·1
····· [
r .
forward to join the ventral nerve .; ba~roaf~tarynx
' .
•
of the body ( v, fig. 16). It would
f:[~ti~/ollum
w ..
appear that these organs are partly !;., fj;~':{~~~ i?:~t~clc
xno · -.:"
tactile and partly excitatory in ~:
deferens
function, and act as the comple- !: :}~~tafo'1~nid!ct
ments of the vulvar papillre of the ;_ :~~~i~tory duct
female. There is no bursa. The ~ ;i;i!~:{ P~~1f1~
series of oblique copulatory mus- ~. ;y!~~l!tory duct
cles is always coextensive with :: ::~:ral row male l)apillz
the series of supplementary or- z. three anal glands
gans. The rather short testes seem to be invariably two in number and
are outstretched in opposite directions. The spermatozoa of males are
minute and present a more or less vermiform nucleus.

t

li:

Self-Fertilizing Femal~s; Syngonism
Males Rare. Conjugation of Syngonic Gametes. No trait of mononchs is more interesting than the capacity of the female to reproduce
without the intervention of a male-by a peculiar sort of hermaproditism
called syngonism. Of most of the species no males are known; in the
remaining species, almost without exception the males are very scarce,
and only in exceedingly rare cases are they present in anything more
than small numbers. Usually hundreds, and even thousands, of specimens may be examined without the discovery of a single male. How
then do the females reproduce? The answer is singularly interesting,
for, as already explained, the females fertilize their own eggs by means
of spermatozoa which they themselves produce in the same gonad. In
the mononchs these spermatozoa produced by females are so exceedingly
minute that they have hitherto escaped notice ( fig. 2). Notwithstanding
its small size, the syngonic sperm cell appears to be functional. It enters
the egg, expands, and approaches the nucleus of the egg, which meanwhile throws off polar bodies and later proceeds with segmentation.
Observations have not yet extended beyond this point, but it s~ms alto-
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gether likely that these minute spermatozoa produced by mononch
syngones act in what would be called a normal manner, and as the spermatozoa are known to do in other syngonic nemas in which they are of much
larger size, e. g. Rhabditis.

Abundance; Distribution
Frequency of M ononchs. Long ago Biitschli declared mononchs to
be among the commonest of nemas, an assertion that has been corroborated by all investigators in this field, hardly any of whom have failed to
note a number of species, occasionally new ones. Our knowledge of the
genus has been augmented in this way by de Man, Micoletzky, Ditlevsen,
Steiner, Hofmanner, Menzel, Daday, and the writer, until at the present
time about sixty species are known. Doubtless this number will be very
largely increased by future researches.
Geographic Distribution. Variety of Habitat. Mononchs are found
in all the habitable regions of the world. They inhabit the soils and
fresh waters of every clime, occurring even at great depths in lakes and
at very high altitudes on mountains. \Vhile we have only just begun to
learn the details of their geographic distribution, it is already manifest
that some species are cosmopolitan. Several species occur both in Europe
and in North America, and a few of these same species are known also
from Australia. Considering the small number of observations hitherto
made along this line, it seems safe to predict that many of the species
will be found to be cosmopolitan. Some species adapt themselves to surprisingly varied conditions. M ononchus longicaudatus, for instance, is
known from the tropics, from temperate regions, and from very cold
regions, and inhabits both soil and fresh water. Another species, Mononchus brachyuris, is known both from warm springs and from cold
Alpine lakes.
Abundance in Arable Soil. Mononchs occur in great numbers in
arable soil. On one occasion the writer estimated that at least thirty
millions of mononchs per acre were present in the top six inches of a
field of maize in New Jersey, and the actual number present may have
been much greater. They are regularly present in practically all arable
land of a sandy or loamy nature.
The very numerous introductions of living plants into the United
States, through the agency of the Office of Seed and Plant Introduction
of the Department of Agriculture and other agencies, has brought about
simultaneously the introduction of many species of M ononchus. Nemas
existing in the soil about the roots of introduced plants are of ten
placed under favorable conditions for propagation in this country. It is
therefore certain that an unusual variety of mononchs exists in the soils
of the United States.
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Interplay of Organisms. There are regions where certain nematode
diseases of crops are very destructive, while other regions, the climate
and soil conditions of which are apparently similar, suffer but little, or at
least to a lesser degree, so far as we know. In such cases it is permissible to suppose that the nematodes in the area where the lesser damage
is done are held in check by some as yet unknown agent. Is it not possible that the mononchs play some such role as this, and that just as certain insects hold other insects in check, so certain nemas hold other nemas
in check?
We know relatively little about the life history of most of the mononchs, and as yet very little about the possibility of controlling their
growth. One species, M ononchus longicaudatus, occurs at certain times
in almost inconceivable numbers in the sand of the slow filter beds of the
water works of cities. Near the end of the period of use the top layers
of the sand in these filter beds sometimes become in reality a huge culture
of this species. The observations suggest at least the possibility of cultivating this species on ; large scale, should it prove desirable to do so.
The discovery that the genus M ononchus is very large and to a considerable extent composed of common and cosmopolitan species that feed
upon injurious plant-infesting organisms, suggests so many new lines of
research in soil biology as to make it desirable that a clear and connected
account of the members of the genus be available to investigators. This
need is increased by the fact that the literature is a scattered and fragmentary one, difficult to assemble. To these facts it must be added that
most of the new observations herein recorded have been made upon
species previously unknown.

II
GENUS MoNoNcHus BASTIAN,

1866

This genus is composed of non-marine, free-living nemas, with naked
cuticle and obscure amphids, and having a plain cesophagus preceded by
a broad-that is, non-tubular-pharynx, armed with 1 to 3 more or less
immobile teeth of which the dorsal is largest, and supplied with 6 powerful papillated lips. Ovaries reflexed, usually two. Testes two, outstretched; spicula two, equal, simple, as are their small accessories; there
is a pre-anal ventral row of supplementary organs.
GENERA SIMILAR TO MoNoNcHus, WITH DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERS
Oncholaimus
Anonchus
Microlaimus
Jronus
Nannonchus
Oionchus
Mononchulus

~farine; sometimes found in brackish soils. Has cephalic setlie.
Has spiral amphid~, and cephalic setre.
No thick muscular lips; amphids circular.
Pharynx tubular; teeth movable radially.
Has spiral amphids and cephalic setre.
Pharynx filled by single tooth, which is really spear-like.
Quite similar. Has much larger (ventral) spinneret; strongly developed
lateral fields; smaller pharynx; female organ single.
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M ononchi1,s Bastian, 1866
DORSAL TOOTH midway in pharynx or higher, usually massive
Tooth not opposed by denticles; subg. MONONCHUS Cobb;
type, M. truncatus Bast.; pharynx about 2 to 3 times as
long as wide, goblet-shaped or ellipsoidal; wall smooth or
transversely striated; spinneret usually present; males of
about half the species known; female organs double (except
monh;ynera)
Dorsal tooth faced by 2 ventrally submedian teeth
Teeth rctrorse ..............•..••..•••••..•.••. , ••• , ..
Teeth not retrorse
Tail conoid, then cylindroid; body 7 mm. long •••••••••
Tail simply conoid: body 3 mm. long or less
Spinneret and caudal glands absent •••••••••••••••••
Spinneret and caudal glands present ••
Contour of the head angular; labial papillz 16
Contour of the head rounded; labial papilla: 12
Pharynx longer than the head is wide •••••••••••
Pharynx only as long as the head is wide ••••••••
Dorsal tooth not faced by submedian teeth
Ovary 1; pharynx not much longer than wide ••••••••••••
Ovaries 2; pharynx toward twice as long as wide
Tail simply conoid, 8 per cent or less
Spinneret none
Pharynx over half as wide as the head .•••••.•••••
Pharynx not over half as wide as the head
Length about 1 mm.; tooth midway, small, digitate
Length 1.5 to 2 mm.; tooth beyond midway, massive
Spinneret present
Body 2 mm. long
Form of the tail regular •••••••••••••••••••••••
Form of the tail somewhat irregular •••••••••••.•
Body 3 to 4 mm. long
Tooth midway, amphids a little behind the lips
Tooth and amphids at the base of the lips •••••••
Tail conoid, foen cylindroid, about 10 per cent or more
<Esophagus 15 per cent ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
<Esophagus 22 per cent or more
Buccal cavity toward 2 times as long as head is wide
Spinneret armed with 2 very small setz .•••••••••
Spinneret not armed with seta: .••••••••••••.••••
Buccal cavity only about half as long as head is wide
Labial papilla: setose ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Labial papilla:, at least the outer, not setose
Pharynx ½ as wide as head; body 1.5 mm. long
Pharymc ½ as wide as head or more; body 2
to 3 mm.
Cavity about 2 times long as wide; tooth acute
Cavity about 3 times as long as wide; tooth
sub-acute
Inner labial papilhe large; tail sub-conoid ••
Inner labial papilla: normal; tail finally
cylindric ••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••
Tooth opposed by numerous denticles on opposite wall
Arrangement of the denticles irregular; characters otherwise
as in M::,lonchulus; ~ubg. nov. SPORONCHULUS;
type S. dentatus n. sp.
The tooth behind midway; spinneret present; anus at 92; 'f
The tooth in front of midway; no spinneret; anus at 96;
Denticles about 20; pharynx half as wide as the head; 'f'
Denticles about 50; pharynx one-third as wide as the head
Arrangement of the denticles orderly
Denticles along a ventral, lon!fitudinal pharyngeal rib;
subg. PRIONCHULUS Cobb: type Pr. muscorum
(Duj.) Bast.; pharynx ellipsoidal, about 2 times long
as wide; males of one species known; female organs
double; no spinneret
Eggs punctate or echinulate •••••••••••••••••••••••••
Egl9enr;;i

~~s~~t;••rm~ln~r!~

Subgenera
and
Species
1. MONONCHUS
(tridentatus de Man 1876)

43

(rex Cobb 1904)

S1

exilis n. sp.
radiatus n. sp

2

palustris n. sp.
teres n. sp.

3
4

monhystera n. sp.

vorax n. so.

6

parvus de Man 1879
papillatus Bastian 1866

8

7

intermedius Cobb 1893
tenuicaudatus Stefanski 1914

9
10

maior Cobb 1893
gerlachei de Man 1904

11
12

fovearum (Dujardin) Bastian '66 13
megalaimus n. sp.
macrostoma Bastian 1866

14

15

obtusus n. sp.

16

tunbridgensis Bastian 1866

17

truncatus Bastian 1866

18

dadayi Micoletzky 1904

19

lonKicaudatus Cobb 1893

20

2. SPORONCHULUS
recessus n. sp.

21b

dentatus n. sp.
decurrens n. sp.

21a
21c

3. PRIONCHULUS
punctatus n. sp.

22

at 65 per cent; anus at

wfJtifel./~1!!- cent; denticles forward pointing ••••• muscorum (Duiardin) Bast. '66 23
24
Width 2.3 per cent; denticles inward pointing •••••• lonll:icollis n. sp.
25
Length 4 mm.; vulva at SS per cent; anus at 97 per cent spectabilis Ditlevsen 1911
Dcnticles in transverse rows on 2 sometimes confluent, sub1
t~~t ~~e t:~r:sba~!:~n

:~l=~•

s:t: ilYL6N~~¥,l~1s

f!~t; m~: !!·1e:in::cu;:'e~b~a,ki~ec'f~l~/:&f1

KEY TO GENUS MONONCHUS
the males are unknown (except tenuis); female organ■
double (except index and reversus); spinneret present
(except .rimilis)
Ovary 1; tail rapidly diminished, then digitate
Vulva behind the ovary; denticles normal..............
Vulva in front of the ovary; denticles few. . . • • • • • • • • . •
Ovaries 2; tail not digitate (Ex. perhaps sigmaturus)
Dorsal tooth somewhat digitate, relatively small
Refractive ring about pharynx in front of tooth......
Refractive ring about pharynx .not prominent.........
Dorsal tooth massive, not digitate
Head rounded, denticles in about 12 rows............
Head truncate, denticles in 2 to 6 rows
Rows of denticles 2 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Rows of denticles 4 to 6
Denticles about 4 rows; spinneret small..........
Denticles about 6 rows; spinneret larger
Tail bent ventrally near the middle
Caudal setz none; tail conoid . . • . • • • • • • • • • •
Caudal setz (3 pairs) present; tail not conoid
Tail arcuate or straightish
Width of adults 2.3 per cent. . • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Width of adults 2.7 per cent or more
Caudal glands and spinneret absent........
Caudal glands and spinneret present
Eggs thick shelled . . • • . . • • • • • • • • • ••• • • •
Eggs thin shelled
Buccal striz faint if any; anus 94 to
96 per cent
Species aquatic • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • •
Species not aquatic • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • •
Buccal striz more pronounced; anus 98
per cent

~gi~~~~::

~~tllo~~i1i~l!!c!~~r~~ '. :

DO~SAL TOOTH and others small, basal or nearly so (Exe. 44)
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index Cobb 1907
reversus n. sp.

26
27

obtusicaudatus Daday 1901
brachyuris Biitschli 1873

29

denticulatus n. sp.

30

sparsus n. sp.

31

micrurus n. sp.

32

incurvus n. SI),
sigmaturus n. sp.

34

subtenuis n. sp.

35

subsirnilis n. sp.

36

ohliquus n. sp.

37

33

f ~~~~~\~!s
CSt~~a~~lj 1915
minor Cobb 1893
t:;~~~~~~a!~ss~

sp.

Teeth retrorse, small, basal, exceptionally midway; subg.
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1. M. exilis, n. sp. The cylindroid neck ends in a rounded head with a distinctly expanded lip region. The large pyriform pharynx is armed with three subequal teeth. The wider anterior part of the pharynx is two-thirds as wide as the
•
head. The apices of the teeth are midway,
1.e
s.2
21.
,75,lS
98.2
the dorsal one being a little the farthest for_
2
1.8
t.8
2.
2.3
1.
Mil ward.
Amphids somewhat behind the lips,
t.6
8.
24.
-M-38
98.
but farther forward than the teeth, consisting
2
t.8, 1.8
2.
2.2
1.2
• u of somewhat rectangular markings one-fifth
as wide as the head, longest in the transverse direction, and with the lateral and
front margins plainer than the posterior. Lining of the resophagus not so prominent as in most mononchs. Intestine greenish, finely granular, obscurely tessellated.
Cardia long and plainly to be seen through the flat, colorless pseudo-bulb at the
beginning of the intestine. The rectum has a thick lining of highly refractive
ceratin, and is a prominent organ one and one-half times as long as the anal bodydiameter. Terminus about one-fourth as wide as the base of the tail. The very
broad vulva is only slightly elevated. Posterior sexual branch only two-thirds as
long as the anterior. On the male there is a row of about 14 equidistant, rather
closely approximated ventral ridges in front of the anus, extending forward a distance equal to 3 tail-lengths. These do not bear any prominet papillre. The body
is somewhat thicker in the regioq of these ridges. Spicula linear, uniformly S µ. in
diameter when seen in profile, the proximal end being in no way distinguished from
the rest of the shaft. The accessory pieces appear to rest rather closely against the
distal halves of the spicula.
Found about the roots of moss, Moss Vale, New South Wales, 1894. Examined
in water after fixation with osmic acid.
2. M. radiatus, n. sp. The 3,3
9.
30.
74Y
95
8
amphids of this rather small 2.2 2.8 2.8 2.3 2:2 ) • mm
but elegant species are minute and inconspicuous,-about oneeighth as wide as the corresponding part of the head. The
granules of the intestine are largest posteriorly, where they are
about one-half as wide as the spinneret. The intestine is not
tessellated. The tail is markedly arcuate, its spinneret about
one-fifth as wide as its base. Anus very slightly raised. Caudal
glands rather small, elongated. Sexual organs apparently double and symmetrically
reflexed.
Description derived from a single young specimen from a cranberry bog in New
Jersey, U. S. A. Flemming solution to glycerine. Fig. 17.**
3. M. palustris, n. sp. Intestine 12 to 15 cells in girth, more or less distinctly
~w:.----•• ~ 2.7 8. 30. •02•15 97.
tessellated. Tail arc2.
2.3
2.8
2.1
1.9) t. 4 lllll uate, its rather conoid
Iii spinneret about one-fifth as wide as its base. Caudal glands
-.:dlf.tt--broad and saccate, their ampullre occupying most of the
posterior half of the tail. The elongated eggs are about
twice as long as the body is wide, and occur one at a time
in each uterus. The rather small, tapering ovaries contain
II'
8 to 10 ova arranged more or less irregularly.
From a white cedar swamp, Jefferson County, Wisconsin, U. S. A. Feeds upon rotifers and probably upon
other nematodes, which it appears to masticate (page 443,
fig. 10). Sublimate to balsam. Fig. 18.

* This decimal formula for nemas is explained in the appendix.
·
** The species figures have the same magnification throughout, so that the reader may guage the
relative shes.
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-4. M. teres, n. sp. This comparatively small, simple form has 2 submedian
teeth of equal size. Walls of the intestine with numerous granules of rather uniform size, giving rise to a faint tessellation; the granules such that 2 to 3 would be
!fl " ..
required to span one of the 3.9 12. 35. soY 94. )
6
amphids. Tail rather strongly 3 .4
3.8
3.5
3.2
2.?
• ma
arcuate, its fairly well developed spinneret about one-fifth as wide • 1'as its base. Caudal glands somewhat elongated, their small but ll//fll ... ,_
rather conspicuous ampullre nearly filling the posterior fifth of
the tail.
Description prepared from a single, more or less shrunken specimen, found in the sphagnum of a pot in which blueberry plants
were being cultivated. Bears a general resemblance to papillatus, but differs in the
form of the pharyngeal teeth and of the terminus. Flemming solution to glycerine.
Fig. 19.
5. M. monhystera, n. sp. Amphids not seen. Lining of the rectum and of the
intestine rather distinct and refractive. Intestine only faintly tessellated, if at all.
3.3
9.7
Tail arcuate, rather
21. , 76 19
94 •
3.
3.3
3.6
3.2
2.3
1.i fflll
blunt, without spinneret. From the rather conspicuous, more or less elevated
vulva, the vagina, which is two-thirds as long as the body is
wide and tubular, extends obliquely inward and forward.
Nothing definite is known with regard tc, the eggs or the
form of the ovary.
Found about the roots of orange trees, Bahia, Brazil. Bears
a general resemblance to M. papillatus, but has only one
ovary. This species is nemativorous. Flemming soltttion to
glycerine. Fig. 20.
6. M. vorax, n. sp. This voracious species has a large mouth cavity and the
resophagus is therefore at first slightly swollen. Intestine 12 to 20 cells in girth,
not tessellated. The 2 • 7 a. 27.
• 67' 22
92.
4
terminus of the arc- 2.1 2.3 2.1
2.6
t.6
1.
uate tail is about one-seventh as wide as its base. The
elongated eggs are about twice as long as the body is
wide. Each ovary contains about 30 developing ova,
arranged irregularly. Small sperm cells were seen in
abundance at the flexure, in a condition indicating that
the species is syngonic.
Found in soil from a white cedar swamp in Wisconsin, and from a cranberry bog in New Jersey, U. S. A.
11•
This is apparently a voracious feeder on other nematodes. Remains of Dorylaimus
/fl
and lronus were seen in the
intestine. Resembles M . mac.,. /A .
rostoma, but the tail is conoid and has no spinneret. Sublimate to balsam. Fig. 21.
111 ril
7. M. parvus de Man. De Man mentions the presence
of minute teeth at the base of the pharynx, near the be3_ 1 _ _
_
~ea• 93 _
ginning of the resoph9 5
29
3.
3.6
4.7
5.?
-~t.t 11■
agus. Lining of the
resophagus well developed. Intestine apparently about 10
to 12 cells in girth, tessellated. Rectum somewhat shorter
than the anal body-diameter. Tail arcuate; its termintts only about one-eighth as
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wide as its base. An egg seen in the uterus measured 100 p. in length. It .is not
certain that caudal glands are present.
Knowledge of this species rests very largely on the observations of Dr. J. G. de
Man, who says that it is an active species, common in sandy soils of the dune districts of Holland. Occurs also in Germany, according to Brakenhoff, whose specimens, however, have the dorsal tooth close to the lips instead of midway as in the
type form. Fig 22, previous page (after de Man).
8. M. papillatus Bastian. Glands are present in the segments of the resophagus,
and are most strongly developed in the posterior half. The secretion of the glands
• 62 ,21
in the dorsal segment
3•
9 •3
26 •
93 •
1 • 1 Jill
2.6 3.5
3.8
4.3
2.4
pours into the lumen
of the resophagus through a minute pore near the middle of
the neck, a short distance behind the nerve-ring. Under favorable conditions lenses of the highest power show transverse
strire to be interrupted on the lateral lines, where there are 2
refractive longitudinal striations very close together. What
appears to be an ordinary ventral renette pore is found a short
distance behind the nerve-ring. The writer's investigations
prove this species to be syngonic. The longitudinal ribs of the pharynx, probably
3 in number, are a little more prominently developed than usual. Occasionally a
subventral or submedian rib of the pharynx shows traces of most exceedingly fine
denticles. Only the most careful examination of favorable specimens shows these
denticles. The writer has never observed a denticulated ventral rib like that of
muscorum, as mentioned by Menzel.
A common, voracious, cosmopolitan, nemativorous species. Found in many parts
of Europe and of the United States, and also in Hawaii, Australia, South America
and Asia. Fig. 23. See also fig. 8.
9. M. intermedius Cobb. Truncate head having 6 lips, each with 2 papill~.
The elongated-oval amphids are half as wide as the base of the lip. The rather
long, goblet-shaped pharynx is half as long 2.5 7 .4 24. •sp35 94.
1 9
as the head is wide, and presents a mod- 2.4 2.4
2.B
3.3
2.4 ) • H
crate-sized dorsal tooth two-thirds the way from the base to the lips. The intestine, whose commencement is marked by the presence of a pseudo-bulb, shows a
rather indistinct tessellation. What appears to be a ventral renette pore occurs
just behind the nerve-ring. The lateral fields are one-fourth as wide as the body.
Caudal glands are present in the conical, arcuate tail. Spinneret almost pointed.
Anus depressed, consequently conspicuous. Vulva conspicuous. The reflexed portions of the ovaries extend one-half way back to the vulva.
Found about the roots of sugar cane, Harwood, Clarence River, New South
Wales, Australia.. · Examined in water after fixation with osmic acid vapor.
IO. M. tenuicaudatus Stefanski. The lips are said to bear 6 large, spheroidal
papilla!. A transverse element is said to traverse the wall of the pharynx opposite
?
21.
'50+'
94: ) _
the apex of the
2 2 11111
?
4.
;:1
dorsal tooth, and
to bear 2 slightly curvid projections. The resophagus
is muscular. At first 'the tail diminishes regularly in
diameter, but presents 2 swellings in the posterior part.
Found among alga!, in the Rhone River, Switzerland. This species is said to resemble M. mocrostoma
Bastian in the form of the fiuccal cavity, but to differ
from that species in the details of the structure of
the mouth, as well as in the form and length of the
tail. Fig. 24, after Stefanski.
0
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u. M. major Cobb. Labial papillre of the inner row each with 3 ( ?) nerveendings. Amphids slightly farther forward than the apex of the dorsal tooth,
small. Lateral fields one-fifth as wide as the body. Intestine composed of rather
95. ) _ mm small_ cells,
Jtl-- --A'T'--_,,.,,.V'8. > 19.
'55; 25
3 4
2.2
2.8
2.9
1.5
showm g an
8.8
19. -M~5
95. )
indistinct tes3 4 111111
l?.3
2.9 2.8
2.3
sellation. The
•
eggs are probably less than twice as long as
wide. Each of the 12 rather conspicuous,
echinulate, mammiform accessory organs is
situated on the posterior side of a transverse
ceratinous ridge extending one-fourth the distance around the body. The anterior two or
three and the posterior one of these organs
are smaller than the others. There are 2 pairs
of ventrally submedian papillre, also innervated, on the anterior third of the tail, the
posterior pair being near tht end of the anterior third, and the other pair half way between• that point and the anus. There are
other papillre faintly visible on the dorsal side
of the tail and elsewhere (fig. 16). The females of this species also present papillre near the vulva: 3 small, ventrally
submedian papillre on each side of the body, one opposite the vulva, one a short
distance in front of it and another a short distance behind it, and in addition a
tandem series of 3 papillre, both in front of and behind the vulva, on the ventral
line. The location and conformation of these papillre is shown in figure 12. Doubtless the females of other species possess similar papillre. Fixed with osmic acid ;
examined in water.
Found about the roots of plants, in damp soil, Moss Vale, New South \.Vales,
Australia. Also about turnips in Tasmania. This species resembles the following.
•
Fig. 25.
I2. M. gerlachei de Man. Lateral fields about one-third as wide as the body.
In transverse section the buccal cavity, though nearly round, is obscurely threesided, and shows the existence of 3 small, longitudinal grooves in the wall of the

.

2.

1.a

s.2

t8.

•so•33

3.,

92. 5
•
2

3 • 7 mm

=.2:..,
. ,-....:5c.,•.::.6_.!::2.::..0,_._ -=.'.M:!.::-:_____::9.::.
5•:...:5: _ 3 • 2
1.8
?
?
3.?
2.3

Dill

pharynx, presumably so functioning as
to increase the elasticity and mobility of
the pharyngeal walls. What appears to
be a renette pore occurs immediately
behind the nerve-ring. Anal muscles
are well developed in the female. Spicula arcuate, tapering both ways, about
one and one-third times as long as the
anal body-diameter, and in their widest
part about one-sixth as wide as the
corresponding portion of the body. The
accessory pieces are about one-third as long as the spicula, relatively small and
poorly developed, appearing to be parallel to them when viewed in profile. The
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pre-anal ventral row of supplementary organs is essentially the same as in major
(fig. 16). According to Steiner's observations the number of supplementary organs
in this species may at times be as great as that noted in major. Steiner calls attention to the existence of a submedian row t>f pre-anal papillre, lying on either side
of the ventral row. The tail bears 3 pairs of papillre, one submedian or subventral
pair near the anus; a second subventral pair slightly behind the middl~; and a third
dorsally submedian pair at the beginning of the final fourth of the tail. In the
male the slightly conoid spinneret is one-sixth to one-seventh as wide as the base of
the arcuate tail. The proportions are about the same as in the female, although the
tail of the female is slightly longer and more slender, and not so strongly arcuate.
Found among fresh water algre, Cape Van Beneden, Danco Land. It is rather
difficult to point out satisfactory differences between this species and major. The
pharynx of gerlachei is relatively smaller and is thicker walled, and its dorsal tooth
is slightly farther forward. The number of labial papillre-sixteen-appears to be
the same in each. The amphids are perhaps slightly farther back in major than
in gerlachei. The number of papillre noted on the tail of the male of major is
greater than that noted on the tail of gerlachei, but so far as the distribution of
the dorsal papillre on the tail of gerlachei is concerned, they appear to accord very
closely with those of major. The two species appear to be closely related. Fig. 26
on the previous page (after de Man):
13. M. fovearum (Dujardin) Bastian. This is an insufficiently known ' species
and may have to be declared nomen nudum. Head a trifle angular. Pharynx
_ .,.
angular, "armed with 2 to 3 straight pieces, each
15.
•50•
93.
2 5
( ?) with a pronounced tooth in front of the
? ,. ?
?
3.
?
middle." Tail tapering at first but retaining the same diameter through its posterior half, and ending in a sort of spinneret ( ?). Eggs in single series.
Found at Rennes, France, in a fresh water ditch, along with Branchifus, entomostrica, Euglena etc. De Man suggests that this species is related to tridentatus.
14. M. megalaimus, n. sp. Labial papillre obscure. Amphids obscure, half way
between the apex of the dorsal tooth and the anterior extremity. Cardia large and
_
2.9
9.
28 ,.
•52•38 86.
conspicuous, more or
1 5 111111
1.8
2 .6
3.t
3.5
1.7
less cylindroid, threefourths as wide as the body. Intestine about 12 cells in
girth, more or less distinctly tessellated. At the end of
the anterior third the tail is one-fourth as wide as at
the anus. Spinneret slightly swollen, with 2 very small digitate setre.
About the roots of plants, in a tamarack swamp, Wisconsin,
U. S. A. This mononch is peculiar in the relatively meager
development of the labial papillre and the pharyngeal teeth,
and the weakness of the pharyngeal muscles. Flemming solution to glycerine. Fig.· 27.
15. M. macrostoma Bastian. Inner set of labial papillre inconspicuous; outer
set fairly well developed. The neck tapers but little. The head, however, is rather
markedly convex-conoid. De Man describes and figures 2 exceedingly minute
submedian teeth at the base of the pharynx. CEsophageal lining strongly developed. Intestine 12 to 15 cells in girth, tessellated. Posterior half or two-thirds of
the tail of the female of practically uniform diameter, tapering but very slightly.
Spicula arcuate, very slender, about twice as long as the anal body-diameter. Their
proximal ends are not cephalated. They are accompanied by 2 accessory pieces,
hardly one-third as long, arranged parallel to their distal parts. Supplementary
organs, about 20, in the form· of innervated papill~, spread over a distance nearly
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~ual to _the length of the tail, the posterior member of the series being a short
distance m front of the anus. There are 3 pairs of somewhat equidistant subventral post-anal papillre on the anterior part of the tail There are also lateral

a:: )

paThpil~re bon t~fe 1tail. 2.7 s. <:o. •54•"..
2.
1s eaut1 u, ac- 2 • ,.. 2 _6 3 _
. lfl
_
3 2
tive,. rather common 2 • 6
•
M
•
)
_
••
25
92
1 9
species is found in ?
7
the soils of meadows and marshes in many parts of
Europe; it is also aquatic. The writer has followed
Dr. de Man's rehabilitation of Bastian's macrostoma.
Corresponding females which the writer has found at
the Arlington Farm, Virginia, U. S. A., indicate the
presence of exceedingly fine transverse strire, and of inconspicuous wings. Amphids obscure, Just behind the
lips, difficult to see except in dorso-ventral view. The
<esophagus receives the basal fourth of the pharynx,
Sfll
and in this region is very slightly swollen. The writer
failed to see the minute basal onchi mentioned by de Man. The thin-shelled eggs,
which occur in the uteri one at a time, are about one and one-fourth times as long
as the body is wide and about half as wide as long, and are apparently deposited
before segmentation begins. The writer has no doubt this species is syngonic. A
female which had yet to undergo the final moult contained an egg which had its
shell completely formed, and was evidently in a state preparatory to segmentation.
Flemming solution to glycerine. Fig. 28 (after de Man).
According to Bastian · the following differences exist between macrostoma and
truncatus; macrostoma is 50 per cent longer, and is relatively narrower in the ratio
of 3.5 to 5.3. Macrostoma tapers less in the neck, and has papillre, while truncatus
has none. While macrostoma is the larger, its pharynx is no longer ; the onchus is
a little farther forward. The intestine in macrostoma is less distinctly tessellated.
The posterior part of the resophagus in macrostoma is figured as having an internal
expansion. These characters seem to the writer sufficient to separate the two
species. It is probable that papillre on the head of truncatus were overlooked by
Bastian. This would have been easy, for instance, if the papilire on truncatrcs are
similar to those on megalaimus. See figure 27.
16. M. obtusus, n. sp. Papi11re setose. The adjacent figure (29) is after
2.4
2s.
•60+'
87.
Biitschli, whose
1 7
2,5
4.2
?
3.3
• u
figures seem to
represent a different species from that figured by de
Man under the name macrostoma, notwithstanding the
general resemblances. The proportions of the tail and
of the spicula are different in the two forms; the distribution of the papillre on the tail is also different, and,
while the number and position of the pre-anal ventral
/If' ••
supplementary organs are about the same, their form as
shown by Biitschli is decidedly different from that
shown by de Man. In addition, Biitschli's figure shows
b, /JI~
3 pairs of pre-anal, ventrally submedian papillre coextensive with the ventral row. Biitschli's data may therefore, the writer thinks, be taken as establishing this new
i
x
species. Synonym, M. truncatus Bastian of Biitschli.
11111
750
Found in the River Main, Germany; common in mud
and in aquaria and among aquatic plants, in moving water not foul. See also fig. 15.
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I7. M. tunbridgensis Bastian. The Tunbridge mononch is interesting historically as well as intrinsically, for it was an examination of numerous specimens of
this aquatic nema that marked the beginning of the classical researches of the
2.4
2.1
2.4
2.

6,7
2.8
7.8
2.5

24.
3.6
23.
:?.6

•52,20
3.7
,53,24
2.7

89.
2.3) ., 1 • 8 n
90.
\,7 ) 1. 3 mm

well-known English nematologist, H.
Charlton Bastian. The upper formula
is the average of glycerine specimens
from the Arlington Farm, Virginia,
U. S. A., while the lower formula is
the average of the writer's balsam
specimens from Tunbridge Wells, England. As a rule the <head is rather suddenly contracted opposite the pharynx, and
this is perhaps the best distinguishing mark of the species. Bastian, who had an
abundance of specimens, emphasizes this character. The adjacent figures are those
of Dr. de Man, and show the pharynx relatively a little narrower than is usual. The
tails of the writer's Tunbridge Wells specimens accord rather with Bastian's figure
than with his description. As is often the case in other mononchs, the labial papilla:
stain more strongly with carmine than do adjacent tissues, so that the lip region as
a whole appears strongly colored. Opposite the dorsal tooth there is an exceedingly minute, low, subventral projecti.on. The form of the amphids is not fully
determined; they are located nearly opposite the base of- the pharyngeal tooth, and
have a width one-half to one-third as great as that of the pharyngeal cavity. Near
the cardia the resophageal lining occupies about one-fourth of the optical longitudinal section of the resophagus. The intestine, which may present a certain amount
of tessellation, is about 10 to 12 cells in girth. The anterior two-fifths to one-half
of the tail is conoid in such a fashion that at the middle the diameter is about
one-sixth as great as at the anus. Thence onward the tail is nearly cylindrical, and
ends in a very slightly expanded terminus armed with one or two very inconspicuous
papilla:. That a sticky substance often exists on the surface of the terminus of the
tail is evident from the accumulation there of minute particles of foreign matter.
Caudal glands appear to exist immediately behind the anus, but their nuclei have
not been definitely made out as yet. The lateral fields appear to be one-third as
wide as the body. Each ovary contains a score or more of developing ova, arranged in several tiers in the distal half of the organ, but single file elsewhere.
The somewhat elongated eggs are about one and one-third times as long as the
body is wide, and about half as wide as long, and occur in the uteri one at a time.
This seems to be primarily an aquatic species, though the writer has found it also
in soil in the vicinity of rivers and streams. Fig. 30 (after de Man).
I8. M. truncatus Bastian. CEsophagus conoid, its tining well developed. Intes2.5
?
25.
•so+• 86. ~
tine about 12 cells
3.
?
5.
5.3
3,4
t.e H
in girth, more or
.,--'---,--2'-'5..c.·~.:.,;M'--....:9.c:c2:::_'4
less distinctly tes?
?. ) ::.. .
sellated. Lateral
fields broad and distinct It is a question whether to
retain this species on the basis of Bastian's original
description, or to accept Biitschli's description as a
Ill'
rehabilitation of Bastian's species. It is hardly likely
that any species of M ononchus is destitute of labial
papitlre, and in this respect Bastian's descripbon
seems defective. The extreme reduction of the
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labial papillre so far recorded is shown in megalaimus. Biitschli and later authors
describe and figure the papillre of trunca[us as setose. It seems hardly likely that
Bastian would have overlooked setose papillre such as those figured by Biitschli.
In that case Bastian's truncatus should be retained as a species, probably having
very inconspicuous labial papillre similar to those of megalaimus, while the data
given by Biitschli may be taken as establishing a new species, for which the name
obtusus is proposed. ( See No. 16.)
Found in a small pool, among decaying· moss and liverwort, England. Fig. 31
(after Bastian).
. _.
19. M. dadayi Micoletzky. A striking character of this species, "M. macPostoma
Bastian var. armatus Daday," as described by its author, is the presence of 6 small,
22.
86.
tooth-like cuticular spines close
1 6
?
4.2
2.6
• mm around the mouth. No such
structures have been seen in other species, and accordingly
fK1 di/ Micoletzky has proposed for the form the name dadayi.
This is a littoral species. The descriittion and drawings
rest upon the examination of a single specimen. The original
description is very brief and the accompanying illustrations,
one of which is here reproduced, are meager sketches of the
head and tail ends. A more complete examination of further
specimens is desirable. Fig. 32 (after Daday).
20. M. longicaudatus Cobb. Opposite the apex of the dorsal tooth there are
refractive transverse thickenings of the wall of the pharynx in the ventrally submedian region, and in front of these thickenings there are a few transverse stri::e.
The lateral fields are two-fifths as wide as the body, and are distinctly to be seen.
since they have definite lateral contours, doubtless owing to the thickness of the
muscular layer. The lateral fields contain scattered, nearly colorless granules
somewhat smaller than those contained in the intestinal cells. In young specimens
the vagina is distinctly separated from the uterus by a deep constriction, and the
uterus itself is bulbous near this constriction and narrower farther away. Longicaudatus is a syn- 3. 6.7 26. •55,23 as.
2
3.
3.
2.4 ) • mm
gonic species. In 2. 2.4
the adult and egg-producing specimens the eggs are
seldom or· never seen more than two at a time, one in
each uterus.
A predacious species, feeding upon other nematodes,
.. a ds/
upon rotifers and protozoa. It is cosmopolitan, and is
found in rivers, ditches and pooh,, as well as in the
soils of swamps and meadows. It occurs, sometimes in
vast numbers, in the sand of the slow filter beds of the
water-works of cities and towns. Flemming solution
to glycerine. Fig. 33; also fig. 2, p. 132.
Longicaudatus suffers from an internal disease caused
by a fungus having a branched mycelium. The width
of the mycelium is atout half as great as the thickness of the body wall of the
nema, and the septa ;.;f the cells are separated from each other by a distance equal
to the diameter of the body. There are two other diseases affecting this nema,
one of microbe origin, the other of fungous origin; they appear, however, to be
confined to the cuticle. One consists of short-styled, elongated-ellipsoidal elements
on the surface of the body extending outward at right angles. These have been
seen on the tail end. The microbe growth appears as a coating, sometimes of
considerable thickness, and occurs on various parts of the body. It has been seen
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at both extremities. The adjacent figure (34) depicts the tail end of a male found
in Hawaii about the roots of sugar-cane. The general resemblance to the male assigned by Biitschli to M. truncatus Bastian is very striking, yet
-"
the differences in detail are also pronounced. The number of
supplementary organs is 16 instead of about 20, and the organs
themselves relatively shorter and more plump. The spicula and
their accessory pieces have the same general proportions and size.
The tail also has the same form and proportions, but the terminal portion is more slender in the Hawaiian specimen, and the
distribution of the papillre thereon is decidedly different, as will
be seen by comparing figures 15 and 34. Male mononchs are so
rare that the amount of variation that may exist in a given
«
species is a nearly unknown quantity, so that it is not exactly
easy to make intelligent comparisons between the males in
these two cases. The Hawaiian male is supposed to be the
male of M. longicaudatus, the only one that has ever been
seen. It is interesting to note that when the spicula become
long and slender the accessory pieces also become long and
slender, but maintain their_ general form and are bifurcated at
the distal end. Fi ~. 33 ( on the pre,·ious page) and fig. 34. It is
a curious fact that this, the only male of M. longicaudatus
ever seen among the many thousands examined, should have
l(2fi0
come from soil, since longicaudatus is much less common in
soil than in water.
:.zia. M. dentatus, n. sp. This representative of a new subgenus is especially
interesting as a guide to speculation concerning the relationship of M ononchi,s to

a.
2 .6

9.
2.6

21.
3.3

•ez,14 95.
3.3

1.i . .

t.9

other genera. The scattered denticles are
paralleled in certain marine nemas. The
arcuate tail is conoid from the raised anus.
The rather blunt terminus is about onefourth as wide as the base of the tail. There
is a pair of ventrally submedian, innervated
papillre a little in front of the middle of
the tail. The amphid is sometimes more elongated than shown in the illustrations.
Description of a young female, from roots of orange trees, Bahia, Brazil. Fig. 35.
For 21b, M. recessus, and 21c, M. decurrens, see Appendix, p. 184.
22. M. punctatus, n. sp. This species is proposed for the reception of the
specimen described by Brakenhoff under the name M. papillatus Bastian, which
2.e
25.
•55,26
93.
appears to differ from
any mononch hitherto
~.2
'?
?
3.5
'?
described in that the shells of
the eggs are echinulate. It is
placed in the subgenus Prionchulus, though with some
doubt, principally because both
the description and the figure
"' of Brakenhoff show the presence of denticles on the ven,., tral rib of the pharynx. The
. , 00
author says: "Hier findet sich
·namlich eine, in der Mitte (und an den 2 Seiten) fein gezahnelte Leiste. Diese
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Zii.hnelung erstreckt sich iiber eine etwa 0.016 mm. lange Strecke und beginnt
distalwii.rts etwa in der Rohe der Spitze des dorsalen Zahns." The ellipsoidal
eggs o_ccur in t~e uteri one at a time, are about as long as the body is wide, and
two-thirds as wide as Ion&".
. Found among t~e roots . of Alo~ecurus denticulatus, as well as aquatic habitats,
m the bottom of ditches and lakes m Germany. Fig. 36 and 36a (after Brakenhoff).
2 3. M . muscorum (Dujardin) Bastian. The oldest, and one of the best known
species. Intestine tessellated. Tail conoid and arcuate. The reflexed ovaries each
'
containing about a dozen ova arranged
more or less in single file, extend half way
IP- --'-:=-.41~.,,.-.:;J
-?''.:-1.::;,..:.:-_..___" '- -- - -~

2.

9.

2. 1 2.7

24.

3.2

/ ;,n·, ....,, , ._.,...__

• 65, 32

3.6

94.
1. 6

2. 5- 3. mm

2.3
2.

7.4

3.2

3. 7

4.4

2.5

1,9

u

back to the projecting vulva. The eggs are one and one-half times as long as the
body is wide and three-fourths as wide as long. The anterior sexual organ is
somewhat the larger. Fig. 37, left.
This is a beautiful and rather common cosmopolitan species, occurring in swamps,
marshes, meadows and moorlands. It has been found in various parts of Europe
the
and is not uncommon in the United States. It was first found by Dujardi~
Jardin des Plantes, Paris, where it still thrives; the writer recently found 1t -about
the roots of some heather imported thence. It feeds on smaller animal organisms,
among them qther nematodes. The following is a variety:
M. muscorum (Dujardin) Bastian macrolaimus, n. var. Besides differing slightly
in proportions from the type form of the species, the variety has a somewhat larger
pharynx, with smaller denticles on the ventral rib. The submedian papillre of the
outer sets are apparently double instead of triple, though at
some distance behind the outer submedian papillre there is a
special suhmedian innervation. Most of these minor differences
are set forth in figures 36 and 37.
Found in Cladonia rangiferina, tamarack swamp, Wisconsin,
U. S. A. Fig. 38, right.
24. M. Jongicollis, n. sp. A species resembling M. muscorum, hut which differs in the proportions of the various parts "'
and in the conformation of 3,1 10. 27. y 93.
the pharynx, the denticles 2.2
2.4
2 . 3 2.1 1.e
1. 2 mm
of which are irregular and inward pointing. Suhmedian papil1.e of the outer row double, instead of triple as in m,r.rcormn. Amphids refativt>ly
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larger than in muscorum. Strire very difficult of resolution. Found about the
roots of pitcher-plants and tamarack, in a swamp, Wisconsin, U. S. A. The difference between this and muscorum may not be very important. Both are nemativorous. Flemming mixture to glycerine. Fig 39 (at bottom previous page) .
:z5. M. spectabilis Ditlevsen. The muscular resophagus encompasses the proximal third of the pharynx, and has a conspicuous lining. The uteri may contain
w- ------20.
'55 •
from 2 to 4 eggs,
9:_.e 4 _ n
1
""
usually 2.
The
20.
M ?
acute conical tail
_ ■■
3 8
?
is strongly arcuate. The male is a little more slender than
the female, and increases in size from a point
where the supplementary organs commence, in
such a way that the body assumes a maximum
circumference near the anus. The copulatory
muscles are strongly developed, and the numerous, prominent, supplementary organs appear
to have a subventral position, forming two
dt
longitudinal rows, between which is a groove.
Fourteen of these supplementary organs are
figured by Ditlevsen-manifestly not the whole
series. The arcuate spicula, which have a
strengthening piece in their distal halves, are
about one and one-half times as long as the
anal body-diameter. Their proximal ends are
not cephalated. At the widest part, toward
the proximal end, they are about one-fifth to one-sixth as wide as the body ; thence
toward the distal end they taper gently. The obscurely bifurcated accessory pieces,
which in profile view appear to cross the spicula, are of the usual form, and are
about one-third as long as the spicula, and about one-third to one-fourth as wide as
long. Their distal extremities lie somewhat in front of the tips of the spicula and
toward the ventral side of the body. The elongated eggs are nearly one and onehalf times as long as the body is wide, and less than half as wide as long.
Numerous specimens, the males as numerous as the females, found at Hellerup,
near Oresund, Denmark. This species exhibits the phenomenon of flotation. Ditlevsen says: "If some material (meadow soil) is spread in a flat glass cup and
water is poured over it, the mononchs will mount rapidly and be lying on the surface dry and shining." Fig. 40 (after Ditlevsen).
26. M. index Cobb. No strire seen. The .neck diminishes opposite the base of
the pharynx to form a rather cylindrical, truncated head which is slightly expanded
at the lip region. Amphids, one-fifth as wide 2.1 8. 8 30. ,5915 s5 6
as the head, are indicated by transverse mark- .,..2.-4,.-....,3-_..,.2- 3 -.5- -3-.6~ -2-:------l
) • 9 11111
ings, bent . backward at each end, and located opposite the middle of the dorsal
tooth. Denticles in about five rows, the outer rows more distinct. Pharynx half
as wide as the head, and about three times as deep as wide. CEsophagus more or
less conoid, with a massive lining occupying about one fourth of the optical section. Cardia pointed. Intestine few cells in girth; rather obscurely tessellated.
Rectum half as long as the anal body-diameter. Longitudinal fields are visible
throughout most of the length, and are about two-fifths as wide as the body: The
diameter of the body increases somewhat just in front of the anus, and then diminishes suddenly at the anus, so that the beginning of the tail is very considerably
less in diameter than the portion of the body immediately in front of the anus.
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The diameter of the cylindrical portion of the tail is about one-fourth that of the
body at the anus. Caudal glands 3, egg-shaped, opposite the anus. Spinneret
slightly apiculate and apparently unarmed. The eggs are evidently of large size.
A single egg, not yet passed on to the · uterus, was four-fifths to five-sixths as wide
as the body, and about three times as long as wide.
Common about the roots of sugar cane on various . plantations on the island of
Hawaii. Flemming solution to glycerine.
27. M. reversus, n. sp. This very interesting abnormal form possesses stria:
that appear resolvable into rows of dots. Intestine about 6 cells in girth, faintly
_ _ _
tessellated. Tail more or 2 • 9.4 26. 40,17 96.
1 1
less cylindroid in the pos- 2.2 2.3
2.?
3.4
2. ) • mm
I ,
fll
terior half, its terminus one-fourth to one-fifth as wide as
; " •;i)t,
-- •
its base. Lateral fields two-fifths as wide as the body. The ~ -;:
,
m tlsl
eggs are of relatively large size, since an ovum not yet
'
.,
_, di
passed on to the uterus is 5 to 6 times as long as the body is
, ·,
wide. It is therefore likely that the eggs occur in the uterus
.,, 1('// ~ .f"
only one at a time. The relatively broad ovary tapers but ,
- ,- '0fJ/ ><'lliO
little ; it contains about a dozen developing ova.
Rio Janiero, Brazil, about the roots of Platania insignis Mart. In general this
species resembles incurvus and minor, but is readily distinguishable by the form of
the sexual organ, and by the sparseness of the pharyngeal denticles, only a few of
which are to be seen. When the female sexual organs reduce to one, this remaining one usually extends forward from the vulva. Here the reverse is the case;
hence the specific name. Flemming solution to glycerine. Fig. 41.
28. M. obtusicaudatus Daday. Tail conoid, slightly arcuate; toward the end
rather suddenly di28·
' 87 '
95 . 3) 1• 9 mm minished in size. The
4 7
•
?
spinneret well marked.
Found at Berlinhaven, Island of Salao, New
Guinea, in fresh water. It seems probable
from Daday's description that there are 3
teeth in the pharynx, 1 dorsal and 2 smaller
submedian ones just at the base of the rasps.
Probably t'he junction between the posterior
and anterior elements of the pharyngeal walls
is unusually prominent; this would account for
the "bogige leiste" mentioned in the original
description and shown in the original figure
along the anterior margin of the rasp. Fig.
42 (after Daday). Assuming Daday's drawing
to be more or less conventionalized, this species
might be regarded as identical with minor.
29. M. brachyuris Biitschli. Amphids appear as transverse slits opposite the
onchus. Lining of the resophagus strongly developed. Cardia plainly to be seen.
Intestine tessellated. 2.2 a. 28. •52 , 18 96
Ki
111
1 2 2
Rectum half as long 2.4 2.9 3.6
3.9
2:2) • - • • md</as the anal body-diameter. Caudal glands more or less
lllflJ---H-llbia;:i,il ~ ~ • .;,:rn
saccate, opposite the somewhat raised anus. Tail some/Tilt
what arcuate. Spinneret pore a little to the dorsal side of
Ill
the middle of the terminus. The vulva is a conspicuous
fllfl
feature, owing to the thickness of the walls of the vagina,
which is one-half as long as the body-diameter. Series of
!{II """

Ii,
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male supplementary organs, according to de Man, about 12, mammiform and apparently protrudable except the two anterior and the posterior, which are more or less
rudimentary. Series about twice as long as the tail.
A cosmopolitan species. In Florida, the writer found this species feeding on the
larvre of Heterodera radicicola, an extremely serious root pest. Fig. 43, bottom p. 467.
JO. M. denticulatus, n. sp. Onchus opposed by two small subventral onchi
farther back, the left a little farther forward than the right.
ld
Found in the Zambezi River, South Africa, among fresh
water algre. The peculiar form of the head and pharynx,
and the unusually large number of denticles are the prominent characters of this species. Only a single mutilated
specimen has been seen by Dr. Micoletzky. As it is unlikely that the large number of denticles shown in the
original figures can be due to moulting phenomena, it
,.. would seem that this form differs distinctly from all others.
x
Fig. 44 (after Micoletzky). As neither Micoletzky's text
750
nor figure suggests moulting, the numerous rows of denticles are assumed to be normal.
JI. M. sparsus, n. sp. Each rasp consisting of but 2 rows of denticles. The
tail diminishes suddenly in size 2. 9 12. 32. 54 Y 94
.,J- -,,....,..,.,...,.__
behind the elevated anus, and 3. 4
4.3
4.2
3.8
2:1 ) • 5 H
H-"
tapers somewhat in the posterior three-fourths. The terminus
is about one-fourth as wide as the base of the tail. The caudal glands ( ?) lie opposite the rectum.
Found in sphagnum from greenhouses, Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C., U. S. A. Flemming solution to glycerine. Fig. 45.
J~. M. micrurus, n. sp. This odd form appears to have no submedian onchi.
Rasps of only about four rows of denticles. Amphid s not seen. Lining of the
cesophagus well-developed, occupying three-fifths of the optical longitudinal section.
3.
t2.
33.
y
98.
Intestine about 5 cells in girth,
8
2 .7
3.4
3.7 3.
2.2 ) • H
not tessellated, or only faintly
so. Tail very short and strongly arcuate or bent. Spinneret
about one-fifth as wide as the base of the tail. Rectum somewhat shorter than the anal body-diameter; longer than the tail.
Caudal glands not clearly seen, probably opposite the rectum.
Ampullre of the caudal glands not very strongly developed.
Described from young specimens found about Litchi roots,
Fukien, China. Resembles brevicaudatus. Characterized by the
extremely small and very strongly arcuate tail. The
spinneret is sometimes turned nearly at right angles to
the axis of the tail. Flemming solution to glycerine.
Fig. 46.
JJ. M. incurvus, n. sp. Strire resolvable with diffiIJldil ..
culty and into rows of dots. Dorsal onchus opposed
by 2 inconspic- 2 • 7 • 4 28 • , 83 ,21 98 •2
uous, ventrally 2.1 2.5
2.9
3.2
2.1 ) 1. 4 H
submedian onchi of smaller size opposite its base.
The lining of the c:esophagus is a prominent feature,
occupying about two-thirds of the apparent width of
the resophagus. Intestine 12 to 15 cells in girth, not
tessellated, its granules numerous and fine. Caudal
g1ands 3, broadly saccate, opposite the anus, their
ampullre Jong and filling the posterior part of the tail.
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There is a flattish cardia. Anus raised. Longitudinal fields two-fifths to one-third
as wide as the body. From the more or less elevated vulva the vagina leads inward
at right angles to the ventral surface one-third the distance across the body. The
eggs are one and one-half times as long as the body is wide, and occur one at a
time in each uterus. The ovaries contain about a dozen developing ova.
Sandy soil in a cranberry bog, Arlington Farm, Virginia, U. S. A. Also on themargin of the spring that gives rise to Salt River, Jamaica. Flemming solution to
glycerine. Fig. 47 (at bottom of previous page).
34, M. sigmaturus, n. sp. Two very inconspicuous submedian onchi are found
opposite the base of the dorsal onchus, just at the base of the rasps. Intestine 10
cells in girth, comparatively distinctly tessellated. The rectum is about as long as
the anal body-diam- 2.3 12.
30.
•64•14 96.3
eter, and is some- 2.4
3.2
3.3
3.5
2.4 ) 1. 2 Jn111 l(i ....-....,-,~411'i"~~,\..
wht1t sigmoid. The anus is very distinctly visible on
1111illl
account of its contour, and on account of the refractive
,rrJt
nature of the lining of the rectum. What appears to be
a renette pore exists immediately behind the nerve-ring.
The distinct lateral fields are about one-fourth as wide
as the body, and are characterized by the presence in
them of scattered granules much smaller in size than
those of the intestine. The posterior part of the tail is
somewhat digitate, and the whole is slightly sigmoid. From the anus the tail
tapers rapidly to near the middle, so that if the posterior half were lacking the
tail would be rounded. The diameter of the tail at the middle is a.bout one-third
as great as at the base. From the middle onward the tail for a short distance is
of uniform diameter, and then tapers rather rapidly in the posterior fourth to a
rounded or subtruncated spinneret. Small, somewhat finger-shaped set:e are found
on the tail; one dorsally sublateral pair, a trifle in front of the anus; another dorsally sublateral pair near the middle of the tail but located on the more bulky part;
finally, a third ventrally sublateral pair a little in front of the digitoid part of the
tail. The caudal glands are opposite the rectum. The eggs are about two and onehalf times as long as the body is wide. The tapering ovaries contain 10 to 12
developing ova, arranged irregularly.
Found in various parts of the United States and Mexico. Resembles minor and
brachyuris, from which it may be distinguished by the form and structure of the
tail. Flemming solution to glycerine. Fig. 48.
35, M. subtenuis, n. sp. Wall and dorsal tooth of the pharynx rather strongly
developed. When the lips are closed the pharyn~ is hardly half as wide as long.
Dorsal tooth slightly arcuate, its point located close to the base of the lips. The
t.5
5.6
26.
,72,22
91 •• )
_ H submedian teeth
1 9
1,4
1.7
2.1
2. 3
are easily con1 3
t 5 s 2 25. -11:12 9
fused with the
1:e 1:a 2.1 2.2 ;:a ) 1·~ u
denticles. Lining
of the resophagus well developed, occupying one-fourth
of the longitudinal optical section. There is a small
conoid cardia. Intestine probably about o cells in girth,
1..a,s;,.-\\\--i,--Jtt.111 .,r /ii
not definitely tessellated. Anus raised and conspicuous,
··· 1flR
the anterior lip somewhat massive and overhanging.
The arcuate, conoid tail ends in a spinneret one-fifth to one-sixth as wide as its
base. The ovaries, of which the posterior is somewhat the smaller, appear to
contain about a dozen ova. Inconspicuous papill:e appear on the ventral side of
the female near the vulva. Two were noted behind the vulva and one or more in
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front of it. The tail of the male is somewhat like that of the female but dimin
ishes very suddenly behind the anus. Five pairs of innervated papillre have been
seen on the tail of the male, two of them, however, exceedingly inconspicuous and
easily overlooked: Of the three more conspicuous, one ventraily submedian pair
is located a short distance behind the anus; a second dorsally sublateral pair occurs
a little behind the middle of the tail, and a third subventral pair occurs a short
distance in front of the spinneret. Of the two more inconspicuous pairs, one is
nearer the spinneret than that just mentioned, and the other, lateral, and slightly
behind the middle of the tail. The arcuate spicula are about one and one-fourth
times as long as the anal body-diameter. At their widest part, near the middle,
they are about one-fifth to one-sixth as wide as the corresponding part of the
body and thence taper in both directions ; they are not cephalated. The distal ends
are obscurely two-pronged. The obscurely bifurcated accessory pieces are of
typical form and size, about one-third as long as the spicula and about one-fourth
as wide as long. Fourteen rather closely approximated, equidistant supplementary
organs occur in front of the anus, occupying a distance about three times as great
as the length of the tail. Internally the organs seem to be short, broad tubes of
slightly varying diameter; these are probably slightly protrudable. The protrudable
portion is not hispid as is the case in M. major;-on the contrary, it appears to be
smooth. The anterior one and the posterior three of these organs are not so well
developed as the others, that near the anus being reduced to a mere innervation;
the distance between this latter and its nearest neighbor is about twice as great as
between any other adjacent members of the series. These organs give to the ven-:tral contour a crenate or serrate appearance. The anal muscles are prominently
developed. The ejaculatory duct is often filled with elongated spermatozoa, somewhat resembling those of Dorylaimus, and similar in form to those figured by
Dr. de Man for M. gerlachei. Each one may be one-fourth as long as the body is
wide, or thereabouts. There are two outstretched testes. The blind end of the
anterior is about as far behind the base of the neck as the latter is behind the anterior extremity. The blind end of the posterior seems to lie about twice as far in
front of the foremost supplementary organ as this latter is in front of the anus.
The spicula have a median stiffening piece, and their proximal ends lie toward the
dorsal side of the body.
Found about the roots of plants on the Arlington Farm, Virginia, U. S. A. Resembles M. minor, but in the proportions of the pharynx there are notable differences. The waIIs are here thicker; the amphids are larger and farther back; the
lips and onchus are strongly developed, so that when the pharynx is closed the
cavity appears smaller than in minor. Opposite the anterior supplementary organ
there is a fibrous ring, probably nervous. A similar structure has been noted in
other species. There probably exist at this point in the body special nerve commissures. Flemming solution to glycerine. Fig. 49 (near bottom of previous page).
36. M. subsimilis, n. sp. Strire of the cuticle more or less
easy of resolution. Lining of the cesophagus strongly developed.
3.
10.
34.
y
96.
occupying three-fifths of the
3.1
3.6
4.
3.8
2.6
• 8 mm longitudinal optical section.
tfsf
Anus slightly elevated, especially the anterior lip. The scattered granules in the cells of the intestine are small, but variable in size, and do not give rise to tessellation. The more or
less arcuate tail is conoid to the blunt terminus, which is about
one-fourth as wide as the base of the tail. A ventraily sublateral innervated papilla
occurs on each side near the middle of the tail. There are no caudal glands. Description derived from a single you_ng female.
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About the roots of banana plants imported from Paris, France. Resembles
brachyuris and minor, but differs in having no spinneret. The dorsal onchus is set
farther back in the pharynx than in either of those species, and there are no traces
of submedian teeth. The rasps also are less strongly developed. Flemming solution to glycerine. Fig. 50 (at bottom of previous page).
37. M. obliquus, n. sp. Two small, ventrally submedian onchi present, opposite
the base of the dorsal onchus. CEsophagus at first a little swollen; its lining well
developed, and occupy- 2.6 9. 31. ,53, <' 4 sa.
ing one-fourth of the 2.6 3.4 3.4
4.t
2.4 >1 • 4 mm
n1 - -7 "-- -"'
optical longitudinal section. Intestine about 8 cells in girth,
as a rule not distinctly tessellated. The conoid tail is slightly
arcuate, and obliquely truncate at the spinneret, which is
about one-third as wide as the base of the tail. The three
caudal glands are located opposite the rectum, which ends
externally in a slightly elevated anus. The ampullre of the
caudal glands are well developed, and occupy the posterior
two-thirds of the tail. Though the vuiva is more or less continuous with the ventral surface, it is conspicuous on account
of the refractive nature of the walls of the vagina. The S{YI ··
elongated thick-shelled eggs are two and one-half times as long as the body is
wide, and appear to be deposited before segmentation begins. The ovaries contain
about a dozen developing ova, arranged partly single file, partly irregularly. A pair
of ventrally submedian innervated papillre were noted near the middle of the tail of
the female.
From soil from. Germany, along with specimens of H eterodera schachtii. Resembles brachyuris, from which it seems easily distinguishable by the large thickshelled eggs. Flemming solution to glycerine. The habitat led to the suspicion that
it was feeding on H. schachtii, but the writer was unable to establish the fact from
the few specimens available for examination. Fig. 51.
38. M. Jacustris Cobb. The amphids have the form of "slits," 3 to 4 times as
long as wide, and are placed at the base of the lips nearly opposite the apex of
the dorsal onchus. They 2. 7 8. 20. •63' 96. ➔
nt
1 1
are about one-sixth as 2.5 3.2 3.9
4.2
2.3
• mm
_, IK/d!I
wide as the corresponding portion of the head. Intestine
from 15 to 20 cells in girth, the cells closely packed with
granules of variable size in such a manner as to give rise
to a close and obscure tessellation. The well developed
lateral fields · are one-third as wide as the body. The anus
is• slightly raised. The lining of the rectum is distinctly
Ill'
refractive. The tail is ventrally arcuate, and ends in a
blunt spinneret one-fourth as wide as its base, containing
a well developed, internally ceratinized spinneret. The
three caudal glands are arranged tandem in the anterior
half of the tail, the foremost being opposite the rectum. The spinneret appears to
have a needle-shaped valve. A pair of ventrally submedian innervated papillre has
been noted a little in front of the spinneret on the female. The eggs, which appear
to occur one at a time in the uteri, are about one and one-third times as long as the
body is wide and four-fifths to five-sixths as wide as the body.
Found in fresh water lakes, Michigan, U. S. A.; about the roots of ferns, Panama
Canal Zone; and in the Silver Springs, Florida. Resembles M. brachyuris Biitschli,
from which it differs in the form of the tail and spinneret. M. polonic11s Stefanski
c;eems to closely resemble this species. Sublimate to balsam. Fig. 52.
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39. M. polonicus Stefanski. Two minute teeth are found at the base of the
buccal cavity. The conoid tail is somewhat arcuate from the raised anus, and ends
in a truncated spinneret one-fourth as wide as its base. The three caudal glands
are located in a tandem series in the anterior third of the tail.
Description derived from young specimens found in vegetable detritus in the
Czarna River, Poland. Said by its author to resemble the next species, No. 40.
40. M. minor Cobb. There are 2 minute, submedian onchi, easily overlooked.
Amphids, only one-sixth as wide as the corresponding portion of the head, are
2.3
7.5
2s.
•so•l9
96 7
present opposite the
2.4
2.5
2.9
3.4
2:1 ~ 1 • 1 ■11 apex of the dorsal
tooth, and consist of arcuate, refractive markings having their convex side toward the lips. They appear to
be about one-fourth as wide as the correspondmg portion of the head. There are excessively minute strire or
dentations of the inner surface of the margins of the
IIY
lips; these structures are so fine that they might easily
escape observation-much finer than tne rasp-like teeth
:;~
of the pharynx. The lining of the cesophagus occupies
nearly one-third of the optical longitudinal section. The
!{II ....
cells of the intestine contain small, somewhat uniform.
rather evenly distributed granules. The anus is slightly raised, the anterior lip
being a little more pronounced than the posterior. The conoid tail is rather
strongly arcuate, or even more or less bent near the middle. The comparatively
well developed spinneret is one-third as wide as the base of the tail, and possesses a valve similar to that found in Mononchttlus. The caudal glands are
located opposite to, or a little behind the rectum. The lateral fields are twofifths as wide as the body.
This is a cosmopolitan species, found in tropical and temperate regions. It closely
resembles M. brachyuris of Biitschli, but is smaller and differs somewhat both in
the structure of the tail and in that of the pharynx. Osmic acid to water. Fig. 53.
41. M. brevicaudatus, n. sp. Walls of the pharynx unusually thick. Two exceedingly small, ventrally submedian onchi, opposite the middle of the dorsal onchus.
11' - ~,_,_,,.-di'_....
2.1
9.3
32.
•ss•18
0s.
Lining of the cesoph2.2
2.7
3.1
3.4
2.2
t.S mm agus prominent, occupying one-third of the optical section. Intestine 6 to 8
cells in girth, faintly tessellated. Contour of the tail like
that of the head of a duck whose beak is very short; from
the anus onward having roughly an equilateral contour.
Spinneret more elaborate than usual. The ceratinized
walls of the vagina are plainly visible. The elongated
eggs are two to two and one-half times as long as the
body is wide. The ovaries taper but little. About a dozen
females have been examined. No males have been seen.
Sperm has been seen at the flexure in the ovaries. The
species is probably syngonic.
Found about the roots of plants in a cranberry bog, New
Jersey, U . . S. A. Resembles micrurus and brachyuris in its general form, but
differs in the details of the pharynx and in those of the tail. The species is nemativorous, and also feeds upon rotifers. Sublimate to balsam. Fig. 54, in which, as
in many of the original illustrations used in this chapter, what at first sight appear
to be merely lines used as shading, are in reality carefully charted strire or laminations of the wall of the pharynx.
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.p. M. japonicus, n. sp. The head is not set off in any marked fashion. Amphids present in the form of elliptical markings nearly opposite the apex of the
single dorsal tooth; the length of their long 2. 1 8. 9 30. • 67' 98.
axes, which are placed transversely on the 2.4 2.8
2.9
2.1
2. ) 1 • 2 11
head, is probably about one-sixth as great as that of the diameter of the head. The
capacious pharynx is somewhat deeper than the head is wide; the anterior portion
has a diameter more than half as great as that of the corresponding portion of the
head, while the posterior portion has a diameter about two-fifths as great as that
of the base of the head. The single, highly refractive dorsal tooth has its apex
somewhat in front of the middle of the pharynx. The rasps consist of 5 to 6 rows
of teeth, forming a group whose width is about one-fifth as great as the depth of
the pharynx. The wall of the pharynx is strongly developed, and is very finely
transversely striated in the posterior part. The lining of the resophagus is an
exceedingly distinct feature throughout its length, and appears to occupy about
one-fourth of the optical longitudinal section. There is a small cardia. Intestine,
about 8 cells in girth, very obscurely tessellated. The short, blunt, arcuate conoid
tail is truncated at the terminus, which has a diameter about one-fourth as great as
that of the base. The lateral fields are about one-third as wide as the body, and
are composed of 2 rows of cells containing relatively large nuclei.
This species rather closely resembles a number of others, and it is by no means
certain that it is not identical with some one of them, perhaps consituting a variety.
Curiously enough, it was found in Mississippi Bay, Yokohama, Japan. Sublimate
to balsam.
43. M. tridentatus de Man. At the base of the pharynx are 2 minute denticles.
Amphids unknown. Pharynx more or less triquetrous, with three well developed,
2.
2.1

6.6
2.6

22.
3.

3. 1

1,9

~:1 ~:: 2~: :.1 9!: ) 2.7

3.2 ••
II

double, longitudinal ribs reaching from
end to end. CEsophagus at first slightly
swollen. Intestine distinctly tessellated.
The arcuate tail is conoid to the terminus, which is about one-sixth as wide as
1111 tlJ
the base of the tail. Each of the slender, arcuate spicula is cephalated by
contraction and is supplied throughout
its length with a median stiffening piece,
and is crossed near its distal extremity
on the outside by one of the rather
·broad, two-pointed accessory pieces,
which are one-half as long as the spicula. Supplementary organs 15 to 17,
x 750
apparently conical, 2 to 3 times as far
.
.
apart anteriorly as posteriorly, where they are nearly contiguous. T_he posterior
member of the series, the whole of which is about one and one-half times as long
as the tail is somewhat smaller than the other members, and is located a short
distance in' front of the anus. On the tail itself are a number of papillre, dorsal as
well as ventral; 2 pairs on the anterior half, ventral, and 2 pairs on the posterior
half dorsal. It remains uncertain whether there is a spinneret and caudal glands.
This striking species seems to be widespread in Europe in moist soil, and is
rather common. Fig. 55 (after de Man).
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44. .M. gr acilicaudatus n. sp. Intestine about 12 cells in girth. The anterior
fifth of the tail' is arcuate conoid in such fashion that at the beginning of the second
fifth the diameter is about one-third to one- 1. 4 4 . a 21 • -M~8 85 •
6
fourth as great as at the anus. Thence on- 1.8 t.6
t.8
1.8
1.8) • 1 n
ward the tail tapers very g~adually through the middle third, the posterior portion
being cylindroid and somewhat narrower than the spicula. These latter are uniformly arcuate, and about one and one-fourth times as long as the anal bodydiameter. At their widest part, toward the proximal end, they are about onefifth as wide as the corresponding part of the body. They taper gently in each
direction, and are not cephalated. The small accessory pieces are of typical form,
only about one-fourth as long as the spicula. The series of 19 contiguous supplementary organs is twice as long as the spicula, or equals 3 body diameters. Anteriorly the organs are somewhat larger and also somewhat farther apart. The conical
exterior portion of each organ seems to be more or less protrudable. These organs

mi rtr J11nn

are similar in form to those of major, though they are not echinulate. The anal
and post-anal muscles are strongly developed. The anal muscles are found throughout the bulkier portion of the tail. The protruding muscles of the spicula extend
backward in the tail to near the point where the tail diminishes rapidly in diameter,
and there join the ventral part of the caudal wall. The post-anal papillre are confined largely to the more massive anterior fifth of the tail. On each side there is
a ventrally submedian row about as long as the spicula, consisting of 4 to 5 members. Coextensive with them is a yentral row of 3 to 4 papillre. A little distance
behind these, where the tail begins to be smaller, there are 2 dorsally submedian
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innervated papilla! of smaller size. The supplementary organs are plainly innervated and the nerves can be traced through the cuticle and through the body musculature, and seem to be connected with internal more or less ellipsoidal cells whose
nature remains unknown. The spinneret is very inconspicuous. The nature of the
caudal glands remains uncertain.
Found in marshy ground, Arlington Farm, Virginia, U. S. A., ·about the roots of
lmpatiens, in · black, clayey soil, with mud. Resembles M. dolichurus to a certain
extent. It is regrettable that only a few specimens have been available for examination, as it is a species well adapted to throw light on various features of mononch anatomy. Fig. 56 (on the previous page).
Examination of the pharyngeal muscles of this species leads to a partial understanding of the mechanics of the lips. The muscles which move the lips are long
and slender, and pass from the lips backward along the surface of the pharyngeal
capsule. They join the body wall some distance behind the pharynx. There are 2
separate groups of muscles, extensors and flexors. Of the 6 extensors 2 are shown
in the illustration; these are furcated opposite the middle of the pharynx, one half
of each going to the lateral lip; the other half to a submedian lip. The joined
fulcra of the 6 lips form a framework encircling the head. The extensors pass
outside this framework. The flexor muscles are less clearly shown, but are manifestly better developed. A group of 3 is shown lying between the 2 extensors.
They appear as faint bands outside the pharynx passing forward, and beyond doubt
are attached to the lips inside the ring of fulcra. The musculature of the lips is
shown in the illustration and is further explained on page 140 in connection with
the general description of the head.
45. M. dolichurus Ditlevsen. Neck tapering but little. Pharynx probably
prismatic, and in transverse section somewhat triangular. About 7 denticles about
the base, or near the base, of the pharynx. The arcuate tail tapers to the terminus,
which is about one-eighth ;,,.s wide
as the base. The author mentions tr/- - - - - - 25.
? ,

•so•
2.5

78.
1,8

4,

111ll

the presence of 3 or 4 inconspicuously developed lobes at the base
of the cesophagus, and it would •1r tfi ··-++- --11,
appear from his figures that a spinneret and caudal glands are present, the latter forming a tandem
series near the anus. Menzel finds
in the pharynx of Swiss specim•ens tit
of this spec;ies 3 teeth of equal size;
_ _,__,l--f~ -t-----4<1..._
that is to say, the ventrally submedian teeth are equal in size to
the dorsal tooth. His specimens
are 4¼ to 5¼ mm. long, and this
probably represents the adult size. OIi di
Found in moist soil and meadow
land, Jutland: Switzerland. Fig.
57 (after Ditlevsen). Menzel shows
the papilla! as much less conspicuous, and without the spherical tips ..
The original material consisted of
but a single immature female.
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46. M. digiturus Cobb. Amphids occur opposite. the anterior part of the
pharynx. What appears to be a r.enette pore occurs just behind the nerve-ring.
The anal region 3 _3 8 • . 26 • • 701i .. 92 •
4
is somewhat 2.8 3 • . .3.4.
3.4
2,3 ) 1 • ■■ fli
raised. Behind the anus the 'tail diminishes rapidly
in diameter, so that at the end of the anterior fourth
it is about three-fifths as wide as at the anus.
Thence, for some distance it i~ cylindrical, but becomes somewhat abruptly convex-conoid in the posterior fifth and ends in a rather narrow, inconspicu- ., tN
ous ,spim;1eret. The lining of the resophagus is a conspicuous feature. Intestin~ not tessellated. The
longitudinal ribs of th,e inner wall of the pharynx
are rather conspicuous features, and extend from
end to end of the pha~ynx.
Found about the 'roots of banana piants, Fiji.
Fig. 58.
.
4'7, M. trichurus, n. sp. This outstanding form has an resophagus that is
slightly . swolkn where it receives the pharynx. The lining of the resophagus is
2 .6
7.
21.
•5211
67.
prominent, occupying
1 2
2.3 . 2.4
2.8
2,9
1.8) " H three-fifths of the op-,
tical section. Longitudinal fields one-fourth as wide as the
body. Characters well set forth in fig. 14, p. 146.
Found about the roots of. orange trees, Bahia, Brazil.
Bears considerable resemblance to M. gymnolaimus. It ap. pears .possible from these investigations that the tropical
mononchs, when more fully known, will prove especially
interesting. Nearly all the more striking species here recorded are from the tropics. . The warm soils of the tropical
regions teem with nematodes, many of
them no doubt, especialy adapted to the
peculiar conditions found there. The
predatory mononchs in such soils will
naturally enough have responded in
structure not only to the climatic conditions, but also to the form and habits
of their quarry. Fig. 59 (just above).
48. M. gymnolaimus Cobb. The
more or less triquetrous pharynx is
strongly three-ribbed. Cardia of such
2.6
6.8
24.
•s1 15
86
.,..2~.2-. -2-.-3--2.-7--2-.-5--1-':-6-i) 2 • g

H

a nature as to give rise to a double
constriction in the cardiac region. Intestine about 12 cells in girth. What
appears to be a renette pore occurs
immediately behind the nerve-ring.
The lateral fields are about one-fifth
as wide as the bodv. The tail tapers
regularly to near the terminus; it is,
however, cylindroid for a short distance in front of the spinneret. Vulva not
prominent.
uterus is as long as the reflexed portion of the ovary, which
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reaches two-fifths the way. back to the vulva. The ova are for the most part
arranged single file.
This nemativorous species will probably prove cosmopolitan. About roots of
banana, Fiji; of Flatonia insignis, Rio Janeiro, Brazil; roots of various plants,
Arlington Farm, Virginia, U. S. A. Fig. 60 (on the previous page).
49, M. consimilis, n. sp. Amphids, unlike those of gymnolaimus, apparently
duplex, located a little behind the base of the lips; one-fourth as wide as the cor;.
responding portion of the head. Wall of the pharynx strongly developed.
Rather closely resem- 3.2 9.1 26. 551 86.' ·
✓----~---··-·······p
hies M. gymnolaimus, 2.4 2.7 2.7 2.4 2.1 1 • 1 ■but has the walls of the pharynx much more strongly ceratinized, and is of much smaller size. The pharynx is ,elatively 50 per cent longer. The spinneret is not swollen as
.,
in gymnolaimus. Description and figures derived from a
single, immature female specimen from about the roots of
Flatonia insignis Mart., Brazil. The figure of gymnolaimus
shows, on the ventral side, near the front of the pharynx, an
inward projection, probably representing th€: optical section
of the junction of elements in the pharyngeal wall. No
such appearance was observed in consimilis. Fig. 61.
50. M. rapax, n. sp. Intestine about 12 to 20 cells in girth, faintly tessellated.
The female organs ·are probably double and symmetrical. The conoid tail tapers
somewhat in front of the anus to a
plain, symmetrical, unarmed spin-

··---·- •

2.5
2.

6.5
2.2

21.
2.6

61.
2.6

90.
1.7 ) 3 • 7

H

neret about one-sixth as wide as its
base. One and one-half tail-lengths
in front of the anus there is a con····-·- nn
striction in the intestine, which appears to be due to the presence in
that region of • commissures, as if,
possibly, nerves encircled the intestine at that part.
Found about the. roots of plants,
Arlington Farm, Virginia, U. S. A.
N emativorous. Only young females
""- '
__ /lf/11!1
have been seen. As its name, rapax,
indicates, this species is a rapacious
one, swallowing other nemas whole,
even when half as long as itself.
'
X750
Fig. 62.
51. M. rex Cobb. This "king" of the mononchs has low, broad, inconspicuous
labial papillre that do not interfere materially with the rounded contour of the
front of the head. The lips are bulky and powerful. No amphids have been seen.
The pharynx is armed with very powerful 2. 6. 20. •5a,3'l a1.
muscles. The intestine is tessellated. The 1.e 1.7 2.
2.2
t.4
s. 5- 7.n
lateral fields are one-fifth as wide as the 2 • 5.5 20. Hso
ee. '
body. The conoid tail tapers more rapidly 1.5 1.9
2.1 2.3
t.s) e. 5 - 7 .n
at first, being nearly cylindroid in the posterior two-thirds, where it is about oneeighth as wide as at the anus. The spinneret, which is slightly expanded, bears two
ventrally submedian papill~, after the manner of longicaudatus, but slightly larger

:V
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in proportion. Three caudal glands are present. Each uterus is capable of carryiug
one and possibly two eggs at a time. These are about one and one-fourth times as
long as the body is wide, and half as wide as long. The tail of the male tapers
more rapidly at first than that of his mate. Supplementary organs 17, prominent,
closely · approximated, equidistant, occupying a space equal to one and one-half
times the length of the tail. The spicula are about twice as long as the anal bodydiameter.
Found at depths of from about 200 to 1200 feet in Lakes Manapouri and Wakatipu, New Zealand_
11.
2.2

•s3• 26
2.3

90.
t.4

6.2 ••

52. M. regius, n.
sp. Amphids relatively small, connected with a narrow, internal, apparently tubular element passing backJUT
ward past the base
of the pharynx.
Pharyngeal muscles
strongly developed,
extending backward
from the base of
the lips to the body
• wall behind the
pharynx. Each of
the six lips with a
flat, flap-like outer
accessory part,
which is longitudil/'111 ..
nally striated at the
base.
Onchi subequal, the dorsal
slightly the stronger. Found about the roots of plants, Arlington Farm, Virginia,
U. S. A. Fig. 63.
53. M. bathybius Micoletzky. In the figure the onchus labeled "submedian" is
really a subdorsal onchus. In addition to this subdorsal onchus there are still
others, probably 4 . 9 1o. 30.
s3Y
87.
2 to 3 pairs, which 3.3 3.6 3.9
3.4
2.5
· 8 aa
in profile view have a double contour. It remains """ · uncertain whether the other markings seen on the tit. _ _,_+H...,__
wall of the pharynx are projections or pores.
The author considers this species to be related to ,. •--,-,---n7n----.n
M. gerlachei de Man, the lip region and vestibule of ,. ·--'--+-~,,,_.,.,.
the two species being similar. However, the armature
of the pharynx in the two species is quite different.
Found in mud at a depth of about 300 feet in the
Atter Lake, Austria. The description and figures rest
upon the examination of a single immature specimen, and it is probable that the
examination of further specimens will improve our knowledge of this interesting
form. Fig. 64 (after Micoletzky). For 53b, M. fasciatus, n. sp., and 53c, M.
similis Cobb, see Appendix, p. 184.
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5..f• M. studeri Steiner. Wall of the pharynx presenting 5 longitudinal ribs,
four of them in 2 pairs, the fifth single. At the base of the pharynx numerous
smalJ denticles, arranged in rows of from three to four. CEsophagus powerful
2. 8? •
26.
67.
94
A little in front
2
• n of the posterior
IP
3.4
?. )
2. er ? 27.
M
95. 4
end of the -cesoph2
?
3.2
1.8) • aa agus there are 3
powerful teeth which, according to Steiner, "are
111K' 1' similar to those seen in M ononchus dolichurus."
Tail of the male arcuate, conoid to the spinneret,
which is about one-fourth as wide as the base. The
three caudal glands form a tandem series in the anterior half of the tail. The slightly arcuate spicula
1y,-:m:--½-II-- m? in their widest part are about one-sixth as wide as
the corresponding portion of the body. They taper
slightly at either end, and are about one and onethird times as long as the anal body-diameter. They
are not cephalated. The accessory pieces appear to
x1so
be of the usual character. The twelve short, tubular,
equidistant supplementary organs, occupying a space equal to twice the length of
the tail, do not interfere materially with the ventral contour. The internal tubular
parts are about as long as the spicula are wide. Distance from the anus to the
posterior supplementary organ is nearly twice as great as the distance between the
adjacent organs. Two pairs of post-anal papill.e were nl)ted.
Found on the island of Ufenau in the Zurich Lake, under moss. Fig. 65 (after
Steiner).
: •1•
55. M. zschokkei Menzel. This species, one male to each three to four females,
is found in various parts of the Austrian and Swiss Alps. N eek and resophagus
3.?
?

25.
25.

1

?

'66'

3 _4

M
J.S

96.
2 _4

95.
2,

1

2.2-3.2 mm

2.4-3.5 mm

tapering but little. SmalJ denticles
often occur at the base of the pharyngeal cavity. Uterus capable of containing one or two eggs. The blunted
terminus of the conoid arcuate tail is
about one-eighth as wide as the base.
The slightly arcuate spicula are rather
slender, each, however, having a stiffening piece in its distal half. Accessory pieces as figured by de Man for
his M. brachyuris Biitschli. Beginning
near the anus the 21 projecting, obliquely conical, equidistant, contiguous
supplementary organs, each as high as
wide, occupy a space 3 times as long
as the tail.
7fiO
Found in the high Swiss Alps. Fig.
67, after Menzel, who considers that
•
.
x
of all the European mononchs at present known, zschokk~i. has close affinity only
with M. parvus de Man, from which it differs in the position of the onchus and
the relative abundance of males.
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56. M. brachylaimus, n. sp. There are two exceedingly minute, almost invisible,
apparently rudimentary, ventrally submedian, conical, forward-pointing toothlets at
the base of the pharynx. These are not shown in the illustration. Three slightly·
2.4
2.4

1.

2.4

21. .
2-8

2.3
2.2

7.4
2.3

19.
2.5

es 14
3.
-M- 42

2.5

94
1:9) 3 •2 u
94,
2. ) 3 • 5

1111

arcuate, duplex, longitudinal ribs
strengthen the walls of the pharynx and reach from end to end,
one being dorsal, the other two
ventrally submedian.
Amphids
difficult to see. (Esophagus at
first slightly expanded. The resophageal lining is not so prominent as in many other species; its
optical section finds expression in
3 or 4 parallel lines, occupying
about one-fourth of the longitudinal optical section. There is an
inconspicuous, flattish · cardia. InIt
testine about 8 to 12 cells in girth,
faintly tessellated. The tail is
conoid to the plain, unarmed conoid terminus. The base of the spinneret is about one-fifth as wide as the base of
the tail. The clavate caudal glands form a close tandem in the anterior third of
the tail. The anus has rather conspic~ous, with welt developed, though not protruding lips. There is a pair of innervated lateral papiltre near the middle of the tail of
the female. Both in front of and behind the vulva, especially behind, there are
inconspicuous papillre, occupying a distance equal to twice to thrice the length of
the body-diameter. The_ two equal, ai:cuate, rather slender spicula are one and
one-half times as long as the anal body-diameter, and are of nearly uniform size
throughout the greater part of their length. However, beginning near the slightly
truncated tips they taper slightly in the distal sixth. The proximal ends are also
narrowed slightly and lie welt toward the dorsal side of the body, at any rate when
the body is incurved. The two accessory pieces, each about two-thirds as wide as
the spicula, are located opposite the distal portions of these latter. When seen in
profile they appear to lie nearly at right angles to the body axis, and seem to cross
the distal parts of the spicula. They are about two to three times as long as wide,
and their distal extremities are diminished and bifurcated, the .two prongs of the
fork forming a U-shaped figure. When at rest these accessory pieces, as usual,
are welt inside the anus, in fact appear as if lying immediately under the lateral
fields. In front of the anus there is a uniform series of about 16 equidistant,
closely approximated, innervated supplementary organs, occupying a distance about .
equal to the length of the tail. When the tail end of the body is incurved, each
organ appears on the ventral contour as a flattish cone, at the apex of which is a
nerve ending, which from this point extends inward and forward.
Brown, sandy soil, Arlington Farm, Virginia, U. S. A. This nemqtivorous 'mononch is distinguished fron;i all others by the relative broadness of the pharynx,
and by the position and size of the basal onchi. Especially welt adapted to show the
structure of the lip muscles and other organs of the head. Fig. 67.
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57• M. acutus, n. sp. CEsophagus bulbous at first, the swelling being prolate.
Intestine about 10 cells in girth. The arcuate conoid tail is practically acute. There
is a pair of 2.s 7.5 22.
45•
94.
_
lfi-----""'
····;;.·-:§:.·•~~~~~
2 1 1111
sublateral, ~-7 3.2
3.3
. 3.~ .2.s
~
, }t:,
innervated pap1llre near the begmnmg of the pos· ···
· ·r
terior third of the tail. Anus not raised. Fig. 68. KP
Found about the roots of rhubarb in loose,
brown, sandy soil, Arlington Farm, Virginia,
U. S. A. N emativorous. One specimen was ob- fr
served which had swallowed another mononch.
This is one of the most instructive forms. It is
desirable that the more minute structural details
of nemas be very carefully investigat,ed with a view
to increasing our knowledge of their comparative
anatomy. The different parts of the digestive organs of nemas, small as they are, are as profoundly modified in harmony with the nature of the
food as those of higher animals. The digestion of starch requires a different
organic mechanism from that for digesting meat. The nemas have specialized to
a high degree in the matter of food, and their digestive organs are correspondingly
diversified.
NEMAS AND SOIL FERTILITY

No one with a grain of imagination can engage in such studies as the
foregoing without sooner or later asking himself questions of a general
nature concerning the biology of the soil, for he gradually comes to sec
how almost infinitely numerous and varied are the organisms inhabiting
it; a population in which the nemas are but an element. The answers to
these questions will lead to a new view of soil fertility.
The revolution wrought by Liebig's ideas concerning the chemistry of
the soil spent itself only to show us that, grand as it was, it was little
more than an overture. Subtler forces and more intricate relationships
than any indicated in these earlier conceptions must be considered. We
now see, or are beginning to see, that the value of manure and of the rotation of crops is to be explained not simply on the basis of the exhaustion of certain elements in the soil, but also, and probably in some instances mainly, on the basis of an opposite process, an accumulation of
certain organisms and substances in the soil. Who knows but that the
existence of annuals may be due in some measure to this latter fact? May
not these elaborate provisions for the distribution of the seeds of annuals
be in some measure a means of escaping these accumulated hostile forces
in the soil?
After all the word Agriculture is more or less of a misnomer. We
cultivate, not so much the field, as plants. \1/hat we are really after is
sunshine, fo;r we are lost unless we can convert our infinitesimal part of
the energy of this nearest star into food, clothing and shelter. This we
do by utilizing the life forces of certain plants and animals,- and these are
not so few as we dreamed in our older philosophy, for none of our
"domesticated organisms" can any longer be considered by itself. Every
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such organism is reared in the midst of a host of other organisms, visible
and invisible, and often it is these others that determine agricultural success or failure.
The soil is the habitation of a vast community of beings with all the
attributes of other huge agglomerations of living things having varying
needs, instincts and aspirations; and it is just as inappropriate to look
upon it as inorganic as it would be to look upon a great city as merely an
agglomeration of hills, streets and houses. Here in the soil are beings in
enormous variety; multiplying, growing, dying; competing, fighting, cooperating one with another, with an activity almost if not quite defying
the imagination, and we need what may be called soil biologists or geobiologists, who shall understand, as far as possible, this interplay of life
forces that gives us food, fiber and fuel. To a considerable degree our
progress in agricultural knowledge in the not distant future will be in proportion to the firmness with which we lay hold of and act on this idea.
SUMMARY

1. The genus M ononchus is composed of scores, possibly hundreds,
of species, divisible into distinct subgenera. The number of known
species is hereby more than doubled.
2. The genus is of world-wide distribution, and many of the species
are cosmopolitan. Mononchs occur in all kinds of arable soil, sometimes
in hundreds of millions per acre.
3. Most mononchs, probably all, are strictly carnivorous. They feed
on a variety of living microzoa, prominent among which are other nemas.
4. Injurious nemas are devoured by mononchs, and it is desirable that
this trait of mononchs be carefully investigated with a view to utilizing it,
if possible, in diminishing the enormous crop losses due to plant infesting
nemas-losses amounting to many millions of dollars annually.
5. The lips are moved by long muscles, connecting proximally with
the body wall behind the pharynx. These muscles lie along the outer
surface of the pharyngeal capsule and act in such a way as to pull the
lips inward and outward radially about a series of f ulcra existing in a
framework encircling the head along the margin of the pharynx. The
lips are the mechanical complements of the dorsal tooth and denticles.
While most mononchs bolt their food, some give it a certain degree of
mastication. The appetite is sometimes voracious.
6. Many mononchs, probably most, are hermaphroditic, even to the
degree of syngonism. In the typical case investigated the minute sperm
cells of female origin are functional.
7. Well developed glands, salivary in character, occur in the mononch resophagus, and empty di.ectly into its lumen, and both indirectly
and directly into the mouth cavity.
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8. ·what appears to be an excretory pore of the usual type seems
universal near the nerve ring.
9. The outer labial papillre are the homologues of the ordinary cephalic setre of other nemas, and are therefore most probably tactile in function. This leaves it probable that the inner papillre are devoted to the
senses of taste and smell.
10. Amphids are always present in the form of small lateral more or
less elliptical structures near the lips, and are connected with internal
elements extending inward and backward.
11. A functional spinneret is present in a majority of the species.
12. The cuticle is always finely transversely striated.
13. Mononchs probably mo~lt four times.
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The above diagram illustrates the decimal formula used herein. 6, 7, 8, 10, 6 are
the transverse measurements, while 7, 14, 28, SO, 88 are the corresponding longitudinal measurements. The formula in this case is: 7• 14• 28· so. 88• The unit of
6.
,.
8. 10.
6.
measurement is the hundredth part of the length of the body, whatever that may be.
The measurements become, therefore, percentages of the length. The absolute length
is given in millimeters as a final non-paired term. The measurements are taken
with the nema viewed in profile; the first are taken at the base of the pharynx, the
second at the nerve-ring, the third at the cardiac collum or end of the neck, the
fourth at the vulva in females and at the middle (M) in males, the fifth at the anus.
ft:>f#fo~~:---;"Hi
Fig. 68. M. recessu"s, n. sp. No. 21-b. Strire excessively
fine. Lips with 14 papillre. Intestine about S cells in girth,
2.8
8.9
30.
•5312
91.5 ) • ..
faintly tessellated. Cau1 4
2·
2.2
2.7
2.4
t.e
dal glands small and
inconspicuous. Tail tapering rapidly on the ventral side
behind the anus; thence onward arcuate and conoid, with
spinneret. Habitat: soil of a tomato field, Naranjo, Fla.
This species, together with decurrens and dentatus, constitute
the new sub-genus Sporonchulus,· it is interesting to note
that so far as known all of them are tropical and below the
average size.
Fig. 69. M. decurrens, n. sp. No. 21-c. Strire excessively Iii
fine. Intestine 7 to 8 cells in girth, the cells packed with ""--14"1i1::t-l!:'i
granules, which, however 2.s e. 24.
T
95.9
1
• .. -,;,
do not give rise to a tessel- 2.9 4.
4.2
4.6
2.
lated appearance. Tail arcuate conoid, tapering from in front
of the anus. · No spinneret, or doubtful; no caudal glands. Excretory pore ( ?) just behind the nerve ring. Anus more or
less elevated. Habitat: Plant Introduction Gardens, Miami, Fla.
53-b. M. fasciatus, n. sp. Like M. bathybius, No. 53. Characterized by large,
powerful lips, set off by a deep constriction, in 2.4 5.6 16. '64'rr 90.
_ mm
2 2
the depths of which is a double refractive line. 2.3 2.3 2.4 2.4 1.8
Teeth 3, small, equal, sub-basal; tail conoid, no spinneret. Papillre 14. Habitat:
About roots of camphor, Florida. N emativorous.
Erratum.
After Soil Science went to press it was found that similis and tenuis are invalid
as designations of new mononchs, owing to M ononchus similis Cobb 1893, and
M ononchus tenuis Daday 1908, the latter not a mononch. The present M. similis is
therefore hereby changed to M. subsimilis, and M. tenuis to M. subtenuis. The reference to M. megalaimus in "Nematodes mostly Australian and Fijian," Cobb, is a
misprint for M. gymnolaimus. The overlooked M. simili.r is as follows:
53c. M. similis Cobb. 3.3 8. 24. 11'58'11 86.
Pharynx three-fifths as
wide as the head, two- 3. 3.5 4.1
4.5
2.4 1· 8 mm thirds as wide as long;
tessellated intestine fifteen cells in girth ; anus conspicuous, depressed; spinneret
one-eighth as wide as the base of the tail. Habitat: About roots of cane, Harwood,
Clarence River, Australia.
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FILTER-BED NElllAS:

NE~IATODES O1 THE SLOW SAND FILTER-BEDS
OF Al\IERICAN CITIES
1~

(Including new genera and species)

WJTH NOTES ON HERMAPHRODITISM AND
PARTHENOGENESIS*
CONTRIBUTIONS TO A SCIENCE OF NEMATOLOGY,

BY N. A.

VII

COBB

Un,ted States Department of Agricultu,~

The nemas here described were collected from the filter-beds of
several American cities, incident to a rather extensive investigation
of nemas of economic interest. A study of them has afforded me such
au interesting and suggestive glimpse of the biological conditions in
slow sand filter-beds that I venture to think an account of it may be
of some slight use to sanitarians, and to engineers connected with city
and town water works. The hiological observations, more particularly those on the vanishing series of spermatozoa in syngones, may
prove of interest to zoologists and geneticists.
NATURE AND NUMBER, OF THE ORGANISMS FOUND

Comparatively few green organisms occur
in covered slow sand filter-beds, especially if the water passes through
a subsidence reservoir before entering the beds. Practically all the
living forms found are colorless or nearly so, and most of the larger ones
are animal. To me the most striking organisms in every sample of
sand examined were the nemas.
Period of Use. Renewal. From time to time a few inches of the
topmost sand of slow filter-beds is renewed; the old sand is removed and
fresh sand spread in its place. The period of use, the time between
any two successive renewals, varies from a few weeks to a few months,
according to the practice of the engine·er in charge. Toward the end
of a period of use the number of nemas in the topmost three inches of a
bed often mounts to hundreds of millions per acre, and sometimes
exceeds a thousand millions per acre. At this latter figure each glass
of drinking water must percolate through sand containing at least
about a thousand nemas.
Docens of Species Found. Often the nema population is of a mixed
character, but sometimes it is comparatively homogeneous. On
Few Green Organisms.

*Waverly Press, Baltimore, Jan. 11, 1918.
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one occasion, at the end of a period of use, I found ninety-six per cent
of the nemas to consist of but a single species. About thirty species
were found inhabiting the various beds examined, twenty-five species
being found to inhabit the beds of one city. l\1y observations make
no pretence of being exhaustive, and I presume further research may
easily double these numbers. Most of the species are of only occasional
. occurrence; those figuring prominently in the activities of the beds are only
about half a dozen in number, and of these not all are equally important.
THE MORE COMMON SPECIES

Commonest Spe.cies Carni.vorous. Of the four more important species,
(1) Mononchus longi,caudatus, (2) Ironus ignavus, (3) Tripyla monohystera
and in a lesser degree (4) Ironus longi,caudatus, I have shown that all

are carnivorous, that they feed upon a variety of living organisms,
and that no one of them confines itself to a single kind of food. Mononchus longicaudatus, for instance, feeds upon several species of nemas,
upon rotifers, and upon a variety of protozoa. The same is true of
Tripyla monhystera. In the struggle among these filter-bed organisms
it appears that sometimes one species may almost annihilate others.
This accounts for such cases as that in which M ononchus longicaudatus
constituted ninety-six per cent of the nema population of a bed.
ROTATION OF THE FLORA AND FAUNA

Seasonal Fluctuations. I know little about the seasonal fluctuations;
merely that they exist and that sometimes they are very marked.
For instance, on January 6 samples of sand were gathered from various
locations on a Washington filter-bed. This bed had been in operation
about six months, a period longer than in the case of any previous
examination (summer collections). About the same range of species
was found in this sand as had been found in all previous experience
taken together, but the smaller nemas, including Monhystera, were
much more abundant in this than in previous collections, and seemed
to be thriving. A large Dorylaimus that had been extremely rare
in previous collections was fairly common in this January collection. Achromadora m?°nima was also more common. Finally there
were one or two small species not hitherto found, Cylindrolaimus obtusus and a Rhabdolaimus. Whether these faunal differences were
due to the winter season or to the long time the bed had been in use
remains in certain instances undetermined,-very likely some of them
were due to both causes.
Economi<; Bearings. Apart from seasonal fluctuations, there is a
rotation in the fauna and flora incidental to the management of the
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beds. Beginning with a new period of use, it appears that minute
species, e.g., bacteria and protozoa, having a short life cycle and suited
to the new conditions, first make their appearance; these multiply
and become the food of succeeding species, which in their turn give
place to others. The problems presented are of great biological interest,
and may not be without some bearing on public health. Beyond
doubt they have a more or less important relation to the economical
and effective management of the filter-beds.
DETERMINING FACTORS OF FILTER-BED POPULATION

Organisms other than N emas. :\Jany other kinds of organisms are
found in filter-beds, some of them in far greater numbers than the nemas.
Bacteria, fungi and protozoa occur, of course, in abundance, and are,
I believe, the organic basis on which is built up the later animal population consisting of organisms of larger size, such as the nemas.
Rotifers are not uncommon. Small oligochaetes,-earthworms,-occur,
especially after long use, but never in such myriads as in sewage. Small
crustaceans, such as daphnia and cyclops, sometimes occur, but I have
never seen them in large numbers. Occasionally aquatic insects are
found. The filter-beds of each city present biological peculiarities
dependent upon the source of the water supply, for the biological
characteristics of filter-beds depend to a considerable extent on the
climatic and geological conditions prevalent on the water-shed from
which the supply is drawn.
PHYSIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF FILTER-BED NEMAS

Illness from Change of Water. It is a well-accepted idea among
physicians, as well as laymen, that a change of drinking-water may
cause intestinal disorders; why they are thus caused is not always clear.
If the waters in question are .widely different in composition, for instance
one soft and the other hard, it is easy to understand how intestinal
derangements might follow a change from one to the other; but are
the derangements due to change of water always associated with such
marked chemical differences? Do not intestinal disturbances follow
changes of water in which the usual tests would show but very slight
differences?
Soluble Excreta in Drinking-water. Is it possible that slight quantities
of organic substances found in drinking water and of a character as
yet unknown, might, under some circumstances, exert a powerful
physiological influence? If this question be answered affirmatively,
a wide field of investigation is opened up in connection with potable
waters, and it is in this connection that the present researches arc
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cMinitely suggestive. The filter-beds, after they have been cleaned
and again put to use, soon become the habitat of a succession of various
organisms, animal as well as vegetable, so that at the end of a period
of use it is no exaggeration to say that the sand through which the water
percolates swarms with them. To state a definite case quantitatively,
it has been shown during these examinations that such filter-bed sarnl
may contain hundreds of millions of nemas per acre in the top three
inches. Each of these nemas is excreting material of which the soluble
portions must pass into the city's water supply, and if in the course
of its passage through the filters, flumes, and delivery pipes this soluble
matter is not precipitated or otherwise altered, it is pre::-cnt in every
glass of drinking-water.
FLAVOR OF DRINKING WATERS

Drinking-water Connoisseurs'! The excreta of any given filter-bed
organism must be different from that of any other, and though the
differences may be slight between similar organisms, there are good
reasons for thinking that the differences among the organisms of the
filter-beds of different cities are great enough to cause materia1 differences in the nature of their excreta. Such soluble parts of the excreta
as pass into the drinking-water must play a role in imparting to the
water its flavor and other qualities. This is enough to make one wish
that we had connoisseurs to assi!St us in the selection and control of
drinking-water, as we have connoisseurs in wine and tea,-connoisseurs
or experts capable of distinguishing minute differences in the flavor of
drinking-waters. At first thought this may seem too fine-spun, and yet
when we think of the care exercised in selecting wines, teas, and other
beverages, and compare their actual importance with that of drinkingwater, it may not be going too far to suggest that consideration be
given to the possibility of determining tbt qualities of drinking-water
by flavor and other tests in addition to those now in use. I think
expenenc-ed persons with a delicate sense of taste will bear out the
~.tatemrnt that the drinking-water of each city has its characteristic
flavor. If half a dozen glasses of fresh drinking-water could be assemhlt>d from the water supplies of as many cities, I have little doubt that
a person with a delicate sense of taste would be able to tell one from
another blindfolded, at any rate where the differences were most
pronounced.
In this discussion it matters little that the amount of the dissolved
~ubstances thus suggested as a possible cause of differenc~s in the physiological action of drinking-water is minute, for it is a well-established
fact that very minute quantities of various substances may have a pro-
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found effect upon the human organism. Such reflections lead to the suggestion that the study of filter-bed organisms is one that should be
prosecuted more vigorously. We have developed afewexcellentchemical
tests, and, so far as it goes, an excellent system for determining the
bacterial content of drinking-water. Why not go a step farther and
make at least an attempt to determine the nature of the minute quantities of soluble organic substances of physiological significance which
may be present, and the origin and nature of these substances.
POSSIBLE CONTROL OF FILTER-BED ORGANISMS

If it should be found that the presence of a particular micro-organism
in filter-beds is deleterious, is it possible so to manage the beds
as to exclude the micro-organism, or counteract its effect? Already I
feel sufficiently conversant with some of the facts to predict that such
control will prove feasible, at least in some instances. In the case of
M ononchus longicaudatus for instance, as soon as we know the natural
distribution of the M ononchus; its relationship to the seasons of the
year, if it has any significant relationship of that kind; the period of
its life cycle; its rate and method of reproduction; its food; its enemies;
then, almost beyond doubt we shall be able to suggest means for its
control. - So with other organisms.
To secure a reliable filter-bed census it is necessary to examine the
sand as soon as collected. After a short period under laboratory conditions the population begins to change: e.g., sand which at the time
it was removed from the bed contained many specimens of M ononchus
and a few of I ronus ignavus, after ten days yielded no M ononchus, though
it continued to yield Ironus, and in addition a few adult specimens of
Tripyla and M onhystera,-differences no doubt due in part to the fact
that in stagnant collections Mononchus longicaudatus is subject to the
attacks of a variety of fatal diseases caused by fungi and microbes.
NEMAS A CLUE TO THE FLOW

Nemas Unequally Distributed in Beds. The distribution of organisms
in filter-beds is not uniform. For example, if a series of samples be collected, one each from near the main drain-pipe, near a lateral, between
the laterals, and at the margin of the bed, the numbers and kinds of
nemas will be found to differ in the various samples. This unequal
distribution is doubtless a function of the flow of the water, for where
the flow is rapid the biological environment differs from that where it
is slower; there is a greater supply of oxygen, a greater supply of watersoluble food, and a greater supply of such free micro-organisms as may
pass between the grains of sand. It follows that to some extent the
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fauna and flora of filter-bed sand may be made a criterion of the rate
and nature of the filtration.
The general appearance of the sand in any particular part of the bed is
a clue to the rate and nature of the filtration there, but this rough method
is capable of refinement through the aid of a biological census. The
difficulty is we do not yet know what significance to attach to the
presence or absence of particular species. Should an attempt be made
to devise and apply such a method, it might be found that the presence
or absence of a few species would constitute a sufficient test.
PARTIAL LIST OF THE NEMAS FROM AMERICAN SLOW SAND
FILTER-BEDS*
Achromadora minima Cobb ••••• Washington, D. C.
Actinolaimua radiatiu Cobb •••• Washington, D. C.
Aphanolaimua ? ..••••••...•.•..•.... Philadelphia
Aphtunchua sp .••••••.•..•••.•.• •• •••.. Pitti!burg
At11unchua 11p •.•• •••••••••••••••.• • . New Bedford
C,phalobu, sp . .....•.•.............•. Philadelphia
C11lindrolaimus obtmua Cobb •. •Washington, D. C.
Dor,laimu B/ecundus Cobb ..••• Washington, D. C.
Dor11laimus sp ......•.......•.. Washington, D. C.
Dor,laim-u, sp ... . ................... Philadelphia
Dor11laim-u~ sp .•.. ••••....•••........ Philadelphia
Dor11laimus sp .••..........•.•.. Washington, D. C.
Iola simile n. sp .............. Washington. D. C.
Ironu s ainericanu, Cobb .•.•....•••. • . Philadelphia
Ironua igna•us BllBlian .• .• . •••• Washington, D. C.
lron-u, longica-udatu, de Man .•. Washington, D. C.
Monhystera subfil.i!ormi& n. sp .. Washington, D. C.
Monh11stera diapar Ba, tian ..••. Washington, D. C.
Monhystera sp ...•....•...•.......... Philadelphia
Monh11streUa puctoide, n. subg., n. sp.
Washington, D. C.

Mononchulus ~entralis n. g., n. sp.
Washington, D. C.
Mononchu, longicaudatus Cobb
Washington, D. C.
Mononchus ~p ....••...•............. Philadelphia
Plec1U8 cirratus Bastian ........ Washington, D. C.
PriBmalolaimu.s sp .....•...•.•....... Philadelphia
Rhabditis sp .••••••.•.•••............ Philadelphia
Rhabdolaimus sp .•.........•... WaBhington, D. C.
Srr.1ophora sp ......•.•.•.•.•••...•.•.. Harrisburg
TeratocephalUII sp ...•.•...•....•••.•.... Pittsburic
TrilobuB longus Leidy ..•••••••••••• •• Philadelphia.
Tripyla monohystera de Man .•• Washington, D. C.
Tylencholaimus sp ..•....•..... South Bethlehem,
Pittsburic
T 11lench-us fili/ormi• Bfllschli (?)
.
Washington, D. C.
Tvlenehus sp ......................... Philadelphia
Xiphim ma americanum Cobb . . ..••• . Philadelphia

• The larger number of species from the Washington beds is due to the examination of a larger num•
ber of samples than frcm beds elsewhere. The more important of these species are described below.
The drawings are from nature and were made under the author'• personal supervision by Mr. W. E.
Chambers.

MONONCHUS Bastian 1865
1. Mononchus longicaudatus Cobb (See p.161). The feeding habits of Morwn-

chus are distinctly different from those of either of its frequent companions,
Tripyla and Ironus .. In capturing food Mononchus depends largely upon the
grip of its powerful jaws. Tripyla depends upon its agility and its flexibility,
and possibly coils itself about its victim, after the manner of a boa constrictor.
Mononchus and Tripyla bolt their food, but Ironus feeds in an entirely different
way; attaching its lips to its food, it rips a hole in the external layers by the
outward stroke of its three, extremely sharp, radially acting onchi. As these
move forward their points move outward, and two or three such movements serve
partially to imbed the head of the Ironus. It would appear that then the more
or less fluid parts only are imbibed, for the contents of the intestine of Ironus
hardly ever present optically identifiable substances. It is manifest, however,
that the contents of the intestine are animal in character, and so it seems beyond
reasonable question that Ironus is carnivorous. I have never found the con•
tents of the intestine to respond to the starch test.
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Intra vitam staining shows the existence of a
dorso~ventral physiological differentiation in the
intestine of Mononchus longicaudatus.
Renette. When this well~known mononch was
stained intra vitam with trypan blue, the ampulla
and a short portion of the duct of- the renette was
so distinctly seen as to leave almost no shadow of
doubt that this portion of the renette structure
is normal. I am inclined to think that the duct
soon takes a lateral turn, and possibly becomes
connected with the lateral field; thus far it has not
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onchulus wentralis,
a very interBl!ting trl IA' .
nema, found in
~Yfer-f:S~in\1¥,~ Tri or bt . .
lateral fields are
shown with great
they
clearness;
are made up of
about three rows
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each cell with an
egg-shaped
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The
intestinal
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shown
darker.
Oesophageal
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Mononchus. The
small
posterior
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apparently serving as
a testis, is shown
at tst. Nearly the
whole of the testis
is shown in the ilThe
lustration.
spinneret is unusually large, and
givee us for the
first time some
clue to the structure and
mechanics of this
or11:an. The de-
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about equal to the radius of the n3ck, so that the
size and structure of the glandular part remain
unknown.

TKf!Jlcdl .
Jl nl ilr/

MONONCHULUS gen. nov.

tf111r! .

Characters. Possessing the form and general ,b gt 1111 · · · · ·
appearance of Mononchus, but having the spinneret ti/I Clfl . .
on the ventral side of the tail near the terminus, ,w: rolr ..
and the pharynx smaller and narrower with thicker ltllr _
walls, and with forward pointing onchi or teeth, of
which a subventral one dominates. The labial X5(J(J 11 ¥" . .
papillae are smaller than is usual in i1lononchus, in fact are barely visible.
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The entire pharynx is about twice as long as the cavity bearing the onchi, but
the posterior part is narrower and somewhat obscure.
Anterior gonad reflexed. Posterior gonad outstretched, very small, producing
spermatozoa. The development of the oocytes follows about the same course as
that of the spermatocytes, which they resemble to a certain extent, though
they are larger. Occasionally the oocytes so closely resemble the spermatocytes that it is rather difficult to make a clear distinction. The very youngest
stages of the female gonad have not been seen, but in the youngest stages observed there were no indications of spermatozoa;-yet at the same time spermatozoa were developing in the minute posterior straight gonad.

~~:s

2. Mononchulus ventralis n. sp. ;::
~: ,,
••·b~\ \.s 1. ~ The thick
layers of the transparent, colorless, naked cuticle appear to be devoid of any
but the very finest of transverse striae; but longitudinal striations are visible
throughout the length of the body. Six rather thoroughly amalgamated lips
of considerable thickness arch together over the pharynx and normally nearly
close the mouth opening. There are six slightly spreading inconspicuous papillae
scarcely interfering with the rounded contour of the front of the head; in addition, surrounding the mouth, there are six forward pointing papillae. There
are no eye-spots. Very inconspicuous amphids occur opposite the middle of the
largest pharyngeal tooth in the form of small semi-circumferences opening backward and having a breadth about one-fifth as great as that of the corresponding
part of the bead. The anterior main thick-walled portion of the pharynx is
about as long as the head is wide. When the pharyngeal organs are at rest
this front cavity is comparatively well filled by the large, acute, forward
pointing right submedian tooth. There are two other teeth, a small dorsal, forward pointing tooth having its apex near the middle of the pharynx, and an exceedingly minute inward pointing tooth, or spur, in the left submedian portion
of the cavity near the base. Opposite the anterior portion of the main tooth
the walls of the pharynx are armed with several dozens of minute, rasp-like
teeth or denticles.
Close scrutiny of that part of the wall of the pharynx immediately behind
the rasp-like area discloses that it is transversely striated to near the base.
These pharyngeal striae can be seen only with the highest powers of the microscope under favorable circumstances. Behind this anterior portion of the
pharynx is a narrower, unarmed portion, of equal length, making the total length
of the pharynx about twice as great as the diameter of the head. The cells of
the thick-walled, narrow-lumened intestine contain scattered brownish granules.
There are three unicellular caudal glands; two opposite each other immediately
behind the anus, and a third, more or less dorsally located, behind and between
the first two but emptying through a submedian ampulla and hence really sub•
median. The single reflexed ovary, except when pushed forward by the presence
of an egg in the uterus, reaches nearly back to the vulva.
Habitat: This interesting digonic species has been found in peat soil, west
of Fort Lauderdale, Fla., along a canal for drainage of land formerly covered
with water, and at Miami, Fla.; in the sand of the filter beds at Washington, D.
C.; and also in the Potomac River.
A species that appears to belong to the genus Mononchulus is described by
Daday under the name Prismatolaimus nodicaudatus, n. sp., in his "::\Iikro•
skopische Siisswasserthiere aus Deutsch Xeu Guinea."
8
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STRUCTURE OF THE SPINNERET
I am not aware that anyone has ever attempted to explain the mechanism of
the spinneret of nemas. Manifestly the flow of the caudal secretion is controlled
at will. Watching this operation as performed by a free-living nema, one is
forcibly reminded of the facility with which spiders regulate the operation of
their spinnerets, and, as in spiders, so in nemas, there must be a definite con•
trollable mechanism for performing these operations. The structure of the
spinneret in Mononchu.lu.s ventralis may at least suggest the mechanical principles exemplified.
The Needle-Valve. As a rule the nema spinneret is so extremely minute that
its details cannot be deciphered. In Mononchttlu.s ventralis the spinneret is
relatively large and its elements more or less resolvable, but since it is ventral
in this species instead of terminal, as is usual, its form may not be entirely typical.
In M. ventralis we find the duct of the spinneret to end externally in a conical depression near the end of the tail. This conical
depression leads to a short oblique tube
terminating internally at the valve of the
spinneret, vlv-vll', Fig. 2. The valve belongs
to the class known as needle-valves, and the
needle, if such it be called, is an acute, fusiform affair, duplex in cross section, and
nearly half as long as the terminu::i of the
tail is wide. It is placed at an angle of
about 45 degrees with the axis of the tail, and
,Jc:"
sulll
while its acute free distal end lies loose in a
cavity of obverse mold, its more or less
cephalated proximal end is connected with
the dorsal side of the tail by means of oblique
muscular fibres. The proximal part of the
valve is located in the midst of a vesicle (?)
to the dorsal side of which its proximal extremity seems to be attached; the embryological development has not been investiX2000
gated, but conceivably the needle is formed
by an invagination of the wall of the "vesiFig. 2. Spinneret of Mononchulua ~en•
with coagulated secretion attached.
cle." Into the base of the more or less tralis,
The valve is partly open and the secretion
ellipsoidal "vesicle" the ducts of the caudal is pouring out. The three ampullae empty
glands empty. The operation of the needle- ~n:i a of~::!o~;f:J7e-~~~~th!aY~~~~;~
~z-z~, so that the body pr011Sure, prevalve is now easily understood. The internal sumably
assisted by the elasticity of the
body pressure will of itself keep the needle- surrounding parts, (oro. elaat) holds the
spinneret valve shut except when it is
valve closed. Contraction of the muscular
1
:~a!fe~nn~«riet~ho:nus:;:·b:i:v~ "toAt!!
fibres already described serves to pull the nerve
nuclei. For abbreviatione seep. 212.
needle loose from the mouth of the valve,
and so permit an outflow of the secretion. The "needle" is composed of two
elong?,ted, ceratinous lateral elements joined side by side, and the orifice of the
valve is composed of three elements, disposed in the form of a hollow cone
about the distal half of the needle.
N ervou.s Apparafu..s of Valve. Most of the foregoing features are shown in
Fig. 2. Necessarily t,he apparatus is supplied with the appropriate sensory and
moto~ nerves. The •letails of these latter have not yet been made out with

r:~
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certainty; however, innervated papillae occur near the terminus,-doubtless
tactile in function. The shortest, i.e., dorsal, unpaired caudal gland empties
through a dorsally left submedian duct. Of the two longer and paired glands,
one, the left submedian, empties through a ventral ampulla, while the other
empties through a dorsally right submedian one; the details of the debouchment
remain somewhat obscure and no attempt has been made to indicate all of them in
the illustration. The three pores, however, are just in front of the ''equator" of
the valve.
Digonic. This species presents the unusual peculiarity for an hermaphroditic
nema of developing its ova in one gone, and its sperm in another gone of much
smaller size,-in a word is digonic. So great is the disparity between these two
branches of the sexual ~pparatus that at first glance one almost inevitably concludes that the very small posterior branch is a mere functionless vestige.
A careful examination seems to prove that only ova are produced in the anterior
branch, while the very small outstretched posterior gonad functions as a testis;
the evidence for this latter conclusion being the occurrence of spermatozoa and
spermatocytes in small numbers arranged in the order to be expected if the
organ were a small gonad devoted solely to the production of sperm. The cells
in this minute gonad are so few that their precise order is not a striking feature,
and yet an examination of a series selected from among individuals in which the
ova in the anterior gonad are still quite young and small, enables one to demonstrate that the cells near the blind end of the small gonad correspond in structure
with primary spermatocytes, and that the succeeding cells, sometimes as few as
two to three in number, represent successive steps in the development of the
spermatozoa. Occasionally one finds here a pair of gonic cells lying side by side,
each containing about six chromosomes, practically as definite as those to be seen
in the testes of male individuals of typical free-living amphigonic nemas. Often
the perfected spermatozoa appear not to exceed eight to twelve in number.
There is an obscure tendency for them to be located in groups of four, such as
should exist if they were produced in situ in quartets in the manner characteristic of the spermatozoa of nemas. Once an egg was observed containing near
its equatorial periphery a body corresponding in size and staining properties to
one of the spermatozoa to be seen free in the uterus. The nucleus of this egg
showed signs of being affected by the presence of the spermatozoon, though it
appeared not yet to have produced polar bodies. All these appearances are in
harmony with the supposition that the posterior branch of the sexual apparatus,
small as it is, functions as a testis.
TRI PYLA Bastian 1865
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3. Tripylamonohysterade Man.
::
"' ;\
Few nema11
are more agile than this. Its movements are extremely rapid, especially those of
the head end. It is unusually flexible, coiling and uncoiling all parts of its body
with great rapidity. It is of a restless disposition, at least so appears when
brought under the microscope for examination.
I have often seen this Tripyla attach itself to glass and then exhibit the evolutions characteristic of nemas possessing well developed spinnerets, but in spite
of careful examination of living specimens, and specimens preserved both in
glycerine and balsam, I have seen no definite traces of caudal glands. The
cephalic setae are segmented and consist of two or more joints.
Harbors a Parasite. Tripyla monohystera of the Washington filter-beds often
contains what appears to be a peculiar spherical parasite. The parasites (?)
H
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seem usually to gain entrance to the body at or near the caudal extremity, for
in almost all cases where their number
nq/1
is few they are confined to the tail.
See Fig. 3. Thence they seem to work
their way forward, especially along the
lateral fields, so that finally they may oc.. "'
cur throughout the length of the body
11/SCoe
in hundreds of thousands. These ob111n oe
jects are extremely minute and can be
. ml
satisfactorily examined only with the
. .wit cut
aid of the highest powers of the micro. (JJ//JIKI
scope. At first sight they appear to be
IJIT r
crescent shaped, a deception due to their
peculiar refractive properties. · Careful
. dmuN
focusing shows that the greater portion
. . . JIISCS(lft
of the sphere, an eccentric portion, is
. d nro!t,r
but slightly refractive. The remaining
d fllFJU!Jn.

Fig. 3. Tripyla monohystera.
This active, voracious little nema
is very common in filter-beds.
Often the remains of several other
nemas are to be found in hs intestine. The specimen figured had
been feeding on a variety of microzoa. To be seen in the intestine
are a nema, nematod i nu: the
"gizzard" of a rotifer, rot ing; and
a number of protozoa, ing. The
egg shown has just received one of
the syngonic sperm cells •P, and has
thrown off the first polar body, corp
plr I. The beginning of a sporozoon (?) infestation is shown in the
tail, par. The renette of this nema
(ren; ex p) has hitherto remained
unknown. An organ of considerable size, but of unknown significance, org ?, is also now for the first
time shown to exist in the neck.
For abbreviations aee p. 212.
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portion is more easily seen, and, when
it comes into view in optical section,
presents the contour of a crescent ;-is
therefore in reality bowl-shaped. I have
made no serious attempt to classify these
objects and can only suggest that we
fin•
have here a new sporozoon. If so it
. m·
may be the cause of a serious disease of
the nematode; often 10 to 20 per cent
of the individuals Rppear to contain it.
In some collections it occurs in practically every individual.
Nemativorous. Nematodes having a
plain oesophagus, such as Tripyla, fXT . .
Mononchus, and Monhystera, often ex- 11111 .
hibit a marvelous capacity for swallow- ,,,-n, .
x 4 66
ing relatively large objects. Some speaies of Monhystera are able to swallow diatoms one-half to two-thirds as wide as
themselves, and one-fifth to one-sixth as long. Tripyla monhystera is rather
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remarkable in this respect. It has little difficulty in swallowing nemas half
as wide as itself; and the partly digested remains of several such may
sometimes be seen in its intestine.
(See Fig. 3.)
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IRONUS Bastian 1865
4. Ironus longicaudatus de Man.
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As regards the pronounced dorsoven tral differences in the intestine of
Ironus longicaudatus, when specimens
of this species are stained in acid carmine it is noticeable that the large
granules characteristic of the dorsal
side take the stain. From an examination of living specimens one would
think these granules
Fig. 4. Ironua
probably fatty in their longicoudotua.
excretory
nature. The fact that The
pore is at the lips.
they stain as they do The submedian
glands
seems to exclude this salivary
empty opposite
the amphids. the
supposition.
dorsal one farther
No Sperm · Seen. In back. The dorcells of the
spite of very careful ex- sal
intestine
differ
very much from
amination I was unable the
vantral.
to discover spermatozoa
in the females of this
species. Nevertheless I
am strongly inclined to
think that further investigation will reveal
the presence of spermatozoa, and show that this
species also is syngonic.
I have seen no males.
I believe the foodhabits of lronus longicaudalus to be much the
same as those of lronus
ignavus, but having had
less opportunity to investigate them I have
fewer data from which
to form an opin~on.
Habitat: Washington ,,. .
filter-beds; sometimes """ ·
abundant. Quite active. , w
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EVIDENCE THAT IRONUS IS CARNIVOROUS
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5. Ironus ignavus Bastian. ,1.1
1.•
1.6
1.s
1. 1 2 •7 •• The pharyngeal
onchi are tissue tearers. The three onchi of Ironus ignavus are of unequal form
and size. At first glance they appear equal, but even when the onchi are drawn
in and the head viewed in profile it is sometimes possible to see that the dorsal
onchus differs from the other two in being duplex. When the onchi are exserted
the expansion necessary to this operation throws the two apices of the dorsal
onchus wide apart, and they can then with ease be brought separately into
focus. A front view of the head also emphasizes this double structure of the
dorsal onchus. Either half of this onchus when seen in profile seems to be of
almost exactly the same size and contour as one of the submedian onchi. The
action of the onchi in Ironus is like that in some species of Diplogaster, of most
species of Axonolaimus and of one or two other marine genera, and is the exact
reverse of that of the onchi of Enoplus and its relatives. The outward action
of the onchi in Ironus is adapted to tearing open the tissues upon which it feeds,
the fluid and semi•fluid portions of which are then imbibed. In harmony
with this is the liquid or finely divided character of the contents of the intestine
in Ironus. Enoplidae, on the other hand, bolt their food. The movements
of the onchi do not appear to be so quick as those of the onchi of Diplogaster.
The outward throw and return occupied about one.quarter second in a specimen
which though stained intra vitam with neutral red, yet appeared to be as active
as the average living specimen.
Chara,cteristic Intestinal Crystals. The doubly refractive crystals found in
the intestinal cells of Ironus are different from those found in certain Rhabdites, to
which I have given the name Rhabditin. The doubly refractive crystals of Ironus
are not spherical,-on the contrary are distinctly angular in contour and have a
definite polyhedral form. These doubly refractive bodies are absent from the
anterior part of the intestine for a distance about equalling half the length of the
neck, indicating a different physiological condition here. Some of the intestinal
cells are very distinctly specialized. (See Fig. 5.)
Carnivorous. The following are strong reasons for regarding Ironus as car•
nivorous; (I) Recognizable plant remains are rarely if ever found in the intestine.
(2) Ironus abounds in places where there is little plant food of any kind, but where
animal food is plentiful. (3) The peculiar mouth parts can hardly be ex•
plained in any other way than by supposing them to be special organs for rip•
ping open tissues of the food, and the only filter•bed plants that could furnish
adequate food for Ironus are entirely too small to be operated upon by these
mouth parts.
A very n◊-ticeable feature in the development of the eggs of Ironus ignavus
is the appearance in the ripening ova of numerous protoplasmic structures which
stain rather strongly in acid carmine. Toward a dozen of these structures
may be seen in the full grown ovum when about to turn and pass into the uterus.
The younger ovum immediately following it also shows these same structures,
more closely packed together, but of about the same size. After the egg has
passed into the uterus these bodies sometimes completely disappear.
Newly Discovered Organs. Among the numerous new facts here brought to
light in connection with Ironus none appear more interesting than the pro•
nounced dorso-ventral differentiation of the intestine. In both ignavus and
longicaudatus this differentiation is pronounced, especially in the latter, where
from one end of the intestine to the other the difference in structure between the
dorsal and ventral sides is very striking. In ignavus the same quality of dif•
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ferentiation occurs,·
,111 · · ,,,,"
but the cells having longicaudatua, q. v. The differ- _1111· sal ••··-·
the coarser struc- though
entiation of the intestinal cells
., /li
marked is not so pro- llfl /11
ture are more scat- nounced as in longicaudatua.
I
tered. They never- Common in filter-beds. Seep. 212. prr 11d 1/!I·· z ,
41
theless are here
n dr/
also commonly dor- fJt' •
sal or sub--dorsal.
,n r ...
What seems to
be a very long and
narrow tubular organ (org 1) exists
in ignavus. I have
been unable to determine the function of this interesting organ. The
mycelium of various parasitic fungi
is not altogether
uncommon in the
bodies of fresh
water nemas, and
sometimes presents
highly deceptive
appearances, but it
-did not seem possible to me that this
tubular structure
could be other than
an integral part of
the Ironus.
It is interesting
to note that the
most common sp'3cies of I ronus in
American
filter-beds are identical
with those of Europe. Ironus ignavus is widely $pread
in the United States,
as I have collected
it from spring, lake
and river waters of
many of the northern states, from the !/II.
Atlantic as far west
as Colorado and /)(/ ... ... .
from widely varying altitudes.
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Fig. 6.

Monhystrella

plec•
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ring the oesophagus is distinctly though slightly altered.
A critical review of the Monhysteras so far discovered and
d81icribed will undoubtedly result in the establishment of a
number of fairly well defined
groups, some of subgeneric
rank, some of generic. The
divisions may be made on the
basis of the anatomy of the
male organs as well as on that
of the mouth parts. These
anatomical differences are the
outward expression of differences in food habits, and of
special activities due to differ-
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are specially adapted to studies of problems in genetics.
The mode of development of
the spermatozoa of certain
species is worthy of study.
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Subgeneric characters. Has the
general form and appearance of
Monhystera, but differs in the following respects :-The pharynx is
more elongated, somewhat resembling that of Cylindrolaimus, but
tapers slightly. The oesophagus
is not quite of uniform diameter,
in this respect somewhat resembling that of Plectus in the anterior part, but with all the varia·
tions less pronounced, so that, at
first glance, the oesophagus seems
to be rather uniform in structure
from the pharynx backward to the
cardiac swelling. There is a
rather distinct pyriform cardiac
swelling, with clear indications
of the presence of glands among
its muscular tissues. One or two
problematical unicellular organs
exist in the lateral fields on each
side of the body some distance
in front of the anus. Otherwise
very much as in Monhystera.
Possibly Monhystera bulbifera de
Man belongs to this sub-genus •
6. Monhystrella plectoides n. sp.

X'i61J

.o...
The rather thin, transparent,
colorless cuticle is traversed by
exceedingly fine transverse striae,
resolvable only with high powers
under most favorable conditions .
The thin-shelled eggs appear to
be deposited before segmentation
begins .
Habitat: Sand, Washington
filter beds; uncommon. Nemas
of the character represented by
Monhystrella and Monhystera are
largely, if not entirely, vegetarian. As a rule they are not
abundant in covered slow sand
filter beds. On one occasion,
however, after a long period of
winter use, I found such nemas
to be fairly abundant.
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They appeared to have been feeding upon bacteria and other similar microphytes. Monhysteras are more common in open filter beds and in reservoirs,
where they appear to feed principally on green unicellular algae, which naturally
do not flourish in covered filter beds, since sunlight, direct or diffused, is
necessary to their growth.
IOTA Cobb 1913
2

/::e •.L'~: '!:

6
7. Iota s1m1le, n. sp. ';:;
::~
2
6 • .. The colorless layers of
the thick cuticle are traversed by ninety to one hundred plain, transverse
striae of such a nature as to give a relatively coarse serrate-crenate appearance
to the contour of the body. The annules of the cuticle are complete rings.
Only at rare intervals is there a trace of anastomosis; occasionally it will
happen that two semi-annules on one side of the body are joined to one on the
other. The convex-conoid neck ends in a somewhat rounded head surmounted
by a flat lip region composed probably of six very flat lips placed in the slightly
depressed front surface of the first annule. The first. two or three annules are
packed closely together, and the prevalent crenate-serrate appearance of the
contour begins probably with the fourth annule, possibly with the third. No
labial papillae have been seen. Nothing is known concerning the amphids.
Spear. The spear is rather more slender than in most Iotas, and tapers
throughout the main portion of the shaft, which constitutes fully two-thirds of
the length. Where it reaches its maximum development this shaft has a diameter
about half as great as the width of one of the neighboring annules of the cuticle.
Behind the shaft the hilt of the spear has a diameter only a trifle larger than that
of the main portion of the shaft. The hilt increases in diameter steadily
posteriorly, and finally expands suddenly into a large three-fold bulb nearly
one-fourth as wide as the corresponding portion of the neck. The central canal
of the spear is plainly visible, and is continuous with that of the oesophagus.
Oesophagus and Intestine. The oesophagus is about as wide as the base of
the spear, and appears to present no very definite median bulb, though there
is a slight change near the middle of the neck which probably indicates the
position of some such structure. The details of the intestine are somewhat
obscure, but it appears to begin as a tube about half as wide as the body, and to
continue at this width for some distance. The anus seems to be located
between the fourth and fifth annulcs, counting from the posterior extremity.
The excretory pore is located near the twenty-sixth annule counting from the
head end where the annules first become distinctly developed; this means probably at about the thirtieth annule counting from the mouth itself. The tail is
conoid to the blunt terminus, which is destitute of a spinneret.
Sexual Organs. The depressed vulva is located at about the seventh annule
from the caudal extremity. The vagina leads inward and forward a distance
fully equal to the corresponding body width. In front of this is the uterus,
which appears to be once and one-half to twice as long as the corresponding
body-diameter. The ovary extends directly forward and its blind end lies
some little distance behind the base of the neck. The eggs occur one at a time
in the uterus. They are thin-shelled, a little longer than the corresponding
body diameter and about half as wide as long.
Habitat: Aberrant in filter beds, Washington, D. C.; roots of grape-vine,
Herman, Mo. Synonymous with Iota are Ogma Southern and Criconema Hofmanner and Menzel. Iota consists of many species. I have specimens and full
MS. descriptions of a number of new species collected during the last twenty
years in widely different parts of the world. All are -f and have the vulva
hidden among the annules near the anus; tiny, wide nemas with retrorse annules.
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MONHYSTERA Bastian 1865
8. M. sub:filiformis n. sp.

:!

1

This form, which appears to be new, is closely
related to Monhystera filiformis Bastian, but differs from the descriptions given by various authors
in the following respects:- There are 10 cephalic
setae on subfiliformis instead of six. The am4
phids are somewhat larger than given by most
authors for filiformis. In the cardiac region I
have noticed in the single specimen of the present
species so far examined, a very definite pseudo.
bulb. There is a definite renette, as shown in the
figure, with an excretory pore opposite the nerve
ring. The eggs are relatively larger than described for filif ormis. The anatomical details are
clearly shown in Fig. 7. This species also shows
a certain amount of resemblance to Monhystera
vulgaris, de Man, but differs in having setae on
the body, and in having 10 cephalic setae, and in
the amphids being slightly different in position,
form and size. The tail of vulgaris also seems to
be more slender.
Habitat: Sand, Washington filter beds; M!~ht1 ~
usua_lly uncommon. Of the numerous jijor~1:,specres of Monhystera I have had occa- Uncom•
sion to examine with respect to their ;11°rt C :~
food habits, all appear to be largely if beds.
not wholly vegetarian. The various species specialize to a considerable degree in
the matter of food. For instance, many
marine species feed almost exclusively
on diatoms. If the filterbe<l Monhysteras
are not an exception to the rule, they
would seem to be dependent on fungi and
bacteria as a source of food, except in
open beds, where of course they would
find an abundance of green microphytes.
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CYLINDROLAIMUS de Man 1884

Sexual Organs. Cylindrolaimus typically has but a single outstretched ovary;
from the observations of various authors
it would appear that this may extend
either forward or backward, usually forward. As there is some doubt about the
shape of the organ in the type species
communis, it is desirable that specimens
of that species be reexamined. Inasmuch
as the male of only one of the six true
species of Cylindrolaimus has been seen, it
would seem that the genus is typically
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syngonic or digonic. Such observations as I have been able to make upon
glycerine specimens of obtusus lead me to conclude that this species at least
is probably digonic; if it is syngonic we are confronted with the phenomenon
of the ovary first acting as a testis and sending over into the rudimentary
posterior part spermatocytes, probably primary spermatocytes, there to continue their development.
9. Cylindrolaimus obtusus Cobb.

::: 1~:, 2::, '.L5:~5 s!:s .6••

Fig. s c11iindrolaimua ob-

The moderately thin cuticle =;b~e~
is traversed by five to six hun- the sexu&l organ.a is very
dred transverse striae, which do faintly shown.
Probably
dinot appear to be further resolv- gonic,
possibly
able. In glycerine specimens syngoruo.
there are very faint indications
of longitudinal striations, which
are more pronounced toward the
anterior extremity; these may be
due merely to the attachments of
the somatic muscles. There appear to be no very distinct lips,
though probably minute lips are
present,-so small and so closely
amalgamated as easily to escape
observation. Occasionally six
excessively minute papillae have
been seen immediately round the
mouth opening; though no doubt
always present, these papillae
usually
escape
observation.
When the lips are closed the
small mouth opening appears as
a simple pore in the middle of
the front of the head, where
there is an exceedingly minute
depression. Four submedian,
somewhat papilla-like, widelyspreading cephalic setae occur
on the margin of the head about
half way between the an,terior
1fll
extremity and the front of the ><675
amphids; each of these setae is
about one-fourth as long as the corresponding diameter of the head. The
well-developed lateral fields are about one-third as wide as the body. There
do not appear to be any distinct wings.
Intestine. Ovary. The somewhat cylindroid cardia is of relatively large
size, and is separated from the oesophagus by a constriction; it is about twofifths as wide as the base of the neck, and is surrounded by about seven unicellular organs, probably glandular in nature. There is a small posterior branch
of the sexual apparatus, extending backward a distance about equal to the length
of the body diameter, serving either as a testis or spermatheca, apparently the
former. The ellipsoidal, thin-shelled, smoqth eggs are five-sixths as wide as

,a1.
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the body, and about two to two and one-half times as long as wide. They appear
in the uterus one at a time and seem to be deposited before segmentation begins.
Habitat: Sand, Washington filter beds, early in January 1916, at the end
of about five months' use. Not common. No males seen.
PLECTUS Bastian 1865
;_ 811 • -■ Taking the de10. Plectus clrratus, Bastian. ~:~
:~ ••·•:~~•
scriptions and figures of de Man as the basis of his identification, Maupas
made numerous and very careful observations upon this species; he never
found males, and concluded from this and his other observations that the spt>cies
is purely parthenogenetic. As my own observations do not agree with those of
Maupas, it is well to consider carefully whether the species observed by us are the
same. My specimens came from the Potomac River near Washington, D. C., U.S.A.,
and in size and proportions agree in all respects with the figures and descriptions
of de Man. The anatomy of my specimens also appears to agree in all essential
respects with that set forth by de Man. There is a little uncertainty about the
number of cephalic setae as reported by de Man;-in one instance he says four,
in another six. Bastian's original description, made from specimens
in.
long, says four. In the description in which de Man placed the number at six
his. corresponding illustrations are possibly open to the interpretation that four
only were present. The Potomac specimens always present four cephalic setae.
The caudal setae of the Potomac specimens are not so prominent as indicated in
de Man's figures. My specimens present the amphids at precisely the point
indicated by de Man, and of very nearly the same size. De Man does not give
a very clear indication of the shape of the amphids, but I see no reason to consider
the two forms specifically or varietally different on the basis of the shape and
position of the amphids. There exists, therefore, only the uncertainty with
regard to the cephalic setae, and this may not in fact be a discrepancy. Maupas
shows five eggs in each uterus. It is uncommon for the Potomac specimens to
present as many eggs as this in the uterus; the common number is one or two, but
it may rise to four. De Man describes the egg-shells as smooth; Maupas, however,
says they are covered with minute points. The Potomac specimens agree
with :Maupas' description. I am therefore most strongly inclined to believe that
the forms examined by Maupas and myself are the same.
:\faupas, in his description of the development of the egg, notes the following
points: In one case only among a large number of developing ova examined
did he see more than a single nuclear figure. He considers this an important
point in his demonstration of the parthenogenetic character of the development. He observed that when the egg entered the uterus it lost its definite
nucleus for an hour or more, and concluded that during this period the polar
bodies were formed, although, as he says, he never saw any polar bodies, but
observed amoeboid movements in the ovum during the absence of the nucleus.
:\faupas says that it was with much difficulty that he convinced himself that no
spermatozoa were present in the sexual organs of this Plectus, but that in spite
of careful examination he never succeeded in seeing any. Nor did he see the
slightest trace of spermatozoa on removing the sexual organs and treating them
with.acetic acid. He therefore took the species to be parthenogenetic. Nevertheless, he noted occasionally in the distal end of the uterus refractive bodies
of exceedingly small size. As will appear later, it is not at all improbable that
these minute bodies were really spermatozoa which he failed to recognize as such.
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Chromosomes. Zygosis. Using the best modern instruments, under favorable
conditions, it is possible to see the spermatozoa of Plectus cirratus in living
Fig. 9. Pkcttu specimens of the right age and
cirrattu,
which
condition. The most suitable
tr .•..
like many other
age for such observations apspecillll of Plectu•
ia syngonic. An
pears to be that at which the
egg ia seen in 2nd
maturation divi- spermatozoa are about to enter
~ion,cltram (6 + 11).
the uterus,-the stage when the
JIIOP ..
. Jlf u,f
sexual organs appear quite simIii'
ple, and the uterus has the form
ti.tnl .
of a rather narrow empty tube.
q/ ..
On searching for spermatozoa or
spermatocytes near the large or
proximal end of the ovary it
will usually be possible to find
them without examining many
specimens. It may be necessary
to view the specimens at a particular angle, and it may require
a number of trials to secure a.
favorable specimen. Fixation
with hot corrosive sublimate,
followed by an acid carmine
stain and long destaining, demonstrates the presence of spermatozoa at almost any stage
after they are formed, up to the
time when all have
been utilized. Using
such material, I have
been able to trace the
spermatozoon into the
egg, and show that the
spermatozoon displays
about six chromosomes
at a time when its two
centrosomes appear on
the side next the eggnucleus, which under
its influence divides,
and forms two distinct
groups of chromosomes
consisting of six each.
Indefinite bodies are
111TH
orut
formed in the vicinity
d it
1111
or
oftheeggnucleuswhich
X4W
d ;,
appe;i.r to have the significance of polar bodies; see Fig. 9, where one is shown faintly at corp plr (] ).
Syngonic. l\ly observations leave me without the slightest doubt that this
Plectus is syngonic, and that the spermatozoa are functional. Rather casual
observations I have made on other species of Plectus prove that syngonism is
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common in this genus, and that similar spermatozoa are present in a number of
other species, but thus far I have no proof that in these other species the spermatozoa are functional. These results lend additional emphasis to my suggestion,
made in previous papers, that parthenogenetic species in general be reexamined
with a view to ascertaining whether some of them do not present spermatozoa
of minute size. As in the present case, species hitherto regarded as parthenogenetic may prove to be syngonic. Probably thousands of nemas are syngonic.
Hermaphroditism in Nemas. Dr. E. Maupas in 1900 summarized to that date
a list of 34 hermaphroditic species belonging to 12 different genera, as follows:Rhabditis, Diplogaster, Cephalobus, Plectus, Allantonema, Bradynema, Microlaimus, Angiostomum, Strongyloides, Dorylaimus, Aphelenchus, and Alaimus :four of them parasitic, the remainder free-living. These 34 species represent
varying degrees of hermaphroditism,-from species with two sexes, both functional, but presenting also females capable of developing their own spermatozoa,
to those in which only female forms are known, but in the gonads of which first
spermatozoa then ova are produced, the spermatozoa serving to fertilize ova
from the same gonad. Of these 34 species, over half belong to Rhabditis.
Syngonic Parms.* I have recently taken occasion to look somewhat carefully
into the embryology of a number of species, all of which prove to be syngones
or digones. These are the filter-bed species Mononchus longicaudatus Cobb,
lronus ignai•us Bastian, Ironus longicaudatus de Man, Plectus cirratus Bastian
and Tripyla monuhystera de Man, all species that have been repeatedly investigated by different observers in various parts of the world. To three of them
males are unknown; in the case of the fourth, lronus ignavus, the males have been
seen but rarely. In addition I have examined an interesting new genus, ~Mononchulus, also hermaphroditic. In the course of my investigations extensive
series of individuals have been examined, in nearly every case several hundred,
all of which proved to be syngonic females (digonic in lllononchulus). As in
most of the other hermaphroditic nemas, the spermatozoa are produced in the
young gonad and are early sent forward,-often to a special receptacle,-where
they await the arrival of the ova.
Potency of Syngonic Sperm. In the light of recent researches on the fertilization of the ovum several interesting questions again arise in connection with
the origin, development and function of these spermatozoa produced by gones
which simultaneously or subsequently produce ova. Are these spermatozoa
functional? That is to say, do they fertilize the ova in the "regular" manner?
Do the syngonic spermatozoa enter the egg and behave in every respect like those
produced in a separate male organism, or do they behave in some other way?
To answer these questions, among other things the history of the chromosomes
throughout the ripening of both sperm and ova should be accurately known,
and then compared with the corresponding facts in typical amphigonic species.
Vanishing Series of Spermatozoa. ::\Iainly, previous researches have givrn
us the records of species in which the spermatozoa produced by syngonic femalrs
were of the same size and form as those produced by the few males that a· so
occurred, that is to say relatively of very considerable size. In some species the
males of which are unknown, the recorded spermatozoa, found in the female,
are relatively small and difficult \o observe. My own researches have led me
to cases more and more difficult to decipher, owing to the smaller and smaller
size of the spermatozoa discovered, and ended in casps in which I was left completely in doubt as to the existence of spermatozoa; I could find none, but the
nature of my experience did not permit me to conclude that therefore none
*For the terminology used in the following discussion, see pp. 126, 127.
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existed. Sometimes the spermatozoa are so small, and so difficult to observe,
even under the best of conditions and with the best instruments used by experienced observers, as to lead me to begin to question the adequacy of the evidence upon which we base our belief in some cases of alleged parthenogenesis.
May it not be that sperm cells, small and difficult to observe, have escaped notice?
Potency. As to the efficacy of these small spermatozoa, in all the cases I
have observed there seems to be a fair volume of evidence that the eggs are fertilized by the entrance of a body so closely resembling one of these small spermalozoa as to leave either no or little doubt that, so far, the phenomena are identical
with those of bisexual fertilization. Spindles and polar bodies are formed, though
sometimes the evidence is not complete. lTnfortunately, in most of the cases I
have observed, the chromosomes are so small and crowded as thus far to preclude
exact counting; I am therefore unable to say, on the basis of fully satisfactory
observations, that fertilization always takes place in the same manner as in the
case of females fertilized by copulation with males. I can only say that my
C'vidcnce, as far as it goes, points that way in a considerable number of species.
In view of the present developments this would seem to be a matter in which
it is well to keep clearly in mind that no amount of not seeing a thing proves that
it does not exist. It is no longer the case, as it formerly was, that non-existence
of males may be regarded as proof of parthenogenesis. \Ve must prove that
there arc no functional spermatozoa produced by the females themselves. Has
this always been done? I think the an~wermust be "No," or" Not satisfactorily."
Road to Parthenogenesis'! With Maupas one may suspect syngonic nemas to
be on the road to parthenogenesis. This suspicion may be justified on the
ground that we find species producing two groups of sexual cells, one male, the
other female, variously arranged with respect to each other all the way from
amphigony to the most intimate syngony, a series at once suggesting the hypothesis that bisexual nemas may be evolving along this road to parthenogenesis.
What would be the ulterior (post-parthenogenetic) steps in such an evolution?
Consider for a moment the origin of the gonic cells in a syngonic ncma: At
some time in the growth of its gone all the future ova and spermatozoa exist
in the form of a single or primary gonic cell, destined to give rise both to spermatocytes and oocytes. The spermatocytes usually take the lead in development
and give rise to spermatozoa that are lodged in the uterus. In some cases almost
simultaneously, in others only a few hours later, the oocytes begin to develop,
and give rise to ova, which in turn pass onward to be fertilized by the spermatozoa already produced by the same gone. Admitting the crudeness of the
questions,-Is not this conceivably a wasteful method? Under the circumstances might it not be more "economical" to produce only one kind ofcell,
each such cell to contain both male and female elements? Why separate these
complements only to bring them together again so soon? These queries are of
course merely suggestive, and are not meant to outline the whole subject.
The original gonic cell of a syngone gives rise to both spermatozoa and ova;
hence there exist in it, among other things, both male and female potentialities:
these must have some physical embodiment,-of course not necessarily discernable. Should these potentialities, male and female,* be separately embodied
in the original gonic cell in numbers suitabM each to each, why might they not
there and then, in ways harmonious with those familiar in amphigony, segregate their parts and regroup them, and afterward develop in the form of some
fractional number of syncysts? Is this anything more than following to what
would appear to be a logical conclusion, the tendencies apparently existing in
• "Potenti~ities, male and female", being, of course, merely members of a series of potentialities
subject to heredity.
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syngonic nemas? Proof of the existence of this form of genesis, for which I have
suggested the name cryptogenesis, * will place parthenogenesis in a new light.
Evidence for or against cryptogenesis should be sought in the structure and behavior of the "oocytes" and "ova" of syncystic forms. From some forms of syngony it would appear to be hardly more than a few steps along this road to parthenogenesis, itself perhaps, as it were, a waystation en route to cryptogenesis.
There have been three main theories of natural parthenogenesis:
1. Owen's, that not all the germinal matter is necessary for the production
of the new organism, and that after the new organism has matured, a left over portion of the germinal matter within it proceeds to develop new organisms.
2. Huxley's, that the parthenogenetic "egg" is not in reality an ovum, and
that its development is compai:ablc to the growth of an organism from a bud.
3. Hertwig's, that parthenogenesis is a degenerate fertilization.
Parthenogenesis as commonly understood may be said to be of three kinds:
a, The resultant generation is all female (homocystic). b, The resultant generation is all male (homocystic). c, The resultant generation is heterocystic. Furthennore it may be divided into three cases:
1. The parthenogenetic generation alternates strictly with a bisexual one.
2. Several parthenogcnetic generations occur between the bisexual ones.
3. Pure syncysty; i.e., no reproduction other than parthenogenesis is known.
A common supposition is that the parthenogenetic gamete is an ovum or
macrogamete pure and simple. It seems more difficult to explain the three kinds
of parthenogenesis on the supposition that the gamete of the parthenogenetic
organism is essentially or only an ovum or macrogarnete, than on the supposition
that this gamete is syncystic; for this latter supposition makes it easy to imagine
the different results of natural parthenogenesis to arise by processes similar to
those already familiar in heterocysty.
Cryptogenetically considered even parthenogenesis may be conceived of as a
concealed, (often perhaps unseeable or at least hitherto unseen) but more or
less ."normal" genesis.
A strict construction of the phase of cryptogenesis discussed rests on the
supposition that what we have been calling parthenogenesis is one phenomenon,
and not a collection of more or less related phenomena. My own present view
is that this latter clause probably comes nearer the truth, and that parthenogenesis as we have broadly understood it may possibly cover cases in accord
with most of the theories that have been proposed.**
Cryptogenesis may not exhibit all the phases investigation has disclosed in
· hcterocysty; the suggestion is rather not only that all the results accomplished or
supposed to be accomplished in natural parthenogenesis may be explicable along
the lines of ordinary fertilization, but that parthenogenesis, and cryptogenesis
if it exist, is not so much a distinct method of generation, or even a degenerate
fertilization, as an evolved amphigony.
There is a certain amount of evidence often interpreted as showing that
fertilization cannot be superimposed on parthenogcnes'is,-e.g., parthcnogenetic
eggs may "resist" sperm of the same species. In normal fertilization once an egg
entered by a spermatozoon it thereafter "resists" the entrance of other spermatozoa. If what we have been calling parthenogenesis is, in any given case,
in reality cryptogenesis, then the parthenogenetic eggs may be regarded as
• This conception differs from earlier ones in its space-and time-Jimi_ts, (time, antecedent; SJ?a<'.O
the confines of ancestral gonic cells), and in that its methods and me~bamsm a~ e~~nded to possibly
include all the phases known for, or postulated of, the forms of genesis from wmch it 1s supposed to ho
evolvod.
•• Here we seem unconsciously dominated by our terminology, somo of which is outgrown and, a.sapplied, even misleading. The facts and ideas need critical analysis, as well as the benefit of an adequate
terminology, as Sir E. Ray Lankester has just indicated in the August number of" Nature" (1917),
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already having the substances or factors imparted by the spcrmatozoon,or the-ir equivalent,-and we might therefore expect such eggs to be, as they are,
"resistant" to sperm. Whether or not this suggestion has a basis of fact, the
theory of cryptogenesis harmonizes with what is known about the incompatibility of parthenogenesis and fertilization. Of course ova may be too young
to be fertilized, or too old to be fertilized, and their parts may be so acted upon
by a variety of forces as to bring them into a more respomive or less responsive condition; needless to say, these various facts must also be taken carefully
into account in any such speculation as the foregoing.
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Our first adequate conception of thP nrma phylum will come from
a study of the free-living forms, for in parasitic ncmas it frequently
happens that the structure of important organs, especially those of the
mouth and alimentary canal, is greatly simplified through degeneration. This degeneration proves to be relatively as marked among the
parasitic nemas as it is among parasitic spf'ries in other phyla containing both free-living and parasitic forms, so that from the standpoint
of eomparative · morphology, they are often very highly perplexing.
On the other hand, it is already possible, through comparative study
of the known free-living genera, to begin formulating some of the principal features of the orders and classes of nemas and to do it with sufficient truth and elarity to make the results useful to investigators,
teachers and students.
The following table outlines a classification of the phylum, based
on a study of several hundred genera. It is a comprehensive classification I have long employed, that has proved useful in many ways.
It sets forth relationships based on and correlated with the mouthparts. In most animal phyla where there is a distinct mouth, oesophagus and stomach, experience has amply proved the utility of these
portions of the anatomy as a guide to phylogenetic relationships.
While some parts of the following scheme appear to outline clearly and
permanently certain fundamental truths, other parts undoubtedly will
have to be expanded or altered,t since our knowledge of details is still
inadequate to a clear view of all the larger relationships.
In the table, the order columns are staggered, in an attempt to
indicate relative importance,-the farther to the left the words, the
more comprehensive or significant is the meaning to be attached to
the corresponding order name.
• Waverly Press, July 19, 1919.
t Perhaps it may not be going too far to suggest that, in any such expansion and alteration, the aim
be, among other things, to make the terminology of the phylum both euphonious and characteristic.
Too few appear to realize how important it is that such a terminology be (1) As descriptive and as nearly
self-explanatory as possible. (2) Few, short and consistent in its roots. (3) Simple and brief in its
terms. (4) Characteristic and euphonious. (5) Such as lends itself readily to modern inflections and
derivations.
·
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ORDERS AXD CLASSES OF NEl\IAS

Phylum NEMATES
(Xcmatoidea sensu restrieto)
Subphylum ALAIML\ *
Class Alaimia
Subclass Manitinia
1. Order. . . . . . . . . L i t i n i a
Subclass Kinetinia
2. Order ......... Bolbinia
Subphylum LAIMIA
Class Anonchia
Subclass Anodontia
~.
Order ......... Cytolaimia
4.
Order ......... Isolaimia
5.
Order .......... Polylaimia
Subclass Odontia
6.
Order ......... A.podontia
7.
Order·......... Synodontia
Class Onchia
Subclass Homonchia ·
8.
Order ........ Synoncht'a
9.
Order ........... Mesonchia
10.
Order ........ Aponchia
11.
Order ........ Triplonchia
Subclass Heteronchia
12.
Order ........ Axonchia
13.
Order ........ Anaxonchia

Anglicised
Litinian

forms; the

Bolbinian

forms; the Bolbinia

Litinia

Cytolaimian forms; the Cytolaims
Isolaimian forms; the· Isolaims
Polylaimian forms; the Polylaims
.Apodontian forms; the Apodonts
Synodontian forms; the Synodonts

Synonchian
:\1esonchian
Aponchian
Triplonchian

forms;
forms;
forms;
forms;

the Synonchs
the ~Iesonchs
the Aponchs
the Triplonchs

Axonchian forms; the Axonchs
Anaxonchian forms; the Anaxonchs

*The names are the plurals of latinised Greek diminutives of the words, 'w,
'{yyxou, with descriptive prefixes.

Xaiµfx;,

ALAL\HA

Semas icithout distinct pharynx
X emas devoid of pharynx may b_e conceived to be so either because
they have never devdoprd a pharynx or have evolved (" deteriorated")
from forms having a pharynx. In the latter case, the group ALAIMIA
may contain obscured equivalents of the subdivisions of the LAE\1IA,
the nemas with pharynx. It may therefore be possible to subdivide
the ALAIMIA more fully after these forms, many of which are parasitic, have bern further considered in their broad relationships. In
this article only two subdivisions are suggested, of morn or less superordinal rank, the Li"tinia, having a simple oesophagus without bulb or
swelling, and the Bolbinia, having an oesophagus with a posterior or
median swelling, or both.
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LAIMIA

N emas having a more or less distinct pharynx
A distinction is here made among the mouth-parts of nemas, based
on their origin, location and method of use. Sometimes these organs
are labial, and sometimes they arise from elements deeper in the pharynx
and more closely associated with the oesophagus proper. When arising by modification of the labial region they are here termed odontia,singular odontium. The odontia are usually of smaller size than the
second class of mouth-parts that arise from elements farther back and
more closely associated with the oesophagus proper, and called onchs
or onchia,-singular onchium. The odontia are seldom less than
three in number, and may constitute a labial circlet of a dozen or more
elements. The onchia arc almost never more than three in number,
and even then of ten only one of them is well developed.
According as they are characterized by the absence or presence of
onchia, LAIMIA may be divided into two classes, the Anonchia and
the Onchia. The Anonchia may in turn be divided into the subclasses
Anodontia and Odontia, according as they lack or possess odontia.
There arc three anodontian orders, Cytolaimia, Isolaimia and Polylaimia; and two odontian orders, Apodontia and Synodontia. Of these
five orders, the first three are characterized by the pharynx being
wholly unarmed, the pharynx of the cytolaims being a plain conoid,
subspheroidal, or somewhat irregular cavity, the pharynx of the isolaims
being mainly cylindroid or prismoid, i.e., parallel-sided, and the pharynx
of the polylaims being more complex and composed of two or three
successive chambers more or less distinctly separated from each other;
while the latter two orders have a pharynx armed with odontia, the
odontia of the Apodontia having an outward stroke, while those of the
Synodontia have an inward stroke.
The second class of the LAIMIA, the Onchia, is characterized by a
pharynx armed with onchia or with a spear composed of amalgamated
onchia, and is divided into two subclasses, the Homonchia and the
Heteronchia, differentiated from each other by the fact that in the
homonchs the onchia are similar to each other and symmetrically
arranged and nearly always three in number, while the heteronchs are
characterized by asymmetrical onchia, the number of which may be
reduced to one. There are four orders of homonchs and two of heteronchs. The four homonchian orders are the Synonchia, in which the
onchia, nearly always three in number and of equal size, have an inward stroke; the Mesonchia, composed of forms intermediate between
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the aponchs and the synonchs, and having three usually equal onchia,
movable in a direction parallel to the body axis; the Aponchia, in which
the onchia, separate and nearly always three or six in number, have an
outward stroke; and the Triplonchia, having a spear composed of three
more or less equal, slender onchial elements which have become amalgamated. The heteronchian orders are, Axonchia, having a single
axial onchium or spear, and the Anaxonchia, in which the main onchium
is not axial and may or may not be accompanied by one or two others,
usually of smaller size.
Onchia and odontia seem more or less mutually exclusive, but the
presence of one does not necessarily exclude the presence of the other.
When both are present, experience appears to indicate clearly that the
onchia are the more advantageously used as a guide to broad relationships ..
In a later publication the proposed orders will be further defined by
describing new type genera. In the meantime, the following table
gives a tentative assignment of a few known genera, for explanatory
purposes only. Reference to families composing the orders is omitted,
because it appears to me after studying a very large number of undescribed species in addition to those described, that a number of the
families that have from time to time been proposed may have to be
recast.
Order

Genus

LITINIA ........
BOLBINIA ......
CYTOLAIMIA ..•
ISOLAIMIA .....
POLYLAIMIA ...
APODONTIA ....
SYNODONTIA ..

Bastiana
Laxus
Monhystera
Rhabdolaimus
Bathylaimus, Plectus
Axonolaimus
Teratocephalus

Order

SYNONCHIA.... . . . . .
MESONCHIA..... . .
APONCHIA ...........
TRIPLONCHIA.. . . . . .
AXONCHIA ..........
ANAXONCHIA ........

G~nuil

Enoplus
Fimbrilla (?)
Chromadorella
Tylenchus
Dorylaimus
Oncholaimus

The above linear tabular arrangements of the orders do not bring
out fully the natural relationships of the different groups. These
relationships will be discussed more fully later.
While the nomenclature here proposed is dominated by a few linguistic roots, it of course by no means follows that in assig~ing genera to
the orders designated, due attention should not be given to other portions of the anatomy than those indicated by the nomenclature. This
is a commonplace of taxonomy. The relationships of an organism are
fully disclosed only on consideration of all its parts, and undue weight
given to a particular feature will here, as elsewhere, result in confusion.

ONE HUNDRED NEW NE:\1AS
(Type Species of 100 New Genera)
CONTRIBUTIONS TO A SCIENCE OF NEMATOLOGY,

BY N. A.

IX
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The arrangement of the genera in the follmving pages will serve,
to a considerable extent, to define and illustrate the orders proposed
on page 214. This is especially true of all except the Litinia, Bolbinia, Mesonchs and Aponchs. In each order, a genus has been
selected and given a name philologically connected with that of the
order, in fact, the singular of the order name, and, in most cases,
these genera may be considered as genera typical of the orders,-'-for
instance, Axonchium may be taken as typical of the order Axonchia.
So far as it is found advisable to accept the classification proposed, it
might be well to keep in mind in the establishment of the many new
genera which the future will undoubtedly disclose, the application of
similar names to those genera.which most nearly represent the average
structure of the order. In carrying out this idea, such names as Cytolaimella, Isolaimella, and other derivatives at once suggest themselves.
It is already becoming evident that some of these groups may probably early be advantageously subdivided; e.g., Cytolaimia, Anaxonchia.
In case of subdivision, the principles alluded to in the footnote to page
213 might lead to some such action as the following: Amending the
definition of the existing order and segregating the new order, and utilizing for the new order-name the roots already suggested (sec p. 214,
lines 27-28) together with appropriate prefixes. This would result in
building up a comparatively simple, rather homogenous and characteristic nomenclature for the nema phylum.
In each order the genera are arranged somewhat in accordance with
their relationships. Genera of doubtful relationship are usually placed
near the beginning or near the end of the order series, and not infrequently appear, in the light of our present knowledge, to be intermediate, or indeterminate, forms. · Thus, Rhadinema flexile at the beginning
of the Isolaimia, p. 256, is doubtfully placed, and may be a cytolaim;
so N annolaimus, p. 255, may perhaps be a litinian form. Most of the
order series present these special cases.
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PHARYNX ABSENT, or so obscure as easily to escape notice•
New Genera
Oesophagus with median or posterior bulb or swelling, or both
Amphids none, so far as known; or difficult to see and therefore easily overlooked
Lateral wings to cuticle present; naked; striae fine; spinneret none; pharynx obscure
Mouth depr.; faint apophyses in pharyngeal bulb; -f-; excretory pore behind neck.Hyalaimus
Mouth not depr.; pharynx obscure, not apophysate; oesophagus faintly cepbaloboid

~=~
~3:r~~~~:J~}g;;)Ji:~~lii;d !~nie%!~f;=-~~~Cf':;~;:!:
Lateral wings to the cuticle none
·
Spinneret abs.; naked; oesoph. faintly cephaloboid; striae very fine; faint wings .. (Choronema)

:t!~J>:iPi~;ili:i~:{:!~~I

13

~~
lf

S_r~:t~~ 1!~r:1~~f~~ ~~I~
of secretion; striae coarse; setae long . (Leptommella) 21
Amphids tiny, tubular, labial, forward-pointing, easily overlooked; striae plain
Striae fine; male postanal tubular organs submedian; pharyngeal swelling present. (Catanema) 56
Striae coarse; pharyngeal swelling none; cephalic setae 4 or more; head nonstriate
_
Mouth cavity present, very small; males without supp. organs; nema 10mm .. .(Laxonema) 20
Mouth cavity none; vent. row acornshaped organs toward head; setae numerous . (Stilbonema) 19
A mphid&present
Form of the amphids more or less irregular, symmetrical to at least one line
z )
21
!~~t\~~l~~ffi~:ei~a:c,c ::r:~~;et ~:ke~~;1~ti!i
!'llhn;!~to::~~- (Leptoneme la
Winged; 'f; striae rather coarse; ampb1ds semi-ellipses; oesopb.faintly cephalo&lid.Ioto!aimtu 15
Wings none; striae very fine; ampbids with large internal connections ..•.•.•.• .•. Bolbinium 16
Form of the ampbids spiral, circular, or elliptiral; spinneret present
1
s~:~<;!/~::o1fl~}dt:lh~it~a :~:~~:tac!:C:ii~e:i~:~ body setose ......... . Bolbomma 49
Pharynx with 3 minute teeth; setae in longitudinal rows . ....... . .........•... (Alaimonema) 107
Shape of tbe_amphids circular; sometimes small, well forward on the head, and obscure
1
c~':::,
o~~t :~~~~iefi~i.isr:1~t~:l~g distinct ..........•.....• . Ant-Omicron 17
Striae fine, not altered on the lateral fields; lateral wing faint .....•....•...•.• . Cyartonema 18
Lateral wings none orfaint
External amphid circular, at least apparently, well developed; bead set off
Body setose; ampbids really spiral, on the head; striae rather fine, resolvable ..•. (Bolbonema) 49

ifs~u!ts

:;r:::

:ft:

t

Ls;.'.;:~

~W!~~r

B.Pis1ti~~k~1 ~~~j~ ;!r~~~; striae fine; contour not crenate; v:ings faint ..•. (Cyartonema)
Position of a.mpbid, behind bead; striae coarse; contour crenate ............. . Cinctonema
External ampbid minute, on the front of the bead, tubular, easily overlooked; neck 2-5%
Striae fine; male postanal tubular organs submedian; pbaryn. swelling present .. (Catanema)
Striae coarse, plain; cephalic setae 4 or more; bead without striae
Mouth cavity very small; nema 10mm; males without supplementary organs .. (Laxonema)
Mouth cavity none; cephalic setae in 3 or more circlets; males without caudal supplements
Supplementary organs of acorn shape, found in a ventral row near the bead .. (Stilbonema)
Supplementary organs none, but with special pre-and postanal sub med. setae. (Stilbonema)
Oesophagus plain, i.e. without median or posterior bulb or swelling of palpable size
Amphids none so far as known, or difficult to see and easily overlooked
Wings 10--12; spinneret present; f=; striae fine, plain; ceph. setae 6, subceph. 4 .••• Porocoma
WJ;i":n!~[ :~:.; ~~~- r!l!u~°c:;?a~~i~i~t~ae very fine; no setae; faint wings .. (Choronema)
Spinneret present; amphids minute if any, unclosed

~:::l:

18

22
56
20

19
19
11

14

:Ja~~~f.1~~

i:::~/j~~tie:f,~.~
c~~~JJ'~f:e~~ ~i~~:;::ticag1;!~ci~~$
Amphids present
Form of the ampbids more or less irregular, often symmetrical to at least one line
Contour of the amphids linear, i.e. long and narrow
Lateral wings none; cephalic setae 6, subcepbalic 4; 'f' .•.....•....••••..•...••.. T11cnotlora
Lateral wings present; bead naked or its setae irregular; spinneret present
Wings prominent; striae coarse; 'f'; inconspicuous pharynx (?) •• • .•.•.•.••.... (Actinonema) 117
Wings faint; striae fine; -f-; mouth oblique . .....•...•.•.•.•.•••...•••••••.•.• . Campylaimus
5
Contour of the ampbids not linear
Striae interrupted on the lateral fields by wings, plain
Spinneret absent; oeospbagus faintly cephalobo1d; 'f' .........•.............. . (lotalaim1a) 15

sx~~:r::

!\~!flt!Yf~~i:.n:er:;dis~r:c!1yti:;r~\hswia:;1~\t! ~~rcle 6-8 ... . Xennella
Ant. extremity not mitriform; coarse cilticular elements in rows like tiles;' f' . . (Ceramunema)

!~p~~~n;:i~t~:1~,~~eseanici sl:~t
~:~~ Schistodera
Head '111-itb 4 cephalic setae; amphids small with obvious internal elements; ocellate.NemeUa
Form of the ampbids spiral, circular, or elliptical (doubtful in Litotu)
Shape of the ampbids spiral; striae resolvable, not altered on the lateral fields
Spmneret absent ; striae coarse; probably f' (?); contour crenate .....••......••. (Alaimella)

si¾":~ ~f~~re~;

:Oi~:~t~~-

....

6
48

4
10

s:s~·~::t:~;d:dNi:~.:1or:~~=~::d~~·~~~git:r~:ph. setae 6 plus 10; ·r... (N annolaimu•) 36
Head not expanded; lips 6, papillate; cephalic setae 4; f' (?) ......... . •.• . ..• . . . . . Alaimella 7
Shape of the amphids circular or elliptical; spinneret present except perhaps in Litote•
Lateral wings perhaps pres.; f'; striae plain; lipless; pharynx very minute, conoid . . N emanema
Lateral wings none (or ver, faint); head rounded; striae none, or very fine
Cephalic setae ten or more, in two circlets
Contour of ampbids unclosed behind; setae 12, 4 subcephalic; mouth a mere pore.Litinium f 8
Contour of amphids closed; setae 10, no subcephalic; pharynx minute,conoid. (Linhomoella) 35
Cephalic setae none, or small (4 or 6)
~:~ ~o~~~~~c:!1~r;:;~~~1:1!1:~~~~~1~~~°:~~ :<!ro~b~tins huge glands.!onema
0
~~':i~=~~1t'fd~ ::t~;;d~~~~;lJ1C::~~i~;
m ;~ .::~
•For abbreviations used in the Key, see foot-note p. 223.
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PHARYNX PRESENT
New Genera
Wall of the pharynx unarmed (for alternative see page 221, midway)
Cauity of the pharynx conoid, or irregular
Oeosphagus with median or posterior swelling or both
Amphids none, or obscure; striae plain, not altered on the lateral fields
Sp!nneret none; head su btruncate, naked; contour almost imperceptibly crenate . Cephalobellm
Spmneret present
Striae coarse; pharynx minute (none?) without swelling; head non-striated .... (Leptonemella)
Stri~e fine; pharynx narrow, enclosed in a swelling; amphids minute labial tubes . (Catanema)
Amph1ds present
The amph~ds lin!lar; P?arynx (?); stria!) co(!.rse, plain; no wings; setae, 3 circlets .. Leptonemella
The amphids spiral, circular, or elhpt1cal; when tubular, surface contour circular
Form of the amphids a distinct spiral; spinneret present
Striae coarse; ~esophagus"" oxyuroid; wmgs 8; cephalic setae 6, subcephalic 4 ... . Daaynema
Striae fine 1 plam
~~:
tail of male; 'f'; pharynx somewhat zigzag; setae minute .. (Zalonema)

t:i:~!\

23
21
56
21
34

°a.~:e~~

Head with numerous scattered setae; pharynx small, narrow; onchi vestigial. (Alaimonema) 107
Head not ".l'ith nu~e~ous seta~; ph~rynx fairly well developed; teeth unobvious; 'f'
1 1
8t::t:.t!tit1~{.u!~rb\~;;N; ~ itl~~~d;° jfp; 'i,' i~~;:
Form of the amphids a circle or ellipse; striae unaltered laterally
Spinneret absent; striae fine
Intestinal cells with crystals; 6 lips, appendiculate; -f; cephalic setae 10 .... (Grystallonema) 67
Intestinal cells not with crystals; lips none; -f-; cephalic setae papilloid .... .. Anticyaihus 24

i~i~~i:::: ::. ·. ·.: ·.: ·.::: :p;~Z::::r::; g~

S:lJ~1!,de~~oll~:~~~striated; no pharyngeal swelling ; striae coarse, plain
Cephalic setae 4; lips none; no labial papillae; amphide a single circle .... .. (Cinctonema) 22
Cephalic setae none; lips 6, unipapillate; amphids two concentric circles ... . Micromicron 104
Head not swollen or set off; pharyngeal swellmg anon present; striae fine, plain
Pnarynx narrow; amphids minute; male postanal organs tubular; setae 4 + 6. (Gatanema) 56
Pharynx capacious; amphids well developed, opposite the pharynx or behind it

ti~: t

!:~r~ithh:i;i~:~~ ~~=~~~~f::~i~if:~::~~ 1i~~-a_I'.~ .~~~~~
Oesophagus plain, i.e. without median or posterior bulb or swelling
Amphids irregular
·
Spmneret none; striae unaltered laterally; -f-; spiral amphid placed on a deltoid part.Didelta

~:::::dl;::fio':':O~ :~
33

:l~:~ilfr~~f

SBf
:!rally; 'f'; head naked, set off; cuticle thick; pharynx armed (?). (Actinonema) 117
Striae not altered on the lateral fields

g:~t:U~ :tt:: 6!tt
1h~ri::~

~:bi!rJ -/
~t~i~

(?)·.~wt~::!: i~

o~ei~i,r~~~;
ih~m~~ii ~r°t°h:t~1:u:pi~~~~~ii
1
0
ATh~1!::phYt::~
if e!
striae not altered on the lateral fields
Spinneret none(?); amphid ½ the width of the head; naked; wings two ....... .•. NeureUa
8

:s~~~!r:i~~f;e~th cutinous frame, and 3 apophyses with small apical teeth .. (TrOQolaimua)
Buccal cavity without distinct framework and without teeth of any kind; striae fine
Ovaries 'f'; striae resolvable; amphid of 4 winds; cephalic setae 6 + 10 .... •. Nannolaimua
Ovaries -f-; striae plain; amphids simulatinp; a circle
Mouth cavity large and obvious; cephalic setae unknown, in any case few ... . Margonema
Mouth cavity small; head rounded; cephalic setae large, 4 (special) plus 6 .•. . Linhomoella
The amphids in the form of circles or ellipses
Striae altered on the lateral fields by wings: spinneret present
Head set off by a groove, its appendages varied; striae coarse; wings numerous . . Xenolaimua
Head not strongly set off, though usually well developed
Ovaries reflexed, f'; naked; striae fine, plain; pharynx small, obsolescent . . . . (Nemanema)
~~ri!:s fi~~~~~f~~i~R'1:t::ltd:::~f:t~d~~;_~~: . ~~~-e·;· ~~~~~~i~. ~~~(J;~!i~ium)
Striae coarse; -f
1
~~~~ltfi~s t;~~J1:t.':!;::Jrrn~:o~::fJiliE~t~:~~l~i'!
Striae not altered on the lateral fields
SO~a~i!!\!~~f-t; striae fine, plain; female organs outstretched, except Rhabdocoma
1

g~~~~I:

25

75
36
27
35
30

31

ea~i~~--.Dd~!¾:;:l

i:

Cephalic setae 6, plainly segmented; lips three, papillate ........... . . . ... . Gytolai~ium
Cephalic setae 4, not segmented; lip-region punctate, amalgamated ........... . Didelta
0
4
c~alice~=r~:ett~il~!8:. t1attish, not digitate ..............•............ . Rhabdocoma

31
33

~~lt:~i
r::::iti~ ~t~P:~t':i.fs1}~~~[~enot raised; excretory pore labial.Grysial~nema
Cells of intestine without crystals; amphids raised; tail with spicate setae ..... . Zanema

32

67
68

Spinneret present
Pfi~?f; f~~c::-!fs, outer large, low; inner soft extensions of the oesophagus . . Zyqonemella
Lips not in 2 sets, amalgamated; ceph. setae 4, 3-jointed; phar. prismoid cup. (Rhadinema)

26
37

PJ!::Ja1! ~~!~s ~e~!!eC:tr-~':i~i~~rifi~t;1t~~d naked; pharynx small .. ....•••• (Nema~a)
0

Female organs outstretched

OM~~f~ \~~f;~~Je8inconspicuous; cephalic setae 4 (special) plus 6 ... . (Linhmr_u,e,lla)
Mouth cavitf: moderate, in a swelling; ceph. setae 6, plainly segmented; -f-.Gytolaimium
2
0
u~?c~~~ici, ~::~r:d~~:~~~;.
ti:ss!ia5et~aa:~ with a seta near base .. Dactylaimua
Lips flat, papillate appearing fimbriate, three-ribbed ................... (Daptonema)
C'auity of the phar11nx more~ less prismoid or cylindroid (not conoid or very irregular)

~1~~J tl

35
31

29
66
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KEY AND CHARACTERS

New Genera
Oesophagus with median or posterior bulb or swelling, or both
Amphids none so far as known, or diflicult to see and easily overlooked
Lateral wings present; spinneret absent
Striae none; wings 2; naked; pharynx like oesophagus lumen . .. . .... . ......... (Litonema)
Striae fine; wing l; seta-like papillae 6; pharynx contains glottoid organ ..... . Cephalobium
Lateral wings absent; striae plain
Spimieret present
Striae very coarse; phar. cupshaped; nema 10mm; male, no supplement. organs. (La:ronema)
Striae fine; phar. small, enclosed in bulb; male postanal tub. organs submedian . . (Catanema)
Spinneret absent; setae none
~t:~;.;~~~~g~h:~; ~~~ir:cib~l~i~~I~t~ ~~l~~~!J!17'f~' Imm; lips conoid .. .. Myctolaimus

12
54
20
56
61

~:~: ~!1!~ ~T1t:\i,~h~;1;::r~;gig~s:~c::~~~~=~~~~ugyfl!d~!~1~'t;;r:J1~~

~~

T:ir!mtr~!~t~d:~i:;n;~~( !~:~Y~~~r~en1!'.k~ti};i 6~n;~!~~i:t~a:~;~1ls1f!~~ei~f;e::.ua
Form of amphids linear
Ovar;v one, 'f; spinneret absent; cephalic setae 6 plus 4; pharynx tubular . . . . (Myolaimus)
Ovanes two, -f-; si;>inneret present; ceph. setae 4; ventral(?) onchus near mouth.Pseudolella

39

Amphids present.

60
53

TShha~i;i~rtise a;~~1fJ"!·ac~f~\~~t°;pt!~ftirAl
Stnae coarse; oesoph.±oxyuroid; wings 8; ceph. setae 6, subceph. 4; head unstr .. (Da81Jnema) 34
Striae fine
Lateral wings present; striae plain; spinneret present; head thick-walled ... . Pycnolaimus 40
Lateral wings absent
Spinneret none; -f-; cephalic setae 10, subcephalic 4; pharynx obscure ....... . Laimella 44
Spinneret present
Phar. armed in front with 3 obscure equal teeth; setae numerous on head . . (Alaimonema) 107
Pharynx without teeth; head rounded
Lips 2, lateral; 'f'; striae plain; pharyngeal ridges simulating teeth ...•..... (Pseudonchus) 58
Llfe~halice;~~:'%: ;~g~~h~iic 4; pharynx obscure, has minute onchus .. .. . . Laimtlla
Ceph. setae four? (or none); lips set off; phar. 2-ehamb., 2d tapering . ... (Polylaimium)
Shape of the amphid circular or elliptical (anon tubular); striae unaltered laterally
so:~~~:~~tc~pa~~:C~J~.1!~~·s!bieph. 6; amphi\is circular; pharynx broad . (Crystallone1r.a)
Ovaries two
Cuticle naked; spear(?) minute; ceph. setae 0, 6 pap.; amphids ellip.; 'f' .. (Triplonchittm)
Cuticle not naked; without spear; ceph. setae present; amphids circular; -f- . AnticyathuR
8E~~~=le;a~~e~!.ry small and easily overlooked; cephalic setae present; striae plain
Striae coarse; phar. minute, cupshaped; males without supplementary organs.La:ronema
Striae fine; phar. narrow, bulbed; males with postanal rows of tubular organs.Catanema
Bnccal cavity very long; 'f'; striae fine; cephalic setae small or none
Cephalic setae four(?) or none; amphids large, deep; pharynx 2-ehambered.. . Polylaimium
Cephalic setae 10, short; amphids small; ocellate; pharynx very long ...... (Catalaimus)
Oesophagus plain, i.e. without median or posterior bulb or swelling
Amphids none so far as known, or difficult to see and easily overlooked
Wings present; spinneret present; striae fine; ovaries two, f=; phar. vestigial. (Porocoma)
Wings absent; striae fine
Ceph. setae 10, long, segmented; lips 6, thin, each with seta; amphid minute slit .. (Trilepta)
Cephalic setae none, or not long or obviously segmented; lips without setae, or lipless
Buccal cavity tubular; spinneret absent; 'f'; lipless; papillae depressed . .. . (Isolaimium)
Bucral cavity not long and tubular; spinneret present
8:~t~ii~t::t~j ~;;~i>uY<ri1~tp~~r:~:r.~~: ~'.~~~~~-~~~~-i-~ ~-t· ~i-~~;.: ~ •. ~:~: :
Amphids present
Structure of the amphids more or less irregular, usually symmetrical to at least one line
Contour of the amphids linear; striae not altered on the lateral fields
Ceph. setae long, segmented; lips 6, thin, each with seta; amphid minute slit . . (Trilepta)
Cephalic setae none, or not long and not obviously segmented
~~i~~:~:i
flJ!i:l:~!x~e~lpo~:~·n\u~~;JlY: ;cit~Ila~efi~rpillae depressed . .I solaimium
1
1 110
0
~~~;t:!~t;u~~~
~::i~J~a:i~: t;1~sn~~~:u;eri::i1: ~l;i~~s~~~e~ri::rJi • )
Ocellate; cephalic setae none; lips faint; amphids distinct, though small .. .... (lllium)
Ocelli 0; setae 10; cutinized dorsal pharyn. element bent inward at lips .. (A81Jmmetrella)
Contour of the amphids not linear
Striae altered on the lateral fields; ovaries two, reflexed; spinneret present
Lateral wings present; striae coarse, like rows of tiles; pharynx narrow ... . . . Ceramonema
Lateral wings none; striae fine, plain; onchia vestigial; six cervical glands. (A noncholaimus)
Striae not altered on the lateral fields, fine

44

59
67
80
24
20
56
59

89
11

92
41

~~-~~":.7f,rto~~~1 1i

~'::~!i;'

at~C!S::;

~i~~

S8~~ie:it~
4, forward-pointing; amphids more or less deltoid .•.......... . (Didelta)
Cephalic setae O; amphids more or less reniform ........................... . Colpurella

92
41
53
45

70
48
93

33
39

~h~!k!:fJ~kj;n~utinized; head conoid; small forward-pointing onchia (?) .(Isonemella) 109
Cheeks not thickly cutin.; head not grom. conoid; no small onchia exc. in Anoncholaimus

g~:~:: ~~t;:-:t~r~

-;;:~i:~;

·;l~a~cfil~!~e;fui!~
~~~1~~~~';'t~~:~\r~!~:te (Coinonema)
Cephalic setae none; ocellate; hps faint; amphids distinct, though small . . ..... . Illium

42
45

~~~~f~~1f!fz;S;eYi~~n~~fe{h!1;.~~sn~nt~!i~~ard at the lips ...... (Asymmetrella)
Dorsal wall of the pharynx not differentiated; onchia minute ......... (Anoncholaimus)
Structure of the amphids spiral, circular, or elliptical

70
93

KEY AND CHARACTERS
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New Genera

Form of the amphids a distinct spiral; spinneret present

~t:=ddo'1~; r!~~lec~:;~il ~~~i;~ss~~~bl~~\t~:t,i.u~\~t~ed; cephalic setae 4.. . . 'Cynura
Ovar!es reflexed; no lips ; pharynx none or nearly obsolete; ocellate ............... (Ionema)
Ov9:nes outst~etched, -f-;, cephalic setae 4; pharynx tubular, narrow

~~l~:I :~~tt~ ~I

:!w

11

'Coi_y<i~:::

i::e;t:i:as".'~:r~~~l~t~-t~i:;;i~
.r:::i~~~a°bscure .
Form of the amphids circular or elliptical
· · · · · · · ·: · · ·
Striae interrupte_d on the later~! field s; later1;1l 'Yings presen_t; s pinneret present
F emale organs smgle, -f; amph1ds 2 concentric ctrcles; setae m groups of 3 . . .... (Omicronema)
Fell?ale organs d_ouble, _' f_'; amphids !}Ot 2 concentric _circles; setae not in groups

~~t~~~~:~ ~~;i~ ~~;:;:~i~~~;t~n:

1

~:;:!aM~~~~fa~~~:U~ern~ti~ai". ·. : ·.
Stnae not interrupted on the lateral fields

(A~~;~h~1¾f.::~~~

S8~~~f::tn-f~~~e\~~a4e; !:plii1a!~ore or less deltoid; phar. irregularly napiform . (Didelta)
Ovary l, outstretched; amphids not deltoid
·
Amphids very small; ceph. setae in 3 circlets of 6; f-; cuticle reticulated ... . Halanonchus
Amphids large; setae 10, with 6 subcephalic; -f; lips with digitate processes
Intestinal cells with crystals; caudal setae none; amphids not raised .... . . (Crystallone ma)
_Intest. cells without crystals; amphids raised; about 10 thorn-like caudal s·etae. (Zanema)
Spinneret present
Ceph. sctae in 3s; coarse, transverse striae resolvable into elongated elements . . Omicronema
Cephalic setae not in groups; striae, if r esolvable, not into elongated elements
Buccal cavity more or less obscure, easily overlooked; wings none
Ceph. setae 4, 3-jointed; lips confluent; amphid ½wide as trunc. head , closed.Rhadinema
Cephalic setae 6 or more, minute or papilloid
Lips none; amphid (?) unclosed behind, minute; head rounded; -f .......... (Litotes)
Lips soft and rather obscure; amphid fairly well dev eloped, closed . .. . . . (Zygonemella)
Buccal cavity obvious; setae only in Halinema long , then twice as long as head is wide
Ocelli present; ceph. cuticle thick; head distinctly conoid; minute onchia (?) .I sonemella
Ocelli none; cephalic cuticle not thickened; head not distinctly conoid; no onchia
Ovaries two, 'f'; striae fine, plain; onchia vestigial; 6 cervical glands ..... Anoncholaimus
0
0
cif;,,'\;:lsheds;:iai~~a;h:iri ilb~ik~a;K:r;~:i:~b~:;~~~- .... . Rhynchonema
Head end not diminished to form a beak; pharynx not tubular
Setae and amphids large; phar. shorter than head is wide; caudal setae pres .. Halinema
SP.tac and amphids medium size; lips conoid, tips with minute "claws". (Dactylaim1is)
Wall of the pharynx armed with teethoronchia
t~:~u:tii~ab~~~.:i:~~!!;g~fri~:
~v!r:eret typically (usually) absent
Oesophagus plain, faintly cebhaloboid; -f; cuticle with wings, . . . ... ..... . . . . . . Aphelenchulus
0
1~~~1Ssu!1li~~~ !eh<l~~!1.'int;~n~ll;7~Wt:~e~~Vit~r\l~~6~ r:t~f~ unipapillate . Triplonchiµm
Amphids linear, transverse; oesophagus dorylaimoid; f'; no labial papillae . .. . .. Doryllium
Spear plain, i.e. , without bulbous base; striae fine, nearly always plain
Oesophagus plain, i.i>. without median or posterior swelling; spinneret present
Amphids O; -f; cephalic setae O; bead truncate; lip-region set off; spear small" prod" .IotoncMum
Amphids present; lip-region not set off
Amphids symmetrical to one line only; setae 10; pharynx long; spear toothlike. (Catalaimus)
Amphids spiral, sometimes faint;' f'; striae unaltered laterally; cephalic setae 4
Ocellate; amphids labial; " spear" slender in nar . phar.; lips and papillae none .Onchulella
Ocelli none; lips 3, papillate; "spear" toothlike, in an open cavity ... ... . . .. (Digitonchus)
Oesophagus with posterior swelling which sometimes occupies ½the neck
Spinneret present; amphids spiral(?); eyes present; ceph. sctae 4; lipless . ........... . Onchium
Spinneret none; striae fine
Amphids O; -f; no ceph. setae; head truncate; lip-region set off; spear a small prod .Iotonchium
Amphids present
The amphids elliptical; spear-tip bent; 'f; lips 6, bipapillate .... . ............. Campydora
The amphids symmetrical to one line only; lips set off by constriction
Female organs double, f'; spear long and very slender; pre-rectum very long .. .Leptonchus
Female organ single, f'; spear short, not slender; pre-rectum s hort ·
Posterior oesophageal swelling short, not set off by constriction in front .... (Dorylli~m)
Posterior oesophageal swelling long, set off by constriction from previous part . Axonchwm
Armature of one or more teeth
Tooth one (for alternative see top Page 223: "Teeth two-"
~ u s with a median or posterior bulb or swelling, or both (for alternative see Page 222)
Amphids none or unknown, or so inconspicuous or faint as to be difficult to see
Striae fine, plain; spinneret none;' f; naked; lips 6, bipapillate ; spear bent at apex .Campydora

H:~~ ~~a·

46
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50
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33
51
67
68
50

37
l
26
109
93
43
52
29

t~!

S~~:1:~~~r;~i~~e~~{ ~~~~~~\~~~:bulus with large

81
80
84
82
89
87
95
83
82
88
85
84
86

88

dorsal muscle; setae small ... . (Iotadorus) 115

\ii;i'i:3n~~:e;;esent; striae coarse, resolvable; 'f'; lips retractile; setae 4 .. ... (Ptycholaimellus) 116
Spinneret absent; striae fine, plain; 'f; lips not retractile, naked; spear bent .. (Campydora) 88
As'rfu~~~~~~~;;.~hids more or less irreg ., often symmetrical to one line (for alternative see Page 222)

1!~¥~\i~

~9°t~f~:~l~~r~~e
~~!i!te!~a~t:~llef~f!~~d~\etae obscure; lips 12 ...... Iotadorus
8
r~!;\~~fai;~~e~ti~TE/ :~;ck; lips faint ..................... . .... . .. . ... .. . Xanihodora
Setae not fa8ciculate; cuticle notthick ..... ......... .. _. ...... . ._. . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. . Bolbella
Contour of the amphids linear; appearing as transverse shts opposite the pharynx
Striae altered laterally; spinneret prescmt; 'f'; striae coarse, resolvable

J:\~~

115
98
90
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KEY AND CHARACTERS
Nt11DGena-a
Lip-region retractile; cephalic setae 4, rather obviously segmented ....... . Pt11cholaimelltU1
sl':~!~~naf:~;:if:~~n~ ~~h:!~,1~re~~e~h~li~~~lfOsegmented •••.•.•...•.• . Rhipa
1
~:nthi1:ido~&~ll1e~~~t~rj:.:~i:e
n°o~~~~~us~g::~i:~i~ci; ·,f; ... Trikpta
Striae resolvable; pharynx not subdivided; onchus not spear-like; no cervical setae.Rhipa
Striae plain; pharynx m distinct chambers; onchus spear-like; cerv. setae Iong.(Bolbella)
Structure of the am~hids spira.l, circular, or elliptical
Form of the amphids more or less distinctly spiral; spinneret present, doubtful in ·Laimella
Striae altered on the lateral fields; cephalic setae 4
Wings present; striae fine, resolvable; lips 6, confluent, bipapillate; -f-..... . Pepsonema
Wingless; tooth with apophysis faintly y-shaped; striae coarse; amphids labial.. Ypllilon
Striae not altered on the lateral fields
Onchus one, with its apophysis somewhat y-shaped; striae coarse; setae 4 •••••• Yptrilon
Ol\'.!!ip~i3:~fuiT!!t'l;d;P~n with small companions
0
~:::, ~e~Y!t!\-0~t~b~hl«:;11{; fo~.!f:~~1\{~}~\~~~i!~!:tfc~.~::!(L!~~:)

ti~:

~~gJ~~

116
118
92
118
90

77
96
96
1
:

AuEs~t'f~fro~h~~~::!..ha; spear-like; cephalic setae smalJ, 6 plus 10-12 . . Meaodon.tB 100
Lips faint, not over 6; onchus not spear-like
Ovaries -f-; phar. bulbous; amphids circular (?); setae 6 + 6; striae fine. (Bolbolaimua) 100
Ovaries reflexed, •f'
1
~~~:: ~~~~:ah~JJ!~,~lr~~~~dJtfc1efti!t~ic~:c~;~frce~~:cr~i~~~te:
Form of the amphids circular or elliptical
Striae altered on the lateral fields; spinneret present
Wingless; labial amphids elliptic; striae resolvable; pharyngeal bulb one-sided.Iotadorua 115
Wings feresent; striae coarse
~r~:i.ss sj~!l~j/if~ephalic setae 4, labial setae 6; wings numerous . . Nudora 113
Head expanded, naked; striae not retrorse; tooth small; lips minute obscure. X enonema 102
Str::a!oi~\:ret~~dt'~!si!=h~i% obvious; striae appar. retrorse tb.;;ughout .Rhinema 114
Cephalic setae none
Head hemispher ., expanded; lips 6, conoid; spinneret pres.; onchus obscure . (Micromicron) 104
Head not expanded; lips set off, confluent; no spinneret; 'f; "spear" bent . . (Campydora) 88
Cephalic setae and spinneret present
Onchus spear-like; amphids resemble concentric circles; setae in 2-3 rows .... (Me.sodon.ts) 105
Onchus not spear-like; smphids not concentric circles; setae, if numerous, fascicled
Female sexual organs outstretched
Ovaries two; cephalic setae 6+6; submedian onchia present ... . ......... (Bolbolaimua) 100
Ovary single; ceph. setae 4; submed. onchia none or vestigial •. ••.• •...•.. . S11nonema 110

.~:~,~~l i:

J:::i: ::~~\

:~l!:\;

FJ:t!e~~~n~~a~:e:~!~~bi•:;:t!.;1fi~~~o~~I;
striae fine ..... . (Polysigma) 106
Submedian onchi abs.; setae in fascicles; head non-striated; cuticle thick.(Xanlhodora) 98

OF~e~f~ii~~;ptt~~~~uirie~~~e~~~~t:i:1ry~~:n':~~~!1f

~!:1ti~~ ~:,i~~

:<ftri::ig~\~~
i~~r~:~~·:e::: iff~n!~:!{J!1:~t:nn;i~~~:. :~~fillthick .. Actinonema
Striae resolvable into rods; ceph. setae 10; wingless; amphid 5-6 times as wide as long.Rhips

117
118

~~!~e~~:~b~~~~Ji~~t !;fp~;fil':f:; ~~~~~ffck~e~~~ itr::i;{JJ g~~d pharynx .Onchulus

94

The amphids not linear; striae not altered on the lateral fields
Head conoid; cheeks thick; ocellate; onchus minute; phar. narrow; setae 10 ..... (Isonemella) 109
0

Si~~~=ie!a'?J.!~~~nding beyond the nerve-ring; onchus spear-like; ocellate.Catalaimu s 89
Bue. cavity not unusually long, its dors. element bent at bps; not ocellate.As11mmetrella 70
1
FTh1!1 shfa~!eof'fteh!~ sCi~ ~ ~i~~il~~e~t\~~1 spiral; spinneret present; 'f' or -f
Striae sltered latera~y, fine, resolvable; wings present; cephslic setae 10; 'f' . . Acanthonchua 101
Striae not altered on the lateral fields, coarse, plain
Spinneret unknown, abs.(?); -f; setae 10; onchi submedian; contour crenate . . (Gonionchus) 97

t

SEt:r~~~~eei:;
amphids labial; onchus digitate ....•. •.•••..•........ . . Digitonchus
Lips more than 3: setae num., sce.ttered; amphids not lab.; onchi more than 1. (Croconema)
1
1l~ri!!~~!if:t::;.w;;~i=~~~~~~1:tt retrorse bristles: cephalic setae 4 . . Rhinema
Striae not altered on the lateral fields
Head conoid; cephalic setae 10; spinneret present
Ocelli none; 'f'; rear portion of oesoph. succession of bulbs; striae fine, plain.(Bolbella)
0
~~:h:4:~~~~j,u~~t~;~;~~!tt:~i~t~~d~~::.Craonemella)
Cheeks not thick; onchus digitate, well developed ;pharynx not narrow, short. Cophonchus
Head not conoid; not ocellate; pharynx -not long and narrow
Spinneret unknown; amphids spiral; -f; set&~ 10; onchisubmed.; contourcren.(Gonionchua)

c3~!~TI:lt

95
112
114
90
109
108
97

ss~~hia,\f~::~:d; phar. unobv.; setae scattered; cuticle thick; contour rren .. (Croeonema) 112
Onchus single, dorsal; -f; cuticle thin
Setae 4; pharynx small, closed; diameter of amphid ! the width of the head . . Synonema 110
Setaei.n 2s and 3s; phsr. obv., open; diam. of amphid about t width of head . Anticyclua 111

223
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NewGene-ra
Teeth two or more
The teeth more or less equal in size, and usually mobile
Oesophagus with median or posterior bulb or swelling, or both
~~
t!;:
y~;:~dt~~w; amphids circular; spinneret present; .f • . Ap(>flchium 79
Amph\ds none, or so obscure as easily to escape notice; f-; teeth(?) 12 .•...••• (Synodontium) 65

g:~tl !:!t

!~

ATh~1:,'.~pbi:ii8seh!rse-shoe shaped, faint; striae fine, unaltered laterally; f- .... Synodontium
1
1
0
TShha~:~r~~;tf
::i·n~~t!tl~i!;:;~::s~n:~ir1tnhead expanded .. (Pycnolaimus)
Shape of amphids round or elliptical
Terminus hamate; amphid minute, ra the width of the head ; winged .... Chambe-rsiella
Terminus not hamate; amphid ¼the width of the head; wingless; -! .... . . .. (Aponchium)

:i: ~;t~t

°o~b?
!u:e~iti'i;a~:· a~~it~:Ct1h~~i~ r~s~ra°: :r~~n°[; ~;i! ~~~et present
Form of amphids symmetrical to one line only; striae fine, plain; phB.rynx bulbous

65

40
64
79

1

11

Ovaries .two, 'f'; c;,nchi ~, duplex; c~phB.lic.seta!l 6 plus!>; head not set off .. ...... lronella
Ovary smgle, f'; hp-region set off; bps 6, b1pap1llate; spmneret ventral. . .... Trissonchulus
Form of the amph1ds S_Piral, circular, or elhptical

:f ~! ~:~ti~! !~iir;ftc:t:i~t~: ~J~~ ;!~i!::'b·1:i~~~W:,t:J 1!f:::!A~~ :::a!·4::::f :Od~~~}!:!
Onchi or teeth have an inward throw
0

Amphids 0 or unknown; onchi small, apophy~ate, lips 12, appendiculate ..... . . Gammanema
Amphids present: spinneret present (questionable in Crystallonema)
Contour of the amphids circular
Wings many; 3 mandibulate lips; setae in 3 circlets: cuticle rough .... .... . ..... . Xyala
Wing one or none; striae not altered on the lateral fields
Cephalic setae none; srmature of three biting plates or hooks; wingless . . . ... Tripylium
Cephalic setae ten
Armature, 18 duplex radiating refractive ribs; winged; -f . ... ............... Monhystrium
Armature, 6 talon-like or digitate labial elements; -f. ... ... ............. (Crystallo,u ma)
Contour of the amphids spiral; striae resolvable
ii~!:d~b~:~t~i;:fl:x~ct~~:~ri~lee; ~e~~gc setae 4; pharynx cylindroid . M esonchium
1
: :A\i~~r:;o;h°:s:t;i;~:.nb~A~ :;h~~~~:i.~~~gi~l ;tif½w'r!a~~:ti:~~~~
The teeth usually unequal m size, not mobile
Oesophagus plain, i.e. without median or posterior bulb or swelling
Amphids none, or obscure and escaping notice; pharynx with many denticles; 'f'. (ThoiJnchus)

8:~tl i:;!

63

78

~~
74
72

71

69
67
76

ii
91

ATh~~!;bid~ehtegular, usually symmetrical to one line; spinneret present; 'f'
Form of the amphids not linear; striae fine, plain; pharynx denticulate .... ... . Thoonchus 91
Form of the amphids linear; striae coarse, resolvable; cephalic setae 10 .. • .• .•.•.• . (Rhips) 118
The amphids spiral, circular, or elliptical
Form of the amphids spiral; striae coarse, plain, unaltered; spinnerEt present
Pharynx and onchi minute, obsc.; lips not thin; setae scattered ; amph1ds small. Croconema 112
Pharynx obv.; onchi plB.te-like, submedian; lips thin; setae 10: amphids large.Gonionchus 97
Form of a.mphids circular or elliptical; spinneret present (unknown in Gonionchus)
Winged; amphids large, faint; lips appendiculate; striae coarse, resolvable . . .Anoxonchium 99
Wings none; cephalic setae 10; striae plain; lips thin
Ovaries •f'; striae fine; phar. with many denticles · amphids obscure, ellip ... (Tholinchus) 91
Ovary-f; striae coarse, contour cren.; onchi p!ate-hke; amphids spiral. ... .. (Gonionchus) 97
Oesophagus with median or posterior bulb or swelling, or both
Ampbids none or unknown; pharynx bulbous; striae fine, resolvable . ..... .. (Bolbolaimus) 100
Amphids present
Form of the amphids linear; wingless; ovaries reflexed

~?: ::::::::::: :Mu~i!~~= 1ig

F~~~:m:;l;t:£:~rrtt~rr:i!i:'~?:RSl!re1~b6~lu~et~.
Shape of the amphids circular; striae fine, unaltered laterally; spinneret present
Ovaries reflexed, 'f; lips bipapil.; setae 4; submed. onchi minute; striae plain . (Polysigma) 106
Ovaries outstretched
Pharynx with distinct spherical bulb; striae resolvable; setae 6 6 4 . .Bolbolaimus 100
Pharyngeal bulb a. fa.int swelling; striae plain; cephalic setae 4 ..... . ........ (.Aponchium) 79

+ +

1
s8~~hi:
!;!a~~m~~;1f:S ~i~~t!. sfli~~~phua\\~ :;:egi+\;'i"~~~~~i~!e;;:: pie.in . Jlfesodorus
Onchus very small, not spear-like; lips none or obscure

105

Lips bipapillate, papillae conical; 'f'; amphids labial; cephalic setae 4.. ... ... Polysigma 106
Lips non-papillate
.

t~:

0

i:o~!~~~t;g/c1:~it:;;:ri~ifhe

abs, absent
apophys, apophysate
appar, apparently
arc, arcuate
hue, buccal
chamb, chambered
clav, clavate
col, colored
cren, crenate

t~~f;:;:rt'i!e t!idtid~f ftett::r.~·.1::;;.=~

Abbreviations used in Key, not found on p. 341
cutin, cutinized
Jin, linear
depr, depressed
nar, narrow
devel, developed
numer, numerous
digit, digitate
obsc, obscure
dist, distally
obv, obvious
ea, each
pap, papillae
encl, enclosed
pres, present
lab, labial
prom, prominent

107
103

sim, simple
swol, swollen
spin, spinneret
term, terminus
thr, through
tub, tubular
uni, uniform
unstr, unstriated
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New Genera
BURSA PRESENT: spicula two, equal; tail more or less arcuste-conoid; no spinneret

!~:j:
~~;; ~;i:::faPJ~i ':?sit~~~ ~t ~i:1!\~o~;t~::i;:dc~~~f:!!~tt;~~~st~fcii~~imchulua Sl
Supplements 0; Ppicula L-form; -m; post. half of tail cylindroid; terminus rounded.Iotonchium 82

Supplements 2() 2,1 ;2, clav.-digit., ap1c.; ?'m; spicula obsc., straight; terminus blunt.Myolaimus 60
BURSA NONE
Spiculum one, straight, uncephalated, 'm; spinneret none; tail acute
Accessories pres.; l;()l;l, simple (postanals, single); spicula 2ceanal bodywidth .. Cephalobellus 23
Accessories none; supplements present, papilloid; found in insects
Supplements 2();2; spiculum one-fourth as long as anal body diameter; tail conoid.BlaUophila 55
Supplements simple; spiculum twil'e as long as anal body diameter
Anus 90; 1() ,1;1; small access.(?); tail hemispheroid, then conoid; terminus conical.Prol.-ellus 38
Anus 80; accessories (?); tail conical, its terminus pointed ..... .. .... . . ... ..... . Cepholobellus 23
Spicula two, equal, more or less arcuate (exc. Coph,;nchus, Synonchium, lotalaimus, lronella, Bolbinium, Myctolaimus?)
The spicula jointed, long, not distinctly cephalated, of uniform width; spinneret present
Supplements none; -m-; terminus clavate; spinneret armed; acc~ries apophysate ... . Xinema 47
Supplements 25, vent., preanal, simple, rather faint; -m : tail conoid; aces. not apophys .. Rhips 118
The spicula not jointed; tail conoid or subconoid (cylindroid posteriorly in An.fryathus, Anticyclus, Cophonchus, Cyartonema, Gonionchus, Daptonema, Halanonchu11, lrondla, Ana:ronchium, Monhystrium, Schistodera, Pepsomma, Myclolai mus, Rhabdocoma, Bolbella, Thoii11chus,
Trile pta, Mesonchiu m, Cytolaimium, TriP11liutn, Z ygonemella , Synodontium and(?) Xennella)
Accessories to the spicula none, or very faint
Supplements present; spinneret absent, except in Synonchium
Supps. dorylaimoid; spic. cephalated by expans., width unif.; -m-; term. rounded.Doryllium 84
Supps. all ventral; spicula about l½-2ce as long as anal body diameter, uncephalsted
Position ofsupps. not preanalonly; 4 preanal,simple; 1 postanal, not simple; =m?. Colpurella 39
Position of supplements presnal only; supplements simple
No. of supps. 4; spicula not of uniform widtb; ?=m; tail rather irreg. conoid . . Colpurdla 39
No. of supps. 2; spicula strai~ht, width rather uni£.; tail conoid-hemispherical.Sy11onchium 73
Supp!ements none or exc.eedingly faint
Spicula slightly cephalated by expansion, unif.; tail conoid, then cylindroid; -m- .Z 11oonemel!a 26
Spicula not cephalated
''Y;i~~l~fst:i:ht~~bo~itt::1~n~;a:p~n~!1~~!:0~;>tail short, bluntly c-0noid .Bolbinium
Spicula srcuate; -m; tail conoid, then cylindroid, its term. rounded, I as wide as base . Trilepta
Width of the spicula more or less uniform; spinneret present, except in Triplonchium
Spicula straight.; tail conoid-hemispherical; term. broad; spinnerets pore . . (Synonchium)
Spicula arcuate
Spinneret absent
Sp!cula very strongly arcuate ; bursa (?); terminu~ broad, rounded; -m .... (Triplonchium)
SJ.>1cula not very strongly arcuate; no bursa; termmus not broad . . ..•...... . (Rhahdocoma )
Spinneret pn>Sent; spicula not strongly arcuate; no bursa

16
92
73
80
32

~~~ t%~

!~~: :~:

0
2
;
:!:~~b~~~d~~i~nca!t1:rJtt
!~:s1:1~°ci ~~~l~tfe~~;i;.~U::::::
Accessories to the spicula present
Supplementary organs present near the anus (for alternative s.ee middle opposite page)
The supplements not all ventral; spicula ll-1½ as long as ansl body diameter
Position, presnal; notsimp.; 2 rows 38 ea.; non-unif. spic. uncephalatcd; -m ...... Polysigma 106
Position, not preanal only; no spinneret (except in Catanema and (?) Cytolaimium)
Form of supplements simple; -m-; spicula uncephalated, .,.;dth rather uniform

~~~~i::!!~ ~~~\~'.1i

~f;_~n~ia~i1;:f:!i~p1:i11 i~iig ~~-~~ii b~dy ~ : _"fy
Form of the supplements not simple
Spicula not cephalated; 16 pairs of supplements; terminus barely swollen; -m-. Cytolaimium

j!~:}:: M

3

31

S&~~l~i~'\~1:gnstriction, straight?, .,.;dth not uniform; 9 pairs papillae: • m . l,f yctolaimus 61
O,phalated by expansion: width of spicula rather uniform
Arrangement of papilloid supps. l,l,l,l,l.1,1 (1),2,1,1 ;3,; 'm; term. hooked.Chambersielln 64
Arrangement of tub. suf:ps. postanal, submed., about 7 prs.; -m; term. straight Catanema 56
1
Tt!l't't~i. :i:;.nnt!1~I~. ';,~~~tr::~:r:pr~'t!u\~x~~!;tJ!:!:i:i~iei1:1r):
111

~~-':A~~i!t~U3

p&~~~!i! ir~~~~le~!~f:~~~a~i:~ie (for alternative s.ee page 225)

Proximal endR of the spfoula not cephalated
Width not uniform. length I½ anal body diam.; 37 "campanulate" supps.;-m.Alaimo71€mo 107
Width nf the spicula more or less uniform
No. ofsupplements 1: spicula 2½ times as long ss anal body diam., straight: = m . (lronella) 63
No . of SUJ.)plements 4 or more: terminus more or less blunt
Apophys1s present; spicula 3"" as long as anal body width; supps. 12; • m .. Aponchium 79
Apophysis none: spicula long as anal body diam.; acc. prom.; supps. 4; -m . Acanthonchus 101
Proximal ends of the spicula cephalated
1
sg~~~ie:f~ 2~e:ot;i::1~t;~~l~~~t;ti~~~u~u!r:, ~b!}/'~'!f~~at~~f~int; -m-. Bolbella 90
Supplements 6, mammiform; width of spicula not uniform; -m(?) . . ...... . . Xanthodora 98
_s t~~l~~t1;~!!Ji<fi:'.~~o1:id~ ~~~~i~i~ lo:d:~a~~r~J!adir:~~r-:i11s~!bonema) 19
Cephalated by expansion
Supplement one, tubular; spicula nearly straight; tail conoid, then cylindroid
Length of spicula IHi anal body diameters; -m-; spinneret bluntly conoid .. . Cophonchus 108
Length of spicula 2½ anal body diameters; =m; supplement bent l:oward anus . . lronella 63
0
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Supplements numerous, 8-21
New Genera
Length of spi_c. 2c• anal l,iody width; proximae hooked; supps. 21, flat; -m-. Trogolaimus 75
Length of sp1c~la 1-1½times as great as the anal bodr diameter
1
8
~: rai~i;:u:~
1;6~~~}
Structure of supplements simple
Proximal ends of the spicula not cephalated
Width of spicula not uniform
No . of supplements one, flat, fajnt; acce~sories, simple, faint; =m(?) . . ....... . Neurella 25
\~dthfofuiJ~~laer;;.~;1·o~ok~f~~wi:~ spmneret (?);term.slightly swollen .. (AnticycluB) 111
No. of supplements two, obscure_; accessories stout; term . convex-eonoid, acute . . Nud<Yra 113

~~:

:~n~~ts~:;~.

;:~ii'i:i~; :r;~~:=~~;i~~~:;:-:0~:~1:::;: }1

11,~-n~ihs~f~tems~i~~l~5;;~~:'::t; ~~l :~~t";~~eal body diameter; 'm ...... A nox=hium
Length of the spicula as great as the anal body diameter; -m-............ Halanonchu•
Proximal ends of the spicula cephalated

99
51

0

cwY3f~a~f~!!u1~nr~:~:~ un~iT~r~~ ! !c!:s~r'i!sa;, !~~~~~~~t~'.~~~tt:;:i~1ti1~enrrer1i:,i~ma 27
Width of spicula not uniform
Accel'So,r wit_h apophysis: -~-; tail fine, q·lindroid; tPrm . ~lunt; no spin .. (Anticyathua) 24
Accffil!or1es w,thout apophys1s, two; tcrmmue convex-cono1d, acute ....... . Bolbolaimu• 100
Cephalated by expansion or contraction
The cephalation 1s by expansion
Width not unif.; supps. 5-6; -m-; accessory with apophysis; spinneret armed.Halinema 52
Width of spicula uniform or apparently so
No. of supplements 3; spicula I! times as long as anal body diameter; -m Rhyru:honema 43
No. of supplements 25-65; spicula 1 or 1½ times as long as anal body diameter
Apophysis to the accessory present; -m-; spinneret armed, 3-lobed . . . . Sy,wdcntium 65
Apophysis to the accessory none; -m; spinneret unarmed; anus raised ... . Mesod<Yrv.B 105
T~~-cirr~!a;~~~t:;infsot~aaction; width of the spicula not uniform
Spicula 1½ times as long as the anal body diam; supps. mere innervations . . .. Ypsilon 96
Spicula twice as long as the anal body diam; single elevated supp; -m-.... Thoiinchu• 91
No. c,f the supplements 4 or· more; spicula tapering both ways
Spicula long as anal body diam; accessory apophysate; -m-; no spinneret .. Anticyathus 24
Spicula twice as long as anal body diameter; accessory not apophysate
Anus 98; width 1.6% ; -m-; single elevated supp; 2 dozen innervations ... . Tho{!nchus 91
Anus 92; width 3.8% ; -m; series of ventral supps.; nar. spinneret-tube .. Micromicron 104
s11
~~Jsn~/ih!p;~kcl~t J'dt~~Jb~~t~~t~~l~t::I~l;i~~!f;o;,"hium, localaimus, Cephalobium)
Width of spicula not uniform; spicula 1-1½ times as long as anal body diameter
Form of spic. subarcuate; spin. midv.ay on tail, ventral; 'm-; term . rounded . .. Trisaonchulus 78
Form of spicula arcuate
.
Apophys1s to accessory extends backward; spieula 1-1¼ long as anal body diameter
Spinneret none; term . unarmed; -m; spic. strongly arcuate; no caudal setae.Crystallonema 67
Spinneret present; term. faintly armed; -m-; minute, inconspic. caudal setc.e .Linhomoella 35
ApophyFis to accessory none
Wings to the cuticle present, also in anal region; spicula strongly arcuate . . ... . Xennella
Wings to the cuticle none

::irie~

t~:::~de;~~~~ifet¥g~~

1

~!':;: ~ Jln~~~~3~

½~r

.Wiii&o~~~!) i~

;b5t~f
t!r~.
d:~~t!~e~f-~~~:
Width of the spicula more or less uniform
l.ength of spicula 2-3 times as great as anal body diamewr; acc. with backward apophysis
Form of spic. straight thr. middle, arc . dist.; 3ce long as anal body diam.; -m- . Mesonchium 76
Form of spicula arcuate throughout, about twice as long as anal body diam.; -m . Cyartonema 18
Length of the spicula 1¼-1½times as great as the anal bod~ diameter
Accessories massive; supps. 2, obscure; term. convex-cono1d; spin. large, acute ... . (Nud<Yra) 113
Accessories obscure; no suppelments; terminus blunt
Form of spic. very strongly arcuate; rudiment. bursa pres.; no spinneret;-m Triplonchium 80
Form of spic. not strongly arcuate, rather stout, blunt; no bursa: spinneret?. Rhabdocoma 32
Inner ends of spicula cephalated; spinneret present. except in Iotolaimus and Cephalobium
Proximal ends of the spirula cephalated by constriction, width not uniform
Length of the spicula twice or nearly twice or great as anal body diameter
Apophysis to acc. tapering; tail not striated; spinneret swan's-head form, unarmed . Nemella 10
Apophysis to acc. none; tail striated; spin. elongated-conoid, armed; -m . . Ptycholaimellus 116
Length of the spicula 1¼ times as great as anal body diameter
Form of spicula straightish;' m; term. blunt, nearly½ as wide as base; no spin .. Iotalaimus 15
Form of spicula arcuate
Spinneret none; -m; terminus acute, unarmed; width of the body 3% . .... . Cephalobium 54
Spinneret present
·
Spinneret tub.; anus 90; width of body more than 3% ; term. unarmed; -m . . lllonhyatrium 69
Spinneret simple; width of body less than 1%
Terminus swollen; accessories 2; anus 95% ; caudal setae faint, anal only; -m-?. Schistodera
4
Terminus not swol.; acc. 1, more massive dist.; anus 97.5; setae not anal only .Laxonema 20
Proximal ends of the spicula cephalated by contraction or expansion
Ends of the spicula cephalated by contraction (for alternative see top next page)
Width of the spicula uniform; spicula about as long as anal body diameter
Anus 98; -m; cephalum short, faint; anal annules strongly modified ventrally . . . Stilbonema 19
Anus 94; -m-; cephalum elongated, contraction distinct .. ................ . .. . Cinctonema 22
Width of the spicula not uniform
Length of the spicula twice the anal body diaml'ter; -m-; terminus rounded .. (Thol!nchus) 91
Length of the spicula equaling anal body diameter
.
Cuticle= l radius; annules i anal body width, elements not tile-shaped .. Actrnonema 117
Cuticle less than½ radius; annulcs ½anal body width, elements tile-shaped Ceramonema 48
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Ends of the spicula cephalated by expansion
New Genera
Width of the spicula not uniform
Length of spit'. equal to 2 anal body diams.; -m-; tail finally cylindroid; 11pin.7 .Gonionchus
Length of spicula equal to 1¼-1½ anal body diameten
Apophysis to acc. backward-pointing; spic. 1¼ lone as anal body diam; -m-.Coinonema
Apophysis to accessory none
Accessoriea 2, bending away from the spicula; apinneret unarmed; -m ....• . Zalonema
wJtb~i°ra !prc~r:l~o~ ~~,e:i~':lu~:tnneret armed; -m-(7) ..•••... ....•. Leptonemello
Length of the spicula about 1-1½ times the anal body diameter
Form of the spicula only slightly arcuate
1
0
~aa~i:r~~~ih~t~~'1
~n:pfcu8?a~c.:~Js
Form of the spicula distinctly arcuate, or bent
.A~physis to the accessory present

to:

i!H ~~~~=~i

97
42
57
21

.m:~~: 1~:

0

T:~:~ !j;;!~t!f~i~~'!i'r~=~~~~~;:~s~~~~!~~:t~~!~:~:: ~(C~:~~:)

A~~~7a8~oi
~t:~~~ ~l~~~er, t>81'8llel, j long as the epicula; ~m . Aloimella
Spicula L-shaped; striae resolvable mto elements

4~

0

1111

Accessory f as long as da~k-colore.d lll_)icula_; tail without wings .•.•.•.. . Omicronema 50
Accessory ½ as long a11 sp1cula; tail with wings . . ............................ .. Xyalo 72
Length of the spicula about twice to thrice that of anal body diameter (Triwlium, 1!)
I~~~} ~Y.~~~rc~~:c::~ghtish, arcuate in strong acc.; spinneret blunt. (Leptc;gastrella) 28
Apophysis to the accessory present
The accessory surrounds posterior¼ of hamate spicula; -m; caudal setae few .lotadcrus 115
The accessory parallel to narrow spicula;-m-; caudal setae many, in 4 rows:Pepsonema 77
Apophysis to the accessory none
Acceseory tub., strongly developed, enveloping epic.; numer. setae; -m.Leptoc,ostrella 28
Accel!Sory not tubular
Accessory bends away from epic., ¼long as spic.; -m; term. blunt, armed. Apodontium 62
Accessory parallel to the spicula
.Anus 85; acc. surrounds laterally bent, dark-col. apic.; -m-; spin. armed.Daptonemo 66
Anus more than 90; spicula not laterally bent, not dark-colored; spinneret unarmed
3
~~\~~:~:i~~~f!1~~tjn~~!~U: -;u";~i:c::~1a~~re:~~~~~:ri~~1:('8·.P!~i:r!!i::! ~~

THE NEM.A FORMULA

N ema dimensions sometimes vary perceptibly with varying technique.
As a rule, information conveyed in the keys, formulae and illustrations is not repeated elsewhere. Following other authors, the measurements for the ovaries are given separately instead of in the form of a
single measurement as formerly. Furthermore, the oblique stroke indicating the presence and position of the excretory pore is here, in No.
IX, placed below the formula line, the assumption being that the formula shows the nema ventral side down. The general form of the spicula and accessories is shown in the formula for the male, as is also the
presence, number and position of the supplements,-indicated by small
suffixes before and after the anal measurement figure. The spicula diagrams are of three different degrees of curvature, indicating nearly
straight, arcuate and strongly arcuate spicula. The nature of the proximal ends of the spicula is indicated, i. e. whether cephalated, and if
cephalated, whether by contraction, constriction or expansion. Also,
if it exists, the presence of an apophysis to the gubernaculum is indicated. The short, horizontal marks indicating the wings and the presence and relative diameter of the oesophageal swellings are only dotted
when these features are not of a pronounced nature. The mark indicating the presence of a spinneret is either plain or so conventionalized as to indicate that the spinneret is supplied with setae. The
absence of any particular mark in the formula is practically always
to be taken as indicating that the particular feature, in question is
non-existent. Doubt is expressed by a question mark. The reason
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for calling attention to these special marks is that until one becomes
accustomed to them they may ·appear rather insignificant. Once recognized, they may save the reader considerable time and trouble.
The adjacent table shows the various formula lines by which the
number of striae per millimeter is indicated. See also pages 6 and 7,
where the various signs used in the formula are explained in full.
T..-.lnolog,-RehtinctoStria\loa.CQiticle
In this number, the presence of a bursa
~~.tiN;:::. °'f.:~~ ?,:::~~ is indicated by a curved stroke under the
Veey-COM'N
100 down
transverse anal measurement figure, and
~,I;
the number of bursal ribs in front of and
Bather coane
'j()O t
llalberfine
'/'iO t
behind the anus is indicated by suffixes
Fine
1000:!:
TeryfiM
1500±
in front of and behind the anal measurement figure. Furthermore, as already
noted, the form of the spicula and gubernacula is indicated by conventionalized sketches appropriately placed. See, for instance, page 279.
Coan,e

BURSAL FORMULA FOR NEMAS

In the following rather arbitrary designations, which are expressed in
a written formula, only the papillae and ribs on one side of the bursa
are considered. They are designated according to their proximity to
each other and not according to their anatomical and physiological
characters. They are regarded as either anal, pre-anal, or post-anal,
according as they are opposite to, in front of, or behind the anus. In
the graphical b1:1rsal formula, the anus is rep(2),
I;
resented by a pair of parenthesis marks ; all
papillae opposite the anus are indicated in
the parenthesis, the pre-anal papillae are
indicated in front of the parenthesis, and the
post-anal papillae after the parenthesis.
The papillae and ribs are considered as a
single longitudinal series, and each group is
I; (2), 1,3,3
indicated by a digit representing the number
of ribs or papillae in the group. The longitudinal spaces separating
the groups of papillae and ribs are indicated by commas and semicolons,
the comma representing a short space, the semicolon a longer space. In
some cases before and after the parenthesis, the punctuation mark may
be omitted, thus indicating that the ribs or papillae are even nearer to
the anus than in those cases where the separation is indicated by a
comma or semicolon. A blank space in the type after the comma, or
after the semicolon, indicates a longer space than is indicated by the
comma or semicolon alone. By such simple means it is possible to indicate with considerable accuracy the grouping and latitude of these various organs and groups of organs. A glance at the above illustration,
Fig. 0, and formula immediately underneath will make the matter clear.
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"UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED"

GENERAJ..-Unless otherwise indicated,-

!. The species described under a generic name is to be regarded as the type
species of the genus; where more than one species is described, the type
species is specifically designated.
2. The text terms and formulae apply to the ncmas as viewed in profile. References t o stain are restricted to acid carmine.
·
3. The cuticle is colorless.
4. The cuticle is striated,-sometimes, however, so finely striated as to be
resolvable only with the highest powers of the microsco~e used skillfully
under favorable conditions. The division line of the formula is used to
indicate approximately the number of striae per millimeter. (See page 227.)
5. The striae are approximately uniform in width throughout the length of
the body except toward the extremities.
6. The contour is plain.
7. The striae are not resolvable into secondary elements. The presence of
secondary elements is indicated 'in the formula. (See page 7.)
8. The longitudinal striations are due to the attachments of the musculature.
9. There are no obvious series of pores in the cuticle.
10. There are no eye-spots.
11. There are no definite valves in the oesophageal bulbs.
12. The lining of the oesophagus is a distinct, but not conspicuous, feature,
practically throughout its length.
13. The intestine is set off from the oesophagus by a distinct constriction.
14. The arrangement of the granules in the cells of the intestine is not such
as to give rise to a tessellated effect.
15. There is no pre-rectum.
16. The rectum extends inward and forward at an angle of about thirty to forty
degrees.
17. The tail, at least that of the female, is straight, or nearly so.
18. The somatic, as well as the posterior cervical, setae, are perpendicular to
the cuticle, or nearly so.
19. The renette cell lies behind the base of the neck.
20. The nerve-ring surrounds the oesophagus rather squarely.
21. Absence of the formula for either sex indicates that that sex is unknown
at the present time.

FEMALE-Unless otherwise indicated,22. The vagina is understood to lead inward at right angles to the ventral
surface.
23. The uterus is more or less straight.
24. The eggs are thin-shelled and smooth, and are deposited before segmentation begins.

MALE-Unless otherwise indicated,25. There is no bursa.
26. The tail of the male is similar to that of the female in form.
27. The spicula are two in number, equal in size, and appear moderately arcuate when viewed in profile, and are simple, i.e., without obvious extra
component longitudinal stiffening elements.
28. The accessory piece (or pieces), gubernaculum, lies more or less parallel
to the spicula, and has no inward or backward-pointing apophysis.
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New Data
Apart from indicating that the nema phylum can be divided into valid, natural orders on the basis of the structure of the mouth parts and related organs,
this article records numerous additions to our knowledge of the morphology of
nemas. Facts announced in a sentence or two, or through the medium of illustrations, might perhaps have been advantageously made the ~ubject of separate
papers. Among· these additions to our knowledge, the following may be
mentioned:
In a miscellaneous lot of over one hundred new genera of nemas, thirty per
cent prove to have jointe9 setae. Probably a much larger percentage have
jointed setae. Among the nemas having setae, jointed setae are probably
the rule rather tha:µ the exception.
2. The distal ends of the cephalic setae sometimes exhibit considerable complexity, indicating that they are specially developed sense organs; e.g., in
Linhomoella and Crystallonema.
·
3. Additional evidence that bilateral mouth-parts arise by elimination of dorsal
elements exists in Pseudonchus.
4. There is a large group of nemas with six well-developed onchia having an
outward stroke, adapted for digging; e.g., Apodontium and relatives.
5. More than ever, it is clear that amphids are practically universal among the
free-living nemas. They may be small and difficult to see; as in Stilbonema
and Laxonema. In the past, they have been sometimes overlooked. Some
Triplonchs possess amphids; e.g., Onchium, Triplonchium.
6. All amphids have backward connections,-often, perhaps always, tubular and
containing coagulable substance. Of unusual interest are the huge glands of
Ionema.
7. Lateral series of organs occur in so many of the genera described, as to lend
additional weight to the opinion that such series are a normal eleiiient of the
nema structure.
8. There is much additional eviden·ce of differentiation of form and structure
among the various cells of the intestine.
9. The presence of oesophageal glands is established for Axonchium and its relatives, (Dorylaimus, etc.) They occur in the posterior enlargement of the
oesophagus, one emptying into the lumen dorsally in its anterior part, and
often two others emptying into the lumen farther back.
10. Non-terminal spinnerets and mouth openings seem practically always ventral; e.g., Trissonchulus, Campylaimus.
11. A large unicellular gland is connected with each supplement of the males of
Bolbella and Eurystoma.
12. The presence of pairs of cloacal glands in the male, first observed by de Man
in Euchromadora, is established for many other genera.
13. Cytolaimian transition-forms exist between the parasitic and free-living
nemas; e.g., Monhystrium.
14. The existence of double-jointed spicula is established for Rhips and Xinema.
15. Nemas are disclosed in which the sperm cells are of ext"raordinary size; such
species may prove useful in studies in genetics.
16. Rhynchonemas are distributed in various oceans. They are free-living nemas
with beak-like heads, but otherwise normal in form. Presumably, this beak
serves to extract food from receptacles the entrances to which are narrow.
17. There is a marked absence of syngonism in marine forms.
18. The existence is demonstrated of special spermatheca, in the form of special
separate branches of the female sexual or~ans.
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1. Litotes minuta n. sp.

••
·7

l'.1-4
z.s

Order Litinia
28.

'!.61

88.

-'- 2
.,s •• Cuticle thin, naked.
The mouth opening is almost imperceptibly depressed. The conoid neck carries
a conoid oesophagus. The presence of amphids is indicated by slight, narrow
external markings of a very faint character. In the region of the nerve-ring the
oesophagus is three-fifths as wide as the corresponding portion of the neck, while
finally it is five-sixths as wide as the base of the neck; its lining is indistinct,
its musculature fine and colorless. No oesophageal glands. The intestine
becomes at once three-fourths as wide as the body, is thin-walled. and but few
of its cells are required to complete its girth. The intestinal lumen is distinct.
or1fi·----_. __ _qil_nJf6J The distinct cardiac collum is two-thirds as wide as the body.
Im ,;,
IJ--tnr Near its beginning the intestine is pressed well to one side by
j1: W
.. the renette cell, which is more or less ellipsoidal in form and
Of!
-- '
x7~ granular in structure. It is about as long as the body is wide
and about half as wide as long, and contains a very indistinct nucleus of medium
size. There are few granules in the cells composing the intestine. The tail
is conoid. Nothing is known concerning the longitudinal fields. The nervering is medium-sized and accompanied by more or less distinct groups of nerve
cells. The small indistinct vulva is more or less continuous with the ventral
surface of the body. The rather weak, tubular, non-refractive vagina extends
obliquely forward apparently about half way across the body. The ellipsoidal
granular eggs are about three times as long as the body is wide, and nearlyonethird as wide as long. The broad, tapering ovary contains six to eight ova
arranged single file.
Habitat: Algae, near the lighthouse, Bahia, Brazil. Bears some resemblance
to Monhystera and Oxystoma. Differs from Monhystera in having no pharynx
and no distinct amphids; from Oxystoma in the form of the amphids and the form
of the female sexual organs. Sublimate to balsam. Fig. 1. *
2. Nemanema simplex n. sp. Head with faint traces of papillae on the outer
part, indicated by refractions in the cuticle. Possibly the exceedingly minute
or pharynx contains an acute, forward-pointing projection or tooth, but
_oe all details are so exceedingly minute that even under the very highest
powers of the microscope they are resolvable with difficulty. The
i;..,.. , 'lllp/J oesophagus expands but little until after it passes through the nerve~ x150 ring; thereafter it expands until near its posterior· extremity, where
it is two-thirds· as wide as the base of the neck;
03
1
97
7
""':~'--'-_"'-t""!~
=' -"'"
~:---""""~1
-••_..<.;=:! >z. 5 •• the posterior extremity of the oesophagus stains
somewhat differently from the rest. Cardia large,
.z 9. t....... zi.
• ~ll
9'7, 1 > u .. conoid, half as wide as the base of the neck. From
1
.1
-9/ <•> 1•
"""1.
the distinct cardiac coll um the intestine becomes
·
at once two-thirds as wide as the body; its cross-section comprises about six
cells. The lateral fields are about half as wide as the body. When viewed dorso•
ventrally the amphids are seen to be connected with refractive, cutinized ducts
which lead inward and backward for a short distance and then become indefinite.
Tail conoid, its terminus three-fifths as wide as its base. The large, elongated,
narrow caudal glands lie tandem on the ventral side in front of the anus, the
foremost being removed from the anus a distance three to six times as great as
the length of the tail. Observations on the ventral gland and excretory pore

._
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• Each figure is designated by the number of the genus it illustrates. If two species of the
are illustrated, the futures are designated a and b, respectively.
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have not been satisfactory, but it appears as if there is a small, narrow, elongated
ventral gland a. short distance behind the cardiac constriction, where the intestine lies a little to one side. Each lateral field contains large ellipsoidal cells,too large to be placed side by side within its limits; they are placed alternately
to one side and then the other. Their size is such that, in the neck at least,
if they were arranged single file they would make a continuous series a little
more than half as wide as the field and about one-third as wide as the body.
From the raised vulva, the vagina leads half way across the body, where it joins
the single uterus, which extends backward. The ovary reaches about half way
back to the vulva and contains a score or more of developing ova, which are
arranged for the most part single file. Anterior branch rudimentary. The elongated eggs are about four times as long as the body is wide and about one-sixth
as wide as long. The tail of the male is slightly more arcuate than that of his
mate. Opposite the proximal ends of the spicula there is a very low, rounded,
ventral elevation. Near the ventral line in front of the anus for a distance two
to three times as great as the length of the tail there are a few minute setae,
about one-eighth as long as the body is wide, and immediately behind the anus
there are one or two similar setae; otherwise there are no indications of special
papillae or setae. Spicula about one and one-half times as long as the anal
body diameter. Their proximal ends lie near the dorsal side of the body.
Habitat: Algae and marine sand at their bases, in surf, Island off Port Royal,
Jamaica. Sublimate to balsam; Fig. 2, p. 230 .
• 14

1,.

23.
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1•8
3. Tycnodora pachydermata n. sp . ., 6 1. i 1.5
•114
Cuticle thick,
glassy; near the head more nearly colorless, sometimes smoky, at any rate after
treatment with Flemming's solution; near the middle of the
body, occupying ·one-sixth the radius; near the spinneret
much thinner than elsewhere; rather suddenly diminishing
in thickness near the nerve-ring. Lining of oesophagus sub. ... .. . omph
distinct; the musculature fine and colorless. There is no
cardia. The thin-walled intestine is separated from the
oesophagus by a collum one-fourth as wide as the body. The
(1J(
lumen of the intestine is faint. From the depressed anus the
inconspicuous rectum extends inward a distance twice as
great as the anal body diameter. Very few granules are to
....... oe
be seen in the intestinal cells. The contents of the intestine
are finely gran :.i lar. The more or less arcuate tail is first co.. ump/J
noid, then cylindroid in the posterior fourth, where it is about
one-fourth as wide as at the anus. The lateral fields are one. ~; .
.
half as wide as the body. From the inconspicuous vulva,
·U spn
the cutinized vagina extends one-third the way across the
body. The somewhat cylindroid ovaries extend two-fifths
the way back to the vulva and carry twelve to twenty ova
, ><750
arranged more or less single file.
Habitat: "Seagrass," shoal, two miles off Key West, Fla., U.S. A. Flemming to
glycerine jelly. Resembles Halalaimus, but the female has two reflexed ovaries.
Fig. 3.
~-~

It/--

.111 M
.:"
4. Schist oder a exilis n. sp. :; ~~
7 ) 2. 7 .. The naked cuticle is
extremely thin. From the mouth about one-third the way to the anterior margin of the lateral organs, the lining of the oesophageal tube is a little more massive than farther back. The amphids are interesting on account of the presence
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in the posterior portion of the cavity of each of a strongly staining body, which
may be assumed to be protoplasmic. The b.ottoms of the amphids are strongly
cutinized. Oesophagus conoid, finally about half as wide as the base of the
neck; just where it joins the intestine it appears to expand suddenly, although
Hi r41,
.,r this expansion could hardly be called a bulb. It is possible that
this expansion indicates the presence of glands about the base
· oe of the oesophagus. The intestine becomes at once three-fourths
,, fHJ J(Jlf as wide as the body and in cross-section appears to present only
flll.n'
,8' two cells. Little that is definite is known concerning the later__al
'I"'
ti flArr.'. fields, but it is presumed that they are well-developed. The
rf . : median fields are rather distinct. They contain a series of cells,
H_ ·_·. ·,
at any rate in the neck; these cells are about half as long as the
neck is wide and are separated from each other by distances
about twice as· great as their length. Tail of the male at first
~
-. · conoid, theµ cylindroid in the posterior half, where it is about
du-mt
one-fourth as wide as at the base. The spinneret has a very
minute pore. The caudal glands lie in front of the anus. A
x750
straight refractive piece appears to subtend the arc of the spicula.
These latter are barely cephalated by an almost imperceptible expansion and a
previous constriction. Immediately behind the anus there are two or three
minute submedian setae; similarly, close to the anus, and in front, there is a pair
of subventral setae,-all seen with considerable difficulty. The balance of evidence is in favor of the existence of two testes.
Habitat: Algae and sand at their bases, in surf, Island off Port Royal, Jamaica.
Fig. 4.

fl

~i'J·•

ti,,,,t
°•f'I

5. Campylaimus inequalis n. sp. Striae more easily seen along the margin of
the amphids. Wings are indicated by the presence in the lateral fields of two
.JUllfKI .
· .or .!:~..... ?:J.= .1!....... ~:~::....~:. > •1 •• longitudinal lines
2.1
,.i--··, ,.1
• •5
z.9
very close together
and barely resolvable
.~:?..... ?..~.-:-:.!?: ...... '.'.~.......~·.. > •6 • • with high powers.
z.
,.,··- 3.9
.u -...,_!
Like the mouth-opening the cephalic setae are asymmetrically placed.
1 The mouth is a simple, unarmed, conoid depression
on the ventral side of the head a little behind the
anterior extremity. There are no distinct lips, but
the anterior extremity is modified so as to resemble
a lip-region; it is set off by a minute constriction
: and presents a minute depression that takes acidcarmine stain more strongly than do the adjacent
parts. No doubt this terminal "cap" serves some distinct function,-as tactile
or gustatory. The conoid oesophagus finally becomes almost three-fourths as
wide as the base of the neck. There does not appear to be any distinct cardia.
Around the base of the oesophagus there is a circlet of small cells which stain
in the same manner as do the cells of the intestine. This latter becomes at
once about three-four.tbs as wide as the body. The lateral fields have not been
distinctly seen. Nothing definite is known about the renette and excretory pore.
Tail conoid to the simple terminus, which is set off by a broad, shallow constriction. The caudal glands appear to be located in front of the anus, probably
a long distance in front of it. In the male the anus is slightly raised. Spicula
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about one and one-half times as Jong as the anal body diameter, their proximal
ends slightly cephalated by expansion. They are rather markedly arcuate in
their distal two-thirds, but nearly straight in the proximal third. There seems
to be but a single testis.
Habitat: Marine sand and mud, San Pedro, Cal,~fornia. Fig. 5 .
• 17

11. _

-JI

2j.

i
92.

2·' ""2.2 "' •94 ••• The cuticle
6. Xennella cephalata n. sp. · 33 21in 1-9
which is of medium thickness, is traversed by six to eight longitudinal ribs o;
wings on each side. There are at least four cephalic
set 1/J "rol
setae, possibly six; otherwise the cuticle seems to be
:~ .•·
·.. . •
naked. The mitriform head is set off by a distinct
, I_ ··
· • j /I
constriction. The neck is cylindroid. The somei!; '
set qm
what conoid oesophagus is at first one-ninth, near
·( }\ · . · · '
the nerve-ring one-fifth, and at last two-fifths as
.,,.
wide as the corresponding portion of the neck. A ~ ump,i
final obscure swelling contains one or more nuclei,
:;'
ti,
ul sulJ/ut
which differ from all other nuclei in the organ. The
lining of the oesophagus is indistinct. The intestine
is separated from the oesophagus by a collum one:
fourth as wide as the base of the neck, and becomes
X750
at once two-thirds as wide as the body, and in cross-section presents but few
cells. The anterior part of the intestine for a distance about equal to the length
of the corresponding body-diameter has a
. .. ol l1lt
structure different from the portion that follows. The cells of the intestine contain
numerous very minute granules. The elon....... sp .......
gated granular renette cell is about as long
as the corresponding body diameter, and lies
a little in front of the cardia. It is not reflexed. Apparently the excretory pore is
located near the nerve-ring. This latter is
oblique, distinct, and broad. The spicula
when viewed dorso-ventrally appear to make
an angle of about· thirty degrees with each
....... ·DI J7JIKn ..
other. The specimens were mo1ting.
Habitat: "Sea-grass," shoal, two miles off Key West, Florida. Figs. 6a and b.
It is believed only the spinneret was missing fI om the single specimen measured.

l

The actual measurements are,-

2.
•
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106.
19• •
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219.
18•

'L'M
22 •

I

866.
~

21 .(?)

944·•••""'

7a. Alaimella cincta n. sp. Cuticle relatively thick. The secondary elements
of the striae are on the limits of visibility and reach nearly
across the annule. There are probably six, flat, amalgamated
lips. The conoid neck contains an oesophagus which is more
or less clavate at the rear end. Near the mouth it is one-half,
at the nerve-ring two-fifths, and finally three-fifths, as wide as
the corresponding portion of the neck; its lining is indistinct.
There may be a faint, conoid cardia. Intestine at once about three-fourths as wide as the :: -- ~:;-; 1::,---- -~:;• -- 9!:5>,1. , ..
body, more or less thin-walled, and presenting but few cells in cross-section. The intestinal cells contain numerous, rather uniform
granules, regularly placed. From the continuous anus, the cutinized rectum
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is about twice as long as the anal body diameter. Tail conoid. The eggs are
two to three times as long as the body is wide. The ova are arranged more or
less in single file, and the ovary extends two-thirds the way back to the vulva.
The proximal ends of the slender, somewhat tapering, rather frail, subacute spicula lie opposite the body axis. There are two rather frail, simple accessory pieces.
Habitat: Sand-bar, Biscayne Bay, Florida, U. S. A. Flemming to glycer·ne
jelly. Fig. 7a, p. 233.
.0

a.,

15.8

,.JI

90.

111 3

1•5 , , 1-? • •• This, the type species
b. Alaimella truncata n. sp. ·' L6 LS
of Alaimella, rather closely resembles Alaimella cincta. Secondary markings of
the cuticle faint, if any. Oesophagus as in cincta, except relatively a trifle narrower. Intestine as in cincta, but narrow and displaying only two cells in crosssecti~n, the cells containin~ minut~ inconspi_cuous granules. gt qi,(4)
Proximally the slender, umform, simple, frail and subacute _.:.,..;.;,,·e[,.~ ~-=-spicula expand much and suddenly, to form flattish cephala, £1IJ.flKII ; '
·Ump!,
located about opposite the body axis. There seem to be two IIISC.flKII ;
simple, frail, sub-slender, more or less arcuate accessory
~·• ~·
pieces, which are probably joined together at the anus. There rpn
flDlp/J
appear to exist throughout the length of the body an unusual >< 750
oe
number of nuclei ventrad from the narrow intestine, which keeps well to the
dorsal side. Both before and behind the anus there are some very slender ventrally submedian setae half as long as the body is wide. Ejaculatory duct about
one-third as wide as the body. Forward-pointing testes two-fifths as wide
as the body. In the single male examined, which appears to be immature, one
testis ended four tail-lengths from the anus, the other five tail-lengths from the
anus. At one tail-length in front of the anus there occurred one ·or two glands
(?) with very brilliantly staining nuclei, whose connections remain unknown.
Habitat: Algae, near lighthouse, Bahia, Brazil. Sublimate to balsam. Fig. 7b .
• • •
.8
(,5
9.5
12," ')!l. >1.9 ••
8. Litinium aequale n. sp. q
1.1/
1.s
u
1.?
Oesophagus at first
three-sevenths, near the nerve-ring one-third, and finally three-sevenths, as wide
as the corresponding portion of the neck. Its lining is indistinct. There seems
to be no distinct cardia. The intestine, which
is separated from the oesophagus by a collum
three-sevenths as wide as the neck, becomes at
once half as wide as the body. I ts walls are
thick and its lumen faint. The granules con_umph tained in the ce1Is of the intestine are numerous
IISC. .
-~·\.~. ···
and more or less uniform. The anus is more or
·oe less continuous, the rectum inconspicuous. The
fll/JP · · · -~.\,_~.~·•;}
· /i
hemispherical-conoid tail tapers from the anus
.~
to the terminus. There are no caudal setae.
SfJll X 750 The caudal glands are located in front of the
anus. The lateral fields are about one-fourth as wide as the body. The nerve
ring is of medium size and on either side of it are obscure nerve ce1ls. From the
large, depressed, but rather conspicuous vulva, the vagina leads obliquely backward a distance two-thirds as great as the body diameter. Judging from the size
of the ovum just before it leaves the ovary, the eggs are about one and one-half
times as long as the body is wide. In the broad, cylindroid ovary are twenty to
forty ova arranged single file except in the distal half, where they are arranged
irregularly.
Habitat: Sand, Ocean Beach, Miami, Florida; U.S. A. Flemming to glycerine
jelly. Fig. 8.
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9. Ionema ocellatum n. sp. ·:~.... ~i: ....'.,'i.......... ij""'"i.: > 2.1 •• The thin cuticle is
naked except for the cephalic setae. There are no traces of lips. The amphids
are very inconspicuous. The neck is cylindroid posteriorly, and convex-conoid
anteriorly, especially near the head. The eye-spots are light brown in color,
and each has a refractive element in front. In the pigmented portion of each
eye there is a more or less central nucleus with a subsidiary, small companion
object. The cylindroid oesophagus is at first one-third, near the nerve-ring onefourth, and finally one-fifth, as wide as the corresponding portion of the body.
Its lining is indistinct. There is no cardia. Owing to the presence of large
somatic glands, observation of the junction of the oesophagus with the intestine
is difficult. The collum appears to be one-fifth as wide as the corresponding
portion of the body. The intestine is two-thirds to three-fourths as wide as
the corresponding portion of the body, and is thick-walled, and has a very faint
lumen. The cells of the intestine, which appear somewhat as if overlapping,
contain more or less uniform, yellowish, scattered granules; they have large,
spherical, granular nuclei with conspicuous nucleoli. The arcuate, conoid tail
tapers from the anus to the unarmed convex-conoid terminus. The conoid spinneret is simple in structure. The ellipsoidal caudal glands occur in a loose tandem series in the anterior half of the tail. There are no caudal setae. The lateral fields are two-fifths as wide as the body. The granular, elongated, pyriform
renette is one and one-half times as long as the body is wide, and one-half as wide
as long. It is not reflexed and lies near the middle of the body, a little in front
of the flexure of the front ovary. The nerve-ring is of medium size and is accompanied by rather obscure nerve cells. From the small, elevated, more or less
inconspicuous vulva the medium-sized vagina leads inward half UIIJNI..
. -1/Jf:J/
way across the body; it is more or less strongly cutinized. The
size, form and covering of the eggs is unknown, but the ripe ova stt(4J'
are about as long as the body is wide. The broad, cylindroid
ovaries extend five-sixths the way back to the vulva, and con- moe.
tain about twenty ova, arranged single file in the proximal half, oc . ..
but irregularly in the distal half. The duct of the renette is
necessarily very long and is slender; there is a distinct, elon- oe . .
I
gated ampulla, with a very long and very slender duct leading
from it to the pore. This latter duct is about as long as the f/11/J · . ····m_
,,, _ ' !J
'
body is wide. This genus, of which there are several species, .rpn .
is made very remarkable by the possession of a pair of relatively
huge glands filling most of the body cavity behind the base of x 75o
the neck and ending two and one-half times as far behind the neck as this latter
is behind the head. The points of exit of these glands appear to be at the head
end. Each gland has a nucleus near its blind end. In the vicinity of the nervering the glands diminish in size, and half way from this point to the head appear
to come to a narrow, rounded end, strictly lateral in position, and from thence
there appear to be narrow ducts leading toward the lip-region to pores, where
foreign particles are seen to cling, and which are designated in the drawing
as amphids. Near the middle these glands are pressed to one side by two subdorsal cells, apparently nerve cells.
Habitat: Marine algae, Panama. Hot sublimate to balsam. This genus is of
wide occurrence in tropical oceans; specimens from both the East and West
Indies are known to the writer. While specifically different, these forms do
not vary much one from another. Fig. 9.
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10. Nemella ocellata n. Bp. ·:;·····;:······i.·i··.. ····i.·;·~;·i.;i L? .. Except for the cephalic setae, the thin cuticle is naked. At a distance from the anterior extremity
about equal to the width of the head, the striation of the cuticle ceases, so that
the head is set off by an absence of striations, as well as by a slight thickening
of the cuticle. The neck is cylindroid. From the faint amphids, an inner
element can be traced backward to near the base of the head. The two eyespots are brownish in color, and each has a colorless lens. The oesophagus, which
has an indistinct lining, is at first one-half, near the nerve-ring also one-half,
and finally three-fifths, as wide as the corresponding portion of the neck. There
is no cardia. The intestine, which is set off from the oesophagus by a collum
one-half as wide as the neck, becomes at once three-fourths as wide as the body.
Its wall is thick, its lumen faint, and it is made up of cells of such a size that probably only two are required to complete a circumference. These cells are packed
with colorless granules of variable size, the largest of which are about onetwentieth as wide as the body. The tail is conoid to the convex-conoid spinftmp!t __ .. or neret, which at its base is one-third as wide as the base of the
tail, and has somewhat the profile of a swan's head. No setae
were seen on the tail. At their widest part the simple, frail, taperoe
ing, subacute spicula are about one-fifth as wide as the correftmp~ ~ ·
sponding part of the body. Their proximal ends, which are mi\L;,; '· nutely cephalated by contraction and constriction, appear to lie a
or ·
little ventrad from the body axis. They are supported by a simple,
S{Jll ·
• x 50 frail, slender, faintly S-shaped accessory, with a tapering apophysis (?) extending backward from the spicula at an angle of about ninety degrees,
and about one-third as long as the anal body-diameter, its proximal end lying
opposite the caudal axis. Whether there is one testis or two remains to be
determined.
Habitat: Eel-grass, Biscayne Bay, Miami, Florida, U. S. A. Flemming to
glycerine jelly. Fig. 10.
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11. Porocoma striata n . sp. :~"·i':f= ·i:r·····T1······t: > ·93 ··The rather thin cuticle appears to be destitute of setae except at the extremities. The body is traversed nearly from end to end by about ten to twelve wings. Between the
wings the transverse striae seem to be resolvable into excessively minute elements. In addition to the cephalic setae, there is a ventral seta-like organ, opposite the sub-cephalic setae and just behind the excretory pore. This is a little
stouter, longer, and more blunt than the cephalic setae, and seems to have a
special relation to the excretory pore. The mouth is surrounded by relatively
thick, minute lips. It is possible that a more or less vestigial pharynx extends
back to near the cephalic setae, its presence being indicated by a slight difference
in the lining of the canal, and by a break in the musculature. Posteriorly the
neck is cylindroid, anteriorly convex-conoid. No distinct traces of amphids
have been seen, but possibly obscure ones exist opposite the bases of the lateral
setae. The oesophagus is cylindroid, then conoid in its posterior eighth. Near
the head it is one-half, near the nerve-ring two-sevenths, and finally threefourths, as wide as the corresponding portion of the neck. Its lining is indistinct. There is a flattish cardia, one-half as wide as the base of the neck. The
thick-walled intestine is separated from the oesophagus by a collum one-half as
wide as the base of the neck and becomes at once two-thirds as wide as the body,
and would present two to three cells in cross-section. Its cells contain scattered
granules of variable size, the largest of which have a diameter about equal
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to the width of two of the adjacent annules; tessellated effect faint. The tail.
which tapers from in front of the anus, is conoid, and then cylindroid in the posterior half, where it is about one-half as wide as at the base Apparently the
ellipsoidal caudal glands are packed in a close tandem in the anterior fourth of
the tail. The lateral fields are one-half as wide as the body. The elongated,
outstretched, granular renette cell lies one to two body-widths stt 61 tfijfil
behind the base of the neck. It is two to three times as long as the JP(J4 , , 'set
base of the neck is wide and about one-fourth as wide as long. The
·
•
broad oblique nerve-ring is accompanied by obscure nerve cells. IJl)JM _.
ex
While both ovaries are essentially behind the vulva, one of them ,m'r2_
I- ,.
extends forward a distance about twice as great as the correspond.oe
750
ing body diameter, and is then reflexed, and extends backward, so 1{11
'
as to lie parallel to the other. The medium-sized, but rather conspicuous vulva
is continuous with the ventral surface. The rather strongly cutinized vagina
extends inward two-fifths the way across the body. It is possible that the narrow, cylindroid ovaries are reflexed for a short distance near their blind ends.
Habitat: Biscayne Bay, from sponges and associated material. Flemming to
glycerine jelly. Fig. 11.
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II. Order Bolbinia
1.3

1'.J.

21.

Y

89.
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12. Litonema nudum n. sp. 1-~ ,.5 4 ·1
2.
-6' •· The presence of the
two wings, which begin on the neck and end near the anus, is indicated by two
refractive, longitudinal markings, which occupy a space equal to one-fourth to
one-third the width of the body. The cuticle is entirely naked. There appears
to be a vestigial pharynx nearly as long as the base of the head is wide,-simple,
narrow, tubular, obscure. The neck is conoid. Almost on the front of the head,
but near its margin, there are two minute, lateral pores, which may possibly be
amphids. Connected with these pores are inner tubular elements, which may
be followed backward for a considerable distance. The more or less cephaloboid
oesophagus has a very faint, elongated, posterior swelling, one-fourth as wide as
the base of _the neck. Near the pharynx the oesophagus is one- reg lb ...
ump/J?
third, near the nerve-ring one-eighth, and in front of the
cardiac swelling one-seventh, as wide as the corresponding
portion of the neck. The optical expression of the lining of p/1.. ··
the oesophagus consists of two distinct, refractive lines, having a distance apart about equal to one-tenth the width of 11/X ...
.... ..r/Q
the oesophagus. There is no cardia. The thick-walled intestine presents a faint lumen, and becomes at once five-sixths
as wide as the body. Anus continuous; rectum inconspicu- {J(!(.[
ous. The cells of the intestine are packed with granules
_~ ;:~
of rather uniform size, the largest of which are one-seventh x 75 : n',-, -,
as wide as the body. The conoid tail tapers from in front of the anus. There
are no caudal glands. The lateral fields are probably one-third as wide as the
body. The excretory pore ·and the duct leading to it are so refractive as to be
easily visible.
Habitat: About the roots of the lady's slipper, Cypripedi-um acaule Linn.,
sphagnum swamp, Wisconsin, U. S. A. Flemming to balsam. Fig. 12.
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2-1 ,,
1-7
13. Hyalaimus brevicollis n. sp. t,.2_ 2.
'>- 1
• .. The colorless,
naked skin displays irregular markings and a finely crenate contour. The colorless, transparent, conoid neck ends in a truncate head without setae and having
very flat lips, if any. Six rather conspicuous, sub-marginal, wart-like papillae
occur in a circlet on the front of the head. No amphids are to be seen. The
mouth is a mere depression one-sixth as deep as the head is wide; from it faint
apophyses, of which the ventral is the longest and most conspicuous, extend backward and seem to indicate that the real depth of the pharynx is equal to the
length of the distinct pharyngeal bulb, and accordingly the dimensions are so
given in the above formula. The somewhat phalangiform oesophagus begins
with the bulb just mentioned as filling the head, and which is two-fifths as long
as the neck. Behind this bulb there is a broad, shallow constriction, the remainder of the oesophagus being fusiform and in its widest part two-thirds as wide
as the neck. For a short distance the irregular intestine, three-fourths as wide
as the body and separated from the oesophagus by a not very deep constriction,
appears transparent and almost bulbous. The cardiac cavity is small and the
cardia very flat. The large cells composing the intestine are filled with small
granules, displaying no very definite arrangement. The narrow, colorless,
transparent rectum is thrice as long as the anal body-diameter, and has a distinct lining. The ventral excretory pore is situated as far behind the cardia
as the head is in front of it, the duct in the immediate vicinity being very transparent and distinct, and having a distinct lining. The granular lateral fields
are one-fourth as wide as the body, and from head to tail a finely crenulate,
outicular wing extends along each lateral line. The tail of the female is conical
to the pointed terminus. The unusually large, flat, elevated vulva is twothirds as wide as the body, and from it the vagina extends backward a distance
greater than the body-diameter. The two straight uteri in the only specimen
seen contained six to eight eggs, each a little longer than the body width, and
measuring 56--60 x 132-140 microns. The ovaries extend two-thirds the distance
to the cardia and anus respectively and contain ova arranged single file.
Habitat: Intestine of an earth-worm, Moss Vale, New South Wales, Australia,
April, 1894. It is not certain that this nema may not be con-generic with one
or more of those mentioned by earlier authors under the generic names Anguilula, Nematodum, etc., nemas also found in earth-worms, but insufficiently
described; hence the proposal of a new genus for its reception.
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14. Choronema simplex n. sp. 1• 6 q , 2-i.
• •• The thin cuticle is
entirely naked. The wing, which begins near the head and ends on the tail, is
possibly double in structure. There is no cardia. The rather thick-walled
intestine is separated from the oesophagus by an indistinct collum one-half as
wide as the base of the neck, and becomes at once about three-fifths as wide
as the body. It has a faint lumen and presents few cells in cross-section. Anus
subcontinuous; rectum inconspicuous. The ·cells of the intestine contain scattered colorless granules of variable size, the largest of which are one-fifteenth
as wide as the body. In the specimen examined the tail was destined at the next
molt to become very much shorter, so that the anus would lie at about 90%,
and the tail would therefore he about four times as long as the anal bodydiameter. Two sublateral papillae existed on the tail nearly opposite each
other.
Habitat: Soil about the roots of plants, Arlington Farm, Virginia, opposite
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the city of Washington, U. S. A. Flemming to glycerine jelly. This species, of
which but a single young specimen has been seen, has the general appearance
of being a deteriorated Cephalobus or Diplogaster. The specimen figured was
or ·
.· ... . Jlli young _and in process
of molting. In the
left-hand illustration
the excretory pore,
ex p, is shown in its
ph_. . . . . · ••..
properposition. Nearly
opposite is shown
the cast-off duct and
pore which has come
into its present position by rotation of
the loose, shed cuticle.
Similarly, in the righth and figure the
sloughed anal opening
un is shown opposite the
anus, an. The caudal
pores eluded observation, but that they were
present is shtnvn by the
two markings at ppl
/:'f ••••· cd in the cuticle that has
....
been shed. Probably
the cuticle has length!/,
ened, as usual, in being
;· /
.
shed, and the pores prenror ··
"" 1 ....... .PP' sumably occur not far
behind the anus, notwithstanding the failure to see them. Ph,
!
while indicating the
oe
_.._.,.,
···ex.p
mt ex position of the pharynx,
also indicates an element that comes to
the surface ante_:':··/
riorly (amphid?). Fig.
,n ..... ..,, . _-_i·/
.
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15. Iotalaimus striatus n. sp. Cuticle naked; the striae interrupted by welldeveloped crenate wings one-fifth as wide as the body. Between the wings is a
straightish refractive line, due to a continuous, cuticular structure. On some
specimens the outer contour of the wings consists of a doubly refractive line.
There appear to be four faint, submedian cephalic papillae. The amphids are
faint. It is possible that there is a vestigial pharynx. The oesophagus is
very faintly cephaloboid in form. The anterior two-fifths is cylindroid and
averages only about half as wide as the corresponding portion of the neck; thence
backward the oesophagus diminishes gradually so that opposite the nervering it is only about one-fourth as wide as the middle of the neck. It continues
to have this diameter for some distance, but finally begins slowly to expand, so
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that at last it is about half as wide as the base of the neck. The lining is faint,
and there are no refractive breaks in its structure to indicate the presence of
vestigial bulbs. There is no distinct cardia. The intestine becomes at once
two- to th_ree-fifths as wide as the body. It is_ composed of cells containing
scattered groups of granules. The distinct "lumen," instead of appearing as
or , - --,f.nR~ ]:_!.__11:._=~----~:6~____ _n._ .i .. a cavity with
u
',9
u
,-a
'· 1
a refractive
.... •f611 _1., __ 15. __ M
. ___ ''"' ____ !K, _ •• lining, as it
5
2.
,>4- M
,.5 , , . 2 •
usually does
when a distinct feature, seems to have a different structure of about the same general
..... ·um appearan~e. From the slightly d~pressed anus
the conspicuous rectum extends a distance about
[PO one and one-half times as great as the anal
···· · ·
body diameter. The lateral fields are one-third
as wide as the_ body. It appears as if there is a renette cell opposite the posterior portion of the oesophagus. The tail is conoid to the blunt terminus, which
has a diameter about one-third as great as that of the base of the tail·. There
are no caudal glands. It is possible there is a pair of subventral papillae immediately behind the anus. A trifle behind the middle of the tail, there are two
faint, lateral innervations close together on each side, one in front of the other,
doubtless connected with surface papillae. Ventrad from these, it is possible
there is a third papilla belonging to the same group. There are probably one
or two pairs of subventral papillae near the terminus. The proximal ends of
the tapering, very slightly arcuate spicula are bent in a ventral direction so as
....
to appear to lie on the ventral side of the body-axis, and
rr
_ ,,.. glf6J so appear cephalated. The accessory piece is more
strongly refractive than the spicula themselves, the framework of which is not particularly conspicuous.
Habitat: About the roots of Bamboo, Yuma, Arizona,
u•pl, U. S. A. Fig. 15, above.
oe

___ tnno

r

16. Bolbinium brevicolle n. sp. Cuticle of medium
thickness, naked. Posterior half of the neck cylindroid,
'
anterior half convex-conoid. Amphids unusually large,
ri: . . ······-··· ·•-~ _:y _,u•p/J with large internal connections that can be followed backward for some distance. The narrow oesophagus con tinues to have the same diameter until near the posterior,
_ ;.· _~ pyriform, cardiac swelling, which is one~half as wide. as
_
, ':' ->the base of the neck. Many of the nuclei connected with
\ ·-· (~~
the cells of the neck are large and well-developed.
\
'.:.½_
; ,.g
~--A:-(/4
In the dorsal and ventral fields there are strands that
r·/._ ' ) 1 un appear to be composed of closely-packed cells. The cardiac bulb has no distinct valve.
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;_-- "ij- · · · 2.1 · · .:,:2:i u .. The spiculum is vestig-

ial. In a variety of ways this nema seems related to the
Mermithidae,-for instance, in the structure of the mouth,
the cephalic papillae, the amphids, the internal structure of the tissue of the
neck and of the body, the absence of spinneret, and the short, rounded, broad
tail.
Habitat: Soil, about the roots of citrus plants, Florida, U. S. · A. Fig. 16.
/
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17. Antomicron pellucidum n. sp. u
u
2.7
2.7 -;;:[2. 6 n. ··Except for the
cephalic setae the cuticle is naked. On the ventral side of the distinctly projecting wing there is a subordinate line to be seen throughout the greater portion of the length of the body, which is not as conspicuous as the main part of
the wing. Neck conoid. The very minute pharynx (? ) is apparently conoid;whether armed or not is unknown. The lip-region has not been examined with
success on account of deficient material. That portion of the amphid inside the
two ellipses stains more strongly than the tissues elsewhere. The borders of the
two amphids approach each other so closely on the dorsal side that they sometimes almost touch, in fact appear to be connected by a special
cuticular elemen~. Oesophagus cylindroid for some distance back, ~ •.. .
and then expandmg rather suddenly to form an almost impercep- I~
oe
tible swelling near the beginning of the middle third of the neck; , i : •
the'reafter it diminishes almost imperceptibly to near the nerve- / j i
nmp/J
0
ring, then begins to expand gradually until near the end, where it _. • :c:.. 'nmp/J
rapidly expands to form an obscure, small, elongated, pyriform ~
~ardiac bulb, almo_st half as wide as ~he base of the neck. There .
. Sff Inn
1s a rounded card1a one-fourth as wide as the base of the neck. ·
750
Considering the size of the oesophagus its lining is prominent.
S/Jfl
~
The intestine is separated from the oesophagus by a broad, shallow constriction,
and soon becomes half as wide as the body, and apparently would present only
two or three cells in cross-section. The lateral fields appear to be nearly onethird as wide as the body. It seems probable that a renette cell occurs at some
distance behind the base of the neck, but no excretory pore has been seen. The
tail of the male is conoid to near the terminus. The caudal glands are located
in an open tandem series in front of and behind the anus. The eight supplementary organs occupy a distance nearly four times as great as the length of the
tail; each is a nearly straight, cutinous tube, half as long as the body is wide,
arranged at an angle of forty-five degrees with the body axis, and having its
distal extremity protruding backward slightly through the cuticle. The organs
taper slightly in the vicinity of the distal end, which is suddenly somewhat
ventrally arcuate at the terminus. They are probably protrusile, though they
have not been seen in a protruded position. These tubes have a diameter approximately equal to the width of one of the adjacent annules of the cuticle, and their
proximal ends show indications of an attachment extending forward. There are
a number of specially-developed setae in the vicinity of the anus; especially
prominent are two submedian setae, one on each side of the anus, one-third as
long as the anal body-diameter. _A little in front of these is another pair, one on
each side, of slightly smaller size, and on the tail there are a few similar ventrally submedian setae of smaller size. Spicula a little longer than the anal bodydiameter, and tapering to a point in their distal thirds. The accessory piece
surrounds the spicula in their distal fourths, and then extends forward to the
dorsal side of the body from the middle of the spicula at a small angle. The
appearance of the proximal portion of the accessory piece somewhat resembles
that of the proximal ends of the spicula, though it is straighter and more solid.
From its cephalated proximal end a muscular strand joins the body wall on the
dorsal side of the anterior portion of the tail. The posterior testis is the
smaller.
Habitat: Marine; Punta Arenas, Pacific Coast of Costa Rica. Unfortunately
the single specimen examined is of such a character that the details of the
pharynx must be left undetermined. Fig. 17.
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18. Cyartonema ftexile n. sp. Except for the cephalic setae the cuticle is
naked. There appears _to be a circlet of six, inconspicuous, minute papillae
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seup/J (4J_
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the gland at the base of the
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intestine is made up of C,!)llS
so arranged that only one
to two are required to build a circumference. The parts of
these cells are so differentiated that the groups of granules characteristic of the cells occur at intervals equal to one to two bodydiameters, and are more or less alternated with finely granular
intestinal elements, or what are suspected to be such· (see Figure
18, int.?). The tail, tapering from in front of the anus, is conoid then cylindroid in the posterior fifth. Spinneret with minute setae. A single caudal gland was seen near the middle of
the tail. A few very inconspicuous setae were observed on
the tail. Concerning the lateral fields, I was at times uncertain whether the cells marked int? were not in some way connected with these fields. From the somewhat elevated vulva,
the relatively large vagina leads inward two-fifths the way
across the body. The eggs are three to four times as long as
the body is wide, and about one-fourth as wide as long. The
broad, more or less cylindroid ovaries suddenly taper near
the blind end. They contain apparently only four to five ova,
arranged single file. The clavate testis is about two-thirds as
wide as the body.
Habitat: Clean, white sand, in about five feet of water, in a cove near the
entrance to Buzzard's Bay, Mass., U. S. A. Sublimate to balsam. Fig. 18.

set 1/J /6/

• ump/J

set_ qi, /4)

19. Stilbonema brevicolle n. sp. Annules
plain, retrorse in the posterior half of
the body, the reverse in the anterior.
Exceedingly short, submedian, slender
(JJ[
setae are found throughout the length
o.f the body, six to nine annules apart,
those at the extremities being somewhat
the longer. Neck cylindroid. Immediately around the mouth there is proboe
ably a row of exceedingly minute papillae. In most of the neck the diameter
of the oesophagus hardly exceeds the spn.
thickness of the cuticle; it finally expands to form a pyriform bulb about threefifths as wide as the base of the neck. There is no distinct cardia. The very
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narrow intestine, joined to a depression in the posterior surface of the cardiac
bulb, becomes at once about one-sixth as wide as the body, and then enlarges
gradually until it is one-fourth as wide. Its
_ X 750 cross-section would show two cells. The lateral fields are about one-fourth as wide as
the body, and contain · numerous nuclei.
Nerve-ring oblique. Tail conoid, arcuate.

_., _ )·_ _
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4.5 ____ -K __ _ 98. _ >'I. ..
1,1
1.; ~ . 6

Spicula slender.

ZfXlon._. ~~gjH~~f~~~~ "Acorn-shaped" accessory organs (see fig-

ure) far forward, so that the anterior one is
a little behind the neck. The cup-shaped
part of these organs has slightly different
refractive properties from the "acorn" itself,
SUP----'--'-~---..... which is plainly innervated.
Habitat: Shoal in Kingston Harbor,
Jamaica, in one foot of water. Sublimate to balsam. Fig. 19a, p. 242; Fig. 19b .
.2

?

1. 9

" ·M

97. 5

20. Laxonema majum n. sp .. r; 1
:1
· 7 ·, , •8 ~ rn. •• Cephalic cuticle radi~
ally striated; the basal part of the cephalic setae penetrate and interrupt the
cuticle. Inside the cephalic setae, as shown in the sketch, other interruptions
occur in the cuticle; possibly in some cases these are the "stumps" of lost setae.
There are two circlets of papillae inside the cephalic setae, one at a distance
from the mouth pore somewhat greater than the thickness of the body cuticle,
and the other twice as far away. Oesophagus nearly cylindroid, finally expanding to form a pyriform cardiac bulb two-thirds as wide as the base of the neck.
There is no cardia. The intestine soon becomes about one-fifth as wide as the
body; at a distance back about twice as great as the body-diameter it expands
and becomes thicker-walled and one-third to one-half as wide as the body. Its
cross-section is composed of about four cells, each with ten to twenty brownish
granules, the largest of Ptil· . . . . . .
or . . . ....
. lllll{Jll
which have a diameter
~ • · ·.. ~ ,
about ?ne-fourth as gre~t as
ph

]qi,(4/

\\i • ·

;~~ t~~c::::~:t~n:~:~c/rd •U'.3
7M .. J
.. ·· ····~ ~

~ : '.~... ..

to one-fourth •this size. setsu/Jrn1,
Renette unknown. The
,,,.,
lateral fields are about one·..
fourth as wide as the body,
\
and contain a double row of
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series. The nerve-ring is
probably a little behind the Cll!SIKII ····-·;r
middle of the oesophagus.
The tail of .the male is X 750
/um oe
setCIIJ
Sfil
arcuate-conoid and ends in a spinneret destitute of striations and having a
length about equal to the sum of the widths of the last eight striae. The tip of
the spinneret is somewhat differentiated, and its core presents minute longitudinal "striations" which end just anterior to the terminal pore. The caudal
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glands are probably located in front of the anus. No supplementary organs
have been seen. There are no caudal papillae, but both in front of and behind
the anus there are a number of ventrally submedian setae; five or six on each
side of the anterior half of the tail; while an equal number in front of the anus
gradually merge into the scattered setae found all over the body. The proximal ends of the rather stout acute spicula are somewhat diminished and set
off by a broad and deep constriction. The framework composing the spicula is
relatively massive. The rather straight accessory piece is half as long as the
spicula. The ejaculatory duct is about one-fourth as wide as the body. There
appears to be a single outstretched testis, though there remains a little doubt
on this point.
Habitat: Shoal in Kingston Harbor, Jamaica, in about one foot of water. Fig.
20, p. 243. Sublimate to balsam.
·
:' •• 2...s ••5-~ •• -f,i.. 9fo.., :u
21. Leptonemella cincta n. sp. ·2 •·~-,,, IJ.
!.-- ~ 1· 1
•• The contour is
more or less serrate, the annules being retrorse posteriorly and the reverse anteriorly. In addition to the cephalic setae there are scattered cervical setae
arranged at right angles to the surface and one-third as long as the neck is wide.
No somatic setae have been seen. Apparently at every eight to ten annules
along the lateral lines there are pores, each with its longest diameter arranged
transversely. Seemingly there are six, very minute, more
or less amalgamated lips. Posteriorly the neck is cylindroid, anteriorly conoid. Amphids are present in the
form of straight transverse slits, one-sixth as long as the
, /I'll corresponding diameter of the head, and located between
..··
the bases of the submedian cephalic setae. Their presence
DJS(! and their form is proved by the ribbon-shaped outflow
~
plainly seen issuing from each amphid. The cylindroid
oesophageal tube ends behind in a broad, pyriform cardiac
()(] .... !
bulb, two-thirds as wide as the base of the neck. There
/Jas (~
] _ • r is no cardia. The thick-walled intestine is separated
750
11
S/
f .
from the oeso~hagus by a collum one-tenth as wide as
the neck, and ~ecomes at once one-fourth as wide as the
odi
· ........ · l\i-· body. Its lumen is indistinct. Its cells contain fine,
...·
rather numerous granules of more or less uniform size.
set tnn
'SfKI Several submedian, slender, tapering, cuticular "thorns"
are seen on the tail, each about one-fourth as long as the anal body-diameter.
The lateral fields are one-fourth as wide as the body. The nerve-ring is
accompanied by obscure nerve cells. The tail is more or less conoid from the
anus, but tapers more rapidly in the posterior half. The strong, tapering,
acute, colorless spicula are more or less compound in structure and their extremities appear to lie somewhat ventrad from the body axis. The single, slender,
rather strong, simple parallel accessory is three-fifths as long as. the spicula.
Habitat: Sand, Ocean Beach, Miami, Florida, U.S. A. FlP.mming to glycerine
jelly. Fig. 21.
.6. -~- ~ . _7_.~ •• -~- • ......_9!-- ~ >1.01:.!
22. Cinctonema tenue n. sp ..'i u
· 1. ♦
1. ♦
Cuticle thin, naked,
its striae not further resolvable. Neck, cylindroid posteriorly, -conoid anteriorly. In the specimen examined the lip-region was not favorable for observation.
Oesophagus about half as wide as the head and continuing to have this diameter
until after it passes through the nerve-ring, behind which it begins to increase
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a little, and finally enlarges to form an elongated, pyriform cardiac bulb, threefourths as wide as the base of the neck. The intestine is very narrow where
it joins "the center of the posterior face of the cardiac bulb,- hardly
. se(( )
4
wider than one of the annules. Very soon, however, it becomes ,r1
· ··· ( t
, ,two-fifths as wide as the body. The lateral fields are about one- oe .
·
fifth as wide as the body and contain nuclei, two of which placed Ullp/1 . •. \\ '/
side by side would span the field. Tail of the male conoid; on it
"..
there are a few setae in, front of the anus. The rather slender, x 75
acute spicula are abou·t one and one-fourth times as long as the anal bodydiameter.
Habitat: Sand and algae near East Drive, east shore of Kingston Harbor,
Jamaica. Sublimate to balsam. Fig. 22.
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' .. Annules of
23. Cephalobellus papilliger n. sp.
the cuticle 2.2 microns wide. Head continuous with the conoid neck. There
are probably six lips, but no labial papillae have been seen. The pharynx resembles that found in the genus Monhystera, being a conoid or more or less
pyramidal depression one-third as wide as the head. Oesophagus cylindroid,
one-fourth as wide as the middle of the neck, joining a pyriform cardiac bulb
two-thirds as wide as the base of the neck and containing a dist inct valve.
Lining of the oesophagus rather faint. The rather thick-walled intestine is
three-fifths as wide as the body, and is separated from the neck by a shallow,
cardiac constriction. The ventral renette cell is situat ed just in front of the
flexure in the testis. From the somewhat elevated anus the tail is conical to
the acute terminus. A pair of tall, conical, sub-ventral papillae are located
opposite the middle of the spiculum. Taken altogether, the papillae are situated as follows: 1; () 1; 1. Spiculum slender, somewhat irregular, twice as long
as the anal body diameter, placed at angle of forty-five degrees with the bodyaxis. The ejaculatory duct was of equal length with the testis, and was connected with it by a tube also of the same length.
Habitat: Intestine of the larva of a lamellicorn beetle, from soil under cowdung, Moss Vale, New South Wales, Australia. 1893.

24. Anticyathus tenuicaudatus n. sp. Body wall thick. In addition to cephalic setae there are scattered papilloid cervical setae. Conoid oesophagus at first
Jet{J2)
J, 8

ump/I..

-:~:' '"~:7 5. 2••

fnn two-thirds, near the nerve-ring

four-sevenths, finally four-fifths,
as wide as the corresponding portion of the neck. Oesophageal
Of!· · ··
lining subdistinct. There is a
/i
somewhat obconoid more or less
/}! i~
"structureless" -looking anterior
X 7f,(J}{
element of the intestine threefourths as long as the body is wide; this may be regarded as a cardia one-half as
wide as the neck. The thick-walled intestine, which has a faint lumen, is set off
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by a collum one-fifth as wide as the base of the neck, and becomes more or less
gradually three-fo\lrths to five-sixths as wide as the body. Its cross-section is
composed of twenty to fifty cells. These cells contain numerous granules of
variable size. .The tail tapers from in front 6f the anus; it is first conoid, then
cylindroid in the pO'sterior fourth, where it becomes one-fifth as wide as at the
anus. There are no caudal glands. Fifteen to twenty almost invisible setae,
as long as the cuticle is thick, occur on each ventrally submedian line on the tail.
The longitudinal fields are one-third as wide as the body. Near the excretory
pore is an ampulla one-sixth as wide as the corresponding portion of the neck.
The nerve-ring is accompanied by obscure nerve-cells. Vulva medium-sized,
more or less elevated; vagina non-cutinized. Near the proximal end, each ovary
presents a double flexure, occupying a distance about equal to one body-width;
thence onward the ovaries are outstretched in opposite directions,- at last not
over one-tenth as wide as the body. The eggs occur in the uteri about nine at a
time: They are about one-half to two-thirds as long as the body is wide, though
they are often so crowded together in the uterus that they appear wider than
long. The narrow tapering ovaries contain seventy to eighty ova, arranged
single file. The strong, rather simple, stoutish, tapering, rather blunt spicula
are as long as the anal body-diameter, and are so placed that their proximal ends,
which are cephalated by expansion, appear to lie somewhat dorsad from the bodyaxis. At their widest part the spicula are about one-eighth as wide as the corresponding portion of the body; the apophysis is more or less uniform, and onefourth as long as the anal body-diameter, so that its proximal extremity appears
to lie opposite to or dorsad from the axis of the tail. The 25 supplementary
organs, hardly more than innervations, are papilloid and of slight elevation,
rather farther apart anteriorly, and occupy a distance five to six times as great as
the corresponding body-diameter. There is a single papilla-like ventral seta
close to the anus.
Habitat: Sand, Coco-plum Beach, Miami, Fla., U.S. A. Flemming to glycerine jelly. Fig. 24, p. 245.
25. Neurella simplex n . sp. Striae resolvable with great difficulty into secondary elements. The narrow, sharply-defined wings begin near the head and end
on the tail. The cuticle appears to be naked, except that at the base of the
amphids there are elements of problematical significance and number. The neck
qiJ set (4) '·(\:;~t, \SfJ .2 • ~- 7 ,._ n. __ : 570 : _ ?l· t. •• is. cylindroid posteri-
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more or less distinct, relatively small pharynx. Oesophagus cylindroid; at first one-half, near the nerve-ring
)/
one-third, as wide as the corresponding portion of the
SfKI X750
; UC neck; its lining is i~distinct. The separation between
the oesophagus and the intestine was not very clear-cut. The thick-walled
intestine gradually becomes one-half as wide as the body; its section is made up
of two cells containing scattered granules of variable size, the largest about
one-eighth as wide as the body. Not until near the middle of the body does the
intestine acquire very definite characteristics. Anus rriore or less elevated.
Tail of the male, as far as seen, conoid; apparently only its tip was missing.
Located w~ll toward the middle of the body there is a long, granular cell empty-
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ing forward;-probably the renette cell. Excretory pore unknown. Nerve-ring
oblique, accompanied by distinct cells arranged in groups.
Habitat: "Sea-grass," shoal, two miles off: Key West, Florida, U.S. A. Sublimate to balsam. The view of the tail of the female was slightly foreshortened;
the formula must be interpreted accordingly. Fig. 25, p. 246.
.

1.4 _

7-3

i,. 6 ___ -11-" _ 84. 8 >1.2 ..

26. Zygonemella striata n. sp. '.1-J
•· 1 _4.6 • 5-' """"- 3-6
In addition to the
cephalic setae, scattered on the anterior part of the neck, there are a considerable number of other similar setae, some of which are longer than those near the
margin of the head. Lips three, massive but low, faintly bi-lobed; within these
there is a rather broad inner mouth consisting of three soft, low, flat lobes, which
appear to be extensions of the tissue of the oesophagus. These latter present
faint refractive elements, the expression of minute foldings of the lip tissues,
that make possible the great expansion necessary for the deglutition of the relatively large diatoms constituting the food. In appearance the pharynx closely
resembles the lumen of the oesophagus. It would, in fact, be indefinable, were it
not for the pharyngeal swelling which is half as wide as the head, that is to say,
a very little wider than the remainder of the oesophagus. Immediately behind
-the pharyngeal swelling the oesophagus diminishes gradually, so that where it
passes through the nerve-ring it is about set//)(fj!J.... .... i •, \ / c:· •··· ··· · ·1/J{J)
two-fifths as wide as the neck; thence
~ "ljif'.· _.......,....,..,
onward it is cylindroid. The lining of the
rnh( ) · · ·
oesophagus is a conspicuous feature set '1"' 4
···· · ompA
throughout its length. The tubular cardia
.
·
is prominent, about one-fourth as wide as spn ~
pl,
the base of the neck, and about one and
\
one-half times as wide as long. The intes- X 756 . ,11 '
oe
tine is almost at once fully half as wide as the body and is separated from the
oesophagus by a broad and deep constriction. I ts cross-section probably comprises only two cells. The cells contain scattered granules of small size and
rather uniform diameter. The lateral fields, about one-fourth as wide as the
body, contain cells packed with fine uniform granules. Renette unknown. The
tail of the male is conoid in such fashion that at the beginning of the final third
it has a diameter about equal to the width of two of the corresponding annules;
thence onward it is very nearly cylindrical. The anus is slightly raised,- its
posterior lip elevated. The caudal glands are packed in a tandem series opposite
the anus and occupy a space somewhat longer than the anal body-diameter;
their ducts are narrow. Spicula acute, not quite as long as the anal body-diameter; their width about equal to the width of one of the adjacent annules. They
taper in the distal fourths to slender, acute points. The posterior testis is only
about half as long as the anterior. Ten unicellular glands are a prominent feature of the anatomy of the male. (1) A pair of clavate glands immediately
behind the blind end of the reflexed posterior testis. Each of these glands has a
length nearly equal to that of the adjacent body-diameter, and empties through
a duct extending backward. The ducts have a width somewhat greater than
that of one of the adjacent annules. (2) Just behind the pair of glands already
mentioned is a second clavate pair of larger size and very similar; these are about
half as wide as the body and somewhat longer than the body is wide, and the
ducts extending backward from them have a width greater than that of two of
the adjacent annules. (3) Behind the second pair of glands there are six small,
pyriform glands, i.e., a set of three on each side of the body, arranged longitudinally close together, but having separate ducts, also extending backward. It
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has been impossible to determine with exactitude the entire course of the ducts
of these various glands, but most of them have been seen to be connected with
the rectum, and all are believed to be so connected, though it is possible that
some of them may deliver into a common duct before reaching the rectum. As
to the structure of these glands, the description of one of them will answer fairly
well for all the others. In the fixed specimens, the anterior extremity of each
contains a spherical nucleus with a strongly staining nucleolus: the nucleus lies
in the midst of chromatin matter which stains rather strongly with acid carmine.
The nucleus and chromatin occupy the anterior fourth, or third, of the glandular cell. The remainder of the contents is of a uniformly fine, granular nature.
This granulation is also characteristic of all the ducts.
Habitat: Punta Arenas, Pacific Coast of Costa Rica. Diatomivorous. Sublimate to balsam. Fig. 26, p . 247.
27. Margonema ringens n. sp. Striae unaltered on the lateral fields. Cuticle
apparently naked, but it is possible that through rough handling cephalic setae
1/J ....
. tpl/J may have been broken off, as was the case with some other
if, specimens in the same collection. Lips three and double .
.... UMP Neck cylindroid. Amphids faint. Oesophagus at first twosu/JaJt, thirds, near the nerve-ring one-half, and finally two-thirds,
,,
at as wide as the corresponding portion of the neck; its lining
1
oe I''•
,.
indistinct. There is a faint, rather flat cardia about half as
lumoe
~ - wide as the base of the neck. The cross-section of the thicksetsp1 walled intestine is made up of two cells. These transparent,
elongated cells have very distinct nuclei, but few and small
Sflll
x 750 inconspicuous granules. The intestine becomes at once two1.
6.2 12.
" -60-=''
9U H 7 .. thirds as wide as the body, and is separated from
1•5
-9 / 1.2
1.2
u
the oesophagus by a collum two-thirds as wide as
the base of the neck, and has a faint zig-zag lumen.
1•
6-8 1;. ,
-~::
)1.5 .. From the anus, the posterior lip of which is ele.s /
vated, the prominent rectum extends a distance
about as long as the anal body-diameter. The conoid tail tapers from the anus.
The three ellipsoidal caudal glands lie in a loose tandem in the anterior twofifths of the tail. There are no caudal setae. The lateral fields are about
one-third as wide as the body, and contain both small and large nuclei. At a
distance behind the neck equal to twice the width of the body lies the ellipsoidal renette cell, which is about as long as the body is wide and about half
as wide as long, It empties through an ampulla about as long as the neck is
wide, and about one-fourth as wide as long. This latter is connected with the
excretory pore by a very short duct. The nerve-ring surrounds the oesophagus squarely, and is accompanied by distinct cells apparently not very definitely arranged. From the somewhat depressed, more or less continuous vulva,
the tubular vagina extends nearly half way across the body. The vagina is
bifurcated, each branch being about half as long as the body is wide. The
uteri are narrow. The eggs are three-fifths as wide as the body, and six times
as long as the body is wide. The narrow ovaries taper but little, and contain
about a dozen ova approximately in single file. At their widest part, the slender, acute spicula are about one-eighth as wide. as the corresponding portion of
the body. Their arcuate, cephalic portions, viewed in profile, appear to lie
somewhat ventrad from the body-axis. The subarcuate, rather slender, frail,
simple accessory pieces are joined together at the anus. .The separate apophysis
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is uniform and one-fourth as long as the corresponding body-diameter. There
are thirty to forty low, about equidistant supplementary organs, of such a character that the ventral contour becomes crenate when the tail end is incurved;
the crenations are then nearly contiguous. There are a few, scattered ventrally
submedian setae on the tail. The acute ends of the spicula are minutely and
sharply curved through an angle of 180 degrees at the very tip. One male specimen was seen in which there were two renette cells, each with a separate duct for
some distance.
Habitat: Salavery, Peru. Marine. Sublimate to balsam. Fig. 27, p. 248.
28. Leptogastrella pellucida n. sp. Except for the setae near the head and on
the tail of the male, the cuticle appears to be naked. The neck is cylindroid
posteriorly, becoming faintly convex-conoid toward the rounded head, which
may be set off by an almost imperceptible, broad constriction opposite the base
of the pharynx. The membranous lips, are either six in number, or three and
each two-parted. The oesophagus is cylindroid. There is an elongated cardia,
one-half as long as the body is wide, and about two-thirds as wide as long. The
intestine, separated from the oesophagus by a shallow constriction, becomes
at once two-fifths as wide as the body, and then diminishes slightly so that it has
about one-third the width of the body. Its cross-section would appear to be
made up of not more than two cells. The intestine is so narrow as to give the
nema quite an unusual appearance. It is thick-walled and has an exceedingly
narrow lumen. Its cells are packed with exceedingly minute yellowish granules.
Correspondingly, the body-wall is unusually thick and muscular, and slightly
oblique lol).gitudinal striations due to the refractions of the muscular fibres can
!· ... .9:! ..2!-..• .':--.6~
2.1
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be seen throughout the length of
the body. The lateral fields 'su/J:...,, j~-;,
a~pear to be about one-third as set 'I"' Yi
wide as the body. The renette
·
has not been seen. Vulva slightly 111.'I: relr -elevated. The outstretched ovary
contains forty or more ova
arranged single file. The blind gl cdJ
end of the ovary lies not far behind
the nerve-ring. The eggs occurring in the uterus appear to be nc
about as long as the body is wide
and one-third to one-fourth as
wide as long. The tail of the fl/ Cf!/
male is conoid to near the terminus, where it has a diameter about
•-. nc
one-fifth as great as at the anus. x 750
Caudal glands are located in the base of the tail. There are no supplementary
organs, nor have any special papillae or setae been seen either in front of the
anus or behind it. The spicula slide in tubular accessory pieces.
Habitat: Marine mud, San Pedro, California, U. S. A. At first glance this
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nema appears to be a typical Monhystera, but careful examination fails to reveal
any such well-developed amphids as are characteristic of Monhystera. The
spicula are quite different in form from the typical spicula of Monhystera. The
intestinealsoishighlypeculiar. Occurs also at Woods Hole, Mass. Fig. 28, p. 249..
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29. Dactylaimus aequalis n. sp. u
u i. ,
z.s
i.
Cuticle naked.
Three of the six lips are somewhat more substantial than those alternating with
them. Distal thirds of the lips free, the remaining l/J( )
6
portions webbed. From the head, the oesophagus con··
tinues t o have the same diameter to near the oblique
nerve-ring, but then begins to swell gradually so that /ii·
qJ!J(Jt)
finally it is two-thirds as wide as the base of the neck.
There is a small cylindroid cardia. The intestine, ODlpfl
separated from the oesophagus by a deep constriction,
becomes at once about two-thirds as wide as the body.
Its circuit appears to comprise about four cells. The oe .... ..'..~
lumen of the intestine presents a refractive and distinct contour. From the
inconspicuous, slightly depressed anus, the rectum is considerably shorter than
the anal body-diameter. The distinct lateral fields are about one-third as wide
as the body and contain numerous cells whose nuclei are arranged in two indistinct rows along the margins of the field, which they fill fairly well. Renette
unknown. The description is derived from a single young female, with the
vulva in process of development. The tail is conoid in such fashion that at a
distance from the anus about five times as great as the length of the anal bodydiameter, where the annules vanish, it has a width about one-sixth as great as
at the anus. An indefinite, but probably not considerable portion of the tail
of the specimen examined was possibly missing. Hence, the above formula may
be only approximately correct. The following formula is in terms of absolute
lengths expressed in microns: -:t---~---..! t _
-----~fj.----~~10:,i .,.....
Habitat: Fine marine mud, San Francisco Bay, California, U.S. A. Sublimate
to balsam. Fig. 29.
•
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30. X enolaimus striatus n. sp. 1.7 2.9 - 2.6
,..
u
Cuticle naked,
and complicated, the annules retrorse posteriorly and the reverse anteriorly.
The twelve longitudinal wings extend to near the spinneret, becoming fewer on
the tail. The thick, somewhat digitate lips are united by a membrane. The
set, 1/J
set su/JnJ portion of the head containing the pharynx is pro/ ..'··-... .--~
-·. - trusile and appears as if_surrounded by a balustr~de
-~ \
composed of the anterior annules of the cervical
~
.,
cuticle. The large, simple, regular, conoid phar.. 'f?'UJKIO 1/J ynx is fully three-fourths as long as the head is
wide. Each of the six lips bears a two-jointed
seta, and appears to be armed internally with a
slender, flexible element considerably longer than
the ~eta. In the illustration, what appear to represent two minute setae on the foremost annule of
the neck are probably the optical expression of an
exceedingly tenuous membrane surrounding the
head. Although the oesophagus was not plainly seen, it is evident that it is cylindroid as in Trachynema. The intestine becomes at once three-fourths as wide
as the body. The anus appears continuous. The cells of the intestine con-
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tain scattered granules of variable size, the largest of which are one-half as wide
as one of the annules. The conoid tail tapers from in front of the anus and
ends in a spinneret.
Habitat: Marine mud from near the government-dredged cut, Biscayne Bay,
Florida, U. S. A. Sublimate to balsam. Fig. 30, p. 250.
31. Oytolaimium exile n. sp. Cuticle thin, without setae except those on the
head. Lips with thin distal flaps as in Monhystera. The cylindroid oesophagus
is at first three-fifths, near the nerve-ring one-half, and finally three-fifths, as
wide as the corresponding portion of the neck. There is a conoid cardia onethird as wide as the base of the neck. The thick-walled intestine, which has a
faint lumen, becomes at once three-fourths as wide as the body. Its cells contain
scattered granules of variable size, the largest of which, near the neck, are onefifteenth as wide as the corresponding portion of the body, but near the middle
of the nema are one-tenth as wide as the body. The conoid tail tapers rather
regularly from somewhat in front of the anus, but faster near the anus. No
clear evidence of the presence of caudal glands. The lateral fields are about
one-half as wide as the body. The narrow nerve-ring is accompanied by obscure
nerve cells. From the small, continuous, inconspicuous vulva, a small, more or
less weak, non-cutinized vagina extends inward one-third the distance across the
body. In the narrow, tapering ovaries, the ova are arranged single file. Only
one egg at a time occurs in each uterus. The eggs are three times as long as the
body is wide and appear about three-fourths as wide as the body. The tail of
the male is first conoid, then cylindroid in the posterior two-fifths, where it is
one-third as wide as at the base. The somewhat stout, rather blunt spicula are
strong, non-cephalated, and so situated that their proximal ends appear to lie
•2
!... _,
9'opposite the
4• 2
7•
57
Sf.( (6)
nJ(6J
/IJ(JJ · ··········""'.,.············ ··•·· ·· ·· ··6'" 4.8 • • body-axis. There
6
7
11
•
·~.
·
-ii " •
is a refractive
:\ ....~~ •..,.,.,?:?.•... ::~:.--:~·.~ m ,.5 •• short element in
8
8
8
9
.· .··
.J.;m •
::
l
front of the tips
• ·
,;:· _,:;"U/Jfil of the spicula. Accessory piece slender, appar"i)''
ently strong, one-third as long as the spicula.
·
The 16 pairs of submedian, equidistant, discoid,
slightly-elevated supplements are not cup. {JI shaped, and are relatively less cutinized than
in well-developed Chromadora supplements.
The posterior pre-anal pair lies opposite the
distal parts of the spicula. Thence, forward,
X 750 placed at intervals about equal to three-fourths
the body-diameter, the organs occupy a space
eight to nine times as long as the anal body-diameter. The post-anal five pairs
occupy the anterior three-fifths of the tail. The discs are about one-fourth as
wide as the body, and one-fourth as wide as high, the distance between them being
about one and one-half times their diameter. There appears to be an innervated
element that projects from near the center of each disc. The ejaculatory duct,
which is co-extensive with the pre-anal supplementary organs, is one-half as wide
as the corresponding portion of the body. The vas deferens is one-half to onethird as ~ideas the body, Each testis is at first about one-third as wide as the
body and cylindroid, but afterwards tapers. The anterior testis is much the
longer.
Habitat: Sand-bar opposite Miami River, Biscayne Bay, Fla., U. S. A. Sublimate to balsam. Fig. 31.
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32a. Rhabdocoma americanum n. sp. Type species. Cuticle thin, naked except
for the cephalic setae. Lips three. Wall to the pharyngeal cavity in optical
section showing three somewhat thickened elements, that are possibly minutely
transversely ribbed; these elements, however, are very small!and difficult of
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resolution. N eek somewhat conoid
anteriorly. Oesophagus at the
Wllf"'
,~ i ···· UC nerve-ring two-fifths, at the cardia
•:l
two-thirds, as wide as the corre••(KJ
--•••• on sponding portion of the neck, and
containing glands, as is indicated
by fine granular matter in branched
rlctfO/fKI. -··
X750 cavities. Cardia more or less
spheroidal, one-half as wide as the base of the neck. The rather thick-walled
intestine presents a faint lumen and becomes at once about one-half as wide as
the body; its cross-section presents but few cells. Anus continuous; rectum
about as long as the anal body-diameter. The intestinal cells contain gr~nules
of variable diameter, the largest one-tenth as wide as the body. Doubly_refractive granules occur in all parts of the intestine, but are not numerous; these tend
to have quadrate contours and do not present St. Andrew's crosses. The tail
tapers very gradually throughout, commencing well in front of the anus. Renette unknown. There is an anterior rudimentary branch to the female sexual
organ, about as long as the body is wide. From the rather large, more or less
depressed vulva the well-developed cutinized vagina extends inward three-fifths
the distance across the body. The elongated eggs are twice as long as the body
is wide. The broad, cylindroid ovary reaches three-fourths the distance back
to the vulva and contains very many ova, those of the two-thirds next the uterus
being arranged single file. The frail spicula are about one and two-thirds times
as long as the anal body diameter and are rather wide apart. Accessory pieces
faint. Supplements papilloid, twelve to sixteen, occupying a distance in front
of the anus ten to twelve times as long as the body-diameter, while a second
series of about eight, occurs on the neck. The members of the anal seri.es are
somewhat farther apart anteriorly; of the cervical series, posteriorly.
Habitat: Sand among mussels, Devil's Island, Woods Hole, Mass. Fig. 32 .
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b. Rhabdocoma macrurum n. sp. 1.
1. ,
u .-.. 1., ·' <•i •• Very closely
resembles the preceding, but differs in the following respects: straight setae,
nearly as long as the head is wide, digitate, with a minute setose mucro; amphids
a trifle farther forward, somewhat elongated; apparently four, submedian, minute, short setae opposite the posterior margin of the amphids; accessory pieces
one-half as long as the spicula and parallel to them.
Habitat: Sulphuro_us sand, Bay of Naples, toward Vesuvius, 1888.
• '5

2.6

7.6
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81.

33. Didelta maculatum n. sp . •, 1,, 1.5
1-8
1-Z M .. Cuticle, which is
above medium thickness and naked except for the setae on the head, is characterized by the presence of peculiar transversely-elongated refractive subcuticular
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markings, reminiscent of the bubbles in defective window glass. The simple,
subregular, somewhat asymmetrical, napiform pharynx is about one-third as wide
as the head. On the dorsal side of the base of the pharynx there is a more or less
glottoid, low, flat elevation, so that the more or less refractive dorsal wall of
the pharynx appears only about half as ~ ( 4 )
nnJ J/J (6')
long as the ventral wall. Posteriorly ~'P"
_.·
. · 1¥the neck is cylindroid, anteriorly, more
·,
_:·
or less conoid. The elliptical amphids
,.. "?-,-i

.. :..... omp/J
are in reality spirals of about one wind.
They occur on large, somewhat equilatf
erally triangular or deltoid areas on the
/
sides of the head; hence, the name
i
etsu/Jcp/J (6)
Didelta. The oesophagus is at first ·· ... !'
about three-fourths, near the nerve·· • ·
ring one-half, and finally two-thirds, as
tnn
wide as the corresponding part of the
neck. The lining is distinctly indicated by a more or less zig-zag, refractive line; the musculature is coarse and
colgrless. There are no valves, and there is no cardia. The thick-walled intestine, which has a distinct refractive lining, becomes at once three-fourths as
wide as the body; its cross-section being composed of about six cells. It is separated from the oesophagus by a collum one-third as wide as the base of the neck.
The cells of the intestine are packed with more or less uniform granules, having
a diameter about one-ninetieth that of the body. Arranged in elliptical clusters,
they give rise to a distinct tessellation. The tail, which tapers from the anus,
is first conoid, and then more or less cylindroid in the very narrow posterior
half. It really tapers throughout, but is nearly cylindroid in the setaceous
part. There is no spinneret. The lateral fields are about one-fourth as wide
as the body. The nerve-ring is of medium size, and is accompanied by
obscure nerve cells. From the rather inconspicuous, but somewhat elevated
vulva, the cutinized vagina leads inward two-fifths the distance across the body.
The tapering ovaries were not favorable to detailed observation.
Habitat: "Sea-grass," shoal, two miles off Key West, Florida, U.S. A. Flemming to glycerine jelly. Fig. 33.

/il..l~.;.
1

oe

_1:'. • •'. ~-1~-~ ... _t: ..• ~.s. > .6 ••
34. Dasynema sexalineatum n. sp. ,.a ?
':1.
3- 1
2. 4
Striae resolvable into secondary, elongated elements. Annules retrorse posteriorly, and the
reverse anteriorly. Cuticle naked except for the setae on or near the head.
!Jt,..,,,/ )"" ...
·· fXl Lips three, more or less distinct, thin, apparently
.,.. 6
.
acute, possibly conoid, mobile; the appearance is
. ' ul tha.t of three segments of the head, each armed at
the summit with a short, inward-pointing, dark,
cutinized apex, having an inward stroke. There
flllpi ·· · ·
SJ" does not appear to be a distinct cardia, but a numol ber of small cells forming the beginning of the
~
'X 75o
······ ·· · intestine are manifestly different in structure from
those directly behind. The rather thin-walled intestine, which has a more or
less distinct, refractive lumen, soon becomes two-thirds as wide as the body,
and its cross-section is composed of two to four cells in which there are few or
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no granules. From the anus, the posterior lip of which is elevated, the prominent rectum leads inward a distance one and one-half times as great as the
[I, ....... __
- qJ,/6) anal body-diameter. The tail is sub-conoid,-at first conoid, then more or less cylindroid. The elongated caudal
· .. glands appear to lie in the anterior half of the tail.
J11Jqil Habitat: Eel-grass, Woods Hole, Mass., U. S. A. Sublimate to balsam. Described from a young specimen.
Fig. 34a, p. 253; Fig. 34b.

·- u,(Jf}

35. Linhomoella exilis n. sp. The shorter cephalic setae ·
are differentiated at the extremity, suggesting that they
bear special sensory organs. Cuticle naked except for the
OfJ. ..
OfJ setae on or near the head. Lips apparently confluent.
/
Poss~bly there are ~apillae immediat~ly aroun? the ~outh
1
·
openmg. It sometrmes appears as if there 1s a mmute
mr ···
... dll"C pharynx like that of Monhystera, but this may be a deception due to the structure of the front part of the oesophagus; possibly there is no true buccal cavity. Neck cylin-ml cli droid. The more or less cylindroid oesophagus is at first
three-fifths, near the nerve-ring two-fifths, and finally twothirds, as wide as the corresponding portion of the neck.
>< 375
······ · · If, It is colorless and has a fine musculature. The cylindroid
cardia is three-fourths as wide as the neck. The intestine, which is separated
from the oesophagus by a collum three-fifths as wide as the base of the neck,
becomes at once three-fourths as wide as the body. Near its anterior end, however, there is a broad, shallow constriction, in which region its lumen is faint.
Ant eriorly the walls are thick, while posteriorly they are thin. A cross-section
of the intestine is probably made up of about three cells. These cells contain
scattered granules of variable size, the largest of which are · about one-twelfth
as wide as the body and appear to have the structure of spherical shells. The
arcuate tail tapers from the anus to the terminus, where it is one-fourth as wide
as at the anus. Caudal _1 u ..
'-6i-"
_
glands were not seen . .. • • .. .. ...5 • •· .... . .. 94..5. 13-3 ••
4
9
The caudal setae a.re ·
.s
L ~.
·'
·
very minute and very :~ .. .½_- . . . ~ ·.1.... :~-.. .. !1;2-.~. H.1.
.
fi
..5
.8
.9
8
.8
mconsp1cuous,- ve to
J·
six on each ventrally submedian line. From the con- <rfl.
spicuous, fairly large, elevated vulva the cutinized
vagina extends one-third the distance across the body. OC l ····
The slender eggs are ten times as long as the body is
,
wide, and appear to be about three-fourths as wide UC ········· 1
as the body. The narrow tapering ovaries contain
twenty or more ova arranged single file. The pro xi- fllllp/1. •···· ij
mal extremities of the stoutish, tapering, acute,
rather strong spicula appear to lie ventrad from the X 750
body axis, and are not materially cephalated. The
part of the accessory piece near the spicula is refractive; the apophysis, however,
is faint, and a little more than half as long as the anal body-diameter. As to
supplementary organs, there are almost invisible ventral innervations, equidistant and separated from each other by spaces about two-thirds as great as
the body-diameter. The ejaculatory duct and vas deferens are about one-third
as wide as the body. The tapering testes are very narrow.

,v

g,
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Habitat: Sand-bar, Biscayne Bay, off the mouth of the Miami River, Florida,
U. S. A. Flemming to glycerine jelly. Fig. 35, p. 254. The almost imperce1:1tible constriction occurring in the cephalic region, as shown in the illustration,
is somewhat more marked when seen dorso-ventrally; the amphids are located
in the midst of a broad and shallow depression.
_.4 __ 7.3l- t4. _____

'SB•" __ 91. >1., ..

11
36. Nannolaimus guttatus n. sp. / 1•1 t.5 1•5
i.5
Cuticle of medium thickness, naked except for the cephalic setae, of which there is a circlet of
ten, with a circlet of six immediately preceding it. There are, however, a few,
scattered setae on the neck, one-third as long as the neck is wide, arranged at
right angles to the surface. Lips confluent, very small, thin and minute, probably six in number. No labial papillae have been seen. Pharynx almost nonexistent, simple, conoid. Neck cylindroid. The oesophagus is at first one-half,
near the nerve-ring two-sevenths, and finally two-thirds, as wide as the corresponding portion of the neck; its lining is subdistinct, //J
its musculature fine and colorless. There is a hemi· · ·· 1
spherical cardia, one-fourth as wide as the base of the P~
neck. The· thick-walled intestine, which is set off by a ump
collum one-fourth as wide as the base of the neck,
lumoe
becomes at once two-thirds as wide as the body. Ante- oe. · · ·f
riorly its lumen is faint, but posteriorly it is distinct. Sl.t . t
The cross-section of the intestine is composed of about IJ(~il
oc
three cells. The granules contained in these cells are
g'
scattered to numerous, and are of variable size, the Sf¥!.
x 750
largest having a diameter equal to the width of two of the adjacent annules.
They have the appearance of hollow shells, more or less thick-walled. The
conoid tail tapers from the anus to its terminus, which is one-third as wide as
its base. Though the caudal glands were not clearly seen, they appear to be
broadly saccate and to be arranged in a close tandem behind the anus in the anterior half of the tail. There appear to be about three slender, somewhat cylindroid, subacute setae on each submedian line on the tail. The lateral fields are
two-fifths as wide as the body. The huge renette cell begins at the cardia and
extends backward a distance equal to the length of the neck. It is two-fifths
as wide as the body, and, of course, is not reflexed. It is granular and possesses
a large nucleus. The elongated ampulla is one-third as wide as the head and empties through a short duct near the base of the lips. Vulva more or less continuous, small; cutinized vagina of medium size. The thin-shelled, elongated eggs
are probably five to six times as long as the body is wide. According to the condition of the uterus, the broad tapering ovaries reach from three-fifths to the
whole of the distance back to the vulva. They contain about a dozen ova
arranged more or less single file, except near the blind end.
Habitat: Sand, Cape Florida, Biscayne Bay, Florida, U. S. A. Flemming to
glycerine jelly. This genus resembles Cyatholaimus more or less but has no
onchia and the excretory pore is farther forward. The labial feat ures are smaller and less definite than in Cyatholaimus. It is notable also that no pores are
to be seen in the cuticle. The oesophagus ends behind in an almost imperceptible elongated swelling. The color of the ocelli, through oversight, was not
noted. Until the male is known, the affinities will remain doubtful. Fig. 36.
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IV. Order Isolaimia
• 15

5-7

'1.5

.

-ll4Y1

9'.8}L4, ..

37. Rhadinema ftexile n. sp. •' 1.,1 1.2
1.5 "M
Cephalic setac
3-jointed; cuticle otherwise naked. The thick, small lips confluent. Pharynx
exceedingly minute, two-thirds as deep as the head is wide; wall characterized
by six longitudinal elements of minute size, exactly parallel to the axis of the
head, so that the pharynx appears to be a more or less shallow, cylindroid or
or··
··nqJ//(4) prismoid cup, two-thirds as deep as wide. The lining of
the oesophageal canal is more or less modified as far back
/ii·
iimt /ii (3). as the base of the amphids. The circumference of the
f001p amphids is almost imperceptibly broken on the dorsal
side. The somewhat cylindroid oesophagus is almost
..S/KI imperceptibly swollen in the posterior fifth. At first it
is three-fifths, near the nerve-ring one-half, and fi.nal1y two-thirds, as wide as
the corresponding portion of the neck, The lining is subdistinct. There is a
more or less hemispherical cardia three-fifths as wide as the base of the neck.
The thick-walled
' intestine, which has a distinct, refractive, more or less zig-zag
lumen, becomes at once three-fourths as wide as the body. Its cells are packed
with uniform colorless granules of variable size, the largest of which are onesixteenth as wide as the body. They do not give rise to more than a faint tessellation. The tail is conoid. The more or less narrow elongated caudal glands
are arranged in a loose tandem behind the anus in the anterior third of the tail.
The elongated renette cell lies at a distance behind the base of the neck equal to
twice the body-diameter; it is one body-width long, about one-third as wide as
long, and contains a rather large nucleus. The rather broad oblique nerve-ring
is accompanied by somewhat obscure nerve cells.
Habitat: Clear, "white" sand, 5 feet of water, cove at the entrance to Buzzard's Bay, Mass., U.S. A. Sublimate to balsam. Fig. 37.
-•

3.2

7.l

5-l"

!'f-7

38. Protrellus aureus n. sp. -7 :.v ,._
-'L7 _6. . • Annules as much as
20 microns wide. Striae are visible throughout the length of young specimens,
which also differ from the adults in not having the cuticle inflated on the neck.
No setae or amphids. The conoid neck ends in a truncate head, bearing a
lip-region set off by constriction, and apparently composed of six lips. There
is at least one papilla on each lip. The prismoid pharynx is half as wide as deep.
The major part of the oesophagus is simple and cylindrical, having the same
width as the lip-region, and is separated from the cardiae: bulb by a broad constriction. The triquetrous lining of the oesophageal tube is easily seen, and
ends in a distinct manner near the base of the pharynx. The intestine is modified, i.e., enlarged, to form a sort of "stomach," for a distance equal to twice
the width of the body; thereafter its width does not exceed one-fourth that of
the body. The length of the rectum is one and one-half times that of the anal
body-diameter, and it has the peculiarity of lying close to the ventral side of the
body. Region of the ventral excretory pore conspicuously marked by a large
colorless ampulla. The lateral fields are one-third as wide as the body. The
nerve-ring encircles the oesophagus squarely. The anterior fourth of the tail
is somewhat hemispherical, and at the end of this part one-third as wide as at
the anus; thence onward it is conical to the acute terminus. The large, elevated, and very prominent vulva is situated far forward, somewhat in front of
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the cardiac bulb, in fact, and from it the vagina and long single uterus are directed backward, the vagina being highly muscular, and in its contracted condition thrice as long as the body is wide. The uterus ends and the ovaries begin
near the commencement of the posterior third of the body. There are numerous
fusiform, slightly curved eggs, measuring 50 X 104 microns, the shells of which
acquire a bright yellow color on entering the uterus. In many cases these goldenshelled eggs give the nemas, when seen with the unaided eye, a bright yellow
appearance. The ovaries extend forward, then backward again; the ova are
. arranged single file. The eggs in the proximal part of the ovaries and in the
uterus have the less-pointed end saddled with a peculiar organ. The saddled
end of the egg is directed away from the vulva .
.8

JO .

21,

')I

90.

61

u .--,., •
On the very much smaller male, the plain,
transverse striae measure 3 microns apart on the neck, and 2 microns on the
body. There is no distinct boundary between the rounded head and the conoid
neck. The lips are very small and connate. Small, low, refractive papillae
occur near the margin of the head. The somewhat irregular pharynx is half as
deep as the head is wide, and about two-thirds as wide as deep. The anterior
three-fifths of the oesophagus is a tube two-fifths as wide as the middle of the
neck, the remaining two-fifths being flask-shaped, the neck of the flask being
somewhat narrower than the anterior tube, and the ovoid bulb being two-thirds
as wide as the neck. Cardiac collum, though shallow, distinct. The thinwalled intestine is at first at least two-thirds as wide as the body. The nervering encircles the oesophagus squarely. The tail diminishes rapidly behind the
anus, until only one-third as wide as at the anus. There are three pairs of papillae, all sub-ventral:-one pair of conical papillae, the largest of all, just in front
of the anus; a second smaller pair somewhat behind the anus; and a third pair
near the middle of the tail. The single linear, acute spiculum makes an angle
of 45° with the axis of the body; its length equal to that of the narrow part of the
tail. Testis-flexure such that the cardia lies half way between it and the nerve-ring.
Habitat: Rectum of the cock-roach, Polyzostaria melanari.a Erich., Moss Vale,
New South Wales, Australia, August 17, 1894. Examined in water.
2.5

4-v

6:!

(.6) 7,6

15.

'lO,

'"ll

98.

16

39. Colpurella fontinalis n. sp. u.J 1•9 u
u
u--;-. 2..5 • • • Cuticle thick.
naked. No labial papillae. Pharynx very long and tubular. ~ - .
ump/I
Neck cylindroid .posteriorly. The oesophagus is at first three'~ 1~ ··
fifths, near the nerve-ring two-fifths, and finally two-thirds, as
::Jii1~·,1;,. ~
wide as the base of the pharynx. It is a little narrower through ·
., ...
the middle, so that one may detect a faint posterior swelling.
,
No cardia. The thick-walled intestine, which has a faint
,
':
1
lumen, is separated from the oesophagus by a collum one-fourth
·
,
as wide as the neck, and becomes at once one-half as wide as the
·
body. Numerous, minute, uniform granules occur in the cells
of the intestine. Renette unknown. Female unknown. Five
somewhat equidistant, papillate supplementary organs, onethird as high as the cuticle is thick, occupy a distance equal to
two and one-half times the length of the body-diameter. The
posterior supplement is near tbe proximal part of the spicula.
The organs are wider apart anteriorly. Oblique copulatory IJ'/JJ •• ·••
muscles coextensive with the supplements. Exact form of the testes unknown.
Habitat: Spring, at Country Club, Washington, D. C., U. S. A. Sublimate to
balsam. Fig. 39. n, designates a caudal pocket, and not the anus, which is
farther forward.
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40. Pycnolaimus pygmaeus n. sp. 4-7 •·
7.:1
1.1
M ' • •• Cuticle thin
naked. Near the middle of the body the very narrow, exceedingly minutely
crenate wings occupy a space about equal to the width of two annules of the
cuticle. N eek conoid. From the amphids an internal element extends inward
and backward a distance twice as great as the width of the corresponding portion
of the neck. Lip-region difficult to decipher. Cephalic cuticle very thick, especially near the base of the lips. When the head ia viewed in profile and in optical
section there are seen connected with this thickened portion of the labial cuticle
elements that extend forward over the vestibule. At first sight these extensions
appear to be thin, cutinized flaps, that are very minutely transversely striated.
A careful examination, however, appears to indicate that they may have somewhat the structure of odontia, inasmuch as a short distance behind the apices,
which are decidedly sharp, the inner contours curve in toward the axis of the
head, and the longitudinal section of the elements, including the bases, ab~ve
described, appear claw-shaped. The dorsal and ventral ele_ments, thus viewed,
are very much alike. Concentrating attention on either lateral surface of the
head one finds, opposite the axis, two elements which extend forward parallel
to each other and then bend toward the axis, arching inward to meet the dorsal
and ventral elements already described, and appear to be the median elements
of lateral labial organs. These elements are not so finely striated as the labial
elements first mentioned, and appear to be slightly darker. The napiform
vestibule leads to the pharynx, the entrance to which seems to be nearly closed
l!f1i.
_
M/ltl by a very slight curvature on the anterior part of one of the cutin- • ous elements marking its contour. The oesophagus diminishes
/iJ slightly in diameter as it passes backward, so that its middle part
is hardly two-fifths as wide as the corresponding portion of the
.,e neck. It then diminishes more rapidly, so that just in front of the
cardiac bulb it is only about one-third as wide as the corresponding
x'l50 portion of the neck.
There is no vestige of a median bulb. Cardiac
bulb somewhat pear-shaped, or sub-spherical, three-fifths as wide as the base of
the neck, and containing a rather complex central valve half as wide as the bulb
itself. Two small, refractive elements occur one in front of the other in the midst
of the valve. There is a sub-spherical cardia one-third as wide as the base of
the neck. The intestine becomes at once three-fourths as wide as the body;
its cross-section presents apparently only two cells. These cells contain granules
of various sizes and kinds; the largest and clearest are spherical, and have a
width two to three times that of one of the annules of the cuticle. The smaller
and darker granules are not distinctly spherical and vary in size down to those
of very minute size. From the inconspicuous but very slightly raised anus, the
refractive rectum extends inward a distance a little greater than the anal bodydiameter. The tail is conoid from the anus, but is convex-conoid at the terminus. The description is derived from a specimen much too young to give any
indication as to the position and form of the sexual organs. The measurements
must be correspondingly interpreted.
Habitat: From green-house soil, Ann Arbor, Mich., U. S. A. Fixed in Flemming; examined in water. Fig. 40.
1

41. lsolaimium papillatum n. sp. Cuticle rather thin, naked. Neck convexconoid anteriorly. Cuticle with surface innervations along the edges of the
lateral field. Nerve-ring oblique. Pharynx tubular, one-sixth as wide as the
head measured opposite its base. Tail of the male conoid, slightly arcuate, a
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little longer than the anal body-diameter, blunt, its ventral contour nearly
straight, its dorsal contour arcuate. The rather simple, blunt, uniform, more or
!fi/6/
or
nf/6) .2.? .. ' ··'· .6.J.
9.9·. 9-9 .. less slender, arcuate
17
1
·
·
·
·
i.z <
•)}-'
u
sp icula are about as
nJ (4) z., . 5._z •• 61••, • -11~1 5 98,62 3_8 •• long as the anal body·1: • u <•i, ·' • • : ·-.;s.·i:
diameter. Their non' ....... org! cephalated proximal ends lie ventrad from the body··...
axis. The frail, slender, arcuate accessory piece is
.. ,:,: . umpn? parallel to the spiculaand one-third as long; at its prox· •· 1.;:. ·
imal end it bas a very small, backward-pointing apoph1 i·.,..·;;. \ ·-· ad, ysis from which muscular strands pass forward to the
\
dorsally submedian lines and backward to the ventral
p/J ...•
su/Jcut field near the middle of the tail. The six papilloid or
mammiform, sub-equidistant supplements occupy a
X 750 space about three times as great as the anal body-diameter. Each comprises about six annules of the cuticle
and has the same slightly crenate contour as the ventral surface. The tail bears
four pairs of flattish, conoid papillae, a little behind its middle; one dorsally
submedian, one lateral, one ventrally submedian and one subventral.
Habitat: Soil, Plumme.r's Island, Potomac River, Virginia, U. S. A. Flemming to glycerine jelly. Fig. 41.

:••,,!"..

42. Coinonema punctatum n. sp. Lips thick. N eek conoid. Eye-spots two,
far apart, brown to yellow, solid, with backward connections. The cylindroid
oesophagus is at first one-half, at the nerve-ring one-third, and finally also onethird, as wide as the corresponding portion of the neck; lining subdistinct. There
is a cylindroid cardia one-fourth as wide as the base of the neck. The intestine,
set off by a collum one-fifth as wide as the base of the neck, becomes at once
three-fourths as wide as the body. Anteriorly it is thick-walled, posteriorly
thin-walled. Its cross-section is composed of four to five cells. These cells
contain numerous granules packed together in such a way as to give rise to a
faint tessellation. The granules are of variable size, the largest set J'lHJlll I/J Sl'tqJ/J
being one-tenth to one-sixtcenth..as wide _as the body. The anus su/J
is continuous, the rectum three-fourths as long as the anal
body-diameter. The conoid tail tapers from the anus to the OfJ - 1.l:t
rather minute spinneret. The three, broadly-saccate caudal p(!(
glands lie in a close tandem in the anterior third of the tail.
//;'o
The ellipsoidal renette cell stretches along behind the base of ump it
the neck for a distance equal to 1 .
l'!fl.
,i1:JJ
,~., ,,
,,. ,
52 "
9•
11
· ~wice the _width of ~he body; it q ,. 2. 5 : .1
,- 1
2.1
• ••
".
.r~ /J!
1s two-thuds as wide as. long. 1.1
- li3
·
~
89 •
9.1 13-5
11
From the continuous, rather 1.;, M u
z.1~ u
· •• Sflll
'-i~/<750
inconspicuous vulva, the rather weak, non-cutinized, medium-sized vagina leads
inward one-third the way across the body. The eggs occur one at a time in each
uterus, and are one and one-half times as long as the body is wide. They appear
elongated in form and are deposited after segmentation begins. In the mediumsized, tapering ovaries are ten to twelve ova arranged single file. The acute
spicuia are rather frail and slender. Their proximal ends appear to lie ventrad
from the body-axis. A refractive "chord" appears to subtend the arc of the
spicula. The rather frail, somewhat slender, arcuate accessory pieces have an
10

~•~I
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applied part one-third as long as the spicula, and projecting at right angles to
this is a uniform, blunt apophysis, one-half as long as the anal body-diameter
having its proximal end opposite the axis of the tail. The testes are wide and
more or less tapering.
Habitat: Key West and Biscayne Bay, U.S. A., on algae. Flemming to glycerine jelly. Fig. 42, p. 259.
43. Rhynchonema cinctum n. sp. Annules of the cuticle retrorse posteriorly,
t he reverse anteriorly. Neck cylindroid, very rapidly narrowing just behind the
head, and thence nearly cylindroid, so that the entire head
forms a kind of flexible beak. There are no eye-spots. Conoid oesophagus at the nerve-ring two-fifths, and finally onehalf, as wide as the corresponding part of the neck; it has a
fine colorless musculature with no indication of glands. The
ump/I lining is indistinct. There is no cardia. The intestine, set
_oe off by a collum one-fifth as wide as the neck, becomes at once
three-fourths as wide as the body. It has a distinct refrac.. s> 7., 16. , 25 • '!.72
•
tive lumen and is thick-walled; its cross-section
·,.s, ·1:5 • · :i:s' · :i:, · · · ;.i · ·89t."9 ~ ., •• presents two to three cells. From the continu.t-~>. 7: 4 • _16, ; _z6: . •~x. . .frl: > _5 •• ous anus, the rather inconspicuous though
1. 91 1.5
,.,• ,.,
,.,-;---.; ,.,
cutinized rectum is three-fourths as long as the
anal body-diameter. Only the first few cells of the intestine show granulation.
The conoid, sub-arcuate tail tapers from the anus to the non-striated spinneret, whose width is about equal to that of three of the caudal annules. At
•the base of the spinneret there are always about three minute nuclei that stain
strongly. The ellipsoidal caudal glands form a close tandem in the anterior
two-fifths of the tail. The lateral fields are about one-third as wide as the
body, but are more or less indistinct. Renette unknown. In the vicinity
of the vulva about eight of the annules present simply a crenate, instead of
a serrate contour. The broadly elevated vulva is rather conspicuous, particularly in front. Vagina small. A mass of small sperm cells has been noted near
the vulva. The eggs are about eight times as long as the body is wide and onetwelfth as wide as long. They are granular and have a prominent central
nucleus. The narrow cylindroid ovaries contai~ ova arranged single file. The
spicula of the male, about as wide as one of the adjacent annules, are slender,
rather frail , and sub-acute, and when seen in profile appear to have their proximal ends about opposite, or a little dorsad from, the body-axis. There is a
slender; frail accessory piece. The three minute papilloid supplementary organs
occupy a space three times as great as the body-diameter, and are about one
body-width apart; the posterior member is about two body-widths in front of ·
the anus. They hardly more than accentuate the annules on which they occur,
but are rendered visible by carmine stains. The ejaculatory duct is one-fourth
as wide as the corresponding portion of the body, the cylindroid testis one-half
as wide.
Habi tat: Salaverry, Peru, near low tide mark; marine. Rhynchonema is composed of a considerable number of species occurring in at least the Atlantic and
Pacific Oceans. With low powers it is difficult to distinguish the head end from
the tail end. The flexible, narrow head suggests the functions of a beak. One
may imagine it to probe the depths of some receptacle containing food, for
instance the neck of an algal oogonium. However, nothing is known with certainty concerning the food habits. Fig. 43.
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44. Laimella longicauda n. sp
· •• Striae difficult to
detect, but resolvable into almost invisible dots. Cuticle naked. Labial papillae obscure. Pharynx closed, inconspicuous, but undoubtedly present. There
is a slight thickening or extra-refractiveness at one portion of the pharyngeal
wall that suggests the presence of an extremely minute onchium. The cylindroid
oesophagus near the nerve-ring is two-fifths as wide as the neck, and ends in an
ellipsoidal valveless bulb three-fourths as wide as the base of the neck. The
oesophagus has a fine colorless musculature. Hemispherical cardia, two-sevenths
as wide as the base of the neck. The thick-walled intes- se(,/4) lfl//J(6) set(61
tine, set off by a cardiac collum one-fifth as wide as the ~ neck, becomes gradually five-sixths as wide as the body,
\
..its cross-section presenting about six cells. From the 1/J . .
~ I 'Jl'1J
somewhat depressed anus, the rather prominent cutinized rectum extends inward a distance equal to the anal
body-diameter. The colorless, scattered to numerous
intestinal granules are of variable size, the largest of
them at first only twice as wide as one of the annules, but
near the middle of the body six to eight times as wide.
Tail setaceous, but conoid for a distance six times as
great as the anal body-diameter, at which distance it is one-fifth as wide as at
the base; thence it tapers very gradually to the terminus. It is very doubtful
if there is a spinneret. There are elements in the base of the tail, simulating
caudal glands, but no definite ducts have been seen, and the terminus seems
too fine to afford space for a spinneret. About six very slender caudal setae,
each about two-thirds as long as the anal body-diameter, occur on each of the
four submedian lines. Similar setae occur throughout the body. The lateral
fields are two-fifths as wide as the body. The large, non-granular, elongated
renette cell lies just behind the base of the neck, and empties through an ellipsoidal ampulla, one-third as wide as the neck. The broad, oblique nerve-ring
is accompanied by rather obscure nerve cells. From the small, more or less
continuous vulva, the moderate-sized, conoid, cutinizt:ld vagina extends threefifths the distance across the body. The elongated eggs are one to one and onehalf times as long as the body is wide. The ellipsoi,dal sperm cells in the ut~rus
are granular and about haif as long as the body is wide. The cylindroid ovaries
contain at least ten ova, arranged single file.
Habitat: Algae, Key West; also mud-flat, Biscayne Bay, Florida, U. S. A.
Flemming to glycerine jelly. Fig. 44. Terminus, trm, shown foreshortened .
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45. Illium exile n. sp . . 4
•}
1.
1.1
..6 > •5 •• Cuticle naked.
N eek conoid. Oesophagus conoid, finally about three-fourths as wide as the base of the
neck. Cardia elongated, half as wide as the base of the neck. The intestine
/ii.
amp/JU
·. amp becomes at once about two-thirds to three-fourths as
·· ·,,
...
· wide as the body. Its cross-section appears to be
ampf
OC·,,:
· · spn made up of about six cells. The posterior lip of the
anus is slightly elevated. From it there extends
OC ..
oe
x 750 inward the rather strongly cutinized rectum, which
is about as long as the anal body-diameter. The lateral fields are a little more
than one-third as wide as the body. The ventral gland is a much elongated
cell, lying at a distance behind the base of the neck equal to about three to four
body-diameters, and having a width about one-fourth as great as that of the
corresponding portion of the body. There is a distinct ellipsoidal ampulla
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one-third as wide as the middle of the neck, connected with the excretory pore
by a short, rather sharply curved, minute duct. The caudal glands are located
in a tandem series a considerable distance in front of the anus, that which is
farthest forward being somewhat farther from the anus than is the spinneret.
The tail is conoid in the anterior three-fifths in such a fashion that at the beginning of the fourth fifth it has a diameter about one-fourth as great as at the anus;
thence onward the tail is cylindroid to the terminus which bears a slightly oblique
spinneret. From the inconspicuous vulva the rather strongly cutinized vagina
leads inward more than half way across the body. The ovaries reach about twothirds the distance back to the vulva, at any rate in the only specimen so far
examined, which was a rather immature female. Nothing is known concerning
the number, size and structure of the eggs.
Habitat: Green algae, Carlisle Bay, Jamaica. Fig. 45, p. 261.
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46. Cynuraunifonnisn.sp.· 9 1·1/=u
u
Theratherthickcuticle
is naked. The two wings, occupying a space one-third as wide as the body,
begin near the head and end on the tail. Pharynx very strongly reminiscent
I/J. __ . f(i.(ti)
Sl:'((4/ of that of Plectus;-i~ ~on~inued by _a longer poste_rior
.n
__ ,~:
, :'. .•.·
_:
~art, w~o~e prese~ce 1s md1cated m~mly by alte~at1o?s
/jg,j \ \ ·
m the hnmg. This part, however, 1s rather easily d1s..
umpk .. · ·
'~ -~~-- . . p/J tinguished from the oesophagus proper. Neck cylindroid posteriorly, convex-conoid anteriorly. The cylin~/
\~
droid oesophagus near the nerve-ring is three-sevenths,
p/J ,":
•~~ SIJ(4/ finally three-fifths, as wide as the corresponding
'._i1_f.':
. i·\•·•~~
p_ortion of the ne?k. The radial oes?phageal tissue con''/f
. . '\\\\ tmues to the middle of the anterior chamber of the
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~::i~:•b~::ki~nn:~:<?:;n:h:;:heT!::;~:g~se
nerve-ring,-possibly the vestige of a bulb. There is a
j i-.1,' large cylindroid cardia, three-fifths as wide as the neck.
The thick-walled intestine becomes at once two-thirds
as wide as the body; while its lumen is faint anteriorly,
it is very pronounced posteriorly. From the elevated
anus, the strongly-built, prominent rectum,-the lining
of which is somewhat cutinized,-extends a distance
three-fourths as great as the anal body-diameter. The
UIIIJJ cells of the intestine are paclced with granules of variable
size, the largest of which have a width equal to that of
SfXI •·
X 750 one of the annules. The tail is cylindroid, then conoid
in the posterior three-sevenths. 'The blunt, conoid terminus is strengthened by
a large, obliquely-truncate cap, the several component plates of which are minutely punctate. The caudal glands probably lie in front of the anus; they end
in the terminus in three simple, prominent ampullae. There are no caudal setae.
The lateral fields appear to be about one-third as wide as the body. The granular
ellipsoidal renette cell, two-thirds as long as the body is wide, and half as wide
as long, lies about two body-widths behind the base of the neck. The mediumsized nerve-ring is accompanied by obscure nerve cells. From the mediumsized, more or less elevated, refractive and therefore conspicuous vulva, the
vagina leads inward half way across the body. The inner wall of the vagina
is also cutinized. The short, broad, cylindroid ovaries contain about fifteen
ova arranged somewhat irregularly. Ellipsoidal granular spermatozoa, seen in
the uteri, are one-eighth to one-tenth as wide as the body of the. female.
flt \
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Habitat: Seaweed, washed up at Ocean Beach, Miami, Fla., U. S. A., after. a
storm. Flemming to glycerine jelly. Only a single specimen seen. Fig. 46, p. 262.

47. Xinema perfectum n. sp. Neck conoid. · Somatic setae papilloid, or nearly
so; cuticle becoming much thinner in the region of the lateral organs, thickening
again in front of them and becoming again as thick as ever on the front of the
head. The oesophagus continues to have the same diameter until after it passes
through the nerve-ring, when it begins to expand gradually, until finally it is
nearly three-fourths as wide as the base of the neck. The two ventrally submedian sectors of the oesophagus appear to contain glands,-at least in each there
extends from near the posterior end of the oesophagus forward a minute duct,
which stains distinctly with carmine. This duct can be traced at least as far
as the nerve- :~.... :~·.t,...'!-.? •.•• '.'.-:~t·'.'. .... ~:~.:12.,.. nq!B (41
. . •/JJll{II
ring. There does · 6 1. ~ ' i.6
1.a
1.5
•. ; .• •.
not appear to be .:~ .... ~:L:... ~:~...... ::~~---, u.. 00(3/
• •
f}J!J/
anyverydistinct .5 1.2/ 1.6
1.~
T1. 6
cardia. The intestine gradually becomes three- flllp/1.
fourths as wide as the body. In cross-section
J
it is composed of six to eight cells, containing
~
relatively large nuclei and numerous small, uni- 61! Jj,)
form granules. The renette cell, nearly as long ("
as the body is wide and about one-third as wide f/11 ·
;
as long, is located just behind the base ·of the neck. Its ampulla, about onefourth as wide as the corresponding portion of the neck, is connected with the
excretory pore by means of a very short duct. The lateral fields are about onethird as wide as the body. The nerve-ring surrounds the oesophagus squarely.
The tail tapers from considerably in front of the anus, being convex-conoid in
such a fashion that at the beginning of the final fifth it has a diameter about
one-fifth as great as at the anus, or even less; thence onward, the tail expands
a little. The caudal glands are located near the anus. From the depressed
vulva, the vagina leads inward more than half way across the body, where it
joins the two symmetrically-placed uteri; its internal walls are distinctly cutinized. The ovaries contain twelve. to fifteen ova arranged single file. Occasionally the tips of the ovaries are reflexed. Apparently the females possess a pair of
spermatheca, which when filled reach to near the bases of the ovaries. The spermatozoa appear to be elongated. The elongated eggs are about twice as long
as the body is wide and a little less than half as wide as long; they have been
seen in the uteri one at a time. Tail of the male a little more bulky than that of
the female and a little narrower in the posterior part, which instead of constituting one-fourth of the tail, constitutes about one-third. No supplements or
special setae. Spicula consisting of two, equal segments, one in front of the
other. The muscular tunic enclosing the spicula is continuous at the elbow.
While the spicula and their sheaths tend to stain in acid carmine, the accessory
pieces do not do so, but retain a slight yellowish color of their own. The caudal
glands are located alongside the accessory pieces, both in front of the anus and
behind it. The ejaculatory duct is about one-fourth as wide as the body, the
vas deferens about one-third.
Habitat: Marine mud, San Pedro, California, U. S. A. Specimens of this
species appear to have a tendency, when killed with hot sublimate, to twist and
pre·s ent a dorsoventral view of the head instead of a lateral. Fig. 47.
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1•9
48. Ceramonema attenuatum n. sp. t...§ 2. 4 2.s
,.
Each annule
of the thick, transparent, naked cuticle is made up of eight elements so fitted
together as to be reminiscent of the arrangement of corrugated roof-tiles; hence,
the name "Ceranionema" (see an, Fig. 48). Neck cylindroid, with minute,
somewhat forward-pointing setae one-fourth as long as the annules are wide.
The setae occur in longitudinal rows, one on each annule, but whether on each
of the longitudinal lines is problematical. Lips amalgamated. It is probable
that there are minute papillae a little in front of the anterior row of cephalic
setae. The very narrow pharynx joins the oesophageal lumen with little alteration. The oesophagus gradually narrows to near its posterior part, becoming at
its narrowest point about one-fourth as wide as the neck; thence onward, however, it expands so that where it joins the intestine it is about half as wide as the
base of the neck. There is no distinct cardia. The thin-walled intestine
becomes at once two-thirds as wide as the body. Possibly its cross-section is
//J composed of as few as three or four cells. Anus
_
inconspicuous; rectum fully twice as long as anal
......- __ plJ body-diameter. Salivary glands unknown. The
\ ·r···
renette appears to be a unicellular gland located
, L_nm,oh immediately behind the cardiac constriction; it is
t
about half as long as the body is wide, and, as usual,
IKi tapers anteriorly to join the narrow excretory tube.
·· ..
The excret6ry pore is p~rhaps just to the rear of the
nmp/1 nerve-ring. It is very difficult to observe the longiCllt ... ......
-·tudinal fields, owing to the highly refractive nature
. oe of the elements composing the cuticle. These latter
---- join each other in such fashion as to give rise to eight
fill longitudinal lines, two of which are, of course, subnmp.. .......
. lateral and span a distance equal to about one-third
the width of the body. The nerve-ring surrounds
spn ·····--···
{)(J the oesophagus near where it is narrowest.
Tail
conoid; terminus having a diameter about half as great as that of the base of
the tail. The final caudal segment of the cuticle is more than twice as long as
the penultimate, though it seems also to be compound in its structure. The
caudal glands appear to be located in front of the anus, near the place where the
intestine joins the rectum. From the depressed and inconspicuous vulva the
vagina leads inward nearly half way across the body. The reflexed portions of
the ovaries reach well back toward the vulva. The eggs are long and narrow,
though no specimens have been seen containing well-matured eggs.
Habitat: Mud among marine algae, shores of Kingston Harbor, Jamaica. Sublimate to balsam. The male of another undescribed species has stoutish, tapering, subacute, rather frail spicula, accompanied by a more or less arcuate, rather
slender, frail, simple accessory piece half as long. There are no supplementary
organs. · This undescribed species is so similar to C. attenuatumthat it is believed
the male of attenuatum will be found to present similar features. Fig. 48 .
.4
4.'I • 7.8
" '-16," 92.
49. Bolbonema brevicolle n. sp. ·1•4· · · i; ·.· ";j · · · · ,:i · · ·1:s:, 1·' ·· Neck conoid.
The walls of the pharynx are a little more strongly cutinized than those of the
oesophagus, especially toward the minute mouth opening. The cylindroid
oesophagus is about three-fifths as wide as the base of the head, but expands
finally to form the pyriform cardiac bulb, which is about four-fifths as wide
as the base of the neck. This bulb has no distinct valve, though the cutinous
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lining is more strongly developed in the bulb than it is elsewhere. There appears
to be an elongated cardia,-perhaps one-third as long as the neck is wide. The
intestine begins as a narrow tube only about one-fourth as wide as the base of the
neck, and enlarges gradually so that near the middle of the nema it is about onehalf as wide as the corresponding portion of the body. For a distance behind
~he b~lb as gre~t as th~ bo?y-dia~eter, the cells of ~he set_(4}
_... lfi/6)
mtestme contam nuclei which stain more strongly with
·-...
··
carmine than do their neighbors. Thence onward the /j/J .. ·
cells contain granules of variable size, the largest being · .....
larger than any of the nuclei in any of the adjacent
if, /
cells. The intestine shows about four cells in cross- ump l:i:
section; their contents are so disposed that there is.a
distinct tessellated effect. Anus slightly raised; the spn-4}Y
rectum as long as the anal body-diameter. There appears to be no doubt about
the existence of a unicellular renette cell just behind the neck, but the position
of the excretory pore is unknown. Lateral fields about one-third as wide as the
body. Tail conoid. From the slightly raised vulva, the vagina leads inward
fully one-third the distance across the body. The eggs appear to occur one at a
time in each uterus. They are fully twice as long as the body is wide, and considerably less than half as wide as long. It seems probable that segmentation
sets in before the eggs are deposited.
Habitat: Mud, shallows of Kingston harbor, Jamaica. Sublimate to balsam.
Fig. 49.

l ]/1
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~ -->1 23 ••

fiO. Omicronema ·litorium n. sp. 1.s · 2. -;-- 1.9
2.1
1.6
•
Cuticle rather
thin, naked, its striae more easily resolvable into rows of longitudinal markings
near the extremities. Wings faint. No labial papillae. Amphids yellowish.
Oesophagus at the nerve-ring one-half as wide as the middle of the neck; thereafter it expands somewhat, so that finally it is about two-thirds as wide as thP base
of the neck. The oesophagus has a somewhat wavy lining. Then' is a narrow,
elongated cardia, nearly half as long as the body is wide. The intestine, set off
by a deep and broad constriction, becomes at once about three-fourths as wide
as the body. The lateral fields appear to be about one-fourth as wide as the body.
The female has a single outstretched ovary extending forward. From the more or
less conspicuous, depressed vulva, the rather weak, more or less cutinized vagina
connects with the straight uterus, which contains elongated eggs, twice as long
as the body is wide and about one-eighth as wide as long. The narrow ovary is
first cylindroid, then tapering. The larger ova are arranged single file; toward
the blind end, however, the ova are arranged irregularly. setl/J{i .
. setqiJflSJ
The conoid, arcuate tail tapers from the anus, or from
somewhat in front of it. The three ellipsoidal caudal /ii ... ·
. 111urfit
glands l.i..e in a l~ose tandem in the anterior half of the tail. ump/J •.. ...
; :r
_r_'· (JJ1fJ
1.9
s.4 ..,,,1 6. 6
-11
9:J.
·
I ln
·
i.,-"i:i"·r1::; --1s.::;,1.9>
The tail of the male is (J(J • -~
~\ ,.set
1
arcuate and conoid to the spinneret, which is one-sixth x 75 :, _ ' .
· · f/J/1
as wide as the base of the tail. No supplements, though
there are inconspicuous setae on the submedian lines, both behind and in front
of the anus. The dark rather slender spicula attain their greatest width at
their bent middle parts. Accessory piece nearly as long as the anal bodydiameter. Near the bends of the spicula the accessory piece takes on a sigmoid
contour, and this portion is connected with the body wall both anteriorly and
posteriorly by strands of muscle. The ejaculatory duct is about one-third as
wide as the body.
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Habitat: Ocean beach-sand, vicinity of Los Angeles, Calif., U.S. A., near low
tide mark. Fig. 50, p. 265.
l.

,.

H.

18-"

,6.

51. H alanonchus macrurus n. sp. ·;:·····~;······;.9········;:~···--·~:~· 2.M.. The naked
cuticle is very finely and somewhat irregularly reticulated upon the head. Outer
row of cephalic setae· stout, two-jointed. Lips probably distinct and six in number, thin, flap-like. Pharynx somewhat deeper than the base of the head is wide.
The pharynx has a faint triquetrous framework, the three, slender, longitudinal
elements of which are split behind (and also less conspicuously in front), the
"sef,((j) branches thus made bowing round together; this imparts
to the wall of the pharynx, opposite the beginning of the
_~{(j) posterior fourth, a junction-like effect. As a whole the
f
pharynx is much like an elongated and naked and weakened
1\\ ,,1, Oncholaimus pharynx destitute of onchia. The cylindroid
··· I"' to conoid oesophagus near the nerve-ring is three-fifths,
and finally two-thirds, as wide as the neck. The distinct
(mp/J refractive lining appears to be composed of two to three
1\
faint elements, occupying a space three-fifths as wide as
., · oe the oesophagus; the musculature is coarse. Probably
{: ,
glands arc present in the oesophageal tissues. There is a
f.cX 750 more or less hemispherical cardia, one-third as wide as the
neck. The thick-walled intestine is set off by a constriction one-third as wide
as the base of the neck, and becomes at once two-thirds as wide as the body. In
cross-section it is composed of about twelve cells. The ra.ther inconspicuous
rectum is as long as the anal body-diameter. The cells of the intestine contain
scattered, colorless granules, of variable size, the largest of which are one-twentieth as wide as the body. The larger granules darken in Flemming's solution.
The tail is first conoid, and then cylindroid in the posterior two-thirds, where
it is one-third as wide as at the base. It tapers from in front of the anus to the
terminus, which is apparently devoid of spinneret. The lateral fields are threefifths as wide as the body; their margins are rather distinctly indicated by the
abrupt beginning of the longitudinal musculature. Renette unknown. Nervering accompanied by obscure nerve cells. From the large, conspicuous, somewhat elevated vulva the large, tubular to conoid, non-cutinized vagina extends
obliquely backward a distance equal to the body-diameter. The uterus is twice
as long as the body is wide, and contains four to seven eggs, which are probably
deposited after segmentation begins. The narrow ovary tapers but little, and
contains about thirty ova arranged single file. The sub-arcuate, rather simple,
frail, blunt spicula are one-eighth as wide as the body; viewed in profile their
non-cephalated proximal ends appear to lie dorsad from the body-axis. The
single, more or less straight, very slender, frail, simple, parallel accessory piece
is one-third as long as the spicula. The fifteen to eighteen very inconspicuous,
sub-equidistant, papilloid, ventral supplementary organs occupy a space in front
of the anus seven times as long as the body-diameter; the posterior one lies
opposite the middle of the spicula. The distance between these organs is about
one-fourth of one body-diameter. For each supplement there is a "pore" in
the cuticle, and to this comes a "nerve-ending" that appears to project more or
less. The sperm cells are long and cylindroid.
Habitat: Sand inside government cut, Biscayne Bay, Florida, U.S. A. Flemming to glycerine jelly. Fig. 51.
·
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52. Halinema spinosum n. sp. There are a few, very inconspicuous cervical
setae, one-third as long as the neck iswide. Cephalic setae three-jointed (Fig.
1, 2, 3). Lips three, possibly double. Neck more or less cylindroid. Oesophagus
cylindroid, with an almost imperceptible cardiac swelling;-at the nerve-ring
four-sevenths, and finally three-fourths as wide as the corresponding portion of
the neck. The sub-distinct lining of the oesophagus is optically expressed by
refractive lines occupying a space two-sevenths as wide as the organ itself. The
colorless musculature is rather coarse. No cardia has been noted, but the intestine
is at fir st more refractive in its lining, and otherwise alter ed. The thick walled
intestine is set off by a collum one-fourth as wide as the neck, and has a faint,
but somewhat refractive lining. It soon becomes two-thirds as wide as the body,
and in cross-section is composed of few cells. From the anus, the posterior lip
of which is elevated, the rather inconspicuous rectum leads inward a distance
three-fourths as long as the anal body diameter. The intestinal cells contain
scattered granules of variable size, the largest of which are about one-tenth as·
wide as the body; they darken on treatment with Flemming's solution, and are
strongly refractive in glycerine jelly. The conoid tail tapers from the anus.
The broadly saccate caudal glands, three in number and relatively small, form
a close tandem in the anterior eighth of the tail. The posterior half of the tail
bears eight pairs of ventrally submedian stiff setae. The rather fusiform, nongranular renette cell lies on the ventral side of the body a little behind the base
of the neck; it empties through a rather conspicuous ampulla one-third to onefourth as wide as the corresponding portion of the neck. The nerve-ring is of
medium size and .7 . • '·? . . 6:a • .'~s~·•. . ?'· -, !., .. sttqi,subn
stt1
is accompanied ·1. •
q. 1.,
1.?
1.
by obscure nerve .,.. .
:-•:M. -~· . ., u ..
.. 3
1.1 .-..1.1
cells. The fe- ·8 · -~ 1•
male sexual apparatus presents a vestigial pos- k
terior branch. Vulva rather large, somewhat j
elevated; vagina more or less cutinized. The '
eggs are five times as long as the body is wide,
and evidently occur in the uterus one at a time.
The narrow tapering ovaries contain few ova
arranged single file. The spicula are rather
strong, somewhat slender, tapering and acute.
Their expanded proximal ends appear to lie ventrad from the body-axis. The applied parts of SJXI
ump/J
the two rather frail accessory pieces are onefourth as long as the spicula. They have taper- set,
X 750
ing apophyses, one-third as long as the anal
body diameter, whose proximal ends lie ventrad from the body-axis. Papilloid
sub-equidistant supplementary organs on the ventral line occupy a space five to
six times as long as the body diameter, the distance between them being about
equal to three-fourths the corresponding body diameter. Of these almost imperceptible innervations, the posterior one lies opposite the distal portions of the
spicula. Ejaculatory duct two-fifths as wide as the body. There seem to be
two narrow, tapering testes, but there is a little uncertainty about the posterior
one.
Habitat: Sand bar, opposite the mouth of the Miami River, Biscayne Bay,
Florida, U. S. A. Flemming to glycerine jelly. Fig. 52.
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":8. _10:!, •• , 1~1•• '.'-.54:-. ... f!'·. :»• 8 ••
3· 8
53a. Pseudolella cephalata n .. sp. ~8 ,., •••• '.:1
z. 7 ·
Cuticle naked;
wings optically expressed in the form of closely approximated, indistinct longitudinal lines. The unusually long amphids are of such a character as to be
mistaken at first for wings. Behind the neck the amphids gradually narrow, so
that somewhat in front of the middle of the body, where they end, their width
is only about one-third as great as opposite the base of the pharynx. Neck
conoid. Cuticula much thinner on the head. Lips thick; six, or three and twosetqJ/J(4J.······ , ---- '{jJ parted. Internally the lips are armed ~ith six very minute
~
odontia (?), apparently having an outward stroke. From
setJ1UJcii,,
. . ./ii the expanded base of the pharynx muscular fibres are seen
,
passing to the front, clearly indicating that the entire struc- · ex ture can be moved forward; such movement would be
ompb
· entirely in accord with the structu·re of the labial region.
plJ The oesophagus maintains the same diameter until after it
passes through the nerve-ring; it then expands rather rapidly so as to form the pyriform cardiac bulb nearly two-thirds
as wide as the base of the neck. There is a flattish-conoid
cardia, one-third as wide as the base of the neck. The front
end of the intestine is pressed to one side by the strongly
developed renette cell, but behind this cell it becomes about
(JfOpb_ .. .....--· .
two-thirds to three-fourths as wide as the body; its crosssection probably is composed of six or more cells. These
cells contain scattered yellowish to brownish granules of small but variable size.
The anus is rather inconspicuous. The rectum is about as long as the anal body
diameter. The tail is at first conoid, so that at a distance from the anus equal
to five times the anal body diameter, its diameter is not over one-sixth as great
as at the base. The remainder of the tail, probably a short part only, is missing.
Caudal glands probably located in the base of the tail. The renette cell, half
as wide as the body ~nd about twice as long as it is wide, is located behind the
base of the neck a distance equal to two body diameters. From the slightly
elevated vulva the rather massive vagina leads inward fully half way across the
body. About eight ova are arranged single file in each ovary. The eggs are
two to three times as long as the body is wide, and a little less than one-third as
wide as long. The spermatozoa seen in the uterus are about one-sixth as wide
as the body, and are finely granular and have their chromatin in an ellipsoidal
form surrounded by a clear area.
Habitat: Punta Arenas, Pacific Coast of Costa Rica. The following are the
actual measurements in microns: , i 7a._ m. "'-410;-'." 658•
Fig. 53a.
·n/· · 216. =--· ~ · · • ·29. • • i1:>,eoo. ,••••

b. Pseudolella granulifera n. sp. Type species. Cuticle as in P. cephalata,
but without wings. N eek convex-conoid anteriorly; especially at the head, which
is somewhat bluntly pointed. Cephalic setae four, arcuate, spreading, and onethird a~ long as the corresponding diameter of the head, arranged about onefourth of the distance back to the beginning of the tubular portion of the pharynx.
Lips confluent, obscure, probably three in number. No labial papillae seen.
Amphids long, slender; beginning some distance behind the pharynx and extending forward in the form of a band or groove about half as wide as the pharynx,
and having refractive cutinized edges. This band extends to very near the lips,
then suddenly narrows and turns back on itself and ends indefinitely in front of
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the middle of the pharynx. At its widest, i.e., toward the front, the amphid is
a little narrower than the pharynx. Lips relatively thick, closing to form an
exceedingly narrow, cutinized vestibule. Pharynx and all parts of the alimentary
canal like those of P. cephalata. Pharynx sub-uniform, about one-sixth as wide
as the base of the head. A little behind the lips the lining of the pharynx is
discontinuous and the cavity bends slightly toward the ventral side, and there
appears to be a pair of very small, ventrally submedian onchia of equilateral
profile. It is difficult to make out the details sufficiently well to state positively
that these refractive, cutinous elements are homologous with ordinary onchia.
Opposite the onchia on the dorsal side the cutinized, pharyngeal elements are
discontinuous, two or three in number, but not very· variable in character. The
onchia and the elements opposite them and in front ·of them are fully as robust
as the walls of the pharynx, of which the ventral side supporting the "onchia"
is considerably thicker than the dorsal. The cross-section of the intestine
appears to be made up of few cells, perhaps only two or three. The granules in
the intestinal cells, the largest of which are half as wide as the nucleus of the
renette cell, are a very conspicuous feature and give rise to a very indistinct
tessellated effect. In its anterior half the tail is conoid from the anus, and at the
middle is one-fifth as wide .as at the base. Thence onward, it tapers but little
and ends in a somewhat rounded, unarmed spinneret. There are no caudal setae.
Caudal glands occur in the anterior part of the tail. Lateral fields indistinct,
apparently one-third as wide' as the body. Both before and behind the renette
cell there are bodies of unknown significance that stain with carmine. Nucleus
of the renette cell distinct, slung in a conspicuous protoplasmic network. Behind
the renette cell is a spindle-shaped, distinctly nucleated cell fully one-third as
wide as the body and about twice as long as wide. Still further back, after a
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another similar cell of larger ~
\
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size; these two latter cells seem //
\
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connected by a narrow process, Ii
I
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and the anterior smaller cell /:
\
presents a narrow process / 1
.- ·-_; • .extending forward. Spicula uni- q,t.
'
:~:- fjJ
form, arcuate, one and one-half F i,,;;,
· ·-.'f£-J.
~
times as long as the anal body x 750 ·
·--- ·. · ·· diameter; their proximal ends rather prominently and obliquely cephalated by
expansion. Proximal ends a little dorsad from the body-axis. The spicula
taper to a fairly acute point in the distal fourths and their cutinized framework
is duplex; at their widest part, the middle part, the spicula are about one-sixth
as wide as the corresponding portion of the body. Two accessory pieces adjoining the distal fourths of the spicula; extending backward at right angles to the
spicula are the blunt apophyses three-fifths as long as the anal body diameter.
The number and the structure of the testes is uncertain, but apparently there
are two, of which the anterior is reflexed and the posterior outstretched. The
sexual cells are of unusually large size and their walls appear to divide up the
testes in an irregular geometric fashion.
Habitat: Marine mud and sand, Noumea, New Caledonia. Fig 53b.
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V. Order Polylaimia

This order cannot at present be so satisfactorily defined as most of the others
herein represented. There probably can be removed from it sooner or later a
number of groups of ordinal rank, but the time seems hardly yet ripe for such
a removal. For the present, therefore, the genera and families ranged under
this name are of a more heterogeneous character than under most of the other
twelve orders here presented. Some slight effort has been made, here as elsewhere, to place these new genera in the order of their family relationships. In
general, the genera that are first mentioned in an ordinal group, and the genera
placed at the end of the group, as here presented, exhibit more or less manifest
relationships to genera included in other orders. (See p. 217. )
54. Cephalobium microbi;orum n. sp. The wing begins near
the head and ends near the terminus. Its optical expression is
either a pair of lines, or a single line, in the middle of a field onetwelfth as wide as the body. The contour of the body may
become crenate in the anal region. There are about thirteen
lateral organs in each lateral field connected with pores in
cuticle (see org. lat., Fig. 54). Base of the pharynx containing
,, - ··
a large, complicated and peculiar dorsal glottoid organ. No
amphids. The rather thin-walled intestine is set off by a collum
one-eighth as wide as the neck, and has a rather distinct lumen.
It becomes at once five-sixths as wide as the body, and in crosssection presents two to four cells. From the somewhat depressed
anus, the narrow, cutinized rectum extends inward a distance
one and one-fourth times as great as the anal body diameter.
Scattered yellowish granules of variable size occur in the cells
of the intestine, the largest being one-twenty-fifth as wide as
the body. In addition, there are numerous very small granules.
The subarcuate, conoid tail tapers from in front of the anus to
the acute fine terminus. There is no spinneret. From the elevated vulva, the rather small, somewhat weak vagina extends
nr
inward one-fourth the way across the body. Along the middle
half of the body the two equal uteri contain ellipsoidal eggs
two-thirds as long as the body is wide, which are deposited after
segmentation begins. No embryos were seen in these eggs,only blastulas. For the most part the ova are arranged irregularly in the somewhat tapering ovaries. The rather strong,
slender, tapering, subacute spicula, when seen in profile, have
their proximal ends nearly opposite the body-axis. Toward
_ 1. __ 10.,_12.e __ ''•49,'• __ 86. _ ,. .. their distal ends four slender
fllrt!C
1
1• 6
· 1•
1/ 1•!.
,.,
stiffening pieces are apparent.
_ u __ 10. _ 1,.____ 74-11 ____90. _ u .. There is a strong, and rather
1
• Li
:!/ 2·!
1. 9 ""'\1. 9
solid, straight accessory piece,
bending back from the spicula at an angle of about 90 degrees, so that its proximal end lies opposite the body-axis. Near the beginning of the second quarter
of the tail there is a pair of lateral pores (?) similar to those on the female.
On the female these pores have been shown by intra vitam staining to be homologous with those mentioned above, and shown in the illustration at por lat.
Pairs of papillae on the tail of the male flattish-conoid, plainly innervated, rather
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inconspicuous, occupying the anterior two-thirds of the tail, thus: 1 () 1; 111; l.
The members of the posterior four pairs are not located exactly opposite each
other, the right hand member of l:rlli.
,r,.yrlhu p,
ntq1i rc,
each pair being slightly ?ehind the
r,1,,
~~
left hand member. Sp1cula con- fit• . /l
qi/I, ·.
i aygtot ·
spicuous, rather close together; at
the widest part about one-eighth as fiip,,r1c 1 : '
1
wide as the corresponding portion
of the body, ending in minute "but- llfJl{ot 7
tons." The lateral pores on the / >~
tail are the final members of the •~gtt.t nldii - ~
• 750
series of lateral organs.
Habitat: Intestine of field cricket, Gryllus neglectus Scudd. Fig. 54a and b.
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71.

55. Blattophila sphaerolaima n. sp. ~--,:;---,::_-;-- 9~.---,.- ,., ·· Cuticle
marked with plain transverse striae, 3 microns apart on the head and 24 microns
apart on the body, where they are much less plainly to be seen, though they cause
a slight crenation of contour. No amphids or setae of any sort. The head is
somewhat hemispherical, bearing very small lips almost in the form of an annular
elevation about the mouth. The pharynx and its apophyses are contained in a
small spherical pharyngeal bulb,-hence the specific name. When closed, the
pharynx is a prismoid cavity one-fourth as deep as the head is wide and about
half as wide as deep, and backward from its base spring apophyses, a dorsal one
dominating. The mouth can probably be turned partially inside out. The anterior three-fourths of the oesophagus is clavate, averaging one-third as wide as
the corresponding part of the neck; this anterior part is connected by a narrow
and very short tube with an oblate cardiac bulb one-half as wide as the base of
the neck. The intestine, which appears to be only one-third as wide as the body,
is set off by a broad and very deep constriction. The rectum is one and one-half
times as long as the anal body-diameter. The renette plexus is quadruple.
The nerve-ring encircles the oesophagus obliquely. The acute, conoid tail tapers
rapidly near the anus, where there is a somewhat indistinct constriction. The
anterior lip of the anus projects. The vulva is not very prominent. The numerous elongated ellipsoidal eggs measure 40--48 X 88-104 microns, and may segment before deposition .
•4

7, 7

15.

'll

82,

;:_---;_---'-1-;---;:;_---..,.i. "52 ••

Of the papillae on the male two are pre-anal,
being large submedian ones adjoining the anus and having a truncate-conoid
form with a mucro; there are also two post-anal papillae similar to the foregoing
but smaller, and removed from the anus a distance equal to one-third of the body
diameter. The spicula appear to be represented by a mere rudimentary point,
- no longer than the larger papillae,-conical in form and projecting with the
anus when the nema is killed with osmic acid. The single testis is reflexed at a
point somewhat farther behind the cardia than the latter is behind the head.
Habitat: Intestine of Panesthia brevicollis Sauss., the common spiny-legged
wild cockroach; Moss Vale, New South Wales, Australia. 1889. Osmic to water?
.15
i.
,.,
'°-JI
97. '1 .3.4. ■•
56. Catanema exile n. sp. ·1 1•
..:.2 . 1• , ... i.!
The mouth opening is
closed by three or six very minute, slightly refractive structures. About opposite the bases of the cephalic setae there are exceedingly minute onchia (?),
possibly six,- difficult to see in profile; impossible to count because of their
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small size and their overlapping. Amphids forward-pointing, minute, difficult
to see. The oesophagus becomes slightly narrower where it passes through the
nerve-ring; posterior bulb napiform, three-fourths as wide as the base of the
neck. There is no distinct cardia. The thick-walled intestine becomes at once
about two-thirds as wide as the body, and its cross-section is made up of about
rrgf
set lit
qJ/Jsett4J
ump/J
sei four cells: which are
·
·
packed with granules
!TD of uniform size. The
qJ/J sp ,11
\.
. .
·· · · · ·
lateral fields are about
., one-third as wide as the
Sf) .
/ii
· ... ump,, body, and contain a
series of cells of large
tk .. -¾/i¼----fH--'~
...
•· ag! size. The nerve-ring
surrounds the oesophoc..
··· .mst agus obliquely. There
is a single, small, elonset_
. .,<.·.:~. " ·-·· spn gated, very inconspic\7\~
uous ventral supple' · \ \ '7 ' -set, mentary organ of the
UC ·
::i~i ordinary kind opposite
lump the po~terior part ?f
IISt
.• _f.!f..\ ..;/"';--~~ ,;;aw:'..\ '. f:"v.!
the sp1?ula, and m
-.;: - --~~·.,.·
:: . ~
,.,-:_. 1 '// lK'f/i front of 1t a number of
gJ etl.

\;:fM··· ·.

.,f{'Jf@~f.J~~ .

set.

/ ;/

.-~~~7: g1~f.if1;(}~!
JI/

· · · · ·· ·
tail. The ejaculatory
duct is about two-fifths as wide as the body. The caudal glands are evidently
located in front of the tail, but their exact position has not been made out.
Habitat: Marine sand about the bases of algae, in surf, Island off Port Roya],
Jamaica. This genus resembles Laxonema in many respects, and also resembles
Laxus but differs in the form of the lateral organs and in other ways. Sublimate
to balsam. Fig. 56.
57. Zalonema nudum n. sp. Cuticle naked. The face view ·of the striae gives
the impression of a series of narrow, contiguous hoops. The cuticle becomes
thicker on the neck, and much thicker on the head. Lips, thick, small, plain.
On the male there are very distinct and prominent wings, beginning about three
times as far in front of the anus as the terminus is behind it. Each wing extends
backward and ends opposite the proximal ends of the spicula. The width of
this wing is about equal to the corresponding thickness of the dorsal or ventral
cuticle as seen in optical section. None of the irregularities in the wall of the
pharynx are suggestive of the ordinary pharyngeal organs, and yet they are very
distinct features. Two of them are rather prominent, one on the dorsal side,
opposite the anterior portion of the cephalic thickening, and the other on the
ventral side opposite the middle or posterior portion of the cephalic thickening.
The oesophagus continues with the same diameter until it expands to form the
very broadly pyriform or napiform cardiac bulb, which is three-fourths as wide
as the base of the neck. The lining of the oesophagus occupies nearly one-third
of the optical section. The oesophageal lumen continues through the bulb.
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The intestine joins the middle of the posterior surface of the cardiac bulb, and
at this point the collum is nearly one-third as wide as the base of the neck. The
rather thin-walled intestine becomes at once about two-thirds as wide as the
body. From the nearly continuous anus, the tail is arcuate and conoid. There
are no supple- i.5 6.
9.6
" ,50, .. 93set (47)
, .................... . .
mentary or-··················
··•••
.>1.7..
qJ/J · ~
or
1.9
2. 6
2.9
,.,
1.9
.
~
g an s . T h e
um.nh
· :. .:-i
,,. ~"'
5.6
9.7
-.11":-:-:-..
9t.,.. '> 1•7 ••
Y
· 1 -······, Sllu-w~
mo d er a t e 1y 1.%
.. .. .....
...
.....
h ,
, ~ .
stout spicula 1. 7 2. 7 '.:..Q
:,., ~ 2.,
/}
_
<,
\ \ .:
1 ·~ ·
taper to a blunt point in their distal halves. pli ··· ····••·ii '-'
l!
At their widest part they are about one-fifth oe. ...... .../~
·'·-/
to one-sixth as wide as the corresponding
/i
f
part of the body; they are accompanied by X 750
spn
accessory pieces half as long. The distal ends of the accessory pieces are applied
closely to the spicula, but the proximal ends curve away slightly and then recurve.
The ejaculatory duct is about one-third as wide as the body. Apparently there
is but a single testis.
Habitat. Marine mud and sand, Noumea, New Caledonia. Sublimate to balsam. Fig. 57.
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58. Pseudonchus rotundicephalus n. sp. ~ 1.5 1::2
1.s
1.5
In most
portions of the body longitudinal striations have been observed, apparently
connected with the cuticle rather than with the musculature. Neck cylindroid.
Lips two, each lateral. See Fig. 58. The mouth is very difficult to see in the
lateral view. In the dorso-ventral view it is easily seen, and is found to be a
dorso-ventral opening running across the head. Each lip has about six very
minute, refractive, double, cutinous markings, each presenting two blunt-edged
"teeth" directed toward the base of the pharynx. It appears that these represent foldings in the closed lips. In any case they represent, when viewed laterally, the roof of the pharynx, located opposite the bases of the anterior cephalic
setae. The elements in the pharynx opposite the anterior borders of the amphids,
which, at first sight, appear to be onchia, prove on careful examination to be
ridges, (see pseudon, in the illustrations). The pharynx is unusual in structure
and rather difficult to understand. The amphids of the female occur in about
the same position as those of the male, but instead of appearing spiral appear
round, and not more than
qi,~(4) 1/Jms(
gilb f6J
one-third as wide as the
csl!llbtfsl corresponding portion of
sobqi,
a
the head ;-they are, however, in fact, spirals of one
cstplint wind. The narrow oesoph(/lfl/NI
agus has the same diameter
. estpli sulx1 until it expands to form the
/JJJfir
;X; ~ 1--, somewhat obscurely pyrioospli·
.~
_
>H ·t '': i form bulb, whfoh is three·ea_.
~;
fourths as wide as the base
oe .. ·-..'.· :i X 750 if: •
Ji"-i
· SJJII of the neck. There is a
flattish cardia, about one-third as wide as the base of the neck. The intestine is
set off by a constriction about one-half as wide as the body, and in cross-section
presents about half a dozen cells. There appear to be faint indications of the
presence of wings. Renette unknown. Lateral fields are about one-fourth as
wide as the body. Nerve-ring oblique. The tail is convex-conoid to the termi-
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nus, where the conoid spinneret has a diameter about one-fifth as great as that
of the base of the tail. From the slightly elevated vulva the vagina leads inward
half way across the body, where it joins the two, symmetrically placed uteri.
The ovaries reach about half way back to the vulva, at least in specimens in
which the uteri are empty. There are eight to ten ova in each ovary, arranged
single file .
•1:.1.• •.•

?:?.....~·-~ ••... ::~.......~~·.~->2.6 ••

L'
1.1
u ~u
The spinneret of the male is about one-third as
wid~ as the base of the tail. No supplements or special setae or papillae have
been observed either in front of the anus or behind it. The spicula are rather
uniform and taper to an acute point in their distal thirds; in profile their proximal ends are seen to lie near the ventral surface of the body. The ejaculatory
duct is about half as wide as the body.
Habitat: Mud, tide pool, Portsmouth, N. H., U. S. A. Sublimate to balsam,
Fig. 58, p. 273.
1. 2

1.s

6., . 10.

"••1t"

as.

16
59. Polylaimium exile n. sp. .7 1. • 1,_;
u
1. > · •• Striae of the thin
cuticle minute. It seems very likely that four cephalic setae have been lost
from the specimen from which the description and illustration are drawn. Lips
three, and double, (or possibly six), with six minute labial papillae. Cuticle
naked. Neck convex-conoid, especially toward the head. The oesophagus at
the nerve-ring is one-half, just in front of the cardiac swelling one-half, and
finally two-thirds, as wide as the corresponding portion of the neck. The elon//J/G/
IP /GJ gated to pyrif9rm cardiac bulb is very small. The lining of the
oesophagus is quite distinct and at first is indicated by two refrac/il ·
./ii tive lines, occupying a space one-sixth as wide as that of the
f ) ....oesophagus. There appear to be no glands in its fine colorless
~•pit . 1 1{1!_ musculature. There is an indistinct cardia. The thick-walled
()
· , -~; intestine is set off by a collum one-third as wide as the base of the
~ . ll
neck; it has a faint lumen and becomes at once two-thirds as
.x750 .. ·
wide as the body. In cross-section it is made up of two to three
cells. Anus more or less continuous; rectum somewhat cutinized, equal in
length to the anal body-diameter. The granules contained in the intestinal
cells are numerous, uniform and colorless. The tail is conoid from the anus,
and then cylindroid in the posterior half, where it is two-thirds as wide as at the
base. It is probable that the caudal glands are small and located near the anus.
There are no caudal setae. Renette present; excretory pore probably located
near the nerve-ring. Full-grown ova are twice as long as the body is wide,
and nearly one-half as wide as long. The reflexed parts of the ovaries reach
about three to four body-widths back toward the vulva.
Habitat: Sand below low-tide mark, Belmar, New Jersey, U.S. A. Sublimate
to balsam. Apparently the species is syngonic. Up to the present time
extremely few free-living marine nemas have been observed to be syngonic.
A similar species with four setae occurs at Woods Hole, Mass, U.S. A. Fig. 59.

·1·

r

60. Myolaimus heterurus n. sp. Cuticle thin, naked; striae fine. Lips thin,
low, flat, confluent; six, or three and two-parted. Amphids faint, in the form
of transverse slits. That portion of the pharynx in front of the amphids is
about half as wide as the lip region; this chamber is continued by a narrower
tubular portion, nearly one-third as long as the neck and surrounded by a pecul•
iar radial musculature, differing from that of the oesophagus proper. Nearly as
far behind the amphids as these latter are behind the anterior extremity, there
is a prominent infolding in the wall of the pharynx. The amphids are difficult
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to detect with the nema in profile,-more easily when viewed dorso-ventrally.
Behind the anterior chamber of the pharynx, which in many respects resembles
that of Diplogaster, there is a muscular portion closely resembling the oesophagus
in size and structure, but which seems undoubtedly pharyngeal. This is indicated in two ways; first, the lining is different from that of the portion of the
oesophagus immediately following it, and second, it behaves differently with
staining material, indicating that its muscular wall also is considerably different
in nature from that of the oesophagus. The dimensions given in the formulae
relate to the anterior or labial chamber. At the base of the anterior pharyngeal
chamber there appear to
· t
t·
u
14.4
!J. O
M' '
97.1
//J
setcp/d4) Sf'{ //J(6J
b
c:ss:1:,~::;e;:=s ~r:; ·i:s····;;:t .. ··4i ... .... ~.o"~i."i"; .5s .. Ol/1 ~N
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function as onchia. It .1:.~ ... :J:? .. ..2.':.~ ...'. '. '.~·.......~!·.6.
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everted.
sp ~;·_,\\From the pharynx the oesophagus is cylindrical to near ~ \
•opp/
\::
the nerve-ring, where it diminishes rather suddenly in ~ i ~
. :
diameter near the very faint vestiges (?) of a median
structure. The vestiges consist in internal modifications
.,,
opp/
of the oesophagus only. From the nerve-ring onward the
opp/ I.
oesophageal tube is about two-fifths as wide as the corre·
17H
··
sponding portion of the neck. It finally expands to form the elongated-ellipsoidal cardiac bulb, which bears a more or less distinct cardia, and is separated
from the intestine by a shallow constriction. The cardiac valvular apparatus
appears to be comparatively simple. The intestine becomes at once four-fifths
as wide as the body. The intestinal walls are rather thick, and the cells are
packed with minute granules. The rectum is about twice as long as the anal
body diameter. The lateral fields appear to be half as wide as the body.
The tail of the female is conical to the acute terminus and presents the peculiarity
of diminishing in diameter very suddenly immediately behind the anus, the diminution taking place on the ventral side. The anal region is, therefore, conspicuous on this account, as well as on account of the fact that it is slightly depressed,
and again on account of the refractive nature of the lining of the comparatively
long and large rectum. The salient lips of the vulva are conspicuous, a property
that is increased by the refractive nature of the lining of the vagina, which extends
inward two-fifths the distance across the body. Tail of the male very different
from that of the female. There is a bursal membrane connected with the digitate organs shown in Fig. 60. The specimens seen were molting, so that the exact
nature of the membrane, which is believed to connect these organs one with
another, has not been deciphered. It seems also certain, however, that tp.e anterior four are joined together by means of a ventrally submedian membrane
somewhat as in the case of the· bursa in Rhabditis. The spicula are very weak
and poorly developed in the specimens thus far seen. They appear to be as
long as the tail, and are probably cephalated at their proximal ends by constriction; but they are very difficult to discern, and it is possible that the appearances
are deceptive and that they are altogether absent. The testis extends forward
to near the posterior end of the neck and appears to be reflexed for a short distance, but this is somewhat uncertain.
Habitat: Loamy soil, El Paso, Texas, U. S. A. Flemming to glycerine jelly.
Fig. 60.
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61. Myctolaimus pellucidus n. sp. 3-, ':! :,.~
t.
i .3
There are
traces of a very fine transverse striation. No amphids or setae of any sort to
be seen. Head continuous. Six relatively large, obtusely conical lips, each
supplied with an obscure papilla, surround the mouth. The cuticle at the base
of the lips, and at the beginning of the pharyngeal tube, is somewhat thickened,
and this gives rise to obscure rings at the base of the lip-region. The unusually
long pharynx is divided into two very distinct parts of about equal length,
together occupying nearly two-thirds the length of the neck. The anterior part
is a simple, narrow, straight st rongly cutinized tube, having a lumen one-third as
wide as the lip-region. The succeeding second part of the pharynx is a cylindroid
bulb, rounded at both ends, and two-thirds as wide as the corresponding part of
the neck. Its lumen is triangular and of about the same width as that of the
anterior part of the pharynx, from which it is separated by a distinct break in
the continuity of the cutinous lining. From this elongated bulb a tube one-sixth
as wide as the corresponding part of the neck passes backward and gradually
expands into a valveless bulb half as wide as the base of the neck, thus completing the oesophagus. The intestine, which at first is colorless and transparent and
only one-fourth as wide as the body, gradually expands and becomes half as wide
as the body and distinctly granular. The refractive lining of the intestine is a
prominent feature. The cardia is unusually long and narrow, and opens into a
small cardiac cavity. The cells composing the intestine are relatively large.
The length of the well-cutinized rectum is about one and one-half times that of
the anal body diameter. Renettte unknown. The width of the lateral fields is
one-third that of the body. The nerve-ring is small and narrow. The acute
tail i1:1 almost exactly conical. The vulva is very slightly elevated. The ovaries
extend back as far as the vulva, and are often there again reflexed. Each uterus
contains one to two eggs, measuring 32 X 56 microns. Segmentation takes place
in the uterus, and proceeds to at least the gastrula stage, probably beyond it.
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The tail of the male instead of being conical is
convex-conoid in the anterior half, tapering in this part in such a fashion that
the middle of the tail is one-fourth as wide as the base; thence onward the tail is
cylindroid to the acute terminus. While the anterior part of the tail is ventrally
arcuate, the remainder is dorsally arcuate. No ventral supplements or bursa.
Nine pairs of papillae, mostly finger-shaped, are arranged as follows: l; 1(1)1, l;
1, 3. The linear, tapering, rather blunt spicula somewhat exceed the anal body
diameter in length. The spicula are supported by sigmoid accessory pieces half
as long as they themselves. The reflexed part of the testis is nearly equal to the
neck in length; it can be seen to contain small glassy, globular spermatocytes,
which reach their full growth near the middle of the body, becoming as long as
the body is wide and.two-thirds as wide as long. At this stage they are granular,
with a large central nucleus containing a prominent nucleolus. By division these
large cells give rise to the granular spermatozoa, an elongated parcel of a dozen
or more of which is usually to be seen in each uterus of the female.
Habitat: Sheep-dung, Moss Vale, New South Wales, September 2, 1894. It
will be seen that this genus is similar to Cephalobus. It is equally clear that it
is generically distinct. It is unfortunate that no specimens of this species were
preserved, and hence no drawings can be presented. This is all the more to be
regretted because the genus is evidently closely related not only to Cephalobus
but to one or two others of similar character.
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VI. Order Apodontia
:?. .... ~:.. 9-4 ''-M
!14.
62. Apodontium pacificum n. sp. -7 / 1.2 ·· i:;···· · ·i:s;..,.._:,,ii:4'. 1
Striae resolvable into dot-like elements. Neck cylindroid posteriorly, convex-conoid anteriorly. The cylindroid oesophagus ends in an inconspicuous, flattish-conoid
cardia one-third as wide as the base of the neck. The thin-walled intestine is
set off by a collum two-thirds as wide as the base of the neck, has a somewhat
distinct lumen, becomes at once two-thirds as wide as the body, and in crossSft//{]J?
..mnd/6/ section presents three to four cells containing granules of
{ii uniform size. From the somewhat elevated anus the prominent rectum extends inward a distance equal to the anal
Sftsu/Jqil body diameter. Tail conoid from the anus. The conspicuous, more or less elongated caudal glands are packed in a
close tandem behind the anus in the anterior half of the
... . oe tail. There are about eight ventrally submedian and two
INJl/dorsally submedian setae on each side of the tail. These
stoutish, tapering setae are about one-fourth as long as the
750 anal body diameter. The large granular, ellipsoidal renette
X
cell, two-thirds as long as the body is wide, and two-thirds as wide as long, lies
a short distance behind the base of the neck, and empties through an ellipsoidal,
thin-walled ampulla. The nerve-fing is accompanied by obscure nerve cells.
The yellowish spicula are slender and subacute. Their proximal ends appear
to lie somewhat dorsad from the body-axis. There are two separate, strong,
rather stout, simple accessory pieces. They are one-half to two-thirds as long
as the anal body diameter, and their proximal ends lie near the dorsal body
wall. There are no supplementary organs, special setae, or papillae on the tail
of the male. The ejaculatory duct is one-third, the vas deferens one-third, and
the testis one-half, as wide as the body. The testis tapers and is at last narrow.
Habitat: Marine; Mollendo and Salaverry, coast of Peru, S. A. Sublimate to
balsam. Fig. 62.
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1
63. I ronella prismatolaima n. sp. _,J....§ 1
1.9
2. ~ 1: 1 i.i ,, Lateral wings
very faint. Body naked. Lips six, very tenuous, revolute, forming a short
tube one-fourth as wide as the lip-region. set cpld6) UC I/Ji
rwtJof6} mnd dsJ
There are six obscure, flat, conical, labial
'·.
_I·---~/\~][_·J ·:>········
papillae, not shown in the illustration.
d ·. /4
,
~ddrl
Labial setae minutely "furcated" at the mn
.: ~ mscmn
extremity. Each of the three odontia is
/ ,.
duplex,. the two parts ?f the submedi~n omprenl"/1
-'-ones bemg of unequal size. The odontia
r
are contained in a somewhat napiform omp/J -...11;
cavity. Odontia acute, with an outward
stroke; when at rest somewhat outward- DISCJKl. ·
pointing, and blocking the entrance to the
pharynx. Posterior part of the napiform p/1 .. ..
cavity apparently lined with exceedingly
minute denticles. N eek cylindroid. oe ....
Amphids faint, apparently consisting of
···
an almost imperceptible transverse groove /um oe
partially encircling the head. The cylindroid oesophagus is at the nerve-ring four-sevenths, and finally three-fifths, as wide
as the corresponding portion of the neck; its lining is prominent, occupying onethird the diameter of the organ. In the coarse, colorless musculature there are
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three glands which empty at the mouth. There is a cylindroid cardia twosevenths as wide as the base of the neck. The thick-walled intestine is set off by
a collum one-third as wide as the base of the neck, and becomes at once one-half
to three-fifths as wide as the body. Its cross-section is composed of four to six
cells. It has a faint zig-zag lumen. Very fine, colorless, more or less polyhedral
granules of variable size are found scattered in the intestinal cells. The largest
of these are one-twenty-fifth as wide as the body. They give rise to no more .
than a faint tessellation. The more or less arcuate tail of the male~tapers from
in front of the anus, and is first conoid then cylindroid and two-fifths as wide as
at the anus. The caudal glands are probably preanal. There are no caudal
setae. The lateral fields are one-fourth as wide as the body, and faintly granular.
The very frail, straight, slender, subacute spicula become arcuate near the tips,
and are faintly cephalated by expansion. Their proximal extremities appeal' to
lie dorsad from the body-axi~. The frail, simple, arcuate, slender accessory piece
lies parallel to, and is two-fifths as long as, the spicula. There is a single supplementary organ opposite the posterior part of the spicula. The internal part is
refractive and more or less irregularly cylindrical, and Dent back parallel to the
ventral surface. It is one-half as long as the body is wide, and one-fourth to
one-fifth as wide as long, and is probably protrusile through the small, short,
cylindrical element at the ventral surface, where there is also a single, strongly
curved seta, of considerable size. The ejaculatory duct is one-third as wide as
the body. The testes are characterized by the presence of numerous, elongated
elements, which constitute one phase in the development of the sperm. These
elements are apparently two-thirds as long as the body is wide and one-fifth to
one-eighth as wide as long, and are rounded at the end. From the living nema.
Habitat: Sand, N obsca Beach, Woods Hole, below low tide. Fig. 63.
VII. Order Synodontia
,8
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64. Chambersiella rodens n.sp.1.9 ,.I ~
'-1
. _.fQdJ cu- Only the external walls of the six odontia
or .......
are cutinized and this portion, but not the
'lid interior, stains very strongly in acid-car111,
mine. The odontia are used to nibble the
mycelium of the fungi constituting the food.
_. ___OJt The cells of the vas deferens are packed with
11111' /ii ·-··
transparent, homogeneous, ellipsoidal gran. dnt Jut, ules, whose maximum diameter is about onedatsum
third as great as that of the spermatozoa; the
cells of the ejaculatory duct are packed with
similar granules having about half as great a
diameter. The junction of the ejaculatory
duct and the vas deferens is distinctly marked
.. .. set, Jut, by the change in the size of the granules contained in these cells composing their walls.
The lateral pores on the tail of Chambersiella
ph ...
.... oe rodens connect with elongated, clavate cells
. ..
located opposite the anus in a lateral position.
::;:J
The nuclei of these cells usually lie a trifle
lutR oe .. . :. ··· (JJffil
X2000 behind the anal region. From the elevated
u;i:e~· fif~t~\T0~Tzia~3e~iio~~~~~1:: and conspicuous vulva, the somewhat cutinclearly the mandibles and the setae.
ized large vagina leads inward and ooliquely
forward. The eggs are elongated, apparently more or less long and slender.
The gently tapering ovary contains 50-100 ova; reflexed to near anus.
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94. t
6
- • ' ··

1
u ~1.s
'fh
,
:
e ma1es are ess common than the females.
Habitat: Bark of a great variety of trees !d qil kit . !dqJ/IJllD!l IXf. -······ cir/Dsu/JI
in many parts of the eastern United States;
· · · • .. ..-· · ..: ·•.
f" "cir!D lot
on '' Spanish Moss,,·, Miami, Florida. Flem- JIK: 08 _
·····
...•••••. /ii
ming's solution to glycerine jelly. This
....... . OlfPl
genus comprises a considerable number of ll1ll
/ii
species, all with a hooked caudal extremity.
·
···- · · ·· flSC
The species vary considerably in the labial rJntJ
······ -.•. mm 0(/
accessories. The present species has the ,,,.,,
·· · · · · · · CflJ m
strongest mandibles so far known in the
·· ·· · ' .. opp/ Jut
genus. These nemas are highly resistant 08
.. . opp/ lTt suun
to drought and cold, and may be kept on
•opti tis/ SIJUII
dried bark for several years and then be /um oe
. f)(J" cdl lot
fully revived by soaking the bark in water.
-- - -- su/Ja1t
They may be repeatedly frozen in and (Ill
- &pti
thawed out without injury. Recently
:.
. Oil
revived spe~imens are mostly immature d nro .. ;
... .ul
and seem to present an empty intestinal
II
flf)B
canal, suggesting that on the approach of gJ rm ) ·
.. . fJC
I
untoward conditions, they evacuate the
sp
canal. Not infrequently, the lip-region of Clfllll'l' _
((fl/11.fC
revived specimens appears to exhibit a
... qilsp
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pluglike accession, seen also in the mouth opening of similarly revived Cephalobi. The opening is protected during "suspended animation" by means of this
dried-up evacuation from the oesophagus. Fig. 64a, p. 278; Fig. 64b.
The name of this remarkable genus, the abundant species of which are widely
distributed on trees, commemorates the classic work in this field of Mr. W. E.
Chambers, through whose untimely death science has lost one of its greatest
graphic interpreters.
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65. Synodontium fecundum n. sp. About forty setae occur on the neck; those
on the anterior part are about one-half, while those on the posterior part are onefourth, as long as the corresponding portion of the neck is wide. There are six
subdistinct lips, each with a somewhat forward-pointing, innervated, conoid
papilla. The pharynx is fairly well cutinized, and bears probably twelve closely
approximated odontia, forming a distinct circlet opposite the bases of the cephalic setae; only their points are easily visible. The conoid neck becomes more
decidedly conoid near the head. At first sight the oesophagus appears as if composed mainly of glands, which extend backward to the cardia. These glands are,
however, outside the oesophagus and empty near the bases of the odontia by
means of three or four ducts. At the nerve-ring the oesophagus is three-sevenths,
and finally one-half, as wide as the corresponding part of the neck, and ends posteriorly _in a faint, elongated, pyriform, valveless bulb. The lining of the oesophagus is narrow; its musculature fine. The thin-walled intestine has a faint lumen
and is set off by a collum two-fifths as wide as the base of the neck and becomes
at once one-half as wide as the body. In cross-section it presents four to five
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cells. The scat-

u .. tered granules

contained in the
.intestinal cells
ump/J.. ......
·y,. ............. pt, 1:✓" •1· 6 • ~/ • ·:.· -;-;--.. ·L;' i., .. are of variable
Jf/l_' :~1
size, the largest being one-fifteenth as wide a:;i
ump!, .. ~
.~\ .... .. bus p/J the body. The nuclei of the intestinal cells are
~ t"
1
one-seventh to one-eighth as wide as the body
per
-=
:.Y1V·,\ _ J at the base of t?e neck. Tail conoid from the
anus, but tap_ermg fa~t~r near the anus. Th_e
1
/um
I r \
·,
, ,
end of the spmneret 1s m the form of a hem1j ·· : ·
spher!cal button, the three sectors of which are
ump nn )/..,. fl(! • x 750
····S{JII evers1ble, so that the organ may appear threelobed. The ducts of the caudal glands are separate, practically to the spinneret pore. There are about fifteen ventrally submedian, and about ten dorsally submedian,' slender, flexible, tapering setae on
each side of the tail of the male. There is a much smaller number of setae on the
tail of the female. The lateral fields are one-third as wide as the body. The
granular, ellipsoidal renette cell, two-thirds as long as the body is wide and twothirds as wide as long, is located at a distance behind the neck equal to the body
diameter. The obscure, rather broad nerve-ring is accompanied by distinct
and numerous nerve cells of large size, extending back to the base of the neck.
The large, elevated, conspicuous vulva leads to a conoid, rather muscular, cqtinized vagina accompanied by small, ellpisoidal glands. There is a small anterior
branch to the female sexual organs, about as long as the body is wide. The uterus
extends back to near the middle of the body. The eggs are one and one-half to
two times as long as the body is wide and one-fourth to one-third as wide as
long. Numerous, granular, spherical sperin cells, one-fifteenth as wide as the
body, are abundant near the middle of the body, disarranging the chain of eggs
in such a way as to suggest the presence of a spermatheca. The broad ovary
tapers gradually, and contains twenty to thirty ova arranged single file. The
egg, just before deposition, lies opposite the vulva, one-half of it being in the
small anterior branch of the uterus. The spicula are strong, somewhat slender,
sub-uniform, and rather blunt. Their proximal ends appear to lie ventrad from
the body-axis. The two strong, well-separated accessory pieces are one-fourth
est, .. ..
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as long as the spicula. Their uniform, blunt apophyses extend backward at an
angle of ninety degrees with the spicula, and are one-half as long as the anal
body diameter. Fifty to seventy equidistant supplementary organs, in the form
of a series of slight undulations, extend forward in front of the anus a distance
three to four times as great as the length of the tail. The undulations are separated from eRch other by a space about equal to one-fourth the body diameter,
though they become gradually a little farther apart anteriorly. Th~ir elevation is slight, and every other undulation is opposite a granular, saccate gland,
about one-third as wide as the body. These glands form a contiguous series
and seem to empty ventrally. There is no bursa. The ejaculatory duct is onethird, Rnd the testes are one-half, as wide as the body, these latter gradually
tapering so that they are narrow at the extremities.
Habitat: Sand, below Bathing Beach, Woods Hole, Mass., U. S. A. Also
beach-sand, Squibnocket, Martha's Vineyard, Mass., U. S.. A. Flemming to
glycerine jelly. Fig. 65, p. 280.
_.9 __ 9.1 __ 22. ____ -M'-' __ 8"). _
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66. Daptonema fissidens n. sp. 1-9 2•8 '" 2
u ~u
· Type species. The
contour of the moderately thick cuticle is crenate, the annules being separated
by refractive lines. Toward the head enrl the set qJ,. (/2)_
gil/J/6)
annules diminish in width until they elude detection. N eek conoid; head rounded. Here and
there on the neck occur long, slender _h airs, as
long as those on the head, but colorless and very rost l/JIJX6
much more slender. Each of the six lips is
strengthened by three, dark-brown, or blackish,
strongly arcuate, incurved, slender, acute, cutinized ribs or teeth. Lips capable of being umpA
SfK1
turned over into the pharynx so as to form a
flattish, centrally indented dome. From the
head backward the oesophagus narrows a little,
becoming two-thirds as wide as the correspond- mscntr."' ,~:-·
ing portion of the neck. There is no very dis· ·
tinct cardia. The rather thick-walled intestine
becomes at once about half as wide as the body",
and in cross-section presents about four cells. (1)(U]
The cells contain scattered brownish granules,
·-·of variable size, the largest of which are nearly
as wide aR one of the annules of the cuticle. The
lumen of the intestine is quite narrow, and its _
UC
lining somewhat refractive. Renette unknown. Sfl
The tail of the male is conoid from the anus to
the somewhat blunt terminus, which has a plain,
rather blunt spinneret, armed with two setae
considerably longer than the diameter of the SfJ··-on
terminus. The caudal glands appear to be
located in front of the anus. The brownish
.,,.___,. . . . ;:~::::-~;:-,:,,;'---"'""
spicula have been seen only in dorso-ventral
..... X750
view. The accessory pieces are curved distally !RSC Ullin the same way as the spicula, and end in minute points. The ejaculatory duct
is about one-third, the vas deferens about one-half, as wide as the body.
Habitat: Larat, East Indies; marine. In the general form of the neck and
pharynx these nemas closely resemble Monhystera, but the food habits are
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probably different, and the structure of the male differs materially from the
structure of the male of Monhystera,-dark-colored, punctate, out-bending spicula; and two 2._ ---!·s'=2! _ •~-- ---~-~ > l. 6 _ _ setqil(J2
IP ff!··../6)
testes. A very 81
~
_9
,•
"".
similar marine 1,-__ _ 152. _ ,es~ "'! n 'Jl. __ 12(,0•.,,.icroao seg set fJI
species occurs ,;. 62. - st.
855~
- ,~.,,-.., •-·--•'"'
in the harbor at Portsmouth, N. H., and at
Woods Hole, Mass., U. S. A., namely Daptonemafimbriatum, n. sp. of which the formulae
·
and the figure of the head end are given on }um OlJ. ••••
this page. The head of Daptonema fissidens sulJait········· .,
differs but slightly from that of D. fimbriatum.
Daptonema is manifestly an offshoot of Monhystera. Probably
the eighteen refractive labjal elements are ribs attached to a
thin membrane. They sometimes appear, however, as if free at
the extremities, and if so, would function as combs in securing
the food, which is probably combed or scraped from the surface
of algae and other submarine objects. Fig. 66a, p. 281 (fissidens);
Fig. 66b (fimbriatum ).
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The
longer, cephalic setae are two-jointed. The scattered, inconspicuous cervical
setae are one-tenth as long as the neck is wide. Opposite the pharynx the head
contains dark brownish gray pigment. The consistency of the labial palps (?)
remains undetermined, that is to say, it is uncertain whether they are apodontia
with an inward stroke and capable of executing a firm grip, or whether they are
more or less flabby palps. Neck somewhat cylindroid, expanding a little toward
the head. Amphid with a pore near the posterior margin, from which there
setqi, (4/.~·····.
plp 1/J
. Sf( f/J/6/ le~ds inward and backward a na_rrow d~ct
with granular contents. There 1s a famt,
per. ..
! \ .. ... .... //J elongated, more or less pyriform cardiac
··..
,M~
-···(
·, swelling. Near the nerve-ring the oesophomp rm , ,.· . · ·-•_ ~"'~ ! agus is one-half, just in front of the cardiac
· ·. 'I :. 'A .
'~"- ·
swelling three-fifths, and finally two-thirds,
murfiA.... fl :: . :. .:·,
· ' •···· ·?I as wide as the corresponding portion of the
jll /
neck. The musculature of the oesophagus
Sl'l su!J'qi,
1..... oe is rather coarse and ~olorless. Cardiac col·:,·i ·
,"Jr V
!um t~o-fifth~ as ~1de as th_e body. _The
/RSC oe. ...
··.-'.=
omp/J mtestme begms _with a specially modified
segment, two-thirds as long as the correomp rm
·1
: • tnn sponding body diameter. The intestine,
:
which has a somewhat irregular lumen,
/um oe \ . ,
.
· _- 750 grad~ally becomes one-half to two-thirds
·· ·· ··
as wide as the body. The colorless granules in the intestinal cells are scattered in groups and-are of variable size, the
largest granules being about as wide as one of the annules on the neck. The
nema i~ strongly characterized by the presence of more or less angular, doubly
refractive crystalline masses, having about the same diameter in every direction,
and being about one-sixth as wide as the body. The crystalline bodies are onehalf to one body-width apart and seem to lie in the longitudinal fields. The
conoid tail tapers from the anus, but at last for a short distance is more or less

67. Crystallonema fuscacephalum n. sp.
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cylindroid and one-fifth as wide as at the anus. There are no caudal setae.
The ellipsoidal to prolate renette cell lies close behind the neck, and is one-half
as long as the body is wide and five-sixths as wide as long. The large, continuous
vulva is inconspicuous. The medium-sized vagina extends two-fifths the way
across the body. There is a posterior rudimentary branch to the sexual organs, three times as
long as the corresponding body diameter. The
uterus is four times as long as the body is wide, and
sp
one-sixth to one-fifth as wide as long. The elongated eggs are three times as long as the body is
wide. The relatively very small ovary contains
I/IX
twelve ova, which diminish rapidly in size toward
the blind end, and are arranged single file. The
finely-granular, ripe ova are three times as long
as the body is wide, and three-fourths as wide as
long.
Habitat: Sand, below Bathing Beach, Woods
Hole, Mass., U.S. A. Flemming to water. The
males of this species, C. fuscacephalum, are
unknown, hut the males of two ot.her species are !JI
known to the writer. As these two are structurally closely related to C. fuscacephalum, it may be X
IIISC
assumed that the spicula of C. fuscacephalum are
similar to those of these others, one of which is .. .-!l••.•• ,,2.....~·-L .. '.::~ ...... . ~,:-?. t . 7••
1 -3
1· 3
Crystallonema simile n ..<;p., Miami, Fla., the anal /1. 1 u
•8
region of the male of which is shown in the adjac- ... ·.t ... ,. ~ .... ~: .......:t'..... ~:?. u ..
1-5 '°"''" 1·'
ent illustration, together with the dimensions of /u i. 3 1-1
both sexes. Besides being smaller, C. simile differs in lacking pigment at the
head end; in having relatively slightly longer and more nearly equal cephalic
setae; in having amphids relatively larger,-three-severiths as wide as the head;
in having the posterior oesophageal swelling almost indistinguishable; in having
the preliminary segment of the intestine as long as the body is wide, and the
intestine itself relatively a little wider,-three-fourths as wide as the body.
Fig. 67a, p. 282, C. Juscacephalum; Fig. 67b, C. simile, n. sp., type species.
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68. Zanema acanthurum n. sp. ·6
• 8,i,i • 9
1.
•

)1Z
·. (f(}i

Cuticle naked.

Neck cylindroid. It is possible that very small or broken
•,.
members of the submedian group of cephalic setae have
· · . . · . .1/il escaped notice, and that there are really three submedian
-~· \ ?< (4) setae on each lip. There appear to be six lips, but this
f:. ' · ,· number is assumed largely on the basis of the six labial
1//J/lll appendages, shown in the illustration. The lips are relaump/J tively rather thick, and are arched together over the
somewhat spheroidal pharynx. Oesophagus cylindroid.
(J(J The intestine becomes at once three-fourths as wide as
.. -m the body, and appears to be made up of cells of large
x 750 size, so that perhaps only two appear in the cross-section.
The posterior lip of the anus is slightly raised; rectum
about as long as the anal body diameter. The tail tapers from a little in front
of the anus and soon is reduced to a diameter about half as great as at the base.
Thence onward it tapers gently, so that near the terminus it has a diameter about
·fi.6
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one-fourth as great as at the anus. Posterior two-fifths of the tail armed with
short, backward-pointing, arcuate, acute thorn-like setae to the number of ten
on each ventrally submedian line. No caudal glands. The lateral fields appear
to be fully one-third as wide as the body. The excretory pore appears to be connected with a large, ellipsoidal ampulla, nearly half as wide as the neck. The
position of the renette cell has not been determined. From the depressed vulva
the vagina leads slightly forward. Beyond this fact little is known concerning
the internal organs. As no traces of ova have been seen behind the vulva it is
assumed that the organs are asymmetrical.
Habitat: Mud; tide pool, low tide, Portsmouth, N. H., U. s.-A. The single
specimen examined contained numerous yellowish, spherical,: crystalline bodies,
arranged in an obscurely double series, beginning at the base of the 'neck and
ending at the anus. Whether these are natural or have been induced by the
method of preservation remains to be determined. The peculiarities of the species justifying the establishment of a new genus are as follows: (1) the formation
of the pharynx and of the lips with their distinct forward-pointing appendages;
(2) the unusual size and form of the amphids; (3) the absence of caudal glands;
11,nd (4) the peculiar thorn-like setae on the tail. These, combined with the very
slender form, make it difficult to refer this specimen to any known genus. Fig.
68, p. 283.

69a. Monhystrium transitans n. sp. Type species. Cuticle naked, except for
the setae on the head. Lips three, more or less confluent, thick and mobile.
Pharynx double; the closed lips forming a narrow vestibule reaching one-third
the way to the base of the pharynx. Anterior chamber of the pharynx pyramidal,
the posterior more of less napiform. The lips come to a sharp edge, and are
stiffened by several refractive "plates," whose direction is radial but indefinite,
as if due to the folding of a cutinized membrane. Oesophagus cylindroid, ending posteriorly in a pyriform cardiac bulb five-sixths as wide as the base of the
neck. Its lining finds expression in three longitudinal lines, occupying a space
equal to two-sevenths the width of the whole organ. Its musculature is rather
coarse. There is no cardia. The thick-walled intestine, which has a distinct,
refractive lumen, is set off from the oesophagus by a constriction one-fourth as
wide as the base of the neck, and becomes at once three-fourths as wide as the
body. Its cross-section shows two cells. In contour, it is more or less crenate,
at least in alcoholic specimens, because of the pronounced nature of the intestinal
cells. These latter contain numerous granules of rather uniform size. The
walls of the intestinal cells are refractive. The tail is at first conoid, then cylindroid in the posterior two-fifths. It tapers from in front of the anus to the almost
imperceptibly swollen, more or less apiculate, unarmed, symmetrical terminus,
which presents a profile similar to that of a swan's head. It bears a simple,
unarmed, blunt spinneret. Only two caudal glands are to be seen; these are
broadly saccate cells, forming a close tandem in the anterior third of the tail.
The more or less finely granular longitudinal fields are one-third as wide as the
body. The post-cervical renette cell empties through the excre.t ory pore a little
in front of the nerve-ring by means of a more or less spherical ampulla, and final
flender duct one-half as long as the body is wide, leading therefrom to the
excretory pore. The vulva is large and more or less elevated. The ellipsoidal
eggs are three-fourths as long as the body is wide and are deposited after segmentation; it is probable that the species is viviparous, or ovoviviparous. The
small posterior branch of the sexual organ is one-half as long as the body is wide.
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The tapering ovary is at first broad, and contains numerous ova arranged for the
most part single file. At its blind end, it is one-eighth as wide as the base of the
neck. At their widest part, that is, near the middle, the spicula are one-sixth as
wide as the corresponding portion of the body. They taper to a rather blunt point,
and present a faint, stiffening element. These
colorless, rather frail spicula appear to have
their proximal ends somewhat dorsad from the
m!Kf drl
body-axis. There is a faint, frail, slender, /ii ..........
arcuate accessory piece, lying parallel to the
spicula, probably consisting merely of a differ- or ········
entiation of the lining of the cloaca. Obscure
papillae occur on the middle part of the tail, mscJIJ/Jn ......•
near the place where it suddenly diminishes a
·
little in diameter. These are probably as fol- fob 1/J .....•········· m!KfJlllln ···.......•. (IXJ] m!Kf
lows: one ventrally submedian pair opposite
the 1:11iddle _of the spicula; three ventrally subpl,......
, ..
median pairs, one of them nearly anal, the msc
·····,,;:. '
other two at the beginning of the middle third,
and occurring one in front of the other; one
dorsally submedian pair. The large spermatocytes in the testes are three-fourths to twothirds as wide as the body. That portion of
the testis, containing them is correspondingly
wide, but the testis tapers so as finally to be
only about one-fourth as wide as the body.
Habitat: Gill-chambers of the Land Crab, ump!,...... .
G. ruricola, Jamaica. Coll., Dr. C. B. Wilson,
Westfield, Mass. Described from more · or ph ·•·····
less shrunken alcoholic specimens, mounted in
balsam and in glycerine jelly. May be looked
upon as a transitional form between a free- 1.•
10. 6
20.
•~
90.6
> •9 •
4
living and parasitic state. Hence, the specific M · ,u
u
•· 9
'·
66
name transitans. While much reduced and 1.1 10. ,
ts.5
-M
> .s, ••
6
flabby, the cephalic setae still exist. Very z.s 'M
'·
u
few parasitic nemas possess cephalic setae. Fig. 69a.

b. Monhystrium wilsoni (Baylis). Very narrow wings extend from the base
of the neck to near the anus. Each wing is expressed as a double line. Eight
to twelve longitudinal striations occur on each suomedian field. The longitudinal striae do not anastomose, and seem to be in the outer cuticle. Lips confluent, elastic, closing to a small central pore. Pharynx of two chambers; the
anterior, pyramidal, the posterior appearing roughly napiform in profile, but
really three-sided as shown in the illustration. The distinct, refractive lining
becomes rapidly thicker in the posterior half of the second chamber. About
eighteen duplex radial refractive ribs of small size occur in the anterior chamber,
somewhat as in Cyatholaimus; i.e., there are about six refractive radial markings
on each of the three lips. These have a rather definite duplex outer end, or contour, but are not so definite as the "rods" of Cyatholaimus, being more like
folds. Neck conoid; head convex-conoid. The cylindroid oesophagus near the
nerve-ring is two-fifths,- just in front of the pyriform cardiac swelling two-thirds,
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finally two-thirds, as wide as the corresponding part of the neck. There are no
oesophagealbulbs, but there is a pyriform anterior segment of the intestine,
set off on both sides by a distinct constriction, in some ways resembling a cardiac
bulb. This pseudo-bulb is three-fourths as wide as the corresponding portion of
the body, as measured in alcoholic specimens. The lining of the oesophagus is
a prominent feature, and its optical expression consists in three refractive lines,
occupying a space one-fourth as wide as the entire organ. The oesophageal
musculature is coarse. At the cardiac constriction there are three elements,
questionably glands, each one-third as wide as the corresponding portion of the
body. T_h ere is no cardia. The thick-walled intestine has a very distinct refractive lumen and soon becomes five-sixths as wide as the body. The cells composing the intestine are about twice as long as he body is wide, and are so
arranged that each cross-section presents practically only two of them. These
cells are packed with exceedingly fine granules of more or less uniform size., The
tail is first conoid, then cylindroid in the posterior half. It tapers from in front
of the anus; the terminus has a contour more or less resembling that of a swan's
head. The simple, unarmed, symmetrical, blunt spinneret is half as wide as the
terminus. The three, broadly saccate caudal glands form a close tandem in the
anterior fourth of the tail. Their ducts and ampullae are distinct. There are
no caudal setae. The tail, like the body, is naked. The elongated renette cell
lies two to four body-widths behind the neck, and empties through a wide duct
separated from the ampulla by a constriction; the ampulla is ope-fourth as wide
as the corresponding portion of the neck, and empties through a pore located
half-way back to the nerve-ring. The nerve-ring is accompanied by distinct
nerve-cells arranged in groups. From the somewhat large, more or less conspicu01.is vulva, the large, rather muscular, cutinized vagina leads half-way across the
body. The straight uterus is about fourteen times as long as the body is wide,
and contains ellipsoidal eggs, each about as long as the body is wide, which are
deposited after segmentation begins,-in fact, the species may be viviparous.
Fully-formed embryos occur in the eggs near the vulva. Spermatozoa, half as
wide as the body of the female, and with strong refractive nuclei, occur in the
uterus. There is a rather narrow, ventral posterior rudimentary part to the
female sexual organ, about one and one-half times as long as the corresponding
portion of the body is wide. The ovary is nearly cylindroid, but tapers slightly,
and contains numerous ova arranged single file. Toward its blind end, it suddenly narrows, and is reflexed, or thrown into an "S" form, in a space one to two
times as long as the body is wide; here it is only one-sixth as wide as the body.
The rather frail, somewhat simple, rather slender, subacute spicula are one and
one-half times as long as the anal body diameter. At their widest part near the
middle, they are about one-sixth as wide as the corresponding portion of the body.
Their proximal ends appear to lie dorsad from the body-axis. The single, frail,
very slender, more or less arcuate, accessory piece is somewhat removed from the
spicula, at least from the refractive part. Its proximal extremity lies dorsad
from the body-axis. There are no supplementary organs. About ten pairs of
papillae occur on the tail of the male. These are very inconspicuous and are
arranged as follows: one ventral, single, and two submedian pairs just in•front
of the anus; third, fourth, fifth and sixth pairs behind the anus, opposite the two
anterior caudal glands; seventh and eighth, lateral, opposite the posterior caudal
gland; ninth and tenth farther back, not so close together, averaging about twice
as far from the anus, as the seventh and eighth. There is a rudimentary bursa;
i.e., there are submedian longitudinal elevations of considerable magnitude
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beginning some distance in front of the anus and extending on to the tail to a
point opposite the posterior caudal gland. Most of the papillae described occur
on the ventral surface of these welt-like elevations. A cross-section taken near
the anus clearly discloses these well-developed organs. The ejaculatory duct is
one-fourth, the vas deferens one-fourth, .the testis two-thirds, as wide as the
corresponding portion of the body. Toward its blind end, however, the testis
tapers so as to be only one-eighth as wide as the corresponding portion of the
body. Spermatocytes, occupying a considerable portion of the length of the
testis, are one-half to two-thirds as wide as the body, so that the testis bears
considerable resemblance to an ovary. The llf1JJR( l<JJ_I/J.suko nf,lf.
Sl!tfut ~ !!!fan
deceptive appearance created by these large
·. · -. \
,· ' '·
· ··
spermatocytes might easily lead to the con- lll7J l{i
•···· restiJJ
clusion that the males are hermaphrodites.
Habi tat: Found with the preceding.
S11lx:ul:,
One is inclined to suggest that this Monhystrium also represents a transitional form msc
from a free-living to a parasitic condition.
A careful study of such forms is destined to mt
throw much light on the relationship between
the Laimia and Alaimia.
Joi/1/J
Although bearing considerable resemblance
·•...
to Monhystera, this species and its close rela- lb su/Jn ...···
tive just described seem to make a new genus
·•..
desirable for their reception. The distin- ~t ........
...Jriufrl
guishing differences may be listed as follows:
(1) In Monhystrium, the pharynx is a double pt, .......
··••·· • (K'
chamber; moreover, the anterior chamber
has a distinctly radiated structure, more eas- 1/JJlHIII ,· _
. kiJdsl
ily seen if the specimen is viewed slightly
..
obliquely instead of laterally, as shown in the kiJ-:nn l{i/J;RDlfl
XlOOO
illustration. These radial elements are stiffening factors enabling the lips to bite more .6 6.t
tM
•r·e,-~ ~: ) 1•7 •
1
efficiently. The margins of the lips are sharp- '·' ' z.t
2.,
,.,
1
cutting edges, as is clearly shown in the profile i.~ , ~~
~,
" - ,~,
~-., ; 1.6 . .
view in the illustration. Further study is necessary to determine whether these
organs are odontia or onchia. (2) The pseudo-bulb, which is not common in
Monhystera. (3) Monhystrium is ovoviviparous or viviparous. (4) There is
a pronounced renette. (5) There are no cephalic setae or the setae are very
weakly developed. (6) The species is presumably carnivorous; the more typical
Monhysteras, perhaps all, are vegetarian.
Larvae removed fron the uterus of alcoholic specimens present differences
from the adults as follows: (1) The amphids are farther back. (2) The pharynx
is tubular, and not in two parts. (3) The head is more tapering. (4) The spinneret is not so well defined. (5) No wings were seen. (6) The pseudo-bulb is
less conspicuous. Fig. 69b, on this page. Syn. Monhystera wilsoni Baylis.
1.3

H.

Z7.

<•,62,<•>

95. >! .S ••

•

1· 6
1· 8
1· 6
70. Asymmetrella glabra n. sp. u
z.~
Lips three, distinct, unequal, fl.at, thin. Pharynx with a peculiar dorsal onchium, bent inward
at right angles at the apex. Oesophagus surrounding the posterior two-fifths of
the pharynx in the form of three, somewhat finger-shaped processes. Wall of
the pharynx fairly well cutinized, especially near the lips on the dorsal side,
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where it bends inward and forms an elbowed lip, giving to the front of the head
an asymmetrical appearance; hence, the generic name. Neck cylindroid posteriorly, convex-conoid anteriorly. Amphids faint. At the base of the pharynx
there are three spherical collections of black, loosely-placed granules ·(ocelli?),
one collection dorsal and two submedian, the dorsal collection being the least
pronounced. The cylindroid oesophagus at the nerve-ring is one-third, and finally is one-half, as wide as the corresponding portion of the neck; it has an indistinct lining, and a fine, colorless musculature. There is a more or less hemispherical cardia, three-fifths as wide as the base of the neck. The thick-walled
intestine, which is set off by a constriction one-half as wide as the base of the
neck, becomes at once three-fourths as wide as the body. It has a faint lumen,
and its cross-section exhibits about four cells. In all parts of the intestine the
cell- walls are rather distinct and optically give rise to a network
effect. From the more or less continuous anus the prominent,
on .
1•pl cutinized rectum extends inward a distance three-fourths as great
as the anal body diameter. The rather numerous, more or less
1
ti!
~\ • k_ 1 oc yellowish granules contained in the cells of the intestine are of
tr,1· ~ ..... - i oe variable size, the Jargest being about one-thirty-fifth as wide as
'r::1 1\ the body. They are so arranged as to give rise to a more or
50
·
r-: x
less distinct tessellation.
The lateral fields are one-fourth
as wide as the body. The tail tapers from the anus, and is at first conoid, and
then convex-conoid in the posterior eighth. It is arcuate to the unarmed, more
or less symmetrical terminus. There is a conoid, symmetrical spinneret. In it
a compound ampulla is apparent. Renette unknown. The female sexual organs
are probably double and symmetrically placed.
Habitat: Marine tap water, laboratory, Woods Hole, Mass., U. S. A. Flemming to glycerine jelly. Fig. 70.
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VIII. Order Synonchia
71. Tripylium carcinicolum (Baylis). Cuticle naked. Cephalic setae papilloid. Wall of the pharynx fairly thick and refractive, and curved inward on the
inner surface of each pair of lips so as to form three 120° biting organs, which
close together as shown in the illustration. Pharynx cylindroid. Neck cylindroid posteriorly, conoid anteriorly. Oesophagus cylindroid, its lining a trifle
stronger behind the pharynx for a distance equal to the length of the pharynx.
The anterior portion of the intestine is altered so as to produce the effect
of a pyriform bulb three-fourths as wide as the base of the neck, set off on
both sides by a constriction. At the nerve-ring, the oesophagus is two-thirds,
and finally three-fifths, as wide as the corresponding part of the neck. The lining of the oesophagus finds optical expression in three refractive lines, occupying
two-fifths of the width of the organ. There is no cardia. What appear to be
glandular cells occur opposite the cardiac constriction,-two, one on each side,
each ellipsoidal and half as wide as the neck, finely granular and with a prominent nucleus. The thick-walled intestine has a distinct, refractive, more or less
zig-zag lumen, and becomes at once three-fourths as wide as the body; in crosssection it presents two cells. The cardiac collum is one-fourth as wide as the
neck. From the more or less continuous anus, the cutinized rectum extends a
distance equal to the length of the anal body diameter. Fine uniform granules
pack the cells of th~ intestine; there is a faint tessellated effect due to the refractive nature of the cell walls. From in front of the anus, the straight tail is first ·
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conoid, then cylindroid in the posterior two-fifths, where it is one-eighth as·
wide as at the base. Terminus apiculate, bearing a simple, symmetrical spinneret. The three broadly-saccate caudal glands are packed into the anterior
two-fifths of the tail, and empty by means of separate ducts. Three pairs of
eonoid, subaeute, ventrally submedian papilloid setae occur on the tail of the
female, one pair near the anus, one near the middle of the tail and one at the beginning of the posterior fourth. Midway on the tail there is a dorsally submedian
pair of setae. The finely-granular lateral fields are half as wide as the body.
There appears to be an elongated renette cell one body-diameter behind the
neck; it is one-fifth as wide as the body. From J/J!llbnsnst,
sel_ .fUUII
the large, conspicuous, elevated vulva, the
··...
vagina, also large, extends inward half way across nux/JtJhn '
/fJ
the body. Its wall is cutinized. There is no
····
posterior vestigial portion to the sexual organ. or. ..........
""IIJIJf./dr/
The straight uterus contains twelve or more
already liberated embryos. Ova are arranged l!UK!S1J/n(.
.. .. ....sttlol
single file. The simple, rather frail, slender,
uniform, acute spieula are arcuate distally. murjl,
(J8!fil
They are three-fourths as long as the tail, and at
· ... .,. " . , 't
their widest, about one-tenth as wide as the cor- Sl!f/~bnjl,.,::::/'
responding portion of the body. Their proximal
·• . .
ends seem to lie more or less dorsad from the t11!£p/,.-···········~ · 1..;: 1, , ... ..........SIJtsr/h/1
body-axis. The simple, frail, very slender, arcu/fJ/ 1/J /qf
ate accessory piece is more or less obscure in alco- rfil/JS1JUIJ ........ l • ......... setsubn
holic specimens. It lies parallel to the spicula
·
and its proximal end appears to be dorsad from mndsrlhR ..
the body-axis. There are three pairs of very fl.at,
}
conoid, _innervated, ~conspicuous, ne~rly_ ven- •.. ~-- /
tral papillae on the tail, one at the begmnmg of
;:
the fourth fifth, and two at equal distances jl,······· {
f.:·:
between it and the anus. The ejaculatory duct
is one-third, the testis two-thirds, as wide as oe··-·,,F:_'.,
the body. Only the narrow blind end of the
testis, for a distance equal to one body-diameter, !:z
~: 1~z 64•~: 5 9;.~ > 1.1 ■•
~-K
is reflexed. In one specimen, the spicula were
6
1
18
9
more or less c o m p o u n d . ; ."":"--~~=-.9- - '::c4,''-1- --'
4.z'---"':"-'·:'-> 0.9 •
Habitat: Found in the gills of the Land Crabs,
Gecarcinus ruricola and Cardisoma guanhumi, Jamaica. Collected by Dr. Chas.
B. Wilson, Westfield, Mass. This genus differs from Monhystera as follows: (1)
Male has caudal papillae; (2) Has a cardiac bulb or pseudo-bulb; (3) Is viviparous; (4) Is parasitic in crabs; (5) Has three biting edges to the segments of
the pharynx. Fig. 71. Syn. Monhystera carcinicola Baylis.

\ •<::::::rfi

72. Xyala striata n. sp. Cuticle with numerous wings, especially anteriorly,
where there are sixteen, increasing to about thirty-two on the head; behind the
vulva the number is twelve, at the terminus four. Contour dentate. There are
a few cervical setae, about as long as the body is wide, occurring in groups of
four; no somatic setae. Lips thick, armed with three, mandible-like odontia,
or onchia, somewhat flap-shaped, and apparently very mobile. Pharynx simple,
regular, more or less conoid, large and long, three-fourths as wide as the head,
having the form of a deep cup. There is a distinct, transverse, cutinized raised
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circle on the inner wall of the pharynx, dividing it into two more or less distinct
parts; nevertheless, the inner contour of the pharynx is rather regular on the
whole. N eek cylindroid. Oesophagus plain, except that there is a pyriform
bulb surrounding the pharynx, tapering gradually into the oesophagus, which is
at first two-thirds, at the nerve-ring one-half, and finally two-fifths, as wide as
the corresponding portion of the neck. There is a more or less cylindroid cardia
one-third as wide as the base of the neck. The thick-walled intestine has a
distinct lumen, and becomes at once two-thirds as wide as the body. Cardiac
icollum one-half as wide as the body. The scattered, rather uniform yellow
set qt, exfr(JIJJ mnd Jot sl'fqmintrf6J .1:! __ _1~- = -~---~'.:,~ __ ___'!.2~- ., u .. granules,
2
1•7
2·
,
•
·
1.9
2. 1
2.
found in the
J/J
\
·qi "·"61-1 mnd _1.1 ___ ,.6 = 25. _____ -M: • __ ,91._ 1 1.8 •• intestinal
2
8
1
1
7
u
2.
--.. 1.6
cells, are less
·
· ·
·
/..
than half as wide as one of the annules.
From the continuous anus the more or
.. nmp/J less cutinized rectum extends inward a
distance hardly as great as the anal body
diameter. The conoid tail tapers from
the anus, near which, in the anterior third
of the tail, the three eUipsoidal, caudal
glands lie in a close tandem. There are
very few, inconspicuous, slender, tapering, acute, dorsally submedian caudal
setae. Renette unknown. The nervering surrounds the oesophagus obliquely and is accompanied by obscure nerve
cells. From the large, conspicuous vulva, the large, tubular, muscular, cutinized vagina extends forward a distance equal to the width of the body, where it
joins the straight uterus, which is six times as long as the body is wide and contains eggs two and one-half times as long as the body is wide, and one-third as
wide as long,-if one may judge the size of the eggs from that of a full-grown
ovum. There is a spermatheca extending forward a distance five to six times
greater than the body diameter, the extent of which is plainly indicated by the
definite contour of its blind end. The rather narrow, tapering ovary contains
about twenty ova arranged single file. The spicula are slender, uniform, and
acute. Their spherical proximal ends appear to lie dorsad from the body-axis.
The two, separate, slender, acute, strong accessory pieces have proximal parts
that appear to envelop the spicula. There are no pre-anal ventral supplementary organs, or special papillae. The ejaculatory duct is one-third as wide as the
body. The narrow, cylindroid testes finally taper to a width two-fifths as great
as that of the body.
Habitat: Eel-grass, Woods Hole, Mass.; also Belmar, New Jersey, U. S. A.
Sublimate to balsam. Fig. 72.

········· ·' ··
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73. Synonchium obtusum n. sp. '.:! '-5 ! '- 6
M
,.:, > i., ·· There are no
wings. On the lateral fields, which are about one-fourth as wide as the body,.
the secondary elements of the annules become scattered and coarser, and oval
or elongated in contour. There are two laterally submedian, irregular rows of
pores, one to two times as wide as the annules, lying along the margins of the lateral fields, and separated from each other transversely by a distance about equal
to one-fourth the width of the body; measured in a longitudinal direction, the
distances between the pores are about the same, but somewhat irregular. These
pores have a special arrangement on the tail. (See illustration.) Neck cylin-
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droid; oesophagus somewhat cylindroid, but presenting a more or less spheroidal
bulb about the mandibles. At the base of the neck, the oesophagus is two-thirds
as wide as the corresponding portion of the body. I ts lining is more or less distinct; its musculature colorless. The rather thick-walled intestine has a faint
lumen, and becomes at once five-sixths as wide as the body. Throughout the
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body under the cuticle, there are coarsely granular, spherical organs one-fourth
to one-third as wide as the body, located in the lateral fields, and separated
from each other longitudinally by a distance about equal to the body diameter.
It is probable that the female organs are double, and symmetrically reflexed.
,8

7. : 0,

98.
16
,.1 ~ u > · ..

O (f'M

Apparently there are only two small supplementary organs in front of the anus. (See illustration, sup.) Resembles Enoplus, from which it is distinguishable; however, by the form of the spicula, and
other organs of the male, as well as by the form of the amphids.
Habitat: Seaweed, drifted ashore, Ocean Beach, Miami, Florida, U. S. A.
Fig. 73.
z.7

)-1:

, .1

74. Gammanema ferox n. sp.

Neck cylindroid. Cuticle naked, except for the
setae on the head. Lips joined° by a membrane,
1
9
2 • • • ·>2.5 ·• variously armed as shown in the illustration.
Probably the twelve "spatulate" appendages are
61
•. .; •. i;.y .... -:1f.' ...9~·? .>.2. 5 •• sensory organs, if one may judge by their form
29
29
35
..:.!!
and position. The pharyngeal bulb contains
• ;.--,. •
• · 2.a
three "apophyses," each carrying near its summit an inward-pointing, acute
onchium,-or perhaps it would be better to say, each of the three strong ribs of
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the posterior portion of the pharynx bears one of these onchia. The oesophagus
gradually diminishes so that at no great distance behind the head it is but little
more than half as wide as the neck, and continues thus throughout. There is a somewhat small, he"mispherical cardia about one-third as wide as the base of the neck.
The intestine becomes at once about three-fourths as wide as the body. In crosssection it presents four to six cells, manifestly of two different kinds, one of which,
a minority, is mu-ch more distinctly granular than the other and is more numerous in the anterior portion of the intestine than in the posterior. The limits of
each cell, of whichever kind, are rather clearly marked on account of the refractive nature of the cell-walls. The cells are packed with a multitude of fine,
nearly colorless granules. The anus is prominently raised; the rectum is as long
as the anal body diameter. The tail is conoid to the convex-conoid terminus,
which forms a convex-conoid, somewhat truncate spinneret of large size, in which
is the group of large ampullae of the caudal glands, which nearly fills the terminus,
its diameter being about half as great as that of the base of the tail. The large
caudal glands are located in a close tandem just behind the anus, in the anterior
two-thirds of the tail. The lateral fields are fully one-third as wide as the body,
and contain cells of unusual size,-of such a width as to reach nearly across the
fields themselves. These cells are not contiguous, and there are found with
them in the lateral field cells of small size. Renette unknown. From the elevated vulva the vagina leads inward half way across the body, where it joins the
single uterus, which extends backward. The ovary reaches about half way back
set qiJ(6)
set 1/J(fi) to the vulva and contains
six to twelve developing
~ ·...
~ _:
ova, of which the larger

·._

lb .. - ~

j/2

r.·

~ ~-- ... /ii ;r;/:;::g:~;:::1: fi~;
0

~
\··--

elongated, somewhat
,xJ(JJ · ·
•ur/11 longer than the body is
wide and about one-third
opfil(3}...
•/ii as wide as long. The anus
-·
of the male is prominently
raised. In front of it there
mst/11.. ...
I... /Jos{il is a ventral series of sup·!
.• ,:; (
plementary organs occupyin~ a space eq~al to six
••: ~~ ~ oe to eight body-diameters.
,
f iqrs Ii
The hindermost of thesei /!i~ U X
organs is located opposite
spn
750 the posterior part of the
spicula, and the penultimate opposite the middle of the spicula, and -the third
from the last nearly opposite the proximal ends of the spicula; the series continues along the ventral line with a somewhat equidistant arrangement, the total
number of supplements being at least sixteen. Each supplement is a somewhat
narrow cutinized structure of small size, extending outward and backward, and
its distal extremity is capable of being exserted. These organs are not very conspicuous. A few submedian setae are seen near the anus, one ·pair opposite the
distal parts of the spicula, and one or two on the bulky portion of the tail. The
slender, uniform spicula have their proximal ends located opposite the bodyaxis. The width of the spicula is not much greater than that of the surrounding
nuclei,-in other words, the spicula are quite slender. They are accompanied
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by obscure accessory pieces. The ejaculatory duct is about one-third as wide as
the body, the vas deferens about half. The testes are unusually short and broad,
only about four to six body-diameters long, and are, at their broadest, twothirds as wide as the body; they taper rapidly to the blind ends, which are only
about one-fourth as wide as the body.
Habitat: Marine; coral sand, New Hebrides. Sublimate to balsam. Fig. 74
p. 292.
_.7 ___
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75. Trogolaimus uniformis n. sp. 1.:1 1• 3 · 1·'>
1. 6 ~ 1. 4
Lip-region
divided into twelve parts, readily distinguishable, though not cutinized. The
broadly cup-shaped anterior por- 1./J
................... .
tion of the pharynx is that part 16)
..,..,_- .",-..__
7p/./J(6!. , ,. mi /1'lJ
referred to in the formula. From
;
its rather flattish base three SC /iJ···· "/J(l
~~.f!'J&
apophyses extend backward close
/{
together, near the axis of the pmp/J ....... f ·
/RSC Oil
X 1000
head, a distance about equal to
//1
.-.. •······ ump
the depth of the open portion of II/SC•........ _
the pharynx, thus adding a second
/
... rel etfl
chamber. Each of these apophy- cut- ..•.......
ses has a small, inward-pointing
\,
onchium at its apex. These selsulup :
····-·········S/Jll
onchia meet together and cross at the middle of the floor of the anterior portion
of the pharynx. As usual, the apophyses serve for the attachment of muscles,
and all that portion of the pharyngeal bulb in front of the bases of the apophyses
is different in character from the wall of the oesophagus, being more completely
fibrous and destitute of the large nuclei that occur in the oesophageal musculature. The oesophagus continues with the same diameter until after it passes
through the nerve ring, when it begins to expand gradually, so that finally it
is more than half as wide as the base of the neck. In optical section the lining
of the oesophagus appears wavy. There is no distinct cardia. The intest ne,
which is separated from the oesophagus by a deep constriction, becomes at once
about three-fourths as wide as the body. Its cross-section probably presents
two to four cells. These contain a multitude of minute, evenly distributed
granules. The walls of the cells are refractive. The lateral fields are about twofifths as wide as the body, and appear to be composed of two rows of cells.
Renette unknown. The tail of the male is conoid from the prominently raised
anus. It diminishes in diameter rather slowly until near the end. The diameter of the base of the spinneret is about one-sixth to one-eighth as great as that
of the base of the tail. The caudal glands appear to be located in front of the
anus. In Cyatholaimus, with which Trogolaimus may be compared, it is usually
easy to discover the ventral gland and excretory pore. So far these have not been
seen in the present species. The following is a description of the tail of a young
female: The posterior lip of the anus is distinctly raised and rather broad. The
rectum is somewhat longer than the anal body-diameter. The tail is cylindrical
to the rounded or conoid-hemispherical terminus, which ends in a somewhat
cylindrical spinneret, having a diameter about one-sixth as great as that of
the base of the tail. The length of the tail is about two and one-half times as
great as that of the anal body-diameter. This description is derived from a
specimen in which the sexual organs are represented by an oval body consisting
mainly of two cells. Supplements twenty-one, slightly elevated, flat, similar
to those frequently seen on the males of Chromadora. These organs occupy a
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distance about three times as great as the length of the tail; the posterior ones
are a little nearer together than the anterior ones. The two hindermo1<t are
opposite the anterior halves of the spicula, while the antepenultimate is a little in
front of the proximal ends of the spicula. The average distance between the
organs is one and one-half to two times as great as their diameter. No special
setae or papillae have been seen on the tail either in front of the anus or behind
it. The strongly developed spicula taper at both ends. The proximal ends are
slightly hooked toward the ventral side of the body, and also slightly enlarged,
so that they are distinctly cephalated. The main portion of the framework of
each spiculum consists of four refractive elements arranged in two pairs,-one
dorsal, the other ventral. The slightly curved accessory piece leaves the surface
of the spicula somewhat and then recurves so a.'! to touch them again. The ej aculatory duct is half as wide as the body.
Habitat: Mud, tide pool, low tide, Portsmouth, N. H., U.S. A. At first sight
this species appears to be a Cyatholaimus but examination shows a numberof
important differences. The pharynx is not striated in the same way as that of
Cyatholaimus, nor is there a dorsal onchium. The examination has not revealed
the pores frequently to be seen along the borders of the lateral fields in Cyatholaimus. Most Cyatholaimi have a. single testis. This genus also bears a considerable resemblance to Halichoanolaimus, but differs in that the numerous,
minute pharyngeal denticles of Halichoanolaimus are lacking. Alternating with
each pair of the twelve amalgamated lips there are papillae which extend an
exceedingly short distance beyond the margin of the lips. Fig. 75, p. 293.
IX.

Order Mesonchia.

76. Mesonchium poriferum n. sp. The thickish, colorless cuticle has on the
females three rows of round cuticular elements on the lateral fields, on the males,
two; similar markings arranged irregularly occur on the ventral surface. Setae,
half as long as the corresponding part of the body is wide, are found scattered on
the neck. None are seen on the body. Rows of pores occur on the lateral fields,
one row on each side just outside the longitudinal rows of lateral markings. The
diameter of these pores is about equal to the width of two annules; the distances
f(!(,tp/J (4} 00 (J) nil/J (6+6) _1 ___ A_t_!~---~~.'.4~:~ ___ J.!!-;:1u sepd~rat in g them lobngi·· • ••• _ \
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confluent, rounded, thick. Each onchium
•.. sir
-J. (Ki, appears to be the apex of a plate which
forms o~e of the three faces of t~e pharyn.... .oe J;,. Sfl1 geal cavity. These plates are thickened at
~ ...
the anterior end of the pharynx. Pharynx
"lt.tet8 surrounded by longitudinal muscles, which
probably serve to force the three teeth forward in a direction parallel to the axis of the head. N eek conoid. Oesophagus
conoid, with a faint cardiac swelling, hardly to be -called a bulb. Near the
nerve-ring, the oesophagus is one-half, and finally three-fifths, as wide as the
corresponding portion -0f the neck. The lining of the oesophagus finds optical
expression in three parallel, refractive lines. I ts musculature is rather coarse.
There is a more or less hemispherical cardia, one-fourth as wide as the base of
the neck. The intestine becomes at once three-fourths as wide as the body, its
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cells containing numerous granules of rather uniform size, and of about the same
diameter as the dot-like lateral, cuticular elements. The conoid tail tapers from
in front of the anus and becomes cylindroid in the posterior third, where it is
one-seventh as wide as at the base. The elongated caudal glands, which empty
by separate ducts, are packed in the anterior half of the tail. Slender, rather
tapering setae, to the number of twelve occur on each ventrally submedian line
in front of the anus; about seven setae occur on each of the submedian lines on
the tail. The pre-anal setae are scattered through a distance about equal to the
length of the tail, and are mostly very inconspicuous, especially anteriorly. The
lateral fields are two-sevenths as wide as the body. The non-granular, ellipsoidal
renette cell occurs near the cardia, and is one-third as wide as the base of the neck.
The large, rather conspicuous, elevated vulva leads into a large, conoid, muscular, more or less cutinized vagina, which extends inward half way across the body.
It is probable that the prolate eggs are about as long as the body is wide, but there
is some uncertainty about this. An unusual feature is that the ovaries are
reflexed only near their blind ends. Each contains about twenty ova, arranged
more or less single file. The tail of the male is cylindroid in the posterior twofifths, where, at its widest, it is only one-tenth as wide as at the anus. The rather
long, slender, uniform, more or less acute, colorless spicula are straight to near
the middle, but are arcuate distally. Their proximal ends appear to lie more or
less ventrad from the body-axis. The rather strong, slender accessory piece has
an applied part one-fourth to one-third as long as the spicula; its uniform, more
or less blunt, rather slender apophysis bends and extends backward parallel to
the body-axis. The proximal extremity of the apophysis lies dorsad from the
body-axis. To be seen along the posterior half of the region occupied by the
oblique copulatory muscles, is a pre-anal series of almost invisible ventral innervations, the distances between which are about equal to one-third the body-diameter. The space occupied by the oblique copulatory muscles is about two and
one-half times as long as the tail.
Habitat: Marine algae, Key West, Fla., U.S. A. Flemming to glycerine jelly.
Fig. 76, p. 294.
77. Pepsonema pellucidum n. sp. Cuticle of medium thickness. Anteriorly
the number of the longitudinal rows of "beads" appears fewer than near the tail,
where there are sometimes six lfi 1/J (12}
or possibly eight rows. Formation of the cuticula like that et, 'Kl ( )
4
found in the genus Spilophora . .Ii q,
Somatic setae very minute. N/J p/J
Lips six, or three and two·: ·
parted. Mouth-opening about
1,.1
one-fourth as wide as the front ump ~:
of the head, and leading into a
\: ·~ ~, ·
minute vestibule, which is x 750
· '. _§/XI.
.:... 00
nearly twice as wide as the mouth opening and very shallow. The pointed,
cutinized apices of three inner lips come together in this vestibule; they are of
nearly equal size, the dorsal being only slightly larger than the two submedian
ones. It may possibly be questionable whether this genus should not be placed
in the Anaxonchia. At the base of the pharynx, there are one or two minute,
onchium-like processes, which are so small as to be easily overlooked. The
oesophagus continues to have the same width, or to decrease slightly, until it
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passes through the nerve-ring. Thence onward it increases rather regularly,
though finally there is a tendency to form a much elongated bulb two-thirds to
three-fourths as wide as the base of the neck. There is a distinct though small
cardia. The intestine begins as a tube one-half to one-third as wide as the body,
but soon expands so as to become two-thirds as wide as the body. It presents
u
5•.i. ...-12. • •":i"t'.' . ?2-. :n., .• the very interesting peculiarity of containing in
2
"i_j • · 2:~+· ,:
3- 6
its anterior part about a score of cells whose
·
u
,. 7 +1.i.._ • • • -1!- • . ,~ 12. •• staining properties indicate that a different phys·1j · ·2\.+· i.s
,-. 7 ,....,._ 2·8
iological function is discharged in this portion of
the intestine, possibly some gastric function. This is in line with other anatomical observations, indicating that the anterior portion of the nema intestine
possesses functions differing from those of the middle and posterior portions.
Opposite the cardiac constriction, there are two or three bodies closely resembling
those usually seen in this position in the genus Trilobus. The nature of these
organs still remains problematical. From the slightly depressed anus, the rectum, which is somewhat shorter than the anal body-diameter, extends inward
almost at right angles to the ventral surface. Owing to the strong development
of the somatic muscles, the intestine is only about one-half as wide as the body.
The tissues of the oesophagus evidently contain glands, of which the dorsal is
much the more highly developed; from its structure, it would be easy to suppose
that the gland in the dorsal sector empties at the pharynx, but no conclusive
proof of this has been obtained. In a similar way, it may be surmised that the
glands in the submedian sectors empty into the lumen of the oesophagus in the
vicinity of the nerve-ring. The tail is at first convex-conoid in such fashion that
at the middle it is only about one-sixth as wide as at the anus; from the middle
onward it is cylindroid, expanding slightly to form the rather rounded spinneret.
The ovaries may be reflexed for a short distance near their blind ends. The tail
of the male is rather strongly ventrally arcuate. For a distance in front of the
anus equal to about five-body-diameters, there is found a ventral row of subequidistant innervations probably amounting, in fact, to a series of supplements. These begin near the anus, where they are only one-third as far apart
as at the front end of the series. These very inconspicuous organs are nearly
co-extensive with the series of oblique copulatory muscles. There are two lateral and two ventrally submedian rows of setae on the tail, the lateral rows
lying close to the outside lateral rows of beads. Of these lateral pairs there
are eight or nine. Each of the two sub-ventral rows has about twelve to fourteen
setae. There are a few other setae scattered irregularly on the ventral side of
the tail, as well as in the dorsally submedian positions. Spicula much elongated,
narrow, acute; guided by accessory pieces about as long as the anal body-diameter, which have, projecting backward from their middle parts, processes nearly
as long as they themselves are. The distal ends of the spicula are obscurely
retrorsely barbed. The caudal glands seem to be located in the tail. It appears
that sometimes the distal extremity of the anterior testis may be reflexed for a
short distance. The posterior testis is considerably smaller than the anterior.
Habitat: Mud in the shallow portions of the harbor of Kingston, Jamaica. The
name Pepsonema is suggested by the interesting cells found in the anterior
portion of the intestinal wall. Such specially differentiated cells are now known
for all parts of the nema intestine. In general the specialized cells of the posterior part of the intestine are histologically different from the specialized cells
of the anterior portion. Fig. 77, p. 295.
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X. Order Aponchia.
78. Trissonchulus oceanus n. sp. Cuticle naked, practically without marks of
any kind. Onchia refractive, in contour roughly equilateral, slightly curved,
apparently with an outward stroke. When the mouth is slightly open, the apices
of the teeth are on a level with the surface of the head. Neck slightly conoid,
-convex-conoid at the head. Amphids very faint. Inner surface of each of the
six lips armed with scores of exceedingly minute, closely set denticles. Oesophagus cylindroid, then conoid in the posterior fourth, where there is a faint cardiac
swelling, which can hardly be called a bulb. At the nerve-ring the oesophagus is
one-half, and finally three-fifths, as wide as the corresponding part of the neck.
The indistinct lining is expressed by three parallel
lines occupying a space two-sevenths as wide as
_onCJ!..... lbf6I
the oesophagus. There is a conoid cardia one-half
as wide as the base of the neck. The thin-walled
intestine becomes at once three-fourths as wide as
the body, at least when gorged. Its cross-section
is probably made up of eight to ten cells. These
cells contain scattered colorless granules of variable size, the largest of which are one-fortieth as
wide as the body. Tail sub-cylindroid in the anterior thr«te-fourths. The spinneret presents the
peculiarity of being on the ventral surface of the
tail some distance from the tip. (See illustration.) The elongated-ellipsoidal caudal glands,
as long as the body is wide and one-third as wide
as long, are located in front of the copulatory muscles. They form a loose tandem, and empty
. . . ,,•
through distinct ducts and ampullae, the latter \\ ~~{ ✓';
being large and filling the tail. There are no caudal setae. The lateral fields are one-third as wide
~ ? ..
as the body and contain large, ellipsoidal cells
\.
nearly as wide as the fields themselves, occurring
at intervals of one to three body-widths; these are
apparently glandular, and connect with the sur\··~ ->- ~_ _ :·. . · •'
face by means of pores on the lateral line. The lfi. -· .....
.
X750
excretory pore is at the lips and is directed for1
ward. The renette cell, one neck-length behind ]~
~::
the cardia:, and as long as the neck, is granular and
2
98
'M-"
96,5
_ > 3.6
contains a large nucleus; its duct is about as wide ,,..c.11~-"-51- - 4'1"'
: - =:"--.....;. ---..--<=
1 6
15
14
3
as the cuticle is thick, and being coarsely granular,
is rather easily followed. There is an anterior rudimentary part to the female
sexual organs two to three body-widths long. From the continuous vulva, the
medium-sized, more or less tubular vagina leads inward two-fifths the distance
across the body. The broad, cylindroid ovary contains about thirty ova,
arranged single file proximally, but irregularly distally. Tail of the male smaller
and more arcuate than that of the female, and more nearly conoid. The proximal
ends of the stoutish, tapering, rather blunt spicula appear to lie opposite the
body-axis. There is a rather frail, slender accessory piece. There is a low and
more or less obscure ventral pre-anal elevation at the anterior portion of the
region occupied by the copulatory muscles. This may perhaps partake of the
nature of a supplementary organ. On each side, in front of the anus, there are
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three, and behind the anus four, ventrally submedian papillae, the former separated by spaces about one and one-half times as great as the width of the body.
Of those on the tail two are in front of the spinneret pore and two behind. Of the
two testes the anterior one is much the longer; both are narrow. The ejaculatory
duct is one-half as wide as the body, the vas deferens one-fifth to one-third.
The copulatory muscles occupy a space five times as long as the tail. The spermatozoa are more or less ellipsoidal, and one-fifteenth to one-tenth as wide as the
body of the female. In the male, at a distance in front of the anus four to eight
times the length of the tail there are seven clavate, long glands connecting backward with the ejaculato.ry duct. These glands darken in Flemming's solution. In
front of these glands, for a distance equal to four to five times the body-diameter,
there are about seventeen spherical glands not darkening in Flemming. These
also seem to connect with the ejaculatory duct.
Hab itat : Seaweed that drifted ashore after a storm at Ocean Beach, Miami,
Florida, U. S. A. Also found in beach sand at Ocean Beach. Flemming to
glycerine jelly. Fig. 78, p. 297.
79. Aponchium cylindricolle n. sp. When the lips are closed the three onchia
almost completely fill the pharyngeal cavity. Extending backward and slightly
outward from the bases of the teeth are refractive
!;_~., ::: 1~ '!'..s!_ 9 ~:: >t.9-· markings in the pharynx, indicating folds,evidence that the cavity containing the ~eeth can
u
6.
10.
>1. 9 .. be everted. The pharyngeal cavity seems tc
1
.•9/ u
U
merge gradually into the lumen of the oesophagus; it probably extends backward a distance equal to the diameter of the head.
Onchia of very slightly unequal size ;-the dorsal perhaps smallest, the submedian ones equal. The oesophagus continues to have the same diameter until after
it passes through the nerve-ring, when it expands to form the elongated, pyriform, posterior bulb or swelling, three-fourths as wide as the base of the neck.
There is a distinct, somewhat cylindroid cardia, about one-third as long as the
neck is wide. The thick-walled intestine, which is separated from the oesophagus
by a broad and deep constriction, soon becomes three-fourths as wide as the body.
I ts cross-section would display six to eight cells. The cells of the anterior portion of the intestine for a distance twice as great as the corresponding bodydiameter appear to be of a slightly different character from those farther back,
as they almost invariably stain somewhat differently. The preliminary cells of
the intestine, namely, a transverse series of about six cells, are undoubtedly of
a larger size than those immediately following, and stain in a different manner; ·
they fail to take acid carmine stain, when the cells immediately following stain
well. These cells are packed with granules of rather uniform size. The succeeding intestinal cells contain numerous yellowish granules of variable size, which
are rather irregularly disposed. A notable feature of the intestine is the lining,
which is unusually thick, and consists of two elements; an interior thin, refractive membrane surrounded by a non-staining layer nearly as thick as that portion
of the intestine containing the granules, already mentioned. In many parts of
the intestine this lining, composed of the two above-mentioned elements, occupies fully half the optical longitudinal section. Anus raised, rectum somewhat
shorter than the anal body-diameter. The tail begins to taper slowly from some
little distance in front of the anus. Behind the anus it tapers somewhat more
rapidly, and is conoid to the terminus. The three saccate caudal glands form a
close tandem series in the anterior half of the tail. The nuclei of these cells
0
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are slung in a rather fine net-work of protoplasm. The lateral fields are fully
one-third as wide as the body. The renette cell is not yet fully understood.
There is a series of rather prominent cells a short distance behind the base of the
neck on the ventral side of the intestine which undoubtedly constitutes the
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renette. In one typical specimen these cells were arranged as follows: First,
an elongated-ellipsoidal cell, which failed to take the carmine stain, but contained a distinctly stained nucleolus in its nucleus. This. was followed by a cell
which stained rather strongly, which in turn was followed by a pair of cells which
did not stain, except in their nuclei; these two cells were arranged side by side,
and were the largest of the series, being nearly half as wide as the body, and
nearly twice as long as wide. Behind this pair of cells there was a single cell
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resembling the first member of the series, and behind this one or two others
arranged tandem. This entire series occupies a distance equal to the length of
the neck. From the raised vulva the vagina extends inward and forward. The
outstretched ovary contains fifty or more developing ova arranged in double
fi!e, except near the blind end, which is located near the middle of the body.
The eggs are of large size, elongated, about one and one-half times as long as the
body is wide and about two-fifths as wide as long. In all those thus far seen the
spherical nucleus is of unusually large size. There is no posterior rudimentary
branch to the sexual organs. Well-developed accessory pieces surround the distal ends of the spicula. With them a median piece extends along the spicula
and appears to end opposite the body-axis, near the base of the apophysis. The
karyokinesis of the spermatocytes shows the arrangement of the chromosomes
in spireme threads, something very uncommon in nemas.
Habitat: Larat, East Indies. Marine Fig. 79, p. 299.
XI. Order Triplonchia.
80. Triplonchium cylindricum n. sp. Cuticle naked as in the case of nearly
1«00 "'
. . gi/6) ,
. oo 1.8 6.9 13•
all Triplonchs.
54 ,"
98.
1 ! ,
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2.,,1,, 3. 1
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2.s 1.2 • • Cylindroid neck
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ending in a con7.8 15.
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u ,..._ ,., · •• vex-conoid head.·
pe:r:.. l'Q. : , oe
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Amphids more or less protrusile, projecting con~ IISC/1!tlr:t
.,niid siderably in all specimens killed with Flemming's
·
· solution. (See illustration.) In some respects
al
qi,
the amphids are reminiscent of those of certain
Mermithidae. Oesophagus mainly cylindroid,
UC
but finally expanding to form a pyriform bulb
nearly two-thirds as wide as the base of the neck,
and having a rather indistinct valve one-sixth as
,vidc as itself. The lining of the oesophagus is
,Ki not a very distinct feature. There is no very
distinct cardia. The intestine becomes at once
Ira ···
X750
· tKi about two-thirds as wide as the body. The cells
contain numerous refractive spherical granules, the largest of which are about
one-sixth as wide as the body, the smallest of which are very murh smaller.
These granules are packed so closely together as to obscure the details of the
histological structure of the intestine. Anus continuous; rectum slightly refractive. The lateral fields have not been clearly seen, but appear to be about onefourth as wide as the body. Renette unknown. The nerve-ring surrounds the
oesophagus squarely, and there are numerous nerve cells close together, both in
front of the nerve-ring and behind it, filling the greater part of the cavity of the
neck. From the slightly raised vulva the distinctly cutinized vagina leads backward a distance nearly equal to half the corresponding body diameter; it t.hen
joins the single uterus, which extends first backward, then forward. This latter,
when empty, appears to be about two-fifths as wide as the body. The end of
the posterior ovary lies about one to two body-widths behind the vulva. Nothing is known concerning the size and form of the eggs. There is a cell located
about as far behind the base of the neck as this latter is behind the anterior
extremity, which attracts attention on account of its somewhat peculiar appearance. It presses the intestine to one side, and has a distinct nucleus, with a
22
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refractive nucleolus. Possibly this cell is the renette cell. The tail of the male
is a little more strongly developed than that of his mate. No pre-an°al supplements, though there appear to be one or two obscure papillae just in front of the
anus. There are very obscure, straight accessory pieces; these may be little
more than thickenings of the wall of the cloaca. The ejaculatory duct is twofifths, the vas deferens about two-thirds, as wide as the body. In glycerine specimens the spermatocytes are distinctly refractive, ellipsoidal bodies, about onesixth as long as the body is wide. The dorso-ventral view of the amphids is very
instructive. As seen in glycerine preparations fixed with Flemming's solution,
the external amphids appear as tubular protrusile organs, arcuate in form, and
three to four times as long as wide. They may be protruded for at least half
their length. Their outer surface is of a refractive character, and there appears
to be a slightly refractive core. At the extremity they are almost imperceptibly
expanded, somewhat hemispherical in form, with the terminal surface much
thinner and less refractive than the lateral. They appear to slide in an inner tube
located in the head, which is also cutinized. This tube extends inward and backward, and ends opposite the base of the pharynx, and is therefore arcuate like
the amphid itself. Tubes leading back from the external amphid may be traced
at least half way to the nerve-ring. The inner elements of the tube are refractive, and are seen to lie more or less parallel to the body-axis, but as yet have not
been connected up with any internal cellular structure. There are comparatively
few ova in the ovary, perhaps about a dozen in all, arranged somewhat irregularly.
Habitat: Humus, Plummer's Island, Potomac River, near the District of Columbia, U. S. A. Fig. 80, p. 300.
81. Aphelenchulits mollis n. sp. Cuticle thin, naked; the wings, extending from
the neck to n~ar ~he ter~inus and beari~g about twelve, on dir.. , , --···
1/)
very fine, long1tudmal striae, are hardly raised at all. Con···· , , ,1r1 fY!!I
tour, very minutely crenate. The head, which is more or
j; l ! ,
less rounded in the adult, is sub-truncate in the young, and /JJ/J on II [~ j\\ · msc on
the region is sometimes set off by an almost imperceptible
1\
broad, shallow constriction. The spear is nearly vestigial, cue som · ·
lum oe
probably nearly functionless, and may act merely as a tube
1/J ·
through which the food passes. It is not clear what t h
--- e
------~--~
·······
motive force in deglutition is, as the usual oesophageal
/
bulbous pump is absent. Oesophagus cylindroid or faintly
·
cephaloboid. In the larvae opposite the excretory pore are di, .
. N/J
00
to be seen two successive breaks in the lining of the oesophr
--(XJ
agus, which are probably vestiges of a bulb. At first, the ~
oesophagus is two-fifths, near the nerve- ring one-half, and
finally one-fourth, as wide as the corresp onding portion of
the neck; the lini~g is subdistinct, the musculature fine and ~ _ , . .
colorless. There 1s no car- 1.1 8.9 1,.
Y
93. 2 1. • • ,.,, ·
cd
7
28
•
dia.
The
oesophagus ·9 / 1. 9 2• 1
1.
w"
....... .
9
changes gradually into the 1.1 s.6 12.
-x"--.,95. 1• ••
><
750
22
intestine, as in Aphelen- 1•1 / 1 •8 2·
..U..lf!ll ..............
•
•
ehus. In the larvae, the
Upper Fig .- Adult male.
Lower Figs.-Adult female.
thick-walled intestine gradually becomes three-fifths as wide as the body.
Its lining is refractive and in cross-section. it presents one to two cells only,
which alternate with each other as in some Rhabdites. The anus is con-
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tinuous, the rectum inconspicuous and about as long as the anal body diameter.
The nuclei of the intestinal cells are clear, and have twice the diameter of the
largest intestinal granules, and present a nucleolus. The cells of the intestine
are usually packed with granules of variable size, the largest of which are oneninth as wide as the body and are so arranged as to give rise to a more or less
distinct tessellated effect. Tail of the adult, as shown in the illustration. The
tail of a larva is more or less cylindroid, but slightly conoid and at the end bluntly
rounded and almost imperceptibly apiculate. There are no caudal glands.
,w;rtrr:i
qi,
al Opposite the base of the oesophagus,
t
•••
.there are two to three nuclei similar to
those often found in the g·e nera Tylen··-sp
.mt chus and Aphelenchus, and probably having the same function, namely, that of
salivary glands. The long renette, which
OC..... ·-'-"'-_....,,.....,...._._ _ _OC
sulKJJt appears to be sometimes on the right,
sometimes on the left, extends back along
unit the lateral field a long distance; it has
!rs..
(/fl
-·
been followed for three-fourths the length
of the body. The nerve-ring is accomgm
·JJl's
·. of panied by rather obscure nerve cells.
Only the blind end of the tapering ovary
X
is reflexed. The vulva is large and con1n··
750 spicuous, and is somewhat elevated, especially in front. The straight uterus contains ellipsoidal to elongated eggs, which
are about as long as the body is wide, measuring forty by twenty-five microns.
They begin segmenting before deposition.
Habitat: Found at Falls Church, Va., U. S. A., parasitic in a wood-boring
beetle, determined by Mr. F. C. Craighead as Cyllene picta Drury. Sixteen
thousand larvae and a few adult females were found in one beetle. Both male
and female beetle are infested, usually with only a few female parasites ;-at least
such is the condition in the month of May. Of fourteen female insects, three
were infested; of twelve males, seven were infested. As a rule, only a few adult
females of Aphelenchulus mollis occur in one host, about one to eight. Two
living adult males of Aphelenchulus mollis were found in the castings of beetles
taken from infested logs. These are the only adult males so far seen. This
finding may indicate that the females are fertilized before entering the host.
The parasites are found in the thorax of the beetle, as well as the abdomen. Fig.
81a, p. 301; Fig. 81b.
.~
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14.

" -88.

92.

82. lotonchium imperfectum (Biltschli ) nom. nov. u m 1!!,, !!I..,
2.5 • ~ LS ••
Striae fine; contour entire. Head abruptly truncate , set off by expansion. Spear
exceedingly minute, eight microns long, about one-fourth to one-fifth as long as
the head is wide, simple, plain, apparently not bulbed; in the male, the spear is
difficult to see, being reduced to a mere point. Neck conoid; amphids?. Intestine very transparent; anus indistinct. Tail of the female conical from the vulva,
acute. Excretory duct single, much coiled. Ovary outstretched forward; eggs
somewhat longer than body is wide, half as wide as long, deposited after segmentation. Spicula L-form, tapering, cephalated by constriction, considerably
longer than the anal body-diameter; accessory pieces none; bursa well-developed,
springing from considerably in front of the spicula and extending somewhat
beyond the terminus.
Habitat: In rotting fungi , Germany. Syn. Tylenchus imperfectus Btsli.
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Order Axonchia
•r,

7. Z

19.

yt52!

go.

1
83. Onchium ocellatum n. sp. .7 /u
1.s
1.s
1.2 > • •• Cuticle thin, the
transverse striae almost impossible of resolution. Except for the cephalic setae,
the cuticle is naked. Spear hollow, brownish, very thin-walled. Though the
yellowish, solid, refractive eye-spots are sublateral in position, they are rather
near together. The specimens thus far examined do not enable one to make a
clear distinction between the oesophagus and the intestine. Connected with
the posterior part of the oesoph- set rpld4L,
ump/J ;f/11,,_. umph
agus arc large glandular cells,
.
'·~-~
ff ; :\
....
probably three in number, judg· '>.
'
ing by the number of nuclei. These OC ..... ·
dct
structures seem to be homologous
\\
oe.
1
with those found in a similar posi- oe . _
tion in Tylenchus and Aphelen·j it
chus, but their actual connection
~'-1'
film, O(J.
with the lumen of the oesophagus X 750
ump ·
rpn
is problematical, as no connecting duct has been seen . The p ex .
best interpretation seems to be to consider these structures
as a part of the oesophagus, but it is entirely possible that nro r ...... .
the oesophagus ends just in front of these glands. The thickwalled intestine, which has a very distinct, refractive zig- oe . .. ... ....
zag lumen, becomes almost at once three-fourths as wide as
the body. From the elevated anus, the prominent, cutinized fl/ oe(t). _
rectum extends inward a distance equal to the anal body- :J'
diameter. The cells of the intestine contain numerous somewhat variable yellowish· granules, the largest of which are dct rm ..
one-sixteenth as wide as the body. The conoid tail is arcuate.
Caudal glands have not been clearly deciphered, but they· g/ . ... .
probably lie behind the anus in the anterior half of the tail
in a loose tandem. They are narrow and elongated. The rJct rm _
elongated, granular renette cell, twice as long as the body
is wide, and about one-third as wide as long, is located ll{f/ !JI
six to eight body-widths behind the neck. The single,
reflexed sexual organ extends forward; the accompanying
formula, correct for the larvae, does not pretend to indi- Dim lilt.
cate the true form of the developed organ. ]\!ales unknown.
Habitat: Clean "white" marine sand, in five feet of water, X 500
from a cove near the entrance to Buzzard's Bay, Mass., U. S. A., Also from
"sea-grass," Key West, Florida. Fig. 83.

\'?'

;•t':
if

84. Doryllium uniforme n. sp. Cuticle naked , very minutely transversely striated. Neck conoid. Spear minute, dorylaimoid, but with a distinct, somewhat
refractive posterior swollen part. The oesophagus continues with slight variations until it joins the pineapple-shaped cardiac bulb, which is two-thirds as
wide as the base of the neck and is separated from the preceding portion of the
oesophageal tube by a constriction. This bulb contains, among other things,
a spherical nucleus with a distinct nucleolus, presumably indicating the existence here of glands like those of Dorylaimus. The narrow intestiµe joins thti
middle of the posterior surface of the bulb, and becomes at once about two-fifths
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as wide as the body; its cross-section would present only about two cells. These
cells contain scattered yellowish granules of uniform size. From the inconspicuous anus the rectum extends a distance longer than the anal body-diameter.
The pre-rectum is about four times as long as the corresponding body-diameter,
l'l'fJllJ.
IIXfXI \
it, ·• 9.5 19.
'.31,"
r,.
and is readily distin9
·
~
1.
:t.9
'-'-' ·1
%.6 • •• guished from the rest of
oSlfJ(J) ·
., 12.
19.
_J1..!'
96the intestine by differ1·
u
7-.§
u ":z.
.8! •• ences in structure ;-it
appears more transparent and more nearly colorless.
Renette unknown. There seem to be very faint indications of the presence of a lateral wing. The lateral
fields are about one-fifth to one-fourth as wide as the
body. From the rather inconspicuous vulva, the
vagina, which is well cutinized, extends inward and
m:ttnbackward half way across the body, where it joins the
nd single uterus which extends backward. The reflexed
><750n·, kmJ
· · tnll ovary reaches half way back to the vulva, and contains ten to twenty ova arranged for the most part single file. There is an anterior rudimentary branch to the uterus which is a little longer than the corresponding body-diameter. Eggs unknown; judging from the full-grown ova they
are about as long as the body is wide and about half as wide as long. Single male
supplement two body-diameters in front of the anus, four times as far away as
the anal pair.
Habitat: Brackish soil on the banks of a marine estuary, Los Patos, California,
U.S. A. Differs from Dorylaimus in the form of the spear, and the oesophagus.
Most species of Dorylaimus have two ovaries. Differs also in the reduced number of supplementary organs;-outside the anal pair, there is only one. Differs
in material respects also from Tylencholaimus, to which it may be compared.
Fig. 84.

rul -

_.1 •.••• 1.z., .. 20 .... ... "•511," ..... 99 ••• 1

85. Leptonchus granulosus n. sp. 1·.6. 2;~' 1:.!
M,
z:z · •• Cuticle naked,
its tram;verse striae resolvable with difficulty into exceedingly minute dots.
One of the inner striae seems to correspond to about four of the outer. Cuticle
also possessed of inconspicuous longitudinal striae. N eek
conoid. Amphids broad, faint, somewhat stirrup-shaped,
their anterior contours opposite the labial constriction. The
oesophagus begins as a tube about one-fourth as wide as the
base of the head, and continues to have this diameter until
__ (Kl
it finally expands to form the clavate or elongated pyriform
cardiac swelling, which is about one-half as wide as the base
of the neck. There is an inconspicuous conoid cardia about
one-third as wide as the body. The oesophagus is therefore
essentially tubular throughout most of its length. It is,
however, a trifle wider near the middle, in the neighborhood
of the nerve-ring, usually behind it, and at this point there
appears to be a slight alteration in the lining, suggesting in the faintest possible
manner vestiges of a median bulb; at its widest part, however, the slender part
of the oesophageal tube is not more than one-fourth to one-fifth as wide as the
corresponding portion of the neck. At its narrowest part, just in front of the
cardiac swelling, it is about half as wide as it is at its widest part. The lining
of the oesophagus is not a conspicuous feature. The intestine, which becomes
at once fully three-fourths as wide as the body, is made up of cells of such a size
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that its cross-section presents but two of them. These cells are packed with
granules of variable size, the largest having a diameter one-eighth as great as
that of the body, while the smallest are very minute. The tail begins to taper
from some distance in front of the anus. There are a few inconspicuous papillae
near the posterior extremity of the tail of the female. The pre-rectum is of
most unusual length, extending to a little beyond the flexure of the anterior
ovary, and hence occupying about half the length of the body. It is set off from
the front portion of the intestinal tube by a distinct constriction, and differs also
in structure. The lateral fields are about one-third as wide as the body. The
ventral fields appear to be wider than the lateral,-nearly half as wide as the body,
at least appearances half way between the vulva and the anus give rise to this
measurement. The traces of the excretory pore are difficult to observe, but they
are uniform in the different specimens, and as no other similar "break" in the
cuticle is to be deciphered it seems impossible that the single "break" opposite
the nerve-ring can be anything but an excretory pore. No indications are seen
of the existence of an internal structure connecting with this
pore, but the neck, especially the posterior portion of it in front omp/1
lfK//J(fOJ
of the cardiac swelling, is occupied by elongated structures,
f
which may be of a glandular nature and connected with the on ·· i
aforesaid "pore." The slightly elevated vulva is a transj.
BOil
verse slit about one-fourth as long as the body is wide. Radiating from its ends are four muscles passing to the submedian 01!
f11J.wlfl
fields. The vagina leads about halfway across the body. The
reflexed ovaries reach about three-fourths the distance back to
su/Jcut,
the vulva, and contain a dozen or more developing ova,
arranged somewhat irregularly. The elongated eggs are three
to four times as long as the body is wide, and about one-fourth
to one-fifth as wide as long.
Habitat: Soil about willow trees, Arlington Farm, Va., opposite the city of Washington, D. C., U. S. A. Fig. 85, p. 304 .
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86. Axonchium amplicollen. sp. · 6 c,i)· 9 2• 8
'·
.. ,r
,,
Cuticle naked. The two portions of the
pi.X ?
1
oesophagus are separated by a constriction,
as shown in the figure; both parts cylindri_
'. · .
.... f)(!
cal. Lining of the oesoph. agm; well-devel- ump!, . _
·
·._. · on
oped, but more or less obscured by the
· . ·:
well marked, rather coarse. colorless muscu- 1/JSC. _ · , ·~.
Iature in the posterior part. Salivary glands
i
~
1
1
in the posterior part of the oesophagus as in
;.... oe
Dorylaimus, one gland. emptyi~g into the on _ \, '?>;Fi j
lumen near the anter10r portion of the
larger cylindroid half of the oesophagus,
\ ·.
the others farther back. Anus subcon- IP
·· · ·
tinuous; the rectum prominent and cutinized, and one and one-third times as long
325
as the anal body-diameter. The anal mus- x 75o
cles are clearly disclosed. The pre-rectum is five times as long as the anal bodydiameter, and set off by a definite but faint constriction. The cells of the intestine contain numerous, colorless granules of variable size, the largest of which
are one-twenty-fifth as wide as the body. Tail of the adult female as shown in
the illustration. In the youngest larvae, however, the tail is cylindroid in the

JJ)(6J1 -·
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posterior half, and in this part, about one-third as wide as at the anus, the terminus being rounded. The coarsely granular lateral fields are one-fourth to
one-sixth as wide as the body. Renette problematical. From the small, inconspicuous, faintly elevated vulva, the rather weak, non-cutinized vagina leads
inward .two-fifths the distance across the body. The elongated eggs are three
times as long as wide and twice as long as the body is wide. The tapering ovary
reaches about half way back to the vulva, and contaius about twenty ova, the
largest of which are arranged single file, while the others a:re arranged irregularly.
Habitat: Soil about the roots of Luca da Persia, Brazjl. The part of Brazil
from which the plants came is unknown. The soil examined was removed from
the roots after they were imported into the United States. It is probable that
the species is syngonic. Another trnpical species, originally described by the
writer under the name of Dorylaim1ts longicollis, from about banana roots, Fiji,
possibly also belongs to this genus. Fig. 86. p. 305.
1. 5

10. 1

16.S

1

''48 1 10

S,.

7
87. Onch-ulella ocellata n. s p. 1.2 u
1.6
1. 7
1.3> 1. -·
Cuticle naked.
Striae almost impossible of resolution. Spear solid, refractive and apparently
"structureless" throughout. The two yellowish ocelli are wide apart, their
lenses colorless. The oesophagus is at first about one-half, near the nerve ring
two-fifths, and finally five-sixths, as wide as the corresponding portion of the
neck; the anterior part is cylindroid, the posterior part more or less opscure.
The oesophageal region seems to be largely filled with a series of elongated,
clavate glands, some granular and some not, and hence of two kinds. The hindermost of these is the largest, and with reference to the oesophagus lies in much
flmp/1 \
the same way as the larger salivary gland of Tylenchus. There
is also a large spherical nucleus in this gland, as in Tylenchus.
fllDp/1
This is the only one of the granular cells having a large conspicuflmp/,
ous nucleus. The non-granular cells are smaller; two or three
of them present nuclei. The measurements given in the formula
or .
for the base of the oesophagus really refer to the posterior limits
of these glands. Just in front of the ocelli there are two lateral,
external, elliptical, cuticular elements, two-thirds as long as
the corresponding diameter of the neck, and one-third as wide
5
o as long. These connect backward by means of ducts, and it
seems probable that they are connected with one of the two kinds of glandular
cells contained in the neck. The lining of the oesophagus is indistinct, its musculature fine and colorless. No cardia has been seen. The thick-walled intestine, which has a distinct, refractive, ziz-zag lining, becomes at once five-sixths
as wide as the body. The anterior lip of the anus is more or less elevated. The
inconspicuous rectum is about three-fourths as long as the anal body-diameter;
anal muscles arc dimly to be seen. The cells of ·the intestine, of which only two
to three would be presented in cross-section, are packed with colorless granules
of variable size, the largest of which are one-fifteenth as wide as the body. The
arcuate tail tapers from the anus to the terminus, and presents a spinneret
about one-sixth as wide as its base. Caudal glands tandem in front half of tail.
Xo caudal setae. Renette unknown. From the somewhat depressed vulva, the
more or less cutinized vagina extends inward three-fifths the distance across the
body. An ovum, apparently full-grown aud about to enter the uterus, is twice
as long as the body is wide, and one-third as wide as long:
Habitat: Eel-grass, Biscayne Bay, Miami, Florida, U. S. A. Flemming to
glycerine jelly. Ouly one specimen-that, a shrunken one-seen. Fig. 87.
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12. 2
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85.

6

2•8
88. Campydora demonstrans rL. sp. 1.:1 /'-4 !:..
u
• ·•· Cuticle naked.
Eight longitudinal striations exi!lt throughout the length of the body. In certain parts, especially along the neck, the longitudinal striae are more marked
than elsewhere, attaining almost the magnitude of wings. There appear to be
four such "wings," but an exact count has not yet been made. Neck conoid.
There are six rounded, i:;omewhat flat, partly confluent lips, bearing two circlets
of labial papillae, as shown in the illustration. These are plainly innervated,
a~d are of the sort commonly seen in Dorylaimus. The inner circlet has six
members; the outer circlet twelve, i.e., six pairs. The six slender structures
extending forward around the mouth, the inner circlet, may also end in organs
having the nature of papillae, but if so, they are of a different character
from the outer papillae. Base of the solid onchium axial, Ofl•.
fP/6/
or nearly so, the apex however, bent considerably to the dorsal
side. The onchium may be protruded by means of longitudinal muscles composing the pharyngeal bulb. Lining of the
posterior portion of the pharynx considerably less refractive.
The oesophagus has about the same relative diameter until it
✓
,
at
finally expands suddenly to form the somewhat elongated, msc
rfij SIJDt1Jt
cylindroid cardiac bulb, which is fully five-sixths as wide as
fut .
, ' . of
the corresponding portion of the neck, and contains a rather OS{) ~ \, .
faint, elongated, three-parted valve occupying about half x750
arpmt
the optical longitudinal section. This cardiac bulb has a peculiar formation in
that the valve extends very nearly from end to end of the bulb and is manifestly
triquetrous, so that by the contraction of the radial muscles, the bulb can be
thrown into the form of a chamber. Lining of the oesophagus unusually distinct.
The central oesophageal tube, when seen in optical section presents each of its
walls with a double contour, and the lumen has about the same width as the
thickness of the walls. The entire width of this tube is considerably grt'!ater
than the thickness of the cuticle, and is about equal to · one-twelfth the diameter of the middle of the neck. The intestine becomes at once about five-sixths
as wide as the body. There is a comparatively distinct, broad, low cardia.
The walls of the intestine are comparatively thick. Its cross-section would
probably present two to four cells. These cells contain doubly-refractive,
spherical, scattered granules of variable size, the largest of which have a diameter one-tenth as great as that of the body, the smallest being very much smaller.
When seen with crossed Nicols, these granules show a prominent St. Andrew's
cross. All the granules appear to be of the same character; their walls, seen in
optical section, present a double contour. Behind the base of the neck for
a distance about equal to one body-diameter, the granules are few in number
and small in size. Elsewhere, they arc about equally distributed, or perhaps a
little less abundant toward the posterior end. The tail is conoid irom near
the anus, and the cuticle becomes thicker on the posterior extremity and more
strongly striated. In young specimens it expands laterally to form wings,
which appear quite distinctly striated when viewed dorso-ventrally. From
the conspicuous, depressed anus, the strongly refractive, cutinized rectum
is considerably longer than the anal body-diameter. Excretory pore depressed
and rather conspicuous. From it, the cutinized duct can be distinctly seen
leading inward. From the depressed somewhat circular vulva, the cutinized
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vagina leads inward nearly half way across the body, where it joins the single
uterus, which apparently extends forward. The ovary extends backward past
the vulva. Nothing is known concerning the size and form of the eggs.
Habitat: About the roots of citrus trees, Corfu, Greece. Fig. 88, p. 304.
\1. l) 15,

12,

22.

"5,:•

93. )S.Z ••

.

89: Catalaimus'acuminatus n. sp- < ,9J/ 1•9 1· 8 1-9
u
t.3
Naked cuticle traversed by exceedingly fine transverse striae. Lips when closed exhibiting
about a dozen folds which
pex·····. . _,~ seJqiJ(JO} are barely visible with the
, ;¥/i_
highest powers. Onchium
-•.. umpA arcuate, · slender, lon·g,
:.
spear-like . Eye-spots
uctren
Oil
·· f. JJC two, lateral, refractive,
~
colorless, glistening.
ph ...
OC-···.·1
.:..\ "setcro Near the beginning of the
1J
. \!
pharyngeal tube, each of
llJ1J r
I,X 750 the three sectors of the
bus nh_ · .;
oesophagus presents longitbudhi_nadl lhines of yellowish pigmenht.
P"·
_
From some little distance e m t e nerve-ring, the oesop agus continues to have the same diameter throughout the
oe. ·· ...... · SfJII
remainder of its length.' There is a flattish conoid cardia,
about one-third as wide as the base of the neck. Lining of the oesophagus apparently wavy, occupying one-third of the optical section. The intestine, which
becomes at once three-fourths as wide as the body, is made up of cells of large
size, at least some of the cells are of very large size,-of such a size that probably
two only would be required to build a circumference. Whether there are other
smaller cells scattered among these larger cells remains to be determined. The
large cells are packed with nearly colorless granules of rather uniform size, having a width about half as great as the thickness of the body wall. While the anus
is depressed, its posterior lip is slightly raised. Rectum about as long as the
anal body-diameter. The nema tapers gradually from a considerable distance.
in front of the anus. Near the anus, it begins to taper more rapidly, so that at
the middle of the tail, the diameter is only about half as great as at the anus;
thence onward, the tail is nearly cylindroid and ends in an elongated spinneret.
No distinct traces of caudal glands are to be seen in the base of the tail; hence
it is assumed that they are located in front of the anus. Obscure indications
have been seen of their presence half as far in front of the anus as the terminus
is behind it. The lateral fields have not been distinctly seen. The location of
the renette cell remains undetermined. This description is derived from a
young female, and all that can be said is that the ovaries are probably double
and reflexed.
Habitat: Marine mud and sand, Noumea, New Caledonia, and Biscayne Bay,
Fla., U. S. A. Other species of this genus occur in the Indian Ocean and in the
Mediterranean Sea. Fig. 89.
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90. Bolbella tenuidens n. sp. Transverse striae excessively fine, more readily
seen in the subcuticle with high powers under favorable conditions. Longitudinal striations are •44 8.9 1M ''•u," 92' 8 ;, 2. 9 ..
1 2
present throughout the length of the body. Body ' 16 u · -- ~' 2 ,. u
•
9~:? 2. ..
wall massive, occupying one-third the radius. As -5 9· 19•
7
2
15
compared with related species the anterior cham- .i • •••!.~'1. •
ber of the pharynx is somewhat more foreshortened. There are two to three
- J(-

--;-,,
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dozen very long and very slender cervical setae, those toward the head end
being nearly twice as long as the cephalic setae,- more of them than are shown
in the illustration. Glandular tissue exists in the oesophagus, the granular
branches of which may be seen more particularly between the oesophageal bulbs:
a duct appears to lead to the pharynx. A cross-section of the intestine would
present four to six cells. In the female, from the more or less continuous anus.
of which, however, the posterior lip is slightly elevated, the inconspicuous rectum extends inward a distance equal to the anal body-diameter. A narrow renette cell exists two to three body widths behind the cardia on the ventral side.
The slightly elevated vulva is of medium size, and leads to a large tubular vagina,
at first at right angles to the ventral surface and then leading obliquely forward.
The wall of the vagina is well cutinized. Each branch of the two-horned uterus
is about one and one-half times as long as the body is wide. Two eggs have
been seen in a uterus at one time, each about twice as long as the body is wide.
The spherical spermatozoa existing in the uterus are about one-sixteenth as wide
as the body. The broad, more or less cylindroid ovaries extend two-fifths the
way back to the vulva, and contain "eight to ten countable ova arranged for the
most part irregularly. The two supplementary organs of Bolbella, like the similar organs of Eurystoma, are connected with large glands, one to each supplement. One of these glands is very well shown in the illustration -at gl s1tp o'.
FIG. 90.
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The gland is long and unicellular and its nucleus is shown at ncl gl. A natural
supposition is that these two supplements are cup-shaped organs attachable by
suction. The supposition appears, at first thought, to find support in the existence of the "anchors," which are manipulated by special muscles. It is rather
difficult to harmonize this theory with the existence of such large glands, so
much so that one feels inclined to give up all idea that suction plays any part
in the functioning of these organs. The so-called cups of the supplements are
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to a considerable extent protrusile, just as in Eurystoma. The males of Bolumph snst,
JtJt qi,(/{)) bell a seem to be considerably less eommon than
·
the females.
·
Habitat: Sand, Bathing Beach, Woods Hole,
Mass., U. S. A. Flemming to glycerine jelly.
sulHn Sublimate to balsam. Resembles Symplocostoma Ba,stian, but differs materially in the
structure of the posterior part of the oesophagus, as well as in the absence of eye-spots.
/ii
1/J The males of Symplocostoma have no supplements.
The strongly tapering neck of Bolbella results
dxl in a head of small size. Notwithstanding its
small size, one is immediately struck by its
strong resemblance to the head of Eurystoma.
The following differences, however, are to be
- - - • • --....--rr ··· on SIii/ill drt noted.
TM amp hid is smaller and of a different form, though here also, as in Eurystoma,
umplt.. •
. ph located on the dorsal side of the lateral lines.
While the pharynx is divided into two more or_
x 1500 less distinct chambers, the division line is not
transverse rows of denticles. Fig. 90a, p. 309; Fig. 90b.
91. Thoonchus ferox n. sp. Striae resolvable with difficulty. The thin, colorless lips are arched over the pharynx as in Oncholaimus, but the minute flaps
often seen on the tips of the lips of Oncholaimus
11
6
appear to be absent in this species, or at any
' :::•
~:~ > 2. 2 ..
6
rate, much reduced. Labial papillae located in
1
~:
the midst of shallow depressions. Amphids faint. /~::
5
Pharynx denticulate. The oesophagus has the
same diameter throughout its anterior half, after which it begins slowly to expand
and finally is two-thirds as wide as the base of the neck. There is a distinct,
bluntly convex-conoid cardia, nearly half as wide as the base of the neck. The
intestine, which is separated from the oesophagus by a deep constriction, becomes
at once three-fourths as wide as the body. It is rather thin walled and in cross •
section presents about six cells. These e~lls contain scattered, yellowish granules of variable sizes, so arranged as to give rise to an obscure tessellated effect.
The largest granules have a diameter nearly equal to the thickness of the body
wall. Posterior lip of the anus strongly elevated. Rectum equal in length to
the anal body-diameter. Renette elongated, located a little distance behind
the eardia. The lateral fields appear to be rather narrow; they are characterized by the presence in them of numerous, rather scattered, yellowish granules,
which are more numerous toward the edges of the field, and which, therefore,
define the fields more distinctly than is usually the case. At the base of the
head, the fields are seen to widen out and terminate in a rounded contour; the
margin of this contour marks the position of the amphids. The granules found
along the lateral fields appear also fo longitudinal rows outside these fields.
Thus, on either side of the lateral fields, there is a single distinct row of these
granules; on the submedian line, another very distinct assemblage of granules,
consisting of several irregular rows. Then comes another scattered faint row;
then a ventral or sub-ventral assemblage consisting of several rows. There is
thus produced on the neck as well as elsewhere quite a distinct longitudinal

/!:! ::~ ~:
~:!
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"striping" whose presence is indicated mainly by the arrangement of these
minute yellowish granules. The stout tail diminishes rapidly from the posterior
lip of the anus, so that at the middle it has a diameter about two-thirds as great
as at the base; thence onward it is nearly cylindroid to the rounded terminus.
The caudal glands are located in a tandem series considerably in front of the
anus; the hindermost being about four times as far from the anus as the terminus. The two anterior glands are close together and are nearly as far in front
of the hindermost as this latter is in front of the anus. From the elevated vulva,
the vagina extends inward half way across the body. The ovaries reach ::.bout
one-third the distance back to the vulva in specimens that contain three eggs
in the uterus. .Eggs elongated, about twice as long as the body is wide and about
one-third as wide as·long. Each of the twc uteri may contain three eggs at one
time. Tail of the male more strongly arcuate than that of his mate. Clavate
caudal glands about as long as the body is wide and about one-third as wide as
long, arranged some distance apart in a tandem series. When the body of the
male is closely coiled, the ventral surface toward the posterior end becomes
corrugated in a definite way for some distance in front of the anus, suggesting
that this area may be systematically innervated and serve the purpose of a ventral series of about two dozen subequidistant supplementary organs. These
corrugations are apparently innervated, but no distinct corresponding breuks
or openings have been seen in the cuticle. On the ventral c,ide at a distance
in front of the anus three times · as great as the length of the tail, there is an
elevated supplementary organ in the form of a transverse ridge. This occurs
in the midst of the corrugations just desc ribed,-at least, it appears that the
corrugations extend beyond it, although they arc not quite so close together
or so marked in this region. This supplementary organ begins near the submedian lines and extends across the ventral region. Its internal structure has
not been satisfactorily elucidated. It appears probable that the cuticle on
the ventral line //J /6)
_on
_ su/Jm
gl all..
. ....... II/SC som
is interrupted,
but even this is pex _
~">d~~Jf:a,;,,...
Jlll, __ ....
not clearly es •·
tablished. This on rlsl
qJ/J sp ...
swelling has two
to three times
.i,..,
-ww •····
the width of the Oil Sllurll snJI;·
ffl,l ·11
corrugations and nmP ren ·,...·
OSUJJlll'fl
sp
occurs at the r
~11same position on
......oc
three
different ()(J
male specimens,
so there can be x750
no doubt about its being a distinct supplementary structure. Opposite the
middle of the spicula, also, there is a pair of ·s ubventral supplementary papillae,
accompanied by slender subvcntral setae in the rear. There are a few short
delicate setae on the tail, especially on the submedian lines, but also in front of
the anus for some distance, where they are longer,- more nearly the size of
those on the anterior extremity. About a dozen pairs of copulatory muscles
occur in the ventrally submedian region, in a space four to five times as long as
the tail. Testes relatively small.
Habitat: Open-ocean beach-sand, South California. Bay City, Huntington
Beach U. S. A. Fig. 91.
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98.4

4
92. Trilepta guttata n. sp. el
-5
-5
-5 -..._, .4 >!,:i;. .. Cuticle naked except
for the cephalic and cervical setae. Lips probably three, and double, rather thick
and well-developed. When closed the pharynx appears as if longitudinally
ribbed. This appearance, however, may be due to the folding of the rather
massive lips, which close together and form a vestibule nearly one-half as long
as the remainder of the pharynx. :N eek cylindroid. The cylindroid oesophagus
near the nerve-ring is one-half, and also finally one-half, as wide as the base of
the neck; its musculature is fine and its lining indistinct. There is an indistinct
cardia one-third as wide as the base of the neck. The thick-walled intestine,
set off by a collum two-fifths as wide as the neck, and presenting a faint lumen,
becomes at once two-thirds as wide as the body, and in cross-section is made
up of but few cells containing scattered to numerous, small, more or less uniform,
yellowish granules. Neither spinneret nor caudal glands have been distinctly
seen. The lateral fields are one-fourth as wide as the body. Renette unknown.
From the raised anus the tail diminishes rather suddenly, then tapers gently to
the middle, where it is about one-half as wide as at the base; thence onward it is
cylindroid to the terminus, which is one-third as wide as the base of the tail.
The two simple, slender, rather frail and more or less tapering, acute to sub-acute
spicula are arcuate or somewhat bent, and are one and one-half times as long
set lb
set fut as the anal body-diameter. Viewed in profile their
proximal ends appear to lie dorsad from the body"-"""'"''7.,,___..,... .
1/J axis. The inconspicuous accessory piece lies parallei to the spicula. There are no supplementary
)
Ji, organs. The ejaculatory duct is one-third, the vas
~Ii15:Sll'\"/ V'!lw;~
· ~_.mur
deferens one-half, as wide as the body. The cylindroid testis is one-half as wide as the body, even
at its rounded, blind end. Oblong, fusiform, chromatin masses are to be seen in the sperm cells.
Habitat: Sand, below low-tide mark Bathing
Beach, Woods Hole, Mass., U. S. A. Sublimate to balsam. Fig. 92 .
.8
1.8
11.
" •c,o,u 98
6
93. Anoncholaimus mobilis n. sp. ,.;, 1-7 u
t.'3
1:t:> '· .. The cuticle is
so very thin that it wrinkles on the inside of the curve when the body bends.
Though there are no true wings, there is a faint, clear wing-space about one-eighth
as wide as the body. The thin, flat lips resemble those of Oncholaimus. There
is a vestigial dorsal onchium opposite the bases of the cephalic setae,-faintly
shown in the illustration. The neck is cylindroid. In the oesophagus near the
base of the pharynx there are scattered yellowish granules. The oesophagus is a
little wider at both ends than elsewhere. Near the pharynx it is two-thirds, at
the nerve-ring two-fifths, and finally three-fifths, as wide as the corresponding
portion of the neck. It has a distinct, refractive, apparently corrugated lining;
among its radial muscles there is more or less of yellow pigmented matter, which
occurs in straightish radial lines. There are at least two submedian glands in
the tissues of the oesophagus, emptying at the pharynx. The thick-walled intestine is set off by a constriction half as wide as the neck, and has a faint ziz-zag
lumen; it becomes at once two-thirds as wide as the body, and in cross-sert ion
presents about ten to twelve ce1ls. There are numerous ye1low granules of variable size in the cells of the intestine, the largest being one-thirtieth as wide as
the body; owing to their arrangement there is a faint tessellated effect. From
the anus, the posterior lip of which is elevated, the rather prominent rectum
extends a distance one and one-fourth times as great as the anal body-diameter.
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The convex-conoid tail tapers from the anus to the spinneret, which is armed
with submedian setae. The caudal glands lie in front of the anus. There are
IP .
1/J . _. . .... ·· IP practically no caudal setae. The lateral fields are
two-fifths as wide as the body and contain large
f
__...,...,...... __ U!Rp/1 cellular elements. Anoncholaimus has eight cervical glands, six emptying into the anterior part of
the pharynx opposite the bases of the setae and two
J/ , - --~...ft""\~".,n, smaller, a little farther back, on the dorsally subJ\\~.
lateral lines. The granular contents of the ducts
:. \i1fP.} 1·· ~ of these glands, increased slightly in volume, form
·- ;, t~-1. ~ • ·t''f'f . a prominent feature of the head. These ampullae
: ,1 · -~•- -~-.
·J- '()(! move back and forth during the various movements
/ {
'l".:
of the head. Hence the specific name "mobilis."
750 The cervical glands lie behind the nerve-ring, since
OD
l/. so.
their ducts have been followed backward to behind the nerve-ring. There are
also ducts of glands to be seen in the ventrally submedian sectors of the oesophagus. The pyriform renette cell, which lies a very short distance behind the
base of the neck, empties through a rather distinct ampulla twice as far back as
the base of the pharynx. The narrow nerve-ring is accompanied by large distinct
nerve cells arranged in groups. From the rather large and conspicuous, more or
less elevated vulva, the large muscular, non-cutinized vagina leads inward to
the two straight uteri. The eggs are twice as long as the body is wide, and two
and one-half times as long as wide. Judging by their size when empty, the uteri
are adapted to receive one egg at a time, possibly two. The posterior ovary is
a little the smaller; both are more or less cylindroid, finally tapering, of medium
size, and reach three-fourths the distance back to the vulva. The ova in them
are arranged single file. An ovum about to enter the oviduct is two to three
times as long as the body is wide, and about one-fourth as wide as long.
Habitat: Sea-weed, Squibnocket, Martha's Vineyard, Mass., U.S. A. ; Bathing
Beach, Wood's Hole, Mass., U.S. A.; not common. Examined living, in water.
Fig. 93.

t:\

94. Onchulus longicaudatus n. sp. ::~ ~:~ ::, '•◄::: ~: 1.1 • • Cuticle naked
except for the setae on the head; its striae very difficult of resolution. Whether
the onchium is hollow and perforated remains uncertain, lo
set/ut
but seems probable. Neck subcylindroid. The cylin • .:-. ·
droid oesophagus is at the nerve-ring three-fifths, and Mt.bl .
finally three-fourths, as wide as the corresponding por- OIi drJ.
..... mur/il
tion of the neck. Throughout its length, the colorless,
... I ~
r1,
coarse musculature is interspersed with granular, gland- /iJ. ··· II:
· ,,.,
ular tissues, as in Oncholaimus, making it seem probable 1/JSC
that the pharyngeal outlets are similar, but no duct has
been definitely established in the dorsal onchium. There
is a cylindroid cardia, about one-third as wide as the
rk:t
base of the neck. Scattered setae having a length equal
to the breadth of two annules occur on the tail. There
are no caudal glands. The description is derived from a single young specimen
in which the vulva was not yet developed. The immature ovaries reached twothirds the way back to the location of the future vulva.
·
Habitat: Soil about the roots of living plants imported from Brazil into t.he
United States. Flemming to glycerine jelly.· Fig. 94.
1
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1•••• ~-$'>. _17._ •• '.'5.1•.' •• -~.

>:Z. 4 ••

15
95. Digitonchus uniformis n. sp. -9 1-5 1· 9
:z.
Possibly the
•
transverse striae are resolvable into exceedingly minute markings. Cuticle
naked except for the cephalic setae. Lips three, possibly very faintly double.
on
nJ/6/ .... 1/JfJ) Onchium spear-like, solid. Anteriorly, the neck is convex..
,1_
conoid. The oesophagus has not been well seen but
'llpl appears to be more or less cylindroid; its diameter at
,
_ ·-. "!1116) the base is about half as great as that of the base of the
•
.·
neck. Its lining is subdistinct, its colorless musculature
'.
;=;;_\ ·· II!£ fine in texture. The more or less thick-walled intestine,
spn
h,()(J ·· ' X760 which has a faint lumen, becomes at once half as wide as
the body. Cardiac collum one-third as wide as the base of the neck. From the
more or less elevated anus, the prominent, cutinized r~ctum is about as long as
the anal body-diameter. The conoid, arcuate tail tapers from the anus to the
rather simple spinneret. The rather broadly saccate caudal glands are packed
behind the anus in the anterior third of the tail; they empty by separate ducts.
The lateral fields are one-third as wide as the body. Renette unknown. The
nerve-ring is accompanied by obscure nerve cells. From the more or less continuous, inconspicuous vulva, the vagina extends inward three-fifths the
distance across the body. It is muscular and more or less cutinized. The
medium-sized, tapering ovaries reach half way back to the vulva.
Habitat: Beach sand, Squibnocket, Martha's Vineyard, Mass., U.S. A. Flemming to glycerine jelly. Fig._95.

17

•
• !~ 6• • ~1.·, >:z. •• There are a very few
2/ · ~96. Ypsilon exile n. sp. L·.J.° • u
cervical setae about half as long as the neck is wide. Three flat, .
minute, confluent lips bear a circlet of six forward-pointing or
somewhat spreading papillae around the mouth opening. Though
there are six nerves, one to each papilla, they are not precisely
equidistant, but seem to be arranged in three, somewhat distinct
pairs. Pharynx relatively strongly cutinized. In optical contour, the anterior end of the onchium is more or less crescentshaped; this cup-shaped head is fixed obliquely on the strong,
straight element that forms the main portion of the dorsal wall x750
spn
of the pharynx. The head of the onchium is yellowish in color. The neck is
cylindroid posteriorly, convex-conoid anteriorly. The oesophagus, narrow and
more or less cephaloboid in form, ends in a somewhat cylindroid cardiac swelling,
two-sevenths as long as the neck, and three-fifths as wide as the base of the
neck. At the nerve-ring, the oesophagus is one-third, just in front of the cardiac
swelling also one-third, as wide as the corresponding portion of the neck. The
lining of the oesophagus is rather prominent. The colorless musculature of the
oesophagus is of fine texture; in it, traces of oesophageal glands have been seen.
There is a distinct, refractive, cylindroid cardia, two-sevenths as wide as the
base of the neck. The intestine, which is thick-walled and has a faint, zig-zag
lumen, gradually becomes three-fourths as wide as the body. The cardiac collum is one-third as wide as the body. The anus is elevated, and the rectum
is one and one-fourth times as long as the anal body-diameter. The intestinal
cells are packed with pearly granules, such as are often seen in Aphelenchus;
the largest of these are one-eighth as wide as the body. These granules tend to
be larger posteriorly than anteriorly, and sometimes appear to be polyhedral.
The posterior part of the body tapers from in front of the anus, is at first conoid
then convex-conoid, and ends in a spinneret one-sixth as w1de as the base of
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the tail. The ellipsoidal to broadly saccate caudal glands are packed in a close
tandem behind and opposite to the anus in the anterior three-fifths of the tail.
Their large, distinct ampullae are two-sevenths as long as the tail. There are
one or two slender setae at the middle of the tail, and near the terminus. The
lateral fields are about one-fourth as wide as the body. The much elongated
renette cell lieB about one body-width behind the neck. The frail, strongly arcuate, rather slender, tapering, subacute spicula are cephalated by a constriction
on the ventral side in such fashion that the proximal ends appear to be more or
less barbed. The simple, frail, very slender, arcuate accessory piece is one-third
as long as the spicula and presents a faint apophysis ; its proximal end, like those
of the spicula, lies dorsad from the body-axis. At first it is parallel to the spicula,
then recedes and bends away at an angle of ninety degrees. There are three
faint and minute supplementary organs in front of the anus, occupying a space
one and one-half times as long as the body-diameter,-little more than innervations. The posterior of these is opposite the distal ends of the spicula. The
distance between the first and second is equal to two-thirds, that between the
second and third, to one-half, the body-diameter. At the posterior end of the
middle fifth of the tail there is a somewhat raised small area supplied with two
sqbventral nerve endings.
Habitat: Coarse sand, Beach, Devil's Island, Woods Hole, Mass, U. S. A. The
sexual organs are difficult to decipher on account of the granules in the intestine.
It does not seem advisable to refer this species to Acmaeolaimus Filipjev. The
following differences may be noted: (1) The cuticle is coarsely striated.
(2) The cephalic setae are in one circlet only. (3) The amphids are not "split."
(4) The pharynx is not open. (5) The dorsal organ is "Y"-shaped. Possibly
the Filipjevian specimen might have been referred to Camacolaimus de Man.
Fig. 96, p. 314.
97. Gonionchus villosus n. sp. Annules separated by strongly refractive lines.
N eek conoid in the anterior half. About twice as far from the anterior extremity
as the amphids are four submedian groups of hairs, which are longer than the
cephalic sctae. These groups consist of three each, arranged one in front of the
other, the members being separated by a distance equal to the width of one of
the annules. Similar submedian long and slender hairs occur throughout the
length of the body and are so numerous as to con- setqiJ(J(}J
~/6)
(on)StJ011(2)
stitute a very striking feature. The amphids at
\ ._
·
first appear "◊"-shaped; in reality, however, /il ·····""··""·-.!-~~ra,-!!.:~~
. on
they are spiral. The terminal flaps are hinged to
the lips, and the anterior portion of each lip apparently is hinged to the main portion of the wall of flllp/J
the head, which is itself unusually thin. Onchia
apparently more or less plate-like. The oesoph- setsubql,14)
X750
agus continues to have the same diameter until
after it passes through the nerve-ring; thereafter,
it expands very little so that :finally it is about 1. , __ 10.• •• 2,.... •~,6 ___ _88. >• u ••
2
two-thirds as wide as the base of the neck. There 1- 6 2· 6/ ,., t . 6
·'
t.
is a distinct conoid cardia, having a base about 1. ~- --9-5 __ 22. ____ -K-" __ eH>• t. 9 ••
one-third as wide as the base of the neck. The u
u / ,., 2 - 2
u ~ - 2.
intestine becomes at once about two-thirds as wide as the body: It is rather
thick-walled, and its cross-section would present about four to six cells.
The lining of the intestine is refractive, so that the lumen is readily followed; in fact it is a rather striking feature. The cells contain scattered yel-
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lowish granules of variable size, arranged irregularly. The posterior lip of the
anus is slightly raised. Rectum only about two-thirds as long as the anal bodydiameter. The tail is conoid in such fashion that, at a distance from the anus
equal to eight times the anal body-diameter, it has a diameter about one-fourth
as great as at the anus. The remainder of the tail has been lost from the specimen from which the description was drawn and is therefore of unknown form;
hence the dimensions given in the formula must be interpreted accordingly. The
tail is just as distinctly striated as the body. · The lateral fields are about onethird as wide as the body. It is probable that the renette is located at a distance
behind the base of the neck about equal to two body-diameters. At this point
there is an elongated structure somewhat longer than the body is wide and about
one-fifth as wide as it is long, which bears a general resemblance to a renette
cell. From the slightly elevated vulva, the vagina extends inward and forward.
The tapering ovary ends somewhat in front of the cardia where it is about onefourth as wide as the corresponding portion of the neck. The eggs are about
three times as long as the body is wide, and about one-fourth as wide as long.
There is a small posterior rudimentary branch to the sexual organs, extending
back from the vulva a distance equal to two to three body-diameters. This
has been seen to contain spermatozoa and may function as a spermatheca. Tpe
presence of caudal glands remains problematical. Unfortunately, also, in the
case of the only male specimen available, the tail is broken, but that portion of
it remaining is about two-thirds as long as the neck. It tapers a little more
rapidly at first than it does farther back,-in fact, toward the terminus, it must
be very nearly cylindroid. It seems probable that caudal glands are present,
but there is some doubt about this. There are no special supplements, papillae
or setae on the male. The long and slender hairs found on the body occur also
on the tail, and are there equally long and slender so far as observed. The
proximal ends of the acute, slender spicula present the peculiarity of being
separated from the remainder of the spicula by straight shafts, having a length
somewhat greater than that of the cephalic portions. The cephalic portion,
together with this shaft constitutes about one-fourth of the spiculum; the remaining portion of the spiculum is uniformly arcuate, and tapers regularly to the subacute terminus. The proximal ends of the spicula lie toward the dorsal side of
the body. There are inconspicuous accessory pieces arranged parallel to and
close by the spicula, and which are about half as long as these latter. The ejaculatory duct is one-third, and the vas deferens about one-half, as wide as the body;
Development of the spermatozoa in the two testes presents rather marked contrasts. From the blind end of the anterior testis, lying near the base of the neck,
the spermatozoa develop regularly and form spermatocytes half as wide as the
body, which develop into spermatozoa with nuclei that stain prominently. The
blind end of the posterior testis contains spermatocytes which, for a short distance, resemble those already described, but they do not form large spermatocytes. They nevertheless develop into spermatozoa having the character just
described. At a distance in front of the anus about equal to the length of the
tail, there are three glands on each side of the body, arranged tandem. These
glands are accessory to the male organs. Each·is more or less homogeneous anteriorly, and granular posteriorly, the granules not retaining carmine stain, as do
the nucleus and the anterior parts. The ducts of these glands lead backward to
the cloaca.
Habitat: Mud, tide pool, near low tide mark, Portsmouth, New Hampshire,
U.S. A. Fig. 97, p. 315.
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98. Xanthodora nuda n. sp. The striae of the yellow, naked cuticle have the
appearance of a series of hoops that are considerably wider on the neck, especially toward the head. The anterior half of the neck is convex-conoid, the
convexity increasing steadily toward the head. From the point where the
striae cease on the head, the cuticle diminishes
~:s >2.2.. very rapidly in thickness, so that opposite the
dorsal tooth, it is not more than one-third as
H · · .7,•. · .21J.~ • • • • ~•~ .,.....9.t .., .>2. .. thick as a little farther back; thence onward, it
2._§
, .~
,.a
4., , • 2.9
is thin to a point half way between the circlet of
setae and the axis of the mouth opening. At this point, the hard cuticle ceases
and there is a very minute, faint groove encircling the lip-region. The lips come
together so as to form a vestibule having a width about one-third as great as the
diameter of the circlet of setae. The tissues of the lips apparently reach back a
little farther than the apex of the dorsal tooth, and their limits are rather easily
noted on account of the fact that they attract carmine stain more than the
surrounding tissues do. The lip-region appears to be longitudinally striated
internally, and probably to consist of about a dozen elements folded together.
When the mouth is open and the onchium thrust forward, the labial region is
seen to be practically continuous and entire on its anterior margin, from which
it follows that any striations appearing when the mouth is closed are due to
foldings of the lip-region. When the mouth is open and the lips e..xpanded, the
amphids become more nearly circular. Wheh the lips are closed, the vestibule
widens out but little in front of the dorsal tooth, whose apex lies in the axis of
the vestibule. The pharynx is surrounded by muscles which appertain particularly to it, as is indicated by the fact that they are separated from the oesophagus by a broad but fairly distinct constriction. The oesophagus continues to
have the same diameter until near the nerve-ring, where it diminishes somewhat
in diameter. Very soon after passing through the nerve-ring, it enlarges, sometimes rather suddenly, to form the elongated posterior three-fifths of the organ.
This enlarged ~art averages to b~ about se,, qi, (26)
.,............ .. 1/J (31
11_
three-fifths as wide as the correspondmg por·
tion of the neck, and contains a massive lin- mur p/J
··· ·· ·· ··· OIi tis/
ing, which, when viewed in optical section,
··········i .'
occupies one:fifth of the diame~er .. !his Sll!Jml......
'
'-"""'£!-=,,,;:.....-1,'. --·· ··. omp/J
enlarged portion of the oesophagus is divided
··
into three regions by breaks in its radial mus- JJ/SC SfKll
culature, of which one region comprises
··
nearly the whole of the anterior half. The
other two parts are of subequal size. Though f1IJ
;
!he lining of the oe.sop~a~us is q~ite distinct 1um {}(! ...
m the narrow portion, it is considerably less
.,
so in the wider portion, and ceases a short
distance in front of the posterior end of the ump
oesophagus. Cardiac collum less than onethird as wide as the base of the neck. For a Sf'!!.....••..
short distance, the intestine is composed of small cells differing from those which
make up its main part. These cells stain more strongly with carmine and contain nuclei of relatively larger size. This region probably may be regarded as a
sort of cardia. The intestine becomes almost at once two-fifths as wide as the
body. Its cross-section would present about eight cells. The cells are packed
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with numerous yellowish granules. In the body cavity at the cardiac collum,
there are three ellipsoidal groups of cells, two dorsally submedian and one ventral or nearly so. These groups contain eight to ten nuclei, and one of them is
seen to be connected to a distinct, refractive strand, extending forward along
the surface of the oesophagus. These groups of cells have their nuclei close
together and seem to have a general membrane covering them. In addition to
these groups of cells, there are two other granular bodies, ventrally submedian,
each containing a single, strongly staining nucleus, and a second body which
does not stain so strongly. The structure of these latter is suggestive of that of
the ordinary renette cell, but their connections have not been made out. Rectum somewhat longer than the anal body diameter. The three caudal glands
are arranged in a close tandem in front of, opposite to and behind the anus.
Each is a large cell with a protoplasmic network, in the midst of which the single
nucleus is slung. The lateral fields are about one fourth as wide as the body and
are composed of two ranges of cells with a space between them, in which lie
nuclei belonging to cells of a different group. Renette unknown. From the
slightly raised anus, the arcuate tail is conoid. to the terminus, which has a
diameter about one third to one half as great as that of the base of the tail.
From the very slightly elevated vulva, the well cutinized vagina extends fully
half way across the body. The ovaries reach half way back to the vulva and
contain ten to fifteen ova arranged, for the most part, single file. The moderateiy thin-shelled eggs are twice as long as the body is wide and one-third as
wide as long. They occur in the uteri one at a time. The spermatozoa in the
uterus are one-seventh as wide as the body. The conoid, arcuate tail of the
male begins to taper from a short distance in front of the anus. The six supplementary organs occupy a distance equal to the length of the tail. The posterior supplement is nearly opposite the posterior thirds of the spicula; the
second, third and fourth succeed each other without intervening spaces, in
such a way that the third and fourth are pretty nearly opposite the proximal
ends of the spicula. The fifth is separated by a greater space from the fourth,
and the sixth is about as far from the fifth as the fifth is from the fourth. The
fifth and sixth are of smaller size than the otheri,;, the inconspicuous sixth being
the smallest of all. Their apices are more transparent than the other portions.
An unusual feature is the presence of nerve endings between the organs. It
is possible that nearer the anus still than any described, there is another inconspicuous organ of somewhat the same character. The strongly arcuate, somewhat acute, yellowish spicula are about twice as long as the anal body-diameter. They appear to be widest in the middle and to taper both ways. The
cephalated portion of the spicula are cut off obliquely. The proximal ends lie
a little to the dorsal side of the body-axis. The accessory pieces are for the
main portion of their length not very conspicuous. Surrounding the distal
ends of the spicula, however, there is a rather prominent portion which must
be reckoned a portion of the accessory apparatus. Oblique copulatory muscles are present for a distance twice as great as the space occupied by the supplementary organs. The ejaculatory duct is about one-third, and the vas
deferens a little more than one-third, as wide as tho body. It remains uncertain whether there is one testis or two, but the evidence seems to favor the
supposition that there is one only, and that its blind end lies about as far behind
the base of the neck as the nerve-ring is in front of it.
Habitat: Larat, East Indies. Marine. Fig. 98, p. 317.
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!·~.H±.~1-~· ·. .''.•11. • • '!0·.,i.1 ••
99 .•4. naxonc hium itorium n. sp. u
11..'1£ • 2.5 _
u ~ 1-9
Cuticle thin,
but considerably thicker near the head. Striae resolvable with difficulty into
dot-like elements, which are close together on the body, more distant on the
head. The striae are altered on the lateral fields so as to give rise to a ladder-like
pattern, with the "rungs" ~cry close together. Cephalic setae two-jointed. No
pores are seen in the cuticJe; nevertheless, they may have been present and escaped
notice. The lips are thick and double. In the single male specimen examined,
the conical branches of the lips end in minute setae, each about as long as the
labial setae, and terminating in a "blob, "-this latter hardly an artefact. Dorsal onchium opposed on the ventral side by several irregularly arranged, smaJl
denticles, among which probably two submedian ones dominate. Apparently
somewhat similar denticles occur etl/J( )
sp
6
behind and above the dorsal Ji · ...
onchium. Amphids peculiar, large,
faint. The plain oesophagus, near
the nerve-ring is one-half, and finally three-fourths, as wide as the
corresponding portion of the neck.
Its lining appears corrugated; its
colorless musculature is more or less
coarse, but there seem to be no indications of the presence of glands,
nc. ·
and there is no distinct cardia. The
thin-walled intestine, which has a ll7ll ·
...
. _spn
rather faint, though distinctly visible lumen, becomes at once half as X750
·.... .Jetspn
wide as the body, and in cross-section would present four to six cells. Cardiac
collum one-half as wide as the neck. The cells of the intestine contain scattered
yellow granules of variable size, having a diameter about equal to the width of
two annules of the cuticle. The tail tapers from the anus, and is at first conoid
then cylindroid in the posterior third, where it is about one-fourth as wide as at
the anus. A few, rather small, tapering, subacute setae occur on the tail. The
lateral fields are about one-third as wide as the body. The non-granular elliprioidal renette cell lies only a short distance behind the neck, and is three-fourths
as long as the body is wide, and one-third as wide as Jong. The rather pronounced
cla.vate ampulla empties through the distinct pore lying close to its anterior end.
The nerve-ring is accompanied by obscure nerve cells. The yellowish spicula
are guided by two separate, strong, rather wide, more or less arcuate-, somewhat
shoe-shaped pieces near the anus, with a single median piece between and behind
them. Ejaculatory duct one-fourth, testis two-thirds, as wide as the corresponding portion of the body.
Habitat: Marine; Belmar, N. J., U.S. A., below low tide mark in beach sand.
Female unknown. Anaxonchium bears considerable resemblance to Cyatholaimus, but differs, among other ways, in the almost obsolete amphid (?), the
reflexed testis, and in the large number of small supplementary organs. Fig. 99.

(f

100a. Bolbolaimus pellucidus n. sp. Type species. Naked except for the setae
on the head; possibly there are very inconspicuous wings. Lips subdistinct, the
region elastic and finely subdivided. Margin of the lip-region serrated by the
forward projection of about fifteen papillae (?) with minute bristles outside the
serrations. The appearance is as if each papilla is armed with a pair of minute
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bristles very difficult to see. Onchium capable of being protruded past the lips.
Opposite the onchium is a pseudo-pnchium, somewhat smaller, and more· distinctly visible in some attitudes of the pharynx than in other&. Amphids exceedingly inconspicuous, nearly circular, a little the wider transversely, apparently
circular but really consisting of spirals of one wind slightly open behind. At
the nerve-ring, the oesophagus is three-fifths, just in front of the cardiac bulb
one-half, and finally five-sixths, as wide as the base of the neck. This latter
measurement is that of the elongated, ellipsoidal cardiac bulb. The rather
prominent, apparently corrugated lining of the oesophagus is distinctly visible.
setqi,/61__ cs(r:rf/JI,
sell/J(6/ 1_9 '-' iz., ~,~ 7
The musculature
- - - - - - - - - - > 1-t •• becomes coarse near
lf:-"'.--a.c'oU~-?- ondsl 1.,1
Z..5/
;.§:
u
the cardiac bulb.
u
1.r
0.1
"-.11
,u
There is a transverse
Oil · ·
-· ·••Pl u u/ z.s . s. s ~z.1 >J.z .. divisionofthemuscu111.'£/ilJ
li/J/11 bture of the .cardiac bulb near the middle. The
___ ()(J wall of the intestine is of variable thickness; the
lumen is distinct. Gradually the intestine becomes
':, .iJm()(J two-thirds to thr.ee-fourths as wide as the body; its
7
spn lll!Jloe
hi . x750 cross-section would present five to six cells. Often
the lumen of the intestine presents the appearance of having certain cells bulging
inward. Cardiac collum one-sixth as wide as the neck. From the more . or
less elevated anus, the cutinized rectum extends inward for a distance fivesixths as great as the body-diameter. From the anus, the tail is conoid to the
rather blunt terminus. The long, simple spinneret is in its basal part onethird as wide as the base of the tail, The broadly saccate caudal glands form
a loose tandem behind the anus in the anterior half of the tail; they empty
through separate ducts and ampullae, the latter elongated. The lateral fields
are one-third to two-fifths as wide as the body. The ellipsoidal, non-granular
renette cell lies close behind the neck, and is two-thirds as long as the body
is wide and two-thirds as wide as long. The ampulla is one-third as long as
the neck is wide, and three-fourths as wide as long. The nerve-ring is accompanied by obscure nerve cells. From the small, inconspicuous, rather continuous vulva, the small tubular vagina extends inward one-third the distance across
the body. Its inner wall is cutinized, so that its rectangular furcation is plainly
to be seen. The ellipsoidal eggs are one and one-half times as long as the body
is wide and appear to begin segmentation before being deposited. One or two
at a time occur in the uteri, which are five times as long as the body is wide.
The somewhat narrow, tapering ovaries contain about a dozen ova arranged
single file for the most part, but irregularly near the blind end. The faint,
acute, tapering, stoutish spicula are colorless and one and one-half times as long
as the anal body-diameter. They are so located that their proximal ends appear
to be opposite the body-axis. The simple, strong, separate accessory pieces
are somewhat slender. They are yellow and quite as conspicuous as the spicula. Their applied parts are two-thirds as long as the spicula, from which they
recede a little. Their proximal ends appear to lie dorsad from the body-axis.
The six, very small and inconspicuous, equidistant supplementary organs occupy
a distance somewhat less than the length of the tail. The last is opposite the
proximal parts of the spicula. The spaces between them are about equal to
half the body-diameter. They hardly disturb the ventral contour of the body.
Possibly there is also one near the anus. They are papilloid and have but slight
elevation. The ejaculatory duct is one-half, the vas deferens one-half, and
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the testes two-thirds, as wide as the corresponding portion of the body, but the
testes taper so that at their blind ends they are only one-half as wide as the body.
The various regions of the male sexual organs are separated from each other by
narrower channels. After synapsis, the spermatozoa grow and become granular.
Habitat: Sand, below low tide mark, Belmar, N. J., U. S. A. Sublimate to
balsam. Fig. 100a, p .. 320.

ti---{i+t---~•.:~t~---9{:-;>

b. Bolbolaimus punctatus n . sp.
1.6 •• Striae resolvable
into rows of dots, of which about every third row is a trifle coarser, thus indicating the real width of the annules. Labial papillae six, setose, about one-third
as long as the cephalic setae. Around the mouth, there are fine, longitudinal
striations due to foldings in the vestibule. The punctate walls of the pharynx
are well-cutinized. There are two very small ventrally submedian projecting
onchia opposite the dorsal onchium. The oesophagus near the nerve-ring is
two-fifths, just in front of the cardiac bulb a little more than two-fifths, and
finally three-fourths, as wide as the base of the neck. This latter measurement
is the diameter of the somewhat elongated cardiac bulb, which is two-sevenths
as long as the neck. There is an obscure, elongated, two-parted valve in the cardiac swelling, one-third as wide as the swelling Sf{ qJ/J
Sfi J/J
J/J
sf'f su/Jtn
itself. The cardiac valve is divided into three
·
parts, corresponding to breaks in the muscula- on sulKn,,~~e:::lll~~ =j/j,,i(''(\
1
~
ture, the anterior part inconspicuous, the other
two each occupying nearly one-half the length per.. ·
... on fir!
of the bulb. The thick-walled intestine becomes
at once three-fifths as wide as the body. Its ph .... i
... dnt ph
cross-section would present three to four cells,
' 1 ·:I/
containing scattered granules of variable size, /um (){!
_ /;//J (){!
the largest of which are about one-twenty-fifth
as wide as the body. Cardiac collum one-fourth
as wide as the base of the neck. From the con- spn . ....
X 750 · ·
···· ···· (){!
tinuous, inconspicuous anus, the rectum extends inward a· distance two-thirds
as great as the anal body-diameter. The conoid tail tapers from the anus to the
blunt, conoid, symmetrical, unarmed spinneret. The broadly saccate caudal
glands lie behind and opposite the anus in the anterior half of the tail. Measured near the neck, the lateral fields are one-fourth as wide ·as the body.
The ellipsoidal, non-granular renette cell, one body-width behind the neck, is
one-half as long as the body is wide and five-sixths as wide as long. From the
small, inconspicuous, continuous vulva, the rather weak vagina extends inward
two-fifths the distance across the body. The elongated eggs are as long as the
body is wide and three-fourths as wide as long, and are packed three to five in
each uterus at once. The tapering ovaries contain about twenty ova arranged
single file.
Habitat: Marine sand, Nobsca Beach, Woods Hole, Mass., U.S. A. Flemming
to glycerine jelly. Fig. 100b.

'it• ·-~r:

101. Acanthonchus viviparus n. sp. There are distinct wings, whose presence
is indicated by about four to six longitudinal striations, resolvable, at least the
outer ones, into rows of dots. The wings extend from near the head to near
the tail. Neck conoid. Setae two- (or three-) jointed. The lip-region appears
to be divided into twelve parts, or into six parts, each of which is double. The
mouth cavity is cyathiform and shallow when the lips are closed and is entered
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through a narrow vestibule. The cavity itself is very small, and a good deal
wider than it is high when the lips are closed. In fact, when the lips are closed
they appear to form a depression on the front of the head, so that their interior
margins actually rest on the dorsal tooth and on the base of the pharynx. The
pharynx actually continues to twice the depth indicated in the formula, though
when the mouth is closed this posterior portion appears. to be very similar to
the lumen of the oesophagus. The oesophagus swells a little in the anterior
third, then diminishes almost imperceptibly, and finally sweUs toward the posterior extremity where it is two-thirds as wide as the base of the neck. The
thick-walled intestine becomes at once two-thirds as wide as the body, and
expands so as soon to be three-fourths to four-fifths as wide as the body. Its
cross-section would probably present about eight cells. The elongated ventral
nJ //)(6/ .
.. Jtt qJ/J U()J :~ ... ~-~ ;t .~: .. .'.''.~:•.• •.. ~-3. >i. 6 •• gland lies im1·5
;.1~ ,.
•· 1
2.6
mediately be-

Olllp/J. .....

••·• .. ··on rlrJ .·? .•. li'·.•·~·i;;._ ... .'~!'1..... ~-J >•., .. hind the cardiac

2,,7 ~ 3,1
,., ~ 2 . 7
constriction.
The lateral fields are about one-third as wide
as the body, and are composed mainly of a
double row of very prominent ellipsoidal cells,
pex...~.
which in the females at least, may be most
clearly seen in the region of the neck. From
OIL ... 1
X750 the slightly raised vulva, the vagina leads
inward about half way across the body. The uteri are generally about one and
one-half times as long as the neck, and contain numerous developing eggs or
embryos. The ovaries are reflexed for a distance about twice as great as the
body-diameter, and contain a dozen or more ova arranged in several series. This
species is viviparous. Tail of the male is very much like that of the female, but
more arcuate. Its terminus has a diameter one-fifth as great as the diameter
of the base of the tail. The equidistant supplements are of unequal size, those
more distant from the anus being much the larger. The first is opposite the proximal ends of the spicula and is very minute. It is visible mainly on account of
the refractive nature of the material of which it is composed. The second is
about twice as far from the anus as the first and of about the same size. The
third, which is three times as far from the anus as the first, is very much larger,
having a length half as great as the body-diameter; its internal walls are brown
and strongly lined and refractive. It is somewhat curved and passes inward
and forward; its proximal portion is slightly cephalated. The fourth of these
organs is more than four times as far from the anus as the first, and is more than
twice as long as the third, having a length approximately equal to the bodydiameter. Its internal walls are strongly cutinized, and it is a very prominent
feature, almost as much so as the spicula. Where it passes through the cuticle,
its point is curved backward; thence inward, it is somewhat sigmoid, enlarging
all the time, so that its proximal portion is about one-fifth as wide as the corresponding portion of the body. The slightly arcuate, rather uniform spicula
are somewhat longer than the anal body-diameter. Their proximal ends are not
distinctly cephalated. Parallel to the spicula, and extending inward from the
prominently raised anus for a distance three-fourths the length of the spicula,
are the accessory piece!:!, whose distal extremi\ies are two to three times as wide
as the spicula, but which decrease in size internally. They are considerably
more prominent than the spicula. The ejaculatory duct is about half as wide
as the body.
1.1
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Habitat: Marine mud, San Pedro, California. Possibly another species exists
at Woods Hole, Mass., U.S. A. Sublimate to balsam. Fig. 101, p. 322.
1,4 ---7,6_+ 13.2 -- - •66, ---- 99,5 > .95 ••
2•
102. Xenonema obesum n. E>p. ~ <•v 2•9 · 3.:!
'-'
Striae resolvable
with high powers into rows of dots or elongated markings which are altered somewhat on the lateral field, where there is a wing extending from near the base of
the neck to the base of the tail. There are setae on all parts of the body, but
they do not appear to be very numerous. Pharynx apparently consisting of a
cavity whose walls are folded and which is capable of being opened outward.
The oesophagus continues to have the same diameter until near _the posterior
end, where it contracts slightly and then expands to form the pyriform cardiac
bulb, four-fifths to five-sixths as wide as the base of the neck. There is no cardia. The intestine at first is only one-fourth as wide as the oesophageal bulb.
Its cross-section presents about four or five cells; that those next the oesuphagus
are physiologically different from those following is shown by the way in which
they stain. The intestine soon enlarges so that its maximum diameter is twice
as great as that presented near the bulb, but nowhere does the intestine become
more than about half as wide as the body. Its cells contain a few yellowish or
brownish granules of variable size, the largest of which have a diameter about
equal to the distance between two striae of the cuticle, the smallest being not
more than one-tenth as wide; otherwise, the cells of the intestine are very transparent so that their nuclei can readily be seen. These latter are of large size
and each presents a distinct nucleolus; the average diameter of one of these nuclei
is rather more than double the distance between two successive striations. The
anus is elevated; the rectum is two and one-half to three times as long as the anal
body-diameter. Immediately behind the anus, the tail diminishes abruptly in
diameter, and in this region for a short distance near the anus on the ventral surface, the striations of the cuticle are much less conspicuous. The location of
the excretory pore and the ventral gland remains uncertain, but it appears possible that the latter lies a short distance in front of the cardiac bulb. The
lateral fields are about one-fourth as wide as the body, corresponding approximately in width, at least in the anterior part of the body, with the alterations
in the transverse striae which exist along the sides of the body. The tail is
_.. ump/I
conical from a short distance behind the anus. Behind or .....
the anus, the tail diminishes so rapidly in diameter, espe_.....{Jlltlr/
cially on the ventral side, that it becomes almost at once ¢.....
only about two-thirds as wide as nt the anus; thence fJ/Hl....
iI
onward, it is conical. The three caudal glands are located
Yf;_~in a tandem series in front of the anus. From the enor- oe,......
·75o
mously developed vulva, the vagina leads inward and forward at an angle of
forty-five degrees with the body-axis a distance equal to the span of eight to
ten striae. The walls of the vagina are brownish, thick, and highly refractive.
There is a single uterus connected with two short ovaries, each containing three
to four ova. This entire system of organs is clustered near the vulva and occupies a distance about five times as great as the average body-diameter. The
size and nature of the eggs remains to be discovered. Overhanging the vulva is
a flap-like expansion of the cuticle which adds much to the ventral prominence.
Tissues of the body-wall are contained also in the cavity of this peculiar expansion of the cuticle. Owing to the peculiar development in this region, the
diameter of the body here is more than twice the average body-diameter. In fact

/sp,
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these structures are so very peculiar as to suggest abnormality, but as there is
no evidence of any disease or malformation in the single, very transparent
specimen examined, it seems best to regard it as the normal form of a very
exceptional species.
Habitat: Salt River, Jamaica, in six inches of water. Fig. 102, p. 323.
1.8

10.

16.

Y

88.

103. Amphispira rotundicephala n. sp. ·;.·····;~7····~·--···.i.;·····;:··> .s- Contour
plain, or exceedingly finely crenate. Apparently there are very faint subcephalic setae near the base of the "cuirasse." At the mouth opening of the single
specimen examined there are three punctate spherical elements, as shown in the
illustration. The significance of these remains problematical; while they may
possibly be fixation products, such a supposition is doubtful. Neck conoid.
The oesophagus retains the same diameter until it expands to form the flattishpyriform cardiac bulb, which has a faint valve one-third as wide as itself. There
appears to be an almost imperceptible break in the musculature near the middle
of the oesophagus, and a corrresponding very slight swelling. The thick-walled
intestine has a faint lumen and soon becomes one-half as wide as the correspond./ii ing portion of the body. I ts cross-section pre.. · · ·
sents few cells. From the apparently contin.
uous anus the prominent rectum extends a
-···· ·· .... f!llP/ distance equal to the anal body-diameter. The
scattered to rather numerous, spherical granOllp ules found in the cells of the intestine are of
variable size, the largest being one-thirtysixth as wide as the body. Tail arcuate, cooe ··
SfJII
X 750 noid, ending in a spinneret one-third as wide as
its base. The broadly truncate caudal glands are located opposite to and behind
the anus in the anterior third of the tail. The lateral fields are one-third as
wide as the body. What appears to be the renette cell is located about three
body-widths behind the neck; it is one-third as long as the body is wide and onehalf as wide as long. The location of the excretory pore remains unknown.
Nerve-ring oblique. From the location of the rudimentary sexual organs in the
single young specimen seen it seems probable that they will develop to be double
and symmetrically reflexed.
Ha~itat: Soil, Arlington Farm, opposite the District of Columbia, U. S. A.
Flemming to glycerine jelly. This species almost seems out of place in the
habitat in which it was discovered, as it is most closely related to marine forms .
. Fig. 103.

.t .

l. t
'l-8
13-8
-M'' 92-,
104. Aficromicron cephalatum n. sp. · i.s· · ·.;_; · · ·-0_· · • • ·;.s '"?> ,_-/' ·7 •• Neck short,
cylindroid. There seems little doubt that the mouth cavity is armed with a
single, dorsal tooth, which cari be placed so closely against the dorsal wall of the
pharynx as to be difficult of detection, although the tooth itself is of considerable
magnitude. It appears to have an acute apex, located opposite to or a little
behind the labial constriction. Oesophagus cylindroid, ending behind in a prolate or pyriform cardiac bulb four-fifths as wide as the base of the neck. Cardia
faint. The intestine, which joins the middle of the posterior surface of the
cardiac bulb, is at first about one-third as wide as the neck. It widens out gradually so as to become about half as wide as the body, and its cross-section would
appear to be composed of about six to eight. cells containing yellowi~h granules
of rather uniform size. The lateral fields are about one-fourth as wide as the
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body. Just behind the base of the neck, there are cells which stain a little more
strongly than the adjacent structures,-possibly renette cells. The tail of the
male is conoid to the terminus, where it has a width one-fourth as great as at
its base. The caudal glands seem to be located in the basenf the tail. The presence of a series of ventral supplementary organs is indicated by corrugations
occurring in the cuticle on the ventral surface when the posterior extremity is
incurved. This series extends from the anus forward a distance about equal
to twice the length of the tail, and must be composed of about /iJf/jJ
twenty elements. Each probably consists of an inconspicuous
modification of the ordinary cuticle, in the midst of which there
is a nerve ending. In front of the anus on the ventrally submit
median lines there are series of setae, each seta being nearly one. oe
third as long as the body is wide. There is one of these setae
750
in front of the anus on each side, a second pair nearly opposite
the proximal ends of the spicula, and so on. Similar setae occur on the anterior
two-thirds of the tail on the submedian lines. When seen in profile, the spicula
appear at the middle to be about one-third as wide as the body. They taper
rapidly to the acute distal extremities. The proximal ends are slightly arcuate
in a ventral direction. Near the proximal extremities there is a break in the
framework on the ventral side. The framework of the spicula is rather frail,
considering the size of the spicula themselves. Muscular fibers appear to pass
from the inner free end of the accessory piece backward to the ventral surface
of the anterior portion of the tn.il.
Habitat: Punta Arenas, Pacific Coast of Costa Rica. The intestine contained
a considerable. number of diatoms. Sublimate to balsam. Fig. 104.
.s

•.s

7.9

'!..x

95.1

1

8
105. M esodorus cylindricollis n. sp. •:., 1. 7 1::2
1.9 ? 1 -7 > • .. Naked cuticle
traversed by exceedingly fine, plain transverse striae. N eek cylindroid. In
certain aspects, the amphids appear to consist of one circlet within another,
but are in reality true spirals. No doubt the papillae surrounding the mouth
opening correspond with folds in the lip-region; these, however, are so very minute as to be difficult of resolution. From the base of the onchium backward, the
pharynx is narrow and tapering, and joins the lumen of the oesophagus in an
indefinite way at a point distant from the anterior extremity nearly equal to the
diameter of the front of the head. From behind the pharyngeal swelling, the
oesophagus continues with about the same diameter until it expands to form the
rather obscurely pyriform cardiac bulb, which is fully three-fourths as wide as
the base of the neck, and contains a relatively large setqll(J4_}
(/2)
Sft//J(6)
though rather simple valvular apparatus, having a diam·
eter half as great as that of the bulb itself. This valve OIIJ1ffll
· Olldfl
is about twice as long as wide. The relatively narrow
.... ,. ·
intestine joins the middle of the posterior surface of the {ii.
cardiac bulb and soon enlarges so as to be two-fifths as
·.
wide as the body. There is no distinct cardia. In cross- Sftsuliq'1
section, the intestine presents six to eight cells. The lateral fields are about
one-fourth as wide as the body. Nothing is known concerning the renette or
the excretory pore. The nerve-ring surrounds the oesophagus squarely. The
tail of the male is strongly arcuate and conoid from the prominently raised anus.
The terminus is blunt and bears a simple spinneret. The caudal glands are
packed together in the anterior third of the tail, extending a little in front of the
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anus. The twenty-five supplements are rather simple and when the body is
curved, take on the form of semi-cylindroid, transverse elevations, the distance
between them increasing anteriorly. There are two opposite the spicula and a
third a short distance in front of the proximal ends of the spicula; and then for
a distance equal to four times the length of the tail, the organs are separated by
spaces not greater than their own width. Thence forward, the organs are separated by wider spaces, and occasionally one of the series appears to be missing.
The two anterior ones are separated by a distance about twice as great as the
width of one of the organs. The entire series occupies a distance about eight
times as long as the tail. No special papillae or setae have been seen on the
tail end, either in front of the anus or behind it. The proximal ends of the strongly
arcuate, slender-looking spicula appear to lie nearly opposite the body-axis.
Apparently connecting the cephalic expansions with the anus are slightly curved,
refractive lines, indicating that the spicula may be broader than would appear
from an examination of only the more striking portions of the framework. Accessories parallel to, and two-fifths as long as the spicula. ·Ejaculatory duct onethird as wide as the body. The blind end of the testis is about half as wide as
the body.
Habitat: Mud, tide pool, Portsmouth,. N. H., U. S. A., near low tide mark.
This genus resembles Onyx. Fig. 105, p. 325.
106. Polysigma unifor~ n. sp. Cuticle, if striated at all, very finely so.
Body naked except for the setae on the head. Lips minute, more or less confluent, relatively thick, six and double, or possibly twelve. Near the nerve-ring
and just in front of the cardiac bulb, the oesophagus is one-half, and finally
three-fourths, as wide as the corresponding portion of the neck, this latter figure
being the measurement of the pyriform cardiac bulb. The refractive lining is
one-twentieth as wide as the oesophagus. In the posterior half of the oesoph-
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ment granules begin suddenly at the
middle of the cardiac bulb and end
suddenly near the middle of the neck.
There are quite prominent, pigmented
submedian glands in the oseophagus,
but apparently no dorsal one. The
thick-walled intestine, which has a
faint lumen, becomes at once half as
wide as the body, and in cross-section
would present three to four cells.
Very minute, but distinct, yellowish
granules of uniform size are scattered
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X 750 neck. The medium-sized nerve-ring

is accompanied by distinct nerve cells, not very definitely grouped. From the
more or less elevated vulva, the fairly-well cutinized vagina extends inward half
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way across the body. The eggs are probably about three times as long as the
body is wide. The broad, tapering ovaries, which contain about ten ova arranged
mostly in single file,-but setqJ/J(4)":!!,. ~I'< _... ,...."7ji(6+6J ~~ .~.}
.
umph
irregularly near the blind
·---~~ · ·
.·•· ·•· ;;_~-/
end,-reach about half
,.
' '·
;
way back to the vulva. ORJph
OIi
The tail of the male is
conoid to the spinneret,
_ ,/ii
which is nearly one-third
as wide as the base of the g1 l.
tail itself. The slightly
yellowish, rather strong,
08
subslender, rather acute X 75 o
l1IJ m
spicula appear to have their slightly expanded proximal extremities nearly opposite the body-axis. There are seventy-six yellowish, refractive supplementary
organs in two subventral rows of thirty-eight each. They are subequidistant,
but somewhat wider apart anteriorly. They appear to be more or less protrusile.
Ejaculatory duct one-third to two-fifths, the testis one-half, as wide as the
body. The testis is cylindroid, but tapers near its blind end.
Habitat: Marine mud, twenty-five fathoms deep, Woods Hole, Mass., U. S. A.
Fig. 106a, p. 326; Fig. 106b.

,t;;··N·{..

107. Alaimonema multicinctum n. sp.
U·'.···'. '.:~.-.;;:&.-Ht •. Striae over
1500 to the millimeter, resolvable with difficulty into very exceedingly fine dotlike elements. Cephalic and subcephalic setae sixteen, in four sets of four.
Cervical setae scattered, the first four to eight larger than the cephalic setae, the
others smaller. Somatic setae scattered, inconspicuous, about one-sixth as long
as the body is wide. In two series on the borders of the lateral fields, every
Jdqi, _
(J6fp/J
set su/JqJ,
twenty to thirty annules throughout the nema,
there are round, pore-like markings, twice as wide
()(I
as the annules. The two rows of pores opposite
the lateral fields are removed from each other by
a distance about equal to three-fifths the bodydiameter. There are no lips. The simple, more or
less triquetrous pharynx is so small as to be very
easily overlooked. The three very small onchia are more or less equal in size.
Their forward-pointing, acute apices are about opposite the anterior borders of
the amphids. The oesophagus is at first three-fifths, near the nerve-ring and in
front of the cardiac bulb two-sevenths, and finally three-fourths, as wide as the
corresponding portion of the neck. · The pyriform cardiac bulb contains a more or
less spheroidal, simple valve, two-sevenths as wide as the bulb itself. The oesophagus has a subdistinct, narrow lining, and a fine musculature. The intestine,
which has a more or less thick wall and a faint lumen, soon becomes half as wide
as the body. In cross-section it presents but few cells. The cardiac collum is onefourth as wide as the base of the neck. The widest of the variable, colorless granules found scattered in the intestinal cells are twice as wide as one of the annules.
The longitudinal fields are three-fifths as wide as the body. The tail is conoid from
the rather prominently raised anus. The large, rather frail, tapering, somewhat
blunt spicula, at their widest parts, near the proximal ends, are one-fourth as
wide as the corresponding portion of the body. There is a rather frail, slender
accessory piece. The elevated, "campanulate," subequidistant supplementary
organs begin opposite the proximal parts of the spicula and are stationed at a
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distance from each other varying from one-sixth of one, to one, entire bodydiameter. The organs are nearly as high as they are wide, and are more or less
asymmetrical. Each is connected with an internal, refractive piece, a little
farther forward. They somewhat resemble the well-developed supplementary
organs of Chromadora. The ejaculatory duct is one-half, the vas deferens three.fifths, as wide as the body. A considerable portion of the male sexual organs is
filled with spherical granular spermatocytes, one-third as wide as the body, and
having a distinct ectosarc.
Habitat: Beach sand, Bathing Beach, Woods Hole, Mass., U.S. A. Flemming
to water. Fig. 107, p. 327.
.6
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26.
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108. Cophonchus ocellatus n. sp. •:..I ·1., u
3- •'"-9>z. ..
Transverse
striae exceedingly minute; the cuticle is also longitudinally striated. The someIP 1/J. ·---... /b...--···· ...... fKI what cylindroid neck is almost imperceptibly convex.
.,1, rJi conoid in its anterior part. Cuticle relatively thicker
setsuiNI_\
.t·· I"' on the head. A few short setae occur here and there on
~
the neck. There appear to be three somewhat confluent
omp/J......
; \ ·· oe lips with papillae on their outer margins, probably to
I\
the number of si}r. There are two dark-brown dorsally
set •··· !,_.J_::_
'.
submedian eye-spots and opposite them in the ventral
Ji
/ \ nr. portion ·of the oesophagus a linear collection of pigump ,·
,,_ . 1 OC mented granules, from which there also extends backward
t\ a line of scattered granules. Similar granules occur
spn -····'·
··-......'/um oe throughout the oesophagus in groups of a score or more.
Spear-like onchium very slightly sigmoid. It is probable that the pharynx
extends back to opposite the row of ceph~lic setae. The cuticle on the anterior
surface of the head, as far back as the cephalic setae or a little farther, reminds
one of the covering on the head in Thoracostoma, but the thickening is less pronounced, and the cuticle here is not materially different in color or texture from
that elsewhere on the body. Where the cuticle reaches its maximum thickness,
near the lips, it is three to four times as thick as elsewhere on the body. From
this point backward to near the base of the head, it gradually grows thinner.
The oesophagus continues to have the same diameter until after it passes through
the nerve-ring; there it begins to enlarge, so that finally it is two-fifths as wide
as the base of the neck. The intestine, set off by a deep constriction, becomes
at once about two-thirds as wide as the body. Its cross-section would present
four to six cells packed with minute granules. The conoid cardia is one-fourth
as wide as the corresponding portion of the body. The renette cell is about
half as wide as the body, and is located on the ventral side just in front of the
cardia; its pyriform ampulla is one-fifth as wide as the corresponding portion of
the neck. The lateral fields appear to be about one-third as wide as the body,
and to contain numerous, rather small, scattered nuclei. The nerve-ring surrounds the oesophagus squarely. Tail of the male conoid in the anterior four.fifths; thence cylindroid for a short distance to the almost imperceptibly swollen
terminus. The caudal glands are apparently located opposite to and a little
behind the anus, and present the peculiarity that one of them, the one on the
ventral side, has a separate duct leading to the separate smaller ampulla in the
slightly enlarged spinneret, while the other two have their ducts parallel and
close together and appear to join in a single, much larger ampulla opposite the
smaller one. From these ampullae, minute ducts lead backward to the pore
of the spinneret, which presents a minute, conoid depression on the terminus.
Supplementary organ tubular, of about the same diameter as the spicula, extend-
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ing first inward, then directly forward. It is about one-third as long as the corresponding body-diameter. Its outlet is opposite the middle of the spicula.
There appear to be some obscure papillae on the tail, evidenced by almost imperceptible ventral elevations. Mention may be made of one of these near the
beginning of the middle third, and another near the beginning of the posterior
third. Spicula slender, uniform, acute, one and one-half times as long as the
tail, and five to six times as long as the anal body-diameter. Their proximal
ends are cephalated by expansion. They are accompanied, both in front and
behind, at their distal extremities, by accessory pieces two-thirds as long as the
anal body-diameter. The ejaculatory duct is one-fourth as wide as the body,
and extends forward to near the middle of the body, where it joins the testes.
Habitat: Shoal in Kingston Harbor, Jamaica, in about one foot of water. This
genus bears a very considerable resemblance to Digitonchus. Fig. 108, p. 328.
12.R

27,

90,4

> I,,••

21
109. I sonemella acuta n. sp. •y 2•6 2· 9
u
Body-wall thick
•
and muscular; in the middle of the single specimen seen it takes up a:bout threefifths of the radius. There are a few exceedingly minute setae to be seen on
the tail; otherwise than these, and those shown in the illustration, no others are
known. There appear to be three lips, but they are so small and so thoroughly
amalgamated that it is very difficult to decide on their structure, and it is possible
that there is no division of the margin of the mouth into lips. The mouth opening
is nearly as wide as the front end of the head. Between the thin lips there is a
very short vestibule, whose limits are marked by the presence of an internal
refractive structure on the inner wall of the pharynx very near the margin of the
lips. It is impossible to say from the observations so far made whether this
refractive marking is a circular affair or whether it is dis- Sft(/(}J •
mulrl
continuous and represents special thickenings on the inner Ullp/1
/ii
surface of the three components of the lip-region. The
/Jurfil
result of this thickening is a sudden, but very slight nar- UllpA ·
. /l!C
rowing of the vestibule. The very short vestibule, there- oc
fore, begins nearly as wide as the front of the head, widens at.
gm
out posteriorly and then soon suddenly narrows to the
pex:
beginning of the pharynx proper. At its base this lat- JV/Jal(,
. tit
ter tapers to join the lumen of the oesophagus. At tmUJ
first sight it appears that, with the exception of the above- nd.
UC
mentioned, excessively minute, cutinized processes at the
base of the vestibule, the pharynx does not present any UMp. ·
ump
feature suggestive of a particular armature, but there is !{XI .· ·
x 750
nevertheless a minute, forward-pointing ventral (?) onchium of small size. The
walls of the pharynx; though distinctly outlined by the refractive nature of
the cuticle, are very thin throughout. The lip-region stains more strongly
than any of the succeeding tissues of the head, or of the anterior part of the
neck. All that portion of the lip-region in front of the middle of the pharynx
takes part in this staining, and the posterior c~ntour of the staiood portion
extends outward and backward from the front part of the pharynx. Behind
this stained portion, indicated in the illustration, there are two elongated "cavities," beginning opposite the middle of the pharynx and ending a little behind
the eye-spots, one dorsal and one ventral, and the outer contour of the head
opposite these "cavities" is very slightly elevated, in the single specimen so far
examined. When viewed in profile these "cavities" have a size and contour
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somewhat similar to that of-the pharynx. The amphids, difficult to observe,
have a somewhat elongated, inward, refractive extension, as shown in the illustration. Eye-spots colorless or slightly yellow. There are rather inconspicuous collections of golden brown pigment granules in the anterior portion of the
oesophagus. This latter continues with much the same diameter for some distance, but gradually enlarges. After it passes through the nerve-ring it is twofifths as wide as the corresponding portion of the neck, and it finally becomes
three-fifths as wide as the base of the neck. Its radial musculature is very
strongly marked in the posterior half, reminding one to some extent of the oesophagus in Bolbella. The nerve cells both before and behind the nerve-ring are an
unusually prominent feature. A little more than half way from the head to the
nerve-ring the foremost of these cells occur as two lateral ellipsoidal granular
cells half as wide as long, and having a length one-third as great as the corresponding width of the neck. Almost on a level with these is a ventral cell, and
immediately behind them are other lateral cells of somewhat smaller size, and
thence onward the neck is packed with cells of the same character, which gradually become globular and continue behind the nerve-ring and cease about half
way between the nerve-ring and the cardia. There is a collection of similar cells
in front of and behind the anus. The cardia is convex-conoid and about onethird as wide as the corresponding portion of the body. The intestine becomes
at once about two- to three-fifths as wide as the body. The anus is almost
continuous, though the posterior lip is very slightly raised. The refractive,
narrow rectum is about one and one-half times as long as the anal body-diameter.
The tail begins to taper from a little in front of the anus, and tapers at much the
same rate behind the anus, in such a fashion that at its middle the diameter is
about one-third as great as at its base; thence onward, it tapers but little and
ends in a terminus about one-fourth as wide as its base. Caudal glands appear
to be located in the base of the tail. The rcnette cell is located just behind the
base of the neck. The lateral fields appear to be about one-half as wide as the
body, and are characterized by a succession of groups of cells, which are larger
than usually seen in these regions. These groups contain dozens of nuclei packed
rather closely together. The groups do not seem to be very regularly arranged,
but succeed each other with intervals between them that are shorter than the
length of the groups. The groups are of rather uneven size, and are most conspicuous between the neck and the anus.
Habitat: Larat, East Indies. Marine. Fig. 109, p. 329 .
•7

5,6

9.

.~:-70.

9:.7) 1.6..
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110. Synonema braziliense n. sp. 1., / 1.5
1.:1
1.e
1.:
Cuticle naked
except for the setae at the anterior end. Mouth depressed. Lips subdistinct,
flat, rather thin, fairly developed, flap-like; lip-region apparently twelve-ribbed,
closing nearly together over the rather small pharynx, which may be reckoned
to extend at least a short distance behind the base of the dorsal onchium. The
oesophagus near the nerve-ring is one-half, just in front of the cardiac bulb onehalf, and finally three-fourths, as wide as the base of the neck. This latter
measurement represents the diameter of the valveless, pyriform cardiac bulb.
The musculature of the oesophagus is colorless, with no indication of the presence of glands. There is a cylindroid cardia one-third to two-fifths as wide as
the base of the neck, and two-thirds as long as the body is wide. The thick-walled
_intestine, which has a distinct, refractive lining, becomes at once three-fourths
as wide as the body, and in cross-section would present about four cells. Cardiac
collum one-half as wide as the neck. From the more or less depressed anus, the
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prominent cutinized rectum extends inward a distance equal to the anal bodydiameter. Anal muscles are dimly to be seen. The intestinal cells have conspicuous nuclei, and as there is an almost entire absence of granules, the intestine
is very transparent. Tail arcu3:te, conoid. The three saccate caudal glands
form a close tandem in the anterior half of the tail; they
empty through separate ducts and ampullae. No caudal
setae are to be seen. The lateral fields have not been
clearly seen; they are probably one-third a~ wide as the
body and composed mainly of two rows of cells. The
granular renette cell is three times as long as the body is
wide and one-sixth as wide as long. It is placed from two
to six body-widths behind the neck, and seems to be composed of about six ellipsoidal, granular cells, arranged more or less in pairs.
The excretory pore is two-fifths the way back to the nerve-ring; there is no
ampulla. The nerve-ring is accompanied by distinct nerve cells arranged in
groups. The following description of the sexual organs is derived from an
immature specimen: The tubular, muscular, more or less cutinized vagina
extends obliquely forward two-thirds the distance across the body, where it
joins the straight uterus, which is about twice as long as the body is wide. Ova
prolate; the maturest six to eight being arranged single file, the others irregularly,-about thirty in all. Ovary medium-sized and tapering. Male unknown.
Habitat: Algae, near lighthouse, Bahia, Brazil. Sublimate to balsam. The
multicellular renette is highly peculiar. Fig. 110.
111. Anticyclus exilis n. sp. Cephalic setae sixteen, subcephalic four; cuticle
otherwise naked. The rather thin lips, apparently six in number, arch together
over the pharynx, somewhat as in Oncholaimus. According to the state of the
muscular contraction in the lips, the head is
8
_;; ~~
3
~: 1 > M · • slightly convex on the front surface, or slightly
1
_
_
-M-"
.,
_
concave; Margins of the amphids strongly refrac86
77
37
-'~:"".1--"-1.=-co-/-;:1.'=",-----':1;-:.,:-,--::,---v
:----:--::1., >2.9 .. tive, so that their contours are exceedingly distinct. At first, the oesophagus has a diameter
fully two-thirds as great as that of the corresponding portion of the neck, and
it retains this diameter until after it passes through the nerve-ring; about half
way between the nerve-ring and the intestine, it begins to expand, and continues
to do so very gradually, so that finally it is about three-fourths as wide as the
base of the neck. The anterior cells of the intestine are more transparent and
otherwise different in appearance from those which succeed, and it not infrequently happens that they present a strong resemblance to the oesophagus,
so that the real position of the cardiac constriction is likely to be mistaken.
The intestine is at first about two-thirds as wide as the body. It soon, however, becomes three-fourths to four-fifths as wide as the body, and is composed
of rather massive cells, so that the lumen is narrow. Its cross-section probably presents about six cells. These contain numerous granules, rather uniform in size and so arranged as to give rise to an indistinct tessellation. From
the inconspicuous anus, the rectum, which has about the same length as the
anal body-diameter, extends inward and forward. The lateral fields are onethird as wide as the body. Renette unknown; it is possible that the renette cell
is unusually small and located near the cardiac constriction. The tail of the
female is supposed to be like that of the male describ~d below, but there is
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uncertainty on this point, as all the female specimens so far examined have
lacked the posterior portion of the tail;-the portion present has the same form
as the corresponding portion of the tail of the male. From the inconspicuous
vulva, the vagina leads inward and probably slightly forward. The eggs are
about three to four times as long as the body is wide and about one-fourth as wide
as long. The tail of the male is conoid in the anterior fourth in such fashion
that at the beginning of the second fourth, its diameter is about one-third as great
as at the anus; thence onward, it tapers much less rapidly, and in the posterior
half hardly tapers at all, the diameter for a considerable distance in front of the
terminus being no greater than that of the thickness of the body-wall. There
is present behind the anus a collection of cells which bear some resemblance
to caudal glands, but whether they really are caudal glands and empty through
a spinneret at the terminus remains uncertain. The seventeen equidistant
supplementary organs are rounded, low, conoid papillae separated by distances
about equal to their own diameters, and occupy a distance from two to three
times as great as the corresponding body-diameter. These organs appear to be
innervated, but they at times closely resemble mere transverse corrugations
of the cuticle. Behind the anus, at least when the tail is incurved, there are
folds in the cuticle that present a very similar appearance to those just described
as supplementary organs, occurring in front of the anus j these are confined to
the wide and muscular portion of the tail, and do not extend, as a rule, as far
backward as the corresponding appearanoes in front of the anus extend forward.
setsu/Jn
sd nt SlfUll Spicula somewhat longer than the anal body-diameter,
/
more strongly arcuate toward their proximal extremities
... ph than near the anus. They extend about two-thirds the
distance across the body and then curve around toward
... qil the body-axis. There extend from the proximal ends
· ··
toward the anus nearly straight refractive elements that
.... .. oe may possibly indicate that the spicula are much wider
in the middle than at either extremity. The spicula are
accompanied by accessory pieces which extend inward
SfX1
r/jumoe from the anus pretty nearly at right angles and end near
the body-axis. The ejaculatory dm,t is two-fifths as wide as the body. Posterior testis much the smaller.
-Habitat: Bath Tub Springs, Jamaica, near Salt River. These are salt springs
having about body temperature. Fig. 111.
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112. Croconema cinctum n. sp.
2.~1;;- 2~ - - -,_-, - -ca :::,u - Cuticle thick
transparent, yellow, composed of about 500 annules imparting to the contour
of the body throughout a distinctly crenate appearance, and bearing numerous
short, stiff, slightly curved bristles, having a. length somewhat greater than its
own thickness. The cuticle of the head seems to consist of a single, somewhat
hemispherical helmet-like piece. In all, there must be at least six irregular longitudinal rows of setae on the "helmet," but it seems impossible to pick out any
single circlet of these setae that particularly merit the term cephalic setae.
The spreading setae on the neck curve backward. Both here and toward the
tail end, these setae are shorter than near the middle of the body where they
are tapering, acute, nearly twice as long as the cuticle is thick and have a base
one-fourth as wide as the distance between two successive annules of the cuticle.
When the mouth is closed, the tips of the lips are bunched at the middle of the
front of the head. There appear to be about twelve of these tips. The pharynx
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is about one-eighth as wide as the base of the head and is fairly well filled by
the apices of the teeth. Two of these onchia (?) have been distinctly seen,
a dorsal one which extends to the base of the lips and has a subacute, conical,
refractive apex, and whose base is about one-eighth as wide as the corresponding
diameter of the head, and a larger suhmedfan one with a conical, refractive
apex, and having a base somewhat wider than that of the dorsal one. This
latter has a length somewhat greater than the width of the amphids, and its base
lies near the center of the head and rather behind the middle of the pharyngeal
bulb. The pharynx is strongly OllfiJ
on
... 1/J
g_tqiJ
cutinized, and manifestly extends
·
backward through the greater part
of the region surrounded by the
· /i/J /ii
"helmet." The rather obscure
change from pharynx to oesophagus takes place suddenly along
.ph
two loci which extend obliquely
outward and forward from the
lumen of the oesophagus. The
oesophagus retains the same diameter until after it passes through
the nerve-ring; soon after that it
begins to enlarge gradually in
diameter, so that finally it is threefourths as wide as the base of the X 750
w m
neck. The intestine is at first very narrow, about one-fifth as wide as the body,
and for a short distance has a different structure from the portion that follows.
Possibly this first part should be considered a cardia. In this cardiac portion,
there are no cells containing granules. Immediately behind the "cardiac"
portion, the intestine is half as wide as the body and would present eight to
ten cells in cross-section. The cells contain brownish granules of uniform size,
so arranged as to give rise to a distinct tessellation. The intestine is moderately thick-walled. From the raised anus, the strongly cutinized rectum, which
is somewhat longer than the anal body-diameter, extends inward and then
almost directly forward, so that it joins the intestine considerably ventrad from
the body-axis. The tail is arcuate-conoid, and presents the peculiarity that
the annules of the cuticle cease in front of the middle; thence onward, the cuticle
is considerably thicker and is traversed by radial markings, which pass outward and a little backward and give to the surface of this portion of the tail
a distinctly punctate appearance, which, however, is less marked than the
similar appearance on the head. The caudal glands are arranged tandem immediately in front of the anus, extending from the end of the intestine proper to
a little behind the anus. There is apparently a small renette cell immediately behind the oesophagus. The nerve-ring surrounds the oesophagus
obliquely. From the slightly elevated, rather inconspicuous vulva the vagina
extends nearly half way across the body. The ovaries reach more than half
way back to tll;e vulva, and contain a dozen to twenty developing ova, arranged
irregularly.
Habitat: Sand and marine algae, in surf, shore of small island off Port Royal,
Jamaica. Fig. 112.
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113. Nudora lineata n. sp. Cuticle two to three times as thick at the head
end as elsewhere; more or lf:ss like that of Desmodora, but with longitudinal
striae somewhat like those of Monoposthia. The annules increase in width,
and are more accentuated, toward the head. Each of the ten longitudinal wings
appears to comprise a series of "V"-like markings on the anterior portion of
the body, which are reversed on the posterior. Following the serrate contour
of the head it is discovered that this reversal takes place not far behind the
neck. There seem to be twelve, subdistinct, more or less conoid, minute, blunt
labial elements. The labial papillae are more or less setose, one seta between
each pair of labial elements. Limits of the pharynx rendered very definite on
account of the elongated pharyngeal swelling. Anterior part of the pharynx
cyathiform, posterior triquetrous-tubular. Posterior part of the neck cylinse(,/JJl6/ se{,//)(6)
'4} _;.1,_1:w~ __ .:...89__ .Jl:!!!, >1•76 .. droid, anterior convex-co.
1.e
2.,
2.7
2.7
1. fo,
.d Th
h.d
//) ~i:Wi~~
1/J no1 .
e amp 1 s appear
·
.:-1. _ 1:~u_,_ ___x___9!;) >us •• to be oylindroid depressions
7
/iI . .
· Oil !.~ 2•9 ~
,_., :,,,. ~about as deep as the cuticle
is thick. In front of the wide annule bearing the amphids,
there is another about as wide as those on the neck,
which, however, does not thin out on its anterior edge,
as do the regular annules. Following this annule comes
the lip-region, which in contra-distinction takes a carmine stain. The elongated, pharyngeal bulb, one-half as wide as the neck, is set off from the remainder
of the oesophagus by a constriction. The oesophagus is at first one-third, near
the nerve-ring one-third, preceding the cardiac bulb one-third, and finally fivesixths, as wide as the corresponding portion of the neck. The cardiac bulb is
cylindroid and makes up one-third of the oesophagus. Its musculature is coarse
and colorless. The oesophageal tube expands suddenly to form the cardiac
bulb, which is divided into two main parts by a break in its musculature. There
are smaller breaks, also, near each end. The lining of the oesophagus appears
to occupy one-sixth of its width. The rather thin-walled, narrow intestine
becomes at once one-fifth as wide as the body. At the cardiac constriction the
intestine joins the center of the posterior surface of the oesophageal bulb.
Minute granules are scattered in the intestinal cells. The conoid tail, on which
there are obscure longitudinal striae, tapers froni the anus to the non-striated,
simple, symmetrical spinneret. The broadly saccate caudal glands form a close
tandem in the anterior half of the tail. Slender caudal setae occur on the tail
end, both preanal and postanal, three to four ventrally submedian, and three to
four dorsally submedian, just in front of as well as behind the anus, about one
and one-half body-widths apart, and shorter on the male than on the female.
The rather broad ovary tapers near its blind end. The flattish ova are arranged
for the most part single file. The spicula are frail, very slender, mostly uniform,
but finally tapering and acute. Their proximal ends appear to lie about opposite
the body-axis. The yellow accessory pieces are somewhat longer than the
spicula. They are arcuate and stoutish, and their proximal ends appear to lie
somewhat dorsad from the body-axis. There are two obscure supplementary
organs, the anterior of which is located at a distance· in front of the anus equal
to one and one-half body-diameters, the posterior being opposite the middle of
the spicula. These consist of slight elevations further ac·centilated by small
alterations in about three consecutive annules.
Habitat: Sand, below low tide mark, Hull, Massachusetts, U.S. A. Fig. 113.
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114. Rhinema retrorsum n. sp. Cuticle thick, interrupted at twelve places so
as to form exceedingly distinct longitudinal wings, which when brought into
focus give a somewhat "fishbone "-like effect. The annules and their modifications give a retrorse appearance to the entire cuticle, but in reality the striae
are retrorse in the posterior part of the body, and the reverse in the anterior part.
Some of the cuticular markings cease in front of the anus on the male and are
not continued on the tail, so that the tail has a somewhat unusual appearance.
There are submedian longitudinal striations extending to the middle of the
tail. N eek for the most part cy1indroid. Opposite the dorsal tooth there
i~ a distinct junction with the cuticle of the lip-region indicated by an almost
imperceptible constriction encircling the head. In front of this constriction
there are two others, close together, connected with the lip-region. Lips with
outward-curve~ api- _1,~ _ ~ =..:.9:.. _ .'._'.•~•:.• _ _21~ >1.1.. qili1{4i //J{6) ryglb
3·7
ces, surrounding a 1:2 2· 8 3:...
2.2
on 1"'
.:·
2.9
17.9
-]II~
91.
.
~ -uusl/J
cya th I.f orm cav1·t Y---8.9-=---------> 12 aa
3' 6 ~ 2· 9 ' •
having a diameter 21 ,.s- 3,8umpk.
.pit
UR
about three-fifths as great as that of the front of mlJJ'p/1_
rlct
the head, and a depth not more than half that /i/J
I
amount. Into the midst of this shallow cavity the /ii
ul
dorsal onchium projects. Sometimes, however, this pt,___
spn
cavity is deeper, namely, when the dorsal tooth is
;
withdrawn to a greater extent. Then the cavity (1](J
.
.Sjll
is about half as wide as the head, and about as deep 750
opndu/ PSfXI
as wide, and the lip-region is manifestly more closely folded. Onchium faintly
spear-like. Muscles of the pharynx of an entirely different character from
those of the oesophagus, which begins as a tube about half as wide as the corresponding portion of the neck, and continues to have this diameter until after
it passes through the nerve-ring, thereafter expanding gradually, but finally
Romewhat faster, so that at the end it becomes two-thirds as wide as the base
of the neck. The posterior swelling is of such a character that one might speak
of it as a bulb. There is no very distin~t cardia. Renette unknown. Vagina
reaching half way across the body. Mature ova at the flexure, ready to enter
the uterus, are one and one-half times as long as the body is wide and about half
as wide as long, with nuclei one-third as broad as themselves. The narrow ovaries are more or less cylindroid and contain comparatively few ova, apparently
arranged more or less single file. Anus of the male distinctly raised. Tail
arcuate and conoid to the naked terminus, which has a length about equal to
that of five of the preceding annules. Position of the caudal glands doubtful,
but it seems quite possible that they are located in the base of the tail. There
are a few inconspicuous hairs on the smooth terminus that are not shown in the
illustration, of which two have been seen in the ventrally submedian position,
having a length about two-thirds as great as the corresponding diameter of the
terminus. No supplements or special papillae or setae have been seen, though
it is possible that very small setae may have escaped observation. The slender,
slightly arcuate, rather uniform spicula have their proximal ends almost imperceptibly cephalated by expansion. The uniform proximal three-fourths of the
spicula, when viewed in profile appear to have approximately the width of one
of the adjacent annules. In the distal fourths the spicula taper to an acute
point. There is a single, nearly straight but slightly "S"-shaped accessory
piece, two-thirds as long as the spicula, which is acute at its distal extremity
and capable of protrusion to a certain extent. It is fully as wide as the spicula.
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I ts proximal half curves away from the spicula and then recurves, and is connected with the ventral part of the body-wall a short distance behind the anus
by means of oblique muscles.
Habitat: Coral sand, New Hebrides. This genus differs from Chromadora,
Spilophora and Euchromadora in the possession of distinct circular amphids,
and also in the possession of twelve longitudinal cuticular costae. In this latter
respect it resembles Monoposthia, but here the spicu_la are double, and there
are no supplementary organs or swellings. The lip-region and pharynx also present contrasts with any of the above genera. The striking differences are: (1)
The continuation of the pharynx in its narrow part as a definite well lined posterior chamber, ending definitely opposite the point where the pharyngeal bulb
is separated from the oesophagus by a distinct constriction. (2) By the form of
the lips, which, instead of being soft and internally folded so as to give rise to
about twelve refractive ribs, or folds, are more strongly built, cutinized and outwardly recurved, and are only six in number. (3) -M-Fig. 114, p. 335.
_1.:,... H .'.!6,6••• :~"1l .... llO, ••> ·'115. Iotadorus punctulatus n. sp. 1,y:! s.,: ~
,.s -s-9
Striae of the
naked cuticle resolvable into rows of dots, which are modified a little on the
lateral fields, where there are distinguishable two longitudinal rows of markings
close together on each side of the lateral line, at least toward the anterior extremity and on the neck. The neck is cylindroid. There are probably four or six
short and inconspicuous cephalic setae in the midst of the labial constriction.
There are twelve lips of the character usually found in the genus Cyatholaimus,
but smaller, and in such a position in the specimen examined that it is impossible to make out the details, except that when the mouth is open about twelve
papilla-like lips of small size are to be seen toward the margin of the head.
Behind the pharyngeal bulb the oesophagus is about one-half as wide as the
base of the head. It continues to have this diameter until after it passes through
fi/J
... 1./J the nerve-ring, when it expands to form the pyriform cardiac
·
bulb, which contains a distinct but simple valvular a;pparatus.
fll1 The intestine joins the middle of the posterior surface of the
/ii cardiac bulb, and is at that point only about one-fourth as wide
oe as the base of the neck; it gradually widens out so as to become
half as wide as the body. It would present few cells in cross750 section, perhaps only two. The renette cell is about one-third
as wide as the body, and fully twice as long as wide, and lies a short distance
behind the base of the neck. The tail of the male is conoid in the anterior threefourths; thence onward it tapers more rapidly to the minute spinneret. The
posterior fourth of the tail is more finely striated than the remainder. Caudal
setae few, minute, and scattered. The proximal ends of the uniform spicula are
bent over toward the ventral side of the body. The spicula are of very peculiar
form, the proximal halves being much more strongly arcuate than the distal
halves. At the distal extremity each spiculum is bifurcated, one fork, the
anterior, being rudimentary, while the other, the posterior, is somewhat S-shaped
and acute distally. The finger-shaped apophysis of the accessory extends backward nearly parallel to the body-axis. The apophysis is nearly as strongly cutinized as the spicula themselves, and has a length nearly equal to that of the anal
body-diameter. The apophysis is nearly twice as wide as the spicula, which
have a width about equal to that of three of the adjacent annules of the cuticle.
Ejaculatory duct about one-third as wide as the body; vas deferens about half.
Habitat: Punta Arenas, Pacific coast of Costa Rica. Marine. Fig. 115.
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116. Ptycholaimellus carinatus n. sp. Cuticle rather thin and naked resolvable
near the anterior extremity into elements which are interrupted on' the lateral
fields. Near the middle of the body, the division line between the annules is
resolvable into dotlike elements; these are interrupted by two prominent lateral
wings. These wings begin near the head and end behind the middle of the tail
and near the middle of the body occupy a space about equal to the width of on~
of the annules. 1.9 _ s. -t 15.s _ "•49, " _ 90. '> 1
set, qi,141.
1./J
. nh
5
N eek conoid; ,i1 3- 2 • ~
•-3
2.2
· ••
·· ·
• I"'
the head pro- 2.1 _s.s_+)6. _ "-x __ 89.6> 1 3 • est 1/J
trusile, and ,.i~ :,.: · •_,_
u "-' t. 9 · •
•
connected with the anterior margin of the cer- Oil dsl ......
vical cuticle by a thin, flexible membrane.
When the mouth is closed, it is surrounded by
:/,
twelve folds in the lip-region, which come ump/J. · · ··· <i
... . · · · stJ,
together and form a striated, somewhat tubular vestibule, having a length about equal to ul ·
the width of two of the adjacent annules of the
\
cuticle. The lip-region stains strongly with tnn · · · ·· ! i
carmine, and is a very striking feature in
\1
stained specimens. The lips arch together SfKI. · · · •···
over the somewhat spheroidal anterior portion of the pharynx, which is about
one-third as wide as the front of the head and contains the strongly cutinized
apex of the massive dorsal onchium, which has, passing backward from it, distinct refractive extensions that gradually merge into the structures of the oesophagus. The narrow portion of the pharynx merges gradually into the lumen of
the oesophagus. The phary~geal swelling contains special muscles for the operation of the lips and dorsal onchium; these are much more strongly developed
on the dorsal side, and the pharyngeal swelling presents the peculiarity of being
widest near its anterior part, and tapering gradually nearly half way to the nervering, where the diameter has been so reduced as to be one-third that of the
corresponding portion of the neck. The oesophagus continues to have this width
until after it passes through the nerve-ring, where it enlarges rather gradually
for a short distance, and then more rapidly to form the clavate, or elongatedpyriform, strongly developed cardiac bulb, which occupies the posterior threesevenths of the neck, and becomes three-fourths as wide as the base of the neck.
This bulb is divided into two approximately equal parts by a transverse division
of the musculature and its valvular apparatus is correspondingly divided. This
latter consists essentially in a plain expansion of the lining of the oesophagus,
which is in its widest part, about one-third as wide as the bulb. There is no distinct cardia. The intestine joins the middle of the posterior surface of the cardiac bulb, and at this point is only one-fifth as wide as the neck. It gradually
widens out so as to become half as wide as the body and then diminishes again
to give place to the enormously developed renette cell, behind which it again
becomes about half as wide as the body. The intestine is rather thin-walled, its
cross-section presenting about four to six cells containing scattered yellowish
granules of variable size, the largest of which have a diameter nearly as great as
the width of one of the adjacent annules of the cuticle. From the slightly raised
anus, the rectum extends inward a distance equal to the anal body diameter..
The lateral fields are fully one-third as wide as the body. The renette cell, twothirds to three-fourths as long as the neck, is clavate, and at its widest part half
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as wide as the body. It contains a single nucleus, which is swung centrally in
the protoplasmic network. The renette cell has two spherical ellipsoidal companion cells in the rear. The excretory pore lies at the base of the lips, and is
connected with the elongated, fusiform ampulla by means of a duct which extends
from the base of the lips to nearly opposite the base of the pharynx. Sometimes the ampulla is much elongated, and one-fourth as wide as the corresponding
portion of the neck, reaching nearly to the nerve-ring. The tail begins to taper
from far in front of the anus, and tapers at about the same rate for some little
distance behind the anus, then tapers more rapidly for a short distance, and
then finally tapers gradually to the terminus. The caudal glands are located
in the base of the tail. The vulva is massive and yet does not project much
beyond the main ventral contour. It is prominent on account of a depression
which surrounds it. From the vulva the large vagina leads inward half way
across the body. The tapering, reflexed ovaries reach half way back to the vulva
and contain upwards of ten ova arranged single file. The prolate eggs are nearly
as long as the body is wide and have been seen in the uterus one at a time. The
distance between the wings on the cuticle, near the anus of the male, is about
equal to the width of two of the annules. The tapering, yellowish spicula are
more strongly arcuate in their proximal halves than elsewhere. At their widest
part they are about one-sixth as wide as the corresponding portion of the body.
Their proximal ends, when viewed laterally, appear to lie opposite the bodyaxis. An indistinct refractive line passes from the proximal ends of the spicula
to the distal ends, indicating that the spicula may be wider than would be judged
by a consideration of only the main portion of their framework. The accessory
pieces are one-half as long as the spicula and in the main parallel to them and
are arranged in comparatively close contact. Near the anus, however, the framework of the accessory pieces bends away from the spicula. Each accessory piece
ends in an acute protrusile point, which is rather suddenly and rather markedly
bent forward. The spicula present the same arcuate appearances at their tips
as do the accessory pieces. Both the ejaculatory duct and vas deferens are about
one-third as wide as the corresponding portion of the body.
Habitat: Larat, East Indies. Marine; apparently very common. Sublimate
to balsam. Fig. 116, p. 337. An examination of sloughed cuticle of the head
gave equally satisfactory evidence of the existence of joints in the setae.
117. Actinonema pachydermatum n. sp. Cuticle naked, very thick, occupying
one-half the radius as measured at the base of the neck. Annules alike except
/fJ fJ
.y; e.6 _16. __ '1,i," -~·->.s; •• that they grow narrower toward
on? .s 2. 4 3-1
u
!.5
the extremities, especially the head
.35 9.1 _16.
~x
s5.
end; resolvable with difficulty into
9
1. u
1.7
u
>- .. rod-like markings,-with -less difficulty on the anterior half of the body. The prominent wings, begin. . Sfll ning on the neck, end near the middle of the tail. As there are deep,
narrow grooves between the annules, the contour of the body is irreg750
x
ularly crenate. Head set off by contraction and a deep constriction, subtruncate; mouth more or less depressed. The lip-region is one-half as high
as wide, and appears to be composed of three fairly well developed, rounded, subdistinct lips, which are set off by constriction. This lip-region appears as if
protruding from within the thick cuticle, and stains in carmine while the cuticle
remains quite colorless. On the lips there ar~ no obvious signs of a cuticle. The
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pharynx is very small and inconspicuous, or even absent apparently. There seems
to exist, however, a minute, more or less arcuate dorsal onchium, to tie seen in
balsam specimens only when ·exserted. The neck is conoid, the head convexconoid. Amphids nearly straight transverse slits, four-fifths as long as the
corresponding diameter of the head, and apparently eight times as long as wide.
One of the foremost annules appears to be more or less dislocated ;- that is to
say, the regular succession of the fore-most annules is somewhat disturbed by
x750
\ '
sp the presence of the amphids, which are otherwise almost
·'?i -~- _.- invisible. Oes_ophagus more or less c?n~id, but decidedly
cut
· ; clavate pos!er10rly. Near the head it 1s two-fifths, near
...
\ ~ the nerve-rmg about one-fourth, and finally one-half, as
'\ wide as the corresponding portion of the neck. There is
on
'j no distinct cardia. The rather thin-walled intestine, which
( ·j becomes at once two-fifths as wide as the body, has a dis/ tinct lumen. Its cross-section presents four to six cells.
Cardiac collum one-fifth as wide as the body. From the
, . ..._,-,!",-,u,.:o,,-.,_~ 11 \ depressed anus the prominent cutinized rectum is one and
mt....
t' ' OC one-fourth times as long as the anal body-dia:meter. 'fhe
cells of the intestine contain numerous, very fine, colorless granules. The conoid, subarcuate tail tapers from in front of the anus to the simple, unarmed, convex-conoid, rather blunt spinneret. The ellipsoidal caudal glands are small
and inconspicuous, more or less unsymmetrical, and apparently lie in a close tandem opposite the anus. The elongated to fusiform, granular renette cell lies
behind the neck a distance equal to one and one-half body-diameters; it is as
long as the body is wide and one-fifth as wide as long. Female sexual organs
double. The tapering ovaries are of moderate size and extend half way back to
the vulva. They contain few ova arranged for the most part single file. The
simple, strong, tapering, rather stout spicula are at their widest part about onesixth as wide as long. Their proximal ends appear to lie more or less opposite
the body-axis. The simple, rather frail, slender accessory piece is about twothirds as long as the spicula. There are no supplements or special papillae.
Habitat: "Seagrass," shoal, two miles off Key West, Florida, U.S. A. Fig.117.
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· J18. Rhips ornata n. sp. 1.-3·--2~i:) --i.j_"----,.------;.9•>i.s., Cuticle thick, contour
more or less crenate. Striae resolvable into rod'-like markings,
rJJ6J
changing so as to produce a basketwork-like effect on the neck.
· ·
On the posterior half of the body on each lateral field each oruirl
_
annule presents two forward-pointing, "V"-shaped marks of URI.
unequal size, the ventral being the larger; these are inconspicuI.
.. ...
ous, but are less so posteriorly. These markings occur also on rit. · · .. ... ,
the anterior half of the body, but are there reversed. On a par qmp. _
·
with the celphalic setae, and just in front of the ends of the
amphids, there are four sublateral, special scales, or short, '< 760
.•fl//1
more or less conical horns, about half as long as the setae, (ppl Fig. 118a.),
What function is associated with these peculiar appendages is unknown. Lips
very minute, apparently six and double. The neck has the peculiarity of diminishing more rapidly from the middle forward for a short distance. The dorsal
onchium is opposed by one or two very minute ventrally submedian ones. The
oesophagus is conoid, though there is a more or less pronounced clavate cardiac
swelling. At the nerve-ring, the oesophagus is one-half, and finally three-fourths,
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as wide as the corresponding portion of the neck. The rather prominent lining
of the oesophagus finds expression in about three parallel refractive lines, occupying a space equal to two-filths its width. The qiJ !fl.············Jii/JaL
fine musculature is more or less pigmented. There
is a decided thickening of the lining in the cardiac coel
swelling. There is no cardia. The thin-walled
intestine presents a faint lumen, and becomes at
once three-fifths as wide as the body. Cardiac collum one-fourth as wid'e as the neck. From the
more or less continuous anus, the inconspicuous
rectum leads inward a distance one and one-fourth
times as great as the anal body-diameter. The
postanal region has the appearance of lacking one !fJ-----ri
of the regular striae. Colorless granules of variable size are scattered in the intestinal cells. The
largest of them are about half as wide as one of the
annules. The conoid, subarcuate tail tapers from
in front of the anus to the convex-conoid spinneret.
Apparently, the caudal glands lie in the anterior oc ....➔~-il?IJLJallc:::::::
third of the t ail. Though the renette has not been
clearly seen, it appears to lie two body-widths "'·behind the neck, to be elongated and twice as long
as the body is wide. The large, elevated, conspic_n;
uous vulva, occupying twenty-fiv_e to thirty annules
of the cuticle, leads to a medium-sized vagina. The female sexual organs are
double and symmetrically reflexed. The eggs are probably rather large, since
an ovum which has not yet entered the uterus, but appears to be mature, is
three times as long as the body is wide. Spherical, granular spermatozoa,
_., __ ,.,_t14. ____ -x"___ 90.>i.t .. one-half as wide as the
1.z •-i z.
t.1 ~ z.o
body, were seen in the
uterus. Spicula two-jointed, as shown in the illustration. A mature specimen was seen in which the
spicula were lacking, suggesting that possibly they
are fost at the time of copulation. See adjacent illustraoSlfJ
1
tion. Accessory pieces, two in front of the spicula and
two behind, with an additional median one behind,(61
that is to say, five in all. The ventral, longitudinal optical section, about twenty-five annules in front of the
oc anus, is such that the subcuticle appears more or less as
if retrorsely serrate. This alteration in the annules is
co-extensive with the oblique copulatory muscles, so that no doubt these structures must be regarded as indicating the presence of supplementary organs.
Habitat: Marine mud, Ocean Beach, Florida, U. S. A. Fig. 118a, p. 339;
Figs. 118b and c.

ABBREVIATIONS USED IN ILLUSTRATIONS
Frequently the abbreviations are com_bined, thus: act trm, ~eta terminaliB, terminal hair; 11a '--Ph
{ht subl, aeta cephalica.dutra aublateraliB, right sublateral cephalic seta.
.
fr, front, frontal.
po•t, posten~r
.
A c:ir~ier:t
/rt, fertile, fertilized
pp, ppl, papilla, papillate
/urc, furcation, forked
prerct, J:?rerectum
al, wing
amp, ampulla
prm, pnmary, first
amph, amphid
prok, prokinesis, prophase
:f~d~~landular
prtph, protophyte
ulot, glottis, glottoid .
prtz, protozoon
anaphase
uub, gubernaculum, gw.de, aoann, annule
ant, anterior
antu, anus
~;tiri~ot
onu, ganglion
apic, apiculum
urn, granule, granular
apnd, appendage
apph, apophysis
~~p~~;::i,ta~r~.s:a~kd
ar, area, field
asp, aspect, view
rct, recium, rectal
int, intestine, intestinal
red, reduction, reduced
ast, aster
intnl. internal, inner
reg, region
axil, axil, axillary
intr, interior
rem, lost, discarded
ax, aria, axis
ren, renette, ventral gland
junction, junctional
res, re~, reservoir
B bi~fr,\irefringent
ret, reticulum, reticular
bib, bulb, bulbous
rot, rotifer
brs, bu.nm, bursal
karyokinetio figure
rtr, retrorse. reversed
rtrr.t, retractor, retracting
C alc:z~i.~!~r:icareous
rud, rudiment, rudimentary
cd, cdl, tail, caudal
lacuna, pit, depression
cer, cera tin, cerati nous
sa~i,~~~ba, salivary
lam , lamina. plate, lailllllBte
ceri,, cervical
lat, lateral, laterad
sc, scale, scaly
chrm , color, chromatio
sec,
section, croBll-section
chrmt, chromatin
it~ir~:~~f~ye)
secnd, second, secondary
chram, chromosome
lob, lobe, lobate
seg, segment, segmented
longt, longitudinal
Bem, semen, seminal
~;:•cfr%~~~~ '
ln,, larva, larval
Bel, seta, Retaceous
cl, cell, cellular
lnut sec, longitudinal section
anal, left, left-hand
.
clc, cloaca, cloaca!
l um, lumen, luminal
Bom, soma, body, somatic
elf , cleavage, cleft
sp, spiculum, spicula
cntr, centrosome . .
:,phnc, sphincter
larger
eel, collum,. constnction
spir, spireme, spiral
c.om, comm1SSure
maru, margin, edge, marginal
spm, sperm, spermatozoa
comp, eompa!lio_n
md, middle, median
spmct, spermatocyte
ccnstr, constriction
mesok, mesokinesis. mesophase
spmtd, spermatid
cop, copulato~
metak, metakinesis. metaphase
spn, spinneret
ccrp, body, thing, corpus
micrph, microphyte
s,mdl, spindle
ccst, costa, rib, costal .
micrz, microzoon
spthc,
spermatheca
cph, cephalum, cephalio
min, minor, the lesser
sq, scale, squamule
cpl, hair, capillary
mit, mitosis, mitosis-figure
st,
stoma,
mouth, pore
crd, cardia, cardiac
mnd, mandible, jaw, mandibula
str, stria, striated
cno, sieve, mesh
.
monast, monaster
sub. sub, nearly, almost
msr.,
muscle,
muscular
subd, subdorsal
~ ~~~~~~~!i thing
mur, wall, mural
subl, sublateral
cryst, cryst~I, crystalline
subm, submedian
est, costa, nb, cost.RI
0
subs/, substance, matter
cut, cuticle, cuticular
n:z nuc1eus, nuclear
suln>, subventral
cutn, cutin, cutinous
nema, nema. nematode
sup, supplement, supplementary
cytp, cytoplasm
n r, nerve-ring
su.t, suture
nn,,
nerve
duct
nud, naked
dia.te~ ~ i t , deposited
L~~~ment
telek, telekinesis, telephase
dir, directrix, guide
o c~=;~~:;l!~s. oesophageal
tesl, tessellation
dnt, tooth, dental
on, oncbium, tooth, spear
dntcl. denticle, little tooth
onch, onchium, spear, onchial
)~:'.•~J.'."ti,iiid:nd, terminal
dsc, disc, discoid
ttrd, tetrad, four-fold
dsl, dorsal, dorsad
~~~~~eral
tum, tumor, swelling, swollen
dst, distal, far, farther
0
dxt , right, right-hand
~~~; , ~~:!n in doubt, doubtful
uterus, uterine
os, ostium
oi,, ovum, egg
.
~~~~t!stio spri~g, s;::ringy
01'1", ovary, ovarian
eler,, elevation
v:::\agina, vaginal
elmt, element, component
vafo , valve, valvular
emb, embryo, embryonio
vas, vessel
~:,.;~~asite; parasitic
eq, equator, equatorial
ras def. v dPf, vas_ deferens
pct, pectoral
e.:r:, excreta. excretory
vesic, vesicle, vesicular
pclr, peculiar. remarkable
e.:r: p, excretory pore
~fo, vulva
pgm, pigment, pigmented
e.:r:tn. extension, extended
vnt, ventral, ventrad
ph, pharynx, pharyng~a~
extnl, external
vst, vestige, vestigial
phs. phase, state,. cond1t1on
e.:r:tr, exterior, outer
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HOWARDULA BENIGNA
A nemic parasite of the Cucumber-beetle, (Diabrotica)
CoNTRIBU'l'IONs To A ScrnNcE oF NEMATOLOGY

BY N. A.

X

COBB

Howardula Cobb, '21. Characters of Tylenchus Bastian, 1865, but without
oesophageal bulb and "ith a non-bulbous onchium and much reflexed ovary.
Female finally a flaccid, cylindroid sack, without distinct alimentary canal, and
otherwise very much deteriorated. Amphigonic; male, free-living. Howardula
is probably related to Bradynema zur Strassen 1892. The latter however is
anonchial, and even lacks a mouth opening.
98 • 17 >99 •
Howardula benigna Cobb, '21. 1: 1 <?>5, -· 111
3.5-5.,,,.

,,,

2.5

_4.0

4.7

4.1

1.9

Anus none or vestigial; vulva sometimes terminal; uterus nearly filling the
body-cavity, posteriorly packed with larvae and anteriorly with segmenting eggs, near the bead in the vicinity
of the small spermatheca narrowed and reflexed to the
middle of the body, whence the narrow ovary turns forward and ends blind near the head; onchium of adult
obscure but the minute mouth opening still persisting.
Inert, viviparous, usually all of about the ·same stage of
development in any individual host-insect, each when
mature containing about two thousand· embryos and segmenting eggs; the larvae, of two. kinds, sometimes ten
to twenty thousand of them, proceeding from the mother
nemas into the body-cavity, and thence into the sexual
apparatus, of the host, and so becoming deposited vdth
the eggs of the latter. See Figs. 3, 6 and 7.
1

2
16•..... (?)24.
.!. 95, (?) 97. o,••Larval formula:-·-----------.1
2.
4y
5.
4.
2.6
These are the measurements of the larvae as they issue
from the vulva. ,Those within the mother nema and in
Fig. 1. Cucumber-beetle.
the anterior part of the uterus are considerably shorter. and
its nemic parasites maAnus none or vestigial; tail conoid, straight, broadly ture and young: to show
relative volume of host and
rounded or subtruncate at the terminus. After deposi- parasites. The line XY
the actual length of
tion along with the beetle eggs, the young nemas moult shows
the beetle.
with little increase in size; after mating, the female
drills into the body-cavity of even very young beetle larvae of both sexes,
sometimes to the number of thirty, but more often five or six. The following
Waverlv Press, Baltimore, Md., June 9, 1928. Revised and continued from Nematology X, Aug. 8.
1921, Waverly Press. See Science, Dec. 30, 1921.
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are the dimensions and other details of these young but already spermatized
individuals, as found both in the soil and in very young beetle-larvae, which
in the body-cavity of the host reach the above seven to ten times longer, mature
3.4 CY)12. -·- 28.

form:2.3

3.2/___ 3.7

-91.

2.a

(?~94.8

2.2 o.5h,.

Fig. 2. Map showing distribution of. th~ neD?,&

Howardula benl{lna as disclosed by exammat1ons 1n

The aim was to examine at least 100 cucumberbeetles from each locality. This aim was achieved
in most cases. The map-figures give the percentage
of beetles found infested by Howardula. The figures
1921

~~~ff:l1;0C:!~Tn
~!~:ta~~\:i :::;~:n~~t:t~t~
figures for different regions varied much. Where the

percentage of infestation was highest, the nematism
was highest. The presence of the nema does not
exclude other internal parasites, such as other insecta

~~r~r:.f~~~i?~Y
b~: sY!~r: ;:~cs~!f~~t~i:cfmen. About 1500 D. 1'ittata were examined. Below
are the addresses of those who kindly contributed
insects for examination.

g:~~~rr- J: lI~~:;a~?cal. ~:!.;e1l~·f·f· x;~~=-;r~:

C~E:t:::~dR~~~.

1
0
~th~
~:
Cobb, Dr. F. Ann Arbor, Mich. High, M. M. Kingsville, Texas.
Thomas, W. A. Chadbourn, N. C.
Cobb, V. Whitman, .Mass.
Kelsall, A. Annapolis Royal, N. S. Walters, M. J. New London, C.t.
Gentner, L. Lansing, Mich.
Rape, E. M. Oakton, Va.
Watson, J. R. Birmingham, Al.

Habitat: Common in the body-cavity (abdomen, thorax and even head) of
all stages of Diabrotica vittata, trivittata, and 1£-punctata, especially the two former, infesting the two sexes about equally.
My attention was called to this nema by Mr. W. V. Balduf, Assistant Entomologist, Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, Marietta, Ohio, where he discovered the larvae in the course of experiments on Diabrotica. Owing to the
economic aspect of the subject, beetles sent me by Mr. Balduf were exhibited,
dissected, at the Washington Helminthological Society's meeting, March 17,
1921. Examination revealed the adult female form, which is so flaccid and
otherwise deceptive as to cause it rather easily to be confused with the internal
organs of the host by one not already versed in both insect and nemic anatomy.
With the a.id of Dr. F. H. Chittenden and colleagues, Federal Bureau of
Entomology, and others, the geographical distribution of the nema was
studied with results shown on the accompanying map, which indicates that the
distribution in the spring and summer of 1921 was probably nearly coextensive
with that of the main hosts, Diabrotica vittata Fab. and trivittata Mann. The
nematism is often high and affects on the average about 20% (0%-70%) of the
insects. Beetles from a. locality where they are not nematized are larger, brighter,
more vigorous. Thus twenty-five beetles from an uninfested lot were much

l!\"TENSITY A:-.'1> EFFECT OF THE NEl\lATISM
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larger and averaged seventy per cent heavier than a similarly chosen twenty-five
from a fifty per cent infested lot. Anatomical e~dence shows the infested female
beetles to be less fertile than the non-infested, doubt as to diminished fecundity
vanishing where the female host harbors a dozen or more adult nemas. In such
cases the mere relative volume of the parasites is convincing evidenc.e of handicap. See Fig. 1. Mr. Balduf in a letter speaks of beetles, many of which "died
of nemas." I have no rigid proof of such deaths, but believe them very probable
and at times numerous. Among the grubs the mortality may be heavy.
In none of the numerous lots of beetles examined was the rate of infestati on by any other zoo parasite as high as by Howardula, with the single exception of a forty-three per cent dipterous infestation; but no note was made of
degrees of phyto-infestation (cucumber-wilt organism, etc.).
As many as thirteen thousand nemic larvae, by count, have been removed
from the body-cavity of a single Diabrotica vittata, and no doubt the number
may go much higher. On several occasions twenty or more adult Howardulas
were taken from a single beetle. Theoretically these should produce some forty
thousand larvae or more. The older female beetles, when nematized, deposit
from a few to upwards of fifty nemic larvae with each egg. See Fig. 3. These
soon mature on the eggs or in the soil ( where they can live several weeks), moult
and copulate, the female developing a more perfect spear, and by its aid drilling
into the body-cavity of the beetle grubs soon after the latter hatch out. See Figs. 3
and 4. That it is most improbable the nemas enter the host by way of the
mouth and alimentary canal is well illustrated in Fig. 8. The active young beetle .
larvae are armed with sharp-toothed, well developed mandibles. That the
fragile young nemas could, in any considerable numbers, pass so relatively small
a throat and mouth, armed as the latter is, one hesitates to believe.
In plant-infesting triplonchs I have shown the development of the so-called salivary glands to be greatest
in species noted for their efficiency in destroying the
tissues of the host, e.g., Tylenchus dipsaci, Cacone.ma
radicicola, and suggested that these glands aid in dissolving the host tissues and thus supplement the mechanical action of the spear or onchium, which therefore should
then act also as a spewing channel. In light of this, it
may not be without significance that the salivary glands
of Howardula benigna, at the time of entering its host,
appear better developed than in some of its nearest known
relatives. Conceivably this secretion is also antiseptic.
Nemas of very many kinds make their way through the
Fig.3. Eggora cucum8
tissues of their hosts without causing fatal infections.
J!~et~e;!!~
For instance, I have observed the most important abdomi- with it.
nal and thoracic organs, heart excepted, of Dasyurus
literally sewn through and through by long and slender nemas without apparent
infection. The existence of an antiseptic nemic secretion or excretion might explain this. In the case of Diabrotica, there is no known trace left of the relatively large breach made by the parasite (see Fig. 4), a benignant result perhaps
facilitated by the parasite itself in the way indicated.

~r;,.=1~
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THE SoIL-INHABITING MALE AND FEMALE HOWARDULA, FIG.

4.

-~t~

Female. ~;t-- ··· .. ;,~.:' -~
····~~:-?.ts··· .Qtf o.5 7 ...., ... The colorless
cuticle is traversed by plain transverse striae, all alike, 1.3 microns apart, somewhat difficult of resolution except with the highest powers. Very slightly oblique
longitudinal striae, due to the attachment of the musculature, are
visible in most regions of the body. N" o series of pores have been
seen in the cuticle. The lips are amalgamated; the lip region has
. no apparent framework. Ko labial papillae have been seen. Be()IHJ.
hind the pharynx the crsophagus is about one-fourth, at the nervering about one-fifth, as wide as the corresponding part of the neck.
The beginning of the intestine is somewhat indefinite; but probably is indicated by the anterior limits of the minute, elongate birefringents, grn bif, Fig. 4. A dorsal ~sophageal gland empties
through a duct and ampulla near the base of the spear. Two large
coarser glands empty a trifle farther back. These glands, Fig. 4,

Jli'

bus

ex

t

Fig. 4. Profile view of the soil-inhabiting male and
female of Howardula benigna. The female has a well
developed spear; the male none. The female has three
strongly developed reeophageal glands; the male none.
As in some mermithids, and in some triplonchs, the
resophageal glands are of two kinds, the dorsal gland
<liffering in structure from the two submedian ones.
See gl sol dsl and gl sol aubm. This difference in structure suggests a double function. The abbreviations
are eelf explanatory.

gm SDm_

',f

' f<1>f
J;.){I

-€··
/ •·

~h\h~::;n~ef:;::
suggest successive
generations of sperms~
tidia, 11 o mew hat
as in Spirina. on
~at. vestigial oncbium
of the male.

()/J_ .

O!........1/J

sn1 diLx/:-~ ,,.

fit

are reminiscent of those in the neck of mermithidae (e.g. Agamermis larvae) and
of Tylenchus and Heterodera. The striking difference in the composition of the
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glandular secretions suggests two functions;e.g., (1)
solvent action on the chitin
of the host at the time the
nema drills into the host,
and (2) an aseptic effect to
aid in healing the wound
thus inflicted on the host.
Small, irregularly polyhedral birefringents occur pee.·
among the spherical granules of the intestine. Very
small amphids are believed mgu... . ··
to occur. There are no
eyespots. Sometimes the
terminus of the female is
marked by the presence of
one or two small, backward-pointing, short, truncate, cylindroid mucrone3,
about one micron long and
about equally wide. The
blindendofthe gonad, half
as wide as the body, lies
near the middle of the
nema and is directed forward. Passing backward
two body widths, the gonad
becomes one-third as wide
as the body; five body ·
widths back it is only
about one-fifth as wide as
the body. It then expands
a little, and is separated
from the large sperm receptacle comprising the rest of
the gonad, by a rather distinct constriction. Beginning narrow near the head,
the lateral chords widen
regularly until they reach
their full width,-about
one-third that of the body,
-a little behind the nervering. Here, at intervals
equalling the body diameter, the lateral chords
carry broad ellipsoid cells nl!JU. .. /
about one-fourth as wide
as the body, containing

Fig.

5. Quarter

grovm

Howardula benigna removed

from the body cavity of the
cucumber beetle, Diahrotica
~ittata. The striations of
the cuticle are much too
fine to be shown in a figure
of this magnification; the
features shown at ruga are
folds in the cuticle dependent on the attitude of the
nema. The narrow, immature sexual organ is shown
dark. The spermatheca,
8pthc, with its excessively
minute sperm elements, is
shown overlaid by the much
coarser tissues of the body
wall. A few sperms occur
near the vulva. The uterus
ultimately enlarges so as
nearly to fill the body cavity; the ovary, m,r, meantime, is shoved forward into
the front end of the body,
trm m,r, present position of
blind end of ovary.
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ANATOlIY OF THE MALE HOWARDULA

spherical nuclei two-thirds as wide as the cells themselves; and these nuclei
carry spherical nucleoli half as wide as the nuclei themselves. The interspaces in the chord are nearly. filled by granules of variable size, the largest onesixth as wide as the nema. The chords narrow in the tail to near the terminus.
Possibly there are faint refractive elements in the inconspicuous lining of the
resophagus indicating the presence of a vestigial bulbous body. In the specimen
under examination the cells near the blind end of the gonad have considerable size,
being about one-fourth as wide as the .body.
Male:
·O.Otmm Striae, 1.2 microns apart, rather readily resolvable with high powers. As in the female, there is
no perceptible framework to the lip region, but six very flat lips can be faintly
seen. No papinae have been distinguished on the lips. The tail presents a
terminal dimple. - There is very little
vestige of a spear in the pharynx (Fig.
4) but the limits of the pharynx usually
can be made out,-its length being a
little greater than the width of the base
of the head. Behind the pharynx, the
()[1' cesophagus can be seen to be about onethird as wide as the base of the head,
and it continues at first more or less normal, but becomes indefinite. There is
no distinct resophageal swelling, nor has
any vestige of such been seen. At the
nerve-ring, the m_sophagus is probably
· fl('/TJ(/ less than one-third as wide as the corresponding portion of the neck. The
resophagus is indefinite behind, but
spherical granules, such as are characteristic of the intestinal cells, occur
about one body width behind the nerve. · l' -/J ring. However, it seems likely that, as
orj_jct. ..
I UC. in the female, the first appearance of
birefringents probably indicates the beginning of the vestigial intestine. The
blind end of the testis, about one-third
as wide as the body, is indistinct, and a
little more than twice as far from the
·genll anterior extremity as the nerve-ring.
X18
For about two to three body widths the
Fig. 6. Gonads of the female cucumber beetle,
testis increases in diameter, becoming
Di®!'otica tittata, pre~ous to egg-la~ng, when the
half as wide as the body, this portion
nemic larvae swarm into .the ovanes.
being rather coarsely and irregularly
granular. The anal region is very ~lightly raised. There are two, nearly straight,
tapering, blunt spicula, nearly as long as the anal body diameter. These are
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vaguely cephalated, and at their cephalated ends are a little wider than anywhere
else. They taper rather regularly to the blunt distal ends. There is 11, short, simple, narrow, refractive gubernaculum, about one"'.third as long as the spicula. No
definite ribs or special papillae have been seen on the tail, or in front of the anus.
The wings project sufficiently so that the cross section of the nema in the vicinity
of the anus must be thrown out of dorso•ventral symmetry considerably. The posterior extremity of the male is more or less helical, and, oppo· ·-·1st
site the anus, the somewhat raised wing occupies nearly one- X18
fourth the corresponding width of the body. The contour of
the wing is almost imperceptibly and very finely crenate, the
corresponding annules of the cuticle here averaging about one
.•
micron.
Habitat: Garden soils near cucurbits, and especially near
eggs and very young larvae of D. vittata,· widespread. The
spherical and refractive intestinal granules hinder an examina/:
tion of other anatomical and histological features.

!II

....····.:

Possible transfer of nemas by beetles in copula.

·:,v ;:i,

Males and females of D. vWata were gathered and examined
for their nematization with H. benigna. Of 15 females, 7 were
infested; 8 not infested. Of 29 males, 17 were infested; 12 not
infested. Roughly speaking, therefore, there was a 50 per cent
nematization, of which each sex had about half its individuals
nematized. This seemed a suitable case to scrutinize with re- [(IS
gard to the transfer of larval Howardulas from the male beetle
to his mate.
Of 19 infested males, 7 had nemas in the genitalia,-the
number of nemas varying from 1 to 14. The nemas seemed to
tend to gather in the distal end of the genitalia, though found /.J
in all parts.
t/ct
Following up this obser-~ation, beetles in copula ~ere gat~- Fig. 7. Gonad! of
ered and the females exammed. If the female was mfested m male cucumberbeetle.
the body cavity, she was not further examined; if not infested tst, testis; ul, glands.
in the body cavity, then her more external genitalia were scru• Note ne~&!- in cavit:
tinized for larval nemas, which, if found, could be assumed to ~~hit!)~ital:;d ue;i;!
have been placed there by the males with which these females (black). Nemas eeem
were known to have copulated.
less_ab~ndant in male
Examination of 13 such non-nematized females disclosed no genitalia.
larvae of Howardula in the distal genitalia. This might seem to indicate that
such transfer of Howardula larvae from male beetle to female was improbable.
On the other hand, no sperms were found in these females, although they were present in all the males examined. The fact that no sperms were transferred to the females seems to indicate that the copulation was a mere gesture, which did not
result in fertilization. The females were not yet at the egg-laying stage, as was
indicated by the condition of their ovaries. In only one female examined during the whole of these examinations was an egg found lower down than the
ovaries. This egg was in an infested female and had two or three nemas on its
surface; the egg was in the oviduct. This experiment should be repeated.
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GUIDE ECOLOGY TO FAVOR AGRICULTURE

The present investigations suggest how far we are from appreciating the
abundance and importance of insect parasites and how backward in attempting
their control. Howardula is, beyond any reasonable question, ages old, for
on no other supposition can the remarkable relationship of host and parasite
be explained. It is only one of a considerable number of parasites of the same destruc- ilKJlKl. ...... -,
(}{l(i):
•• ,mml
tive insect that have much to do with the
welfare of the host. Intelligently increasing
the incidence of the parasite will decrease
....di)
,: . / . ... pip
the ravages of the host. When we come to .
understand these relationships, these "balances" between host and parasites, doubtless
we can do much toward inclining the "bal- mt'" ....·
ance" in our favor. We hear more or less of
organisms introduced to new areas without
their enemies and parasites, and in consequence becoming frightful pests; and we have,
very painfully and slowly it seems to some of
..
us, learned that searching for and introduc~~:.•:fi~.<;;j ;
ing these same enemies and parasites affords
~;~=
•
relief. Marked successes of this kind at last X
msc
10
place it beyond doubt that this portion of
the field of economic parasitology will be ix,!'~ 8gru~e!~t;!~~~~~!da1u~fa':ebe!r
carefully explored. But there is another Pnteriog the grub. The sharp active manvery important part pf the field of which we
~h~\':~~,eem to beratherimpasshear little if anything, and that is the comprehension and watchful control of what may be termed indigenous or longestablished "balances."
The cucumber-beetle affords good enough example of these latter to justify
an appeal, on the basis of it, to economic biologists to scrutinize more carefully
the ever changing "balances" between pests and their parasites and other enemies, including pests of long standing, with a view to keeping the "balance"
always inclined in our favor. I believe any well trained, experienced and
thoughtful biologist will agree that such a course is bound finally to result in
notable economies. A case in point is the existence of localities, among those
here tested, in which the tot3:l zoo-parasitism of the beetles reached only about
two per cent. At the same time not very far away there was anemic infestation exceeding fifty per cent and a dipterous infestation exceeding forty per cent.
The investigation showed that the transference by post of the two parasites
mentioned from highly infested areas to low or non-infested areas was easily
feasible at small cost. Beetles simply posted in a ventilated box containing
cucurbit leaves survived a two to four days' journey; turned loose at night
they lived.

. .
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MARIONELLA 1
(Eurystoma Marion, 1870);

an emendation, with notes on a new birefringent substance,
marionellin, found in the intestinal cells.
CONTRIBUTIONS TO A SCIENCE OF NEMATOLOGY

XI

BY N. A. COBB
United States Department of Agriculture

Marionella, 2 nom. nov.
Eurystoma Marion, Ann. Sci. Nat. Zool. V. 13: 19. 1870.
Raf. 1818.

Not Eurystoma

Cuticle and setae.-The thin layers of the transparent, colorless cuticle are
traversed by transverse striae so exceedingly fine that they are very difficult
to see even with highest powers of the microscope. Occasionally oblique striae
also are to be seen in the cuticle of the lips, running in the direction of a
left-handed screw. There are no lateral wings to the cuticle, and the striae
are not altered on the lateral fields. There are no longitudinal striae
in the cuticle itself, but the attachments of the somatic muscles give
rise to longitudinal markings of a character somewhat resembling true
striae. The contour of the body is always plain.
The cephalic setae, which are one-third to two-thirds as long as the lipregion is wide, are six or ten in number. Even when at first sight there appear to be only si"'<, it is frequently found that in reality there are ten,each of the four submedian setae having a very short and very inconspicuous
companion hugging its base. The setae, two lateral and four or eight sub-·
median, are usually slightly curved, of medium size to very slender, tapering, and somewhat acute, and have innervations that are most clearly visible
near their bases; they are of medium stiffness to flexible, and spread out~
ward from the lateral surface of the head opposite the apex of the onchium.
Occasionally the larger setae can be seen to be about three-jo-inted. There
are no special subcephalic setae. On the anterior portion of the neck in
the vicinity of the head there are always to be found a few small, slender
setae, one-sixth to one-eighth as long as the corresponding body diameter;
these usually project at right angles to the neck or incline forward at an angle
of sometimes as much as forty-five degrees. Not infrequently among the
cervical setae there is one, a dorsal one, two to three times as far back as
1 This paper was published in the Journal of the Washington Academy of Sciences,
vol. 11, no. 21, pp. 504-509 (issued January 9, 1922). It is reprinted with changed paginat;on but without change of page content.
2 The name Eurystoma, applied by Marion in 1870 to a new genus of free living
marine nemas discovered by him near Marseilles, France, was preempted, having been
applied by Rafinesque in 1818 to a genus of molluscs. Naturally, investigations made
during the last half century enable one, at the present time, to emend Marion's original
description. Having examined as many more new, and as yet unpublished, species of the
genus as have been already published, I venture to make this emendation, based on a
study of about twenty-five species, and to propose for the genus the new name Marionella,
in commemoration of its original author.
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the base of the head, which is more prominent than the others. The somatic
setae appear always to be reduced to innervations. There are no conspic-uous pores on the surface of the body, but the ellipsoidal glandular cells of
considerable size in variably found in the lateral fields are connected with
the exterior by means of very small and inconspicuous pores.
Head and pharynx.-The somewhat rounded to subtruncate head is us~
ually continuous with the neck, but is sometimes set off by a slight contraction, or by a very slight, broad, shallow constriction. The lip-region, on
the other hand, is nearly always set off by a very slight, narrow and shallow,
but usually distinctly visible constriction. The membranous lips are themselves thin and confluent, and apparently close by virtue of their elasticity.
Their margins are very finely striated and possibly sometimes fimbriate.
The lips .are supplied externally with six forward-pointing papillae (or six
sets of papillae), arranged in a single circlet having a diameter about onehalf as great as that of the lip-region. These papillae are so exceedingly
small as usually to escape observation. Their innervations are also exceedingly inconspicuous. Usually it is only when the papillae happen to project
forward a little in exact profile that they come into view.
At first sight the pharynx appears to have the form of that of Oncholaimus.
It is, however, nearly always divided into two distinct chambers of more or
less equal length, the anterior of which is somewhat the wider and the more
symmetrical. This regular anterior chamber is nearly always a napiform
cavity one-half to two-thirds or even three-fourths as wide as the corresponding portion of the head. The posterior chamber is of smaller size, usually
only about three-fourths as wide as the anterio:r chamber, and more or less
irregularlv spheroidal in form. The refractive walls of the pharynx are
well-developed, but not very thick. The pharynx is usually armed with a
single well-developed, forward-pointing onchium, but there may be one or two
. additional smaller onchia in exceptional cases. The apex of the main, and
usually only, onchium, always occupying the right ventral submedian position, extends for\Vard sometimes as far as the lips. The convex-conoid,
enlarged base of the onchium fills the posterior chamber of the pharynx
comparatively full. This enlarged portion of the onchium is continued in
the front chamber by a narrower, more slowly tapering, convex-conoid,
niore or less acute summit. This organ is perforated and so serves . as the
outlet of a large oesophageal gland. The posterior pharyngeal chamber is
separated from the anterior by a constriction, marked in its most pronounced
form by the presence of narrow and refractive, transverse, arcuate elements
or thickenings, placed end to end in a circle. Adjacent to this circle, usually
in front of it and close together, there are one to three transverse rows of
denti-cles, each consisting of either about thirty-two, or about sixty-four
to eighty, somewhat forward-pointing units. These more or less inward
pointing denticles are rather acute, cylindroid-conoid, uniform in size, and
are usually so minute as to be barely resolvable with high powers of the
microscope.
When viewed from in front, the pharynx is seen to be very nearly round.
The margin of the lip-region is so thin and filmy that oftentimes it is difficult
to delimit. An exact count of the denticles in a specimen of an unpublished
but typical species, gave the following figures:-anterior series of denticles
62; second series 62; back series of larger denticles 20 ;-this decreased number
in the back row being due not only to the fact that the denticles are larger
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and farther apart, but also to the fact that one-third of the circumference
is destitute of denticles, namely that part of the circumference opposite
the large onchium. In this particular region, however, the i:nterior walls
of the pharynx are very finely longitudinally striated. The back row of
denticles, it should be pointed out, is on the wall of th~·posterior half of the
pharynx.
· The neck is conoid, or occasionally subcylindroid, and ends in a cylindroid
or, more often, a rather decidedly convex-conoid head.
Amphids and eye-spots.-Though the amphids are well-developed, they
are rarely plainly to be seen. Their exterior expression consists of two dorsally sub-lateral concavities two to three times as wide as long, impinging on
the bases of the lateral setae. Though the peripheries of the amphids may
seem to be closed, they are, in fact, nearly always found to be open on the
posterior margin near the lateral fields. As a rule their contours are almost
invisible, so that their form and extent are mainly indicated by the apparent
absence in them of the fine structural elements to be seen elsewhere in the
cuticle of the head. When clearly defined, their contours are found to be
reniform with the convex side forward. They are located on or near the
base of the lip-region, and more or less opposite to the rows of denticles.
They are usually one-third to two-fifths as wide as the corresponding diameter
of the lip-region and two to three times as wide as long.
More often than not two eye-spots are present. These take the form of spheroidal, compact collections of about one hundred brownish granules, each
collection lateral in position and lying between the oesophagus and bodywall,-being about one-fourth as wide as the corresponding portion of the
neck, and removed from the anterior extremity by a distance two to four
times as great as the width of the head. Anteriorly, these ocelli often present
a spherical cavity in which there is at least the suggestion of a spherical
lens.
Oesophagus.-The simple conoid oesophagus is destitute of bulbs and
receives the base of the pharynx in its anterior extremity, where it is usually
about half as wide as the base of the head. Near the nerve-ring it is usually
about one-half, and posteriorly usually about three-fifths, as wide as the
corresponding part of the neck. It is always separated from the intestine
by a distinct cardiac collum about one-third as wide as the base of the neck.
While not conspicuous, the lining of the oesophagus is a distinct feature
throughout its length. Though the oesophageal musculature is usually
fine, the structure is occasionally coarse in the posterior part. Rarely,
yellowish spherical granules are found in the tissues of the oesophagus.
The oesophageal glands are well-developed, or at least one of them is; as
before stated, they empty into the pharynx through pores in the onchia.
The right submedian gland is without exception the largest. There is usually a well-developed conoid or hemispherical cardia one-third to one-half
as wide as the corresponding portion of the neck.
Intestine.-The intestine becomes at once one-half to two-thirds as wide
as the body, and is made up of cells of such a size that few are required to
build a circumference. Its walls are thick, and its lumen faint. Its cells
invariably contain fine spherical granules of more or less variable size, the
largest of them being one-fortieth to one-twentieth as wide as the , body.
The granules are scattered, or sometimes numerous, in the cells, and may
be so arranged as to give rise to a faint tessellated effect, though this i1-unusual.
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Doubly refractive granules (Marionellin) in the intestinal cells.-ln the
single layer of cells composing the intestine, an undescribed species of Marionella presented about twenty scattered special cells, more numerous and
closer together anteriorly, each packed with doubly refractive granules
(marionellin) mostly of very small size. Marionellin occurs in other species
of M arionella.
These special intestinal cells were not distributed along a definite longitudinal line as in Ironus, where there is a decided dorsb-ventral symmetry
to the intestine due to the dorsal cells having a different character from
the ventral. The interspaces between these special cells in this species of
Marionella increased rather regularly from front to rear.
The discovery of these special intestinal cells is an additional observation
indicating differentiation among the cells of the nema intestine. Such differentiated cells are now known to the writer in the following genera, among
others: Enoplus, Bathylaimus, Ironus, Mononchus, Eurystoma (all carnivorous). It seems very reasonable to suppose that these differentiated cells
may have functions similar to those of the glands accessory to the intestine
of other and larger animals. Assuming that digestion in nemas has a general
similarity to that of the higher animals, it would seem that gastric, hepatic,
renal and other functions must exist in some form in the nema; thus far,
however, very few of these functions can· be assigned to special organs, as
few or no such special organs exist. Instead of each cell of the intestine
carrying out all of these distinct functions, in view of the above observations
there is now morphological evidence of "division of labor," and when these
differentiated cells have been adequately investigated, we shall probably be able
to assign to them definite functions, and, for illustration, be able to apply to
them some such terms as "hepatic cells," "renal cells," "splenic cells," etc.
Tail.-The tail in Marionella takes on one of two distinct forms, according as there is or is not a spinneret present. If there is no spinneret the tail
is conoid from the anus to the acute terminus, sometimes however tapering
a little more rapidly in the anterior portion than elsewhere. In species
possessing this form of tail, usually the tail of the male is the shorter, and
the narrow conoid posterior part may appear rather as an appendage to the
short but bulky anterior part. Most of the species, however, possess three
well-developed unicellular caudal glands and a blunt, conoid, unarmed, and
symmetrical terminal spinneret about one-fourth as wide as the base of the
tail. If any setae occur on the tail, they are exceedingly small and very
inconspicuous. The three quite separate ducts of the caudal glands are
plainly visible in the tail and end posteriorly in three separate ampullae.
The unicellular glands themselves are arranged in a loose tandem in front
-0f the anus, the foremost being removed a distance from the anus several
times as great as the corresponding body diameter.
Lateral, fields: glandular cells.-The lateral fields are usually about half
as wide as the body, and contain large, granular, ellipsoidal, glandular cells
about one-third as wide as the body and emptying on the surface of the
-cuticle by means of exceedingly minute pores. These large glandular cells
are situated from point to point throughout the length of the body, the
-distance between them being from one to four times as great as the width
of the body
Renette.-The renette cell is invariably situated behind the neck and
empties by means of a long, narrow, faintly visible duct. The narrow in-
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,conspicuous ampulla is situated nearly opposite the base of the pharynx.
The obscure excretory pore is invariably located in the lip-region opposite the
row of cephalic setae. The presence of the duct and ampulla usually causes
the pharynx as well as the portion of the oesophagus near the head to be a
little nearer to the dorsal side of the body than to the ventral.
Nerve-ring.-The nerve-ring is always a rather conspicuous feature. As
a distinct collar it surrounds the oesophagus a trifle obliquely and is of me-dium size, and has arranged both in front of it and behind it numerous large
nuclei, whose grouping, however, does not appear to be very orderly.
Female organs.-The female sexual organs are invariably double and reflexed ('f'). The vulva, though large, is more or less continuous and not
very conspicuous. The well-developed vagina leads inward at right angles
to the ventral surface about two-fifths of the way across the body, and,
though fairly muscular, is not very amply cutinized.
The two straight uteri are of such a size as to contain two or more eggs
.at a time, arranged tandem; these latter are thin-shelled, smooth, usually
,ellipsoidal or somewhat elongated, and are deposited before segmentation
begins. The reflexed ovaries are broad, or of medium width, taper more
or less, and extend one-half to two-thirds the distance back to the vulva.
~he ova in them are arranged single file except near the blind end, where
they are arranged irregularly.
Male organs.-Tbe tail of the male is like that of the female except that
it is usuall)~ shorter and more pronounced in its features, especially in species
lacking a spinneret. In all the species that have been carefully examined
in this respect, namely in the majority of the species, there are two outstretched
testes extending in opposite directions, the anterior one ending a neck-length
-or more behind the cardia, the other near the beginning of the posterior
fourth of the body. The two equal spicula are invariably arcuate, and
-occasionally strongly so. At their widest part they are one-sixth to oneeighth as wide as the corresponding portion of the body. They are from
one and one-fourth to two times as long as the anal body diameter, and
when viewed in profile their proximal ends appear to lie opposite to or slightly
dorsad from the body axis,-very rarely ventrad. The proximal ends are
.almost always very slightly cephalated by expansion, but they are sometimes faintly cephalated by constriction or by contraction. They are somewhat slender, of rather uniform width, and rather blunt at the free end,
where they sometimes terminate in a simple or denticulate crochet. The
-gubernaculum, placed at right angles to the distal parts in the spicula, though
sometimes of uniform width, usually tapers internally to a blunt or acute
point, which lies opposite to or dorsad from the body diameter. From
-this apophysis muscles lead fore and aft to the dorsal body wall. The portion of the gubernaculum applied to the spicula is one-sixth to ·one-eighth
·as long as these latter.
Supplementary organs.-Invariably two large, ventral, pre-anal supple.mentary organs are present, though in a few species they are more or less
Yestigial. They are placed in front of the anus in such fashion that the
posterior one is about as far in front of the anus as the spinneret is behind
-it, and the anterior one about as far in front of the posterior as this latter
-is in front of the anus. There is, however, some variation in the situation
-of this pair of supplementary organs in the different species. Nearly always the posterior supplement is a little smaller than the anterior, some-
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times markedly so. When well-developed, these organs consist of highlyrefractive elements, both external and internal, which are very striking in
their appearance. To a considerable extent these supplements can be protruded and withdrawn. When protruded they are very prominent. When
withdrawn they may leave the ventral contour comparatively even; and
yet, even when withdrawn, they are hardly less conspicuous than when
protruded, owing to their highly refractive character. The most striking
internal elements are two in number to each supplement, extending, one
forward and the other backward, and may appropriately be termed "levers.' ..
These levers are somewhat finger-shaped pieces of cutinized material that
serve for the attachment of muscles. They usually taper but little, and
their internal extremities are invariably blunt. The two levers of a given
supplement are usually practically equal in size. When the supplement
is at rest, the levers lie near the ventral side of the body and parallel to it.
In such circumstances the exterior portion of the organ protrudes only sJightly~
but when the free inner ends of the levers are drawn inward so that they lie
at an angle with the ventral surface, sometimes as great an angle as fortyfive degrees, the external portions of the supplements are protruded. The
external portion of each organ has the form of a laterally compressed cup,
or trough, whose profile is exteriorly flat, or more often slightly concave,
and interiorly more or less semi-circular. While the depth of the organ may
sometimes equal its width, often it is less, and sometimes only one-half or
one-third as great. Those species showing the maximum development of
the supplementary organs present cases where the depth of the organ is
one-fourth as great as the corresponding diameter of the body. In one species
the supplementary organs are asymmetrical, the anterior lever or anchor
having become vestigial, and the anterior portion of the cup or trough having
diminished relatively in size, so that the contour of the longitudinal section
of the organ is triangular rather than semicircular. By means of a duct
each supplementary organ is connected internally and forward with a large
glandular cell, as in Bolbella.
Setae on the male.-Just in front of the anus on the male there are usually
to be found a few minute setae, either ventral or subventral in position.
They are very short and very inconspicuous. There may be a single one
at the anus; more often there are one or two subventral ones on each side
Occasionally there are two rows extending to near the posterior supplement.
These setae are arcuate, acute, and when two are present on each side of
the anus, one of the pair is usually located immediately behind the other
and is of smaller size. No other papillae or setae have been observed on
the tail end of the male. There is no bursa.
Habitat.-The genus 1lforionella has hitherto been supposed to be of rather
small size. It is in reality large, and is widespread in the various oceans.
While the individuals of a given species may not be numerous, or very widespread, the number of specific forms observed is yearly augmenting. The
two sexes are about equally common.
The genus is most nearly related structurally to Bolbella, Syrnplocostoma,
Thoonchus and Catalaimus.
Marionella spectabilis (Marion) is still retained as the type species.
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(Trichoderma Greeli, 1869; not Trichoderma Steph. 1835)
CoN'tRIBU'l'IONS To A ScrnNcg OF NgMATOLOGv,

BY N. A.

XU

COBB

United States Department of Agriculture

In 1869, Greeff described an externally peculiar and very interesting
small animal form under the name Trichoderma. Though it proves
in the end to be internally a typical nema, it is only after many years
that the fact becomes fully established. The minute size of the species
and the fact that the setose cuticle obscures the internal organs, taken
together, have delayed a fuller understanding of the internal anatomy.
Opportunity has occurred to reexamine a species of this genus in a
living condition, and the results are presented herewith. They serve
to establish the view that the genus comprises typical nemas presenting striking relationships to Desmoscolex. Greeff's original
discovery is commemorated by renaming the genus Greeffiella.
G. oxycaudata (Greeff) is retained as the type species.
Greeffiella, nom. nov.
Trichoderma Greeff, Arch. f. Naturg., Berlin, v. 35, bd. 1, 1869.
Trichoderma Steph., 1835, or Swains., 1839.
1. 5

10.4

1,.

56.

Not

70.

Greeffiella dasyura n. sp. T-4 9.6:::;---i.3-_ 1 , . - 9-l O.:n•• The thin layers
of the transparent, colorless, hairy cuticle are traversed by about fifty-six
plain transverse annules, easy of resolution, which are not materially altered
on the lateral fields. The number of annules corresponds with the number
of encircling rows of somatic setae. While there are no wings opposite the
lateral fields, wing spaces are faintly indicated by a slight spareness, or absence,
of setae near the lateral lines; this however is a faint feature extending only
from the neck to the anus, and is perhaps more pronounced on the female than
on the male. The contour of the body is crenate; especially toward the
head. There appear to be toward thirty small unequal cephalic setae on the
front of the head, disposed, apparently, in two closely approximated circlets. These setae average to be about as long as the head is wide and are
apparently too numerous and crowded to permit of any exact order; however,
about twelve of the anterior ones are spread outward and forward while
all the others spread out more or less backward. These somewhat curved,
rather slender, tapering acute, somewhat stiff cephalic setae are of the same
1 This paper was published in the Journal of the Washington Academy of Sciences,
vol. 12, no. 13, pp. 229-303 (issued July 19, 1922). It is printed with changed pagination but without other material alteration.
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character as the great bu]k of the somatic setae. Among the somatic setae however are a few relatively large, hollow I open bristles of another character, resembling the locomotor bristles found on Draconema, Desmoscolex, etc. For instance, on the third and eighth
Sf{ qil
annule of the female, and on the
omph
·
second and seventh annule of the
male, that is to say in the rows of
setae on these annules, there occur
subdorsal (on the second and third
annules) and dorsally submedian
(on the seventh and eighth annules)
pairs of spreading tubular openmouthed setae, or bristles, a little
longer than the regular soma tic
setae. These special setae have
(J(J.
extra large bases and are probably
connected with glands. The rows
of ordinary cervical setae have a
fringe of shorter setae in their
i
midst. As before remarked, the
somatic
setae are in fifty-six or
... :·~• ....
fiftv-seven transverse rows,-ex.
_:
cluding those on the head, but
X
counting the finely pilose region
1000 in front of the spinneret as two
stf SIJIII llllll
S(}t SfJlll muj
Fig. 1.-Head end of Greeffiella dasyura. The annules. See Fig. 3. Passing backsetae on several annules immediately behind the ward, the setae grow steadily longer
head have been omitted so as to show internal from th e head to the tail; the posterior ones are about one and one-half
details more clearly. amph, amphid; an, annule;
times as long as the spinneret,
int, location of the beginning of the intestine
while the anterior ones are some(see also Fig. 2.); lum oe, lumen of the oesophawhat shorter than the spinneret.
gus; oe, oesophagus; or, mouth opening; ph,
Back as far as the beginning of the
pharynx; set cph, cephalic setae, --a number of
which are omitted; set som maj, one of the larger intestine, the rows of setae present
somatic setae; set som min, one of the smaller minute toothed fringes, accentuating the annules. The conoid neck
somatic setae; set tb, tubular setae.
ends in a rounded, somewhat
flattish hemispheroidal head, set off by a narrow, deep and distinct constriction. The lips are amalgamated and fixed. Nothing is known concerning
the labial papillae. The pharynx is exceedingly minute and easily overlooked,
but is, in fact, a minute, simple, obscure, straight, regular, tubular, closed,
unarmed region about one-sixth as wide as the head and twice as long as wide;
these measurements include its enclosing pharyngeal tissue. Under ordinary
circumstances there is to be seen here only a closed lumen. Passing backward from the pharynx, the oesophagus for a distance two and one-half times
as great as the width of the head, is cylindroid; however, it widens slightly,
so that it becomes as wide as the head, or one-half as wide as the corresponding
portion of the neck, that is to say that portion of the neck marked by the fifth
circlet of cervical setae. At this point there is a rather faint diminution of
the oesophagus, which continues thence a little narrower, afterward widening
out, and then soon coming to contain granules like those found in the cells of
the intestine. This latter appears to begin about opposite the tenth row of
setae. There are two narrow ducts, one emptying into the posterior part of
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each amphid; these ducts can be follqwed backward to near the pigmented
bodies soon to be mentioned, and possibly may be connected with them. The
external expressions of the amphids, each of which is symmetrical to two
lines, are of unequal diameter, without central markings, and are located
toward the front of the head; they are about as wide as the corresponding
portion of the head, each being about twice as wide as long. The two
greenish pigmented bodies mentioned above (org?, Fig. 2), a,re olive green in
color and present a nucleus in the midst
of a colorless spherical cell (?) as wide
as one of the cuticular annules in the
immediate vicinity. These bodies are
naturally rather difficult to observe
on account of the hairy nature of the
cuticle through which they are viewed;
they are located well outside the intestine, one on each side of the body,
somewhat behind the base of the neck.
The broad cardiac constriction lies
opposite the eighth to tenth rows of
setae, and is about as wide as the
distance between these rows. The
thick-walled intestine presents a faint
lumen and is composed of cells of
such a size that about twelve occur
in each cross section. In the male, at"
least, the intestine gradually becomes
one-half as wide as the body. There
is no pre-rectum. From the minute
anus, whose anterior lip is somewhat
elevated, the inconspicuous rectum
extends inward at right angles to the
Fig. 2.-Intemal anatomy of the head
ventral surface half way across the end of Greeffiella dasyura. Lettering as in
body; the intestine itself extends past Fig. 1. cl int, one of the cells of the
the anus. No anal muscles are to be intestine; crd r:ol, cardiac collum; dct amph,
seen. There are two kinds of colorless duct connecting with the amphidial pore;
granules of variable size to be seen in grn maj int, one of the larger intestinal
the cells of the intestine; the largest granules; grn min int, smaller intestinal
of these have a diameter equal to the granules; int, intestine; tum int, lumen
distance between the rows of somatic of the intestine; nr, nerve ring; org ?,
setae; the finest of the granules are organ of doubtful significance; set tb,
exceedingly fine. The granules are not tubular seta.
so arranged as to give rise to a tessel,
lated effect. The more or less convex-conoid tail tapers from in front of the
anus to the tubular spinneret, which comprises two-sevenths of the whole
tail. This tubular spinneret is about as wide as one of the spicules of the
male; it is a simple truncate affair which tapers but very little. A marked
peculiarity of the posterior extremity of the nema is the existence of numerous
minute setae; for a distance equal to the length of the spinneret the· setae on
the portion of the tail immediately in front of the spinneret are very much
reduced and more numerous. The spherical caudal glands are located behind
the anus in the anterior fourth of the tail and empty through separate ducts;
each is about one-fifth as wide as the corresponding portion of the tail, or as
wide as on·e of the somatic annules opposite. Only two nuclei were seen in
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connection with these glands, and these were located in the vicinity of the anus,
their number indicating that the number of caudal glands may be less than
the usual three. The excretory pore lies near the nerve-ring opposite the sixth
annule in the male and opposite the seventh in the female; its spherical ampulla
is one-fourth as wide as the corresponding portion of the neck. The nervering surrounds the oesophagus somewhat obliquely where it first diminishes
in diameter somewhat behind the middle. In the dorsal side of the neck,
opposite the 9-14 rows of setae there are some relatively large organs,probably two or more finely granular cells. From the somewhat inconspicuous, small, elevated vulva, which is surrounded by minute setae, the small,
weak, non-cutinized, tubular vagina leads inward at right angles to the
ventral surface about one-third the distance across the body. Little is known
concerning the double symmetrically reflexed female sexual organs.
l i 6.6 10.6
'Joi_ 76. >O '4••
set SlKII
I
I
set S1K11 ,. 2 7. i, 11. . 18. -.11. •
~~~The slightly arcuate, irregularly
// , .
~ conoid, faintly sigmoid tail of the
/:' V!J \
: \
male, on the whole, rather reset min .. / ... 1//(f:. ·
i I K:;-. .. . OIHI pnlt sembles that of his mate. The
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which are slightly cephalated by
expansion, are about one and one~\
·
fourth times as long as the anal
body diameter. If swung around
spn behind the anus, they would just
XlOOO
· ··
about reach to the base of the
Fig. 3.-Tail end of Greeffiella dasyura. Let- spinneret; they are about twice as
tering as in Figs. I and 2. ann pnlt, penultimate wide as the bases of the somatic
annule; ann ult, ultimate annule; spn, spinneret. setae, are a little larger distally
than elsewhere, and are perhaps
winged. No gubemaculum has been seen. On the fifth and eleventh
annules in front of the anus occur ventrally submedian papilla-like organs,
indicated by the presence of minute setae arranged in a cluster about a
nerve ending (?),-about ten setae on the fifth annule and a much smaller
number on the eleventh. There are also similar ventrally sublateral bunches
of setae on the annules preceding the large (duplex?) conical one bearing the
spinneret. On the lateral field near the middle of the male, a bunch of minute
setae was observed like those on the fifth annule in front of the anus. The
nature of these special organs, for such they must be, remains in doubt.
It seems quite possible that some of them are male supplementary organs.
The wide cylindrical testis is one-half as wide as the body and is reflexed to
near the proximal ends of the spicula.
·
Habitat: Found in sponges, Biscayne Bay, Florida, U.S. A., March, 1916.
Male examined and measured in a living condition; female fixed in Flemming's
solution and soon after examined and measured in water. The form of the
pharynx and oesophagus; the presence of special tubular setae; the structure
of the spinneret, and the relatively small number of annules, seem to indicate
a closer relationship of Greeffiella with Desmoscolex than has been hitherto
imagined. Perhaps Greeffiella should be placed in the same family with
Desmoscolex, Tricoma, etc.
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An Amendation
of
HOPLOLAilVIUS DADAY 1905 nee auctores
CONTRIBUTIONS TO A SCIENCE OF NEMATOLOGY,

BY N. A.

XIII

COBB

In 1905 Daday proposed the new genus H oplolaimus on the basis
of a single female nema from soil in Paraguay.
JI oplolaimus was so imperfectly characterized that numerous
subsequent authors have referred to it a variety of specie; that seem
certain not to belong to it, in the light of recent discoveries now to be
described.
Hoplolaimus Daday 1905 amend.

Coarsely annuled typical tylenchidae with a prominently set off, lobed
lip-region composed of several annules, and an onchium with more
or less lobed basal bulbs. -f- and -m. Males with
lobed bursa encompassing the tail.
-:Jilr-=- ""11-~i.-=a.t~
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The transparent colorless layers of the naked cuticle are traversed by plain, transverse striae, all alike,
about three microns apart and easy of resolution, which
are not further resolvable, and which are altered 7
materially on the lateral fields by the presence of x 1300 three longitudinal wings, occupying a space, measured Frn. 1. 1n the left lateral
midway on °the nema, ~ne-third as _great as the ~dth uii;~1!~~.11IMf. ::,e,.::ictl!
of t~e body. The optI c~l express10_n of these wmgs }!!j:h;1J1
~1;:1~~th~~e°fs t~!
consists of four parallel Imes, of which the two outer interestin11 un&.a1red spheroiare ra~her d~stinctly crenate, while the two inner, 1:~;h~sh~1Leaso~i~n~;occupymg a httle less than a third of the wing space, having conn~tions fore and
connect with refractive cuticular alterations of the f~~· !-tn~ ~~gi~~nfn°t1i~r~~'!,"or
striae, which thus give rise to a rather distinct more ~ic~~~~e•~foss~eas:;~t~ve~
or less quadrangular network on the lateral fields.
On the neck the wings become reduced to two. The cuticle, about two and
one-half microns thick, is striated internally as well as externally. As usual,
the annules close to the lip region are somewhat narrower than those farther1
back. From somewhat behind the anus the final striae on the tail o£ !.t he>
female make a gradually smaller angle with the lateral line and finally,eocirol!}.
the t erminus in the lateral plant;. Very slightly oblique.longitudinalcstriae ·
due to the attachment of the musculature, are visible:1in :m~stilregions•ofnthe!
body. There are
dermal appendages and 1no~series·,.0£:·P<>.fes:1has, been!
seen in the cuticle, but there is an unpaireddatera,l organ,~n!rb ~h(.the ,fe-.walei
and male. (See Fig. 1.) The cylind-1'.9id1·ne.0kJbecolhes coa~x-:cdhf>i'd (a~tb~
rounded head, which is co:p.tiquousr~n~pt~s.entsra)oentral mouthropel'ling only>
very slightly depressed,.a The ,lip rng~b~ however is a'flat,!bli.lb:tis4[ eqne,Iabout,
twenty microns- 1broa.d!by ,e ight, miero};lS Jhigh ;_rit:is,set. ap~Jby a, veryrdiitindt

no
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constriction so that it constitutes a sort of cap on the
front of the head. This somewhat quadrate cap is longitudinally faintly six-lobed and each lobe is again longitudinally

as well as transversely subdivided. See Fig. 2. The lip
region of the male is like that of the female except that
it is more nearly hemispheroid, that is, relatively higher
and slightly larger. There is a rather robust six-ribbed,
yellowish, dome-like structure as the framework of the Jipregion, through it is obscured by the nature of the cuticular
covering. This framework extends a little back of the
labial constriction and its yellow color becomes more evident here. See Fig. 3. Needless to say, therefore, the
amalgamated lips are fixed, and shut closely around the
anterior extremity of the onchium. Whether the lip region
is innervated remains unknown, but no innervations have
been seen. The tylenchoid pharynx is of a very robust nature and reminiscent of that of Nemonchus. The base of
An
the onchium, or spear, thirteen microns wide by ten high, is
very distinctly three bulbed and is about one-fifth as wide as
sp. The quadrangular the corresponding portion of the head. Each of the three
nature of the cap is bulbs is anteriorly somewhat "lobed," presenting sometimes
showninthe frontview, two and sometimes three rather distinct forward pointing
above.
knobs. Owing to its index of refraction this lobed base of
the onchium, as well as the "hilt," are almost totally invisible in balsam mounts;
while the acute tapering anterior part remains distinctly visible,-another
evidence of the two-fold character (and origin) of the tylenchoid onchium.
The posterior attachment of the musculature comprising the ellipsoidal
pharyngeal bulb, which is one-half as wide as the head, is not only to the front
portion of the bulbs of the onchium but also to their posterior surfaces. The
hilt is about half as wide as the bulbous base; the anterior end of the spear is
blunt, and the lumen relatively unusually narrow;-all which makes the spear
an unusually substantial structure, capable of puncturing tissues offering considerable resistance. In harmony with this, the ellipsoidal to · obpyriform
spear guide is of strong construction, consisting in part of six outwardly bowed
elastic elements surrounding the anterior third of the spear and springing backward from the base of the cutinized lip region. (Figs. 2 and 3.) This six-fold
spear guide has a variable length and width, its form changing with the attitude of the spear;-when at rest, with a length of fourteen microns, its width
is about eight microns,-that is, it is about one-third as wide as the corresponding portion of the head. In addition to this spear guide the cutinized lipregion fits closely around the anterior portion of the spear for a considerable
distance. Both the spear and the spear guide appear to present traces
of transverse striation corresponding in fineness with the minute subdivisions
of the annules sometimes visible in the subcuticle. The two parts of the
spear are rather distinctly set off from each other by a very fine transverse
junction mark, as in many Tylenchi. No amphids, deirids or phasmids have
been seen. There are no eyespots. The oesophagus is tylenchoid, presenting
however, as already indicated, a rather distinct pharyngeal bulb, something
rather uncommon in the Tylenchidae. The spherical or oblate median oesophageal bulb is half as wide as the corresponding portion of the neck, and is set
off both fore and aft from the remaining narrow portions of tho oesophagus,very abruptly behind and rather abruptly in front. Behind the median bulb
the narrow oesophagus gradually enlarges to form a rather obscure posterior
,rg/lJ._"·..
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long-clavate swelling which at its widest part is one-fourth as wide as the base of
the neck. It is however natural to imagine the swollen salivary glands to be
joined with this inconspicuous posterior portion of the oesophagus and thus at
first to get an idea that the posterior part of the oesophagus comprises a wide
clavate swelling, three-fourths as wide as the base of the neck. We may say
therefore that the oesophagus behind the pharynx is about one-seventh, at the
nerve-ring also about one-seventh, and finally about one-fourth as wide as the
corresponding portion of the neck. The lining of the oesophagus is a distinct
feature arteriorly and consists of a narrow highly refractive tube; posteriorly
the lining is inconspicuous. The musculature is fine and colorless. There are
three salivary glands clustered opposite the posterior two-fifths of the oesophagus. One of these cells comprises the anterior portion of the cluster, while the
other two may lie more or less opposite each other as the posterior part.
The salivary glands are very well developed, and two of them,
submedian, empty through ducts into the base of the valve of
. OIi
the median bulb, while the third, the dorsal, passes forward and M.
empties into the dorsal side of the oesophageal lumen not far
behind the base of the onchium. At the mouth of each duct
a faint ampulla is usually visible. The median oesophageal
bulb presents a spheroidal, simple, strongly refractive
valve one-sixth as wide as the bulb itself. There is no
distinct cardia. The thick-walled intestine, which presents
a distinct refractive lumen, is not set off from the oesophagus by a cardiac collum, the change from oesophagus to
intestine being gradua1. The intestine has its cells closely
\ £(///
packed with granules of variable size, the largest being
one-twelfth to one-sixteenth as wide as the body. These
•
colorless, non-birefringent, spherical granules gradually de- \ iJ/ M/1.J ))
crease in number in the cardiac region and cease altogether " ' ~ O
opposite the posterior portion of the salivary glands; they are
sometimes so arranged as to give rise to a tessellated effect.
The intestine somewhat gradually becomes four-fifths as wide natus n. sp. Below,
as the body, and is composed of cells of such a,, size that two to a semi-contour orthe
three are presented in each cross section. The cells of the body in the same
showing the
intestine are so closely packed with granules as to make it region,
double wing.
difficult to examine successfully in living specimens details
of the · anatomy of adjacent organs. The exceedingly small
anus and the rectum are very inconspicuous. There is no pre-rectum. The !O,il
is of an elongate hemispheroid form, very broad and rounded at the extremity,
and symmetrical. There is no spinneret and there are no caudal glands.
Measured at the latitude of the nerve-ring, the lateral chords are as wide as the
cuticle is thick, or wider; somewhat farther back, they are about on~third as
wide as the body. They contain scattered colorless refractive sp!iencal gr~nules of variable size, considerably smaller than those of the intestine. Behmd
the base of the neck, at a distance about equal to the diameter of the body,
there is a cell which presses the intestine well to one side. This cell is ~bout
as long as wide but not spheroidal. It is finely granular, one-half as wide as
the body, and seems very probably to be connected. with the ~e~ette. The
excretory pore, which is opposite the base of the neck, 1s rather d1stmctly to ~e
seen, though of. small size. It lies between two annules, and th~ nearer stnation may bend a little to one side for it. The renette duct leads inward and to
the right alorg the right lateral chord. From the somewhat depressed, rather
large and rather conspicuous vulva, which is a transverse slit two-fifths as long
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as the body is wide, the strongly cutinized medium sized vagina extends inward
at right angles to the ·ventral surface half the.way across the body. From toward the ends of the valvular opening four muscles pass obliquely to
the ventrally submedian regions
x500
oi the body, two forward and
two backward,-two to the right
and two to the left. Furthermore
there are two transverse valvular
muscles attached near the ends
of the opening and fanning out
to the lateral parts of the body
wall, one right and the other
left, each partially encircling the
intestine. Each of the two outstretched uteri, about two bodywidths long and about one-fourth
as wide as the body, at its distal
extremity presents a spermatheca
three-fourths as wide as the body,
sometimes containing what appear
to be toward one hundred sausage
shaped sperm cells each someJf10. 4. Lateral and ventral views of the tail end o! the
times having a bunch of chromomale of Hoplolaimus coronatus n. sp. Treated with potas•
d
h
sium hydrate to obliterate non-cutinized structures.
somes at otle en . T ese spermatheca are located at a distance
from the vulva two or three times
as great as the diameter of the body. In the late autumn they are a very uniform feature of the adult females which have deposited no, or very few, eggs.
As thus far seen, the slender outstretched ovaries are about one-fourth as ,vide
as the body; both lie on the left side. They are narrow and somewhat cylindroid and contain one hundred or more ova arranged somewhat irregularly.
rpie maleislikethefemaleinf~rm. The ~4 s. 9 1 3.
~M
9M
sp1cula are colorless. A portion of the - - - 2- 8-::- -2 - - -3 - - - - u ..
5
1
gubernaculum liP-s ventrad~-(telamon of ~/'-!..
~
·
•
Hall). See Fig. 4. There are no preanal ventral supplementary male
organs, and no ribs occur in the bursa. The striae of the bursa on the
ventral side are less distinct near the ventral line. The terminal lol::e of
the bursa appears destitute of striation; if any striae are present they
must be exceedingly fine. The vas deferens appears to be about one-half as
wide as the body. The narrow cylindroid testis tapers a little, a!ld at the blind
end is only one-fourth as wide as the body. The granular sperm cells seen in
the vas deferens are about one-tenth as wide as the body; the spermatocytes,
farther forward, one-eighth.
Habitat: Found in soil immediately about a Mermis "nest," (Agamermis
decaudata), Four Mile Run, Falls Church, Va., U.S.A. Nov., 1922.
The movements of this nema are very slow. The limber body readily takes
on sharp sigmoid curves and is sometimes seen coiled; in fact the males can
coil rather closely. From this amended characterization it seems evident
the H oplolaimus Daday (not of other authors) is a rather clearly marked
genus. A close relative of Hoplolaimus i~ Dolichodorus Cobb 1914.

NOTES ON PARATYLENCHUS, A GENUS OF NEMAS
BY N. A.

COBB

Contributions to a Science of Nematology, XIV.

The following paragraphs contain new information with regard to
the lip region, vestibule, spear guide, structure of the spear, median
oesophageal bulb, salivary glands, deirids (cervical papillae), renette,
eggs and their deposition, and gonism of Paratylenchus Micoletsky.
Paratylenchus nanus n. sp.

_s.~ _lB._ :::::-24: -'~s~. . . 9~.s. 0 411111
'-7
4,3 / 4.J.
4.2
2.
•
The trans-

parent, colorless, naked cuticle, about 1.5 microns thick, is traversed by plain,
transverse striae, 2.0 microns apart except near the extremities, all alike and
fairly easy of resolution, which are materially altered on the lateral fields by
the presence of wing regions, about one-seventh as wide as the body, beginning
on the neck and ending on the tail. The optical expression of the wings on
living specimens usually consists in four parallel longitudinal lines on each
lateral field, the two outer of which are fainter than the two inner. Very
slightly oblique longitudinal striae of the subcuticle, all alike, due to the
attachment of the musculature, are rather easily to be seen in nearly all regions
of the body. The contour of the body is crenate or very faintly serratecrenate. There are no dermal appendages and there are no series of pores to
be seen in the cuticle. On the neck opposite the excretory pore, lat. 22.2,*
there is a papilla on each lateral line, and, leading inward, ventrad and slightly
backward from the middle of each papilla is an obscurely sinuous element
connecting with the nervous system. These organs are believed to be deirids.
The neck, which is cylindroid posteriorly, and to a considerable extent also
anteriorly, becomes decidedly convex-conoid farther forward, and ends in a
rounded or subtruncate, continuous head compassing about thirty annules
of the cuticle, which presents a somewhat depressed, very minute, central·
mouth opening, closely surrounded by six equal, exceedingly minute lips. The
truncation of the head occurs at the lip region, which has at this point, that is
at the anterior extremity of the nema, a width of about two microns. The lip
*The Word "Latitude" in Descriptive Nematology. I have lately come to use the
word "latitude" in a conventional sense in dealing with nema anatomy, and find it so
useful as to lead to this ·attempt more accurately to define the word as thus used.
The meaning of latitude in this connection arises from geographical usage, but in
nematology the term applies to a transverse plane or section of the organism, and not to
a circle on the surface only, as in geography, and it has not seemed desirable to have two
sorts of latitude, such as north and south.
One hundred degrees of latitude is assumed, with zero at the anterior extremity of
the organism. Thus an element of the organism in latitude 50 would be at the middle;
and in latitude 100 at the end of the tail. The terms can be abbreviated. Thus: lat. 60.
In the case of nemas, which are so nearly round in cross section, a similar use of the
word "longitude" Eometimes becomes useful, the ventral line being taken as zero.
The conventional use of the words latitude and longitude in this way is more or less
"logical", and very easily acquired, and, according to my experience, is a decided saving
in time and space, and has the merit of definiteness, as well as brevity.
367
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region is supported by a faintly visible six-ribbed, refractive, somewhat domeshaped, cuticular framework, six to seven microns across at the base, and
about two-thirds as "high" as it is wide. The more or less immobile lips are
usually closed.
There is a small combined vestibule and spear guide, about as wide as the lip
region and some ten microns long, more or less visible on account of the refractive nature of its elements. This portion of the labial structure has for one of
its main functions the guidance of the spear when in action. The vestibular
part is about four microns deep and varies somewhat in diameter according to
the attitude of the lips and spear. Leading backward from the base of the
vestibule there is a symmetrical set of outwardly bowed, somewhat flexible,
rather slender, longitudinal elements constituting the main portion of the spear
guide. The relatively very robust spear is about twice as long as the base of
the head is wide. It ends posteriorly in a distinctly three-lobed expansion
toward one-third as wide as the base of the head, the dorsal lobe being slightly
farthest back, and, sometimes at least, presenting a dorso-posterior condyle.
It is somewhat behind, and in a line with, the axil of the dorsal lobe that the
dorsal salivary gland empties into the oesophageal lumen. The spear often tapers
more or less regularly throughout its length; nevertheless there is a distinct
basal part, comprising about two-fifths of the whole, set off by a minute but
distinct junction mark, and averaging about one-sixth as wide as the corresponding portion of the head. At its distal end the spear is exceedingly finely
pointed. ,Yell developed muscles for the protrusion of the spear are readily
seen and often lie rather close to the spear,-not forming any very marked
swelling when at rest. Anteriorly there are six of these muscles,-one passing
to each sector of the labial framework.
Xo amphids have been seen. There are no eyespots.
The oesophagus is tylenchoid and presents a very definite, somewhat pineapple-shaped, non-muscular, valveless cardiac swelling, half as wide as the base
of the neck. The very long, large, rather ob-clavate, median swelling, which is
two-thirds as wide as the middle of the neck, is set off abruptly behind, but is
decurrent in front and reaches to, and somewhat includes, the base of the
onchium; in its posterior part it presents a well-developed, elongated-fusiform,
triplex valve, occupying one-third of the diameter, to which are attached the
usual radial muscles for the opening of the valve in the act of swallowing. An
interesting peculiarity of the median swelling is that the contained robust
tubular oesophageal lining, which is disposed in a single loop or coil when at rest,
takes on this attitude without much disturbance to the evenness of the contour of the
swelling itself, thus showing the" clavate swelling" to be a distinctly two-fold

affair,-partly (posteriorly) muscular, and partly (dorsally throughout) glandular, and with the two tissues so little connected that the glandular part is
comparatively separate and responds but little to the movements of the tubular lining. Ordinarily one would expect the anterior narrower part of such a
long median swelling to curve or coil along with the lining. Though the
limits of the true median bulb (not the clavate swelling but the included
median bulb more properly speaking), are often somewhat indefinite anteriorly,
it may properly be described as ellipsoidal, two-thirds as wide as the neck and
two and one-half times as long as wide; in other words the entity of the median
muscular bulb is not entirely lost. Behind the pharynx the oesophagus is onesixth, at the nerve ring only about one-tenth, in front of the cardiac swelling
about one-eighth, and finally one-half, as wide as the corresponding portion of
the neck. The lining of the oesophagus is tubular and narrow, and distinct
except in the posterior glandular bulb,-most distinct in the clavate swelling.
There are well developed salivary glands. The nucleus of one of these organs
may be seen in the dorsal sector of the cardiac swelling, as already described,-
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dorsad and occupying the major part of it,-and emptying into the oesophageal lumen near the onchium. It is doubtful if salivary secretion passes
also into the base of the fusiform median valve, though there seem to be two
subordinate nuclei in the cardiac swelling.
There is no cardia. The thick walled intestine, set off by a rather
faint cardiac collum one-half as wide as the base of the neck, presents a
faint, though fairly capacious lumen. It is composed of cells of such a size
that probably only about two are presented in each cross section. It becomes
at once two-thirds as wide as the body. From the very inconspicuous, continuous anus, the rectum, which is also very inconspicuous, extends inward
and forward. There is no distinct pre-rectum. The numerous, colorless
granules found in the cells of the intestine, the largest of which are about onetenth as wide as the body, namely about two microns in diameter, arc not so
arranged as to give rise to a tessellated effect. . Sometimes the cells throughout
the intestine are uniformly filled with granules; more often the granules are
absent here and there, so as to create a "segmented" effect.
The tail, which compasses about twenty annules of the cuticle, is conoid,
subarcuate, and tapers from in front of the anus to the rather blunt, or sometimes subacute, unarmed, symmetrical terminus. There is no spinneret.
There are no caudal glands and there are no caudal setae.
Apparently the lateral chords are about onethird as wide as the body. The rather prominent
... °J!J(6) .. .JDSCOII
excretory pore is located just behind the nerve ring
and the excretory duct can be followed inward and
········ ... ./Josnrt
backward along the right lateral chord at least as
....... diron /6)
far as the middle of the body.
..... ...... mscon
The nerve ring is oblique, of medium size and
... . . . . . su/J-alt
accompanied, fore and aft, by numerous nerve cells,
some of which lie as far forward as opposite the
...... . .. .jnc on
middle of the median oesophageal swelling.
....... .li/Jdsl Oil
The single female sexual organ is outstretched
....... . t/Joe
forward. From the unusually large, depressed and
very conspicuous vulva, the vagina, which is large,
. ar gJgo dsl
extends inward obliquely forward, three-fourths the
.·: . .Ullf) glsol dsl
distance across the body. Its walls are rather
strongly cutinized. The larger anterior lip of the
dtJ li/J metl
vulva may be slightly elevated. The body of the
.. /JJSCli/J med
nema decreases a little in diameter rather suddenly
d ll/1J
at the vulva and tapers more rapidly thence backward. The thin-shelled, smooth, elongated egg is
..... - . /J/lJ med
nearly thrice as long as the body is wide and meas.dctmf.dsl
ures about 60 x 20 microns. Only one egg occurs in
OIJ
the uterus at a time. A prolate compact mass of
sperm cells, often comprising some two to five hun.•...... ·Tr
dred minute, spherical, refractive elements, occurs
........ drn
regularly in the uterus of newly adult females; this
..... .. /J/JJ(1'{/
sperm mass is often two-thirds to three-fourths as
·······
wide as the body. From the formation and size of
··pex.
the sperm cells it is concluded that the species 1:s
···-.fk!ir
syngonic. No males have been seen among about
. nd glsal(3)
fifty females, many gravid, from two North American regions. The medium sized ovary is usually
... ... ·int
cylindroid posteriorly, and tapers anteriorly; it aver... .. gmmt
ages to be about one-third as wide as the body.
Toward fifty ova, arranged for the most part sin- re!~f~ ~a~a~!i~i,.£:~a~t:.
gle file, are to be seen in the ovary. There is practically no post-vulvar rudiment of a sexual organ.
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There are two or three somewhat ellipsoidal organs, half as wide as the body,
about two-thirds as wide as long, located just behind the base of the neck, and
closely associated with the beginning of the intestine. These regularly darken
in Flemming's solution and are as yet of unknown significance.
Habitat: Found in soil about the roots of grasses, Devil's Lake, North
Dakota, April, 1915;' and Four Mile Run, Falls Church, Va., August, 1922.
Flemming's solution to glycerine jelly. In many respects this species closely
resembles Tylenchus macrophallus de Man, but differs in the following particulars ;-the spear is somewhat longer and possibly somewhat more robust; the
striation is coarser; the body is wider; the tail of nanus compasses twenty
annules while that of macrophallus appears to compass about fifty; opposite the
spear in nanus there are about twenty-five to thirty annules, while in macrophallus there appear to be about forty. Should opportunity occur it would
perhaps be advisable to re-examine the median oesophageal region of macrophallus. For the present at least it seems best, unless the undiscovered male
of nanus should prove to be extraordinarily like the male of macrophallus, to
regard the two species as distinct. Paratylenchus is related to the very welldefined genus Iota, a genus whose numerous representatives typically are
minute, very short, very broad, coarsely annuled, rather inflexible nemas
found in acid soils, and having the single outstretched female sexual organ
emptying through a vulva located very close to the minute, inconspicuous anus
and often possessing external coarse retrorse cuticular elements,-ridges, scales,
spines, fringes, etc., according to the species. There is a number of as yet
unpublished species of which it is not easy to make a satisfactory assignment as between Iota and Paratylenchus. The unknown males of nanus, if
such exist, may be expected to throw more light on the generic relationships.
P. nanus may be synonymous with P. bukowinensis Micoletzky, 1922.
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Paratylenchusancepsn.sp. · 5:3 • ~--'··/·,i · ·4.6 - ·,., 0 • 29 •· P. ancepsso
closely resembles P. nanus that only the differences need be here noted. The
striae are one micron apart. The optical expression of the wings is a pair of
refractive parallel lines whose distance apart is about equal to the width of
two annules of the cuticle. The conoid neck becomes convex-conoid at the
head, at the front of which the lip region is about four microns wide. The spear ·
guide is six· microns long, and the spear about half as long as the neck, the
long slender anterior part comprising three-fourths or four-fifths of the whole.
The three-lobed, flattish basal bulb of the spear is about one-fourth as wide as
the corresponding portion of the neck, that is about four microns wide. The
somewhat elongated-pyriform or pineapple-shaped posterior bulb is threefifths as wide as the base of the neck. The deirids are .near the base of the
neck. The tail is slightly conoid to the broad, rounded terminus, which is
half as wide as the base of the tail. The vulva was about to appear at the
same relative position as in P. nanus. In all other respects almost precisely
as in P. nanus.
Habitat: Roots of Umbellularia californica, Riverside, California, 1912.

BIOLOGICAL RELATIONSHIPS OF THE 1\IATHEl\IATICAL SERIES 1, 2, 4, ETC.
WITH A DESCRIPTION OF A NEW NEMA, TYLENCHUS CANCELLATUS
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The behavior of the components of matter, e.g., in chemical reactions,
appears to compel discontinuous variation in the evolution of organisms.
Organic evolution has been thought continuous, but mutation now suggests
that it is discontinuous. Must it not necessarily be discontinuous 1 from the
very · nature of the composition of matter? Morphological changes in
organisms originate in chemical changes in the matter of which they are
composed. Now, a chemical change is one that either takes place or does
not take place; nothing intermediate is known. Hence it seems that the
fundamental changes in the evolution of organisms, so far as we can conceive
at present, i.e., chemical changes, must be saltatory. But we cannot conceive of the greater and obvious (visible) changes, except as summations of
these minute changes. The visible changes then must per force be considered of the same character as that of their components, i.e., all visible
evolutionary changes in organisms must be of a saltatory nature.
The mathematics of the morphology of organic evolution may the refore
be considered as, at least mainly: discontinuous,-arithmetical.
The material basis of life is discontinuous, but is the only known form of
matter so organized as to grow and multiply by assimilation; in this lies the
fundamental difference between living objects and all others;-not a mathematical difference.
Matter is dual, or, less abstractly, there exists in matter an exceedingly
widespread, probably universal, "bipolarity", exemplified, therefore, in organisms. The univ~rsality of "bipolarity" is more or less understood and
generally admitted. Its universality might be assumed to prove, and at
least very strongly suggests, its necessity. Assuming its necessity, this
bipolarity determines that cells, as well as many of their components, multiplying, do so by binary division in a bipolar manner. 2
1 Mathematics.
Arithmetic and its derivatives arose through everyday problems
connected with matter, which is discontinuous. The Calculus, mathematics of continuity, arose through problems like those of astronomy, where the continuity of space
and time impress us most vividly.
Quantity. It may be said we cannot conceive of anything so small that it cannot be
divided, or so large that nothing can be added to it; but as the two opposite statements
seem just as true, we find ourselves within two limits at each of which we confront something that must be so, but can't be so. Between these two irrationalities lie quantities
we can handle rationally by mathematics.
2 Thence "fore-and-aftness" and bilateral symmetry in organisms arose (doubtless
modified by gravity). Bilateral symmetry seems the invariable result of the growth of
what we may call, for lack of a better term, "untrammeled protoplasm." When protoplasm is "hampered," say by inorganic materials tending to produce other forms of
symmetry- as, for instance, through the laws of crystallization- then bilaterality may
be more or less masked; otherwise it is manifest. We readily recognize it in nearly all
animals and plants.
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numbers not only necessarily and definitely, but perhaps somewhat simply,
modified mathematical expressions of the fundamental mathematico-biological phenomena inevitably arising from the fact that cells (as well as some of
their components) divide in accordance with the 1, 2, 4 series?
Variations of the 1, 2, 4 series, as expressed in cell multiplication, say in a
segmenting egg, can be readily diagrammed. (See Fig. 3.) If in such a celldivision diagram any particular multiplying cell or cells be pictured as halted,
while the others continue to divide, the next step will bring about a variation
from the geometrical series. If the reader will draw a few simple diagrams,
he will find it easy, by such variations, graphically to represent, as existing
at successive early stages in the imagined ontogeny, numbers of cells, say,
from 1 to 10 inclusive, and will see that conceivably this could go on indefinitely, and that therefore any number whatever is a possible biological variation
of the 1, 2, 4 series. But this broadening of the possibilities must not be
allowed to obscure the basic fact that the numbers are nevertheless definite mathematical variations of the 1, 2, 4 series due to the
binary division of cells and their components ;- which in turn seems
compulsory owing to the nature of matter itself. Our problem seems
to be: Which of these numerous variations are the more significant, and what are their mathematical and biological relationships?
A new triplonch, Tylenchus cancellatus n. sp. (Figs. 1 and 2),
infesting the roots of peonies, will serve, in a very limited way, to
illustrate the foregoing remarks. The figures (Fig. 1) show the
existence, near the head, of sixteen external longitudinal grooves.
Near the middle of the neck this number changes to eighteen by
the splitting, on each side of the nema, of one of the lateral, or
sublateral, elements of the series, so that most of the body presents
18 grooves. Posteriorly this number reduces to 14, 10, then 8.
(Fig. 1.)
This emphasizes the value of pondering the variants of the
1, 2, 4 series. If the numbers of the various elements were confined to the 1, 2, 4 series, tl}ey would be less significant, hence less
useful;-e.g., in the interpretation of relationships. But variations
abound, and are, as yet, for the most part unexplained; probably
often highly complex. It is certain, however, that if th~se variations Peo;;:· 2~oot
can be envisaged and understood, they will serve as basic data.
!fni::1
There seems at present no way of stating exactly the upper ,~~e~~':e!~0 f>
limit of the numbers representing these variations of the 1, 2, 4
series as exemplified in an organism. It may in some organisms iaiua.
reach twenty figures, and therefore the discovery ·and interpretation of some
of the highest members of this modified geometrical series, as exemplified in
organisms, may be beyond our present compass. Nevertheless, does it not
seem likely that relationships traced in this manner may at ,least be set upon
a firmer basis than is the case w~en data of other sorts are used,-or even
upon an entirely new basis?
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In a 1, 2, 4 series, let PN be the final product and N its series number,
then PN = 2N-t; thus, 16 = 2s-1 •
Similarly in a simple organism, at any particular instant in its growth,
let PN have a corresponding value,-that is to say, be the number of cells
that either actually exist or would have arisen by the uniform and continuous
dichotomous division of the single primal cell. Such simple and easily
understood organisms occur among the lower forms~ and in the early embryonic stages of the higher forms, but are rare among the adult stages of the
higher forms, because in these latter some cells lag or cease in their dichotomy,
and because of losses of cells from various causes. Hence, the number of
cells actually present in an organism at any particular instant is likely to be
PN minus a certain number of cells, (X), due to delay or failure in some part
or parts of the dichotomy, or to loss. In this discussion account is taken of
all the cells that have been produced during the growth, whether present
in the organism at the proposed instant or not. This is in order to allow for
worn out or wasted cells; these, possibly vanished, cells are included in PN
The general 1, 2, 4 equation of an organism thus becomes PN = 2N-t - X,

in which Xis a whole number and a function of one or more "p's" of a lower
order, i.e., of the 1, 2, 4 character, or p = 2n-l character, in which, of course
pis smaller than P and n is smaller than N. These smaller (ascertainable)
groups are 1, 2, 4 groups of cells due to the lag or failure of "earlier" generations
than N. (See the loop (X) in Fig. 3.)
PN = 2N-t -- X is a general equation, which, when X = 0, represents a
strictly uniform and continuous mathematical dichotomy, found only in the
lower organisms or in the early embryonic stages of the higher ones.
The various "p's" from PN down to P = 1, (the primal number) become,
therefore, historical insignia, indicating particular generations of cells, and
may be made the basis of a definite and fundamental mathematico-biological
nomenclature applicable to the generations of cells in an organism, and hence
to the organism itself. Applications of the equation are endless.
·

NEMIC SPERMATOGENESIS
With a suggested discussion of simple organisms,-Litobionts
CONTRIBUTIONS TO A SCIENCE OF NEMATOLOGY

BY N. A.

XVI
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Definitions. Spermatidium: one of a plurality of cells derived
from a spermatid by subdivision; a secondary, tertiary, or quaternary,
...cstJ/JtJ mSJM!!
etc., spermatid. Spermule: an individual
spermatidium which, after growth and
transformation, is capable of activating
or fertilizing an egg,-being not a metamorphosed spermatid, but a descendant
of a •spennatid, one or more cell-genera- '1•/11. · ...
tions removed.
The definitions will be better under- nna
stood by at once consulting the illustra.. . .oe
tions, especially spmtd and spml Figs. 2 !l.1ISiJli
and 12.
Spermatogenesis. At the blind end of fl'O(l
the single testis of the nema, Spirina parasitifera (Bastian '65) Filipjev (Figs. 1 fll'/K.lt
and 2),-a free living marine species, common an inch or two deep in sand and d!Pf.
among small stones between the tide
:
marks of protected coasts on both sides cor mv:-•
x750
.
of the North Atlantic through a wide
Fig.
1.Lat.eral
view
of
the
range of latitude,- the primordial gonic head of Spirina parasitifera.
elements give rise by 14-chromosome The amphidial nerve, nrv amph,
into a sensilla, then
mitotic division to numerous twin cells expands
again into a 10-12 celled ganglion
(seen through the lateral chord,
(Figs. 2, 14), which arrange themselves chrd.
lat. ) joining the nerve-ring,
tandem in the testis (Fig. 3) where each cor nrv.
Waverly Preas, Baltimore, Md., June 9, 1928. From Jour. Wash. Acad. Sc., Jan. 19, 1928. Repaged without
material alterations.
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Fig. 2.-The male of S. parasitifera drawn from life. The tinting of drawing modified in accordance with study of stained specimens. Nearly all details shown were seen
in the living specimen. The front view of head, however, is from a decapitated specimen. In life the chromosomes have not been seen definitely enough to admit of accurate
counting. Most of the subsequent camera lucida drawings were obtained from fixed
and stained material. In nearly all cases the fixing and staining were done simultaneously by means of acetic acid methyl green. Just to the right are placed, in the
form of the decimal formula, the average measurements of specimens used. Material
collected at Woods Hole, Mass., U.S. A.
The self-explanatory abbreviations are the same throughout the various figures
and are of necessary Latin anatomical terms; thus, chrd lat, chorda lateralis, lateral
chord; qrt, quartet of spennatids; chrtd, chromatoids; spmtd, spermatid; alv ncl, alveoli
of ~ucle~r space;. mic_rsm., microsomes, of sperm!l-tid; 14, a 14-c.h:omo:5ome spe~a~ogomal m1tos1s; mit, mitotic figure; grn, a cell of primary spermat1d1an tissue conta1mng
four granules; grn 161 cell of spermatidian tissue containing sixteen granules; locus
ncl alv, locus of the diminishing alveolated nuclear space; spmtd polyncl, polynucleate
spermatid in process of becoming a 64-celled tissue; textus spmtdi, spermatidian tissue.
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cell, growing, forms a primary spermatocyte. At the end of the
growth period the primary spermatocytes, one after another, divide
transversely, i.e., at right angles to the nema's body axis, and then,
sometimes almost simultaneously, longitudinally, to produce four similar, juxtaposed spermatids (Fig. 2, qrt), each soon packed with severa1
thousand very slightly elongate microsomes, nearly all of which are
located outside the large central, faintly alveolated, diminishing nuclear
space. (Fig. 2, micrsm and alv ncl; and Fig. 14.)
The microsomes seem to arise toward the center of the spermatid
and migrate outward till the entire cell is colonized by them. Seen
toward the center of the spermatid they usually have their long
' axes arranged radially, as if moving outward, end on. Some 810,000 uniform microsomes come thus into existence in each spermatid. The arrangement of these around 64 centers is the first indication of the formation of the first generation of 64 spermatidia. In
the living spermatids the microsomes are the only objects seen
visibly connected with such a division of the cell contents as is
necessarily postulated to account for the phenomena of heredity.

Fig.4
Fig. 3.-View near blind end of testis of S. parasitifera, showing pairs of cells resulting from division of primordial nuclei. This testis had broken open and become partially evacuated so that these pairs of cells in tandem could readily be distinguished as
such. Normally these nuclei are so packed that the mass effect obscures the fact
that they are twins.
Fig. 4.-Second stage of redU<;tion division of a spermatocyte of S. parasitifera,
which will result in 4 similar juxtaposed spermatids, as at qrt, Fig. 2, each having 7
chromosomes. The compound chromosomes present co~siderable individuality.
Between the 2 double groups of chromosomes is seen portion of the new cell wall.
X 1200.

In the first of these two divisions the chromosome number is reduced to seven. Probably the smallest one of the seven chromosomes
of the secondary spermatocytes differs slightly in relative size in the
two cells. Thus far the spermatogenesis presents nothing very new
or striking, but the amount of growth,-from 3 to 60 microns (tst,
Fig. 2),-is worthy of note, and, connected with reduction, there is
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a more or less orderly (e.g., more or less definitely oriented) extrusion
from the spermatids of structureless looking chromatoid substance,
(chrtd Fig. 2 and Fig. 14), barely possibly by a very "degenerate"
mitosis; these chromatoid masses are soon absorbed.
"Normally," the four cells just described would develop into four
sperms, but here the spermatogenesis proceeds as follows: Moving
along the testis with soldier-like precision, the two caudad members
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Fig. 5.-Nucleus of full grown spermatocyte seen in synapsis. The nuclear membrane is still intact and the spherical nucleolus is still visible. The chromosomes are
in seven pairs. It was possible to resolve the chromosomes into numerous components,
suggesting a possible explanation of the difference in chromosome counts in certain
nemas1 e.g., in Ascaris; i.e., differences between counts at this stage and counts in later
somatic clivisions; for, should such loosely organized chromosomes later break apart,
the count would be much increased.
Fig. 6.-A sin11:le spermaticlium of first generation with its nucleus and sixteen
granules. From life. In this case the cell wall is shown.
Fig. 7.-Above, camera lucida drawing of nuclei and granules in spermatidia of
S. parasitifera at the point grn (4), Fig. 2. Below a diagram of four spermatidia. The
diagram is derived from drawing aboveband shows more clearly the numerical relationships of nuclei and granules. The oundaries of the spermatidia are almost invisible and are not shown. The granules are shown black, white or, when seen through
the nucleus, gray. The larger ellipsoidal objects are nuclei. In the drawing, at top
and on the hither side a nucleus with its accompanying four granules, the nucleus
being this side of granules. In the drawing1 on the farther side, again at top, a spermaticlium three of whose granules have alreacty given rise to four smaller granules each.
In the drawing and below, a spermatidium none of whose four granules have divided,
one of them shown behind the nucleus. grn (16) shows a spermatidium with a nucleus
and 16 ~ranules. The lower figure is only somewhat schematised. Very rarely are
spermaticlian cells so systematically arranged as to disclose so clearly the relationships
of granules and nuclei. In this cliagrammatic lower figure the far spermatidium is
shown in an intermediate state. Illustration derived from material stained with .
methyl green.

of the quartet form a tandem, followed by the other two, also in
tandem; i.e., the quartet falls into single file. These spermatids in
file grow, and one after another divide internally without evidence
of mitosis into 64 uninucleate elements which proceed to surround
themselves with walls and form a tissue of 64 cells. (See lowest part
of Fig. 2.) As this tissue leaves the testis and enters the duct it
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elongates (2-4 nuclei abreast), and each of its 64 cells in turn, following
on the disappearance of the microsomes, acquires four equal, refractive, spherical granules (4 microns in diameter), and the tissues thus
take on a granulated appearance,-the nuclei and cell-walls being
almost completely hidden by the closely packed granules. By the
time the cephalad part of each tissue enters the duct the caudad part
has undergone a further change, in that the four granules, each dimding
endogenously into four similar but smaller spherical granules, populate each cell with 16 granules (grn 4 and grn 16, Fig. 2).
This very interesting behavior of the granules (Figs. 7 and 9)
more than suggests a different order of mechanism from that typical
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Fig. 8.-Reduction division. Sublimate-acid carmine toto preparation. The
smallest chromosome differed somewhat in size in the two sets. Fixation less delicate
than with acid methyl green.
Fig. 9.-Two granules from the spermatidia of S. parasitifera;-one showing 4
smaller granules formed endogenously, the other 8. The right hand granule is from
near grn 41 Fig. 2. The left hand granule, taken from farther back in the testis, where
microscopic details are so fine that exact relationship of granules and their descendants
has not as yet been fully deciphered.
Fig. 10.-Spermatidia each containing sixteen refractive Sf.>herical granules. From
life. The cell walls and nuclei of this tissue are nearly invisible in life.
Fig. 11.-Nuclear spindles in later mitoses of spermatidia taking place in vas
deferens. Polar views of spindles show 7 chromosC1mes; see small figures to right,
from another part of the same specimen.

of cell division, but since irritability, ingestion, transportation, transformation and so forth, all seem involved, it appears necessary to
base the concept on what is known of cell physiol'ogy and mechanics;
the changes, however, are carried out on a smaller scale and doubtless with a more limited variety of molecules forming a different
kind of plasm-litoplasm. In short, the facts indicate a distinctly
lower order of "organism." Many of what now are often called
lou·er organisms might better be regarded simply as less multiplicate.
Thus certain ciliates are smaller and less multiplicate, rather than
"lower," as compared with nerrias for instance. This matter is
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briefly discussed on a later page,-under the
heading, Size and N wnber as related to Organisms .
As the tissue proceeds along the duct, the
cells containing 16 granules undergo a further
diminution in the size of their granules, and a
change in the nwnber and nature of the granules, so that the cells become more transparent;
at the same time the nuclei divide mitotically,
(7 chromosomes), giving rise to a tissue of 128
cells. The evidence that this increase is by
mitosis is as follows: 1. At the part of the duct
where _this change is taking place (Fig. 11) the
sizes, form and position (in pairs) of the new
nuclei are what would be expected from mitotic
division. 2. The new smaller nuclei,-posterior to the larger, as yet undivided, nuclei,stain more strongly. 3. Occasionally 7-element
spindles can be seen. 4. No trace has been
seen of any other sort of division.
Two or more such tissues as that described fill
the duct of the male nema, the nwnber of tissues varying with the age of the nema and with
the copulatory history. The tissues seem to be
of two styles, and, if so, perhaps correspond to
the two styles of chromosomes in the secondary spermatocytes (textm spmtdi, Fig. 2).
Fertili.:ation and Syngamy. The two sexes
of S. parasitifera seem about equally common.
During copulation the male passes the spermatidian tissues on intact to the female, and
afterward they may be seen in the uteri,

Fig. 12.-Carefully proportioned free-hand sketch of
gonads of female S. parasitifera after impregnation. The
two uteri, out stretched in opposite directions, are filled
with spermatidian tissue. The young ovaries are just be.. .J]x Oil ginning to function and the ova next the fl.exures_, flex ov,
are about to enter the uterus. The spermatidia adJacent to
the ova about to enter the uteri have metamorphosed int o
i.f·§!;'_.:.-,.:_::-t?;!'Pi:~:xar0 spermules, spml, and have taken on the form characteris. __ ,..,,~ .• ,.,, .• _, ·
tic of nemic sperms as hitherto described. In this ease
two other cells of the spermatidian tissue nearer the vulva have also begun to metaIJ?,Orphose. trm, blind end of ovary; flex ov, flexure of ovary; txt spmtd, spermatidian
tissue; gl vag, vaginal gland, for which see also Fig. 16.
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of ten jumbled, sometimes extended along the length of the two
uteri.
Fertilization is preceded by increase in size of that cell of the
spermatidian tissue adjacent to the ovum next to be fertilized and
its transformation into a cell, spermule, having the form, and discharging the functions, of a nemic sperm as hitherto understood;a transformation involving a growth of about 50 per cent in diameter
together with a greater growth longitudinally, and .a marked change
in the granulation of the cytoplasm (spml, Fig. 12). These transformed cells, detached one by one, fertilize the eggs in what seems a
normal manner. The polocytes seem normal. The female gamete
has seven chromosomes (Fig. 13).
The spermatidian tissues,- tissues
whose history seems to justify us in
regarding them as spermatophores,may be removed from either the male
or the female nema and then separately
stained and examined, and this has mosomes thus ob- ?<
··
been repeatedly done; in which case scured by their posH /
tion.
t\:
. ·"' .· .. ;:, ....,...,., . . . ·":\:t=:···
the details of their structure can of
course be seen with greater ease and
distinctness than is the case with such
living preparations as are shown in
figures 1 and 12. The enumeration
of the elements of the •128-cell stage
of the spermatidian tissue was found
possible in this way, as well as in balsam specimens fixed in corrosive sublimate and stained in Mayer's acid carmine.
This method of spermatogenesis is normal to nemas. A large
number of species belonging to numerous and varied genera are
known to the writer in which the general appearances in the gonad of
the male so closely resemble those of S-pirina parasitifera as to leave
him no doubt that the details of their spermatogenesis will show the
features here described, or something similar. The formation of the
spermatidian tissue is not an essential feature; in others of the above
species the spermatidia may remain separate.
Current postulates must be modified in order to account for hereditary transmission in this and similar animal species. The factors
usually believed to reside wholly, or in part, in the chromosomes
must here, in order to accord with the usual theories of heredity,
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Fig. 14.-Boverian diagram of spermatogenesis of Spirina. Spermatids are formed
in the "conventional" way -four from a spermatocyte. Instead of metamorphosing
into ciliated spermatozoa, the spermatids undergo further changes and divisions, which
give rise to a spermatidian tissue of 64 cells from each spermatid. These by mitotic
division produce 128-celled tissues. One by one the spermatidia, when transferred to
the uteri of a female, grow into spermules, capable of activating an egg and initiating
normal development. Whether every one of the 128 metamorphose in this way is as
1-et undetermined.
. Fig. 15.-Two views of one of the lateral glands of S. parasitifera. At the left only
the pore and distal portions of gland are shown. The gland is uninucleate and consists
mainly of spherical granules. Spent glands contain fewer granules than that shown .
. Fig. 16.-Ventral view of vulva and vaginal glands of S. parasitifera. See also
Fig. 12.
,
. Fig: 17.-Lateral view of one of the lateral glands of S. parasitifera.

m a different state, or stage of development, from that shown in Fig. 4.

The gland
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be "divisible" in the spermatid into numerous parts such that when
they appear in the spermule they are capable of bringing about
"normal" syngamy.
It will be interesting to discover how factors or genes, concepts
essential to clear thinking on the subject of heredity, can be imagined
to "carry on" through the mazes of the division that, extending
throughout the spermatid, gives rise without mitosis to 64 apparently
equivalent elements in the spermatidian tissue (see spmtd polyncl,
Fig. 2). The spermatidian tissues (aggregates of haploid cells,gametophores-Fig. 12) seem more clearly reminiscent of the -alternation of generations in plants than any animal structure hitherto
made known.
Subjoined is an alteration of the Boverian diagram illustrating
the spermatogenesis here described. It will be seen that in this
Boverian diagram (Fig. 14) the proportions of the camera lucida
drawing (Fig. 2) are to a large extent adhered to. The microsomes
and the alveolated nuclear spaces are shown with no very great
departure from nature. The number and size of the microsomes is
approximately correct and the new arrangement of the microsomes
around 64 centers as shown in the diagram is not violently schematized.
The same is true of the size, color and disposition of the chromatoid
bodies. For simplicity the spermatidian tissues are reduced in the
diagram to masses of 64 and 128 nuclei respectively.
The features accompanying and following the oocytic synapsis seem
at least a gesture toward the path followed in the spermatogenesis,
but they have not yet been carefully studied.
Occasion for staining the gonads of Spirina parasitifera offered an
opportunity for a more careful study of the unicellular glands of
this species that "empty" through minute pores in the cuticle of most
regions of the body, but particularly along the lateral fields. Unicellular structures of this character are known to be widespread
among nemas, having been recorded for a great variety of free-living
genera and a few parasitic genera. It is not known whether the
various unicellular organs of this character hitherto recorded are
homologous or whether they are connected with a variety of functions. The fact that they are well developed on aquatic forms that
experiment proved to be in urgent need of oxygen has led the-writer
to suggest the possibility that these "glands" or some of them, may
be connected in some way with respiration. This would seem in
accord with the failure hitherto to observe any such organs in the
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vast majority of the parasitic species,-whose "respiration" it would
seem natural to explain in other ways.
In Spi.rina parasitifera these organs are very small, and it therefore
seems not unlikely that the present methods, when applied to more
suitable material, may give results much more detailed and intelligible.
The structure of one of these glands of S. parasitifera, so far as determined, is shown in Figs. 15 and 16. The great difference in the size
of the organs in the two cases, as well as the difference in structure
and space relationships, suggests the probability that the shape of
the organ changes materially, perhaps rapidly, under various conditions. To this surmise it may be added that the method of collecting the spirinas, and the varying length of time between their existence under natural conditions and the time of examination, would
result in a very material alteration in the environment; and it is
believed tha~ the longer this time became the less free oxygen would
exist in the sea water in which the specimens were kept. This length
of time varied widely.
SIZE AND NUMBER AS RELATED TO ORGANISMS

The interesting behavior of the spermatidian granules as described
on pages 38 to 41 has suggested the following sketchy discussion of
the relationship of organisms to size and number.
·
Why not vertebrates a mile long and a thousand feet high? Why
not vertebrates only a quarter of an inch long? The known facts
clearly indicate limits in both directions.
Among the reasons for the existence of the upper limit are, circulation difficulties due to friction in the blood vessels; accumulation of
an excess of excreta in the blood during the long journey to the distant extremities and back; the difficulty of maintaining the requisite
temperature at the extremities; limits set by the strength of materials,-bone could not be strong enough or muscles efficient enough
properly to support and move so large an organism; food supply
difficulties; space limitations connected with protecting such an
organism from the elements, etc., etc.
Reasons for the non-existence of exceedingly small vertebrates
also come readily to mind. The complicated vertebrate mechanism
would be in the way in an organism of such small size. Wb.y an
elaborate pumping system to pump blood for a distance through which
it might diffuse without such a system? So with "centralized"
respiration. An internal skeleton plus the necessary protective
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cuticle become incompatible in this range of sizes. The competition
of such imaginary small vertebrates with other organisms, say insects,
of simpler structure better adapted to such small sizes would be a
hopeless struggle.
Why not insects as large as moles or as small as microbes? Here
again the mechanical relations of the organism to the menstrua
furnish numerous reasons for the known size limits.
Generalizing, why not multicellular organisms beyond certain
maximum and minimum limits? A little thought shows that limits
are set by the relationships of particular mechanisms to the sizes and
distances involved; and as . size, in such cases, is a function of the
number of cooperating cells, the limits are set in numerical terms.
This becomes clearer when we consider our ability to represent a
cellular organism by a strictly numerical expression, the bioequation, 2
and all the more certainly true when, continuing the same line of
thought, we consider the size limits of cells.
Why do we not have cells a meter long; and why not typical cells
below the limits of a micron or two? Again, among other reasons,
in this range of still smaller sizes the mechanism of -the typical cell
becomes so complex as to "be in its own way" when the distances
involved become sufficiently small and the number of properties to be
transmitted sufficiently few, as will be indicated in a moment.
Size limits in these various cases are set by a fundamental necessity, having its "final" source in the size of the electronic combinations.
Particular attention is called to the fact that, usually, the size
limits of "adjacent" higher and lower groups of organisms reciprocally
overlap (e.g. Vertebrates and Insects); as well as to the fact that
individuals of certain species of unicellular organisms are larger
than some of the multicellulars; or, to emphasize by reversing, many
multicellulars are smaller than some of the larger unicellulars. There
is a distinct lap'f)'ing of the size limits of one on to the size limits of
the other.
Organisms of greater size; "social organisms."- Developing a more
complex nervous system, the higher organisms have evolved "mental
pictures" of distant and invisible things and events, and have invented means for transmitting through various media signs that
represent these mental pictures. Along this path the social org~nisms
evolved. When we speak of a social organism it is usually assumed
z Biological Relationships of the Mathematical Series 1, 2, 4, etc." Contributions
to a Science of Nematology XV.
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that we are using analogy, but an interesting formulation might be
made out for homology. Are not the interactions between relatively widely separated intellectual individuals, existing in the sea
of air surrounding the earth, in many ways actually homologous with
the passage of stimuli, etc., through more viscous fluid media between
cells? As, for instance, when two small organisms live in symbiosis;
or, where cells exist together as they do in blood; or, between cells
even more intimately organized.
The concept of organisms of this higher or social grade suggests
the possibility of there being also lower orders of organisms at the
other end of the accepted series. This . idea is not new, for their
existence was specifically asserted by acute observers and adventurous
thinkers in the plainest of language at least half a century ago; but
at that time the supporting evidence was so meagre that the idea
did not rise to the dignity of an acceptable working hypothesis.
Now it is quite different. Today what we know about certain small
living elements, both inside and outside of cells, compels such a
working hypothesis,-if mayhap we are not already beyond the
hypothetical stage.
Here again, size seems a prime determining element. When a
cell (really -a relatively complex and large organism) transmits its
exceedingly numerous properties to its "descendants," nothing short
of an elaborate mobilization and census is adequate to the coming
transmigration. Hence follow mitosis and its complications.
,ve are perhaps prone to forget that every cell has, in a great degree,
to care for itself; and so must have many of the multitudinous properties characteristic of the groups of cells constituting higher organisms.
It must nourish itself. "You can take the horse to food (or vice
versa), but you cannot make him eat;-he must do that ·himself,"
seems to summarize the situation. If the cell assimilates ("eats"),
and is to continue, then it must have mechanism adequate to select,
transport, digest, excrete, etc., and at least to take some part in
reproducing itself. All this complexity is because of the number of
its characteristics, and because of the size, i.e., the distances involved.
But what if all these be a hundredfold or more reduced, and the
system be at the same time "isolated" or individualized? Plainly,
the requirements would call for a simpler mechanism; cell-mechanism
would be so complicated as to be in the way. Under such conditions
simpler organisms, organisms simpler than cells, seem a logical
necessity.
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Litobionts.-1 have ventured to suggest a general or inclusive
name, Litobionts, for the organisms which my observations lead me
to believe to exist, these very organisms of lower grade;-(AtTos,
simple), simple-organisms. The Litobionts have distinctive characters, such as small size, and simplicity of composition, but nevertheless, live, assimilate, grow, multiply;-not only segmenting somewhat
after the manner of some higher, more or less filamentous organisms,
but multiplying by endogenous division, this latter being one of the
present observations, the endogenous process being exemplified in
the "granules" of the spermatidia of Spirina. (See p. 41.)
Yet it is possible to over-emphasize the smallness of Litobionts.
It seems likely that we have been looking at Litobionts a long time,Litobionts of the larger size,-without recognizing their nature, just
as observers previous to the time of Schleiden and Schwarm had
been looking at cells without recognizing their nature.
Just as the multicellular and unicellular organisms overlap each
other in the matter of size, so the unicellular organisms (having the
characteristic properties of cells as now defined) overlap the Litobionts. There ar~ unicellular organisms smaller than some Litobionts. Or, in reverse, some Litobionts larger than some unicellular
organisms.
That the Litobionts are much simpler than cells, is indicated by a
number of considerations. Their effects on light indicate that in
· the main, they are composed of a smaller number of kinds of molecules
of a more orderly arrangement,-what may perhaps be thought of
as forming a simpler plasm, Litoplasm. The fact that some of them
are soluble in certain chemical reagents (e.g., acetic acid), is another
indication of relative simplicity. In a word, we must conceive of
the Litobionts as made up of a smaller number of kinds of simpler
molecules manipulated through very much smaller distances, and
therefore necessarily (a matter of "economy," ''least resistance") by
simpler mechanism. It is quite conceivable that some Litobionts
may be smaller than some of the largest molecules. Not needing
these large and complex molecules, the ~ass of the Litobiont may
even be smaller than that of some such molecules.
The duality characteristic of all matter must lead, however, to an
arrangement of the parts in Litobionts such that we can only think
of them at present largely in terms of what we know of cell physiology
and mechanics; simply because knowledge progresses exclusively
through the known to the unknown. Our knowledge of cells must be
one of the main sources of our Litobiont concepts.

THE SCREW NE~IAS
(Ascarophis van Beneden, 1871)

PARASITES OF CODFISH, HADDOCK A.i.~D OTHER FISHES
CoNTRIBUTIOXS TO A 8cIENCE OF NEMATOLOGY

BY N. A.
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The screw-nemas, as it is here proposed to call them, have yet to be
adequately studied. Not very much has been added to van Beneden's
proj 1/J
·
::.,:.:·
r su/Jm(/J
?riginal description._ ~lmo~t nothing
,,,, '.·
1s known about their hfe history and
_.•. ,
fld;:
•• ap/1
habits. However, the present commun=m,i;•\ ..o.r ication adds considerably to our knowl·:~.l!f=~~~!*.lJ:/: edge of their morphology. The sug.
/~
~j}f gested explanatio_n of the remarkable
.
·;:/J~~·:.?;J:i:~11f,::.:w screw form, and its probable mode of
•
.>;•_~. . .,. ;,.. .;1, \!} evolution, present the nemic cuticle in
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,:!;...JJ a new role. (See Figs. 5,. 6, and 7.)
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Considering the number of screw;_
R · ~ ,7
nemas thus far seen, it is remarkable
'
·..... m, that no males have been discovered.
Nicoll records screw-nemas as "ex· · · · tieirid tremely numerous" in haddock. Van
Beneden found them originally in the
}
,~,,.~~,..-c · · · · .oe codfish; Nicoll, in the codfish and had[
.... tmrn dock, and in the fishes Hippoglossus
vulgaris and Catus bubalis; MacCallum
· · .UIII
now finds a species in the stingray.
h,oe
Nemas so widespread and numerous
•
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probably have economic

significance.

This probability can not be dismissed
by
citing the absence of definite evix
-· (J(J
Fig. 1.-Head and tail end of dence to the contrary, for, at rather
Ascarophis helix n. sp. Above, to frequent intervals nowadays, nematolothe right, front view of the lip gists are showing that nemas long
region. The head end is nearly a known and lightly regarded, are not
ventral view, but slightly oblique.
The tail end is a dorsal view, and only of some importance in their relathe anus, being on the far side, is tionship to mankind but sometimes of
but indistinctly shown.
great importance; and the multitudinous ways in which .this comes about may well give pause to any who,
1kt rx

Waverly Prees, Baltimore, Md., June 9, 1928.
out material alterations.

From Jour. Wash. Acad. Sc., Feb. 19, 1928. Repaged with-
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b~sing their views on past records and much current opinion, see in the
presence of such parasites merely an interesting phenomenon.
For example, it is now found that the presence of nemic parasites
not infrequently has a profound effect upon the reproductive organs
of the host, a limited number of the parasites even producing comp"lete
sterility in a host otherwise apparently normal. That such cases in their
most definite form have thus far been found mainly in the invertebrate
phyla does not invalidate the application of the idea to vertebrates,
even were such cases wholly unknown in the vertebrata,-which
they are not. Considering the well known universal specificity of
certain chemical reagents,-chloroform for instance, a "universal"
anaesthetic,-we should be prepared to accept without very much
surprise some such universal specificity in the action of some hormones,
particularly sexual hormones, whose origin traces back to comparatively
simple, but fundamental, ancestral cell phenomena.
Again, there is abundant evidence of high infant mortality in a great
variety of animals and plants, due to nematism. This, coupled with
our ignorance of the early life histories and food habits of fishes, even
common ones, makes it unwise to ignore the possible economic importance of the nemic parasites of fishes.
Many other examples could be cited of the multitudinous and
unexpected ways in which nemas are being shown beneficial or injurious to mankind.
Ascarophis helix n. sp.

[t ·····t:; ····~t:o· ·····~~ ~ l-!-:~11~- · · · · · · -~g:i ·-1~2mm.

The thick layers of the
transparent, colorless, naked cuticle are traversed by obvious plain transverse
striae, which vary markedly in different portions of the body. On the head,
however, the transverse striae are hard to resolve; yet critical examination
of the striae immediately on and behind the lip region even resolves them
into rows of dot-like elements. In this region the crenations of the contour
seem duplex, four double crenations a short distance behind the head occupying 10 microns, so that each crenation encompasses about 1.25 microns.
In the latitude of the nerve-ring the striae are I. 7 microns apart; thence
backward they are gradually coarser and more distinct, each striation
becoming a double line. Furthermore, it is soon apparent that the striations pass around the body in the form of right-handed helices-coarser and
coarser, and more oblique, with increasing latitude, so that at the base of
the long neck the coils are about 8 microns· apart and lie at an angle of
about 23° with a transverse plane. This obliquity increases until, near the
middle :of the body, it reaches a maximum of about 30° (Fig. 2). Thence
onward, however, the obliquity diminishes. Somewhat behind the middl~
of the body, certain coils of the helix fade, so that the other, now more prominent, striae are as much as 20 microns apart, while their width is nearly
two microns,-namely the distance apart of the double "lines" representing
the striae. This "dropping out," or fading, of course, is evidence of the existence of a plurality of helicoid "striae." In this way the body of thenema takes
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on the external form of an ordinary multiple-threaded screw. Here, in the middle, the contour of the body has become very coarsely and very pronouncedly
compound-crenate. The more pronounced striae come to subtend twelve
minor ones (Fig. 3). Finally near the tail end, the more pronounced striae
subtend six minor ones (Fig. 3); this is near where the body is bluntly rounded
off, in a hemispherical-conoid manner, in the course of a distance equal to
about one and one-half body widths (Fig. 1). At first sight the deceptive
appearance of the cuticle toward the posterior end of the nema suggests
moulJ,ing, and consequent wrinkling of the cuticle. Longitudinal "striations,"
about 2 microns apart, due to the attachment of the musculature, are visible in most regions of the body. Posteriorly
these longitudinal "striae" are still slightly oblique, and
this slight obliquity extends practically to the terminus.
There are no cuticular wings. With the nema in profile
the lateral chords appear about one-seventh as wide as the
body.
The groove-like unarmed "vestibule" is very simple and
shallow,-about as deep as the height of the two prominent,
lateral, forward-pointing, conical labial projections (Fig. 1,
proj lb). , The vestibule leads through the slit-like mouth
opening into a long, uniform, tubular pharynx, extending
more than halfway to the nerve-ring. The pharynx is a
marked f eatu.re of the front end, though it is so transparent
and dimly refractive that it might, perhaps, under some
circumstances, rather easily be overlooked (Fig. 1). Van
Beneden seems to have figured the pharynx; Nicoll not, or
at least not definitely. The mouth seems to lead into a
minute pharyngeal or vestibular cavity, not very much wider
than the amphids, perhaps six to eight microns wide,-a
Fig. 2.-Camera. little longer dorso-ventrally than transversely. The
Iucida drawing of median axil between the two lips is not sharp and distinct.
an oblique view of The inner surfaces of the conical labial projections are
the eight-fold heli- not uniformly rounded and striated, like the outer sureoid striae of As- faces,-for, near the middle, in their inner lateral lines
carophis helix, at or fields there are refractive longitudinal elements exlat. 23°, near the tending from the tips back to the mouth opening. It
beginning of the seems quite certain that there is an axial element exintestine. The an- tending to the apex of each of these conical projections,
astomosing occurs and when this is viewed in optical section, as one focuses
opposite the lateral from front to back, the appearances give rise to the opinion
chords.
that there is a single innervation to each conical projection. One sees no evidence of radial musculature
round the vestibule. There are no eyespots; and there is no pigment near
the head, or elsewhere in the nema.
Returning now to the profile and dorsal views of the head ;-four to five
microns behind the tips of the two cephalic projections, exceedingly minute
openings in the lateral region indicate the external amphids. As viewed
dorso-ventrally, the anterior part of the walls of the pharynx, without diminishing much in thickness, bend together and nearly meet near the base of the
vestibule, thus giving rise to the narrow mouth opening; in this anterior
portion of the pharynx, the transverse striation is less apparent.
Behind the pharynx the oesophagus is a little less than one-third, at the
nerve-ring about one-fourth, twice as far back as the nerve-ring a little less
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than one-third, and then again soon-rather suddenly increasing-a little
more than one-third, and finally is one-half, as wide as the corresponding
portion of the neck. The lining of the oesophagus is a rather distinct
feature throughout its length, and finds its main optical expression as a
somewhat sinuous axial element. The musculature of the oesophagus is
rather fine. Behind where the above-mentioned enlargement takes place
there is a considerable amount of granular matter in the oesophageal tissues.

Fig. 3.

Fig.4

Fig. 3.-Helicoid striae of~Ascarophis helix considerably behind the middle of the
body.
Fig. 4.-Camera lucida drawing~ of the contour of Ascarophis helix near the tail
end of a female.

In front of this region the radial fibers are of a finer nature, closer together,
and the granulation much less apparent, if present at all; in other words,
there is a distinct change in the structure of the eosophagus at a point twice
as far back as the nerve-ring. The intestine becomes almost at once twothirds as wide as the body; it is separated from the oesophagus by a distinct
cardiac collum somewhat less than half as wide as the body.
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Fig. 5.-Diagrams illustrating a theory of the mode of origin of helicoid striae through
anastomosing of the ordinary transverse striae of the nemic cuticle. Let 1 represent
seven ordinary annules of anemic cuticle, and suppose the ana.stomosing to take place
on opposite sides of the nema at the places indicated by the arrows; 2 represents the
anastomosing as having taken place, precisely as indicated by the arrows in 1; while
3 and 4 show the further theoretical transition to perfect helices. It will be observed
that two helices are Jarmed. Bilaterally symmetrical growth would necessarily lead
to helices of even number, as exemplified in Ascarophis. See also Figs. 6 and 7.
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The wall of the intestine, while not very thick, is somewhat irregular in
thickness, the lumen appearing zigzag. At places the wall of the intestine
is one-fourth as thick as the intestine is wide; at other places nearby its
thickness may diminish by two-thirds. There is a distinct lining to the
intestine, apparently made up of "columnar" elements vertical to the inner
surface, though these have not been very clearly seen (Fig. 8). The granules
contained in the intestinal cells are rather uniform in size, but their histological characters can not be made out on account of the state of preservation
of the specimen. Well forward, near the blind end of the ovary, the intestine
is not over one-third as wide as the body; and in this region the body wall,
including the cuticle, occupies about one-fourth the radius, of which amount
the vaguely retrorse cuticle occupies eight microns and the muscular tissue
fifteen microns. There seeIIlS to be a very short rectum. The portion of
the intestine just in front of the rectum is saccate, and, for a very short distance about half as wid~ as the corresponding part of the body; whereas
in front of this enlargement the intestine is only about one-third as wide as
the body. .
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Fig. 6.-Should two ordinary adjacent annules on each side of the nema behave as
shown in I, the result would be four helices; four such would originate eight helices.
See also Fig. 7 and Fig. 5.
Fig. 7 .-Should anastomosing take place simultaneously in-successive annules opposite any four of the longitudinal chords a, b, c and d, say the four submedian, or the
two lateral and the two median, the result would be four helicoid striae. See also
Fig. 6.
.

The blind end of the anterior ovary, about as wide as the distance between
two of the adjacent oblique winds of the cuticular helix, is about two-thirdfl
as far behind the cardia as this latter is behind the anterior extremity. In
this region, in the body cavity, which is relatively of considerable capacity,
there are "floating" organs made up of ellipsoidal or subspherical, fine granules,
the largest of which are about eight microns in diameter (Fig. 8, org fluit).
These "loose" organs are reminiscent of those known and figured in some of
the ascarids,-e.g., Ascaris kukenthalii. The ovaries lie in elongate coils,
and at first contain oocytes about four microns across, which soon increase
and become packed in the ovaries in the form of polyhedrons whose optical contour is often hexagonal, and which are 10 to 12 microns across where the ovary
is one-third as wide as the body. The stretched-out ovary would be about
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twenty times as long as the body of the nema is wide, and at its greatest
width about one-third as wide as the nema. Sperms have not been seen,
nor has the extent and nature of the oviduct been observed. The two
uteri are filled with six to eight hundred ellipsoidal eggs about one-third as
long as the body is wide and averaging 40 X 24 microns. For a short distance near their equator the eggs are practically cylindrical. The shells
are thick-a little over 2 microns-and structureless looking; are of uniform
thickness throughout; and, as seen in the uteri, are without any surface
markings or appendages. No indications were seen of "two flagellae at one
pole," as noted by van Beneden and Nicoll. It is possible that appendages
might arise later, e.g., from some vaginal secretion coagulated during deposition. The eggs, before deposition, contain fairly well developed larvae.
There is a single ovijector of considerable length passing inward from the
vulva; apparently the ovijector is several times as long as the body is wide,
-say at least three times. Its walls are thick and muscular; viewed in
optical section it is nearly one-third as wide as the body, being somewhat
flattened when collapsed, and so, in cross-section, a little more than half
as wide as long. Its lining is thin
and strongly refractive; the wall,
when seen in optical section, is
glassy internally and fibrous externally. The vulva is a transverse
ellipsoidal affair near the middle
of the body, about one-fifth as wide
as the corresponding portion of the
body and interrupting two to three
of the spirals. It is about twice as
wide as long, is distinctly marked,
and presents a double refractive
contour, especially posteriorly.
The excretory pore is an opening
of considerable size, taking up the
space of about three annules of Fig. 8.-Somewhat schematized drawing of a
the cuticle. For a short distance cross-section of Ascarophis helix, taken not far
the tube is strongly refractive, behind the neck. Eight helices are cut, as
then suddenly becomes almost in- at helix.
visible. In the specimen under
examination it is impossible to follow it far enough to say whether in its
course it becomes double and symmetrical or remains single and asymmetrical
(Fig. 1, p ex.)
Diagnosis: Ascarophis having a length of 13 mm.; striae helicoid, the
sub-cephalic ones very fine and not retrorse, the posterior ones very coarse
and compound, their maximum obliquity,-behind the nerve-ring,-30°;
the two labial projections broadly conoid; pharynx tubular, 1.1%; tail
convex, and rather symmetrically short-conoid, 0.2%; eggs without polar
filaments.
,
Habitat: Gills of the fish, Dasyatis centrura,-Sting-ray. G. A. MacCallum, Woods Hole, Mass., August, 1927. Hitherto Ascarophis has been
found only in the intestinal canal of fishes. The plurality of helices has
probably evolved through anastomosis; this anastomosis, if increased in
extent and systematized as shown in the diagrams (Figs. 5, 6 and 7) gould
give rise to helical striae. 1 The anastomoses in A. helix, as far as seen, al\l
lateral.

UNGELLA SECTA
n.gen. n. sp.

Anemic parasite of the Burmese Oligochaete (earthworm),
Eutyphoeus rarus.
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Ungella secta n. gen. n. sp.
The transparent colorless cuticle is traversed by transverse striae, about
one micron apart, hard to resolve even with high powers, at least in alcoholic
m'/Jr
specimens. In certain stages of the nema the striae are
much more !obvious and double [in 1size. Though interrupted, the striae are not altered, on the lateral fields,
where there are only faint single wings-non-existent or
faint on the neck and anterior portion of the body, but
somewhat readily seen along the middle of the body. The
very slightly oblique longitudinal striae, due to the attachment of the musculature, are more readily visible than
the transverse striae. (Fig. 3, str longt) Between the
longitudinal striae are faint rows of dots, reminiscent of
the cuticular markings of Diplogaster.
And here it may be said that, though valveless, the
oesophagus also is reminiscent of Diplogaster; and that
of all the free-living genera, Dipwgaster is that to which
Ungella seems most closely related. It is readily conceivable that the submedian duplex onchium (Fig. 1), could
un!f
have been evolved from an armature such as characterizes
one of the types of diplogastric pharynx.
Fig. 1.-Ungella
Onchium. The duplex onchium of Ungella has its amalgasecta. Side, dorsal
and end views of mated roots movably imbedded in the head end ofthenema
the same head. backward for a distance equal to two-thirds the width of
M'br, the intussus- the head or more ;it is assumed therefore that this represents
ception membrane.
the depth of the otherwise unarmed pharynx. The onchium,
which can be exserted for the greater part of its length, is a strong refractive
organ, colorless except distally, where it is yellowish; it is a conspicuous feature
of the head, especially when protruded. The two equal claws of the onchium
are joined rigidly in such a way as to make it impossible for them to be juxtaposed, and their internal structure makes plain that they represent the two
ventrally submedian sectors of the oesophagus. Thus the onchium and its
~Waverly Preee, Baltimore, :Md., June 19, 1928. From Jour. Waeh. Acad. Sc., Apr. 4. 1928. Repaged without
material alterations.
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"hilt" have the general form of the ultimate two-clawed segment of a beetle's
tarsus. (See Fig.1.) Ratherweakly
developed retractor muscles are attached to the ·amalgamated onchial
apophyses. It seems not unlikely that
the caudal "suckers" may also aid-as
a base of resistance-in the use of the
onchium, the object of which must be
to claw; it must wound by clawing,
hence the specific name secta. When
the onchium is withdrawn and at rest,
as in the female of Figure 21 the outer
or distal parts of the two claws rest in
special lateral depressions on the outside of the front of the head (see concav
Fig. 1) and to that extent are not
withdrawn into the head.
Oesophageal gl,ands. The median JiiLoe. ••····
dorsad pore in the front of the head,
por dsl, is the exit of a large well developed special cervical gl,and, gl crv. arr ....
Tlie excretory pore of the renette, p
ex, is farther back and ventral. There
is an almost imperceptible short alteration in the oesophageal lining between the fore and after parts of the
oesophagus,-probably the vestige of
a median bulb. The indistinctly clavate, posterior,'"non-valvate, oesophageal swelling contains a single, bright,
refractive, three-micron nucleus near
the base in the dorsal sector, proving
the presence of an oesophageal gl,and.
•. ls/,
Radial oesophageal muscles are only
faintly to be seen.
II/SC
Intestine. A cross-section of the
intestine cuts through only about two
relatively large cells. The refractive
secta. From al•
lining of the intestine often is distinctly fj11/J • ...coholic earthto be seen. In the·f ront portion of the
··
worm
specibody the wall of the intestine is hardly lY{/ su:t,
mens. All nemas
·· · ·
adult, females
as thick as that of the body i here the
outnumbering males.
lumen of the intestine often is more
than twice as wide as the thickness of the intestinal wall.
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"SUCKERS"

Renette. The renette duct, dct ex, is distinctly refractive and nearly two
microns across; it passes inward at right angles to the ventral surface and
then turns backward on the left side and becomes narrower and apparently
bifurcate.
Caudal "Suckers." The tissue composing the mouths of the two lateral
caudal "suckers" is comparatively structureless looking, and externally partakes of the general character of the cuticle. These two large lateral openings, found on the tail of adults of both sexes, when viewed dorso-ventrally
are seen to lead inward and forward into two
well developed pockets or "suckers," so massive
that this portion of the tail, in the median aspect
\adi, .
appears about 50 per cent wider than the portion of
the tail immediately behind (Fig. 3, org suet).
The cavity of each organ is lined with thick striated
tissue whose most obvious elements are arranged sir Jongit.. .
· :_ ·'
at right angles to its inner surface, which presents
a very definite internal sectional contour, due to
the refractiveness of this tissue; so that the whole trxt fffl
organ is a relatively conspicuous affair. A strand
(contractile?) leading forward from each "sucker" otirtJt• . ..
into the corresponding lateral chord is at first
rather wide, then narrows (text org suet, Fig. 3).
The "suckers" seem to make their appearance on
both sexes at the last moult (Fig. 4).
Gonads. The elevated transverse vulva ap- t:Wfffl suet..(
parently is not very wide. Near the flexure the
gonad presents a spermatheca, spmth, containing
numerous spherical sperms of such a size that OS fff/ SlK1
about a dozen would be required to span the
body diameter. These possess refractive, faintly ln/(K). - ..
lobed nuclei, indicating the presence of a small
Fig. 3.-Ventral view of
number of chromosomes-probably about five. the post-anal region of UnContained in the uterus of adult females, as a gella secta, showing in the
rule, is a single thin-shelled, smooth egg, ov, lower part of the figure the
two lateral pockets or suckabout one and one-half times as long as the body ers, cav org suet.
is wide and about one-third as wide as long. No
segmented egg has been seen in the uterus. The blind end of the ovary
lies between the caudal "suckers" or somewhat farther forward. From
the blind end of the ovary forward the oocytes very soon become smaller,
as if by division, and not far from the anus are arranged several abreast,
and so continue, increasing meanwhile in size, for a good fraction of the distance to the vulva; thence, owing to increased size, they are arranged single
file, each ovum cylindroid and somewhat longer than wide.
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The male. The relatively large guhernaculum, guh, is single, rather shallow,
nearly straight, and extends inward nearly at right angles to the ventral surface, so that its proximal end is considerably dorsad of the body axis. It
appears quite as massive as the two equal spicula, and has the form of a relatively very broad, shallow, somewhat boat-like trough, deepest amidships,
its depth being about one-third 'its length. The long
narrow bursa, brs, presents seven whiplash-like ribs (1-7,
Fig. 2) extending into each of the colorless, thin, glassylooking, ventrally submedian, bursal expansions of the
cuticle.
Since the suckers are common to both sexes, they can
hardly be considered secondary sexual organs. Figure 4,
derived from one of the few immature specimens thus far
Fig. 4.-Ventral seen, seems to indicate that these interesting organs come
view of the suckers into existence at the last moult, for, just previous to the last
of Ungella secta moult, they appear immature or "embryonic." It seems
just before the last
hardly possible that these organs can be homologous with
moult.
the phasmids; nor does it seem 'possible to link them with
such ventral suckers as occur for instance on male Heterachids. In short,
further observation is needed fully to determine their function.
Habitat: Body cavity and muscles of the earthworm, Eutyphoeus rarus; ·
fide Mr. G. E. Gates, to whom the discovery of the nema is due. Locality,
Prome, Burma, India.
Ungella, n. gen.
Genus Diagnosis: Amphigonic onchia hooked protrusile, dorsally arcuate;
and special cervical gland; oesophagus degenerate-diplogastroid; adults
with posterior lateral pockets or "suckers;" 'm and 'f; males with two equal
spicula and a gubernaculum, and an elongate pre- and post-anally ribbed
bursa. Parasitic in earthworms. Proposed as type species is:
Species Diagnosis: Flexible-tailed ungellas, dimensioned as in the formulae
and illustrations, with two practically submedian, amalgamated onchia
(ungellae), liaving the form of the final joint of a beetle's tarsus; cervical
gland just behind the cardia, its outlet dorsad on the lip region; pockets or
suckers not far in front of the middle of the tail; external amphids more or less
circular and opposite the base of the pharynx; oviparous; males with three
pre- and four post-anal slender ribs to the bursa, as shown in Figure 2; posterior part of the tail cylindroid, fine yet blunt,-in the male distinctly set
off.

Only a more careful study of the nemas thus far described as parasitic in earthworms can determine the nature and limits of most of the
genera and species that have been proposed for their reception.
For literature consulted see the list of Pierantoni (Boll. Soc. Nat.
Napoli, 1915, p. 150-3) and Baylis & Daubney (Synopsis, 1926).

A NEW SPECIES OF

THE NEMIC GENUS SYRINGOLAE\1US
With a note on the fossorium of nemas
Co:-.TRIBUTIONs TO A Sc1ENCE OF NEMATOLOGY
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The writer's collection of Syringolaims shows them to live on temperate and tropical sea coasts in many parts of the world. Among
other places, his Syringolaims (1888-1927) represent the East Indies
(Larat), Polynesia (Noumea, Hawaii), the Atlantic and Pacific Coasts
of Panama, the.Atlantic Coast of the United States, and the English
Channel. The manuscript record of these collections contains full
descriptions of a number of new but unpublished closely related species.
Our knowledge of this genus has increased but little since de Man
described the type species, his S. striatocaudatus. The present publication adds information concerning (1) the labial papillae, (2) the
amphids, (3) the phasmids (?), (4) the fossorium, (5) the intestine,
(6) the male gone, (7) the food habits, and (8) the geographic distribution.
Syringolaimus smarigdus, n.sp. ~::, ... :};:~f,.,. . 1!.~----·~~~~~:~:i.... ,~::a~O.iGmm
The transparent, colorless cuticle is traversed by plain transverse striae
very difficult, or almost impossible, to resolve, which are not altered on the
lateral fields. Faint traces of wings occur, beginning near the head and ending on the tail. Longitudinal "striae," due to the attachment of the musculature, are visible in nearly all regions of the body. No series of pores have
been seen in the cuticle. Of the highly mobile lips there probably are three,
but they are no more than sub-distinct, and are small and somewhat rounded.
· The pharynx is armed in front with three duplex (somewhat lobster-clawlike), in profile somewhat inverted-comma-shaped, subacute odontia (Fig.
I, mna) having an outward throw of about 180°, a movement seen on more
Waverly Preiie, Baltimore, Md., June 9, 1928. From Jour. Wash. Acad. Sc., May 4, 1928. Repaged without
material alterations.
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.-L~ATOMY OF SYRINGOLAIMUS

than one occasion to occur every second or so when the live nema was placed
under the microscope under slight pressure (Fig. 1). The cross-section of the
pharynx is round-triquetrous, almost circular, with faint subordinate markings in the middle of each side, indicating on the whole a hexagonal structure.
There are no eyespots. The base of the pharyn..x may be surrounded by a
very faint ellipsoidal swelling. There is only a faint pharyngeal muscular
swelling, though there are fairly well developed mandibular muscles, lying
along the outside of the pharynx (Fig. 1, msc mna). There is a rather distinct
but small conoid cardia, one-third as wide as the base of the neck, or less.
The ventriculus stains differently from the remainder of the intestine, showing
a distinct function to be discharged here; in the living condition however the
ventriculus appears somewhat "structureless" (vntrc). The granules in the
cells of the intestine are of several distinct kinds: some of them are colorless
(gm trnsp int), others are emerald-green (grn vrd int)-hence the specific
name sma:rigdus; none are birefringent. The content of the intestine is
usually reddish or greenish, and often is derived specifically from an alga belonging to the family Ralfsiae (Fig. 3), among which specimens of Syringolaimus
smarigdus are often found. There is no prerectum. From the somewhat
elevated lips of the anus, of which the anterior lip is the more elevated,
the cutinized rectum extends inward and forward a distance about equal to

Fig. 2.-Snails, natural size, covered with a very dark green "pile" or "felt" consisting of microscopic algae. The nature of this growth is illustrated in Fig. 3.

two-thirds of the corresponding body diameter. The lateral chords enlarge
from one-fifth (terminad) to one-half (mediad) as wide as the body. From
the medium-sized continuous vulva, the cutinized vagina leads inward at
right angles to the ventral surface three-fifths the way across the body. The
uteri contain only one egg at a time, are straight, three to four times as
long as the body is wide, and from one-fourth to one-sixth as wide as long.
The two opposite, equal, symmetrically arranged ovaries, about half as wide
as the body, are reflexed about two-thirds the distance back to the vulva and
contain ten to fifteen ova, mostly in single file. The elongate egg may be
3 to 4 body-widths long, appears relatively narrow, and seems to be deposited
before segmentation.
t~·-···)h··'·'"· ·1t.······~?:~i~-·-·.!tt·}0.8lmm The single gubernaculum (gub)
may consist of two arcuate, subslender, parallel, amalgamated pieces, and is
rather closely applied to the spicula. Phasmids(?) (Fig. 1) occur on the
Fig. 1.-Male of Syringolaimus smarigdus, together with four different views of the
head end. Below, a diagrammatic drawing of the front view of the head. Above, three
sketches showing different attitudes of the "mandibles" or fossores. The fossores are
also shown in both the other illustrations. The lettering of the ilJustrations consists
of self-explanatory abbreviations arranged in the Latin order; grn i•rd int-granulum
viride intestinalis,-green granule of the intestine; etc.
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lateral lines near the middle of the tail on
both sexes. While there is no distinct bursa,
the cuticle is faintly thickened in the submedian region near the anus, possibly a very
rudimentary bursa.
Habitat: Common among minute filamentous algae on the surface of marine mollusks,
especially the snail Alectrion obsoleta (Fig. 2).
Also found in sand on beaches, and in sand
in several feet of water off shore. Woods
Hole region, 1916 to 1927. There is good
reason to suppose it ranges both north and
south from Woods Hole along the Atlantic
Coast. It occurs in beach sand from near
Falmouth; and in clear white sand in five
feet of water in a cove at the entrance to
Buzzard's Bay; also at Waquoit, Mass.,
among algae on the shell of the living snail,
Alectrion obsoleta (Nassa); and on the shells
of live snails from the F.el Pond at Woods
Hole. Its food seems always to be vegetable
Fig. 3.-Slight portion of the
matter, and in many cases consists entirely
of the contents of the cells of a microscopic algal growth from the snails shown
in Fig. 2, broken or dissected away.
alga belonging to the genus Ralfsi,a (?).
OUTWARD ACTING NEMIC "MANDIBLES"

Below is the shell of the mollusk.
On it an "incrustation," orange in
color, consisting of an alga belonging to the family Ralfsiae, probably to the genus Ralfsia. On this
incrustation there is a thick feltlike growth, consisting of bluegreen and yellow-green algae.
Syringolaimus smarigdus feeds
upon the orange-colored alga,
which it can reach only by digging
through the green algal growth

The writer's study of the attitudes in
which the mouth parts became fixed led
to the conclusion that in Axonolaimus
and its relatives, as well as in a large
number of other nemas, the onchia (and
odontia) had an outward throw. If so, it
was an obvious deduction that these
above.
organs were digging organs, for which
the word fossor 2 seems indicated. This deduction led the writer long
ago to introduce into generic names of such nemas root words indicating a digging function on the part of the mouth organs, as for
instance in the genus names Scaptrella, Diploscapi,er.
It is, however, difficult to observe these organs in operation, and .
hence of interest to record that such organs have been seen in action
in a Syringolaim (Fig. 1), and furthermore that S. smarigdus has been
observed under conditions constituting strong ·additional circumstantial evidence that these organs are verily digging organs. S.
2 Fossor (plural, fossorcs; collective, fossorium); a tool or organ used for digging,
usually existing in a plurality and acting symmetrically outward from a plane or axis.
Related to "fossorial"-said of animals that dig.
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SYRINGOLAIMUS DIGS

smarigdus is found in algal "incrustations" of the family Ralfsiae,
and probably genus Ralfsia. 3 It is very apparent that the nema feeds
upon the Ralfsia, for the color and structure of the contents of the cells
of this alga are strikingly characteristic, and the intestinal content of
the associated Syringolaims not only has exactly the same color, but
frequently is otherwise of such a character that it could be derived
only from the interior of the Ralfsi,a cells. Often, however, there are
scattered foreign birefringent particles (carbonate of lime) mixed with
the ingested food; but these birefringent particles are similar to those
found among the filaments of the Ralfsia, and, taking into account
the relative size of the mouth parts of the Syringolaim, it is very
. natural to suppose that some of this foreign matter would be taken in
with the food.
No one had previously explained the precise nature of the mouth
organs of Syringolaimus. They consist of three small, arcuate, more
or less acute odontia with a spirally outward throw, well adapted to
boring and digging (Fig. 1). Now, it so happens that the location and
structure of the incrustation formed by the Ralfsia would require
digging on the part of the nema in order to obtain food from it, for the
Ralfsia incrustation on the snail shells (Alectrion) is usually overgrown
with a thick comparatively impenetrable felt of filamentous green
algae (Fig. 3); hence the Ralfsia can be reached by the Syringolaimus
only by digging.
The snail, Alectrion obsoleta (Nassa), lives between tide-marks and
hence twice daily is exposed to the air, and on each such occasion any
algal growth on it naturally dries up more or less. Here then is an
additional complication in the environment of the Syringolaim-a
highly and rapidly variable temperature and salinity. It is reasonable to suppose these unusual circumstances might give rise to a pecu- '
liar nemic form adapted to the environment. Thus a clue is found to
the marked peculiarities of form and structure noted in Syringolaimus.
1

Ralfsia; fide Dr. I. F. Lewis.

THE CHROMATROPISM OF MERMIS
SUBNIGRESCENS
A Nemic Parasite of Grasshoppers
CONTRIBUTIONS TO A SCIENCE OF NEMATOLOGT XX l
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The adult female Mermis subnigrescens, when ripe for ovijection,
has a way of moving her head in more or less horizontal curves ;-her
head, directed skyward, is waved in "circles," now clockwise, now the
reverse. This seemingly purposeful behavior occurs when she emerges
from the soil and while she is ascending the herbage to deposit her eggs.
Inasmuch as the head of the egg-laying female,-unlike that of the
young female as well as that of the male (neither of which ever quits
the subterranean darkness),-contains reddish transparent pigment
rather definitely distributed with reference to certain cephalic nerves,
the question arose whether we do not have here a phototrope 2 and an
1 Reprinted from the JOURNAL OF THE WASHINGTON ACADEMY OF ScrENCES, Vol. 19,
No. 8, April 19, 1929.
2 It is suggested that the mechanisms through whose activation the responses of
organisms termed tropisms find expression be called "tropes;"-"tropism" to be taken
in almost any of its more or less well accepted meanings.
These meanings (interpretations of various investigators,-see Mast, 1915) vary all
the way from (1) "an inherent tendency to respond" (Standard Dictionary), to (2) an
"irresistible" or "predictable" orientation as definite and mechanical as that of a magnetic
needle; but whatever the accepted interpretation, the reaction-mechanism must always be
present, and be a system of intimately connected elements or organs, as is the digestive
system, for instance, or the excretory system. Since we have for this system of intimately connected elements no inclusive single descriptive term, and since it is found
highly convenient, or even necessary, for purposes of thought and discussion mentally
to "isolate," and separately to denominate, the digestive system or enteron, and other
systems, it is suggested that in behavior studies a like situation be met by a similar,
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affirmative answer was forecast, for the obvious reason, among others,
that, as the pigment must absorb certain light frequencies and transmit
others, the absorption might well result in some such changes of energy
as characterize vision. Very suggestive also is the fact that the transparent, colorless parts of the head immediately in front of, and alongside, the suspected phototrope condense light rays upon it. (See
Fig. 1.)
Previous experiment showed the spectrum frequencies concerned in
bringing about ovijection in this nema probably to be some of those
in the light-blue and low violet region of the spectrum, together with
red (also infra-?). 3 It would therefore be natural to suspect, under
all the circumstances, that the cephalic pigment characteristic of the
adult female absorbs, and "makes use of," the frequencies present
just previous to and during ovijection. Hence a wish, (1), to deter- ·
mine what frequencies are present during and just previous to natural
ovijection; and, (2) to determine what frequencies are absorbed by the
cephalic pigment.
In this field comparatively little seems to have been published,
though somewhat pertinent papers by Crozier, Mast, and others exist.
Investigators have been mainly occupied with the optics of the various
colorless, transparent, organic elements; the relative location and
probable function of certain pigments, usually dark or black (opaque);
and the "migration" and other changes of pigment, such as visual
purple, due to the action of light; and, of course, with the associated
nervous and contractile elements. Little has been published with
regard to tropism definitely due to the absorption of rays of a particular
frequency solely by transparent, colored pigment (other than visual
but if possible better (to wit monosyllabic), terminology. The advantages of a monosyllable from which short, convenient adjectives, verbs, adverbs and other nouns can
readily be derived, are almost too obvious to need mention,-tropic, tropically, to trope,
troping, etc., etc. Most help~ul, perhaps, will be its use as a component, c. g., in
"chroma trope."
Primarily "trope" denotes action,-action that is in progress rather than completed.
By metonymy the word denoting an action (here, what is called a reaction) may be
applied to the (re)action-mecha.nism, i.e., in the present case, to the responding system
of intimately connected organs.
Following this suggestion, we may speak of a reaction mechanism that aids or causes
an organism to face toward or away from light, as a phototTope; a reaction mechanism
used in orientation with reference to gravity, a geotrope, etc., etc., etc., etc.; thus the
statocystic mechanism of crustaceans is a 8pecies of geotrope.
Accordingly, certain cephalic apparatus of Merm,i, ,ubnigreacem is here spoken of as a
phototrope; or, better, because more specific, as a chromatrope,-inasmuch as its reactions apparently are to definite frequencies (colors) of the solar spectrum. Glaucotrope
-y>.avKOa' = blue) may prove to be even more precise.
1
Specie, of Mermia. Journ. Parasitology, 8: 66. 1926.
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purple) located definitely with reference to nerves, these nerves themselves so located as possibly to be sensory.
SPECTROSCOPIC TEST OF THE PRESUMPTIVE CEPHALIC CHROMATROPE OF

Mermis subnigrescens
One-third of a millimeter of the front end of an adult female Mermis
subnigrescens, including the head, was ligated and cut off, and then
mounted on a microscope
slide in water. The head IP suJn (4J. _
~--v--.=-pp! ~
was examined under a 1.5
mm. apochromatic micro_(llllp!t
nro amp!,
scope objective, having a
similar objective as a condenser, in such a way that ur mmcp.
the image would fill as much
as possible of the micro- /K}Dlt Jiit .. scope field with the color of
the pigment. (See Fig. 1.)
d!rmtrp
The microscope was fitted
with a spectroscopic eyecnrd lat
piece.
Sunlight was taken from
a flat planished aluminum s11/J-aJ(,
reflector placed so that a
maximum of sunlight was
II/SC
rrbrm
reflected through both instruments,-i.e., the above
ml
apochromatic-micro-s p e c - lrp/Jsm_·l "i---i-......
troscope and a comparison
ti-~
fH!
spectroscope. The pig- X 200
t•?i:_i: .
mented tissue was brought
Figure 1. Head end of Mermis subnigrescens,
into focus, and then the iris showing the chroma.trope. os, mouth; ppl (2), the
diaphragm of the micro- two lateral so-called "papillae;" amph, amphid;
nrv chrtrp, nerves of the chroma trope; lum oesoph,
scope thrown open, so as lumen of the oesophagus; pgmt rub, reddish pigto admit a "flood" of light. ment of the chroma.trope; chrd md, median chord;
This produced a spectrum ann nrv, nerve-ring; msc, body-wall muscles; cut,
cuticle; oe, oesophagus; ppl subm (4), the four
fairly readily seen in a submedian
papillae; nrv amph, nerve of the
darkened room, notwith- amphid; ar mcrscp, shows the circular area of the
. standing the very high microscopic field that was tested spectroscopically;
pgmt lut, orange-colored pigment of the chroma.magnification.
trope; chrmtrp, chromatrope; chrd lat, lateral
Much of the violet end chord; sub cut, the thick subcuticle; crbrm, the
of the spectrum (well in to cerebrum; trphsm, anterior end of the trophosome.
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the blue) was absorbed to a very considerable degree by the living
cephalic pigment of the Mermis subnigrescens. The microscope field
was never completely and uniformly filled with the color of the
pigment. There were streaks at each margin of the field, and another
through the middle, that showed little color (see Fig. 1), so that
doubtless the absorption was not so pronounced as would be obtained
by dissolved pigment of equal density filling the entire field of the
microRcope.
A satisfactory demonstration was made by placing the object under
the microscope so as to produce absorption, and after the spectra had
been arranged for comparison, suddenly removing the pigmented
tissue. The effect produced by this instantaneous change u·as very
pronounced. The blue and violet region of the spectrum, hitherto
obscured by absorption, of course instantly assumed the same co~ors
as in the comparison spectrum.
There seemed also to be some absorp~ion in the outermost part of
the red of the visible spectrum, but, if so, it was very slight. No
absorption was noticed in the orange, yellow and green, and little if
any in the bluish green.
The experiment was particularly satisfactory in that the pigment
was in a living condition. True, the head had been ligated and cut off
immediately before the spectroscopic examination, but from much
experience it is known that such a head continues to "live" and move
anywhere from a few hours to a day, or even more.
Phototropes of somewhat the character here described probably
occur in the cervical region of many other nemas, particularly freeliving ones,-the outer tissues of the neck serving as a cylindrical lens
for condensing light upon the pigmented tissues. Aquatic nemas so
situated as to utilize light rays penetrating water, not infrequently
present structures that may be suspected to be phototropes,-now
that we have a clue to the nature of such structures in this phylum.
These primitive phototropes may well have been the forerunners of
the more highly developed phototropes, ocellate systems, of certain
nemas (e.g. Enchelidium).
A general review of the nature and relationships of localized transparent pigments in organisms in the light of the foregoing experiment,
may, perhaps, suggest new ideas and experiments with regard to their
functions both in animals and plants.

EFFECT OF INFRA RED

NATURAL CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH
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Mermis subnigrescens

DEPOSITS ITS EGGS

At Woods Hole, Mass., U.S. A., on July 28, 1928, from long before
daylight up to 10 o'clock A.M. the weather was warm and showery.
The showers were gentle but subcontinuous, with light-intervals
between; i.e., during two or three brief intervals the sunlight actually
came through the fog and clouds rather clearly.
Two full-grown female specimens of M. subnigrescens, very much
alike, were found depositing eggs naturally on grass etc. in an experiment field. As each nema still contained a good many eggs, both
were taken to the laboratory in cold tap-water, and both subjected to
radiant heat of low frequency, emanating from hot steel. The results
of three trials on one of the nemas and four on the other were quite
consistent.
An ordinary steel file about nine inches long and three-fourths of an
inch wide was heated until hot, though not red. As near as could be
judged the temperature of the file during the trials was from 400°- 500°
C. The hot steel was held within an inch and a half to two inches of
the nemas. Held at this distance from one's cheek, it caused an
agreeable warm sensation;-no disagreeable sensation of heat, however,-no suggestion of scorching.
When the nemas were brought into the laboratory, both were still
slowly depositing eggs; one, however, very slowly,- putting out only
one or two eggs semi-occasionally. When one of these ten-centimeter
nemas in this laboring condition was removed from water and stretched
out on a broad-leaf plantain, Plantago major, and the hot file brought
near, she immediately responded by increased rapidity of movement,
and in from ten to twenty seconds became coiled, sometimes rather
closely, so that the entire space occupied by her would not be over
fifteen to twenty millimeters across. Barely enough water was used
on the plantain leaf so that only at her points of contact with the leaf
was she in contact also with water. Doubtless the warmth may have
caused the water to evaporate a trifle more rapidly, notwithstanding
the saturated condition of the atmosphere, and one cannot say that
this change in rate of evaporation may not have had some effect on the
behavior, but the inevitable inference is that the "radiant heat" caused
the change in behavior, corroborating, in a reverse way, experiments of
previous years with direct sunlight and sunlight passed through
heat-diminishing screens (both green glass and living foliage).
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After the nemas had been rayed and returned to water in a watchglass, and after they had resumed their former less active somewhat
outstretched state, they were tested again and again with the infrared rays. Two observers, noting the nemas before they were removed
from the wa tchglass of water and after they had been rayed, declared the
ovijection to be stimulated, and in one case the stimulation to be very
marked indeed. In this case, at the time when the nema was removed
from the glass, oviposition was diminishing to almost nil, only now and
then an egg being deposited,-at intervals of half a minute or thereabouts; however, after she had been rayed and returned to the water
where her behavior could be observed more accurately, deposition
was going on vigorously,- batches of something like twenty eggs were
being ejected at intervals of five to ten seconds. It should be remembered that these two females already had their egg-laying capacity
partially exhausted and were th_erefore probably less favorable specimens for experiment than if they had just issued from the ground.
The conclusions drawn from the experiments were that, without
doubt, the radiant heat from the hot steel met icith instant response by the
nema and that the response teas very definite and that the egg deposition
u·as very markedly stimulated by the rays. 4
Apart from ultra-violet, apparently very little is known about the
relative amounts of various light frequencies· that are passed through
different quantities of fog and watery vapor in the atmosphere. It is
known that fog and vapor are more or less impervious to ultra-violet,
but pervious to many other frequencies, among them blue and a certain amount of red and infra-red. However, nobody appears to have
devised a method or instrument by which the amount of any particular
one of these various other frequencies penetrating under various atmospheric conditions .,.can be satisfactorily measured, although there is
reason to hope that such data can be established.
It is very evident, however, that during the morning under consideration, which was showery with light rain much of the time, the
w~ather varying all the way from thick fog to almost sunny,-fog so
thick that the fog-horns were blowing, and yet at times the sky toward
the east such that the sunlight came through rather clearly,-it is
very evident that the amount of any given spectrum frequency reaching the experiment field probably would vary during the morning
nearly through the entire daylight scale, or at least much of it.
4
But whatever stimulus, if any, the nema received from the sky was not sufficient
by itself to cause any marked oviposition.
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APPLICATION TO THE OVIJECTION OF Mermis subnigrescens.
The observations to date seem to shut out the possibility that ultraviolet has much of anything to do with ovijection taking place naturally in the open. The present observations seem again to make it
exceedingly probable that radiant heat must have much to do with it.
Recalling that the early morning light is relatively rich in red and
infra-red, and that as moisture (dew, rain) is essential, or at any rate
highly favorable, to the oviposition of M. subnigrescens, then obviously
early morning and forenoon would be a favorable time of day for the
oviposition. It is certain, from spectroscopic tests made during the
morning in question, that all the time after sunrise a good deal of blue
light was being passed through the atmosphere; and it therefore might
have been a behavior stimulus, and no douht was so.
All this harmonizes with previous experiments on the ovijection of
this species,- an account of which is already published,- and explains
the motive for the tests described above.
Thus we have a fairly complete theory of the above-ground egglaying activities of Mermis subnigrescens. When the nema is ripe for
labor, she moves from her pitch dark, subterranean ''domicile" to the
surface of the ground. Her movements during this trip no doubt
exemplify apogeo-, hydro-, thermo-, rheo-, thigmo-, and finally, just
before she reaches the surface, photo-tropism.
Once her head is free of the surface of the ground, her chromatrope
comes into full play, "detecting" the direction and amount of light
from the sky, particularly, perhaps only, blue light. The structure of
the chromatrope is particularly adapted to the reception of light
from above or from any side, for the light will be concentrated in the
chromatrope by the transparent front tissues of the head acting as a
hemispherical lens, and the side tissues acting as a cylindrical lens.
As she clambers higher and higher on the herbage, she responds to
such blue sky light as is not intercepted by the green blades of grass
and other foliage above and around her. Led by the blue light and
ihe urge to deposit, she will at last reach an elevation on the herbage
subject to a more direct action of the sun's rays, when the ovijector
and uterine muscles will be affected by "red" rays and ovijection will
begin; and this place in many instances would be at the altitude of
grazing grasshoppers, the definitive hosts.
This would be a new and special parallel to the ordinary sequence of
events in ovijection and parturition. In other words the "voluntary"
nervous system comes first into play, bringing the organism into con-
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ditions favorable to the events about to follow. Thereafter the behavior is more or less "involuntary," as has been shown in the present
instance by the fact that ovijection continues under the stimulus of
sunlight, even if the head, including the chromatrope and central
nervous system, be removed,-seared off.
CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE FOR THE CHROMATROPISM OF

Mermis subni,grescens
1. The commonly infested grasshoppers graze mostly within certain
limits above the ground; harmoniously, the eggs of the mermithid
parasite are found to occur preponderantly within these limits, suggesting highly developed egg-laying instincts on the part of the nema
that might well presuppose tropism.
2. A definite mechanism, believably a phototrope [includes chromatrope, (includes glaucotrope)] embodying what are believably receptors, transmitters, and effectors, is present ;-a mechanism not otherwise readily explicable. The only mermithid individuals known to
possess such a mechanism fully developed are those whose blackish
eggs are deposited in the way characteristic of Mermis subnigrescens.
3. The putatively-chromatropic pigment absorbs,-i.e., can be
sensitive to,-blue rays.
4. Only adult, chromatroped, egg-laying females clamber us described. Males and young females having no power, or occasion,
to deposit eggs are not chromatroped.
5. The clambering of the nemas ripe for oviposition is skyward;i.e., toward blue sky, rather than vertical (distinction from negative
geotropism). Beains of blue light from the sky, often oblique, and
coming from many widely different directions, are those most certain
promiscuously to penetrate the depths of the herbage, and thus reach
to near the ground. The nema's lens-like tissues concentrating light
upon the chromatrope, accept it from above and from all sides; this
harmonizes with the distribution of blue sky light.
6. Oviposition is stopped, or very much slowed, by green screens
(including living foliage) that absorb red and infra-red; indicating a
necessity for the nema to escape from exclusively green light before
oviposition can take place. In the grasshopper habitats, blue light
(sky-light) is the most diffused and most likely to be useful in leading
to the known consummation, should chromatropism come into play
at all. In nature, clambering skyward ('"blue-ward") from out the
green, brings the nema soonest under the incidence of the longer wave
lengths so stimulative to the ovijectors.

INITIAL STRATIGRAPHIC SURVEY OF NEl\IAS
In the upper 20 mm. of

MARINE BEACH SAND, NEAR LOW TIDE l\fARK 1
CONTRIBUTIONS TO A S CIENCE OF NEMATOLOOY

BY N. A.

XXI

COBB

In 1916 studies at the laboratory of the Bureau of Fisheries, Woods
Hole, Massachusetts, showed that sandy beaches, far from being
utterly barren, carry a comparatively rich fauna of microscopic organisms. What biological and economic role these organisms may play is
little known. Conceivably they may be more important than would
at first be suspected. Recall that many larger aquatic organisms,
at one period or another, may pass a certain amount of time on the
bottom. During this sojourn their relationship to the microscopic
inhabitants of the sand, mud, etc. constituting the bottom, is a matter
about which we know very little, but it is easy to imagine that sometimes the relationship may be important. Again, the sand- and mudinhabiting organisms themselves may be temporary stages (eggs,
larvae) in a varied life history.
Such thoughts led to a stratigraphic examination of marine beach
sand at Woods Hole, August, 1928. A small sheet-metal box, 10
centimeters square, carrying a series of thin metal slides was devised,
such that by its aid layers of sand 5 mm. thick, lying one above another
in series, could be collected (Figs. 1 and 2) . In each of two collections four such successive horizontal layers were examined for their
nemas. The results are indicated in the following tables:
Collection I: Layer No. I topmost
" " II

" III

"

IV

Collection II: Layer No. I topmost
" II

"

III

" IV

1st 5 mm .
2nd
"
3rd
4th

100 sq. cm.

1st 5 mm.
2nd
3rd
4th

100 sq. cm.

"

905 nemas
1,355 "
1,009 "
175 "
1,512 nemas
1,403 "
981
226 "

Only two collections were made, as the census is a very tedious one.
It will be seen that the two collections, taken a few yards apart, give
1 Reprinted

No.

io,

from the
May 19, 1929.
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STRATIGRAPHIC APPARATUS

rather consistent stratigraphic numbers; so that we may say, as a result
of these two examinations, that probably the number of nemas in each
successive layer decreases, rather gradually at first, but rapidly below
the third 5 mm. layer; i.e., to a depth of about 15 mm. the sand is
thickly populated with nemas; below that level the number falls off
rapidly. The deeper layers contain fewer nemas, and fewer species.

'.Ji

-·

-,_,,

:: ~-~)~r~
Fig. 1. See also Fig. 2. Apparatus for collecting layers of sand and mud on beaches,
mud flats, and at the bottom of ponds, lakes and seas. The unassembled apparatus is
shown at the left; its use in collecting is explained in the successive illustrations in Figs.
1 and 2, reading from left to right. All the operations except the last must be performed
at the time of collecting. The last operation may take place in the laboratory. The
rectangular collecting box, with two sides missing, is forced into the sand or mud. The
two missing sides (gate and loose bottom) are then inserted, as shown above. To insert
the loose bottom the.adjacent sand is pawed away.

Fig. 2. See also Fig. 1. After the sample of sand is removed from the bottom, it is
placed in a holder having three thin metal slides (1, 2, 3), that can be forced through the
sand parallel to each other, thus cutting it into four layers;-in this case each layer is
5 mm. thick. After the slides are forced home, as shown at the right, the loose bottom of
the box is removed, disclosing the lowest layer of sand,-5 mm. thick. This is washed
into a beaker and treated as desired. The top of the box has fine perforations in order to
allow the supernatant water to escape without disturbing the top layer of sand or mud.
To prevent the possible escape of small organisms, this perforated top may be further
covered with the finest bolting silk, stretched on.

Averaging the figures from the two collections mentioned above,
it will be seen that, if they are typical collections, the beach sand
examined carried about 3,742,000,000 nemas per hectare in the top
20 mm., or about 1,500,000,000 per acre; In 1916, but earlier in the
summer, an examination of the same beach showed at least 1,040,000,000 per acre in the topmost inch of sand.

THE Al\IBULATORY TUBES AND OTHER FEATURES
of the ncma

DRACONE1\1A CEPHALATUl\1
CONTRIBUTIONS TO A SCIENCE OF NEMATOLOGY

BY N. A.

XXII l

COBB

There is no adequate published description of the locomotion of
Draconema and its numerous marine relatives; very few persons have
ever witnessed one of these nemas perambulating its natural substratum.
Draconema moves much after the manner of the ordinary inchworm,
or measuring worm. The caterpillar called the "inchworm" has two
bunches of feet, a bunch near each extremity. Standing on the bunch
of hind feet, it stretches forward and takes hold with the front bunch.
Then, releasing the hind bunch, it draws the body forward into a loop
so that the posterior bunch may attach itself near the front one.
Loosening the front bunch, the caterpillar again stretches forward,
etc.
It is convenient to speak of the two attachment organs of the adult
Draconema as "soles." The method of attachment of these soles to
the substratum in Draconema is very different from that of the inchworm. The sole of Draconema is armed with projecting hollow setae
connected with internal glands supplying a sticky and, presumably,
non-water-soluble secretion, and it is by the aid of this secretion
emerging from ends of the hollow setae that the sole is attached.
1 Reprinted from the
No. 12, June 19, 1929.
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THE MAIN SOLE OF DRACONEMA
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bulatory adhesion tubes, as well as of the
associated multicellular ventral glands arranged in a long ventral group opposite to
1n and a little in front of the major sole.
Each adhesion tube connects, at its base,
with a duct that leads to a separate gland.
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- - ,-, The anterior pair may be taken as typical
\\ \\
of any group-member of this compact
,,, composite series of glands (see Figs. 1 and
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A glance at Fig. 1 will enable the reader
at once to understand the posterior "sole"
of Draconema cephalatum. It is of con······-··· Sf«l siderable extent, occupying most of the
posterior fifth of the ventral surface of the
body, and is characterized by very obvious,
Lst, longitudinal
groups of curved ventrad
setae.
The much smaller anterior sole is very
near the front of the head on the dorsal
ros-,Jf side, and is characterized by setae, smaller
than, but similar to, those of the other
sole.
? 1 (JIii/, The main sole.-Favorably stained spcci({;tJ mens exhibit the structure of the am-
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pairs or groups; and each of these two glands proves to have three nuclei.
(See Fig. 2.) The cells of each gland, as well as their spheroidal
nuclei, increase in size from front to back, the anterior, i.e., distal,
cell having less than one-eighth the volume of the posterior; the
nucleus in the small anterior cell is also less conspicuous. This group
(pair) of glands is more or less clavate in form and is nearly as long as
the corresponding body diameter. Posteriorly, each gland diminishes
suddenly in diameter to form a duct about half as wide as one of the
adjacent annules of the cuticle. Near the gland the wall of the duct
contains somewhat elongated nuclei of considerably smaller size than
the nuclei of the glands. The duct also lacks the
granular character of the glandular cells themselves.
The two ducts, at first ventral, diverge backward
to the two foremost adhesion tubes, and are one to
two times as long as the glands. Near where a duct
enters the somewhat swollen base of an adhesion
tube, there is a small duplex enlargement or ampulla. it1S111, • • •·
In the specimens under examination, only in the very
basal portion of the adhesion tube is there any
indication of the staining action of the acid carmine.
The numerous glands composing this ventral
/Jas/J.··
series are so closely packed together that, as a rule,
it is difficult to distinguish the exact number of -•·.
groups, but it is evident that throughout the series
the glands are arranged in groups side by side, 11/Tl!'dr. • •. . -- •. .,;
apparently mostly in pairs or quartets, the number mp.,,,. .... -' )(800
of glands being commensurate with the number of Fig. 2.-Anterior
adhesion tubes. ·On occasions when the entire ambulatory seta of
D. cephalatum with
group of glands is slightly separated from the body its 3-celled gland,
its 3-celled mate
wall, and therefore from the bases of the adhesion concealed
1 though
duct
tubes, the ducts leading to the tubes are distinctly part of its
sbows,-dct snst.;
visible, and have the appearance, when viewed som, body wall; cl
msc, somatic muslaterally, of a rather complicated plexus.
cle; an cut, cuticuThe minor, or cephalic, sole.- The dozen or so lar annules; mur
ext
mur int,
adhesion tubes and glands of the cephalic sole have outerandand
inner
walls
of
ambulathe same general plan as the sublateral and subtory tube; os tb,
ventral ones of the posterior sole just described. secretory pore.
The glands connected with the cephalic tubes
(gl. plnt) are located mainly dorsad in . the anterior two-fifths of the
neck between the oesophagus and the body-wall; there are two dorsally

.,.,
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THE AMBULATORY TUBES

sublateral groups of glandular cells and four subdorsal groups, corresponding to a similar grouping of the six pairs of adhesion tubes.
The glands of the cephalic sole are sometimes rather more strongly
stained than those of the posterior sole in the same specimen, but
present the same general anatomical and histological structure.
Referring to the dorsally sublateral cervical glands as examples (see
Fig. I), these are distinctly granular in structure and apparently
duplex: that is, have a well marked constriction near the middle, on
opposite sides of which, fore and aft, is a considerable volume of
nuclear(?) matter; the remaining portion of the cells is rather coarsely
granular, the granules measuring nearly lµ in diameter. This duplex
glandular mass is half as long as the neck and anteriorly tapers to a
tubular portion not much wider than one of the cervical annules.
This narrow portion of the gland in turn tapers to a very narrow duct
about 2µ in diameter, which swells to form a fusiform duplex ampulla
as wide as one of the coarser cervical annules. The ampulla empties
fonvard through a short narrow duct, 1 to 2 µ wide, directly into the
base of the corresponding adhesion tube, where a little stained matter
may usually be seen. The adhesion tubes reach exactly to the lips,
so that their outpour is practically terminal. All these details are
shown on a small scale in Fig. 1,-ampullae reduced to two dots.
The distal extremity of the ambulatory tube is somewhat bellshaped, and the lumen of the tube is prolonged into the cavity of the
bell through a short conoid extension. The significance of this bellshaped structure remains more or less problematical. No elements
have been seen in the tube, or in the bell, that could be regarded as
contractile, and one therefore seems obliged to assume that whatever
changes of form are exhibited by this bell-shaped structure are due to
such factors as its own elasticity, the pressure of the internal secretion
and counter pressure of the external water. It would seem advantageous to the nema if the secretion which flows out through the bellshaped organ could be "cut off" at will, and it is conceivable that this
bell-shaped affair in some way accomplishes that end. Again, it is
conceivable that the bell may mechanically give to the end of the tube
a greater adhesiveness, conceivably through suction,-a suction that
might be made to vary with the relationship of the distal end of the
tube to the substratum, as in the familiar elastic concave rubber
suction disc.
The facts that the setae of the inner rows are always the shorter,
and that all the setae are incurved, suggest that a suitable substratum
may be a microscopic filament, or a thin edge of something. This
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thought arises from the fact that the main sole appears "bow-legged,"
as it were. Such apparently suitable thin and narrow forms of substratum occur on certain marine algae and, as a matter of fact, at
least two observers-Cobb and Chambers- have seen Draconema perambulating the surface of algae.
In balsam specimens from Hudson Bay the body-wall tissues surrounding the mouth-opening have a golden yellow color and take on the
form of a six-parted, but twelve-pointed, star.
Probably the excretory pore is at the lips. I formerly referred to a
cell just behind the cardia as possibly representing the renette; this
suggestion may not be well founded. In this region I observe two of
these cells lying side by side in subventral position (see Fig. 1), separated by a small space. In the same latitude, just behind the minute
cardiac cavity, on each side of the intestine, there is a rather compact
group of granular cells containing about a dozen nuclei. These groups
are as long as the corresponding body diameter, and about half as wide
as long. Between the two groups, on the dorsal side, there is a pair of
subdorsal granular cells rather closely resembling the subventral ones
just described. As to the function of these lateral groups of cells, it
seems not impossible,-as they are free at their posterior ends and seem
connected with the intestine anteriorly,- that they may be special
glands associated with digestion. There is a similar pair of lateral
groups of cells in front of the cardia, emptying (?) backward. I do
not think the possibility is excluded that some of these cells are nerve
cells.
The intestine is composed of cells of such a size that about six are required to complete a circumference. The thin refractive lining is hardly
I µ thick. The cardia, as usual, presents a distinct. group of closely
packed nuclei, indicating that it is composed of cells of rather small
size, of which the number is probably about fifteen to twenty. Notable
is the presence of scattered cells in the wall of the intestine which stain
dijferently from their neighbors. These, no doubt, discharge some
special function. Thus far they have been observed only in the anterior portion of the intestine.
The portion of the neck opposite, and adjacent to, the oesophageal
constriction, except such portion as is occupied by the glands of the
minor· sole, is rather closely packed with nerve cells.
The lateral fields are one-third as wide as the body and contain
a considerable number of nuclei rather irregularly arranged.
The cuticle in the posterior region of the tail is traversed by radial elements that give rise to a finely punctate appearance on
the surface (see Fig. 1).
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NOMENCLATURE

An interesting observation is the apparent connection of the tandem
group of three caudal glands with the dorsal field by means of a narrow
strand running forward, possibly of a nervous character, as is suggested: 1, by its form and position; 2, by its size and structure.
The internal extremity of the gubernaculum lies near the body axis
and is connected fore and aft with the ventral body-wall by slender
strands of muscular tissue. The testis is now believed to be reflexed,
not outstretched as formerly figured.
The broad, rapidly tapering ovaries,-the anterior lying to the right,
the posterior to the left,-are reflexed to nearly opposite the vulva and
contain comparatively few ova, arranged in single file in the wider
part, elsewhere irregularly. Hundreds of subspherical sperm cells
may occur in the uterus. Usually there is one egg at a time in the
uterus, thin shelled and smooth, and deposited before segmentation
begins. The eggs are three-fourths as wide as long and about twothirds as long as the corresponding body diameter.
Some of the results of the present investigation have been more or
less definitely forecast by various observers on several occasions,
notably by Steiner and Irwin-Smith, both of whom from inadequate
material, have, with admirable insight, suggested the probable connection of the adhesion tubes with internal structures and also the
possibility of the glandular nature of these latter.
'\Vhile no doubt now remains that both the major and minor soles
are glandular and are organs of locomotion, it still seems to me quite
doubtful whether we fully understand the bodily structure of Dra·conema. The form of the head and neck and other parts do not seem
to be explained merely on the basis of the use of these two "sticky"
soles in locomotion. There probably are other unknown factors playing a part in the activities of Draconema that will further explain its
highly peculiar and interesting structure. 2
2 Nomenclature.
The proposal of the genus Draconema in 1913 appears reasonable
in view of the fact that at that time the published descriptions of the species belonging
to its family, though in no ease as complete as desirable, indicated the existence of two
(or more) genera, the type species of one of which should be that originally named by
Claparede Chaetosoma ophiocephalum 1863 (not Chaetosoma Westwood, 1851, Coleoptera). Draconema cephalatum, was then, and continues to be, thought generically
different from Claparede's ophiocephalum. The name Chaetosoma, being preempted,
should be replaced by its synonym Notochaetosoma Irwin-Smith 1917. Should the opinion prevail that all the described forms of the famiJy belong to one genus, then the
oldest synonym for Chaetosoma would be Draconema, and should be substituted. In
that event, the family name would naturally become Draconematidae; in any ease, it
-seems likely that Draconema is a better representative of the group than the only other
genus so far proposed, N ot-Ochaetosoma.
Draconema cephalatum is cosmopolitan, and seems to have been described by several
different authors under as many different specific names, e.g., annulatum Ditlev.,
haswelli Irwin-Smith. Mbernicum Southern.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE l\10RPHOLOGY
AND PHYSIOLOGY OF NEMAS
Including notes on new species
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1. A NEW
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SUBGENUS OF RHABDITIS

There is a group of slender-tailed amphigonic rhabdites having
lips and pharynx as shown in Fig. 1, the males of which have weakly
developed bursas. Such rhabdites have been described from time
to time but no author seems to have had adequate material for a
completely satisfactory description. Having examined living specimens of both sexes of a new species of this group I took the occasion to prepare a fuller description of it, and propose it as the type
of Rhabditella, a new subgenus of the genus Rhabditis Dujardin.

~l ·· f:;···~~:.··~:~:;~....

1
Rhabditis (Rhabditella) lepturan. sp.
iJ:2 o.62mm
Thin layers of the transparent, colorless, naked cuticle are traversed by
excessively fine, plain, transverse striae, resolvable only with the highest
powers. Longitudinal striations, due to the attachment of the musculature,
are visible in most regions of the body. No deirids have been observed.
The neck is very slightly conoid. The cross section of the pharynx is
roundish-triangular; yet the almost imperceptibly sigmoid pharynx is nearly
equidiametral throughout, though anteriorly the walls are a trifle more
strongly refractive. The glottis is a trifle oblique, but otherwise fairly typical.
The oesophagus presents a median, fairly prominent, ellipsoidal swelling, or bulb, two-thirds as wide as the middle of the
neck, and a somewhat ellipsoidal, or obscurely .pyriform posterior bulb two-thirds as wide as the base of the neck,-both ts;r...,,._.
swellings of approximately the same diameter. The median
swelling presents an elongated, obscure but rather large,
valvular apparatus, while the cardiac bulb presents a rather
strongly refractive, somewhat three-fold, striated valvular apparatus, located a little in front of the middle of the bulb. At
the nerve-ring the oesophagus is one-third, and in front of the
cardiac bulb about one-fourth, as wide as the corresponding
portion of the neck. There is a distinct cardiac collum constituting a rather broad constriction, so that the anterior
;
portion of the intestine through a distance nearly equal to one ~
body-width enlarges from about one-third to five-sixths as Fig. 1• Front and
wide as the body. This appearance, however, is somewhat f::1 ~t,1u!fl8
variable. The nerve-ring surrounds the oesophagus obliquely. uptur~. The be~;.
The intestine, the lining of which is somewhat refractive, is ru~,i.°~~!f.ftC;
made up of cells of such size that probably only about two ~er llluetration.
are presented in each cross section; these cells contain granules
of variable size, which are not strongly birefringent. With crossed nicols
there is no suggestion of a St. Andrew's cross;-not at all like the strong
birefringence of R. monohystera. The posterior lip of the anus is very slightly
raised. The rectum, whose lining is only slightly refractive, is one and one1Reprinted from the
~~~~~
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MALE RHABDITIS (RHABDITELLA) LEPTURA

third times as long as the anal body diameter. The vulva is slightly depressed, though its lips are slightly elevated. The ovaries extend two-thirds
the distance back to the vulva, and are only about onesixth as wide as the body of the female. The smooth, thinshelled, ellipsoidal eggs, about as long as the body is wide and
two-thirds as wide as long, have been seen in the uteri one at a
time. Their yolk is made up of closely packed, faintly refractive spherical granules, scattered among which are a few
exc;edingly small granules less than one micron in diameter.

§:t-'- ..t.~:8; ·.it··· .~¥~:=c:;~i ~ o.Gt mm There are two, equal,
separate spicula. The nema must be tipped a little in order
to bring the slightly developed obscure bursa into profile view.
The foremost papil,la, or bursa! rib, is somewhat variable in
..: Jfl
position and is sometimes found nearly as far forward as the
proximal ends of the spicula. Fig. 2.
The testis is reflexed at its free end for a distance equal to
:::
about two body diameters. This portion of the testis is only
about one-fourth as wide as the body, though it is very slightly
;- : gu/J
swollen at its extremity. Behind the flexure for some little
distance the testis still remains narrow,-only a little wider
.. .
than the reflexed portion lying alongside. Then, however, :-: ~ . . ~
it rather suddenly enlarges and soon becomes half as wide as :; : : :
the body and so continues, enlarging slightly, however, for
U/11/S
three or four body widths. In this portion of the testis the
spennatocytes pass through their growth period; they appear 1'
as if in two rows and in pairs side by side, and one gets the -+
impression that these pairs are twin cells. Their nuclei are
large, becoming at last half as wide as the elongated spermatocytes themselves, i.e. one-fifth as wide as the nema About
halfway from the blind end of the testis to the anus the full
grown spermatocytes, here half as wide as the body and
about as long as wide, apparently break successively into
quartets, the resulting subspherical cells being a little more
than one-fourth as wide as the body. For a distance equal
to about two body diameters forward from the spicula the
sexual organ is narrower,-about one-third as wide as the
body. Whether the cells of the quartet divide further remains
unknown.
Examination of one of the members of a quartet indicated
the probable presence of about seven chromosomes.
Habitat: Decaying fruit of lujfa acutangula from Tela,
Honduras, October, 1926. Sent by Horace S. Dean.
(IT/I
Diagnosis: Rhabditella subg. nov. Rhabdites having lips
and pharynx as shown in Fig. 1, the males of which have,
weakly developed costate bursa and long slender tails.
Diagnosis: Rhabditis (Rhabditella) leptura n. sp. Rhabditellas dimensioned as shown in the formulae; male with
.... ...- X750
two separate spicula, a simple inconspicuous gubcrnaculum, and with nine bursal ribs arranged as shown in Fig. Fig. 2. ~ail of male
2; phasmids present.
~ !;~itella ievtura

:
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MYOLABIA ON ANEMIC PARASITE OF MILLIPEDS

The front view of the lip region of Thelastoma allenuatum Leidy a nC'ma
from the intestine of the milliped Sporobolus marginatus, gives the i~prcssion
at first that there is a circlet of 10 "lobes" surrounding the usual three
lips. Careful scrutiny shows that two of these ten
}it·-.
.·msc(ll lobes, the lateral ones, are the external amphids.
This leaves 8 other lobes arranged in 4 submedian
pairs.
A similar condition exists on another, and new,
species of Thelastoma occurring in the same host, except that in this new nema the amphidial lobes do not
so closely resemble the other 8. Fig. 3. in the new
species the first slice behind the lip
region discloses the anterior parts of 8
·=
muscular fields that e:tj,end throughout
·dJrd lat w 'c/Jrdl!C the body, as may be shown by cross
sectioning. Fig. 3. Furthermore, it is
quite evident that the 8 labial "lobes"
:.~.;Y~(::·_-:~.t ~,~;.•z.·.
are the external cephalic expression of
these 8 longitudinal muscular fields.
It is therefore very interesting to find
that in a second new species of Thclas•'
toma, belonging to a new subgenus and
DJSC{8} ··. .:,7 · .- ·
··um infesting a different host (namely the
milli ped Fontaria marginata Say, as
X300
x 175
found in Virginia, U. S. A., near the
District of Columbia) the 8 organs which t'!!d 4"anl~!t ~i
pseudi_'l!J
·~
- ~ .·.·.OS.
·.,i
•...·. .··:...
•·._·. •. • J/J(J/ in Thelastoma attenuatum are rather in- Tketa, toma (Tlu la•.)
conspicuous lobes surrounding the true ~':i~lum) mi olablar&
.

lips? hav~ entirelY_ displ_aced fhe r/Jrd ··
.
/um
ordinary lips, formmg a hp region
~-\;-:·
.....,,· ., 0 ·
prominently set off by constrictimpll
· · X 750 tion, and consisting of 8 prominent ·
o.s ll 1ll. ic,46!2t rn. .. ~ subequal contiguous parts folded
0
'-l/lilliil
completely together over the phar1·5 4.,, ,.i 9·4 46
ynx and constituting lips of a new
Fig. 3. Measurements, front
F'1gs. 4 & 5. Th'lS F ont aria
• oe
~aJt
view of the lip region and near- sort.
,W
by croea-sootioW! of Tliela,toma parasite presents in cross-section,
,:.· :c----c~
(TAelaatoma) ,picatum n, sp.
•
f
X 275
, fi Ids F' 5
8 pairs of muscu1ar e .
1g. .
,.. •
These lips may ?e called ps~udo_labia;-or, because of insc(?II)
their connection with the longi.tudmal muscular fields of
- ..1;:
the nema, myolabia. No ~ephalic papillae have as yet
)\· · ''
been seen on these myolabia.
,-: ·
Diagnosis Thelastoma (Thelastoma) spicatum n. sp.
Much like T. attenuatum Leidy, but smaller and with
shorter spicate tail and more com~letely _differ~ntiated,
though still rather vague, myolabia. D1mens1oned as
shown in the formula. Fig. 3. Attenuatum and
snicatum
may occur together in the intestine of the mil- o.9 M.ZO. • '46'1% 6't 16r~54.9; tZ 1.6 41 ·
lipcd, Spor~bolus marginatus.
Fig.5. Measurements,front
Diagnosis. Thelastomellum ~ubg. n?V. _Thelastomas view and cervical cross-sec•
with 8 well-developed myolab1a as m Fig. 5. Type ~:eYfu!:ei:i~::u~T"e:o::
species T. myolabiatum n. sp.
m11olabiatum spec. nov.
•

--: . 1

.· .·<} . .:,/: ,~.·
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SYNGONY IN OXYURIDS

Diagnosis. Thelastoma (Thelastomellum) myolabiatum n. sp. Dimensioned as shown in the formula, and with lips and amphids as in Fig. 5.

3.

SYNGONY IN A NEW NEMA FOUND IN MILLIPEDS

Hitherto undescribed nemic parasites found in the intestine of the milliped
Fontaria marginata Say and belonging to the genus Thelastoma Leidy,
prove syngonic. Thelastoma would be assigned by
most authors to the group Oxyuridae.
The discovery of syngony in this group opens up an
interesting field for speculation and research. It has
ii,
long b~en felt that the "Oxyuxidae" present many
.
.
resemblances to the rhabdites. The gonism of the
It
rhabdites has been found very varied, particularly
.....-.~ ~ ... :.
through the researches of Maupas. Query: To what
extent, now, will the variations exhibited by the
rhabdites be found to occur in the "Oxyuridae?'"
. . tKJ
. .... _
Male "oxyurids" usually are less common than the
-···•·r/c .
corresponding fem ales, quite frequently are rare, and
in some cases are unknown. The striking nature of
::: :.@::·::·
the recorded sex ratios has been explained by saying
f.l'ri:t
that the males, being very much smaller, are easily
overlooked, and that possibly they die soon after
... .sptlr.. .copulation; and that these two factors,-their smallness and (assumed) relatively early death,-account
for their supposed rarity.
,1
75
In the rhabdites the evidence fully warrants the
::;.!·
ii~~ view that syngony has evolved from amphigony with
male gonada onT1uuutoma a gradual diminution or disappearance of males;(left)
·
(right).and
ap.Tulaatomellum
the. spenna- for many st ages b etween th e t wo ex t remes s t"II
1 eX'lSt
theca.
·
as evidence of the possibility of such a change. Therefore the discovery of syngony in the "oxyurids" at
once suggests a new explanation of the scarcity of
, ~{ \.f~
\: ; f)" "oxyurid" males, namely, the one now usually accepted
.; .
in many cases for the rarity of male rhabdites. If
~x2000
Fi
Seoo aha
Uris be true of the "oxyurids," it may have a con7
~~c;penns~f T~to::i. siderable bf>aring on veterinary and medical questions
lum.
connected with "oxyurid" parasites in man and
domesticated animals, and in other hosts.
Species that have been assigned to the "Oxyuridae" are common parasites
of insects and some other annulata.

. , =--~@e
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THE DEMANIAN VESSELS IN NEMAS OF THE
GENUS ONCHOLAil\IUS
With Notes on four new Oncholaims*
CONTRIBUTIONS To A ScIENCE OF NEMAT0LOGY XXIVt

BY N. A.

COBB

Continuing the work of deMan, 1884, and zur Strassen, 1896, observations
have been made on Adoncholaimus fuscus (Bastian), .Metoncholaimus pristiurus (zur Strassen) and other Oncholaims (listed on p. 425) with particular
reference to the system of tubular organs discovered by deMan. Building
on the foundation laid by these eminent observers, it has been possible to
define the demanian system, and, within limits, assign it a function. The
following definition and table of homologous terms, together with the accompanying text appreciably advance our knowledge of this remarkable system
of organs.
DEFINITION

Demania,n Vessels:-In adult female ncmas (Oncholaims) a complicated
double system of efferent tubes; connecting, (1), with the middle or posterior
part of the intestine through an osmosium (sec p. 428), and (2), with the
uterus (or uteri); these two efferents being confluent at a special glandul-tr
"gateway," the uvette (see p. 427), and emptying thence backward and
outward, through one or two ducts having more or less moniliform affluent
glands (see p. 426, Fig. 1). Normally, the ducts lead to exit pores in the
body wall, usually laterad, one or more on each side, near the base of the tail.
In certain cases at least, apparently homologous tubular organs connect
with the gonad of the male near the beginning of the vas deferens. For
example, in M etoncholaimus pristiurus, Adoncholaimus juscus and Oncho* Investigations carried on in part at the U. S. Fisheries Biological Station, Woods
Hole, Mass. The abbreviations used are mostly self-explanatory; e.g. onch dsl, (onchium dorsale), dorsal tooth. Full list of abbreviations on p. 341.
1 Reprinted from the JOURNAL OF THE WASHINGTON ACADEMY OF ScIENCEs, Vol. 20,
No.12, June 19, 1930.
.
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ORIGIN AND TERMINOLOGY OF THE DEMANIAN SYSTEM

laimium appendiculatum I observe a tubular glandular vessel, outstretched
forward and emptying backward into the vas deferens, that appears homologous with parts of the better known demanian system of the females. See
Fig. 2.
In female nemas the functioning demanian vessels (e.g. pristiurus) elaborate a copious, elastic, sticky, non-water-soluble, nearly colorless secretion,
possibly utilized ("spun"?) during agglomeration and copulation, and also
presumably to protect and preserve the batches of eggs after deposition and
during segmentation.
The demanian organs seem to prevail in mud-inhabiting, and sand-inhabiting oncholaims,- i.e. those of stagnant habitat; and to b~ absent or less
prevalent in oncholaims living in more thoroughly oxygenated water,-on the
surface of eelgrass, and among algae, e.g. in Prooncholaimus Micoletzky,
H\24.

Origin. As to the primitive nemic tissue from which the demanian vessels
may have originated, we seem driven to_ accept the primitive gonadic tissue as
the probable source. The histology of the demanian system reminds one
most strongly of the structure of ncmic gonads; most of the histological
elements known in the demanian system have homologues in the gonadic
system of nemas;-while on the contrary there is no such tunic, and there
are no such forms of nuclei, known in connection with the enteron.
Equivalent terms of various authors
Author, de Man

Author, zur Straesen

Author, present

Rohrenformiges Organ
Organe tubiform

Rohrenformiges Organ

Demanian System

Hauptrobr (fUBCWI)
Canal principal (albidW!)

Stammrobr

Enteric efferent

Verbindung zur Stiitze
Blindes Vorderende

Offene Verbindung
Miindunporpn

Oemoeium, or Selective demanian
intake (enteric)

Verbindung11rohrcben zwi8chen
Warze undUterua
Tube de eommunication

No mention

Uterine efferent

Ausfilhrungsgang in den Uterus

Blindgeschloeeener Sack

Demanian intake (uterine)

Warze
Papille ovulaire

Roeette

Uvette

Rothbraune dr08en (fW!CW!)
Tubes tatereaux (albidUB)

Endschlauch des Rohrorgans

Moniliform Glands

.

DIAGNOSES OF THE GENERA AND SPECIES MENTIONED HEREIN

ONCHOLAIMINAE Filipjev, 1918 and 1925
(but without Anoncholaimus, Pelagonema, Anoplostoma, Trilepta, Krampia.
Filipjevia.)

DIAGNOSES OF VARIOUS ONCHOLAIMS
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ONCHOLAIMIUM, n. gen.

Monodelphic Oncholaiminae with demanian system, whose males have a
versatile, prcanal, ventral appendicule. Sec Figs. 2 and 3.

tl ....

Oncholaimium appendiculatum, }} .. •:,·
!t·.6. .. .... .• ~~:.! 3~·:.. ... .... .~:~.,:3.3-,
•
0 ncho1aumum
· ·
·th
.
·
....
n
n. sp.
wi
appar- !.-:1...... .'~: ... ...~~·... ..... .... ~.~:-: .., ...... ~.~~r.,:u-..
ently deteriorated moniliform t.:J ., ;u
2.1
· :i4
,- . 1.1
glands without exit pores, and with very simple ampulliform uvettc. Appendicule "hinged" and mobile. Figs. 2, 3, 8, 9. Moniliform glands 24-fold,
(8
16). Exceptionally 32-fold.

+

=·. .·

Oncholaimus nigrocephalatus
{! ....~~..........
~-:I;~~...............~:.. ;:,. 3.4_
9
n. sp. Oncholaimus with very 1. 1 ' 0 :0 1~
0
slightly compound, non-refrac- ·1::Ci .. i:ii· ····:u··· ·· ······ .. i.~ ········;:.:· 1:~•>2.4 ......
tive uvette, pigmented head, and hcmispheroid, immobile, preanal, ventral
male supplement; demanian system with two rather inconspicuous exit pores,
each laterad; cells of the rouleaux (moniliform glands) oblique, little flattened.

u!t.a_

!:

Oncholaimus serpens, n.sp. On- ~•r......l~:~ ......•.f: ......... ..~ !!~·.............~>4 smm
cholaimus
whose
moniliform ~ ., ~:3 .:!:"
M~L
o~! 4 ·
glands are vaguely scriated but not o:.;··i·..i:·······i:······· ........
=a:· ·> .tm...

,T .......:.:...

in rouleaux.

Compound uvette not condensed and refractive.

M etoncholaimus pristiurus (z. ~~ .....~ .... .~~ .......... ~! ~~.~............ ~.;i.1 :; Gmm
Str.). Specimens from Woods :·.!., ~;
.~~
1};._
;/ ·
Hole gave the opposite measure- D.o·;··i:r·· ··· u ···· · ······ ···j.5· ~
0:i"' 5 •6 ffl"'
ments. Moniliform glands 64-fold.

!:h·--H-···~~ii ··········~~K··········~l!>4.tm...

Adoncholaimus panicus, n. sp.
Adoncholaimus having a transverse row of seven demanian exit pores on each
side. See Fig. 7.
Adoncholaimusfuscus (Bast.).

Moniliform glands8- or 16-fold,-see Fig. l .

One soon appreciates the weight of zur Strassen's words where he says,
in speaking of the demanian system of various oncholaims,- "In fact, the
differences are such that, were they equally pronounced in any other system
of organs, they would lead to the proposal of separate genera, or even families."
In this connection the present studies lead to the belief that t he demanian
system not only varies markedly in the different groups of oncholaims, but
that in all probability the system is present but has been wholly overlooked in
many of the forms described. Hence it seems premature to attempt a complete subdivision of the oncholaims into genera and subgenera. It may be
doubtful whether the genera and subgenera so far proposed are natural ones.
In particular, Oncholaimus, the group connected with the type species
attenuatus, seems chaotic; yet no better course appears, at present, than to
leave serpens and nigrocephalaltts in this ill defined group:
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UTERINE EFFERENT

priSlillnf/

.fKl

Fig. 1. Amended diagrams of the dcmanian system of
.Metoncholaimus J>!istiurus (dorsal view) and Adoncholaimus Juscus (side view)t modified from the diagrams
of zur Strassen and aeMan respectively. ejf int,
enteric or intestinal efferent; ejf ut, uterine efferent;
vlv, vulva; ov dct oviduct; gl cdl (S), the three caudal
glands; gl monl, the moniliform glands; porus, exit pores
of the demanian system. Notice that in each case the
uvette empties through~ minute pore, the uvette pore.
The moniliform glands in pristiurus are 64-fold; in
Jusct1,.1 8- or 16-fold.

fuscus

pf,

Uterine Efferent. An examination of Metoncholaimus pristiurus (zur Strassen) furnishes
convincing evidence that the interesting female
organ described by zur Strassen is connected not
only with the intestine, as he discovered, but also
with the uterus by means of a tube (see eff ut,
. Fig. 1) extending forward from the uvette,-i.e.
from the "rosette" of zur Strassen. The evidence
is as follows: In many female specimens it is
possible behind the vulva to follow backward
from near the vulva a long, narrow, apparently
(not really) vacant space, reminiscent of the
uterine efferent of Oncholaimium appendi,:ulatum
(see Fig. 3) which on more careful examination
proves to be a duct. This duct, however, is not
so refractive or of such uniform diameter as in
appendi,:ul,atum, and is even more difficult to sec.
It varies slightly in diameter. Here and there
throughout its length it can be seen to have a thin,
double-contoured wall containing small but
definite, much elongated nuclei. This tube is
usually in a collapsed condition, more often pre' senting its edge toward the observer, but sometimes not. When it is presented edgewise, one
may often detect in its thin wall the scattered
elongated nuclei, especially in specimens fixed
and stained in acetic acid methyl green; occasionally nuclei can be seen also in other views.
Examining the requisite number of specimens
leads to the conclusion that from the uterus near
the vulva the duct arises dorsad as a broad tube,
directed backward, which narrows rapidly and extends along the right side of the nema,-approximately along the right lateral chord though
not necessarily exactly oppositc,- and, expanding,
joins and envelope~ the uvette. See Fig. 1.
1
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Uvctte*. The "warze" of deMan,-i.e. the "rosette" of zur Strassen -is
the structure to which I apply what seems the more appropriate dame
"uvette." Comparisons show that, notwithstanding the very marked differences in form, the various organs herein called uvettes are homologous;
the same is true of those called monil form glands.
The uvette of Adoncholaimus fuscus (Bastian) as illustrated by deMan
probably presents 32 elements (Kornchen, deMan's Fig. 29) as does that of
.M. pristiurus; these elements have been outlined by deMan and figured somewhat more in detail by zur Strassen (deMan's Figs. 24, 29; zur Strassen's
Figs. 13, 14).
In favorable specimens I have seen the uvette of fuscus to be a "radial"
structure made up of about 32 elements surrounding a minute pore, somewhat
as in the uvette of pristiurus, (See Fig. 1) but the elements here are far less
refractive. Rarely can one see the appearance illustrated by deMan in his
figure 29; whereas the appearance he does not satisfactorily illustrate,-a
very complicated one, by the way,-is the usual appearance; and when this
appearance is more pronounced, commonly the minute refractive "Kornchen"
that deMan figures are not to be seen, or only some of them faintly. DeMan's
"Kugel," figured by him as if nearlyround,Ifind seldom round or ball-shaped;
frequently it is so "collapsed" (?) as to be difficult to see at all, and it is more
likely to be elongate or ellipsoidal, or perhaps flattish-ellipsoidal, than to be
equidiametral as shown in deMan's Fig. 29.
DeMan does not give a thoroughly satisfactory description or figure of
his "Warze." In one of his figures (Fig. 29) I count 33 minute, circular, dotlike elements where he makes his "Verbindungsrohrchen" join the "Warze."
Occasionally I also see this appearance, and with about the same number of
elements (32?). It is difficult to say as yet what the exact function of the
uvette is, but it seems a regular, doubtless glandular, component of the
dcmanian system. In Oncholaimium appendiculatum the uterine vessel,
extending backward from the uterus, nearly as described for pristiurus,
f.nally expands a trifle into a small, often rather indefinite, ampulliform
uvette of the very simplest character, which joins the right subdorsal of the
two longitudinal series of cells,-the moniliform glands,- by means of a
minute refractive pore,-the uvette pore. See uv, Fig. 3. In Oncholaimus
nigrocephalatus the uvette, which in 0. appendiculatum appears as a simple
ampulla, becomes somewhat compound; that is to say, two additional or
subordinate elements occur, one on either side of the main "ampulla," so
that the whole is rather obscurely triplex.
In another oncholaim, Oncholaimus serpens n. sp., the uterine tube extends
backward just as definitely as in Oncholaimium appendiculatum and joins
the rest of the demanian system in the form of an expanded and much larger
• Uvctte; a diminutive cluster. From latin, uva, a cluster of grapes.
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OSMOSIUM

uvette, rather closely resembling one of the uvettes of
Adoncholaimus fuscus. In 0. serpens the clements are not
nearly so refractive, and the somewhat pyriform whole is .
....nsifh not so symmetrical; but it is made up of radiating elements
having some resemblance to those composing the uvette of
•...;.p<x pristiurus.
.... .!Kinn
t,st~
sµ,ct
ar~ • a ..sulmi
Osmosium. Jlfoniliform
• . 11.fCJIII glands.
In addition, I
have established to my
satisfaction that the main
tube of the demanian system in Adoncholaimus f uscus, which was described by
deMan as probably being
merely fastened anteriorly
to the intestine, and therefore regarded by him as
probably merely a holdfast,
is in reality in communication with the intestine by
means of what I have
called an osmosium. * It
has much the same structure as that described by
zur Strassen for Jfetoncholaimus pristiurus -and Jlf.
deMani (zur Strassen, Figs.
4 to 12),-and which I
have examined in pristiurus,-except that there is
no open communication.
There are no essential differences in the structure of
. ·?;:: _- .ht 11, If the enteric junctions of the
ar.n,
:ruM£ •· oJ -,ara
Fig. 2. Male Oncholaimium appendi·
culatum n.g.,n.sp., drawn from a fixed
. ...d:t(J and stained balsam specimen. The
locus of the cross section drawing is
.!/J. ,, ' ·•• .llfll/l!r. shown at locus x-sec. ·ac gon, accessory
· ·
JflKXf1 to gonad; al'm'nt, food material;
•. ·· ·
appndl, appendicule; chrsm hap 14,
J/1
, ·• •• • IIIIJS haploid number of chrom~somes; jnc
..>···· ,,,Rt tst, junction of testes; ncll spmct,
·· --· ·" ·
nucleolus; ncl spmtd, nucleus of
... . . . ,n a/1 spermatid; org inq, organs of uncertain
function; os ac gon, mouth of accessory
·· · Jl!ISJII to gonad; spmct, spermatocyte; tst
.Nil . ...,·····
x 5 ant,-front testis; r, its cross-section.
17

a

·

'II

• Osmosium; that part of an
emunctorium or analogous organ through which, mainly by
osmotic action, soluble matter
is transferred from one organ to
another. The osmosium is
here not emunctorial. It is
still doubtful whether the osmotic cells in th_is particular
case are of enteric or demanian origin. While the staining
of these cells seems to favor demanian origin, the structure
seems to favor ente!ic origin.
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MONILIFORM GLANDS

various oncholaims I
.
have examined, except
minor ones in the more
or less, but very obscurely radiating part
' •
that sets mto the wall
of the intestine. This
"
part forms an
osmotic" exit through the
the intestinal wall in
the shape of special
.'
presumably metabolic
and at least selective
.
'
glandular tissue of the

Fig..3. Female of Oncholaimium
append!c?flatum ~.g., :n.sp., drawn fm/J!{lll • ·····from hvmg specimen under slight rJ:tal(J, ......._
pressure. The ut~ri~e. efferent is
shown from where it Joms the uterus Rial. . .... .
at ut eff to where it joins the right I/St m.
monilifo~m glan~ .at uv, the uvettei
. ·•• ..
gl moml, momhform glands; gt su/,mt .... ·
dxt, the right hand moniliform
gland; gl sns, left hand moniliform mt .. ..
gland; crystal, tetrahedroid (?) crys- d. rrl
tals on the outer surface of the enteric t
effere?t; ejf intt tlte intestinal or 011ts ... ,
enteric efferent; tum ut, lumen of the
uterus; dct cdl, the three cau.dal ducts i nt11 • •
chrd lat, borders of the right hanct
lateral chord; amph extr, external
ainphid; spm, sperm; ncl spm, nucleus
of one of the sperms; trm ov, blind end
of the single ovary; ov tegm~, !'~ell of
the egg; div secnd, second divis10n of
the nucleus of
m · m
OS OSlU •
•
female gamete; 11m1iluxi1:_Sif:..1z11i1/0J. .J~ftlrl.. /fl 1/J
1 1\,.
In the species Oncho- plrc.yt, polarcyte; g'f. crro
· ····,..
'ii
laimus nigrocephalatus ov in dct, much · . · · · · · · ·· ·... 'r .. . --·· 11
elongated
egg J1.'IJ.fllh. . • .
·, /" '{:'._ • ... ooC!I
there are external lat- passin~ through
·······~-:\·.:,./.·;
eral exit pores in the th e oviduct from mromp!, ........ · · , ?..' · -··· 111
.
• the ovary to the 1Jm, oe
.• • >:>r,1,__
' g1
·
anal region much as m uterus· pst, pu~··-. ·.
ne
due. to ~m- din
Pristiurus but they are t~es
tis; grn bifr bire- ~ t
minute. Thus far, how- fringent granulep oe
ever, I have searched in in intestinal cells. , .

f

t

z

10

>

vain for these pores in t1Y J1.111 .
Oncholaimium appen- lfN: rm.
diculatum.
9/rlc
In this latter species
there are two moniliform subdorsal series of
24 cells each which I
propose to call moniliform glands. These
are rather close homologues of the 64-fold rouleaux of zur Strassen;
less obviously, of the. 8or 16-fold "Rothbraune
drUsen" of deMan. The !{,
uterine vessel joins the td
right hand one of these lutttlf ..
moniliform glands, as
117111/f ••. · ·
is shown near the middle part of figure 3 :; .... ·;~
on this page, at uv.

1

.... (X'
. fl11tl
······ • ·

.td tX'
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In 0. appendiculatum at the posterior end of the two 24-cell monilifonn
glands, however, a number of the cells of each organ seem loosened from the
series; opposite these I am unable to find any outlet whatever;-that is to say,
the organs appear as if in a deteriorated condition. See gl dxt, gl snst, Fig. 3.
Perhaps causally connected with this is the extraordinary fact that the
examination of hundreds of females of 0ncholaimium appendiculatum over
a number of years has failed to disclose a single healthy specimen. Every
female is attacked by a disease that often results in necrosis of the posterior
portion of the nema. (See section Uriti&, p. 240). The disease (uritis)
breaks out on the tail in the shape of minute pustules having an internal
radiated, or linear and "parallel-fibered,·' structure, pst, Fig. 3, sometimes
extending forward for a considerable distance into the nema,-in extreme
cases, as far forward as the vulva. There may be one, two, three, or even as
many as a dozen of these pustules irregularly scattered on the posterior part
of the female. The pustules are minute, exude, inter alia, an insoluble
material, and frequently exhibit surface bacteria, though it seems doubtful
if the bacteria thus far seen are connected 'with the disease. The uniform
occurrence of this disease in females of 0ncholaimium appendiculatum may
perhaps be connected with the deteriorated (?) condition of the demanian
system. On a later page attention will be called to the fact that other oncholaims possessing the demanian system have what appear to be similar
diseases of the posterior extremity; but in none of them is there any such
extraordinary condition as in 0. appendiculatum, where examination has
failed to disclose a single adult female free from uritis.
Enteric Efferent. Against the idea that in Adoru;holaimus fuscus the
anterior junction of the demanian system with the intestine is merely a holdfast, as suggested by deMan, it may be urged that of other elongated organs
known to lie loose in the body cavity of nemas, none are secured in this
particular way to the intestine. "\Vhy an exception in this case? If it is
merely a matter of security, it would seem more in harmony with known
nemic anatomy that the attachment be to the body wall rather than to the
intestine, and especially that it be effected along a lateral chord. It is not
unheard of for anemic organ of this general form to be attached to a lateral
chord.
From a mechanical point of view the idea that the connection of the
demanian system with the intestine is merely a holdfast seems to have all the
less to recommend it in the case of the monodelphic species, such as pristiurus
and serpens, where this connection is so far caudad that such a holdfast seems
rather needless.
DeMan's idea that his main tube is simply and only fastened to the intestine
seems not borne out by facts; and his figure 25, if I understand it, admits of a
different interpretation. I find his "main vessel'' anteriorly to be hollow to
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its very end,-the "blind end" of deMan,-and that the freely moving contents of the tube are visible clear to what might be called the surface tissue
of the intestine (tissue of the intestine altered, to be sure). DeMan's figure
25 seems easily to admit of this interpretation. I find the cells of the wall of
the intestine (if they be really intestinal) are altered where the vessel is
attached, and this fact suggests that we have here modified selective tissue the osmosium,-the function of which is to extract from the intestine ;nd
usher into the demanian system, presumably mainly by osmosis, a product
utilized by the latter.
May not the evidence offered by zur Strassen for an open communication
between the enteric efferent and the intestine in pristiurus,-i.e. the evidence
of his microtome scctions,-be capable of a different interpretation? Could
zur Strasscn's sections have been deceptive? The published figures of his
"open connection" betw€en the demanian system and the intestine are not
satisfying, in that they appear to show a large portion of the cell walls missing.
Now pristiurus ingests mud, and, in consequence, its intestine normally
contains much fine grit. Is it not likely that this grit, acting as it naturally
would during the sectioning, would damage, or even destroy, delicate cells
that, before being broken, might have closed the aperture which zur Strassen
shows and describes as an open connection? The suggestion is that this might
occur, at the time the sections were cut, through the combined abrasive
action of the grit and the coincident dulling of the microtome knife. All
zur Strassen's figures show the intestinal lumen more or less open; but when
the intestine is entirely empty and free of grit it is collapsed, not open, so that
the lumen, in well made sections, is closed and difficult to see. May not this
indicate that the vacant lumenal spaces shown in zur Strassen's illustrations
probably did contain grit at the time of fixation, and hence, no doubt, at the
time of sectioning?
Pristiurus, fuscus and some other mud-inhabiting Oncholaims can be kept
alive in pure running sea water for days, or even weeks, and when so kept
evacuate the intestine very completely. Sections may then be made without
the interference of the grit normally present in the intestine. I have not found
such sections to present the appearance figured by zur Strassen.
In an examination of very many specimens, alive and sectioned, I have
never been able to convince myself of the existence of an open communication
between the intestine and the demanian system.
Any such open connection would seem a grave menace to the well-being
of the organism. For if the enteric intake were of the nature figured and
described by zur Strassen, there would seem to be little or nothing to prevent
the entrance into the demanian system of undigested detritus contained in
the intestine, together with numerous living microorganisms which normally
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constitute a very appreciable part of the feces. No such detritus is ever
seen in the demanian system.
Furthermore, on examining living pristiurus andfuscus, both of which I find
to occur along Cape Cod, U.S. A., I find that when the food in the intestine
is moving rapidly back and forth opposite zur Strassen's supposed open
connection, no portion of it ever enters the enteric efferent. There is not
even the slightest corresponding disturbance of the contents of the lumen of
the enteric efferent close by, which, as zur Strassen also points out, can be
seen in the end portion of the demanian tube where it joins the surface of the
intestine.
Possibly the analogous connection with the uterus is hardly to be taken as a
very distinctly open one. True, I have seen cases in pristiurus where, when
the diseased uterus was filled with microorganisms (microorganisms causing
the disease*), the continuous mass of them also filled the nearby part of the
corresponding demanian vessel in such a way that there was a direct "tubular"
connection between the uterus and the vessel. Normally, however, the
conditions are as follows :-One traces the uterine demanian vessel directly
forward to the uterus, where its lumen continues for a short distance into a
glandular tissue in the posterior end of the uterus,-zur Strassen's so-called
"blind end, behind the vulva,"-and there ceases in the midst of a large
number of uterine cells somewhat similar to many of those constituting the
main portion of the wall, i.e. what seems to be a special collection of glandular
uterine cells. In fuscus this same thing occurs where the oviducts join the
proximal ends of the two uteri, not, as in pristiurus, at the posterior portion
of the single uterus close to the vulva; the histology of this junction, however,
is much the same in these two species. It is as if special uterine cells were
devoted to secreting material to be delivered to the demanian system through
the uterine efferent,-the "tube de communication" of deMan.
In pristiurus the long tubular vessel connecting the uterus with the demanian system,-the uterine efferent,-often is difficult to see, especially in
its entirety. No better proof of this could be required than that it escaped so
keen an observer as zur Strassen.
Even in Adonchol,aimus fuscus, while the two short uterine efferents can
sometimes be followed from the uteri to the main vessel of the demanian
system, often it is practically impossible in a given specimen to follow them
throughout their course. Knowing their locality and structure, one can
usually determine how they lie and their probable limits, but that is about all.
Of course, in a small minority of favorable t1oecimens quite the contrary is
true ;-the entire tube can be made out satisfactorily as was first done by
deMan.
• This disease appears to have nothing to do with uritis (seep. 240); uritis seems an
entirely distinct disease.
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Direction of Flow in the Demanian System. Evidently a considerable
amount of matter is contributed by the intestine to the demanian system.
Zur Strassen had no difficulty in assuming the entire amount to be so contributed in pristiurus (for he appears to have been unaware of the connection
in pristiurus of the uterus with the uvette, and hence with the demanian
system).
However, quite frequently in the contents of the enteric efferent of living
Metoncholaimus pristi"urus near and in front of the uvette pore, refractive,
curved, wave-like effects are seen such as would be produced by the gradual
mixing of two viscid fluids of unequal refractiveness,-an appearance that
might readily be produced by the flowing of a liquid through the uvette
pore from the uterine efferent into the enteric efferent in such quantity that
some of it passed slightly forward,-perhaps through cover glass pressure.
On various occasions, I have seen a considerable quantity of matter in
the main enteric vessel close to its junction with the intestine. While this
is no proof that this matter was actually derived from the intestine, it is
favorable to that conception. Such matter never contains intestinal debris,nor sperms (sec F. H. Stewart, 1906), nor pseudo eggs,-"balls of finely granular substance," (see zur Strassen.)
If the demanian system emptied into the intestine, it is to be expected that
it would do so through an aperture, pore, similar to those of other affluent
enteric glands,-those emptying into the oesophagus for instance. In nemas
such pores are extremely small, have a definite refractive lining, and are
adapted to check any "backwash" due to movement of the contents of the
enteron,-e.g. just such a structure as occurs in the uvette of pristiurus.
But no such pore has been seen in connection with any enteric demanian vessel.
Moreover, against the flow of any of the dcmanian fluids being toward the
entcron, it may be urged that in pristiurus a special secretion is at times
actua1ly seen issuing rather copiously from the pores near the tail,- the
external outlets of the demanian system,-and there is not the slightest
reason to suppose that in this region the flow is ever anything but backward
and outward. There is no evidence that the demanian system is, for instance, a water-vascular system; or that sea water is taken in through the
antecaudal lateral pores.
Again, there is little if any reason to believe the demanian system accessory
to digestion, because whatever digestive function would be advantageous to
adult females would seem also to be advantageous to the young nemas; yet
there are no such organs in young oncholaims, for they come into existence
at the last moult. The same may be said of any supposable ordinary excretory function.
But if it be supposed that, for some unexplained reason, adult egg-producing
females require to excrete (not secrete) matter peculiar to them, in other words
that the demanian system, or some part of it, be a sort of temporary mal-
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pighian system,-a rather violent supposition,-it would seem that the
excretion, as such, if poured into the intestine at all, should be poured in
posteriorly. But in didelphs,-fuscus, panicus,-such a supposition would
pour it in near the anterior _end. Or, if it be supposed that the demanian
system is simply an emunctorium accessory to the intestine and emptying
outward and backward, then why the attachment to the fore part of the
intestine as in Juscus?
If the demanian system is excretory, then it is necessary to assume that
the necessities of adult females in the way of excretion arc different from those
of the male or the young female. No reason has been advanced for such an
assumption.
Deduction by Elimination. In the demanian system of 0. pristiurns
three ducts come together at a single point, indicated by X in 1
2
figure 4,-ducts in each of which a fluid may conceivably flow
in either direction; i.e., there are six different paths along /J
which fluid may be conceived to flow. The assumption is, of
course, that, when the organs are functioning normally, fluid
X
passes co'Tl£tantly in one direction only in each of the three
tubes, 1, 2, 3, Fig. 4.
Indicating the six possible paths by arrows lettered a, b, c,
d, e, f (Fig. 4), mathematically, there arc twenty possible
combinations in groups of three as follows:

3
abc, abe, acd, acf, adj, bde, cde, cef, bef, bcf.
Fig. 4. Diagram
abd, abf, ace, ade, bed, bdf, cdf, aef, bee and def;- of the six posthis is according to the formula for combinations,
siblc currents.
n(n-1) (n-2) ...... (n-r+l)
r!

6X5X4
3 X 2 X 1

20, when n = 6 and r = 3.

---

------- -4~.,!!:.I=-:.•

Fig. 5. Diagram showing the direction of flow of the fluid in the dcmanian system.
The intestine and the posterior end of the uterus are shown near bde. The backward
flow of the fluid in the coterie and uterine efferents is indicated at b and di and the
backward flow of their combined products ate. The outward flow of the fu ly elaborated secretion after it has passed the moniliform glands is shown by the two oblique
black arrows.

It is evident that a combination containing a and b represents a physical
impossibility, i.e. represents opposite currents simultaneously in the same
duct,-duct number 1; and so with combinations containing c and d1 and e
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and f. (It is theoretically possible, of course, that the same tube might have
a flow in one direction at one time and in the opposite direction at another
time, but, physiologically speaking, this is an unusual occurrence, and practically an unheard of thing in a tubular organ "open" at both ends). We
may therefore eliminate from the 20 possibilities, 12 of the combinations,
leaving eight,-acf, adf, bcf, ade, bee, bde, bdf and ace.
But there are also two more combinations that obviously ~ust be left out,
as involving physical and physiological impossibility, namely ace and bdf,
i.e., the cases where the three currents would simultaneously come to, or
radiate from, the point X; bdf,- (no outlet, or reservoir), and ace,- (no
obvious source of supply). This leaves six combinations possibly worthy of
discussion, acf, adf, bcf, ade, bee and bde. These six possibilities are diagrammed in figures 5 and 6. Five of these possibilities (Fig. 6) are rendered
I. No exit pore for a; pore of uvette indicates
reverse of c; f doubtful because entrance of

sea water is possibly involved, while outflow
of secretion is known from lateral pores, p.

------._-__ :_-_--_·_·--·_ _
-.~:
.
~J- - --· - - ·-·-

..

-

X

- -~

~~-~

~

_:·orj

'
7~
-•·· -------- --- ---- --

II. No exit pore for a; f doubtful as in I; moniliform glands arc believed here to empty outward because of their form and location in 0.
fuscus: only outlet of d and f would be
through a.

~~

II I. c doubtful as in I; / very doubtful as in I
a.n<l II· the only outlet for f and b would be
through the uvette and c,-reverse of direction indicated by structure. -

~g~i£

[V. No exit pore for a; the only source of a would
be d and the uvette.

\

T7,uh

r.- ~
~ -,:

__ ____ __ _

'_

j _____

V. c doubtful as in I; c may also be reasoned
against on the basis of homologous structures
in 0. nigrocephalatus and 0. appendiculatum.

~~ --·-_: :

~

·--····--· --- --- - -

✓ ---

-

·:-~:

Fig. 6. Five diagrams of supposed currents in a demanian system. Objections to
each supposition are listed opposite its diagram . Compare with Fi g. 6.

exceedingly improbable by the physiological and morphological considerations listed opposite their diagrams. We may therefore safely deduce, even
from this single discussion, that the flow is almost certainly as shown in Fig.5.
The significance of seven exit pores on each side in panicus (see Fig. 7) is
an interesting subject for speculation. It can hardly be said that the existence of seven pores is for the purpose of furnishing a large outlet; it would
seem much simpler to attain such a result by having a larger single pore. Nor
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does it seem that the multiple outlet would have anything to do with the
quality of the secretion that is prepared. The most reasonable supposition
is that, in use, the demanian secretion is rendered more effective through a
multiple delivery, and it is not difficult to reason out why this might be so.
Take, as a basis of reasoning, the fact that spiders have multiple spinneret
tubes. This plurality is an advantage in that if some tubes of the spinneret
apparatus do not act, or are restrained from acting, the remaining ones may
continue to act, an economy of a kind often seen in nature. Thus threads
of varying size and composition can be "spun." It seems not unlikely
that the multiple thread of the spider may have
...~di.. eflft /~ structural advantages; at any rate it is a fact that,
··· in some cases at least, the thread can be artificially
·
split into components harmonizing in number
with the elements of the spinneret apparatus.
\ If these be advantages, it is quite conceivable that
ldta they may apply in some way to the multiporous
Adoncholaimus panicus, and this would harmonize
1f.f"P with the previous conclusions concerning the
/:: function of the demanian system ;~for prcsum. ably the secretion in panicus is like that of other
oncholaims, i.e. a copious, . sticky, non-watersolublc, elastic material;-at least these are its
properties after it is delivered into sea water by
pristiurus.
The location of the outlets of the dcmanian
system is always well caudad, and the oncholaims
having the system are agile and limber, all of which
fll/S. harmonizes
with the belief that the system elabor250
.
A
h .
ates material used with some degree of "skill."
F Ig. 7. · done o1aimus
All oneho1aims
·
havmg
·
the dernaman
·
panicus n.sp. Side vensyst em
tral and sectional views of have a habit of coiling and uncoiling and can with
the posterior portion of the
.
sa~e. female. e:ff prep, the the greatest case place the mat pores of the system
pr~ncipal ef!erent at the against any part of the body except the tail and
pomt where It forks to pro- . •
d. te . . ·t
d h. h b"
d b
duce the two deltic effer- its 1mmc ia
V1cm1 y, an t 1s a 1t, no ou t,
ents, ~ff dlt; the seven-fold is correlated with the function of the secretion.
delta Is shown at delta and
.
.
the seven exit pores at exit. Females of such onchola1ms have relatively short
tails,-as if longer ones would perhaps be in the way.
Conceivably, of course, the demanian secretion might have properties
attractive to the other sex (odor, etc.), but the idea docs not seem to appeal
so strongly as that of having something to do with other matters.
In this connection it may be recalled that, opposite the demanian exit
pores of .Metoncholaimus albidus (Bastian), deMan described and figured a
persistent girdle of left-over yellowish brown secretion.
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Oncholaims having the demanian system, •lfl.G ··· t. ~
at least most of them, have a way of collecting -' _. 1 'I'
together in masses when artificially assembled 'Oil
Jll/Jn.,<
in sea water. Conceivably this habit may
::· -~ ·
1
have some connection with the demanian
i/J. .• .,. :\
.: Jin'
.• .SIJIIS1JLU
secretion, but it is not obvious why 0111,y adult
·y~j
females should. secrete for this purpose alo~.
_. W
~
/l'[J
The demaman system appears more dis1~:~/
tended when the uterus is full or nearly full of
eggs. For instance, at this time the uterine /l'IJ. · · ~·: ·
efferent and portions of the uterus of pristiurU8
$ -~may contain an abundance of colorless, tra~ flilJt. ~;~
parent, rather structureless-looking matter,
·~~
resembling, under the microscope, partially .U/JIJ /61J. ·•.. ~- :_ --~-,
dissolved shavings of gelatin.
. · =<J ~i::ft:-:,;, .
The question arises as to what becomes of the dJl'd
""•;_ff~ ·
secretion of the accessory gland of the male I Fig. 8. Profile of head end of male
'bl
b bl
h
Oncholaimium appendic-ulatum.
. h ·
wh1c IS poss1 y or pro a y a omologue of The three onchia are shown• the
the demanian system in the female. No reply left ventral submedian is' the
h
.
.
longest -see on dsl and on aubm
•
to t his question as occurred ID connection (I). The sensilla and amphidial
with these investigations except that the "gum nerve are shown. Nuclei shown
· t
• h
f mostly central·nervous system;
. lik "
arab1c- e mix ure seen m t e uterus o the scattered darker ones are .
pristiurus might possibly have been derived n1;1clei of the. lat~ral cJ:iord, the
.
width of which 1s pomted oui
wholly or m part from the male. It should at chrd lat.
perhaps be mentioned that in the nemic
t/ct ct/I. f { · '
fj genus Rhabditis, glands accessory to the
male gonad are known that secrete a copuS/J. ?
aJ) /!JS{ latory cement; but no such cement is yet
• 1/:
.,' · · · · ·
known in connection with any oncholaim.
dJ
Of course, the mere presence of this
}
•· .0/J/Jlli material in the uterus and in the portion of
the uterine efferent nearby does not of
~
.UllllS itself indicate the direction of the flow, but
the structure of the organs distinctly sugCD set gests that the flow is caudad, i.e .. from the
:. ;
uterus toward the external opemngs near
~ ...... .SfJtSIJ/JmJ! the tail. Were the entire flow of the demanA·
ian system toward the uterus, it would
B _spn seem strangely circuitous.
.
While the fact that no external exit
·
·
x 350 pores have been discovered in Oncholaimium
appendiculatum makes conceivable a flow
Fig. 9. Tail, male Oncholaimium
appendiculatum. ppl, single ven- from its enteric vessel and the monilif orm
tral papilla; dct (S), caudal ducts glands through the uvette to the uterus, yet
leading to spinneret; appndl,
ventrali erectile appendicule; an the structure of the uvette pore seems as disset, ana setae; set subm (11), sub- tinctly adapted to a flow in the opposite
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direction, i.e. caudad, in this species as in the others. Moreover a different
explanation of this exceptional case seems more plausible, namely, that in
0. appendiculatum the demanian organs are in a deteriorated condition. The
fact that this species is the only one that almost invariably presents disease
in the posterior extremity of the adult females may harmonize with the
supposition that the demanian system of this species is in a deteriorating
and perhaps useless condition. The nonconsecutiveness of the posterior
cells of the moniliform glands in 0. appendic;ulatum, and the appearance
of crystals on the outer surface of the enteric efferent, (Fig. 3) suggest
decadence in this anomalous species.
In 0. appendiculatum the uvette is reduced to a mere ampulla; and is
almost as greatly reduced in nigrocephalatum. In neither of these is it at
all likely that the uvette itself could produce any very appreciable secretion
flowing into the uterus, and yet in both species the uterine tube is better
developed (or at any rate more obvious) than it is, for instance, in pristiurus,
where the uvette is strongly developed.
Uritis. It is interesting that the females of a number of oncholaims
shown to possess demanian vessels seem unusually subject to disease.
Among such oncholaims, allusion is made to the following typical cases:
Name

?

Location

Lesions

Woods Hole, Mass., "tailless"

U.S.A.

Regeneration

Undoubtedly healed
over

0. appendiculatum

Woods Hole, Mass. From tail end to half No signs of regeneration
of nema necrotic

M. pristiurus

Woods Hole, Mass. Tail end gone; no
anal opening; no
spinneret

Merely h~aled over;
no operungs

A. fuscus

1. Cape Cod, Mass. Former uritis (?)
2. Miss E. Horsman Former uritis (?)
Univ. College of
Wales

Terminus
regenerated; no spinneret

New Oncholaim

Florida, U.S. A.

Imperfect spinneret
and anal opening
regenerated

Former uritis (?)

An interesting morphological problem is thus disclosed. As the table
indicates, one not infrequently finds oncholaims, especially females, with
highly peculiar caudal extremities,-sometimes without spinneret or anus,
sometimes with these organs present but apparently abortive, or at least
peculiar in form,-abnormalities probably due to specific disease. Apparently the disease is sometimes combated by the nemic organization, so that
the posterior end of the nema heals over, and in some cases it seems as if a new
anus is formed, and possibly even a new spinneret! Just how this occurs is
not yet clear,*but I have seen both deformed anal openings and deformed
spinnerets of female oncholaims that appeared to give evidence of having
been imperfectly regenerated after some accident, or, more likely, after uritis.
* Regeneration seems to be uncommon in nemas.
Additional articles consulted-see zur Strassen's bibliographic list, 1896.
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Zur Strassen, who first proposed the species Metoncholaimus pristiurus, alluded for the most part only to the organs whose forms served
to distinguish it from its nearest allies among the oncholaims. The
present attempt at a more complete understanding of its morphology
adds to our knowledge in a number of ways, especially with regard to
the remarkable demanian system.
At the same time the text and figures have been prepared with particular reference to requests of school, college and university instructors in invertebrate zoology, a course suggested by the fact that this
species has been used with some promise of success in the invertebrate
courses of a considerable number of universities.
Unfortunately few if any zoological textbooks treat nemas adequately. It is believed that any progressive and well equipped instructor who will study carefully the following descriptions, with the aid
of good living as well as preserved specimens, will find himself all the
better equipped to instruct students concerning the morphology of
the important nemic phylum.
METONCHOLAIMUS PRISTIURUS (Zur Strassen)
[Meta, changed; Oncholaimus, tooth (in the) throat]
FEMALE.

The cuticle and the body wall.

Fig. 1.

!:h··i~·····!fA·········!!~~t:~ ·········~:~·' um...

The contour of the nema is plain. The thin, transparent, colorless, nearly
naked cuticle 72 96 about one micron thick, is traversed by plain transverse
striae; but th~se ~re ~ery difficult of resolution ex~~pt with hi.gh ~owers of t~e
microscope used skillfully under favorable cond1tions,- ordmarily they will
1 Through the much appreciated courtesy of the United States Bureau of Fisheries a
considerable part of these investigations was carried out at its Laboratories at Woods
Hole, Mass. Received May 18, 1932.
,
2Reprinted from the JOURNAL OF THE WASHINGTON ACADEMY OF Sc1ENCES , \ ol. 22,
No. 12, June 19, 1932.

Waverly Press, In c., Baltimore, Maryland , December, 1931.
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not be seen. These striae are not altered on the lateral fields; there are no
lon_gitudinal wings. The subcuticle, 99, usually contains multitudinous
pebbly,-i.e. roundish or slightly elongate,-yellowish pigment granules, 34,
82, 95, one to two microns across, "paved" in longitudinal bands of variable
width;-two broad lateral bands, one on each side of the body, about onethird as wide as the nema and having narrower submedian bands on each side;
and three narrow ventral bands as well as even narrower dorsal bands. These
bands are better seen after staining over night in seawater-methylene-blue,
which may not only stain them but bring out the fact that the granules along
the edges of the two main lateral bands are of a somewhat different nature
from the rest. Longitudinal striations in the subcuticle, clue to the attachment of the musculature, 4, 16, 77, are faintly visible at high magnification in
most regions of the body, especially the more translucent parts. The body
wall, including the cuticle, is about six microns thick.
Ten widely spreading cephalic setae, 26, are arranged on the lateral surface
of the lip region in the usual way, i.e. a pair on each submedian line and one on
each lateral line; the longest of these are one-fourth as long as the corresponding portion of the head is wide, the shorter member of each submedian pair
being about three-fourths as long as the longer. The members of the submedian pairs grow so close together as sometimes to appear as one. These
subcylindroid setae are nearly straight and are blunt at the end, where they
seem more or less open, not closed, indicating, probably, that they may also
be connected with some sense in addition to that of touch. There are a few
scattered subcephalic setae near the head, of nearly the same length (ten to
twelve microns) as the cephalic setae, but more slender. On the neck and on
the body there are also a few scattered setae,-very inconspicuous and seldom
seen. There are also a few very short, very inconspicuous setae on the tail,
especially toward its extremity and on the spinneret, 24, 74. There are no
cuticular pores.
The neck and head. The head and neck occupy the anterior 11 to 13 per
cent of the body, i.e. the part in front of the prominent constriction, 13, between the nearly colorless oesophagus, 12, 36, and the darker intestine, 83, 94.
The slightly conoid neck ends in a subtruncate continuous head, the frontal
mouth opening in which is not depressed. In front the pharynx, 31, 48, 57,
is arched over by the six distinct and separate, flat and thin, fairly well
developed, mobile lips, 28, 49, which are not set off by constriction or in any
other way. As a rule the lips are not readily counted except when seen from
in front. Toward the margin of the head there is a circlet of six, innervated,
very minute and inconspicuous, forward-facing sensory papillae, 29, 45, one on
each lip. . This circlet is about two-thirds as wide as the front of the head.
These papillae also are rather difficult to see except from in front, 45. The
rather simple subregular pharynx, 31, 35, 48, 57, about forty by twenty-three
microns, is somewhat cylindroid anteriorly and vaguely conoid posteriorly.
The posterior "chamber," 35, sixteen by nine microns, supports the three
acute onchia, 25, 33, 53, the forward pointing projection of the largest of which
is very readily seen. Taken as a whole the pharyngeal cavity might be
described as somewhat convex-conoid. Its refractive, cuticularized wall is
nearly two microns thick.
Its armature consists of three unequal, conoid, perforated, pointed onchia,
one dorsal, 25, two ventrally submedian, 33, 53. Of these the grooved left
ventral submedian, 27, 53, is much the largest, and reaches two-thirds the distance to the lips. The other two, e.g. 33, 25, nearly equal in size, reach only
about halfway to the lips. Each onchium is the outlet of a branched and
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much elongated unicellular salivary gland, e.g. 43, and dct gl sal, located
along the corresponding sector of the oesophagus and reaching back even to
near the base of the neck, where the corresponding three nuclei, 41, may be
seen about one body-width in front of the prominent constriction, 13, separatfu.g the oesophagus from the intestine. Each gland empties through a
perforation, 27, in the corresponding onchium, by means of an inconspicuous
ampulla and a very fine duct,-about one micron across. The distribution of
the salivary glands among the radial contractile fibers of the oesophagus may
be indicated by the granules, one micron or less in diameter, to be seen in
various parts of the glands, e.g. at dct gl sal. In favorable specimens the ducts
of these glands, when filled with this granular secretion, can be followed
throughout the length of the oesophagus, and the glands are then seen to have
numerous short lateral branches, (see from 43 forward). The much larger:
though inconspicuous pigment granules of the oesophagus are scattered throughout the organ.
The external amphids, 32, 51,-one on each side of the head,-are somewhat
escutcheon shaped, being symmetrical only to a longitudinal line, and are
longer transversely than longitudinally. The anterior border of each amp hid
is removed from the anterior extremity of the nema a distance about equal to
the radius of the head. They are much more obvious if looked at dorso-ventrally, when they are distinctly seen to be two pocket-like entrances to internal
sensory organs, the internal amphids, located laterad in the back part of the
head. Each of the external amphids is about one-fourth as wide as the corresponding portion of the head and about two-thirds as long as it is wide. Each
outer amphid connects with a sensi,lla, 54, or receptor, close behind, by means
of an exceedingly narrow and very short (two and a half microns) but strongly
refractive, duct, shown in the figure. The sensilla is one-fifth as wide as the
head and lies opposite the basal part of the pharynx and is connected backward with the central nervous system by a lateral nerve, 55, just beneath the
body wall. The details of the sensilla, 54, are usually difficult to see except
when specially stained. The amphids are held to be chemical sense organs.
The oesophagus, 12, 36, is cylindroid, enlarging very slightly posteriorly;
behind the pharynx it is three-fifths, at the nerve-ring one-half, and finally
two-thirds as wide as the corresponding portion of the neck. The refractive
membranous "triquetrous" lining of the eosophagus, mainly about one micron
thick, but two microns in the axial parts, is a distinct feature throughout the
organ, and finds main optical expressi,on in what appear as two or three closely
approximated refractive, often slightly sinuous, axial elements, and, in the
ordinary closed condition of the oesophagus, seeming to occupy about oneeighth of its width. The radial musculature of the eosophagus, to be seen
throughout its length, consists of fine strands and is accompanied by only a
slight amount of yellowish granular matter. There are no cuticularized
valves in the oesophagus.
The intestine. The intestine, 83, 94, which becomes at once two-thirds as
wide as the body, is thick-walled and is composed, as is usual in nemas, of a
single layer of cells, 69 and vicinity, here of such a size that about twelve are
required to complete the circumference. The walls of the cells are only
faintly visible except sometimes in the outer colorless part, 1, 76. Usually the
lumen of the intestine, (see just behind cardia, 14) can be seen only faintly,
since the lining of the intestine is not refractive. As the nema bends back
and forth, the food content of the intestine, e.g. at 92, may be seen to move
backward and forward in the lumen. This nema appear$ to swallow mud
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rather indiscriminately, and to extract its nutriment from a variety of organic
material contained in the mud. Large quantities of this food material in the
intestin_e may interfer~ with microscopic examination; hence the advisability
of keepmg the nemas m clean cool seawater for a day or two before examination. The cardiac collum, or constriction, 13, between the oesophagus and
intestine, is about two-fifths as wide as the base of the neck, making a very
obvious demarcation between the oesophagus and the intestine. There is a
conoid cardia, 14, about two-fifths as wide as the base of the neck; this is the
very short extension of the oesophagus into the intestine, and is composed of
numerous smaller cells of a distinct kind, having to do, among other things,
with the prevention of regurgitation. Though small, the cardia is a very
important part of the alimentary canal. The outer portion of the intestine,
1, 76, is usually more or less destitut,e of granules, but the inner and greater
portion of each intestinal cell contains globular yellowish granules, 69, of
variable size, the largest of which are about three microns in diameter, and
the smallest less than one micron. These granules are varied and numerous,
sometimes are even packed close together, and may be so arranged in the cells
as to give rise to a faint, or sometimes a quite distinct, tessellated effect.
The intestine is made up of cells of different kinds,- discharging different
functions. One of these various kinds is readily made out, especially with the
aid of polarized light, namely the cells, as many as one hundred in number or
even more, containing the exceedingly minute birefri'Yl{lent granules. These
cells, 15, 81, 98, when examined by ordinary transmitted light, present a
finer texture internally, an~ usually are more distinctly yellowish. If a suitable specimen be allowed to remain in a concentrated solution of seawatermethylene-blue a few minutes, a differential staining of the "birefringent"
cells will often occur, but the effect does not last. The "birefringent" cells are
everywhere less numerous than those that do not contain birefringents, and
there are none of them at all in the posterior part of the intestine. We may
therefore speak of two distinct intestinal regions, one fore, one aft. The
"birefringent" cells occur in early ovic embryos.
The rather prominent short rectum, 19, the rear part of the intestine, is
somewhat cuticularized, and is about as long as the anal body diameter; from
the somewhat depressed anus, 70, it extends inward and forward at an angle of
about forty-five degrees. Its structure in the female differs somewhat from
that of the male, which appears "helical." The anterior and posterior lips of
the anus are of about equal size. Small inconspicuous somewhat pear-shaped
unicellular anal glands can sometimes be seen, lying alongside the rectum with
their narrowed necks directed toward the anus.
Tail and spinneret. The slightly arcuate tail is first conoid, then cylindroid
in the posterior fourth, where it ends in a somewhat blunt, almost imperceptibly swollen, rounded spinneret, 73, armed only with three exceedingly inconspicuous setae, two ventrally submedian, 74, and a dorsal one, 24. Though
insignificant in appearance these sensory setae are important. The very
nearly symmetrical spinneret displays internally the three very slightly
swollen ampullae of the three caudal glands, 23. The spinneret valve, or plug, 75,
four microns across almost at the very end of the tail, stains green with
methyl blue ("intra 'ritam") while other nearby parts stain blue. This impo:tant valve is hemispherical posteriorly and tapers anteriorly to a fine contractile
element, shown white in the drawing, fastened in the midst of the three ampu!lae (23). It is by the contraction of this minute fiber that the plug or valve 1s
pulled away from its seat, so as to permit the sticky, non-water soluble,
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cement-like secretion of the three caudal glands to pour outward to be used in
temporarily cementing the nema by the tail to the substratum in a versatile
manner. The spinneret and associated glands are of vital importance to
aquatic nemas; and this apparatus is all but universal among them. The
three elongated ellipsoidal caudal glands, 84, 88, 90,-the remotest of them
ten body-diameters in front of the anus,-are scattered in a loose tandem in
the ventral part of the body cavity. Their ducts, 18, 86, leading to the spinneret, can be distinctly seen under some circumstances. Most of the caudal
setae on the female are reduced and inconspicuous.
It is the sticky nature of the secretion of the caudal glands that enables
these nemas to ensconce themselves so securely in the midst of the elements of
the mud in which they live. By its aid they attach themselves to the substratum, especially in times of danger, and to each other. By means of this
cement, they bind themselves together with mud etc. in almost inextricable
tangles.
The two very thin ribbonFig. 2- Tail of fe- like lateral cords, 3, 93, of
!!
male 111. pristiurus, X
325; showing the mi- Jl.f etoncholaimus pristiurus,
1; 1rtst · · ···
nute but important one on each side, immespinneret valve, vlu diately under the cuticle,
spn, and the muscular are about half as wide as
14
strand leading from it
into the midst of the the body, each cord consistIJ
3 ampullae of the ing of three regions,-a mecaudal glands; shown dian region composed of a
light in the midst of single broad row of quadrate
the spinneret. Note
cells, and a row, less than
11
the pylorus at pylor.
half as wide, on each side of
it. In the anterior part of
16
the body the quadrate cells
10 are usually a little longer
10
than they are broad, in the
ltl
11 posterior part a little shorter
than broad. As stated,
!I flllgllll. .
..
_f1/t1! these
median cells are
by two much nar.... . Sp!llJ flanked
rower longitudinal series of
z;
f2I 11 cells, having the same general composition, i.e. a very
?4 Seit ds/(J)_ ...... ·.-. ..
·:-:": .. .. SfHI lJ fine protoplasmic network
(meshes two microns to
five microns) in the intersections of which are roundish or somewhat ellipsoidal yellowish granules,
usually not equidiametral. Even without staining, there are also to be
seen, at least in each of the cells composing the central row of the lateral
cord, faint indications of a nucleus; these indications in the living nema consist in an almost entire absence of the reticulation which is to be found elsewhere in the cell. These cells of the lateral cord are necessarily very fl.at;
that is to say, their depth (radially to the nema) is much less than their diameter in either of the other two directions,-i.e. longitudinally to the nema or
tangentially. The division line between the central row of cells and the
narrower ones on the margin is an almost invisible, very thin, somewhat
indirect cell-wall line. Around the outer margins of the two outer rows of
cells the granules are slightly differentiated from the other granules; so that in
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seawate:-m~thylene-blue the subcuti_cular_ pigment granules on the borders of
the longitudinal bands, already descnbed m connection with the cuticl,e may
stain green at a time when the rest of the granules stain blue. This appearance is similar to what is now being described for the unstained nema • so that
the structure of the lateral cords is now shown to be in harmony with that of
the longitudinal bands of subcuticular pigment. In other words, the arrangement of the pigment granules of the cuticle is doubtless in some way correlated
with the arrangement of the cells in the lateral cords beneath. The protoplasmic network in the cells of the lateral cords is considerably finer than the
protoplasmic network in the outer part of the cells composing the intestine,
but nevertheless, has the same general appearance. The lacunae among the
strands of the network are of variable size, more or less equidiametral,
though never exactly so;- polygonal, but not regularly so. The lateral cords
are wellsprings of the cuticle.
The granules of the subcuticle, 34, 82, 95, differ from the yellowish granules contained in the network of the cells of the lateral cord; in the specimen
under examination the granules in the subcuticle (a little under one micron)
are more nearly colorless and are round, whereas those in the lateral cord are
yellowish, and somewhat irregular in size and form.
·
Renette and excretory pore. The excretory pore, 58, is located about onefourth the distance to the nerve-ring on the ventral side of the neck. The
nucleated single renette cell 1 68, about four body-widths behind the neck, is a
fusiform, granular, ventrad cell, about twice as long as wide, and nearly twothirds as long as the corresponding body diameter; the renette duct, 60, 67,
leads from it, somewhat meanderingly, forward to the excretory pore, and is
readily seen, as a rule,- or at least some of it is. It is a slender tube about
one-twentieth as wide as the neck and ends anteriorly in a small ellipsoidal
ampu.Zla, near 58, nearly one-third as long as the neck is wide, emptying
outward through the ventral excretory pore in the cuticle by means of an exceedingly narrow duct only three to four microns long. The excretory secretion of this gland, as seen in its duct, and ampulla, is granular, the uniform,
spherical, colorless granules being about one micron in diameter. This
entire apparatus, the renette, is regarded as excretory in function.
Nervous sYStem. An important part of the central nervous system is the
nerve-ring, 38, about ten microns wide, surrounding the oesophagus somewhat
obliquely in front of the middle. It consists of a compact network, or skein,
of exceedingly fine nerve fibers. Before and behind the nerve-ring are scores ·
of distinct nucleated ganglion cells, 11, 56, e!c., mostly bipolar, those in fror.t
being arranged in eight obscure longitudinal groups,-two lateral, one ventral,
one dorsal, and four submedian. The ganglion cells are variously connected
with each other and with the nerve-ring. Placing the nema over night in
seawater-methyl-blue discloses some of the elements of the ventral nerve
leading from the nerve-ring along the ventral line to the tail. Usually about
128 fusiform elements in the ventral series may be disclosed (stained blue)
in this way. These can be proved to be connected with each other. The
same treatment is likely also to reveal the nerve elements entering the bases
of setae, and papillae, especially in the tail of the male. See Fig. 4.
Female organs. From the slightly elevated vulva, 7, which is a transverse
ventral slit of moclerate size, the medium sized vagina leads inward and
slightly forward about halfway across the body; the vagina is somewhat
cuticularized and is accompanied by small and very inconspicuous vaginal
glands, 9, fore and aft. About two dozen radiating muscles, 6, occur around the
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vulva, together ·with an associated complicated nerve plexus. This musculature is least developed behind the vulva.
The straight uterus, 30, 8, extends forward, and is of such capacity as to
accommodate a maximum of about forty eggs, 10, 39, (i.e., many more than
shown in this drawing) arranged approximately single file,-although this
large number of eggs is rarely seen except toward autumn. Under such circumstances the oblate eggs, seeming to nearly fill the body cavity in this region,
are more or less ellipsoidal in contour and half a body-width long, and twice
as wide as long. When deposited, or when not crowded in the uterus, the
eggs are ellipsoidal and longer than wide. The shells of the eggs, one and a
half microns thick, are smooth, and the eggs are deposited before segmentation
begins. Naturally, the length of the uterus varies according to the number
of eggs it contains.
The broad reflexed ovary appears more or less cylindroid, and when there
are, say, a dozen eggs in the uterus, the terminus of the ovary, 59, lies about
halfway back to the vulva. The narrow oviduct, 46, 52, leading from the
front end of the ovary back to the uterus, is usually nearly invisible, but when
a ripe ovum, 50, having passed round the bend (flexure) near 46, is being
forced backward through it from the front part of the ovary back to the
uterus, its presence is obvious. It is faintly visible at 52. The ova arc
fertilized on first reaching the uterus, and soon after this it is not very uncommon to witness the early stages of the formation (mit, Fig. 1) of the pol,ar
bodies,- which appear later as small spherical bodies just under the eggshell.
A small collection of sperms is seen in the spermathecal region at 61.
The demanian system. In the adult female of M etonchol,aimus pristiu.rus
there is a complicated double system of efferent tubes, the demanian vessels,
connecting, first, with the posterior part of the intestine through an osmosium,
87, and second, with the posterior end of the uterus by means of a very long
slender efferent duct, 79, 85. These two efferents join at a conspicuous
thirty-two-merous, special glandular gateway,-the uvette, 40,-and empty,
by way of the uvette pore, 62, thence backward and outward through two
separate narrow lateral ducts, 42, having attached to them, a'long their outer
sides, relatively large and long conspicuous moniliform ajfiuent gl,ands, 64,
seventeen microns wide, each consisting usually of sixy-four somewhat
discoid elements, 66,-occasionally double (?) this number. These discoid
cells of the two moniliform glands are three microns thick and packed with
granules of the order of one micron; the flat ducts, along the inside of the
moniliform glands, lead to two exit pores, the right hand one shown at 17, five
by seven microns, laterad in the body wall one-half tail-length in front of
the anus. However, the caudad elements of the moniliform glands arc
"pyriform," as shown in the illustration,-not discoid. The demanian vessels
elaborate a copious, el,astic, sticky, non-water-soluble, nearly co'lorless secretion,
possibly utilized during agglomeration and copulation, and also mayhap to
protect and preserve the batches of eggs after deposition and during segmentation.
The uvette, 40, is a very striking organ consisting of thirty-two concentrically arranged, highly refractive, flask-shaped, glandular elements, all
concentric about a single minute c.entral pore, 62, leading into the large duct
passing backward and dividing to form the two lateral efferent ducts each
accompanied by a sixty-four-fold moniliform gland, as already described.
The connection of the intestine ·with the demanian system at the osmosium
is not an open one; the nature of the connection with the uterus, however,
appears less certain.
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The osmosium, 87, of the enteric efferent is located about one-third the
distance from the anus to the vulva, and may usually be seen on the dorsal
side of the intestine,-being mainly visible on account of the somewhat
greater transparency of its tissues. The narrow uterine efferent duct ut.
eff., 79, 85, is very difficult to follow throughout its length, and usually ca~ be
seen only in specially favorable specimens. Its connection with the posterior
end of the uterus is sometimes easy to see,- near 30. Its connection with the
uvette is also nearly always easy to see, and it may be followed thence forward a short distance, but to trace it far is usually a matter of some difficulty.
The thirty-two flask-shaped elements of the uvette have their necks concentrated at the pore. The wall of the uterine duct, as previously described,
spreads out over the uvette, and beneath it the thirty-two elements form a
craterlike affair leading to the uvette pore. This pore opens into the somewhat duplex (but really monoluminal) corridor of the caudad part of the
intestinal efferent. This latter efferent may show signs of forking at a distance in front of the uvette about equal to the corresponding body diameter,
but is seldom, if ever, really bifurcate until behind the uvette.
Or,- following the demanian system from the rear toward the uvette:-\Vbere
the moniliform glands approach the uvette, they join to form a two-fold
structure, and the pore of the uvette is placed between the two parts of this
double structure. The structure of the tunic of the demanian system opposite
the uvette presents two sets of exceedingly fine symmetrically arranged
elernents,-one sloping 45° right, the other left,-which continue forward.
This "spiral" structure can be seen throughout the duplex portion of the
demanian system now being described, namely that portion in the vicinity
of the uvette.
Sperms, 61, are to be seen at the ccphalad end of the uterus i.e., the spermatheca, where the oviduct joins the uterus, sometimes in a mass comprising
scores of sperms, each about one-tenth as wide as the corresponding portion
of the body. They are rather difficult to sec except when they arc present
in considerable numbers.
MALE.

Fig. 3.

t::·; ..

~rs-=-~"::i"

5 · 6 """
The spicula and other male organs.
~·····~!;j ·· . .......
The tail of the male is more or less like that of the female in form, but is
somewhat larger, more arcuate, and far more flexible, even prehensile, as Fig.
2 indicates. It diminishes a little more suddenly in size at the anus, and is
armed with spedal setae and papillae. The two, equal, colorless, long and
very slender, uniform spicu1,a, 57, 58, seven times as long as the anal body
diameter, are almost imperceptibly cephalated by expansion. They are
simple and frail looking, their proximal ends lying more or less opposite the
body axis. A long slender, duplex, nucleated retractor muscle, 16, extends
forward from the proximal end of each spiculum to the body-wall in the corresponding subdorsal region, near 12; an antagonistic protrusor muscle, of
about equal size ensheaths each spiculum. The small inconspicuous gubernaculum, 42, lying near the anus, is double and straight. Its two equal.p.arts
are somewhat frail and simple, but are expanded internally so as to be V1s1ble.
They are only about half as long as the anal bo~y diameter, and lie ag~~nst
the tips of the spicula in such a way that their swollen and more v1s1ble
proximal ends, 42, lie nearly opposite the axis of the 1?ase of the tail.
There is a single inconspicuous preanal ventral papilla, 22, very close to the
anus, 21, but readily seen when searched for. There are about ten small
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Fig. 3-ci" M. pristiurus,
from balsam specimens;
stain, acid carmen. Compare with Fig. 1. Here the
nuclei are brought out more
distinctly. The renette and
caudal glands may be followed throughout. Devel. opment of the sperms can
be followed; reduction division is shown at 2. The
long gland accessory to the
male gonads can be followed
from 23 to 33. One of the
exceedingly slender s_Picula
is shown, together with its
long duplex, nucleated retractor muscle. The oblique
copulatory muscles of the
male extend forward to near
the vicinity of 74. The
minute but important spinneret valve is shown at 20.
The oesophageal glands
shown at 28, may be profitably compared with the
larger drawings in Fig. 1.

conical supplernentary organs, 19,
on the ventral and subventral posterior two-fifths of the tail. These
are arranged in a sort of ventral
row, but the anterior ones are more
or less staggered; they are somewhat
unequally spaced, being wider apart
posteriorly. They give a serrated
appearance to the ventral contour of
the posterior part of the tail, hence
the specific name, pristiurus (sawtailed). There are also about thirty
ventrally submedian short setae, 18,

on the front portion of the tail,
about fifteen on each subventral
line. These two rows extend forward
to, and around, the anus, forming
there a sort of circlet of inconspict,stpost lG uous character. These conical supx/JO plements and sctae of the male are
JG special sensory organs; each is supplied with a
Jl minute nerve readily demonstrable with seawatermethylene-blue (See Fig. 4).
The internal mal,e organs. The two slender,
straight testes, 7, 63, 70, 76, of about equal length,
but the posterior somewhat the longer, are outstretched in opposite directions, and extend along
the middle third of the body, each heing about
sixteen body-widths long. The ejaculatory duct,
Jf)_JI 17, 59, toward the anus, is one-fifth; the vas
······• .. d.tfJJJ deferens, 14, 53, next farther forward and set
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The three caudal glands, 15, 38, and their three ducts, as at 40, are shown
more clearly when stained, as in the male specimen figured.

Habitat: Stagnant marine mud, below low tide, often where there is a slight
overgrowth of eelgrass; harbor at Woods Hole, Massachusetts, U. S. A. at
all seasons. It also occurs in the Mediterranean Sea, near Naples, Italy.
This species is subject to autumnal (?) attacks of fungi and bacteria. The
resulting diseases are of a very interesting character, and sometimes give rise
to necrosis of the posterior part of the body. One of the common assailant
cyanophytes(?) gives rise to an extensive aigrette-like appearance.
Examination of the living specimens may very profitably be supplemented
by examination of temporary mounts in lactophenol, 5 per cent solution of
potassium hydrate, and (broken open) in acetic acid-methylene green, as well
as "intra-vitam" in seawater-methyl blue.
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PREFACE

This key, which was built up and used by N. A. Cobb as a card
catalog during forty years of work in nematology, had been reorganized in rough manuscript form during the last two years of his life.
As Miss Cooper and I had previously worked with him on this draft,
it seemed best for us to carry it to completion. In essentials and
in general form it is his key, but we are responsible both for correctness of detail (an appreciable amount of the detailed work was
incomplete, in need of revision, or 1n need of change because of addition or omission of genera), and for such decisions as have to be
made in getting such a work printed. Our aim has been to follow his
ideas wherever they were known to us, or where we could infer them,
and to make as few changes as possible in his outline. Nearly a
hundred entries have been omitted, chiefly his own new genera
which it has not been possible to publish in advance of publication
of the key. In some cases genera have been dropped as not being
free-living. Index, glossary and list of abbreviations have been added.
The bibliography has been prepared by Mrs. Rowena R. LeHew
of the Division of Nematology. The definitions in the glossary
are not intended to settle the meaning of terms for other workers
in the field, but merely to indicate the terminology used in this key.
A few details in the form of the key stand in need of special explanation. Parentheses have been used around generic names in the key
in two ways; one, to indicate that the genus is better placed elsewhere
in the key, and two, with an equality sign, to indicate a synonym for
the accepted name of a genus. An example of this second use is given
by the first genus entry in the key. The symbols 9 for female, 6'_for
Received September 20, 1934.
1 Reprinted from the Proceedings of the Helminthological Society of Washington,
Vol. II, No. 1, January, 1935. Repaged without material alterations.
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male, and J for young or immature specimens are used throughout the
key as a means of saving space; "cl' only," for instance, indicates
that only the male form is known. The % sign is used to mean percent of body length, or, distant from anterior end, measured in percent
of body length.
In general the intention has been to include all synonyms, together
with the corresponding accepted generic names. The case of Dichromadora and Trichromadora, Kreis 1929, is an exception; these
designations seemed to cut across the accepted classification in such a
way as to make their inclusion impracticable.
Through the much appreciated courtesy of the United States Bureau
of Fisheries, a part of the work on the key had been carried out at its
Laboratories at Woods Hole, Mass. Needless to say, the work could not
have been completed or completion even attempted by us without the
resources and the expert advice of the Division of Nematology, of the
Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S. Department of Agriculture, within
which the work has been done. Dr. G. Steiner and Dr. J. R. Christie have
given never-failing aid. Dr. Maurice Hall and Dr. B. Chitwood of the
Division of Zoology have also given generously of their time, their
knowledge and their experience.
MARGARET V. COBB.
ABBREVIATIONS USED IN KEY
abl!, absent
am'g, among
alt, alternative
amph. amphid
ant, anterior
card, cardiac
caud, caudal
ceph, cephalic
cerv, cervical
circ, circular
conspic, conspicuous
constrict, constriction
cutic, cuticular
eylind, cylindroid
dents, denticlea
devel, developed
diam, diameter
exc, except
excret, excretory

en, external
gub, gubernaculum
11uberllll;C, ,uber~ulum
mconsp1c, mconsp1cuous
indef, indehnite
intest, intestine
irreg, irreJular
J, young, Juvenile
junct, junction

Jab, labial
lat, lateral
Jong, longitudinal
mand, mandibular
med, median
no, number
nr, near
oes, oesophagus
oesoph, oesophagus
oncb, onchium
opp, opJ)Ot!ite

~tt~·
pr~=.· ~t~~~al
pharyng, pharyngeal

poet, poeterior
pres, present
prob, probably
pre, pairs
reg, region
set, eetae
stri, striae
eubceph, subcephalic
eublat, sublateral
submed, eubmedian
term, terminal
undev, undeveloped

0

I
%

absent, none

~o: ~~• ~ somewhat, about
per cent of body length
o' male
o' only only the male known
9
female
' 9' ovaries 2, reflexed
- 9- ovaries 2, outstretched
'9 ovary 1, anterior, reflexed
9' ovary 1, posterior, reflexed
-9 ovary 1, anterior, outstretched
9- ovary 1, posterior, outstretched
0

Bast, Bastian
Butsch, Bntschli
Clap, ClaparMe
Dies, Diesing
Ditlev, Ditlevsen
Duf, Dufour
Duj, Dujardin
Ehrenb, Ehrenberg

f':i'.icJ.ilifJi~~kart

Linet, von Linstow
Metscb, Metschnikoff
Micol, Micoletzky
Strass, zur Strassen
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GLOSSARY
adhesion tubes, hollow tube-like setae by means of which some nemas "walk" along a surface

=~h:d~rr
1:!':i ::i~t~i:.i::nhff~~~r:i1;:~r~~I~·hbt;: ci!!:c~~~~~o:i~:e:~ ~:~~:~~r a surface
amph!d!al openmg, the pore (or larger aperture) through the cuticle at which amphid opens exteriorly_
amph1dial pocket, a chamber, outline often cup-shaped, sometimes present just behind external amp hid
ampulla, widening in canal, forming a reservoir
annulated, having annules
annules, definite transverse rings of the cuticle
apophysate, having an apophysis
appendicule, a large single ventral pre-anal supplementary organ which is extensible
bursa, flap-like extensions of the lateral cuticle of the tail end of the male
calvarium, subcuticular cephalic framework
cardiac bulb, swelling of oesophageal wall, glandular or muscular, just anterior to beginning of intestine
cardiac valve, thickening or complication of oesophageal lining in cardiac bulb, functioning as a valve
caudal glands, 3 cells in or near tail, emptying by separate ducts into a common ampulla at spinneret
cephalated, having the head or anterior end set off in some way
cephalic setae, setae of the second or "outer" circlet around the mouth
cephaloboid, resembling (that of) the genus Cephalobm
cervical, on the neck
chromadoroid, resembling (that of) the genus ChTomadora
cirri, elaborate cephalic appendages in front of the cephalic setae
cuirasse, a helmet-like appearance of cuticle of head
cyatholaimoid, resembling (that of) the genus Cyatlwlaimus
demania:irfistt!°~xt!~i~~ntenc system of vessels connecting intestine and uteri with each other, and posteriorly
dentate, bearing teeth
denticles, minute teeth or "prickles," usually numerous
denticulate, bearing denticles
diplogastroid, resembling (that of) the genus Diplogaster

~J;d

0

!~~{~f;d,oi~al~fur':b:U~t ~h:!s l~!~~~fief~Yth!':~us Enchelidium, male of S11mplocostoma group
eurystomoid, resembling (that of) the genus Eu.rystomina
excretory duct, canal leading from renette to ampulla near excretory pore
excretory pore, opening through cuticle (usually cervical or cephalic), at which the renette empties
external amphid, the cuticular manifestation of the amphid
glottoid apparatus, valvular structure at base of pharynx
gubernaculum, grooved cuticularized piece, sometimes paired, through which the spicula slide
head, portion of nema anterior to base of mouth cavity
s!~~ul!t!~tclih:;,~n~ir~fjr~~!to°:!t~ toi'.:sg~~f~°:t~~i.!'~t'!f/ fundamentally 3-parted
male supplements, male organs, usually pre- or post-anal, usually a single ventral row, or paired, subventral
::~~~~ir, h~1h~t~~dYli~~
!!~dibl:und the mouth
median bulb, swelling of the oesophageal wall at or near the middle of itS:length
monospiral, spiral of one wind or not much more
monospire, spiral, or a spiral, of one wind or not much more
mucron, a knob-like ending, shaped like that on the end of a lemon
multispiral, spiral of two or more winds
multispire, spiral, or a spiral, of two or more winds
neck, portion of nema anterior to base of oesophagus
odontium (odontia), labial tooth (teeth)
::~fu::(o'ncl:f!r~o°ph~::!tf~tth(t~~~)een pharynx and intestine, sometimes surrounding pharynx
"palps,'' special labial appendages, apparently for touching, grasping, or getting material to mouth
percent, percent of body length, or distant from anterior end measured in percent of body length
pharyngeal bulb, muscular swelling of the oesophageal wall around the pharynx
pharynx, the mouth cavity and its walls
phasmids, a pair of cuticular pores on the tail
plectoid, resembling (that of) the genus Plectu.s
posterior bulb, cardiac bulb, q.v.
probolae, prominent and elaborate specialized appendages encircling the mouth
pseudonchs, structures in pharynx which from some points of view resemble onchia
renette, a cell or group of cells emptying through the excretory duct(s)
rhabditoid, resembling (that of) the genus Rhabdi tis
sensory papilla, a structure in the amphidial area in which apparently nerves terminate
setae, hair-like structures on the cuticle
sole, the region of attachment of the special ambulatory setae or adhesion tubes
::i:/ic
r~1tir~i::d~roo~!tr=.f~~dLl'~~~& ~~ed to cephalic, caudal, etc. setae)

i!bI3J

~!sr~W::

=~~~g.

=~i~~:;et:'1~:ti!\':°:~;\~:,:~t~~~~~J:tc:1:~~~::~f~i~~:at~r::i:it~t· extrusible through anus
striae, fine transverse lines in the cuticle
striate(d), showing striae
stylet, a long slender spear
subcephalic setae, setae on the head but behind the cephalic circlet
t~t~~~1!!iS.Zt°~ft1::~cJ:!':!~~!clii:=, odontium, spear etc.
tylenchoid, resembling (that of) the genus Tylenchm
uvette, rosette or group of cells between uterine afferent duct and efferent duct of demanie.n system
vestibule, entrance to the mouth cavity, sometimes a distinct chamber
wings, longitudinal structures in cuticle, or projecting from it, usually lateral, but sometimes numerollS and
evenly spaced around the nema
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PHARYNX ABSENT, or ao obscure as easily to escape notice (for alternative see page 458)
Oesopb.aps with median or posterior bulb or swelling, or both (for alternative see next page)
A mpliid not known _or obscure

FO=

f~~J~~g.

set. O;oesoph. with med. bulb; spinneretO; bursa pres.; inao~ . •l~Ttium Cobb 1920
•
(=Hemicvelwplwra de l\Ian 1g21)
0
amphid a pore at lips; cepil. set. 2, minute; in beetle larvae . ••• (Neoapl«lana Steiner 1929)
S11inneret preeent; oe,oph. without median_ bulb; bursa none; i:narine
.
.
Cephalic setae O; cuticle n'?t a!1nulated; ap1c1;tla, long, 18%, ffeDble .............•. . Molg!'laimua D1tlev. 1921
Fe~Je~i rnt;:_:umeroUB, ID circlets of 4; cuticle annulated, exc. o~ head ........•.. (St:lbonema ~bb 1920)

s";fi!:'e;i:{:~:~~

Hemispherical cephalic cap suddenly wider than neck. edge set with dots ..•....•. . Mitreplwriu Lmst. 1877

~~::f~':f:1:1f,~~ :!i'l:i~ wings present; in 9?ili J..... : ..... : ................ :Lilomma Cobb 1920
SC~~~i:!~[e:~~~~~~~)~::~~taYt::~ ':1m°Si 0, atnae Uillnterrupted; marine
Neck 8%; cardiac swelling slight, clavate ...•..•.•..........•.....•.............•.. . Nuadd.la Allgen 1927
c~fileU:~!~t{~~~-b
9:~nli~irclets of 4; amph. small, near lips •• (Catanema Cobb 1920)

~\~~~d

0

t=~~ t=i~~~1:~~ft~~~!~fn~~e=~tes;i~::: l;°=\80~::::: ~~-"~:=,,: ~tt mg~
A'if::r:i~phid not spiral, circular nor elliptical
Head a hemispherical cap, suddenly wider than neck, edge set with dots ....••..••. •Mitreplwrtu Linst. 1877
Head not suddenly wider nor cap-like
Habitat soil about roots
Spinneret present; lips 6, long, revolute, flower-like; amph. semicircular; wings 2; '9 • Antltonema Cobb 1906
Spinneret absent; lips not long nor revolute; cephalic setae 0
Wings pres. ;oesoph. ±cephaloboid;striae ±coarse;amph. transverse,½ head-width;' «;1 lotalaimiu Cobb 1920
Wings absent, striae not interrupted

8:~:: :~m:ti:~i!icp~~~~~c:~tL~~t~t!>c~~J..31!%~!!~8!:~iiI!~,:::it~~ mg

H:!~='1.n::s:::::~::i~
~~~~~: r:~
Wings pree.; ampb. shepherd's crook; annules under

300, of tile-like elements;• 9' Ceramonema Cobb 1920
(cf. PB&ionema Cobb 1933)
Wings O; amph. a tranverse slit, at lips; pores lateral; nema ±2 mm.; d' only .• . Leptommdla Cobb 1920
Ambulatory & body setae pres.; amph. crook-shape to spiral; nema ±8-ehaped;' 9'
Oeeopb. region hardly swollen; card. bulb faint; eerv. striae alike .... . Notocluutoaoma Irwin-Smith 1918
Oeeoph. region swollen, ovoid; oesophageal bulbs 1 or 2; band of cervical
striae accentuated, exc. Tristicoohaeta falcatum
Ventral ambulatory adhesion tubes or setae in 3 or 4 rows .......•.•...•.. Tristu:oclaeta Paneeri 1878
(=DraconemaCobb 1913)
Ventral ambulatory adhesion tubes or setae in 2 rows .........••. •...•. . .•.... . Drepanonema Cobb 1933
(=CTtaetoaoma Clap. 1863)
External amphid spiral, circular or elliptical
Female not known; J only, exc. Bolbinium
Annules±90,prominent;subdorsalsetae9 prs.;amph. saccate;nema 10%+ wideEudumoaeo!ezSteiner1916
Annules Oor not prominent; subdorsal setae 0; ampbid not saccate; nema under 5% wide
8

c!i~h':Ji! ;~rn!:i

C:.P~;i;:i~i:.::-ch~n circular base .•..................... . .... . Bolbinium Cobb 1920
Cephalic papillae Oor inconspiouoUB; wings double; oesophagUB ±cephsloboid .... .. Litomma Cobb 1920
Spinneret present
Wings single, projecting; amphid almost neck width, barely longer than broad ...... A ntomicron Cobb 1920
Wings 0, striae not interrupted laterally
:tt:~~i~~~~~b~p~t~cn:=in ·ci~i~ii; ,;. •... . (Cricolaimiu Southern 1914)

i=

t:~~/j ~f:c~~~ :ru~~································................. (Alaimon,mw Cobb 1920)

Head set off by constriction, spherical; cephalic setae 4; amphid on neck .....• . Cinctonema Cobb 1920
H~setoff by lack of annules, if at all; ceph. set. many; amph. small, at lips; neck 2%
Cut1ele without annules; bead not set off; pharnyx definite; nema 3--4 mm ..•.. (Catamma Cobb 1920)
FemaleC~~ with annules exc. on head; pharnyx obscure; nema 10 mm..•.......• . La:umema Cobb 1920
Ovary 1; spinne~t none; wings O; cephalic setae Oor papilloid

GGonadnad 9 postei:ior, reflexed; amphid :!::obscure; cardiac awellingsligbt; in soil ...... (Alaimw de Man 1880)
o
9 antenor, outstretched
1
0
~P!i=!~!:i°h~b~di:;'esbe~t ~'.~~::::::::::: ~~.
~tb
(=Hemieyelioplwra de Man 1921)
Ovaries 2
Gof!ads 9 outstretched; cephalic setae present; marine (for alternative aee next page)
S~nne~t doubtful or absent; striae very fine or seen with difficulty
Ce~~ :::: 1 S~=~tt~~phid multispire ..••.......•.......•...•... (Laimell,a Cobb 11120)
4
DX no.::: ~diac biµb broad, valvate; tail setaceo\18 .........•...•. .•• Teracltellingia de Man 1888
S_pinne~p~nf1 : cardiac bulb pyriform, sometimes valvate ..........• . (C,.,ptolaimiu Cobb 1933)

t~i:!: :ff!~;~:
-ihary

.11:I::::'m

~:J

g;

Length of oval ':llonoepiral amphid twice its width, equalling head width .••••.• • Diaconema Fil. 1918
Length of amphi_d not_ much greater thsn its width
Gland ductscut1cularized, pores ventrad, cerv. & pre-anal;str:iaecoarae Halapltanolaimiu Southern 1914
Gland ducts and poree O; striae fine, 118ually plain
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Oesophagus narrowed from middle; cephalicsetae4; amphid large; head narrowed C'11artonema C'obb 1920
OesophagUl! not narrowed; cephalic setae present; wings 0

t~~~

t~ ~i =r:i:i~~ti!!!t:fJ[g:

-~i>iiid·~[~~-zza

Cobb 1920)
1~~iti' s::i11!~!!fi~!i":
Pharynx O: nema smaJI, tapered; card. bulb broaa, valvate; tail setaooous .. Terschellingia de Man 1888

p8~~f.~o\!!:d~~ell~ir~~neor clavate, non-valvate; nema not tapered Linhomoeua Bast. 186.5
Ceph. set. 4; cardiac bulb pyriform, sometimes valvate; pharynx obconoid (C'r11pwlaimua Cobb 1933)
Gonads 9 reflexed; amphid circular, oval or monoepiral (for alternative see preceding page)
~~i~::~ ~~~nf;1~j:e~::.a}l!fl8Ji:f~· set. 2, minute; in beetle larvae .•. (Neoaplectana Steiner 1929)
Ambulatory setae 0; nema not crooked; calva.rium absent, or not truncate-conoid
Med. oes. bulb pres.; ceph. set. O; pores in submed. rows; water & brackish soil..(Haliplectm Cobb 1913)
Med. oes. bulb absent; marine
Gland ducts cuticula.rized, pores cerv. & pre-anal; striae coarse . .. (Halaplumolaimua Southern 1914)
Gland duct.a and pores none or not cuticula.rized
~:fe1!t~d~S°site monoepiral amphid; cephalic setae 4 ..•..•.....•. •.•. . Bolbonema Cobb 1920

Jf::1

Cephalic setae 0; wings 0; head narrowed from amphid forward ..•••• • Aegialoalaimua de Man 1907
Cephalic setae present; often in coastal sand
Amphid oval, 1 head-width long; annules fine; wing single; ceph. set. 4..Eutelolaimua de Man 1922
Amphid ±equidiametral, less than½ corresponding neck width
Neck 21 % ; striae duplex; wings 2; ceph. setae 4; pharynx narrow, inconspicuous A plectm Cobb 1914
Neck 7%orless; striae not duplex; wings 0
Cuticle annulated; amph. small, at lips; set. on head many, in circles of 4 .• (Stilbonema Cobb 1920)
Cuticle finely striated; amphid ¼to ½head-width, often monospiral
Pharynx straight,closed,with pharyng.swelling; nema 4-7 mm.; width 0.3-0.8% Laxus Cobb 1894
Pharynx conoid, often with smaJI onchium; nema 2-4 mm.; width 1.&-3.5% Spirina Fil. 1918
(-SpiTa Bast. 1865)
Ambulatory set. forming a ventral sole, mid body or pre-anal: nema crooked; calva.rium unstriated
Nema narrowest in cardiac region, ±~haped; ambulatory setae hollow, pre-anal; annules finer
Oesoph. region hardly swollen; card. bulb faint; cervical striae alike .. . NotoclUJetoaoma Irwin-Smith 1918
Oesoph. region swollen, ovoid; oesophageal bulbs 1 or 2; band of cervical
striae accentuated, exc. Tristicochaeta falcatum
Ventral ambulatory adhesion tubes or setae in 3 or 4 rows ......•.......... Tristicochaeta Panceri 1878
(-Draconema Cobb 1913)
Ventral ambulatory adhesion tubes or setae in 2 rows .•••.•.•..•......•...... Drepanonema Cobb 1933
( =Chaetosoma Clap. 1863)
Nema narrowest midway, epsilon-shaped; ambulatory setae not open at end; annules coarser
Sole apparently absent; amphid crescentic; annules 98 ...............•..... . Epsilonella Steiner 1930

~;~~; !i~f~<!Jf~~~i::-d°~~~j~_ ............................ .Metepailonema

Steiner 1927
OesophagUB with cardiac bulb only
Annules 80-112; ambulatory setae slender, falcate .............•..... •. Bath11epsilonema Steiner 1927
Annules 144-192; ambulatory setae straight or slightly arcuate
Body cylindroid, if crooked faintly so ........•.................... •• Archepsilonema Steiner 1927
Body epsilon-like, i.e. body arches well developed
Cuticular annules homogeneous in structure ............. . Prochaelosoma Baylis & Daubney 1926
.
•
( •Rhabdogaster Metsch. 1867)
Cuticular annules not homogeneous in structure
"Axial" part of the cuticular annules hollow ("frame rings") .......... . EpBilonema Steiner 1927
"Axial" part of the cuticular annules vacuolated, etc................. . Epsilonoides Steiner 1931

Oesophagus plain, i.e. without median or posterior bulb or swelling (for alternative see preceding page)
Amphid not known or obscure (for alternative see next page)
Female not known
Habitat freshwater marshes; setae 0; spinneret none; neck 15-25%; wings double Macropoathonia de Man 1880
Habitat marine
Neck 8%, cylindroid; cephalic setae 4(7); tail cylindroid ... ........................•. NuadellaAllgen 1927
Neck 16-43%, ±tapering; tail conoid
Spinneret absent; eyes O; neck ±40%; cephalic setae 4 or 8 ................. .. (Halalaimoides Cobb 1933)

~:=~t/::~

5

St~=~
:!f~Ae~es~=~o't,~ f~ry fine striation ..................... . Nemella Cobb 1920
Cephalic setae 10; striae none; amphid and setae very large; adult ri' only ...• . Enchelidium Ehrenb. 1836
(-Laaiomitua Marion 1870
=Para1111mplocoatoma Schulz 1932)
Female known
Ovary 1, anterior exc. AntopUl! & ThalassoalaimUl! (for alternative see next page)
Gonad 9 outstretched; setae 4, papilloid; amphid minute, open caudad; marine algae ... (Litotes Cobb 1920)
Gonad 9 reflexed; spinneret none, exc. AntopUl! & Thalassoalaimus
Cephalic setae 6; posterior ovary longer than anterior; marine

i~;= i:o~~~~t.e_r~.~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::rii~~~~ij::i~e~~~ u:i

Cephalic setae O; vulva near anUB; epicula 2; in and around insects
Spear none or vestigial
·
Uterus not ev~inated

~::: :~~:~~~:°S~~!:J~~~t~~~~t_i~~:. ~~ .~~~~ ~~-~ ~~~~·.°Afi;':2::;:: f~~: mi

( • T11lenclwmurphm Fuchs 1914)
UterW! finally evaginated; oesophagus and intestine degenerating early
Evaginated uterus many times 111!1 large as nema .•.•.•••........•...•...•..•. . SplUJerularia Duf. 1837
Evaginated uterus not much larger than nema .••••..•••••..•.....•............ . Asconema Leuck. 1886
(=Atraclonema Leuck.1887)
Spear present, at least in larva or 9 ; organs degenerating in adult
Base of spear ±bulbed; oes. fusiform, glands abs. in ri'; bursa pre- and post-anal . . Scatonema Bovien 1932 .
Base of spear straight; spicula nearly straight
Vulva degenerating; 9 free living; bursa pre-anal; in P888aius . . C'hondronema Christie & Chitwood 1931
( - Uracanthu, Dies. 1861)
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Vulva remaining functional; adult 9 parasitic; gubernaculum small
Anus none or vestigial; in cucumber beetle, Diabrotica ............ .. . . .. . . .. Howardula Cobb 11121
Anus persisting; in frit-fly, Oscinella . . . . ... ... . . ..... ...... . . . .• ... . . . (T11lenchinema Goodey 1930)
Ovaries 2; spinneret present exc. Micoletzkyia (for alternative see preceding page)
Gonads 9 parallel, posterior; wings 10-12. segmenting the annules . .. . ... . ...... . .. . Poroe-0ma Cobb 1920
Gonads 9 opposed
The ovaries outstretched; marine
Annules few, very coe.rse; amphid saccate; cephalic setae 4; nema wide

:~~i:-!;i!i~t!~~d~rrrt::: g~61i; i::

~~~~ita~~~~s3t-tr::::::;:3a~nnn:e~sa~~~~\nh::d
(=Quadricoma Fil.1922)
Annules and striae 0; amphid not saccate; cuticle thick . .... . .................. . Phanodermella Kreis 1928
The ovaries reflexed
Habitat freshwater; lips 3, thick; pharynx narrow, deep; onchium minute, deepset (Trip11la Bast. 1865)
(=Promononchua Micol. 1923)
Habitat marine; pharnyx and onchium absent
Annules ±17,secreted annules prominent;amphid saccate;ceph. set. 4;nema wide Desmoscole:,; Clap. 1863
Annules not few nor coarse; amphid not saccate; nema ±slender
Odontia 6; lip region discoid; ceph. set. 4: gland ducts oft piercing cuticle . . Stephanolaimua Ditlev. 1918
Odontia O; lip region not set off
Head set off by constrict.; ceph. set. 8; spicula long, slender; gub. complex Micoletzlcvia Ditlev. 1926
Head not set off; cephalic setae 4 or 6
Setae on head4; eyes with lenses; amphid transverse-oval. at lips; among alg11e .. . . (lonema Cobb 1920)
Setae on head 6; eyes none
Spicule short, 1 anal body-diam.; pores 0; longest cerv. set. ½neck-width . . Paro:i:y8tomina Micol. 1924
0

Sc!i~~~~ ~ti!i~~fo!:i~~-:c:~e~~s 0; ovaries equally Jong . .. . ... (Stenolaimua Marion 1870)
Cervical setae 0; pores in dorso-sublat. rows; ovary post., anterior a rudiment .. Antopus Cobb 1933
A m phid known (for alternative see preceding page)
External amphid not spiral. circular nor elliptical (for alternative see next page)
Female not known; marine
Neck ±40% ;amph. narrow, several head-widths long;tail setaceous;spinneret oft O Halalaimoides Cobb 1933
Neck not over 25% ; amphid not linear; spinneret preeent
·
Wings absent
1
4
&1 ~!~hi!li; ~~:f.~ess;~g!~'ti;:~~:r:li.
~~~'!wAtz':i:~uEh~~b~
(=Lasiomitus Marion 1870
=Parasymploe-0stoma Schulz 1932)
Wings conspicuous
Head mitreform, set off by constriction; striae 0; cephalic setae small, 4 or 6.......... . Xennella Cobb 1920
Head not mitreform, set off by Jack of annulation; annules of "tiles"; amph. crook-shape ·
Annules over 700; ceph. set. conspicuous, 8, in 2 circlets; oncbia 0; nema 3 mm.+ Pristionema Cobb 1933
Annules under 300; cephalic setae 4; oncbium present (?); nema under 1 mm ..... . Pselwnema Cobb 1933
(=Steineria Fil. 1922)
(cf. Ceramonema Cobb 1920)
Female known
Ovary 1
Gonad 9 outstretched, anterior;cepb. papill. 4;amph. minute, bpen caudad;marine algae Litotes Cobb 1920
Gonad 9 reflexed
Spinneret present; ovary posterior, anterior branch short; wings 0; marine Thala,,oalai mm de Man 1893
Spinneret absent; ovary anterior; in soil about roots
Wings present, striae ±coarse; cephalic papillae 4; amphid 1 bead-width back . . . lotalaimus Cobb 1920
Wings 0, striae 0; cephalic papillae minute; ampbid 2 head-widths back. ......... . Alaimua de Man 1880
Ovaries 2
Gonads 9 outstretched; spinneret present; marine
Annules ±17, secreted annul es prominent ;ampbid saccate ;cepb. setae 4 ;nema wide Desmoscole:,; Clap. 1863
Annules not few nor coarse; ampbid not saccate; nema ±slender
Mouth ventrad; amphid huge, bent, dorsal limb the longer ... . ............... . Camwlaimu, Cobb 1920
Mouth axial; amphid not huge
Ampbid narrow, oft many bead-widths long; eyes 0; cephalic setae 6, subceph. 4 H alalaim us de Man 1888
Ampbid "folded," not over 1 head-width long; eyes 2, sometimes absent
Oesophagus and lumen widened between eyes and nerve ring; pharynx obvious (Coinonema Cobb 1920)
Oesophagus and lumen not widened; pharynx like oesopb. lining .... Araeolaimoides (de Man) Fil. 1918
Gonads 9 reflexed
.
Spinneret 0; tail 3% ; cepb. set. 10, cervical long, 1 group at ampbid; marine . . Platycomopsis Ditlev. 1926
( = Dactvlonema Fil. 1927)

g~~~:i:

&j~!t~~;;iJt:°:l!i~

m~

Sfti!I~it~ttl~i:!,!ter; lips 3, thick; pharynx narrow, deep; onchium minute, deepset (Tri pyla Bast. 1865)
(=Promononchus Micol. 1923)
Habitat marine; oncbia absent exP,. Actinonema
Amphid narrow, several head-widths long; bead set off, with colorless cuticle
Cephalic&: subcepb. setae ±1 bead-width apart; cuticle thin (to i't radius) . .. Halalai mua de Man 1888
Cephalic&: subcepb. setae near together exc. Nuada isaitsbikovi; cuticle thick, 1 to ½radius
The cuticle l to¼ radius in thickness ........................ • . . ...•... • . .. .•. . Nuada Southern 1914
The cuticle ¼ to ½ radius in thickness . ....... . ..... . ........................ . . . Tycnodora Cobb 1920
Asi!~;!~r:!~~'i°:sh~;he';."J;~~k; each annule of tile-like elements .......... Ceramonema Cobb 1920
(cf. Pselionema Cobb 1933)
Shape of amphid not a shepherd's crook; annules not of tile-like elements
Annules ± 17, sooreted annul es prominent ;amph. saccate; cepb.set.4; nema wide Desmoscolez Clap. 1863
Annules not few nor coarse; amphid not saccate; nema ±slender
Cuticle ½radius; striae coarse; ampbid transverse, t bead-width; setae 0 .... (Actinonema Cobb 1920)
Cuticle not thick; amphid not a transverse slit; eyes with lenses; cephalic setae4
Ampbidial gland large, conspicuous; cephalic eetae 4, ½ head-width long .. . .. .lonema Cobb 1920
Ampbidial gland not evident; external amph. ±semicircular, internal elongate Nemella Cobb 1920
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External amp hid spiral, circular or elliptical (for alternative see preceding page)
Female not known; spinneret present
Habitat brackish earth; wings faint; <:l' supplements on neck, ventral, papilloid Deonlolaimw de Man 1880
Habitat marine
Annules ±90, prominent;subdorsal setae 9 prs. ;amph. saccate; nema 10% + wide EudesmoBCOlez Steiner 1916
An?ules none ~r 1_1ot promin~nt; subdorsal se~ae O; ':'~phid not sac~te; nema under 5% wide
W!ng small, d1stmct; amph1d almost neck width, Jomed dorsad ... .. ... . .. . . .• . . (Antomicron Cobb 1920)
Wmgs absent
Mouth and digestive system vestigial; setae strongly developed

~~= ::J~';!phici ~i~~iiii1;: tl~:_.-~1~·~d: ~di"iii ~
fo;,.jy::::::::::::::::::::::::: UiJ~~~i~f~~~J;\~m

( - Laaiomitua Marion 1870
Mouth and diiJestive system functional
= Parasi,mploe-0atoma Schulz 1932 )
Odontia 6, mmute; cephalic setae 10(?), subcephalio 4, jointed ... .. .. . . ...... . . Apodontium Cobb 1920
Odontia 0; cephalic setae O or rather small
Annules rather coarse; setae minute; amphid transverse-oval. ..... . . . ...... .. (Z11vonemella Cobb 1920)
Annules and striae none; amphid with internal pocket
Cephalic setae O; amphid long-oval, internal pocket conspicuous .. .. , .. . .. . . Schistodera Cobb 1920
Cephalic setae small, 10; cervical setae lateral; amphid small, round . , . .. (Leptosomatides Fil. 1918)
Female known
Ovary 1; amphid not multispire
Gonad 9 outstretched
The ovary posterior: spinneret present
1
f:~~~ !~~g:d;0fn'l!r~~~!~;~::;i1i::ir:~~~f~~f s~i~~t.fl!!;2~~!t;"{ii ~~it
~:b
The ovary anterior; marine
Pharynx absent; setae 4, papilloid; amph. small, open caudad; spinneret O; among algae Li totes Cobb 1920

-~~\iAJ.i1~i~~

f:gJ

p8:Ctf:r::!·s%~1.~i-~~~~: ~~~~-~~~ -~~:~~!~_:-~~:~i~. ~~~~~·-~i_r_c_~.:.s.~i-~~~~:i~::~z:!e~~~t. 1865

(=Tach11hodite11 Bast. 1865)
Onchium dorsal; nema often several millimetres long .... .. ... . .... . . . . . . . .. . . Li nhomoeUB Bast. 1865
( = L. obtwicaudatus de Man 1907)
Gonad 9 reflexed
Habitat soil or fresh water, or in insects; amphid circular
The ovary posterior; spinneret absent; in marshy soil. ....... . ......•. •. • . , , .. . . . Alaimw de Man 1880
The ovary anterior
Spinneret present; in fresh water ................. . .......... . ............ . H elalaimm de Cillill 1917
Spinneret absent; in beetle, Passalus ......................... . Chondronema Christie & Chitwood 1931
(- Uracanthm Dies. 1861)
Habitat marine; ovary posterior; spinneret present (Alaimella?)
Cephalic setae 0
Amphid monospire; in sand about algae ... .. . . . ..................... .. . .. ..... ,Nemanema Cobb 1920
Amphid Jong-oval, with posterior cuticularized packet ..... . . . .. •. ..... . ... . . . . Schistodera Cobb 1920
(cf. Oz11stomina Fil. 1921)
Cephalic setae present
Setae on head 4, over 1 head-width long; striae coarse; amphid large, open caudad . . Alaimella Cobb 1920
Setae 10 or 16, 4 being subcephalio; striae Oor fine
External amp hid circular; cephalic setae 12, 88 Jong 88 head is wide .. . . ... . . ..... . Litinium Cobb 1920
E xternal amphid oval, pocket cuticularized; cephalic setae 6 (4?)
Amphidial opening small transverse-oval, or circular .. , . •.•.. • . •. . ,,,,,,,,., .Nemanemella Fil.1927
Amphidial opening large, long-oval .. ,,, . .. , , ..•. . ,.,,, . .......... . . . . . ........ . Oz11stomin11 Fil. 1921
( - Ozystoma Biltsch.1874)
Ovaries 2
Gonads 9 outstretched; marine
Spinneret. absent
Pharyngeal bulb definite; ceph. setae 6, stout, jointed; amphid circular; in sand (C11tolaimi um Cobb 1920)
Pharyngeal bulb absent
Tail 3%, oonoid; ceph. set. 10; cervical long, bunched; amphid transverse-oval .. .. . Plat11coma Cobb 1894
Tail over 12%, conoid then cylindroid; ceph. set. minute, 18, in 3 circlets . .. .. . . (Antic11athm Cobb 1920)
8

ot~drl~f~~~~i~ularized, pores cervical & pre-anal; striae coarse . . .... (H11laphanolaimua Southern 1914)
Gland ducts and pores absent
Annules few, very coarse; amphid saccate; cephalic setae 4; nema wide
Number of annules ±17, secreted annules prominent, separated; head small .. . DeiJmoBCOlez Clap. 1863
Number of annules 32-91, secreted annules none; head concave-quadrate pyramidal Tricom11 Cobb 1894
( =Quadricoma Fil. 1922)
Annules if present not coarse; amphid not saccate
Ampbid multispire
Cephalic setae 10, shorter 4 specialized at tips; multispire faint; neck 5% ..... Li nhomoella Cobb 1920
Cephalic setae without specialized tips: multispire distinct; neck 9-16%
Male ventral pre-anal supplementary organs papilloid ..............•.. . Parasabatieria de Man 1907
Male ventral pre-anal supplementary organs absent .... . . .. . . ... . .. .. . . Sabatieri a de Rouville 1903
Amphid circular (Southernia slightly irregular)
Oesoph, & lumen with ellipsoid enlargement behind eyes; eyes sometimes O Araeolai mus de Man 1888
0

C:~~~ii:i!~~t4~~~hid°!i{J,u;,:;e~~- .... . . . ... .. .... . . , , , . , . ....... . . Soul hernia Allgen 1929

CL[p~ad~t:~ ;ii~ryngeal bulb pres. ; t'eph. set. 6, stout, jointed; papillae 6 .. C11tolaimi um Cobb 1920

L~!

°:n~:a_~elO~ shorter 4 specialized at tips: m ultispire faint .. . . ...... (Li nhomoella Cobb 1920)
Setae on head without specialized tips; amphid circular ....... .. . . ...... •Linhomoem B88t. 1865
Gonads 9 reflexed
Spinneret absent; amphid circular, elliptical or monospiral i wings O (for alternative see _ne~ page)
Habitat soil; internal amphid ±conspicuous ..... . ........ , ...•...... . . . •. •. •.. (Basti11nia de Man 1876)
H,t!ftfJo/: S::J"!a 33% ; ceph. set. 6, subceph. 6; internal amphid ±conspicuous ..•. Tre/uaia de Man 1893
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T~p~::: l~~~~i~~ik~!i."i'~·lJ

:.~~:~tha~~filJ~~TI1%~~:~ei~~z~?v~n:ueobb 1894
Ceph. set. 4 (6?). othersetae 0; nema cephalated by contraction; tail slender, 9% ... Acoma Steiner 1916

s~~!1i~l~!\I'J8::~:U~~i:,t~'= fir:~:i!~~~~n crenate
Amphid obecure,sma!l ;pharynx narrow;onch.deepeet ;ceph.aet.6-10,oft par

,!!~~~f!!\~:t mg~

Ampbid distinct, circular or spiral; pharynx none or closed; cepb. set. 6, rarely 4 or 0
Position of amphid ½--2 head-widths back .•..•..........•....••.••.•.... .. Aphanolaimus de Man 1880
Position of amphid 3--4 head-widths back .........•.•........•.•....••.•.•.•.. . Bastiania de Man 1876
Habitat marine
Ambulatory tubes hollow; body setose, annulated
~t:
~:~!:'~~e~~~~. tIT~ei;
not dense . . Notochaeto&oma Irwin-Smith 1918
Body setae not dense; secondary annules secreted, prominent ............. . (Des11108COlez Clap. 1863)
Body setae dense, set along annules; junction oesoph. & intestine indefinite ... ·<Gree.ffiella Cobb 1922)
(-Tricl&od81'ma Greeff 1869)
Ambulatory tubes absent; body not denaely setose; not annulated exc. Stephanolaimll8
lf:~r:;ita
%piral ;pharynx small ••. Richt81'aia Steiner 1916
Odontia 6; ceph. set. 4, long; lip reg. discoid; gland ducts oft projecting . . Stephanolaimua Ditlev.1918
Odontia 0; cephalic setae not longer than head ia wide
Gland ducts cuticularized, pores cervical & pre-arui.l; striae coarse .. Halaphanolaimua Southern 1914

~:::~b':a~

~~tti

;1::

!~~;:o'7~~~~~f:;: ~de~f
0

0

GT1t!~~h~/!~;l'r: ~ ~ ~ ~ ;e~ift~1t!iad-width long; in sand . . N annolaimus Cobb 1920
The amphid not multispire
Amphid at lips, transverse-oval, with large gland; eyes with lensee ..•.•.•.•.•• . lonema Cobb 1920
Amphid not at lips; eyes none exc. Leptosomatum
Anterior part of oesoph. the wider; cervical setae 0; amphid :!::irregular .. •Southe!lTnia Allgen 1929
Anterior part of oesoph. not wider; amphid with internal pocket
0
~i:.:tci:r:~~%les none .......•...•...............•... . Stenolaimua Marion 1870
Calvarium in front of ceph. set., margin irregular; labial tubercles 3........... . Klugea Fil. 1927
(=Phanodermopsia Ditlev.1926, in part)

c!Je:

ir=

O~~~iU:ef!
~~t~rr half of neck; tail rounded ........ . Leptosomatum Bast. 1865
Cephalic setae present; pores on neck abeent
fi!:iti:.f~:S~!:p~fd:l::~~ad-width long .............. Leptoaomella Fil.1927

t~ ~: ::t

g~~=~= ~=:n~

tt::i~;~r:,!;;re::1::te;~;lu~'t!f.·. ·cA~·1~~!-=M!:t1~g&~

PHARYNX PRESENT (for alternative eee page 454)

Wall of the Pharynx armed (for alternative see page 470)
Armature apear-like or apparently so (for alternative see page 461)
s~e:;~~~~~~."!.i~:~~~~d:h~ri~S::~~l:~~ns~!ftl~t:P~i~::~ ~iphonolaimll8 (pg. 460)
Female not known;spear with retrorse points midway ,base3-lobed;bursa lobed . •Ecphyadoplwra de Man 1921
Female known; ovary 1
Gonad 9 reflexed
Habit free-livi~; spear (dorso-ventral view) arrow-headed; ovary posterior . . Pharetrolaimua de Man 1921
Habit parasitic m beetles, etc.; ovary anterior
Nema saccate; mouth none, organs degenerated; vulva terminal .......•..... (Allantonema Leuck. 1884)
(-Tvlenchomorphua Fuchs 1914)
Nema not saccate; anll8 none or vestigial
Spear none; parasitic in beetles, weevils, etc ................................. . (Brad11nema Strass.1892)
Spear present in young 9 only; in cucumber beetle, Diabrotica ...•• . . . ... ....•. Howardu.la Cobb 1921
Gonad 9 outstretched; mostly parasitic
1921
:~=n~~ ;estigi::~ti;'A~~~f~~~~~:~~J::ed~~ ~~~!tauij;~~~f=':;~~e~bb
)
Junction oesopLl intest. definite; anterior oes. fusiform, isthmus at nerve ring; in or about plants

f::

::ti:!! b~de~noo/~~~:. '! ~i!';~!;'!'~:e1h!8j ':Yi:a~t~i i;Ji h~k~~ Yi:i:C',:~~~bb mi
1

J~!,!.o~~Qkib!~ :t~t!b~!~t3nerve ring; in decaying vegetation .. Hexatvlua Goodey 1926
Spear with tripartite base; renette :!::body length; parasitic in insects .....•. . Aphelenchu.lm Cobb 1920
Oesophagus with median or I?OSterior bulb or swelling, or both
0

[~i8~::i-~~~f~n:t

0

F~~=.t~ :et!
=~h. swellings med. & card.; bursa striate . . Eul11lenchm Cobb 1913
Cephalic setae 0 or papilloid
:i:t:::i;:,r:r~f;ntsi:;,!~~~:;l~:S~;t~~:j=ts::n~~bb~b· .. Ecph11adop1wra de Man 1921
Pharyngeal bulb O,car~c neck length;ceph.set.0;nema 5% wide;bursa 0 .. T11lencholaimellua Cobb 1915
Pharyngeal bulb pres.;cep .set.6,papilloid;nema 9% wide;tail ahort,rounde\;!B~~l:!=~agit\~i~~

~pe:

f

Female known
Ovaries 2; cephalic setae 0; spee.r with tripartite base (for alternative see next page)
GM~~

~;~:~b~f~b!!~~;::3~~:~X:~b~e; in sandy eoil ... (T11lolaimoplwrua de Man 1880)

~=Jo=~~&\~i!~i~:::J1!A!l:~~\tl~~t!>;:T1 rounded,with bursa .. Hoplolaimus Daday 1905
Junction oesoph. & intestine dehnite, exc. sometimee Tylenchus
Spear-guide wide as head, forming cuirasse or helmet; bursa none; testes 2 . . Nemonchus Cobb 1913
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S~J~~t:i~:!ib;~~~:icti~~~~!~ni~~~;s~~t;;;'t~sa lobate .. .. Doliclwdorm Cobb 19U
Nema cephalated by contraction or not at all; bursa not lobate
Anterior end extensible,narrow & beak-like,inner framework cuticular . . T11lenchorh11nchm Cobb 1913
Anterior end never narrowed & beak-like, without cuticular framework .•..... T11lenchm Bast. 1865
Gonads 9 reflexed (for alternative see preceding page)
Structure of pharynx obecure; oesophagus with cardiac swelling only
2

::~:::: !~dsi-a~~!~Te~~ , i~;~~~~ti!i~ci:·~&.~

~~;;d;~~~~:-AT:l:t::;r::addeCobb
ry~ 1893
r~~
1

(-Chaolaimm
•Archionchm Cobb 1913)

Structure of pharynx obvious
Oesophagus without median bulb, cardiac bulb present
0

C<fj~~:,e~J.c~~:r~~~~~ ~J;:fg'uf ~~~~~te ................... . Xiphinema Cobb 1913
C~~=efifall~~~~ ~~•::trifurcate .......................... (Tvlendolaimm de Man 1876)
Spear 3-bulb:cf at base, ±stout; amphid protrusile, tube cuticularized ..... Triplonchium Cobb 1920
Spear 3-pronged; amph. ¼head-width, transverse-oval; labial papillae 6 Tvlolaimophorua de Man 1880
Oesophagus with median bulb, often with cardiac swelling also
Body ±thick, not serpentine; 9 and larval forms ........................... . HeterodtJra Schmidt 1871
.
(=Meloi,doqvne Goldi 1887
=Caconema Cobb 1924)
Body ±serpentine
Junction oesoph.& intestine indef.;annules plain;tail rounded,with bursa .. (Hoplolaimm Daday 1905)
Junction oesoph. & intestine definite; bursa none; cJ' and larval forms
Spear really the apophyses of 3 movable onchia at base anterior pharynx .... Tvlenclwdon Fuchs 1930
Spear tylenchoid .......................................................... . Heterodera Schmidt 1871
(=Meloidog11ne Goldi 1887
-Caconema Cobb 1924)
Ovary 1 (for alternative see preceding page)
Gonad 9 reflexed; setae 0
Spear trifurcate half its length, base swollen; oesoph. with cardiac bulb only . . Dor11llium Cobb 1920
Spear furcate at base only; bulbs usually 3
Body thick, inert; parasitic 9 forms
Nema body swollen, head and neck narrow; vulva 00%; in citrus roots .... .... T11lenchulwc Cobb 1913
N ema sausage-shaped ;organs degenerated exc.gonads; vulva term.; in insects AUantonema Leuck. 1884
(-T11lenchomorphm Fuchs 1914)
B~a) ~tn:;e~ii~~!f:~~an bulb ±reduced; cJ' and larval forms
Habitat in citrus roots and soil ..... . ....... ...... .........•.............. . .•. Tvlenchulm Cobb 1913
Habitat in and around wood-boring beetles .............................•... Allantonema Leuck. 1884
(= Tylenchomorphus Fuchs 1914)
Oral spear well developed
Median oesophageal bulb elongate; vulva over 70%, ovary anterior; bursa none
Spear 3-4% ; annules O; median bulb ±reduced; anus not functional .... ..... Tvlenchulus Cobb 1913
Spear 8-23%;annules under 150,retrorse;median bulb oft valvate;vulva 7o-95% . . Ogma Southern 1914
(-Iota Cobb 1913)
~;~:!~cJ:2~~t!:\:i!>.:;~trreg.; setae O or papilloid; vulva 50% ... Diphtherophora de Man 1880
(=Chaolaimua Cobb 1893
-Archionchm Cobb 1913)
"Spear" of usual structure, shaft distinct, base tripartite
Tip of spear tapering, posterior prongs little swollen; vulva 33-72% .. . Tvlencholaimus de Man 1876
Tip of spear (dorso-ventral view) arrow-headed; vulva 25%, ovary post. Pharetrolaimm de Man 1921
Gonad 9 outstretched
t~:,i~~;dl~ne::~i!:fe';ri;:if;li~i::t(th~i;l~~~t~k1
SiphonolaimU8 de Man 1893
0
Cephalic eetae 4, 1½ head-widths long; longitufilna1 striae 10; in cranberry bog .. Atvlern:hus Cobb 1913
Cephalic setae 0
Dorsal oes.gland emptying at med.bulb;junct.oea.&intest.indef.;bursa O Aphelenclwide:r Fischer 1894
(-Seinura Fuchs 1931
=Parasitaphelenchus Fuchs 1930
sPathoaphelenchus (Cobb) Steiner 1931)
Dorsal oes. gland emptying at base of spear; genera tylenchoid

~:ti::: :

1%

sx:t~r~~d:e!:'ii.j~f~i~e~:Pt{iit it~e:j· ~~J~~~~1: :~i!t:!~c~~~'.~r~t~h~~f.t1865
Anterior oesoph. fusiform to isthmus; median bulb not definite; in or about plants

~:gi::t b~Sle~~o/i-~~:. ~ !:.;~'!i!:r~!%~~~
s~t!:" iitli ii~eetyj=;;:~~~t~ mi
1
5

sra:

~~~J~:~~!~'foo. r~t

;;t!~

~~~i:.rb':tl~/:~fl~~%;
r:!~~c~'. ~~~~
definite
Oral area not raised; annulation fine ... . ...... . ............... ...• ...... . Parat11lenchm Micol. 1922
Oral area raised, surrounded by "f0888"; annulation rather coarse ... .... . Procriconema Micol.1925
Base of spear anchor-shaped (fluked); annules under 150, retrorse; junct. oes. & inteBt. indef.
Scales, prickles and fringee absent from annules ............ . Criconema HoffmAnner & Menzel 1914
Scales, prickles or fringes ornamenting the annules .. . ..................•..... . Ooma Southern 1914
( - Iota Cobb 1913)
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SS:ar plain, i.e. not bulbed at base (for alternative see ~e 458)
1:~~'::n~;:in, i.e. without median or posterior bu! or swelling
External amph. reniform; dorsal onch. small, at spear base; ovary ant.; not marine Enoploclieilua Kreis 1932

,ir::~ta~~t~~~~;e~~J>j~~a%s~?::
P~tles
Pharyng.bulb strong.head swollen; spear 1.5%; junct.oesoph.& intest. indef. ;- 9 (Rhabdonchua Cobb 1933)
l'haryng. bulb none; spear vestigial; in beetle, Passalus; • 9 ... . Clwndronema Christie & Chitwood 1931
(-Uracanthm Dies.1861)

8

,K~n:..:i:\:!~c~:nri~ad; onch. spear-like, axial; body set. in long. rows; -9- Aculeonchua Kreis 1928
Annules none or fine; head not expanded; cephalic setae 4
Striae of dots, larger laterally; ampb. multispire; spicula 2-jointed; -9-. . Dorylaimopaia Ditlev. 1918
(=Xinema Cobb 1920)
1
0
J.~~:·thi~k~!~e~;wi~
irb:~~~x~~-~
1920)
Spear more obvious, 1.5%; '2 ' ............ . .................................... . Ondulella Cobb 1920
Ampbid unknown or obscure
Female not known; spear a small prod at lips; marine ........ . ................... . Rhinonema Allgen 1927
Female known

s~=..

~t:.;:~~:r~~- !!ri~':t

~.~t~~{f!~Qibi

8

C~=!J~~!ii~~~;;~r:~slender; set. on bead long; nema 6 mm . Thoracostomop8is Ditlev. 1918
Calvarium none; head not suddenly narrowed; spear short; ovaries reflexed ..... (Onchulella Cobb 1920)
8
{!h1!,1}~~~e~~~~~~!~fui~~~ulva terminal, ovary reflexed; in beetles Allantonema Leuck. 1884
(= T11lenchomorphus Fuchs 1914)
The female ±elongate, usually not slender; vulva posterior, ovary anterior
Ovary outstretched; anus present; spear a mere prod, reduced m d'; wings 0 . .. lotonchium Cobb 1920
Ovary reflexed exc. Rhabdonchus; anus none or reduced; parasitic in ill8ects
Spear long, slender, in muscular bulb, head swollen; junct. oes. & intest. indef. .Rhabdonchus Cobb 1933

S~~tr'!!f:'~:i!~~n~~
~~~~~-t.................... (Bradvnema Strass. 1892)
Mouth and spear present in young 9 only; in beetles, frit fly, etc.
Vulva degenerating; 9 free-living;bursa pre-anal;in Passalus Chondronema Christie & Chitwood 1931
(= Uracanthus Dies. 1861)
Vulva remaining functional; adult 9 parasitic; gubernaculum small
Anus noi>.e or vestigial; in cucumber beetle, Diabrotioa ..................... . Howardula Cobb 1921
Anus persisting; in frit-fty, Oscinella .. . .............................. . (Tvlenchinema Goodey 1930}
Oesophagus with median or posterior bulh or swelling, or both
Amphid not known or obscure
Spmneret present; cardiac swelling slight; spear a small prod at lips; J .....•.•. . (Rhinonema Allgen 1927)

fri'~fi~1::J~~~~-

S~_:1~~~1fti~\:~:f~:!r:: ~ulva terminal; in beetles, etc.; '9 ........... (Allantonema Leuck. 1884)
(= Tylenchomorphus Fuchs 1914)
Nema free-living
Armature a minute labial prod; expanding head suddenly truncate; vulva 88%;-9 lotonchium Cobb 1920
Armature an obvious spear
Spear closed, bent dorsad at tip when extruded;' 9 ·...•...•...••••.•.•..•..• . (Camwdora Cobb 1920)
Spear open, a hollow p8888ge; not bent at tip
Lips petaloid, lip reg. expanded, discoid; oesopb. dor,vlaimoid; spear small; '9 • A ntholaimm Cobb 1913
Lips O; median bulb valvate, with outlets of 3 glands; junction oesoph. & intestine indefinite; -9
Gubernaculum and bursa present ...•.....•...•.•..•••..•..•.•••.•.••..•.••.. Aphelenchus Ba.st. 18~
.
(-Isonchu.s Cobb l!U3)
Gubernaculum and bursa absent ......................•...••..••....• ... Aphelenclwidea Fischer 1894
(=Srinura Fuchs 1931
-Parasitaphelenchua Fuchs 1930
=Pathoaphelenchus (Cobb) Steiner 1931)
Amphid known

~t:~;

Estr~:1re~~~~ni~i!~i>lfJY:i!i~:
(!~~8!.~rfil1t~e;;:i::i~~ ~~nx: marine
Width of nema 3.5% ; pharyngeal bulb definite; '9 ' ..•..•.•..••••••.•...•.......•.•... . On11x Cobb 1891
Width of nema 7% ; pharyngeal bulb faint; J .....•.......•.....•.............. .Oistolaimus Ditlev. 1921
(cf. On11x Cobb 1891)
8
X~~e~~tn:=:;
s~~::rr::~t.oes.&intest. indef.; in beetles; -9 Rhabdonchua Cobb 1933
Anus present; nema free-living
Cephalic setae 10, Sipbonolaimus sometimes 0; amphid circular
Habitat marine;"spear" evertible phar.lining;nema 5-10 mm. ;neck i%; -9 Siphonolaimus de Man 1893
Habitat moist soil; spear tooth-like; nema 0.85 mm.; neck 16% ........... . Odontolaimu, de Man 1880
(=Ntonchus Cobb 1893)
Cephalic eetae 0
Spear bent dorsad at tip when extruded; amphid small, oval, at lips;' 9 .... . Camwdora Cobb 1920
Spear not bent at tip
Med.oes.bulb 0;nema ±dorylaimoid;lab.papillae 6, ceph.6;ovaries 2 (Tylolaimophorus de Man 1880)
Med. oes. bulb valvate; nema ±tylenchoid; papillae 0; ampbid oval, near lips

o~~~:.g~t1°

Ja':it~~~fu~~~':f'(:':!dat!:t;n:aff°~t!~i~th ·mucron; -9 ........ . Paraphelenchus Miool. 1925
Gubernaculum small; bursa without ribs; tail slender, long-oonoid; -9- PBilenchus de Man 1921
Junction oesopb. & intestine indefinite; oes. gland outlets at med. bulb; tail short; -9
Bursa and gubernaculum present ........•.•.•...•...•••.•...••••.••...••. . Aphelenchm Bast. 1865
(=lsonchua Cobb 1913}
Bursa and gubernaculum absent . .................................... . Aphelenclwides Fischer 1894
(=Srinura Fuchs 1931
=Parasitaphelenchus Fuchs 1930
=Pathoaphelenchus (Cobb) Steiner 1931)
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Eo~~.a~E:~:l !~t:!~Tos}~ii!!h~lifl reg.; ceph. set. O; fresh water or soil (from preceding page)
SSo!ll' a closed cutting or prickin~ organ, ±tooth-like; vulva 56-60%, ovary anterior
P!nneret (?) prese1.1t; spear straight .....•........................................ . Oicmchm Cobb 1913
Spmneret absent; tip of spear bent dorsad when extruded; amphid elliptical .•.. Camwdora Cobb 1920
Spear open at end, a hollow passage, tip not bent; oesophag11S dorylaimoid
Anter!or ¼of oesophag11S narrow; cardiac swelling set off by constriction ....... (Dor11llium Cobb 1920)
Anterior Hof oesophe.g11S narrow; both parts cylindroid
Narrow part of oesophagus set off behind by constriction ....... ,,,,,,,,, .. ,,, .Azcmchium Cobb 1920
Narrow part of oesophag11S ±confluent with wider posterior part; 9 ',., ,, , , , .(DOT11laimua Duj. 1845)
Ovaries 2, reflexed; oesophagus ±dorylaimoid
Spear a closed cutting or pricking organ, ±tooth-like

~~~~~

1

T&~deeri~nf~/~~~r~i!:~f; :~::t~3%e:,1:~e~~,~~~~~'.
•. ,.,.,. TTiclwdorm Cobb 1913
Guide rings for spear present; spear ±20% of neck length ..... ,., .......... ,., .Leptonchua Cobb 1920
The spear shorter, less slender, less flexible; cardiac swelling cylindroid, i-1 oesophag11S
Tip of ventral spear oblique, ventrad when extruded; nema 6-10 mm ...•.•.. . Sectcmema Thorne 1930
i:,:~~f=~~nasroft~!t~=enema under 4.5 mm ....................•... . N11qolaimm Cobb 1913
Pharynx with cup-shaped anterior portion

si!~

g~~-=t:~ ::::i:

';JAti:~~~~·:

~~;;id.".1~~t::i:: ~~~ m:

:?ti:o~{~f~~t~
llp ;egioii
Pharynx without cup-shaped anterior portion
:li~o~'ti~~lli~~bb~t;n~~~!spear••••• .. ••• .• • ................. Dor11laimellm Cobb 1913
Lip region discoid, much ex~anded .......................................... . DiBcolaimm Cobb 1913
Lip region 11Sually not discoid, expanded little or not at all

8::~t::

0

0

~ti~ ~=~m= g: ~:~t~~ ii ~i~~~~~ ~:I:: ~=~i.;. ~~~~- ~~~::::::::: ~~i:;i:t:i!hn:r mi

Armature of one or more teeth (odontia or onchia) (for alternative see page 458)
Tooth (onchium) 1 (for alternative see page 465)

Oesophagus plain, i.e. without median or posterior bulb or swelling; amphid occasionally obsoure (pc. •63>
External amphid not spiral, circular nor elliptical (for alternative see next page)
Female not known
Habitat soil ;spinneret O;phar. ¼neck-length ;onch.outward-acting;oes.dorylaimoid . . N anonema Cobb lg()5
(=Cephalonema Cobb 1893)
Habitat marine
Annules coarse, elements tile-like; amphid crook-shape; ceph. set. 4; nema 0.7 mm.Paelionema Cobb 1933
(=S~neria Fil.1922)
Annules not coarse; amphid not crook-shape
Onchium small, a labial prod; cephalic seta.e 6 .••.••.••• , ...•••.•••••••••.• , ••• • Rhinonema Allgen 1927
0
:t.:'t{~'!lh:;1I~!ftc 10; onchium dorsal; nema 0.5% l\ide; ampbid transverse Trileptium Cobb 1933
(=Trilepta Cobb 1920)
Labial set. 0, cephalic 6; onchium ventral; nema over 4% wide ............... . Dorycmchua Kreis 1932
(cf. S11mplocoatoma Bast. 1865)
Female known
Ovary 1; habitat not marine
Median onchium spear-like, dorsal onchium minute, basal ..............•... ... Enoplocheilm Kreis 1932
Median spear-like onchium absent; ovary reflexed; Enoplidae
Pharynx tubular, depth 10 times width; tooth basal; cephalic eeta.e 0••.•.•••.• ,Cr11ptcmchua Cobb 1913
(=Ditlevsenia Micol. 1925)
Pharynx conoid when open, depth not over 3 times width

:f:tt

;,.~~i~a:JiJ::=::::°c~,t\m~

:::;:~~~=·r~~e~~~1:~~:J:!t~;ott!~~t~2~~;;e"r~t·
Ovaries 2
Gonads 9 outstretched; spinneret present; striae plain; marine .....•...... . Mcmcmcholaimm Kreis 192•
Gonads 9 reflexed
Spinneret absent; amphidial opening oval or a transverse slit
Base of tooth without "flukes"; cephalic setae 6; onchium large, acute; in soil..Onchu!us Cobb 1920
Base of tooth anchor-shaped, "flukes" dorsad and ventrad .............. . Diphtherophora de Man 1880
( • Chaolaimua Cobb 1893
-Archionchm Cobb 1913)
Spinneret present, exc. sometimes Eurystominae
Habitat not marine; Trilobinae
Pharynx closed; lips 3; onchium minute, basal, deepset ........••......••••.•..•. .. Triwla Bast.1865
(•Promcmcmchus Micol. 1923)
Pharynx open, domed, larger; lips 6; onchia often more than 1. .....•.•...••••••. Trilobm Bast. 1865
Habitat marine
Striae conspicuous, resolvable into dots or rod-like elements; Chromadoridae
Amphid at lips, lenticular, oft obscure; cuticle of "basket-work" on neck Ev.chromadora de Man 1886
(=Graphonema Cobb 1898)
Amphid not at lips, of ±even width, conspicuous, reachin~ nearly acroes head
Cephalic eetae O; annules of obscure rod-like elements; sp1cula entire ...... . Actincmema Cobb 1920
Cephalic setae 10; annules on neck of "basket-work"
Spicula entire; amphid a wide transverse oval ..... .. . . Pareuchromadora Stekhoven & Ada.ms 1931
Spicula of 2 sections; amphid a narrow slit of even width .•...........•......... . Rhips Cobb 1920
Striae 0, or plain and very hne
External amph.bent or crook-shaped,plate oval.I head-width;"tooth" minute Diplopeltis Cobb 1906

-~~;r:~ v~gM~U
3

External amphid not crook-shaped, plate absent; Enoplidae
Head with elaborate, ornate calvarium ........•..• , .• , ••••••• , •.•.•••••...•• . Deontostoma Fil. 1916
Head without calvarium
Pharynx of single chamber; cephalic seta.e 10
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=~;~°u!'f;:',::!~:?:na ~tt ms

p&:UXU:f:U~ t:,a~i!;':,Fsh~..¥ :;f:t~~~~~~i:t,~d' supplements eurystomoid
Bulbs of oeeophag\18 5-8, serial, contiguo\18 ...... •.•. .....•....•....•..• ••... . Bolbella Cobb 1920
Bulbs of oesophag\18 none

8:~:l

=~~~·:l:~:°J fu;;r::~~~ii~~~:::t~~:: :::::::j;j~;;:',: fJ: mr
0

(=Euri,atoma Marion 1870
- .Marionella Cobb 1922)

.

t::= ~

0

0

JI:!t(p~ff:~r~u!:::1Je~ -~~-~~~~-e-~~Cal11ptronema Marion 1870
(•Catalaimua Cobb 1920)
Anterior oesophag\18 not differentiated
Vestibule set off by row of "comma" markings; pharyng. rings 3 S11mploco&tomella }Iicol. 1930
Vestibule not set off by a ring_ or rows of denticles or markings . . S11mplocoatoma Bast. 1865
External amphid spiral, circular or elliptical (for alternative see preceding page)
Female not known; marine
~~t~ ~~=1:;~:,a>~:C1:1~.~~;,<>:c'l!1ii!ff supplements chromadoroid P<>mponema Cobb 1917
Annulesof dots &rods,alteredlaterally;amph.transverse-oval Pareuclu-<>madora Stekhoven& Adams 1931
Annules none or not ornamented; cephalic cuticle not thickened
Cephalic setae 6
Onchium a minute labial prod ..............•....•..•..••... •.•.............. . Rhinomma Allgen 1927
Onchium ventral, pharyngeal, slender, lance-like .. •. ....•.......•........... .•. Dorvorn:ltua Kreis 1932
(cf. S11mploco&toma Bast. 1865)
Cephalic setae 8 or 10
Oesophag\18 surrounding phar.; oncb. opposed by denticles; amph. long-oval Anazondium Cobb 1920

~~~f ~i!!.~r~cY.t~~~:,~~i-~l~. ~: -~~~~~- ~~-~r:
Cobb 1920
Pharynx of 2 chamber.i; onchium a slender, subventral stylet .......•...•..... . l aonemella Cobb 1920
Female known
1
O ~ ~/d~~o;~!!':af~~moid; 'g ....•..............•.................. Dentatonema Kreis 1928

-~~-~-;-~!~f!c'Tu,

si~
l::;l~~~r~~~~~~~~~itrward; amphid with pocket Puudodilaimua Kreis 1928
Pharynx small or cl08ed, onchium basal or deepset, small
0

Gonad 9 reflexed; striae 0; spinneret small; vulva 80% ; in soil. •...•.•••.•... Tri&clii&toma Cobb 1913
Gonad 9 outstretched; onchium dorsal; amphid circular

mg

~~
~i~!i;,te=!r~~iii"~~
·sp;i~~~~,r,:r~::_ueo~.;
Ovaries 2
Gonads 9 outstretched; spinneret present; marine
Amphid not known; striae plain..•...•.....•••.•...•..................... . Mononcliolaimua Kreis 1924
Amphid multispire; striae of dots
i:ssOO:~n;i:p?:~~:i:~~~-:s~ulaJr~~=?i!tsis absent .••••... . Comuoma Bast. 1865
Male ventral pre-anal supplementary organs small, papilloid .......• .... . Parasabaturia de Man 1907
Male supplementary orPDS absent ••••••••...•.••..•.•......•. •••.• .••.. •Sabatieria de Rauville 1903
Gonads g reflexed
Habitat soil or fresh water; cuticle without pores; wings 0
rn!~ti~!1iif;t:f~~~:r:.Y~~:~;t:;!~~\~~~plements none Nannoncliw Cobb 1913
Cephalic setae O; labial papillae in 2 circlets; spinneret usually present .... : .. . Mononcltw Bast. 1865
Cephalic set. 6, Jointed; labial papillae 1 circlet; spinneret O; about roots .... . C11atltoncltua Cobb 1933
Habitat marine and brackish waters
·
Nema broad, 16% ; wings ±50; neck region "collared"; pharynx narrow ..... . (Ricltterllia Steiner 1916)
Nema slender, not over 6%; wings Oexc. Rhinema 12

::;:::: {h!id~~h~a!°lee17:

-~t

I~

A~:i:~:i~~r:~eJt~~i~.:~~~~:c=J::ir;;1~::~i:f:!!:f~;i~~~~~~~~lt.~bb
1920
(•Seuratia Ditlev. 1918
•SeuratuUa Ditlev. 1922)

1p~Jub~e~hl!d::,h~;

~~1t!,~~~=-~ ;~1:Pfu~fue~vi~':atltolaimua Micol. 1922

p~~~!~°i::;~~=~P~1i:tnt!t~ ~:~i;'t!;>j}~-~~~Paracantltoncltua Micol. 1924
Dorsal onchium O or not projecting; pharyngeal ribs extending to bBBe
Tail setaceous; onchium small; d' papillae present or not ...•...•. . Longicvatltolaimua Micol. 1924
Tail not setaceo\18
.
Dots larger laterally; d' supplements tubular; gubemae. oft joined Praeacantltoncltm Micol. 1924
Dots not larger laterally; r;J- tubular supplements O; gubemacula joined C11atltolaimm Bast. 1865
(-Ned~ma :Marion 1870)
AWi=1t~~,a.r~~lli-J'!\:1~;~~~~ulb stronger dorsad; amphid circular .•. .Rhinema Cobb 1920
Wings O; striae plain
1&°:?.:d!~=~~f~\~i!:;::i!\\':'r~~:::n~\!1~lr:h;1i:k~~ o::::~ar~r,cbk1920
Oesoph. jtlanW! not prominent; d ~ pharyng. element not uniformly thick, b~t heavy
Tooth-like thickerung parallel to &XIB •••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••• • CamacolaimU8 de Man 1889
( -Digitoncltua Cobb 1920
•Acontiolaimua Fil. 1918)
Tooth-like thickening bent outward from beginning of vestibule

i~:: ~: ;o_:~;:3·:.i~~\~. . l.ipi~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.~~~Ye;zsi~":ieo~b mg
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D&1'~afl~~~~f
c!~;c~ci!:td~:;fj~usa distinct projection (from preceding page)
Male aupplemen!Mr organs C(!ml?lex; copulatory muscles conspic.uous •. .. Xanllwdora Cobb 1920
Male s~pplements simple, pap1ll01d; copulatory muscles not consp1c. Acanlhophar11nz Marion 1870
Cephalic setae not over 10
Head with elaborately ornate calvarium; striae O; spinneret present . ••• . • . D eontostoma Fil 1916
Head without calvarium; cuticular poree absent
·
Plate round,with " bent" amph.;phar.small;ceph.set.4,cerv.oft long,many D i plopeltis Cobb 1905
( - Dipelti, Cobb 1891
1875
Plate absent; pharynx large, complex, of more than 1 chamber; onchi~i'::rC::t,~J!.!illot
)
Onchium C?noid to base of short stylet; pharynx ±quadrate; d' supplements eurystomoid
Long cervical setae ±30; d' supplements weakly developed .•• .•. •.•.•..... . Ledointia Fil. 1927
Long cervical setae 0
Tail rounded; spinneret oft preeent; d' supplements well developed .. . Eurr,stomina Fil. 1921
( - Eurvatoma Marion 1870
.
•
.
.
-Marionella Cobb 1922)
1
~a~~~\~i![;'~~f
th~~k~f!~~olin~·ii~ii~"tl;teur11slomina Micol. 1930
Oesophageal bulbs 5-8, serial, contiguous ..... •.. •.. ••.•. . •• ..... . Pol11gastrophora de Man 1922
Oesophageal bulbs 0
Anterior oesophagus (pharynx ?) narrower, lumen wide ... . .. .. . •. Cal11ptronema Marion 1870
(-Calalaimus Cobb 1920)
Anterior oesophagus not differentiated
Vestibule set off by row of "commas," pharyng. rings 3; eyes O S11mplocoslomella Micol. 1930
Vestibule set off by rows of denticles or markings, or by a ring
.
Pharyngeal chambers behind vestibule more than 2 .. • . , ..... , . . S11mplocosloma Bast. 1865
Pharyngeal chambers behind vestibule 2; eyes 2.,., . •. ,., ......•..... • . Dilaimu, Fil. 1927
(=Amphistenua Marion 1870)
0
0 ::~~~b;c~C:~f~~:~~~il":::e~':.!~rrp:!f <for alternative see page 461>
Female not known
Habitat soil;phar.tubular,l neck;onch.outward-acting;oes.dorylaimoid;spinneret O Nanonema Cobb 1905
1893
Habitat marine; pharynx not over~. neck-length; spinneret present (Rhino~;J:f)halonema Cobb
)
Pharyngeal bulb stronger dorsad; onchium pharyngeal; cephalic setae small or 0 .. . . lotadorus Cobb 1920
Pharyngeal bulb absent; onchium a mere prod at lips; cephalic setae 6......... (Rhinonema Allgen 1927)
- Female known
Ovary 1
Gonad \;1 outstretched;spinneret pres.;wings 10,marks V-shaped;ceph.set.4;marine (Nudora Cobb 1~20)
Gonad \;1 reflexed; spinneret absent; not marine
Onchium (spear) bent dorsad at tip; amphid small, oval, at lips; in soil ...... (CamPJldora Cobb 1920)
Onchium not bent obliquely at tip
Cardiac bulb not valvate; median bulb strong
Tooth recurved outward; long. striae present; d' supplements papilloid . . Diplogaster M. Schultze 1857
Tooth forward-pointing, deepset; long. striae none; d' supplements setose . . . . Acrostichus Rahm 1928
Cardiac bulb valvate; median bulb.absent, oesophagus cephaloboid
Posterior pharynx muscular, lumen closed; vulva ±75% ; tail ±blunt ....... . Pleclonchu, Fuchs 1930
Posterior pharynx ±open; vulva 53-65%; tail conoid, usually slender
Vagina directed inward, not heavily muscular; not viviparous .......... . Macrolaimus Maupa9 1900
Vagina directed forward, heavily muscular; viviparous or ovoviviparous ..... . Turbatriz Peters 1927
( - Anguillula auctores)
- Ovaries 2
Gonads 9 outstretched; pharyngeal bulb ±globular .•. . ...•...•.•. . ....... .• .. (Bolbolaimu, Cobb 1920)
(-Bulbopharvngiella Allgen 1929)
- Gonads \;1 reflexed, exc. perhaps Demaniella.
S8~~:Jf:~tb~~e~!l.:~phagus with muscular median bulb, usually valvate
Lip region not set off; odontia absent .. • .......................... •..... •. . Poikilolaimus Fuchs 1930
Lip region set off by constriction; curved odontia 2 or 4 . . .. .. . .... . . . . . ..•...... Rhabditi, Duj. 1845
(=Diploscapteroidu Rahm 1928)

oJci:f~

!~~1~1:::e~

----~:~tlt: M;~

CO~~i:f
u!iw:~~. ~~t,;~;a!'~~~t~':ifP1s°f:!1;°.;fder than oesophagus N eodiplogaster Cobb 1924
Onchia larger, basal; "prod" at lips; median bulb not wider than oesophagus Demani ella Steiner 1914
(-Demania Steiner 1914)

7:!:~~t:~~x~:!~t:e ~~~~:.:::;~: j,:~:1:f~lz=

0

- se:~:~~~tr:~!~:~!~f~:!~4
~i920
-Lip region not protrusile
Pharyngeal swelling stronger dorsad; d' supplements chromadoroid exc. Odontonema
Striae altered laterally; onchium large, dorsal, apex ventral ......... . H 11podonlolaimus de Man 1886
Striae not altered laterally
Onchium solid, inward-pointing . •.... .. . .. . ...... . . . .•. •....... .. ..... •.. . Prochromadora Fil. 1922
0
,F;!l~m~J~
~~~i.t~,. ~~:':"~.~-.~~~~i-~~ .............. •............ . C'hromadorita Fil. 1922-¥
Tooth very large, apex ventral; d' supplements papilloid ........••• •....... . Odonlonema Fil. 1930
- Pharyngeal swelling not stronger do~d
. .

_i~~.~.

c,n~it°ul\ul!fh~i:;,!t1=~-~'. .~t-~~. ~~~~ .~~-r~~:'. .~~~ .~~~•. ~~~~~¾~l,~~ella Fil. 1918
The bulb with lumen not dilated; d' supplements chromadoroid ...... • , • ; .Chromadorisaa Fil. 1917
Cardiac bulb short, not divided
Striae altered laterally, several rows of dots larger ..... . •................ • . •. Chromadora Bast. 1865
Striae not altered laterally
.
~ ~lff'i~~~-:~:t,~~ui~!1ti: chromadoroid ...... . ... . Pr~hromaclora Fil. 1922
Tooth small, sharp; d' supplements chromadoroid ..... •... •.........••.. . Chromadorita Fil. 1922'((
Tooth large, irregularly rectangular; cardiac bulb very large, simple ....... . Punctodora Fil. 1930

g~~gf
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Amphid known (for alternative see preceding Re)
External amphid not spiral, circular nor elliptical, but a transverse slit
Female not known; amphid large
Pharyngeal bulb not stronger dorsad;ceph. set. l0;cutic. "basket-work·' on neck Nygmatonchm Cobb 1933
Pharyngeal bulb stronger dorsad; striae of dots
Denticles in pharynx numerous; cephalic setae 4; in humus near sea coast ... . . .Dentieulella Cobb 1933
Denticles 0; cephalic setae if present almost invisible; marine .. . ............... . lotadorm Cobb 1920 ·
Female known
Ovarv 1, reflexed; habitat soil about roots
Tooth short, closed, not bent at tip; ovary anterior, vulva 57%: spinneret(?) present Oionchu• Cobb 1913
Tooth (spear) bent obliquely dorsad at tip wben extruded; spinneret absent .... . Campydura Cobb 1920
Ovaries 2, reflexed; spinneret present
Oeeophageal bulbs 5-S, contiguous; amphid with pocket: <i' supplements eurystomoid Bolbella Cobb 1920
Oesophageal bulbs not more than 2, not contiguous
0
~~~:ii~~;
Rhabdclaimm de Man 1880
1
Oncbium curv:J, solid, apparently mobile radially .. . ............... . . .... Prochromadora Fil. 1922
Onchium forward-pointing or ±rectangular, motion apparently ±parallel to axis
Lip reg. protrusile; ceph. set. 4; renette long; excretory pore opp. pharynx .. Ptycholaimellm Cobb 1920

'.f::t

:i: oi,~~dtl J1!;i~!.'m~iJ~~Y':\i~· ....

Lifec1gi'l\~ihn~~s~~~asket-work"; 4 sublat. scales opp. phar.; spicula 2 sections Rhipa Cobb 1920
Neck without "basket-work," or laterally only; scales 0; spicula entire
Striae of rod-like elements, exc. towards extremities, changing to large dots laterally
Cardiac bulb broad, well set off, valvate ...............•....•............ . Punctodora Fil. 1930
Cardiac bulb not very broad, confluent, non-valvate ............... . Neochromadora Micol. 1924
Striae of dots, altered laterally
Pharyngeal bulbstrongerdorsad; onch. large; card. bulb 2-3-zoned .. H~podontolaimm de Man 1886
External =f?s~~~~:C~~~llio;tT~~nger dorsad; cardiac bulb not zone ... . Chromadora Bast. 1865-Female not known; marine or salt marsh (exc. Amphispira ?); wings none
Habitat soil (possibly marine); amphid spiral; cephalic setae 0; spinneret present Amphiapira Cobb 1920
Habitat marine or salt marsh
A&~tI~~f~:~~-.~~.~~~~.~~~~~~.~~.~~················· · ··· · · ····· .Nroumchua Cobb 1933
Striae not altered laterally ...•....................... . . . . . . . . . ........... . ... . Amphiapira Cobb 1920
Amphid not multispiral
Onchium spear-like, free at tip ..........••.•........ . ..............•.....•.. .Oiatolaimus Ditlev. 1921
(cf. On11:r Cobb 1891)
Onchium not spear-like
Cephalic setae minute; pharyng. bulb stronger dorsad; amp hid narrow, transverse lotaclor-iu Cobb 1920
Cephalic setae 0; amphid circular or monospiral
Tooth ventral .......•......................... . .......... . ....... . . . ...... . Cra••olaimm Kreis 1929
Tooth dorsal; nema cephalated by expansion and by cessation of striae . ..... Micromicron Cobb 1920
- Female known
Ovary 1
Gonad g outstretched; amphid circular; cephalic setae 4; spinneret present; marine

~:fl!~:~~~~:: ~tt i;~g

;i:: i~·

;t~~:st~t~!tt~ft~~~prit!~!t~~~i~.t~la;s
Gonad g reflexed
::~a:r::phidD!~J1:i~e~irs8;1~:~: ~:; ~~'ud~-::::id Monopoathio. de Man 1889

i!tlt!t

J,~~n~n1:rn~~t;Jt~i=~~~,;:~p'i:.1:;t~ :~t~;;!ii~~m~~=m::de Man 1912

J,~=~~=~

~~!"l'i!,~;;::~~ .~.~. ~~:.

0

PJ:Chi~ !~ri~:~ctt~':"
:~.Di:~gaster ll. Schultze 18.57
Onchium deepset, forward-pointing .............. . ........................ . AcrOBtichus Rahm 1928

S~~ng

~~~~~~:~t8:bf~1°
bulbs .......•.. . . (Ocwntopharyn:r de Man 1912)
Pharynx occupying l neck-length or less
Tooth (spear) bent obliquely dorsad at lips when extruded; soil near roots .. (Campydora Cobb 1920)
Tooth not bent
Spinneret present;external amphid oval; pharyng. bulb absent; in fresh water Udonchm Cobb 1913
Spinneret absent; amphid circular
Pharyngeal swell!ng absent; <;ardia1; bull? valvate ................... . .llacrola~mus Maupas 1900
Pharyngeal swelling clavate; m mo1St soil .................•...• . ... . Ocwntola,mm de Man 1880
( =Nronchm Cobb 1893)
Ovaries 2
Gonads 9 outstretched; spinneret present; habitat marine or brackish soil
Amphid not multispire; onchia several, often minute
Pharyngeal bulb none, or slight, confluent; ceph. setae 4; labial papillae 6 . • Mi"crolaimu• de Man 1880
Pharyngeal bulb almost globular; cephalic setae 6; labial setae 6 .•...... . .. . (Bolbolaimu3 Cobb 1920)
(=Bulbopharyngiella Allgen 1929)
Amphid multispire; striae finely dotted; pharyngeal bulb absent
Head setose; striae not altered laterally; spicula long; apophyeis none . ...... . Come,oma Bast. 1865
Head less setose; spicula short; gubernaculum with apophysis
Male ventral pre-anal supplementary organs small, papilloid~ ....... . (Parasabatieria de Man 1907)
Male supplementary organs absent ...•.....•.........•. ; .... : ......... (Sabatieria de Rauville 1903)
Gonads g reflexed
Spinneret absent (for alternative see next page)
Habitat marine; cephalic setae 4; pharyngeal bulb absent, pharynx small ...... . Spirina Fil. 1918
(=-Spira Bast. 1865)
Habitat not marine; tail ±setaceous exc. Neodiplogaster
Cardiac bulb valvate ........ . . . ......................•.................. . Poikilolaimus Fuchs 1930
Cardiac bulb not valvate

i=:::} t~t ~~::~·

1

s~~:tl:~~h~=;tiJM~~~c~t~!~~i~:i;:1:1uo~e llan
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Median oesophageal bulb not swollen; ceph. set. 0; striae plain .... (Odontopha'lln:r: de Man 1912)
Median oesophageal bulb S'l"ollen; cardiac swelling non-valvate
Pharynx½ wide as deep; CE,>h. set. present; tail setaceous; bursa 0 .. .. Diploga,ter M. Schultze 1857
Pharynx narrow, posterior tubular portion not over las wide as deep; ceph. set. 0
Onchium basal; tail conoid then setsceous; bursa none ............ . Diplogaateri,ide, de Man 1912
Onchium anterior; striae of dots; tail conoid; bursa rhabditoid ..... , . . Neodiplogaater Cobb 1924

~~n~~{~ft:'ari~~~~~~~-

S8~;~~~Ibecltse~s.~~1:1i!f!:e:t~~~
1:1:}!/1111rutrophora de Man 1922
Oesophageal bulb 1
Anterior oesophagus narrow, lumen wide; marine ....................... .. Cal11ptronema Marion 1870
(=Catalaimua Cobb 1920)
Anterior oesophagus not differentiated
Wings present
Pharyngeal bulb set off by constriction; wings 12, bristles retrorse; marine .. . Rhinema Cobb 1920
Pharyngeal bulb none or confluent

s~':~~ :f

NH:d ~~P~:e~-~;J~!~c~
6~~::fi:f!8j;~;.f~8:h~':p'r:i~=j~tobb 1933
Head pfuin;wing 1;ceph.set.0;denticles 0;amph.round;caud.gl'nds pre-anal Xenonema Cobh 1920
Nema not cephalated; cardiac bulb long, 2- or 3-zoned; amphid spiral
Striae of dots; wings sca.lariform; <f' supplements 0................... . Spiloplwrium Cobb 1933
( =Spilophora Bast. 1865)
Striae plain

8:~t!fi~ :t: ~.a:ir~A~i~i:: 1~ ~r:::;i~:!~l: ~t::r:::::::::
·.M~~:o=?>~f. mi
(-Chromadoropaia Fil. 1918)

Wings 0; striae not altered laterally, exc. sometimes Desmodora

11,t~~~r:t~dte:Jct:~~!':u1ietid!t;i; ;1,';!:.~U:t~~ICrdcli~te .... , .Ethmolaimua de Man 1880
Pharynx behind onchia ±conoid; pharyngeal bulb absent

:i>1:Z::::OO°':~~f. mi

~fj~~~ct:~i~~e~:eU:~{;~~h~i:.x o~~~~~~:::
Habitat marine
Dorsal pharyngeal wall thickened, onchium-like; amphid monospire
at lips; cephalic setae 4; renette far back
Oesoph. glands obscuring junction of intest.; dorsal phar. element :!:,uniform Onchium Cobb 1920
Oesoph. ~Ian~ not prominent; dol"S!" pharyng. element not uniformly thick, ~ut heavy
Tooth-like th1ckenmg parallel to ans ..•....... , ... , .•• , •••••••••••• • Camacolaimua de Man 1889
(=Digitonchua Cobb 1920
=Acontiolaimua Fil. 1918)
Tooth-like thickening bent outward from beginning of vestibule

f:~ei~

i~i~: ~i ~!h~!:f,i~~?~·•· ;i~i,i~;: :: : : :::::: ::: :::: :: : ::: :::::::~~ ::'i~:ic~ m~
0

Dorsal pharyngeal wall not thickened; onchium a distinct projection
Cephalic setae 12-26; cardiac bulb elongate; amphid spiral
Striae of dots, on head also; labial papillae setose; ceph. set. 12 ..•• . Bradylaimua Stekhoven 1931
Striae plain, absent on head; cephalic setae 24-26; amphid monospire

f~:fu!":: ~tt mi

it~: !~~t~~~~!~fe~~:!t~~~1

;i~':!~~rls~~~f~~1!::i;s:gw~i1
Cephalic setae 4
Striae of dots
Dorsal onchium large, basal; pharyngeal bulb stronger dorsad ....... .. Odontanema Fil. 1930
Dorsal onchium anterior; pharyngeal bulb ±symmetrical ......... .. Chromadorina Fil. 1918
Striae plain
Head set off by lack of striae; pharym: & onchium inconspic.; marine . . Dumodma de Man 1889
Head not set off; striae extending to lips
Pharyngeal bulb 0; cardiac bulb short; onchium minute; neck 6-7% ..•... . Spirina Fil. 1918
(=Spira Bast. 1865)
3
1
0
PJ~r=s~:.e~eh!~d~~i:d~i.~ . ~-~~:
~--- .
Cobb 1891
Onchium not spear-like; head truncate ........................ .. Metachromadora Fil.1918
(=Chromadoropm Fil.1918)

~~'.~~: ~~

.-.z~~~~: -~~~~- ~~o~;:

1

E:t~t! (for

To::~pt::~i~h°:enJI:~ !~:;:i:ri~:i\tlt~rn:::m:~
alternative see page 467)
The teeth ±equal in size, 'lll!ually- mobile radially (for alternative see next page)
S~11!~i:e~~e~~~'!
ph1d often obscure (for alternative see next page)
~ardiac bulb va.lvate; cuticle without longitudinal striae ............ . ...•..... . Diploscapter Cobb 1913
Cardiac bulb not valvate, median bulb valvate; cuticle with longitudinal etriae
Posterior pharyngeal chamber behind onchia; lips with radiate framework ..... M ononchi,ide, Rahm 1928
Posterior pharyngeal chamber absent; lips without radiate framework .... . Diplogaster M. Schultze 1857
(-Pristwnchm Kreis 193.2)

9!~ ~9

slt~;~
fi%':tl~; ~1~~ ~ff:;rii bulb absent
Amphid long, reaching base of pharynx or mid-body; odontia 6, minute; -Q-..... . P seudolella Cobb 1920
Amphid small, at lips, with pocket; odontia 3, massive; tail oft striate;' 9 •... . Syringolaimua de Man 1888
Pharynx conoid, not over 2% of body length

S61~f~~onch. 3, at base shallow phar. ;amph. round; card. swelling obvio'lll!;-9 Aponchium Cobb 1920
Odontia 6 or 12;onch. 0;amph. bent or crook-shape;card. bulb 0 or weak;-Q- Odonrophora Biitsch. 1874
(-Trigonolaimw Ditlev. 1918
-Conolaimua Fil. HHS)
Sf!i~h[d~~t~
~~:lements 0 or papilloid; gubernac. 0; <f' only .. Statenia Allgen 1930
Amphid a transverse slit, near lips; '9'
Lateral fields marked by longitudinal rows of larger dots ................ . Chromadordla Fil.1918
Lateral fields without longitudinal rows of larger dots ..••...••••••••••• •Prochromadorella Micol. 1924

~t~a~~~!f;

0
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Stroke of teeth inward; amphid occaaionally obacure (for alternative see preceding page)

::~>J1:8fou

S~e1::':!J'y~°J!~fe~~t:=iah1~
:ef~:i!o~~;;'~~~ _rtJ!-!8e!ephalus de Man 1876)
Nema notcep~ted; cirri 6;amphi~ oval; tail hooked; in bark, etc.; '9 ••... (Chamberaiella Cobb 1920)
(=Di"8tolaimm Rahm 1928)
SpiDDeret preeent
Mandibular jawa 2 or 3; pharyngeal and cardiac bulbs strong; marine
Jaws3; amphid not known; <i' only ....... ...................................... Fm<>Mma Kreis 1928
Jaws 2, lateral, dentate; amphid multispire ........... .. ...................... . Cheironchm Cobb 1917
(=DignathonemaFil.1918)
Mandibular jawa absent
Amphid multispire; lips flat, confluent; pharynx rather narrow; marine
Striae very fine; wings O; labial papillae not seen; <i' only ...........•...... .. (Alaimonema Cobb 1920)
Striae ±ooe.ree, of dote; wings pres.; labial papillae 12; -9-, or reflexed at tip (Mesonchium Cobb 1920)
(=Pepsonema Cobb 1920)
Amphid not multispire
Habitatsoil;amph.monoepire to crook-11hape;phar. 6% ;nemasmall,0.2 mm. ;J (P11cn<>laimm Cobb 1920)
Habitat marine; pharynx UDder 2%, not tubular; ovaries not reflexed
Vulva 15%; odontia 12, minute; amphid "folded"; 9-.................... . S11nooanlium Cobb 1920

g~=

~~tt!~r~~~~t!~.: ~n~; ;:i::li!e:-'~~i::~t~~y ~hli~~~1=~:~e~!':~:~~
i
:~!:=~~

The
·~~t
External amphid not spiral, circular nor elliptical; ovari81! 2; spinneret present
~~~=~~h=;ahla~·
sometimes to mid-body;odontia 6;- 9- Pseudolella Cobb 1920
Striae fine, plain; onchia dorsal and ventral . . ................................ . . . Deltanema Kreis 1929
(cf. Metalinhomoem de Man 1907)
Striae resolvable into elements; dorsal onchium usually the largest
Spicula of 2 joints; striae forming "basket-work" on neck; amphid opp. base pharynx Rhips Cobb 1920
Spicula entire; striae of dots; amphid near lips ...............•.....•.......... . Chromadora Bast. 1865 External amphid spiral, circular or elliptical
Female not known; spinneret present; marine
Amphid multiepire;head conoid;onch. minute;ceph. & subceph. 11etae in sets of 4 Alaim<>Mma Cobb 1920
0

APh~'!;:~~d~:t°~S.: b~ c1!i~~~d ring .•..••...•.•.•.•.•.•.•...• . Cricolaimm Southern 1914
Pharynx not surroUDded by cuticularized ring
Striae of dote, interrupted laterally; pharynx cyatho!&imoid, onchium large . .. . Endolaimus Fil. 1922
Striae UDaitered laterally; pharynx email; d' eupplements tubular, poet-anal. .... . Calanema Cobb 1920
Female known
Ovary 1
Gonad 9 outstretched;spinneret pres. :<i' supplements numerous,complex;marine Aponchium Cobb 1920
Gonad 9 reflexed; amphid small, circular, obscure; spinneret O; not marine
Cardiac bulb valvate, median bulb absent; bursa small, ribs stout .... ....... . Myolaimus Cobb 1920
Cardiac bulb not valvate; oesophagus ±diplogaatroid

8::;~:::: ~thu!i~di:t\~~~a1b~~-- ~~~~~~ .~.~~ ~~~~~:::::Hi~t;::~aa~s~h:~~ m~
0

(=Priationchus Kreis 1932)
Ovaries 2
Gonads 9 outstretched, Meeonchium reflexed at tips; marine
Amphid spiral; dots larger laterally; onchia ±equal; spinneret present ..•. . (Mesonchium Cobb 1920)
(=Pepsonema Cobb 1920)
Amphid circular; striae when present not altered laterally; onchia unequal
Striae desmodoroid, coarse, plain; amph. behind pharynx, open caudad Paracotlwnolaimus Schulz 1932
Striae none, or not desmodoroid
Pharyngeal bulb ±globular, 11et off by conetriction; spinneret present ...... . Bolbolaimus Cobb 1920
(~Bulbopharvngiella Allgen 1929)
Pharyngeal swelling slight, oonffuent; base of pharynx denticulate ......... . L;nhomoem Bast. 1865
(i.e. eubg. Eulinhom-0eus de Man 1907)
Gonads 9 reffexed {Meeonchium at tips only)
Habitat marine; spmneret present; amphid spiral
Striae of dots; amphid opposite pharynx, of few winds
Subventral onchium email, dorsal acting out; dots UDaitered laterally ... . Chromadorina Fil. IQ18
Subventral & dorsal onchia ±equal, apices axial; dots larger laterally .•.... . . Mesonchium Cobb 1920
(=Pepsonema Cobb 1920)
Striae none or plain
Headset off by ce88&tion of coarse annulation; amphid usually multispire .. . D esmodora de Man 1889
Head not set off; striae none or very fine
Male ventral pre-anal supplements tubular, eigmoid, in 2 rows ..•.....•.... • . .Poly,igma Cobb 1920
Male ventral pre-anal supplements simple, in 1 row .. .................... . . Chromllllpirina Fil.1918
(-Meaodorm Cobb 1920)
Habitat not marine
Spinneret present; amphid spiral, behind pharynx; in fresh water ..... . .. .. Achromadora Cobb 1913
1

~~.~~:

sc::::IT~\:~~~~=.:i~~t~~~~t!c,i~~':!:h1:'t1~
. . .•. •.... . Seleneella Rahm 1932
Cardiac bulb not valvate; 0880phagus diplogastroid
Anterior 0880phagus (corpus) without (or with clavate, non-valvate) swelling

~~:ll~ ::::

~~.~~i.~

~i.~~~~::1:~1:i'z~~~ m~

t°J~!;J=~!P=egybcle~i~\~~.
~.r.
Anterior oesophagus (corpus) ending in ±valvate median bulb
Lipe with radiate framework; poet. pharyngeal chamber behind onchia .. . Mononchoides Rahm 1928
Lips without radiate framework; poet. pharyngeal chamber none ...• . Di plogaster M. Schultze 1857
(=PriBtionchm Kreis 1932)
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OesophagW< plain, i.e. without median or posterior bulb or swelling (for alternative 1100 page 465)
The teeth ±equal in size, usually mobile radially (for alternative see next page)
8troke of teeth outward: amphid usually not obscure
External amphid spiral, circular or elliptical; spinneret present (Eleutherolaimu~ ?)
Armature of 2 teeth ;ceph. set. 4:amph . monoopire,in front of setae;o" only Diodantolaimu• Southern 1914
Armature of 6 or 12 odontia
Odontia 3-jointed,heavy;phar. cylind.;onch. dorsal;amph . round-multispire; - 9 Scaptrella Cobb 1917
Odontia not jointed
Amphid "folded" or shepherd's crook; -9-.... .. ..................... . . .. .Odontaphora Biltscb. 1874
(-Trigonolaimm Ditlev. 1918
=Conolaimm Fil. 1918)
Amphid circular or elliptical, someti·m es obscure; cephalic setae 4
Pharynx obscure; odontia small; lab. set. 6, setae long; striae coarse;• 9' Stephanalaimm Ditlev. 1918
Pharynx obvious; odontia larger; labial and subcephalic setae O; rJ' only

~:~i::

0

~~-~~~-----·-·:.·:.·:.·:.·:.·::.·::::::::::i:1!~t;:;~i=u?Wit. mg

~1a1~~~:i;hi~dcit;caiilii;~rs~: . ~~1
nd
Ec!::i?:! ~ibh:1th~~ :r:r~·ori:i~tra:;hl~~tt~:~~~~s~esli:
1?~; !9°.nus a Parironus
Dots of striae larger laterally, in longitudinal rows ..... ... ... ..... . ... . ... .. .. (Chromadorella Fil. 1918)
c1:Jfa°J b~/ben~~~~~~rla~
·pi~iii ~-~cf;~~;;
(Prochromadurella Micol. 1924)
Odontia 6, sometimes dentate; amphid ±"folded" or crook-shaped; -9Amphid opposite basal portion of pharynx; odontia less developed ....... , , , . Azonolaimm de Man 1889
Amphid opposite anterior portion of pharynx; odontia more developed . . .. .Odantophora Biltscb, 1874
(=Trigonolaimm Ditlev.1918
=Conolaimm Fil. 1918)
Odontia or onchia 3; amphid transverse, with internal pocket; ovaries reflexed
Armature 3 awl-shaped onchia, protrusile forward; pharynx 0.5% ; • 9 ' ....... . (Fimbrilla Cobb 1905)
(=Fimbria Cobb 1894)
Armature a heavy odontia; pharynx tubular, 1-4% ; Ironinae
Lips expanded, denticulate, 6; tail 2% ; spinneret ventrad; 9 ' .............. Trissonchulus Cobb 1920
Lips not expanded; tail 5% or more; spinneret not ventrad; • 9'
Spinneret none; pharynx 2-4% ; dorsal tooth duplex; in fresh water and soil. .... . lronus Bast. 1865
8
0
c~nh'::ii~ r:t:o~~ina~ill~id~~d~~ti::1!~:SJ!p1!x~ ;:~;~~i:.i8swelling slight
Pfaryngeal wall thin; pharynx 3% : nema 3 mm . . . . . . . ... .... .. ...... . Dolicholaimus de Man 1888
Pharyngeal wall thick; pharynx 1.1 %: nema 2-7 mm ........ .. .. . . . . ... Thalassironus de Man 1889
Cephalic setae present
Odontia duplex; phar. 2. 7%, bulb set off by constriction; ceph. set. 6, s ubceph. 4 ..lronella Cobb 1920
Odontia not duplex; pharynx 1-1.6%, swelling slight; cephalic setae 10 . ..... . Parironm Micol. 1930

~!:

b

~:-a~:;;

fine ••• •••• -•-•. •-......

iK~~~:l:~~~r;:~t ~~l:-'t~1.~::i:-;~~~nefi~~f!~t~:;~~~!fle~1rket and often obscure

8

Ovar,Y 1, post.; phar. bulb strong; "palps" labial; onch. 3, at summit of apophyses Gamma11ema Cobb 1920
0
c:r~:.i~an:~~s;rit~ ~:I:i~t;~t~:::!t~~~ri:ie[a:t!~Yr~:tia large . .. . .. .. .. Fiacra Southern 1914
Calvarium absent
Onchia 3, awl-like, protrusile forward, like bristles around open mouth ........ . Fimbrilla Cobb 1905
(=Fimbria Cobb 18941
Onchia not awl-like
Lips confluent, bearing 6 (or a duplex) odontia
Pharynx narrow; onchia O; odontia probaby 6 . .. . ... . . . .. .... . ..... . . .. . . ... Tubolaimella Cobb 1933
Pharynx conoid; onch. 3, midway,alternating paired odontia . . Rhabdodemania Baylis & Daubney 1926
(= Demam'a Southern 1914)
Lips distinct, 3; armature heavy

\~!~Tib\:~g::c1~!~3: Wi!if:df:J~~~~{:~·:;icula long, striate . .... ...... . Enaploides Saveljev 1912
Mandi hies absent; lips not striate; tooth mid way on onchial framework ... Enoplolai mus de Man 1893
The lips not conoid, nor as high a~ broad
Armature 3 short flattish acute oncbia, doming the ±small pharynx . . . . Triodontolaimus de l\lan 1893
Armature of a jaws within the pharynx, anteriorly 2-pointed ............... .. .. . Enapli.s Duj, 1845
( = E11oplostoma Marion 1870)
External amphid spiral, circular or elliptical
Female not known
1
1
0
As~X:dv~~nrxr/~:~:;s~
~~i1i~f. ~~~~-~-~~~~-- ~~b-~8vagda Southern 1914
8triae coarse; phar. cylind.; onch. 2, lateral orsubventral; lab. papill. 4 l>iodontolaimus Southern IHI
Amphid multispire; rJ' supplements ±chromadoroid
Pharynx unarmed; lips 6, grasping organs, with longitudinal cuticular ribs . . . .. .... . Dispira Cobb 1933
Pharynx armed, bulb strong; often nemativorous; rJ' supplements chromadoroid
Mandibles 3, split exc. at tips, distal hooks 3, subordinates 2; phar. I chamber. ,Synonchium Cobb 1920
Mandibles O; phar. 2 chambers; onchia 3, midway, with backward apophyses .. Trogolaim us Cobb 1920
Female known
Ovary 1; amphid circular or monospiral (for alternative see next page)
Gonad 9 post. ;onch.3, on apophyses;phar .bulb strong ;spinneret pres. ;marine Gammanema Cobb 1920
Gonad 9 anterior
Spinneret none; wings none; labial "palps" 6, small; marine; - 9
Amphid large, raised centrally; tail with thorn-like setae . . ................... . (Zanema Cobb 1920)
Amphidsmall, not projecting; tail without setae .......... ................ (Crystallonema Cobb 1920)
Spinneret present
Cephalicsetae usually Oor papilloid; ovoviviparous or viviparous; in gills of land crabs
Pharynx small, of 2 chambers; cephalic setae 10, often papilloid ........ (Manhystrium Cobb 1920)
Pharynx large, open, of I chamber; cephalic setae O; wings none ... . ........... Tripylium Cobb 1920
Cephalic setae present; ovary outstretched; marine

:~jiJ7 t~~~r:; /1:bf:i

ti: t~ce~/~h\~~e~~~~N~ ~rai1;V.~rd·;ddc ~t~a~;..Y~!fri'trs.~ ~~-~~- ~~~-~ ·.(cf.(D~;}e::e'
:!i~ ~tt mg~
Theristm Bast. 1865)
0
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Ovaries 2 (for alternative see precedinit paite)
Gonads 9 outstretched; spinneret pr0110nt; marine
Amphid "folded" or crook-shaped; pharynx conoid; striae plain .... . . (Axonolaim= de Man 1889)
Amphid m~ltispire; striae of dol'!, altered on lateral fields
.
.
.
Sp1cula 2-Jomted; nema 2% wide .. .... .... ....... ..... .. .. ........ .. . . Dorylaimopsis D,tlev. 1918
(=Xinema Cobb 1920)
Spicula entire; nema 4% wide . .. .. •.• . .... .................... ...... ... .... •Uuonchium Cobb 1920
(= Pepsonema Cobb 1920)
Gonads 9 reflexed; spinneret present
Amphid large, multispire; striae resolvable into elements; often nemativorous
2
P~t!-7J:r :i1:::i~t:~:tdin~!%~
i~~lcl~si~~~i;;;~~dotb):!e~fi\t 1922
Circular muscles none; pharynx capacious; denticles regularly placed Halichoanolaim= de Man 1886
(=Smalsundia Allgen 1929)
Pharynx not of 2 chambers; denticles absent (Demonema?)
Mandibles none
Dots of striae not larger laterally; jaws with many horny teeth anteriorly ... . Demonema Cobb 1894
Dots of striae larger laterally; onchia equal, apices axial. ................. . llluonchium Cobb 1920
(= Pepsonema Cobb 1920)
Mandibles 2 or 3; Selachineminae
Dorsal mandible a mere rod, developed mandibles 2 . . . . ..... ... . ........ . Selachinema Cobb 1915
Dorsal mandible developed, making 3, ±split; subordinate boob pres.; cu tic. pores pres.
Central mandibular prong l, no. hooks odd; striae of dots; ci' supplements 2 S11nonchium Cobb 1920
Central mand.prongs 2,no.hooks even;stri.dots, dashes;ci' supplements 20 Synonchiella Cobb 1933
Amphid small, opening circular, obscure; lips 3, large; Enoplinae
Lips not conoid, nor high as broad; labial papillae seldom setose; jaws 2-pointed . . Enoplus Duj.1845
( =Enoplos/oma Marion 1870)
Lips large, conoid, often as high as broad; labial papillae 6, setose
Mandibles 2-clawed; lips radially striate; spicula long. striate .... ...... . Enoplmdes Saveljev 1912
Mandibles absent; lips not striate
Basal onchia large, reaching lips
,
Framework of jaws absent .... ........ ... .................•••............... . Sareljeuia Fil. 1927
Framework of jaws present ... .................. . ... . ....... ......... ... . . . Filipjeria Kreis 1928
Basal onchia absent; '"jaws" 3, without hooks
Jaw framework bearing 3 equal mid-pharyngeal teeth ................. . Enoplolaimus de Man 1893
Jaw framework without teeth . . .. ..... . .. .......... .. ..................... .Parenoplus Fil. 1927
_ The teeth ±unequal in size, usually not mobile radially; amph. , in Enoplidae, oft obscure (from pg. 467)
Female not known
Cephalic setae O; spiculum l, gubernaculum absent ... ..... .... . ... .. ...... . . Dioncholaimus Kreis 1932

;:!~:1;'~h:.r.°!'!!u:8

~~1:~ld
':~i~~T:~: :;~~~;r!ti~:=·tr13~is~
1!rif;!t~Y:i .9;:i:,i•1fr1o~~~t;i::::~! c;:;/;~ 1911
Amphid circular, elliptical or monospiral

Pharynx with denticles. or many subordinate onchia; labial papill. 6. setose; amph. round or oval
Labial'"palps"l2, tips large; onch. dorsal, denticles not basal; wing scalariform Anaxonchium Cobb 1920
Labial "palps" O; base of pharynx filled with subordinate onchia . . .... .... . .. . Po/ydontus Schulz 1932
Pharynx without denticles or numerous subordinate onchia
Bulb around pharynx set off by sudden constriction .............. . . . ......... H yptiolaimm Cobb 1930
Bulb around pharynx none or not set off by constriction
Striae coarse; onchia 2, lateral or subventral; labial papillae 4 .......... Diodontolaimus Southern 1914
Striae none or very fine; onchia 3
tips :: ~a°iitl:~.
c~~~~~c:'!h:iJ'.~~~ ci' supplements tubular ... Da(lda Southern 1914
Wead set off by thicker cuticle; wall of pharynx thin ..... .. ......... ... .... . Cacola1·mus Kreis 1932
Head not set off, its cuticle thin; wall of pharynx distinct ...... ......... .. . Conrezolaimus Kreis 1928
- Female known
- Ovary 1, anterior (Pseudoncholaimus ?)
Median onchium spear-like, dorsal onchium minute, basal. .................... E1wp/och1,ilus Kreis 1932
- lfedian spear-like onchium absent
Gonad 9 outstretched; ampbid circular or monospiral
•
Onchia 2, like vertical c,1ates, subventral; amphid monospire, longer than wide . . Gonionchus Cobb 1920
-c?o= a n~!K~~-like, asal, outlets of oesoph. glands; amph. round; tail ±setaceous Cobbia de Man 1907
9
8
n~~e:i'!ate; median swelling often present (Odonwpharynx de lfan 1912)
Card. bulb valvate, oes. cephaloboid; vagina directed forward. m~les heavy Turbatri:r: Peters 1927
(- Anguillula auctores )

:a~nr

j;

8~~:ir::\:UY~~~J~flilil~~

8o~nh'::i?! :'e~=t~;tru:ii':tc~hl\1~~:lta:lr~:~:~rpocket, usually small
Pharynx large, open, ±parallel-sided; spinneret terminal. ............... -..... ..\fononchus Bast.
Pharynx narrow, ±conoid; spinneret ventrad .. .... ....... . ; ............... .\Iononchulus Cobb
-:- Cephalic setae present; papillae 1 circlet; marine or in brackish waters; Oncholaiminae
- Demanian system absent
Ovary posterior; vulva 73- 77% ; gubernaculum none ........ . ... .. .. .. Pseudoncholaimus Kreis
- Ovary ant.; vulva 70-75%; gubernaculum pres. ; s picula ±tail length .. Prooncholaimus Micol.

-

0

1865
1918
1932
1924

u~~ia:nT~~ ~n;:n~resent . . .. .. ..... ......... . . . . . .... .... .... . . . . . Metoncholaimus Fil. 1918
Uvette ampulla-like, exit pores absent

::1: ~\\tu'"t~r::!.a~i:t~~di~~~--: :: ::.- :::: :: _._. :.. ::: ::::::_._.: ::: - ~~':tt:1~':..1)~t m~

Ovaries 2
Gonad~ 9 outstretched; striae of rods, exc. laterally; amph. a slit . ... Dicriconema Steiner & .Hoeppli 1926
Gonads 9 reflexed
Habitat soil and fresh water (for alternative see next page)
Spinneret 0; anterior oesoph. (corpus) with or without non-valvate med. bulb; amph. round or oval
"Spear" none; dorsal onch. opposed by ventral tooth or ridge; ceph. set. 6-10 .. . Butlerius Goodey 1929
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"Spear" a minute prod between lips; cephalic setae 0 .......... ........ .. . DemanieUa Steiner 191'
(=Demanfo Steiner 1914)

X~:hi;l
r;~~\:,~!~y:m,:~~~!J~. ~~~-~~~~~- ........ ... ... . ..•.......•.. . Nannonchu• Cobb 1913
Amphid circular or oval, often small, with internal pocket

8

i~: ~~:~~~lr. ~<;,1!, ~~;:;i~~~~~hi:1:~;g~- ····....... ........................ Trilobua Bast. 1865
0

Lips thick; papillae 12, in 2 circlets; renette not known ........ .. ........ . Mononchua Bast. 1865
Lips thin; papillae 6, ceph. set. 10; renette pres., ampulla conspicuous .... . Adonclwlaimus Fil. 1908
Hc!lf:i~ :~~:i:tnneret usually present (for alternative see preceding page)

Annules not resolvable into dots or rod-like elements
Head truncate;annules interrupted;ceph. set. 4; phar. ribs long., serrate . . Rhabdotoderma Marion 1870
Head rounded; annules plain; setae many, short, ±irregular on ca.Ivarium ... . Croconema Cobb 1920
Annules of rod-like marks; pharynx cyatholaimoid, vestibule ribbed; amphid a transverse slit

8:~t ::t: to~~:Je:P:f~

mi

~-~:ii!'J1~~~l:~~~~!\;~k~i-~:~:~~e~t~.~rRt!~C~
Cuticle not annulated: striae if present very fine
Head with subcuticular calvar1um: amphid with internal pocket; Enoplidae
Calvarium complex, ornate, long-conoid ..... . ..... . .... . .. .......... ..... Tlwracostoma Marion 1870
Calvarium relatively simple. a band with undulating margins; glands lateral
Pharynx wide; lips with denticles; odontia present(?); nema 2o-34 mm . . . CJ1licolaimm de !\Ian 1889
Pharynx narrow, ±filled by onchia, dorsal largest; cervical setae many; nema 8- 17 mm.

g~~~ti: f~~~i~ ~;:~~n~~e~~~~:t~;-~-~di~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::J;:'::c~ug::I~i: mt

(= Jduer•kioldia Fil.1916)
Head without calvarium
Amphid spiral; pharynx small, irregularly conoid, vestibule ribbed . . . . . . . . (Chromaspirina Fil. 1918)
(-Mesodorua Cobb 1920)

APh~~;'!xw!~i :i1i;1'<1:!d'. ~1~8l:tf:tWi!'~;i;~';;,~~;:~~t~~~b.!r~~~e!tW~!~ J~cli!;aiminae
Demanian system present, with exit pores and developed uvette ....... . Adonfholaimm Fil. 1918
Demanian system absent, or gonenteric duct only
Subventral onchia equal in size; amphidial opening longer than wide
··
Tail 33%, filiform, spinneret none: gubernaculum none . ... . ..... ...... . F'iloncholaimm Fil. 1927
( = P seudoparoncholaimus Kreis 1932)
Tail short, rounded; gubernaculum present ........ . .......... . .... .. .. .. . Pontonema Leidy 1855
\= Paroncholaimm Fil. 1916)

c~~~i~r:~~~i=~~~i~~~ tui~e~l~~:[:tlipd:~;~"!r~ff

8

s:e~:~Ete3i~

t

~~~ti~tt~~~Steinoriella Allgen 1932
(=Steineria Ditlev. 1928)
0
6':icholaimellus de Man 1890

t:~;

~~b~e!t~r ~:~.~
;~!;! 8
p8~~~w1:3f ir;1~!~ex~jj1e!:i~,j~t ~~-t- ~'.~~~ -~~-~~~~i~~ ;_ ~~. l\~:!~a (de Man) Fil. 1918

cp:~;;;;s~~~;

Dorsal wall of pharynx rudimentary, an extension of dorsal tooth ... . Mero,iscos-ia Kreis 1932
Pharynx 2- 5chambers, wall thin; amph. large;excretory pore of tat lips; largeonch. subventral
1
~te~n6;°8ir'!:~~~~~t!fi~~~e; ci' supplements eurystomoid ..... . Bolbella Cobb 1920
Amphidial opening ±circular; ci' an enchelid, supplements simple . . Polyua•trop/wra de Man 1922

O~~tr£!i
0

8

&°J~i:\e:!i~'6\~\~~ verse, slit-like; pharynx usually ±square; caudal gland~ before anus
1
~o~1:t1m~~~Y!""nie~:a.I
~i-~-~ .~·:.
l~~~
(=EurJ!sloma Marion 1870
= Marionella Cobb 1922)
External amphid round; pharynx deep; onch. spear-like, exc. Ditlevsenella; cl' oft an enchelid
Anterior oesophagus narrower, lumen wide . ........................ . CalJ1ptronema Marion 1870
(•Catalaimua Cobb 1920)
Anterior oesophagus not differentiated
Large onchia 3 ... .................................................. . F'enutrolaimus Fil. 1927
Large onchium 1, other onchia 2
The large onchium conoid; nema 4-6 mm ..... ....................... . Ditle11senella Fil. 1927
The large onchium long, slender, spear-like
Pharyngeal chambers behind vestibule 2; eyes 2 ................ , ........ . Dilaimus Fil. 1927
(=Am phistenua Marion 1870)
Pharyngeal chambers behind vestibule more than 2
Chambers separated by 24 rings or by dots or denticles ............ S11mplocostoma Bast. 1865
Chambers (first 2) separated by "commas"; rings 3; eyes 8 ..... SJ!mplocoatomella Micol. 1930

B:~ti~l:: ff~'tt
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Wall of the Pharynx unarmed (for alternative see page 458)
Ca!Jity not cylindroid nor prismoi.d, i.e. cavity conoid or irregular in long. section (for alt. see page 474)
Oesophagus with median or posterior bulb or swelling, or both (for alternative see next page)
Amphid not known or obscure
Female not known; spinneret present; cephalic setae present; nema 1% wide; marine
Cuticle with distinct, anastomosing annules; amphid a transverse slit . ... . ..... . . (Leplonemella Cobb 1920)
Cuticle without annules; amphid minute, at lips ........... . ............ ... . ........ (Catanema Cobb 1920)
Female known; spinneret none, exc. Dasylaimus
Ovaries 2, reflexed; wings present
Spinneret pres.;phar.denticulate;oes.without med.bulb;post.ovary undev.;marine Da•ylaimus Cobb 1933
Spinneret 0; post. pharynx concave-cylind.; oes. with med. bulb; in sheep dung RhabditoideB Goodey rn29
Ovary 1
Gonad 9 outstretched, anterior; cephalic setae 4 . . ..... . . .. .... .... .. ....... .. . Walcherenia de Man 1921
1;°p1l!'!e~eiepfl~!:~i?;h~:;i~~~tPc~1t:;\ns~!fae of dots; post. ovary undev.; marine Da~ylaimus Cobb 1933
Sp~~~~f:! ~~~!~€;'::mnpt1ea~t;f;~~~; ,:jphagus cephaloboid; not marine

g:~~~i~

:g:;:~;t:::: l:: i2 ci~~l~t~ ·::::::::::::::::.·::::::::::::::::::::: ·.·.·. ·:. i:~'fu.'t:J,~: LJ:t m~

(=Acrobt'loides (Cobb) Steiner & Biihrer 1933)
Probolae absent; cephalic appendages none or in 1 circlet
Pharyngeal wall a Jong. series of elements; onch. 0; vagina directed inward . . Panagrolaimm Fuchs 1930
Pharyngeal wall not of serial elements; onch. oft pres.; vagina directed ±forward; Turbatricinae
Posterior pharynx closed; vulva ±75% ; vagina less muscular; tail ±blunt ... . Plectonchm Fuchs 1930
Posterior pharynx ±open; vulva ±65% ; vagina muscular; tail slender . . . .... Turbatriz Peters 1927
(-Anguillula auctores)
Amphid known
External amphid not spiral, circular nor elliptical
Habitat not marine
8pinneret present; cephalic setae 4; in fresh water; '9 ........... . .. .. . . ....... . Chronoga,iler Cobb 1913
8
W%:::~h. semicirc.;oesoph. with med. bulb;vulva 21 % ;' 9' (A ulolaimoides Micol. 1915)
Tail not setaceous, 9-15% ; amphid inconspicuous. small or slit-like
Med. oesoph . bulb confluent in front; post. phar. closed;indecaying matter; ' 9' .. . (Cheilobus Cobb 1924)
( = Rhabditophanes Fuchs 1930)
Med. oesoph. bulb none; pharynx ovoid; wings 0; amphid a slit; in soil; - 9 -_ . . Monhystera Bast. 1865
(= M. dinlheriana de Man 1885)
Habitat marine; cephalic setae present; spinneret present
Ambulatory tubes forming ventral pre-anal sole; nema ±8-shape, narrowed in card. reg.; marine; '9'
Oesoph. region hardly swollen; card. bulb faint; cerv. striae all alike . . Notochaetosoma Irwin-Smith 1918
Oesoph. region swollen, ovoid; oesophageal bulbs 1 or 2; band of cervical
striae accentuated, exc. Tristicochaeta falcaturn
Ventral ambulatory adhesion tubes or setae in 2 rows ..
. ... . Drepanonema Cobb 1933
( =Chaetosoma Clap. 1863)
Ventral ambulatory adhesion tubes or setae in 3 or 4 rows ... ... ............. Tristicochaeta Panceri 1878
(= Draconema Cobb 1913)
Ambulatory tubes absent; nema not crooked, not narrowed in cardiac region

r:3i°:::c::.:

X~~t)~ t~~=~f&d~J'~:1?ii~hj:d~!~r:kf;hiii-':!; ib~t:t~~J~sn~f~t~~n~!'leptonemella Cobb 1920

Pharynx 4-5%, heavy,tubular;amphid 4-50% body;ceph.set.4,subceph.l2;- 9 - (Pseudolella Cobb 1920)
Pharynx under 2%, conoid, not heavy; cephalic setae large, long; odontia 6 or 12
Ovary 1, posterior; cephalic setae 6; odontia 12; vulva 15% . ....... . . ....... (Synodontium Cobb 1920)
Ovaries 2; cephalic setae 4; odontia 6; vulva 41>--67%
Tail clavate; nema shorter, stouter; amphid larger .. ....... ....... . ... ... . . Azonolaimm de Man 1889
Tail conoid; nema long, slender; amphid smaller. . . .. .. .. . ... ...
. .. . Ascolaimus Ditlev. 1919
(= Bathylaimm Ditlev. 1918)
External amphid spiral, circular or elliptical
Female not known
.
Habitat soil (possibly marine); spinneret present; amphid spiral; ceph. set. 0 .... ( A mphiapira Cobb 1920)
Habitat marine
Amphid multispire; wings 0; annules very fine
Pharyngeal bulb none; lip region not set off; head truncate-conoid; onch. 3, small Alaimonema Cobb 1920
Pharyngeal bulb present
Head cylindroid; lip region discoid. set off by constriction ... , . . ... .... . . . . (Clwniolaimm Ditlev. 1918)
Head hemispherical; lip region not discoid ................ ....... ....... . .... (A mphfapira Cobb 1920)
Amphid circular or monospire; spinneret present
Nema cepbalated, striae ceasing at constriction
Pharynx none; head ±spherical; amphid behind head; nema slender, 1.4%. .. . Cinctonema Cobb 1920
Pharynx definite; head ±hemispherical; amphid on head; nema wider, 3.8% (Micromicron Cobb 1920)
Nema not cephalated
Annules strong, each of 8 tile-like elements; oesphagus compound . . .. ..... .. . Dasynemella Cobb 1933
(=Dasynema Cobb 1920)
Annules none; oesophagus not compound
Cephalic setae 8 or more; onchium minute; amphid minute, at lips . ... . . ..... . Calanema Cobb 1920
Cephalic setae 4; onchia 0; amphid large, not at lips
Wing single; amphids on head, large, double, circular, joined dorsally ..... . Antomicron Cobb 1920
Wings 0; amphids behind head, not joined
Base pharynx faintly cuticularized, without ring; amphid circular ..... . Monhyateriella Kreis 1929
Base pharynx with cuticular ring, prongs 2, vertical; amphid monospire .. Cricolaimus Southern 1914
Female known
Ovary 1 (for alternative see next page)
Gonad 9 outstretched, anterior; amphid circular; striae 0, or fine and plain; wings 0
Pharynx ±quadrate; neck under 5% ; crystalline bodies lateral; marine . . .... (Cry•tallonema Cobb 19201
Pharynx long-conoid; neck 17% ; spinneret oresent; in fresh water . . . . ........ . (Monhyslera Bast. 1865)
(i.e. subg. ,\ fonhystrella Cobb 1918)
Gonad 9 reflexed; cephalic setae Oor minute
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Spinneret present; striae of dots; phar. denticulate; post. ovary undev. ; marine Daaulaimua Cobb 1933
Spinneret absent; pharynx not denticulate; not marine
th 6
Head wi
biting odi~~~~~~~!t~tt~!~~-~~~~-~~~~- ~~~.' .. . .... . Teratocepha/m de Man 1876
Head with entire or 3-parted lip region; amphid small, at lips; nema not
·
cephalated, exc. Acrobeles insubricus
t~!~!!~~i~h~li\c appendages Oor in 1 circlet . . .. . .. . .......... . .... Pana11Tolai mua Fuchs 1930

;~~~~\::!
8:~t~i~ :g;is:::: li f ~i~~l:t::·.::::::::::::::::::::::::::
·.: ·.::::::::::·.:c1phj'~~11::: f:ll
( = Acrobeloidea (Cobb) Steiner & Buhrer 1933)

Ovaries 2 (for alternative see preceding page)
Gonads 9 outstretched
Amphid multispire; striae fine; pharynx small, cup-shaped
Male ventral pre-anal supplementary organs small. ....... . .............. (Paraaabatieria de Man 1907)
A~~hid~&l:~:rntary organs none .. . . . . .
. . . . ..... ~- ............... . (Sabatieria de Rouville 1903)
Pharynx obconoid, cutic. rings 1 or more; spinneret pres. ; brackish soil ... (Deamolaimua de Man 1880)
Pharynx without transverse cuticularized rings; spinneret present or not
Habitat not marine; cephalic setae 0
Spinneret present; head with 4 circular "warts"; in fresh water ... .. .... P aeudochromadora Daday 1901
Spinneret absent; head without "warts"; bursa present: in moss . ........ . Himatidiophila Rahm 1925
Habitat marine; striae fine; cephalic setae present
The pharynx obconoid, with cylindroid vestibule
Base pharynx cuticularized; head ±cylindroid; cardiac bulb valvate . .. M etalinhomoem de Man 1907
(cf. D eltanema Kreis 1929)
Base pharynx not cuticularized; head ±conoid; lips if everted knob-like Cryptolai mu• Cobb 1933
The pharynx minute or none
Cardiac swelling not strongly developed; ceph. set. 8- 10; nema not tapering L inhomoeus Bast. 1865
Cardiac bulb broad, valvate: ceph, set. 4; nema tapering, tail setaceous T erschelli n gia de Man 1888
Gonads 9 reflexed
Habit parasitic, in insects; oesophagus without median bulb . ......... . . . Neoaplectana Steiner 1929
Habit free-living
Spinneret absent; cephalic setae 0; in soil and fresh water
Nema cephalated, exc. T. palll8tris; lip reg. lobed, with 6 biting odontia . . Teratocephalua de Man 1876
Nema not cephalated; lip region not lobate; bursa present .. ....... ..... . . Himatidiophila Rahm 1925

so~~h~i~
!1:::thead with 4 circular' 'warts"; in fresh w11ter . .... .. ..... Pseudochromadora Daday 1901
Cephalic setae present: head without "warts"

Habitat fresh water or soil: amphid circular to monospiral. . .
. ...... . . . Plectus Bast. 1865
Habitat marine
Lips 2, mouth a dorso-ventral slit; "pseudonchs" dorso-ventral ridges . .. . (P8eudonchm Cobb 1920)
Lips more than 2, mouth not a slit; "pseudonchs" absent
Amphid multispire
Pharynx irregular, with tooth-like projections .. .. . ........ . . ... .
. .... . . Zalonema Cobb 1920
p~:~U:e!i~~ibyc~i~~::~f:[;i::~~o.u~ ~~~~.-!'.~e.p~~!~~~i~~ ... .. . H eterodeamodora Micol. 1924
Head not set off: striae extending to lips; neck 6-7% ; onchium minute .. , .. . ,Spirina Fil. 1918
(=- Spira Bast. 1865)
Amphid circular or monospiral
The pharynx denticulate; post. ovary undev. ; striae of dots; wings pres . . . (Dasylaimus Cobb 1933)
The pharynx not denticulate; both ovaries developed
Dorsal pharyngeal wall not thickened; amphid not at lips
Neck 14-21 % ; wings present; amphid long-oval; head set off by groove at 4 cephalic setae

-~~k::::.·:::::.~~t~~~1A\~i:ii:!eto~g lm
~:::ti:::::~:~ ttl~;~~:y:~t~Jil::'Iitir~t~iJ>aSio;.~ti~:~1!'.(=Spira
~~j;~:1n~~~
:m
Bast. 1865)
iOesoph,
;~g~;f1nn1 ~i~!~~i~~·{;::t~t1~f~t;i~~~~\'i!ta;1~tji:':~~cit~:r:/o':i:\1!!1'~ht 1920
i1lan~ not l?romment; dorsa~ pharyng , element not uniformly thick, b!lt heavy

t:~:it gf ~:~t

N ,;:~!~XtS~ige~!!iJt~=t~~t_d~~
Neck under 7% ; wings 0; amphid spiral

1

0

Tooth-hke th1ckemng parallel to axis . . . . . ... .. ... , .. . . . ..... . . . . . . Camacola1mus de Man 1889
(=Digitonchus Cobb 1920
=Acontiolaimus Fil. 1918)
T?of!il~e
~i~~leu~~~-~ fro~ _beginn_in_g ~f vestibule . . Acmaeolaimus Fil. 1918
Point of Y-shaped "onchium" duplex ............. ..... . . ... . ... . ... . .. .. Ypsilon Cobb 1920
oA:~~f"cf':oft!~~.-,e~;~t~~::;e(~~:i~e~r!tf;!~~!
;:g~ielling (for alternative see preceding page)
Female not known
Habitat marine; lip region discoid; odontia 6: ceph, set.4; amphid small. . . .. (Stephanolaimus Ditlev. 1918)
Habitat fresh water, marsh or sand
Hemispherical "cap" wider than neck, edge setose; phar. conoid; spinneret pres. Diplolaimm Linst. 1876
Hemispherical cap none; setae 0; spinneret 0; wings double; bursa striate .. .. Macroposthoni a de Man 1880
Female known; spinneret present
Ovary 1; marine
Gonad 9 reflexed; ceph. set. 0, pharynx denticulate; post. ovary undev. ; wings pres. Das11lai111us Cobb 1933
Gonad 9 outstretched; cephalic setae 4
The ovary anterior; nema 3 mm .; neck 12% ; vulva 75%. .
. . . . Krampia Ditlev. 1922
oJa':ie~ :"';,!l.:,~rior; nema 1 mm .; neck 19% ; vulva 35%........ .
. .. .•-t aymrnetrica Kreis 1929

~~~:hit:.'f,

!~r

2

Habitat fresh water (for alternative see next page )
Lips 3, rounded; pharynx small , cloeed; onchium minute, deepset ....... . . ... . . ... . ( Tripyla Bast. 1865)
(= Promononchua Micol. 1923)
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Nema ~- 10 m.m.; st;fiae O; pharyngeal walls heavily cuticularized; amphid small
1
1
p~k. a~!!i t~t:~i:m~
sS:t
2:
Nema under 3 mm.; cephalic setae 4-6
Cephalic setae at least 2 head-widths long
Lip region discoid, set off; odontia 6; amphid small, oval. . ......... . Stephanolaimus Ditlev. 1918
Lip region not discoid; odontia none; amphid Iar11e, circular .............. . Cenolaimus Cobb 1933
Cephalic setae not over 1 head-width long; lip region not discoid; odontia 0
Pharynx a wide tube; head strongly conoid; width of nema 6%.......... . Tubolaim us Allgen 1929
Pharrnx shallow; bead not strongly conoid
Cuticle annulated; amphid oval, near lips; lips 3, massive, low .. ... .. ... . Zygonemella Cobb 1920
Cuticle with fine striae or none; amph. circular, ±1 head-width back; lips ±confluent

i:~~l~ rh:~l~it~

:it:~} ~t:~:

~~~t~·

!b~~~e~ ·

~i~;~~~':J;!~li.1m~

::::::::::::::~::~:!ia

0

mg

~o~~~i~t:t~•c~:ii~~~ .t~ ~~.~::·:::: :: :::
A~~~
Female known (for alternative see preceding page)
Ovary 1; amphid not multispire
Gonad 9 reflexed; amphid circular or elliptical
The ovary posterior; marine
Spinneret none; cephalic setae 4; tail usually about 40% .... . ...... . .......... . Rhabdoroma Cobb 1920
Spinneret present; cephalic setae 0; tail about 3% ............... . .. .. .... ..... . Nemanema Cobb 1920
The ovary anterior; cephalic setae present (in Monhystrium sometimes papilloid)
Habitat not marine; spinneret present
Pharynx deep; onch. small, basal; lips massive, with flaps; vulva 80%; soil (Trischistoma Cobb 1913)
Ph~rynx !es~ deep, vestibule definite; onchia 0; in gills of land crabs ..... . (Jlonhystrium Cobb 1920)
Habitat marme
Spinneret O; cepb. set. 10; caudal setae thorn-like; amphid large, center raised (Zanema Cobb 1920)
Spinneret pres.; ceph. set. 4, small; thorn-like setae 0; phar. ±cylind .. (Con olaimella Allgen 1930)
Gonad 9 outstretched. anterior; usually marine

sx!:!~hI~l
::::.: .:iit~2~t~p!~~~~~::;~::i~~:e thorn-like; nema 0.9% wide .. (Zanema Cobb 1920)
Amphid not raised centrally; caudal setae if present not thorn-like
t:ti:l ~~ 6b.Vtbiir~;=~~~t~~~1s~h~%t{t~ii" i~~g:. tiiiiru=~:: ::u}l;r:t:f!:zi::'1~~\~i~~
Spinneret present; marine exc. Monhystrium, and sometimes Monhystera and Theristus

Lips 3, each with finger-like odontium; striae coarse; wings 32, fewer towards tail Xyala Cobb 1920
Lips without finger-like processee; wings O or few
Mouth cavity large, complex, of several chambers, the first of radial elements; carnivorous
Base pharynx unsymmetrical,meeting oesoph. ;middle chamberdenticulate Sphaerolaimus Bast. 1865
lo~:hp::;ft~e:azii!i:~~Jc1al~~s~~~'g'e~~~jj! ;efa~i~}>;~~~j!5·0 Parasphaerolaimus Ditlev. 1918
Lips 6, conoid, twice high as broad, with hook-shaped set.; amph . monospire Daeti,laimus Cobb 1920
Lips not as high as broad, without hook-shaped setae; mostly Monhysterinae
Caudal glands pre-anal, reaching vulva; excret. pore nr. phar.; ceph. set. 4 Conolai mella Allgen 1930
Caudal glands post-anal; excret. pore nr. nerve ring, when seen; ceph. aet. oft many
Labial ribs 18, cuticularized, parallel-sided; testes 2 . •••.....••......•.•... . Daptonema Cobb 1920
(cf. Theristus Bast. 1865)
Labial ribs absent or (llfonhystrium) reduced;genera resembling Monhystera,exc.Sphaerocephalum

~~~~~i~~ ::~~.tei~~-~Jtt~~i::~~U:~~ti;.~~?. ~.a.~H~~ .~1~J;!~~e1%ar&~b 1920

Intestine wider(?) ; gubernaculum not tubular(?) .... ...... . Paramonh11stera (Steiner) Fil. 1918
)largin of amphidial area definite, sensory papilla not obvious

::t:::

!~~~fc~a~~~b=~i.efo'::ii:!:'3J2~~1,!1i:~m::fT'};!~t~· .. . Monhystrium Cobb 1920
Pharynx conoid, then spheroid; striae fine or 0; eyes oft present . . Di plolaimella Allgen 1929
~t:~hld w!~i!tpife~e~:kc~~~~T:n~:t ~r~~~1~:i°'s~..'?::J~~N~!~':cephalum Fil. 1918
Amphid circular; neck 10--27% : spinneret without striated plug
1e~J:1;!~~iifi~~~::::!8ui~al~~i:s!!':3rnaculum O AustTonema Cobb 1914
0

8::~t::: ~

~~: ~~ t:1 ~~~ltf~Id;i~~ se;,~~~~l~~~~!e:;~ra~fJa~~!:~l.) Stekhoven & de Coninck 1933
Gubernaculum tubular, barl;.;d, apophysis none ............ . Penzancia (de Man) Fil. 1918
Gubernaculum not tubular
tlpicula not much bent; gubernac. apophysate; mostly freshwater .. . Monhystera Bast. 1865
Spicula much bent or sickle-ahape; gubernac. plate-like, dorsat.:~~l,~f;~B:'a!/1f>J
·
( == Allomonhystera Micol. 1923)
(cf. Daptonema Cobb 1920)

Ovaries 2
Gonads 'il outstretched; marine (for alternative see next page)
Nema 12-16% wide; neck "collared"; amphid spiral; wings many; spinneret present
Wings over 50; pharynx narrow; spicula 2, eqUBI. .......... . ... .... . .......... . Richtersia Steiner 1916
Wings 16-20, in pairs; pharynx capacious, open; spicula unequal, or but 1. . . . (Richtersiella Kreis 1929)
Nema under 3% wide; neck not "collared": wings if present not numerous
8
s!f!e~eJn':i~S::~hid%1l~:':dee~. h~~1~~~ ..... .. ..... ... ................. Metalaimua Kreis 1928
sxi:pfff:::t ~~:.t=~~~~n~~1:~u1ar plate; cephalic setae 4 ............. . Didelta Cobb 1920
Amphid small, not on plate; cephalic setae 6 or more
Pharyngeal bulb distinct; cephalic setae 6, stout, jointed .. . .............. . Cytolaimium Cobb 1920
Pharyngeal bulb none; setae on head 18, small; amph. with faint multispire .. Anticyathus Cobb 1920
Sjl~i;:::f =shi~; ~tJit:'~ir!etae present exc. Margonema
Ma.le ventra1 pre-anal supplementary organs papilloid .................. . Parasabatieria de Man 1907
Male supplementary organs none ............................... ........ • Sabatieria de Rouville 1903
External amphid not multispire (Linhomoella faintly so)
·
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Amphid wider than long, ±reniform; lip!! 3, double , with papillae .......... . Margimema Cobb 1920
Amphid circular or monospiral
Lips distinct, with distal ftaps; ceph. set. 6. stout. jointed; papillae 6 ... . Cytolaimium Cobb 1920
Lips absent or conftuent
Oesoph.& lumen with oval enlargement behind eyes ;eyes sometimes none Araeolaimus de Man 1888
Oesoph . '\\;thout median enlargement; eyes 0; cephalic setae 6--10
Setae on head 10, shorter 4 specialized at tip; amph. faint multispire . . (Linliomoella Cobb 1920)
Setae on head t}-8, without specialized tips; amphid circular ............. . L inhomoe= Bast. 1865
Gonads ~ reftexed (for alternative see preceding page)
Habitat not marine exc. sometimes Aphanolaimus
Spinneret absent; amphid multispire; setae O; striae of dots; in sand dunes .. Clioanolaimwi de Man 1880
s,wi~r;;~~~~ntour crenate; glands lateral, serial; amphid monospire .. Aphanolaim wi de Man 1880
Wings 0, striae not altered laterally; contour not crenate; amphid circular or oval
Lips. papillae & setae 0; amphid round; pharynx small, conoid. unarmed Dipwhystera de Cillis 1917
Lips, papillae & small setae pres.; amph small, oval; phar. closed; onch. basal Triwla Bast. 1865
(= Promimonchus Micol. 1923)
Habitat marine
Amphid spiral; spinneret present
Pharynx with apophyses forward and baekward from mid-region
'.\lid-pharyngeal region not denticulate; wings numerous, markings V-shaped ... . Nunema Cobb 1933
:Mid-pharyngeal region denticulate ..... ...... ....................... . Haliclioanolaimw de Man 1886
(=Smalsundia Allgen 1929)
Pharynx without forward apophyses; mid-pharyngeal region not denticulate
Wings numerous; neck region "collared"; nema 12-16% wide
Spicula 2; wings over 50; pharynx narrow . ................. .. .............. . Richtersia Steiner 1916
Spicula unequal, or I only; ";ngs 16--32; pharynx capaeious, open ........ . (Richteraiella Kreis 1929)

~~~ a.t:r:·b!c~!!J~;i:~~ !\~~{~~:~~yhorny teeth anteriorly .. ... D emonema Cobb 1894

Jaws absent, pharynx without apophvses
Pharynx 2 chambers; ceph. set. 10, oft jointed. tips specialized; striae fine Tripyloides de '.\lan 1886
Pharynx I chamber; tips setae unspecialized; Rtriae less fine; eyes present
Cuticular pores none; pharynx with definite bulb .......... . ........... . Nannolaimus Cobb 1920
Cuticular pores present; pharynx ";thout definite bulb ................ . Cyatliolaimus Bast. 1865
(=Necticonema Marion 1870)
Amphid circular, elliptical or monospiral
Spinneret absent; cephalic setae 4, stout; tail usually ±40'1 .................. Rhabdocoma Cobb 1920
ss~~;ht :e::::ate towards base; calvarium reduced
Cervic~ setae in long. rows; pharynx ±none; ext. amph . ±semi-circular (Stenolaimwi Marion 1870)
Cervical setae 0 ....................................... . ............ . Phanodermopsis Ditlev. 1926
( =Galeonema Fil. 1927)
Oesophagus not crenate
Calvarium present; onchia often 1-3
The calvarium elaborate, ornate .... ... ....................... ... ......... ... Deimlostoma Fil. 1916
The calvarium a wavy band; often denticles at lips; amphid transverse . . Cylicolaimus de '.\lan 1889
Calvarium absent
Jaws 3, ";th simple supporting framework ................................ .. . Parenoplus Fil. 1927
Jaws absent
Pharynx of 2 chambers
Chambers of pharynx ±equal, small; cephalic setae 0 .... .... .... . Pseudopelagonema Kreis 1932
Chambers of pharynx unequal, anterior large; setae 10, often jointed, tips specialized
Both chambers ±conoid or irregular in shape........
. ........... Tripy[m,J,,,. de '.\lan 1886
Both chambers ±parallel-sided ....... ... .
. ........ . . Bathylaimus Cobb 1894
( =.Uacrolaimus Ditlev. 1918
=Cotlionolaimwi Ditlev. 1919)
Pharynx of 1 chamber; setae without specialized tips
4
:~!~;j~!~~if!i!1ff~;,::t~1eef!n':rni
Oesoph . glands not prominent; dorsal pharyng. element not uniformly thick, but heavy
Tooth-like thickening parallel to axis .............. . .............. . Camacolaimus de Man 1889
( =Digitonchus Cobb 1920
=Acontiolaimus Fil. 1918)
Tooth-like thickening bent outward from beginning of vetitibule
Point of "onchium" single ... ............ ... ...... ... ........ .. . . ... .-Acmaeolaimus Fil. 1918
Point of Y-shaped "onchium" dusiex .................................... Ypsiwn Cobb 1920

:~~f:;~ b~~i!~ ttb1~20

no!:~l:~~n"!s·

~~6!~:~ealn~~2p:fo~i.c~!1~ ~'::!11f;ite:;f1;tc~fl~~e~~~~~h1d ~:h=':tus
External amphid circular; wall of pharynx irregularly thick ...... . (Pandolaimus Al)gen 1929)
External amphid small,transverse;pharyng.wall thin.base with mounds Pelagonema Cobb 1894
(cf. Vasculonema Kreis 1928 >
The pharynx small or very narrow
Cervical setae absent; cephalic setae 4, in front of amphid ........ Aphanolaimus de Man 1880
Cervical setae lateral, in short longitudinal series; amphid with pocket
Gubernaculum present; d' supplementary organ tubular ..... ... ........ Anticoma Bast. 1865
Gubernaculum none; d' supplementary organ papilloid ........ .. . . Antiromopaia Micol. 1930
Cal'it11 more or lua c11lindroid or prismoid, i.e. parallel-sided in long. section (for alt. see page 470)
Oesophagus ";th median or posterior bulb or swelling, or both (for alternative see page 477)
Amphid not known or obscure (for alternative see next page)
Female not known
Spinneret none;ceph.set.O;phar.closed;oesoph.cephaloboid;neck over 20%:in swamp Liumema Cobb 1920
1
s~=:e~rbui~;ps:'~nr~st:= ::e:~:u:e~
!~Lr.:f1~hJ~
Cobb 1920)
Pharyngeal bulb none; striae annulating the cuticle; length 10 mm . .. . ..... ...... (Lazonema Cobb 1920)
Female known; spinneret none exc. Rhabdolaimus; not marine ; phasmids usually present

~~~~
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Ovary 1, anterior; cephalic setae O or minute
Gonad 9 outstretched
Pharynx long, tubular, base halfway to nerve ring: spear none; median bulb O••Gymnolaimm Cobb 1913
Pharynx base ± i distance to nerve ring; spear reduced; oes. bulb strong (Aphelenchoidea Fischer 1894)
(= Seinura Fuchs 1931
- Parasitaphelenchus Fuchs 1930
=Patlwa.phelenchm (Cobb) Steiner 1931)
Gonad 9 reflexed
Median oesophageal bulb present
Pharynx wide as long; cardiac bulb not valvate, median valvate; bursa none . . L11colaim ua Rahm 1928
Pharynx much longer than wide; cardiac bulb valvate: bursa present .. ..... . .... . Rhabditis Duj. 1845
(=Diploacapuroidea Rahm 1928
Median oesophageal bulb absent: in soil and fresh water
=Pse-udorhabditu Kreis 1929 )
Cardiac swelling long, non-valvate: pharyng. rods heavily cuticular . . . . Diphtherophora de Man 1880
(=Chaolaimm Cobb 1893
1913
Cardiac bulb valvate, preceded by isthmus i.e. oesoph. cephaloboid; phary;/~~':c,~1: Cobb
)
Head end lobed by 6 large biting lips or ;;;iontia; carnivoroua .... .. .... . (T~atocephalua de Man 1876)
Head end not lobed, exc. in Acrobeles insubricus
Pharynx wall simple,forming 2 chambers;onchium oft present;ceph.set.Q-4 Macr'1laim m Maupas 1900
Pharynx wall of a longitudinal series of elements, i.e. cephalobo1d
~~
fi~e~~· 2·~i~~i~~ ··· · ··· · · ·· · · ····· · · · ···· · ···· ·· .. ..... Panagrolaimm Fuchs 1930

~~:f: t~
8:~~tts

~~~~-~~~~~~: ::

c1:,:.tl':!s~:!: m~

or\f~b~~s~~;l:~~~~·: ::: :::::: : : : : : :: : : ::::::::
(- Acrobeloidea (Cobb) Steiner & Blihrer 1933)
Ovaries 2; cephalic setae 0, exc. in Teratocephalus minute
Gonads 9 outstretched;ceph. set. 0; phar. tubular, reaching oesoph. bulb; in soil Au!olaimm de Man 1880
Gonads 9 reflexed
Spinneret present; wings absent: in fresh water and moist soil. ... . ......... . Rhabdolaimm de Man 1880
Spinneret absent
Cuticle with prominent tubercles; lip reg. set off by constrict.; ceph. set. with saccate bases
Tubercles encrusting dorsal surface; wings brood, thin; in moss .. . . . . ... . Cras pedonema Richters 1908
Tubercles in longitudinal row(s), right lateral; oesophagus rhabditoid .... . Bunonema Jligerski6ld 1905
( - Rlwdolai mm Fuchs 1930)
Cuticle without tubercles
Pharynx a long straight tube, i neck length or more

8::~~t: T~~~-0~ 2=fJ>~u~~f;~e~t:i;faf~::e::i~:~'.!i~r~h)f~a!~l ulolaimm de Man 1880
:~: ~:~A¥::1~ ~~~; :::~:::;:?:::::s11i:ttb~:lJ::~t~an':wro~:. :c,il'!ixi:~~~=UG~~~ m~
Pharynx not a simple tube, much shorter

Oesophagus without median bulb
Cut1cularized rods supporting pharynx; shed cuticle surrounding nema Diphtherophora de Man 1880
(=Chaolaimm Cobb 1893
=Archionc:hm Cobb 1913)
Cuticularized pharyngeal rods none
Head end lobed by 6 large biting lips or odontia; carnivorous ....... . (T~alocephalu., de Man 1876)
Head end not lobed; bursa present .... . . . .. . ... . ... . ... . . . . .. ................. . Rhabditis Duj. 1845
Oesophagus with median and cardiac bulbs
Cardiac bulb valvate; median bulb well set off; glottoid apparatus present
Wall of pharynx cylindroid; bursa present; d' tail tabditoid ................. . Rhabditis Duj. 1845
Wall of pharynx convex inward; bursa much reduce ; d' tail l(~.Rh~~~1!~c~l~chfl~1im
1
c~:;~t~~3~hb~~l~clb~ ~~~ke~fiuI~~io/,,:'fo:~ ss:'r\:~::!'. ~~ ~¥:-'~~~r~nz de Man 1876

p~~~~~~~=~fro~~Ji::!~ ~t~'f:iic?ni.~~~~~~i.~ ............. Diplogas/6

M. Schultze 1857
1
Np=y'~~t::i! !n~~~=lls!,1"/~:ral elements; d' papillae O(?) . ••••• . Peronilaimus Rahm 1928
Pharynx tubular, wall entire; d' papillae usually 5 pairs ..... . •....... . Rhabditidoides Rahm 1928
Amphid known (for alternative see precedinit page)
External amphid not spiral, circular nor elliptical (for alternative see next page)
Habitat marine; cephalic setae and spinneret present; amphid crook-shaped, sometimes ±spiral

A~t~~~:°h!a~ff.1:..~%~~~hili!~~:-50%k~~~~!e=~d
~~g~~i
Phar.narrow,inconspic. ;amph.under 2% ;ceph.set.6,subceph.4;annules tiled; '9' Ceramonema Cobb 1920
(cf. Pselion~ma Cobb 1933)
Ambulatory set. forming ventral pre-anal sole; nema ±8-ehape, narrowed in card. reg.; marine; • 9'
Oesoph. region hardly swollen; card. bulb faint; cerv. striae all alike . . Notochaetoaoma Irwin-Smith 1918
Oesoph. region swollen, ovoid; oesophageal bulbs l or 2; band of cervical striae
accentuated, exc. Tristicochaeta falcatum
Ventral ambulatory adhesion tubes or setae in 2 rows ............ . ........... . Drepanonema Cobb 1933
(-ChaetOBoma Clap. 1863)
Ventral ambulatory adhesion tubes or setae in 3 or 4 rows .........•....... . Triaticoclaaeta Panceri 1878
(=Draronema Cobb 1913)
Habitat not marine
Spinneret present; '9 ', exc. Chronogaster
~~!i:itr:~r!uf~e:ich~~ 9% ; amphid semicircular; soil about cane roots Anthonema Cobb 1906

;;;~~ph~f:i( ~e,f:~~;f,=!{~·

tips

~halic setae 4; pharynx wider, under 1.5% ; '9 .................... ... ....... . Chronogaat~ Cobb 1913
Cephalic setae O; pharynx long-tubular; tail 25-30% . •...................... •Rhabdolaimm de Man 1880
Spinneret absent; cephalic setae O or papilloid
Tailsetaceous, 19% ; oesoph. with 2 bulbs;amph.semicircular; vulva 21%; ' 9' Aulolaimmd,,11 Micol. 1915
Tail not setaceous, under 15%; oesophagus without median bulb, exc. Cheilohn11
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Amphid transverse, curved, wide 88 head; phar. 7.6%; tail 2%; fresh water; a' only Colpurella Cobb 1920
Amphid inconspicuo\18, small or slit-like; tail over 9% ; in soil or decaying material
Median oesoph. swelling before isthm\18; cardiac bulb valvate; wings single;• 9' . . CMilobm Cobb 1924
(-Rhabditophanes Fuchs 1930)
Median oesoph. bulb absent
Pharynx closed; amphid a pore, with internal cuticularized tube; wings 2; J .. .. Litonema Cobb 1920
Pharynx open, or with anterior open chamber; wings 0; a' only
Tail 15%, termin\18 setaceous; pharynx without cuticularized rods ...... .. (Monhystera Bast. 1865)
(-M. dintheriana de Man 1885)
Tail 8%, conoid; cuticularized rods in pharynx; shed cuticle retained .. . Diphth11roplwra de Man 1880
(•Chaolaimus Cobb 1893
=Archiondua Cobb 1913)
External ampbid spiral, circular or elliptical (for alternative see preceding page)
Female not known; spinneret present
·
Habitat soil; ceph. set. O; ceph. cuticle thick, flaps doming vestibule; amph. spiral P 11cnolaimm Cobb 1920
Habitat marine; cephalic setae present
,
Amphid multispire; annules not coarse; wings abl!lent
Head cylindro1d; lip reg. set off by constriction; pharyng. bulb present . •(Choniolaimm Ditlev. 1918)
Head truncate-conoid;lip reg.not set off;pbaryngeal bulb none;onch.3,minute Alaimonema Cobb 1920
Amphid circular, elliptical or monospiral
Wings 8; annules coarse; oesoph. to isthmus wide, m118cular; card. swelling slight Da81fnemella Cobb 1933
(=-Da311nema Cobb 1920)
Wings 0
8!U~~i~idh;~~!'i ~s:;1~~:~h. set. 4; a' supplements tubular, 14 .• •• Cricolaimus Southern 1914
~pi~:12. ~~~~:~~~r=~~r~bC:1~:::;mS:ii:1~~;:?Jft:tt:1i~T!~i;i~l':!to;emella Kreie 1932
Striae coarse; amphid minute; length 10 mm.; width 0.8% ..................• ••Lazonema Cobb 1920
Striae fine; length under 4 mm.
Pharyngeal bulb present; amphid a~ lips; onchia 6, mi_nute .......... . . . . . . . . . Catanema Cobb 1920
Pharyngeal bulb none; amph1d behmd pharynx; onch1a 0 .............. . Chloronemella Allgen 1929
Female known
Ovary 1
Gonad 9 outstretched, anterior; amphid circular; wings absent
Spinneret present; pharynx long-conoid; neck 17% ; in fresh water . ........... ... Monh11stera Blll!t. 1865
(i.e. subg. Monhystrella Cobb 1918)
Spt~~~ ~:n~

d:~~ti!l~ :Z~hii:'}!tnt, elongate; intestine not dark . . Crystallonema Cobb 1920

p~h~ct~t~arrlu~~t:ct\.f; :~~'t!rio:-::ip~~l~U:,~t;i~~~~~iJ~~1~f=Q>ib 1894
Cephalic setae often as long as ID1treform head is wide; neck 2-6%
Anterior oesoph. not fll8iform; pharynx not evertible; a' supplements 0 .. .. Chromaqaster Cobb 1894
Anterior oesoph.fll8iform;phar."spear" evertible; a' supplements pres .. S iphono!aimus de Man 1893
Gonad 9 reflexed; wings often present; not marine exc. rarely Rhabditis
The ovary posterior,vulva 21 % ;med.bulb not valvate;amph.semicirc.;mud.. Aulolaimoidea Micol. 1915
The ovary anterior
Spinneret pres.; cepb. set. 4; card. bulb Oorfaint; amph. monoepire; freshwater (A nonchus Cobb 1913)

So~::r:~:t~{J~!i::3fa~

~:~hf~df~~i~:r~:e:1::ief~ 0
Cardiac bulb valvate; amphid at lips, obscure; wings & bursa pres.; ubiquito\18 Rhabditia Duj. 1845
Cardiac bulb not valvate, median valvate; amph. transverse-oval, not at lips; phar. cylindroid
Dorsal onchium none; bursa present; ectoparasitic on beetle borer ... . . . Rhobditolaimm Fuchs 1915
Dorsal onch. small, deepset; blll'l!8 0; in exudate chestnut blight .. (Diploqasteroides de Man 1912)
Oesophageal bulb cardiac only, preceded by isthm\18; phar. of serial plates; bursa O or reduced
Head with 6 large odontia; amphid not obscure, often large
Nema moetly cephalated; cirri 0; amphid circular; soil & fresh water . . Teratocephalua de Man 1876
Nema not cephalated; cirri 6; amph. transverse-oval; tail hooked; in bark Chambersiella Cobb 1920
(=Diastolaimm Rahm 1928)
Head entire or 3-parted at lips; nema not cephalated, exc. Acrobeles insubric\18; amph. small
Probolae absent; onchium 0, or 1 inward-pointing ..•. . •••..•. . ..... •.. • . Macrolaimus Maupas 1900
Probolae on head in 1 or 2 circlets
Circlets of probolae 2, labial and cephalic; ampbid a pore near lips . .... (Acrobeles Linet. 1877)
Circlet of probolae single; amphid often obscure .. ..... . . . ... . ............ . Cephalobm Bast. 1865
(=Acrobeloides (Cobb) Steiner & Biihrer 1933)
Ovaries 2
Gonads 9 outstretched; cephalic setae present; marine or in brackieh soil

1i1:f~f :~.

Aca1'3f!bjt1J;re;
:,t~b~~subcephalic setae 4; tail 30%, fine .• Lai mella Cobb 1920
Cardiac bulb slig~ 4 of ceph. set. short, tips specialized; tail 7% ...•....... (Linhomoella Cobb 1920)
Amphid circular or monoepiral; tail not over 18%, not setaceo\18
Gland ducts cuticularized, piercing cuticle, ventrad, cerv. & pre-anal . • Halaphanolai mu, Southern 1914
Gland ducts and pores absent; pharynx minute or none
Pharynx ±none; ceph. set. 10, 4 short, tips specialized; tail 7% ............ . (Linhomoella Cobb 1920)
Pharynx obconoid, when open Has wide as head; spinneret sometimes present
Cuticularized rings in pharynx 1-3; neck S-14% ; marine & brackieh soil (Desmolaimua de Man 1880)
Cuticularized pharyngeal rings absent; ventriculus present; marine
Base pharynx not cuticularized; cardiac bulb oft valvate; head ±conoid Cryptolai m m Cobb 1933
Base pharynx cuticularizod; cardiac bulb valvate; head ±cylindroid Metali nhomoem de Man 1907
(cf. Deltanema Kreis 1929)
Gonads 9 reflexed
Habitat not marine, exc. rarely Rhabditi8 and Haliplect\18 (for alternative see next page)
Oesophageal bulbs median and cardiac; cephalic setae 0; pharynx ±tubular (for alt. see next page)
Vulva21% ;anus81%; amph.semicirc., t head-width; wings&bursanone (Aulolaimoides Micol.1915)
Vulva 4D-94% ; in soil etc., in fresh water, and marine
Spinneret pres.;amph.monospire,protruding;wings & bursa 0;pores lateral .• Haliplect't18 Cobb 1913
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Spinneret none; cardiac bulb valvate; amphid obscurej wings and bursa present Rl&abditia Duj. 1845

s;Head
i:~~~~~~~=~i3nJ7rc~i!°r~!fil~f~:ie r!o:pi~'!t page)
without odontia; nema not cephalated; setae O; spear minute; in soil (Triplonchium Cobb 1920)

0

0

0~

Head with 6 large odontia; bursa none or much reduced

.

~::: :.r::~1~:.fa~!~t~ft!!~If;a~~~:1,~!t°:~!/b:t:J'";tf!
.

~~c~~~zz~e~bb mg
(-Diaatolaimtu Rahm 1928)

~:i:1~!

Sj:~e:
oesophagus not plectoid; neck 15--20%
Cephalic setae O; wings O; pharynx long; amphid with pocket; tail 27% (Rhabdolaimtu de Man 1880)
Ce~halic setae 4; pharrnx short:.tail 15%
.
.
Wmgs present; amph1d monosp1re .................... , ............. •Paraphanolaimua M1col. 1923
0
1923
a~s:,~u~~e~~d c!I:~~. ~ftb~lfh ii!f~eiisn~
(piectoit~rn::;r!i.col.
Labial region not expa~ed; cephalic setae usually 4, sometimes O or 6; neck 12-30%
Cardiac bulb not valvate; pharynx long; neck 14-15%; in fresh water & mud P11r11pltclua Fil. 1930
Cardiac bulb valvate; amphid circular or trall.Bverse-oval.. .................... . Plt(:tua Bast. 186/i
Labial region expanded, with complicated appen~es; pharynx 4-9% ; neck 27-31%
Lips 6, distinct, revolute; striae fine; ampliid semicircular; pharynx 9% (Anthonema Cobb 1906)
Lips not revolute; head with dorso-ventral bladders; striae coarse; amph. round; phar. 3-6%

p~;~

8:~t:li~

~~t.\·iiib.

i ~=t~t~i~~;i ·do~~. o~. cu~1~::sii,i.;1i~~~! :i!'co~~t mf

1

0

~~1;!!11!!!~ er~r~i!~
Habitat marine or brackish (for alternative see preceding page)
Ambulatory set. forming a ventral sole, midbody to pre-anal; nema crooked; calvarium unstriated

fai~~'::r:.

No:ip~e°gii~t~!di;d~;in;n=t'!:~~hu1~
:rrtf~~&";;· .Wo~i.:io!!~:i~!!~smith 1918
Oesoph. region swollen, ovoid; oesophageal bulbs 1 or 2; band of cervical
striae accentuated, exc. Tristicochaeta falcatum
Ventral ambulatory adhesion tubes or setae in 2 rows .................. ... Drepanonema Cobb 1933
(=Chaetoaoma Clap. 1863)
Ventral ambulatory adhesion tubes or setae in 3 or 4 rows .............. Triaticochaeta Panceri 1878
(-Draconema Cobb 1913)
Nema narrowest midway, epsilon-shaped; ambulatory setae not open at end; annules coarser
Sole apparently absent; amphid cresentic; annules 98 ..................... .. Epeilonella Steiner 1930

83~J;h:~;
!'ftf~~cTI~~~~/~;1Jl~~C::ii!s............................Metepeilonema Steiner 1927
Oesophagus with cardiac bulb only
Annules 80-112; ambulatory setae slender, falcate . . ................• . Bathyepsilonema Steiner 1927

A:~~~i11!t.9J~~~~t>:a ~i::i:t~~~~ ~-r· ~~i~-~~I~ ~-c·~~~ ....... Archepeilonema Steiner 1927
Body epsilon-like, i.e. body arches well developed
Cuticular annules homogeneous in structure . ........... . Prochoetosoma Baylis & Daubney 1926
(=Rhabdogaat~ Metsch. 1867)
Cuticular annules not homogeneous in structure
"Axial" part of the cuticular annules hollow ("frame rings") ......... . Epeilonema Steiner 1927
"Axial" part of the cuticular annules vacuolated, etc ............... .. Epsilonoidea Steiner 1931
Ambulatory setae O; nema not crooked; calvarium absent, or not truncate•conoid
·
0
~~t~~~tJ>~~i;~:fl!t>':~~chs" dorso-ventral ridges Pseudonchm Cobb 1920
Amphid multispire; neck 9--13%
Pharynx deeper than head width, wall irregular, with projectioll.8; striae plain Zalonema Cobb 1920
Pharynx tubular, less deep. wall straight; striae of dots ................... ..... Kreieia Allgen 1929
Amphid circular, elliptical or monospiral; neck 14-25%. exc. Bolbonema 8%
Wings present; anterior end set off by groove at 4 ceph. set. & usually by lack of annulation
Neck 20-25%

tj~!~ t~~~!t:::Pi!1f1

m:

~:~i:

f:i8fi~~;k~!~~ofiuE1:t~~~fi; :r~;~~~~~~~h~:t~;:l11!l~i'.~;~o~l'~~"JtM~~
Neck 14-16% ; marine
Gland ducts cuticularized, piercing cuticle, cerv. and pre-anal . . Hal11ph11nolaimtu Soµthern 1914
Gland ducts & pores O; pharynx of several long chambers; ampbid round Pol11l11imium Cobb 1920
Wings absent
·
Median bulb present; ceph. set. O; amph. protruding: neck 12%: pores lateral Haliplt(:tus Cobb 1913
Median bulb absent; pores none; marine
Nema cephalated by expansion opposite large monospiral amphid; neck 8% Bolbonema Cobb 1920
Nema not cephalated by expall.Bion
Setae on head 6-10, long, flexible; neck under 5%: pharyngeal bulb present .. (Laxm Cobb 1894)
Setae on head o-4; neck 6% or over; pharyngeal bulb absent
Head constricted at cephalic setae, not at amphid; ampbid 2 bead-widths hack

l(l}er':1Y;z!~r;/:ams[:~~ mg

g~::l:~otpl:~~~i~'i:~~~!k~i~:~;;:~~~~~~%~~t!fi~::.'
Head not coll.Btricted at setae; amphid near lips or not over 1 head-width back
Ceph.set.O;phar.a tube reaching card.bulb;amphid coll.Bpicuous . . Aegialo11l11imus de Man 1907
Ceph. set 4; pharynx shorter
1
~:r~:ii~pht~~~'i1 n~~iiti~k~
OX:~tfcf'::oflfn~~~e~~~s~~e(!~;aai~~~~:~':e
;~;tling (for alternative see page '74)
Female not known; marine (for alternative see next page)
Neck over 40%; amphid a long. slit; cefh. setae 4 or 8. fine; spinneret oft none .. (Halalaimoidea Cobb 1933)
1
N~;h~:~r~O;p:~~h~t~':l!1i~;:d: ~y~~~r;~a1i!!~ ~i~~~~-t_i~:.:~~~~'.~ .~-~tmbrilla Cobb 1905)
(=Fimbria Cobb 1894)

1:~ti~ ~!~~~i~:~~~r{~~.!~i:i~i~1~s
~'!1:i

1

l?~~i!!i~c~!tb ~m

CO~~t~8J:'rs!i~:n~~iir,inward-pointing;neck 12%:nema0.5% wide;amph. a slit (Trileptium Cobb 1923)
(=Trilepta Cobb 1920)
Onchium none; neck 22-30%: nema 2-3% wide; cephalic setae usually 8, in 2 circlets
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Female known (for alternative see preceding page)
Ovary I, anterior
Ceph. set. 4; pharynx large, open; spinneret preeent; spicula 2-jointed(?); marine • .. Filipjei,a Ditlev. 1928

~~9!!·
~ t~b~afe!t<!;,t.:U~1:, i:n:e~!:e~r:7{n :ie~.~~ .~~~~ -~~~-~•-~-~. Gvmnolaimw Cobb 1913
Pharynx closed, or marked by reduced spear, not over l distance to nerve ring
8

Nema free-living, marine; spinneret doubtful; pharynx none or closed ............ ... Litotea Cobb 1920
Nema parasitic in insects; spinneret 0; adult spear reduced, base 3-parted . . (AphelenchulUB Cobb 1920)
Ovaries 2
Gonads 9 outstretched; spinneret present; marine
The ovaries extending backward; winge 10-12; vulva 45% .......................•. . PO'f'oeoma Cobb 1920
The ovaries opposed; wings 0
Annules none or not coarse; amphid not saccate, far back; nema not wide ... . Anoploatoma Blitsch. 1874
Annules coarse; amphid saccate; nema wide; cephalic setae 4
Number annules ±17, secreted annules prominent, separated; head small . . Dumo&colez Clap. 1863
Number annules 32-91, secreted annules 0; head concave-quadrate pyramidal . . Tricoma Cobb 1894
(=Quadricoma Fil. 1922)
Gonads 9 reflexed
Spinneret none; wings 0; pharynx 2.l>--3%, tubular; tail rounded, under 2%; in soil . . lBolaimium Cobb 1920
Spinneret present
Habitat freshwater; lips thick; pharynx closed; amphidsmall; onch. small, deepset (Tripyla Bast. 1865)
(-Promononchm Micol.1923)
Habitat marine
Annules ±17,secreted annules prominent;amph.saccate;nema wide;ceph.set.4 . . DeBmoBCOlez Clap. 1863
Annules none; amphid not saccate; nema less than 5% wide
Dorsal pharyngeal wall bent inward at lips,onchium-like;ceph.setae 10 .. (AB71mmetrella Cobb 1920)
Dorsal pharyngeal wall not onchium-like; cephalic setae 0 ......•...•.•... ..• Angustinema Cobb 1933
Amphid known (for alternative see preceding page)
External amphid not spiral, circular nor elliptical (for alternative see next page)
Female not known; Enoplidae (Trileptium ?)
Head mitreform, set off by constriction; wings H; spinneret doubtful; marine . ... Xennella Cobb 1920
Head not mitreform; spinneret often absent
Ceph. set. 0: ext. amph.wide,curved;phar.tubular,halfway to nerve ring;freshwater Colpurella Cobb 1920
~~h.;i:'i::~re:.,~~)i~~!t~[~fo~~::kd±To"%;~p~fH;tailsetaceous Halalaimoidea Cobb 1933
Amphid small, transveI'SlH>val; neck 25% or less
Neck 25%:onchium none;ceph.setae 6,small,inconspicuous;spinneret present .. Vasculonema Kreis 1928
(cf. Pelav_<mema Cobb 1894)
Neck 12%: onchium dorsal; cephalic setae 10, conspicuous; labial setae 6... . Tnleptium Cobb 1933
(= Trilepta Cobb 1920)
Female known
Ovary 1, anterior
Gonad 9 outstretched;pharynx closed;ceph.set.papilloid;spinneret doubtful;marine . . Litotea Cobb 1920

0o:tia9or:!8;i:fJ r'tt!t~~~h°:!~;!~t~~~:~ i~ ~~:r::::~t. . ~~for'i!!:11~~:tn~an 1880

Onchium minute, deepset; amphid opposite pharynx; in soil about roots
Pharynx conoid when open; amphid opposite base of pharynx .. .. . .. •... .•. (TriBChiBtoma Cobb 1913)
Pharynx a long tube, amphid opposite its anterior end, with pocket .•...•... . Cryptonchus Cobb 1913
(-DiUer,Benia Micol.1925)
Ovaries 2; marine exc. Monhystera
Gonads 9 outstretched
Spinneret absent
Habitat marine; amphid long-oval, on large triangular plate .....•..........•..... . Didelta Cobb 1920
Habitat not marine; amphid a transverse slit; in soil about roots .............. . Monh71Btera Bast. 1865
(=M. dintheriana de Man 1885)
Spinneret present
Mouth opening ±ventrad;wing duplex;amph.big,bent,dorsal arm the longer (Campylaimw Cobb 1920)
Mouth opening axial, terminal; wings none exc. sometimes Pseudolella
Annules coarse; amphid saccate; nema wide; cephalic setae 4
Number of annules ±17, secreted annules prominent, separated; head small. . DeamoBcolez Clap. 1863
Number of annules 32-91, secreted annules 0; head concave-q uadrate pyramidal .. Tricoma Cobb 1894
(=Quadricoma Fil. 1922)
Annules none, striae fine; amphid not saccate; nema slender
Amphid small, opening transverse with internal pocket, far back ..... , (AnoplOBtoma Biitsch. 1874)

A~~g
~f';fi!;fi'tJ ;~~: :efi:e~h:x~~~ neck; eyes 0. .. . .......... (Paeudolella Cobb 1920)
Length of amphid not over I head-width, loop-shaped; eyes 2, sometimes none
0

Oesophagus & lumen widened between eyes and nerve ring ;pharynx obvious Coinonema Cobb 1920
Oesophagus&lumen not widened; pharynx like oesophagus ..• Araeolaimoidea (de Man) Fil.1918
Gonads 9 reflexed

c!i~.:sf!
!,~nM ~~~1::~~~b~~t!trounded, under 2%; in soil. .... . IBolaimium Cobb 1920
Cephalic setae 10, subcephalic many; marine ...•.......•.......•......... . Plat71comopsi8 Ditlev. 1926

8

(=Dactylonema Fil.1927)

S~i:~1~4;\~:a\er: amphid usually small or inconspicuous
Pharynx wide.domed by thin lips;onch.0;amph.transverse slit.far back . . Priamatolaimw de Man 1880
Pharynx closed,lips thick:onch.minute,deepeet;external amphid round or oval . •(Tripyla Bast. 1865)
(aPromononchUB Micol. 1923)
Habitat marine
Cephalic setae none or papilloid; external amphid narrow, transverse (for alt. see next page)
Amphid head-width; cuticle t raditl8, annules coarse 1 markings rod-like .. (Actin<mema Cobb 1920)
Amphid head-width or less, with internal pocket; cuticle less thick; phar. with lumen; Enoplidae
Eyes 2; protrusile pharyngeal ribs none .......•.•••.•....• :,•·· .................. . lllium Cobb 1920
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Eyes 0; protrusile pharyngeal ribs 3, straight .. ,,, .•... . ............ ,,,., ... , . . Fimbrilla Cobb 1905
(=Fimbria Cobb 1894)

Cephalic setae present, not papilloid (for alternative see preceding page)
Amphid shepherd's crook

!!!~:: :~.t~~~~1 ~tw:.1It~ ·~1~~~-~ts":.::::::::::::::::::::::::::.~~~ir!:':O':i3::/~bb ~:~

(cf. Paelionema Cobb 1933)
Amphid not shepherd's crook
Nema wide;annules ±17,secreted annules obvious;amph.saccate;ceph.set.4 .. Dumoacalez Clap. 1863
Nema slender, under 5%; amphid not saccate; annules 0, striae fine or 0; Enoplidae
Onchium dorsal; labial setae 0; cephalic setae 10, near lips
Tooth vestigial, on wall; external amphid a small slit; eyes 0 ... . ... . (Anoncholaimw Cobb 1920)
Too~h a bendinii inward of do!981 phary':,l!!,wall;amphid larger.faint .. (As11mmetrella Cobb 1920)
Onch1a none; labial setae 6, obvious; cephalic setae 10 or more, length 1-5 times head width
Pharynx narrow,closed;odontia (?) minute;ceph.set.3 times head width (Tubolaimella Cobb 1933)
Pharynx wide, open; odontia none
Lips 3, deep-cleft, with framework; ceph. set. 2-5 times head width ........ . Chaetonema Fil. 1927
Lips without framework; ceph. set. 1 head-width; excret. pore raised .. (Paranticoma Micol. 1930)
External amphid spiral, circular or elliptical (for alternative see preceding page)
Female not known; spinneret present; marine
te~~e;~-;:7c:;v':!d5eo/:
~i~r•n~!8~lcf~ terminus; wings numerous . . Pteronium Cobb 1933
Amphid multispire; wings O; cephalic & labia! setae 18; labia! framework present ... . Diapira Cobb 1933
Amphid circular, elliptical or monospiral
!b!:~ci:r~~h~~~f!:1!~al~i~{i~ ?i · · · · ·•· ••·, ,,,,,,,,., ... (Diodontolaimus Southern 1914)
Onchium ventral; cephalic setae 10; amph. t head-width, with internal pocket .. (lsonemella Cobb 1920)
Onchium absent (Nudolaimus ?)
Calvarium reduced to submed.plates;phar.large,wall strong,"onchia" basal . . Nudolaimus Allgen 1929
Calvarium absent; cephalic setae present
Wings present; cephalic setae 6 or 10
·
Ceph. set. 6; wings 8; annules coarse, elements tile-like; oesoph. compound.. Daaynemella Cobb 1933
.
.
(=Dasynema Cobb 1920)
Ceph. set. 10; wmgs 2; oesophagus simple; pharynx ±quadrate ........ . Puldranemella Cobb 1933
Wings absent; cephalic setae 4-8
Lip region discoid, set off by constriction; odontia(?) 6••••••••••••••• • Stephanolaimus Ditlev. 1918
Lip region not discoid; cephalic setae 4 or 6
Pharyng. vestibule with rod-like supports; head ±cylindroid; striae O; ceph. set. 4
Rods 6, straight, parallel to body axis; cephalic setae 4, jointed ...•.... . Rhodinema Cobb 1920
Rods more than 6, curved, meeting axially .......................••... . Eleutherolaimus Fil. Hl22
Pharyng. vestibule without supports; striae pres. exc. Vasculonema & Bathylaimella
Amphid transverse-oval, near lips; head slightly conoid; setae small
Setae labial, cephalic and subcephalic, minute ........................ . Z11uonemella Cobb 1920
. Setae cephalic only, 6, small, inconspicuous .......................... Vasculonema Kreis 1928
(cf. Pelagonema Cobb 1894)
Amphid circular, near base of wide-tubular phar;vnx
Head cylindroid; setae on head 16, longest 4 times head width ....... .. Cenolaimus Cobb 1933

~==

!1J!~

g~~:t:

(~:~~~:a~~m

H6!fic~~nst1~~i~~{
s;,r.: ~~ ~:.~ ~_' -~~~:: ........... Tubolaimus Allgen 1929
Cuticle not striated; width 3% .......... . ... . ...................•... . Bath11laimella Allgen 1930
Female known
Ovary 1 (for alternative see next page)
Gonad 9 reflexed
Amphid multispire; ovary posteriori pharynx linear; spinneret doubtful; marine Alaimella CQbb 1920
Amphid not multispire; ovary antenor
Spmneret none; amph. round, with central mound; caudal setae thorn-like, 2 rows (Zanema Cobb 1920)
5

s:lt:~!:i\~!~f~!:kt~y~~~i~:i.~r:;~t:rrc~tae 4; nema ±2% wide ...... (Conolaimella Allgen 1930)
Habitat not marine; pharynx open, not small nor narrow; nema 2-5% wide
Cephalic setae 4; pharynx with supporting pieces; amph. monospire; fresh-water Anonchus Cobb 1913
Cephalic setae 6 or 10, papilloid in Tripylium
Amphid monospire; in gills of land crabs ................................. .. (Triwlium Cobb 1920)
Amphid small, circular, transverse-oval or slit-like
Onchium 0; pharyrui ±quadrate; amphid far back; in fresh water ... ,Priamatolaimus de Man 1880
Onchium minute, deepset; pharynx conoid; amphid opp. pharynx; in soil (Triachistoma Cobb 1920)
Gonad 9 outstretched
Habitat not marine
Spear minute; spinneret none; bursa present; parasitic in beetle .......... (Aphelenchulus Cobb 1920)
Spear absent; bursa absent; in fresh water .............................. . Cylindrolaimus de Man 1880
Habitat marine
The ovary posterior
1
cir~!i~:r~\~t11~~~~~;ai\BiM)~ ~in~~e~e:~:~.~~~~H~1~~~':::f::a
The ovary anterior
Cephalic setae 4, papilloid; pharynx obscure, linear; &mpbid faint, open caudad ... . Litotes Cobb 1920

~~~~~ ::~~lj

0

~:b r:gJ

~~~~!~:;~t:i::~=~~o~~

ndages ("pal s") present; amphid circular
:fail with 2 rows of thorn-flte setae; ampY:id with distinct central mound ..... . Zanema Cobb 1920
Tail without thorn-like setae; amphid without mound; cardiac bulb faint Cr11atallonema Cobb 1920
Spinneret present; amphid circular or monospire
Pharyrui 7%, tubular ,±hallway to nerve ring; head narrow; amphid far back Rhynconema Cobb 1920
Pharynx less than 2%, not a long tube
Dof!~g;:~ariil:~u~~~~~:a~:ofJhp~~-~~~- •.......... . Conolaimella Alken 1930
Oesophagus meeting base of obconoid pharynx ...........•......... . Sphaerocephalum Ii'i!. 1918
Depth of pharynx not much greater than width, pharynx large, open
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Ampbid ±1 bead-width; vulva 59%; caudal set. stiff, 8 prs.; post. ovarvsmall Halinema Cobb 1920
A~CJ'ia:=t!::,'t~?:~~~:n~=~h~~~~\J~~~~•i~~~~'. ~~a:r~t11laimua Cobb 1920)
Labial setae 6, not hook-shaped nor at tipe; amphid round; ceph. set. 18 . . Omicronema Cobb 1920
Ovaries 2 (for alternative see preceding page)
Gonads 9 outstretched; usually marine
Spinneret absent; marine exc. Pseudoaulolaimus
Habitat mud , rice fields; wings 16-32, fusing to 4 on 4-pronged tail .•. . P &eudoaulolaimua Imamura 1931
Habitat marine
Amphid long oval, on wide triangular plate, almost as long as head is wide .•....... Didelta Cobb 1920
Amphid smaller, not on triangular plate
C,ervical setae bunched; 2 flat setae in front of transvers&-0val amphid ...• . (Plat11coma Cobb 1894)
Cervical setae if present not bunched; amphid ±circular
.
Pharynx long, simple, tubular; cephalic setae 6 ........................ .. Soutlwniella Allgen 1932
Pharynx minute; ceph. set. 18, minute, in 2 circlets; amphid faint multispire Antiq,,atltua Cobb 1920
Spinneret present; marine exc. Cylindrolaimus
Habitat freshwater; cepb. set. 4; ovaries usually unequal; pharynx tubular C'11lindrolaimua de Man 1880
Habitat marine
Annules few, coarse; amphid saccate; cephalic setae 4; nema wide
Number annules ±17, secreted annules prominent, separated; head small • . Du mouolu Clap.1863
Number annules 32-91, secreted annules none; head concave-quadrate pyramidal Tricoma Cobb 1894
(-Quadricoma Fil. 1922)
Annules if present not few nor coarse; amphid not saccate
Gland ducts cuticularized. pores cervical & pre-anal; striae coorse ..... H alapltanolaimua Southern 1914
Gland ducts and pores absent
Cephalic setae 10 or more
Pbar;ynx with transverse cuticularized ring
Cavity of pharynx simple, capacious, ±cylindroid, ½head-width . .. . Eumorpltolaimua Schulz 1932
Cavity of pharynx small, cup-shaped, rings sometimes 2 or more ........ (Linltomoeua Bast. 1865)
(i.e. subg. Paralinllonweua de Man 1907
-Paradunwlaimua Schulz 1932)
Pharynx without transverse cuticularized rings
Longest ceph. set. 4, total 16, tips simple;phar. qusdrate;amph. ±neck-width Halinema Cobb 1920
Longest ceph. set. 6, 4 short specialized at tip; phar. 0(7); multispire faint Linlwmoella Cobb 1920
Cephalic setae 4
Nema wide, 10-16% ; wings numerous; neck region "collared"; amphid spiral; Richtersiinae
Wings ±50; pharynx narrow; spicula 2, equal . . . . .....•...... . ....... . •. Riclt!l!l"sia Steiner 1916
Wings 16-32; pharynx capacious, open; spicula unequal, or 1 only ..... .. Riclttl!l"aidla Kreis 1929
Nema slender, under 5% ; wings if present not numerous
d:'nn~;,:1!t~i:==~«f~»:a=~~~tn~~;;;, ·~~i,i~!::11laimella Allgen 1930

i~:
i=~~l~e1':i!~tne~de':!l ~::,~1:~a':rx:!~~·;f~~!~:!:=~e Man) Fil. 1918)

Shape of amphid loop-like ("folded") ........ . .. • ............ . . . ..... (Coinonema Cobb 1920)
Shape ol amphid circular or monoepiral; eyes sometimes absent(?) .. . Araeolaimua de lllan 1888
Gonads 9 reflexed
8

lt%i~tn~~~~~~~=•et~g~ :h~1ti:ra~ as oesophagus
Wings 16-32, conspic., fusing to 4 on 4-pronged tail; in rice fields ...•. . Pseudoaulolaimua Imamura 1931
Wings O; end of tail not 4-parted; in soil ••••.•..... • .•...•..••.......•.•••.•. .liwlaimium Cobb 1920
Habitat marine; pharynx short
Pharynx narrow; amphid ±flattened, preceded by 2 flat setae .... . ... . . • ..... . Plat11coma Cobb 1894
Pharynx Oor linear; amphid transverse-oval, with pocket, 4 set. posterior . . Plat11comop&is Ditlev. 1926
(•Dact11lonema Fil.1927)
8

~i:~~\f=~\er
Mouth cavity absent or obscure, closed

Amphid monospire; gland cells lateral; cf' supplements protrusile tubes . . Apltanolaimua de Man 1880
Amphid circular or elliptical; cf' supplements not protrusile ....•• • ....•.... . ... . Triwla Bast. 1865
( =Promononcltua Micol. 1923)
Mouth cavity definite, open, obvious
Pharynx narrow, compound; amphid monoepire, I head-width; cephalic setae ( Paraplmua Fil. 1930

p~~;l!r«f~~·.1~~~val or a slit; cephalic setae 6 or 10 . . . Priamawlaimua de Man 1880
The amphid monoepire, opp. pharynx; ceph. setae (; gland cells lateral Parapltanolaimua Micol. 1923
Habitat marine
Nema wide, over 10%
Annules few, coarse; amphid saccate
Body setae not dense; secreted annules prominent, separate; head small . . Dumoarole.z Clap. 1863
Body setae dense, set along annules; junct. oesoph. & intestine indefinite .. . Gruffiella Cobb 1922
1869
Annules if present many; longitudinal ridges or willg8 Hh'lO; neck "collare~;; (ifc~u:2reeff
)
Wings ±50; pharynx narrow; spicula 2, equal .•.....•.•.....•.....•.••• ••••. •Ricltursia Steiner 1916
Wings 16-32; pharynx wide, capacious; spicula unequal, or 1 only ••••••••.•• RicltursieUa Kreis 1929
Nema slender, not over 5%
Calvarium present as a band or plates
Oesophagus not crenate; calvarium of plates; gland cells lateral ...•....... . C'11licolaimua de Man 1889
Oesophagus crenate; calvarium a band ......................•.. .... (Pltanotkrmopsi& Ditlev. 1926)
(=Galeomma Fil. 1927)
Calvarium absent
Gland ducts cuticularized, pores cervical & pre-anal; striae coarse.. (H alapltanolaimua Southern 1914)
Gland duct.a and pores none, or not cuticularized
Denticles mid-phar ., apophyses forward & back; amph. multispire (Halichoanolaimua de Man 1886)
(•Smalaundia Allgen 1929)
Denticles none: amphid not multispire
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region is supported by a faintly visible six-ribbed, refractive, somewhat domeshaped, cuticular framework, six to seven microns across at the base, and
about two-thirds as "high" as it is wide. The more or less immobile lips are
usually closed.
There is a small combined vestibule and spear guide, about as wide as the lip
region and some ten microns long, more or less visible on account of the refractive nature of its elements. This portion of the labial structure has for one of
its main functions the guidance of the spear when in action. The vestibular
part is about four microns deep and varies somewhat in diameter according to
the attitude of the lips and spear. Leading backward from the base of the
vestibule there is a symmetrical set of outwardly bowed, somewhat flexible,
rather slender, longitudinal elements constituting the main portion of the spear
guide. The relatively very robust spear is about twice as long as the base of
the head is wide. It ends posteriorly in a distinctly three-lobed expansion
toward one-third as wide as the base of the head, the dorsal lobe being slightly
farthest back, and, sometimes at least, presenting a dorso-posterior condyle.
It is somewhat behind, and in a line with, the axil of the dorsal lobe that the
dorsal salivary gland empties into the oesophageal lumen. The spear often tapers
more or less regularly throughout its length; nevertheless there is a distinct
basal part, comprising about two-fifths of the whole, set off by a minute but
distinct junction mark, and averaging about one-sixth as wide as the corresponding portion of the head. At its distal end the spear is exceedingly finely
pointed. Well developed muscles for the protrusion of the spear are readily
seen and often lie rather close to the spear,-not forming any very marked
swelling when at rest. Anteriorly there are six of these muscles,-one passing
to each sector of the labial framework.
No amphids have been seen. There are no eyespots.
The oesophagus is tylenchoid and presents a very definite, somewhat pineapple-shaped, non-muscular, valveless cardiac swelling, half as wide as the base
of the neck. The very long, large, rather ob-clavate, median swelling, which is
two-thirds as wide as the middle of the neck, is set off abruptly behind, but is
decuITent in front and reaches to, and somewhat includes, the base of the
onchium; in its posterior part it presents a well-developed, elongated-fusiform,
triplex valve, occupying one-third of the diameter, to which are attached the
usual radial muscles for the opening of the valve in the act of swallowing. An
interesting peculiarity of the median swelling is that the contained robust
tubular oesophageal lining, which is disposed in a single wop or coil when at rest,
takes on this attitude without much disturbance to the evenness of the contour of the
swelling itself, thus showing the" clavate swelling" to be a distinctly two-fold

affair,-partly (posteriorly) muscular, and partly (dorsally throughout) glandular, and with the two tissues so little connected that the glandular part is
comparatively separate and responds but little to the movements of the tubular lining. Ordinarily one would expect the anterior narrower part of such a
long median swelling to curve or coil along with the lining. Though the
limits of the true median bulb (not the clavate swelling but the included
median bulb more properly speaking), are often somewhat indefinite anteriorly,
it may properly be described as ellipsoidal, two-thirds as wide as the neck and
two and one-half times as long as wide; in other words the entity of the median
muscular bulb is not entirely lost. Behind the pharynx the oesophagus is onesixth, at the nerve ring only about one-tenth, in front of the cardiac swelling
about one-eighth, and finally one-half, as wide as the corresponding portion of
the neck. The lining of the oesophagus is tubular and narrow, and distinct
except in the posterior glandular bulb,-most distinct in the clavate swelling.
There are well developed salivary glands. The nucleus of one of these organs
may be seen in the dorsal sector of the cardiac swelling, as already described,-

